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PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Tuesday, 29 October 2002

ASSEMBLY

Tuesday, 29 October 2002
The SPEAKER (Hon. Alex Andrianopoulos) took the
chair at 2.03 p.m. and read the prayer.

The SPEAKER — Order! In view of the fact that
the parliamentary leadership and a large number of
members are attending the Bali memorial service and
concert, the chair will be resumed at 3.00 p.m. for
questions.
Sitting suspended 2.03 p.m. until 3.03 p.m.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for Police
and Emergency Services, on a personal explanation.
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CONDOLENCES
John Thomas Wilton
The SPEAKER — I advise the house of the death
of John Thomas Wilton, member of the Legislative
Assembly for the electoral district of Broadmeadows
from 1962 to 1985 and Deputy Speaker and Chairman
of Committees from 1982 to 1985.
I ask honourable members to rise in their places as a
mark of respect to the memory of the deceased.
Honourable members stood in their places.

The SPEAKER — I shall convey the message of
sympathy from the house to the relatives of the late
John Thomas Wilton.

Honourable members interjecting.
Dr Napthine — He should resign!
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services to take his seat.
Personal explanations are an important matter for the
house. I ask the house to quieten down.
Dr Napthine — He still should resign!
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Portland!
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I desire to make a personal
explanation, Mr Speaker. In replying to the
adjournment debate on Thursday, 17 October, I referred
to a report in the Heidelberger of 28 February 1996
relating to the theft of a number of garden signs during
an election campaign. In doing so I named Mr Matthew
Guy in relation to this incident.
Honourable members interjecting.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
conduct
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I refer
the Premier to the grudging and unsatisfactory apology
of the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, and
I ask him the central question: does the government
accept and support the doctrine of the separation of
powers?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. The answer
unreservedly is yes, I support the doctrine of the
separation of powers — unlike the opposition, which
has a policy of mandatory sentencing, which it has
brought in. The government will continue to uphold the
doctrine of the separation of powers.

Water: Melbourne restrictions

The SPEAKER — Order! I have just indicated to
the house the importance of personal explanations and
asked for the house to remain silent.

Ms GILLETT (Werribee) — Will the Premier
advise the house what action the government is taking
to ensure the conservation of Melbourne’s water
resources?

Mr HAERMEYER — I accept Mr Guy’s public
assurances that he was not charged in relation to this
incident and that the belief on which my remarks were
based was false. I apologise to Mr Guy.

Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the honourable
member for her question. As of midnight on Friday,
1 November, stage 1 water restrictions will come into
place in the Melbourne catchment area.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The house is now
wasting its own time.

Melbourne’s water storages are currently sitting at
54.2 per cent, which is not quite the trigger for the
month of October, which is 52 per cent. But as we
move into November the trigger increases to 54 per
cent, and therefore unfortunately, but as a matter of

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
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urgency, stage 1 water restrictions will come in at
12 midnight on 1 November. The water restrictions will
apply predominantly and mostly to domestic household
use and to such things as car washing, the watering of
home gardens and the filling of swimming pools, which
will not be enormously inconvenient to people but
which are practical and sensible undertakings in
ensuring that we have a sustainable water supply right
through the summer period.
Melbourne will now join other regions around Victoria
that are also on water restrictions and have been, in
some cases, for some time.
Mr Ryan interjected.
Mr BRACKS — The Leader of the National Party
has raised in this house in the past and with me
personally the water restrictions in other country and
regional areas. That is determined on a case-by-case
basis, based on the catchment and water storages for
that particular area or municipality. In this case it was
appropriate that the trigger point be reached, because
the government did not want to be in a position of
doing anything other than that required by empirical
evidence on a 20-year occurrence, which is what is
happening now, on low-water storage areas.
I have every confidence that overwhelmingly
Victorians and the people of Melbourne will comply
with these water restrictions. I believe Victorians want
to do the right thing and ensure that they play their part
in ensuring we have a sustainable water supply system
for the state.
These water restrictions are designed to get through a
period such as this, which only occurs every 15 to
20 years, and I have every confidence that Victorians
will get behind them. I urge Victorians if they have any
doubt to contact their water retailers. Information will
be placed in the papers by Melbourne Water and other
water authorities to ensure that there is proper
information going out to householders on what is
required in these stage 1 restrictions.

Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable
Market
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — I refer
to the Premier’s answer to my question of two weeks
ago, when he categorically ruled out privatising the
Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market.
Given that since then his government has received a
petition from 400 growers and traders operating at the
market asking that it be privatised and that wholesalers
have unanimously passed a motion of no confidence in
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the board, will the Premier now give private enterprise
a go and reconsider his position?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the National Party for his question. At least he stands
for something: he stands for privatising a function
which is currently in public ownership. At least he has
the guts to admit that. As distinct from the Liberal
Party, which stands for nothing and will not come clean
on what its policies are. We in the government have a
difference on this matter — we want to keep this in
public ownership — but at least the National Party is
prepared to say that it wants to privatise something. We
know there is a philosophic difference. The answer to
the question is no, we will not accept that petition and
privatise the market.

Water: resource management
Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — Will the Minister
for Environment and Conservation inform the house
what action the government has taken to enhance the
sustainability of Victoria’s water resources?
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Environment and
Conservation) — I thank the honourable member for
Ballarat East for his question and his commitment to
proper water management. At least this side of the
house knows that water is a precious and limited
resource and knows how to value it properly — that is,
not just in Melbourne, but right across the state. When
we won government there had already been two years
of drought and we found that the previous government
had not a single idea on water management. It had no
vision and it absolutely ignored regional Victoria by
treating it like the toenails — cutting and slashing the
departments that delivered services.
This government, however, has provided real
leadership when it comes to water management. We
have delivered vision and icon projects. I have to go no
further than the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline as an
example of a visionary project that will produce water
for the environment, water for sustainable regional
growth and great benefits for the farmers in that
region — a great triple-bottom-line outcome. The only
thing holding us back is the federal government’s
approach — that is, the Liberal and National parties
federally that will not come to the party.
One of our priorities has been to improve our efficiency
in using water. We have to get much smarter in the way
we use it. We have a great raft of initiatives
encouraging smarter water use, one being New Water,
with the emphasis on recycled water. The government
has set a target to increase recycling to 20 per cent of
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Melbourne’s treated effluent by 2010. When we came
into office the previous government gifted us a great
legacy of 1 per cent of water being recycled. We have
set a vision of 20 per cent.
I was delighted to be able to announce and launch two
projects last week which set in train the New Water
policy. The $3 million Sunbury–Melton pipeline shows
great vision and determination. The pipeline will carry
recycled water across the western area of Melbourne
around Sunbury. It will open up new agricultural
opportunities.
The other launch I did last week was delivering new
water to the Sandhurst club development. It is using
recycled water from the eastern treatment plant for both
its golf courses and also for parks and gardens,
including in the new, privately owned homes. We have
also established a smart water fund, once again looking
to the future and once again prioritising water
efficiency. That will deliver $4 million worth of
innovative projects with an emphasis on recycling this
year and another $4 million next year.
Last Sunday I had the great pleasure of launching the
report and the government’s response on the
development of a water resources strategy for
Melbourne for the next 50 years. It is a long-term view
which shows how we can provide water to Melbourne
in a way that is sustainable and responsive to
community needs and, of course, cost effective.
I could mention as well the Werribee Plains vision
which we have put out and which has excited the entire
western area of Melbourne, right through to Geelong.
We announced that at the water summit — another
great success of the Bracks government. It is setting out
a vision for the sustainable development of that region
for the next 30 to 50 years.
We are restoring flows to the Snowy and Murray rivers
by saving water which is currently wasted, which
currently evaporates or which currently seeps into
sandy soil and which is impossible for anybody to use.
We are saving that water with visionary innovative
projects — whether it is at Normanville, at Tungamah
at Woorinen or throughout the Goulburn system. The
Bracks government has that commitment to using water
properly, to managing it properly and, of course, to
valuing it properly.
We would all remember the great farm dams debate
that we had in this house, which we repeated and
repeated — —
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Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I refer
to your directions about ministerial answers needing to
be succinct.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
conclude her answer.
Ms GARBUTT — The farm dams debate displayed
for the whole world to see how the opposition was
totally divided, did not know where it stood and had no
position on proper water management or the
environmental benefits of water. The Bracks
government has shown leadership on water
management. It has a great list of achievements and a
great vision for the future.

Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
conduct
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I refer
the Premier to his previous answer, and I further refer to
the admission by the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services that he obtained and used
confidential police information in the house on
17 October to attack Matthew Guy, the endorsed
Liberal candidate for Yan Yean. Will the Premier
confirm to the house that in the obtaining and using of
that confidential police information there was a breach
of the privacy act and the Police Regulation Act, and
will he advise the house what action he will take to deal
with this breach of ministerial standards and abuse of
the separation of powers?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — First of all, I thank the
minister for already apologising to Mr Guy in this
house. Secondly, the matters which are raised by the
Leader of the Opposition are being examined by the
Ombudsman. Therefore, it is appropriate for me to wait
for the Ombudsman’s report.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the honourable
member for Caulfield.

Police: community safety
Ms BARKER (Oakleigh) — Will the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services advise the house what
initiatives the government has implemented to enhance
community safety, including an increased police
presence, and will he explain why they are necessary?
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I thank the honourable
member for her question. As the house is aware, this
government committed to providing 800 police on the
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front line in its first term of office. And, as the house is
aware, we have delivered more than 800 police on the
front line in our first term in office — we have done it
eight months ahead of time.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the opposition
benches to quieten down, particularly the honourable
members for Portland and Wantirna.
Mr HAERMEYER — But last week — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I have just asked the
opposition benches to quieten down. The Chair is
having difficulty in hearing the minister, as I am sure
are all members.
Mr HAERMEYER — Last week the opposition
said it was going to commit to 1050 extra police. I was
overcome by a sense of deja vu. I wondered why this
was, and then I came across a document.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! This clearly cannot be
allowed to continue. I have asked the house to quieten
down.
Mr HAERMEYER — I came across a document
called A Safer Victoria, which was a policy upon which
the previous Liberal government came to office. It said:
A coalition government will increase the number of police
officers by over 1000 to 11 000, in its first term of office.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is having
difficulty hearing the minister. I ask the house to desist.
Mr HAERMEYER — I say that again:
A coalition government will increase the number of police
officers by over 1000 to 11 000, in its first term of office.

Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I
thank the minister for repeating the commitment of the
Liberal Party to increase the number of police, but he is
debating the question and is reading from a document
that is entirely about opposition policy, not about the
question he was asked.
The SPEAKER — Order! First of all, I once again
ask the house to quieten down so that the Chair can
hear what the minister is saying and so that the Chair
can make a deliberation. I ask the Minister for Police
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and Emergency Services to desist from debating the
question. The requirement under sessional orders is for
him to answer it.
Mr HAERMEYER — Public safety is about what
you do, not what you promise. The opposition has
promised this before. We promised 800; we delivered
800. The opposition promised 1000, and decimated our
police force. Where were the 11 000? Police numbers
went down to 9400 under that government. No wonder
the Police Association says the Liberal Party lacks
credibility; no wonder no-one believes it. It is about
what you do, not what you say.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Wantirna sits in the unfortunate position of being
near the Speaker. When he interjects in that vein it is
impossible to hear the proceedings of the house. I ask
him to desist.
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services has
concluded his answer.

Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
conduct
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — I refer to the public
admission by the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services that he knowingly used confidential
information from police records in the house on
17 October when he attacked the endorsed Liberal
Party candidate for Yan Yean, Matthew Guy, and I ask:
will the minister confirm to the house that the
information from Victoria Police records was obtained
for him, following the minister’s request, by his police
liaison officer, Inspector Bill McKendry, who
instructed one of his subordinates to access the records
system, and will he advise the house whether this is the
same Inspector Bill McKendry whom he appointed
director of Crime Prevention Victoria, with a salary
increase from that of an inspector to that of an assistant
police commissioner, on the same day that he disclosed
the confidential information on Mr Guy to the house?
Mr Batchelor — On a point of order,
Honourable Speaker, I refer you to rulings by Speakers
Edmunds, Coghill, Delzoppo and Andrianopoulos in
dealing with questions to ministers, and in particular the
requirement that a question is to seek information, not
give information. I would put it to you — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
members for Berwick and Bennettswood, and the
Leader of the Opposition!
Mr Seitz interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the honourable
member for Keilor.
Mr Batchelor — Honourable Speaker, I put it to
you that the diatribe being put by the honourable
member for Mornington breaches these guidelines in a
number of areas. The honourable member for
Mornington has sought to use question time to provide
spurious information, not to ask a question, and in
doing so he has attempted to ask multiple questions,
again breaching the guidelines on questions without
notice, where only one question is permitted to be
asked on each occasion.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order raised by the Leader of the House, but I remind
the house and the honourable member for Mornington
that sessional orders also require, in addition to answers
being succinct, that questions be succinct. I am of the
view that the honourable member is not being succinct
and that he should come to his question.
Mr COOPER — I got to a point when the point of
order was taken, so I will repeat the last part of the
question, with your indulgence.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member,
asking his question.
Mr COOPER — Mr Speaker, do I take it that you
want the entire question asked again?
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr COOPER — I am sorry, Mr Speaker, I cannot
hear you.
Mr Maxfield interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Narracan should desist!
The honourable member for Mornington, asking his
question.
Mr COOPER — Will the minister confirm to the
house that the information from Victoria Police records
was obtained for him, following the minister’s request,
by his police liaison officer, Inspector Bill McKendry,
instructing one of his subordinates to access the records
system, and will he advise the house — —
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Batchelor — On a point of order, Honourable
Speaker, I refer to your previous ruling, where you
asked the honourable member for Mornington to obey
sessional orders, requiring that his question be succinct.
He is merely using this as an opportunity to repeat his
longwinded, bellicose and illogical question. I ask you
to make the honourable member for Mornington abide
by the sessional and standing orders and to point out
that if he is going to ask a question, it must be succinct.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order; I am not of that opinion.
Mr COOPER — Will the minister confirm to the
house that the information from Victoria Police records
was obtained for him, following the minister’s request,
by his police liaison officer, Inspector Bill McKendry,
instructing one of his subordinates to access the records
system, and will he advise the house whether that is the
same Inspector Bill McKendry whom the minister
appointed as director of Crime Prevention Victoria,
with a salary increase from that of an inspector to that
of an assistant police commissioner, on the same day
that the minister disclosed the confidential information
to the house?
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Mornington is not being succinct now.
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — This is an absolutely sleazy
innuendo made against a very decent police inspector.
Inspector McKendry is a decent police officer with an
unblemished police record. He has had commendations
from chief commissioners of police and a distinguished
career in Victoria Police. This is a sleazy allegation
against a very respected police officer. If the
honourable member for Mornington has a specific
allegation to make, I suggest he make the allegation to
the Ombudsman rather than run out an innuendo. This
is absolutely disgraceful!
Mr Cooper — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services made no
attempt to answer my question. I ask him to answer my
question.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order.

Economy: performance
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — Will the Treasurer
inform the house of the latest independent assessment
of the strength of Victoria’s economy and advise
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whether there are any threats to this continuing
strength?
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I thank the
honourable member for Mitcham for his question. A
few weeks ago I was pleased to announce to this house
that the strong financial management of the Bracks
government had been recognised with the ratings
agency Standard and Poor’s reconfirming Victoria’s
AAA credit rating. The house will recall that at that
time Standard and Poor’s said publicly:
The net debt numbers are in a sensational position.
Triple-A is the rating we gave it. It is the best rating that we
give out at Standard and Poor’s, so we cannot really give it
anything better than that.

I am delighted to advise the house that the American
rating agency Moody’s has today reconfirmed
Victoria’s AAA credit rating — it has now been
reconfirmed on two occasions. Moody’s went on to cite
the state’s strong financial performance, low debt levels
and the support provided by an ample and diverse
economic base. It went on to say:
The annual financing surpluses that the state has produced,
which encompass both operating and capital spending, have
allowed Victoria to continue to reduce its already modest debt
levels. Surplus amounts accumulated in prior years have also
been prudently set aside in a reserve for future capital
spending.

Yesterday I released the annual financial report for
Victoria which showed that for the year 2001–02
Victoria had an operating surplus of $273 million, a
cash surplus of $1.3 billion and a GFS (government
finance statistics) operating surplus of $1.66 billion.
There are nine government jurisdictions around
Australia. Only one other, New South Wales, is able to
claim a surplus on all three measures. The opposition,
which hates good news, hates the AAA rating and hates
the fact that we are the only jurisdiction apart from New
South Wales with a surplus on all three measures.
I was also able to advise the Housing Industry
Association this morning that Treasury has officially
upgraded Victoria’s economic growth for 2001–02
from 3.75 per cent to above 4 per cent, putting us in the
strongest position in Australia.
We have also had endorsements. I will read another
endorsement from — —
Dr Dean interjected.
Mr BRUMBY — You are on your own, my friend.
You are — —
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Honourable members interjecting.
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, in
relation to debating the question, I do not mind the
sudden switch of the Treasurer to a cash-based process,
and he may even wish to talk about the $2.65 billion
deficit he is predicting in the cash-based — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member,
on his point of order!
Dr Dean — But I would ask him not to debate the
question.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
is clearly not taking a point of order but attempting to
make a point in debate. The minister should desist from
addressing his remarks across the chamber and direct
them, in the third person, through the Chair.
Mr BRUMBY — I think the shadow Treasurer was
confusing the cash position with his own election
promises! Saul Eslake of the ANZ bank said:
Victoria’s economy has performed strongly over the past
three years.
Victoria’s economic growth has been well balanced across
the major components of activity —

and he cites consumer spending, business investment,
housing investment and international exports.
The one point I want to make in conclusion is that the
Bracks government has a strong economy because it
has been able to exercise responsible, prudent financial
management. This stands in stark contrast to the
promises of the opposition, which to date total more
than $3.5 billion.
Honourable members interjecting.
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
shadow — I mean the Treasurer; he may be the shadow
pretty soon!
Honourable members interjecting.
Dr Dean — You agree? That’s good!
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the government
benches to quieten down, particularly the honourable
member for Footscray.
Dr Dean — In relation to debating the question,
Mr Speaker, I do not mind if the Treasurer wants to
emphasise that because he has had no capital projects
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he has got a lot of cash, but that does not mean he ought
to then turn the debate back on the opposition. I ask you
to ask him to stop debating the question.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Treasurer to
come back to answering the question and to conclude
his answer.
Mr BRUMBY — As I was saying, if you want to
get strong economic growth of the type that Saul Eslake
has been talking about, you need responsible financial
management. You will not maintain AAA credit ratings
and responsible financial management if you add
$3.5 billion of unfunded promises to the budget bottom
line.
Dr Dean — On a further point of order, Mr Speaker,
not only is the Treasurer now re-debating the question,
but the people upstairs know that the $3 billion that he
talks about is totally — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I will not continue to
hear the honourable member for Berwick. He is clearly
attempting to make a point in debate. The Treasurer,
concluding his answer.
Mr BRUMBY — In the period since the
honourable member for Malvern has been opposition
leader, the opposition has racked up $1.5 billion worth
of commitments.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I have asked the
Treasurer — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Dr Dean — On a further point of order, Mr Speaker,
as soon as you make it clear — and all can see it — that
the Treasurer is debating the question, he continues to
do it. His reference to $3 billion is purely an attempt to
talk about the opposition, and if he wanted to do that he
would have to talk about the equivalent $5 billion of
Labor Party promises on his own costing.
Mr Batchelor — On the point of order, Honourable
Speaker, the honourable member for Berwick has yet
again — I think this is the third or fourth occasion —
deliberately used a point of order in an attempt to
prevent the Treasurer from talking about the threats that
exist to the strength of this economy. Every time the
Treasurer attempts to answer those the honourable
member for Berwick takes a point of order.
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What you will now see, presumably from the
honourable member Doncaster, is a point of order
arguing that the Treasurer is taking too long and should
be required to be succinct. This is a coordinated and
predictable response. It is an abuse of points of order,
and it is designed to stop the truth coming out about the
$3 billion.
The SPEAKER — Order! I have heard sufficient
on the point of order. As all honourable members
know, standing orders allow for a point of order to be
taken at any time during proceedings. That has always
been the practice in this house, and as Speaker I have
called honourable members accordingly. On this
occasion the honourable member for Berwick rose
again on a point of order but proceeded again to make a
point in debate. I am growing increasingly weary of
him continuing to do that.
On his point of order on debating the question, I ask the
Treasurer to come back to answering the question and
to conclude his answer.
Mr BRUMBY — I am attempting to bring my
answer to a close, but every time I do so the honourable
member for Berwick is out there like a jack-in-the-box!
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer,
addressing his remarks through the Chair.
Mr BRUMBY — Obviously under the Bracks
government’s financial policies there is sound financial
management, with a continuing AAA credit rating.
What we are seeing is a threat to that from the Leader
of the Opposition, who has clocked up $1.5 billion
worth of commitments in just eight weeks.
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
standing orders are very clear. An honourable member
cannot answer a question by engaging the opposition in
debate when he has been asked in a question to give
information, but that is exactly what this Treasurer is
doing. He is getting stuck into the opposition when he
should be giving information on the question he has
been asked.
Mr BRUMBY — On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, I had barely spent 3 minutes answering my
question before there was a succession of deliberate,
orchestrated and vexatious points of order taken by the
honourable member for Berwick. I am answering the
question. I have been asked a question — and I repeat
the question I was asked — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I will not permit the
Treasurer to repeat the question.
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Mr BRUMBY — I was asked whether there are any
threats to Victoria’s continuing economic strength. The
fact of the matter is that I am answering the question.
Today Moody’s has reconfirmed the AAA credit rating
for the Bracks government.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer is now
debating the question, not speaking to the point of
order.
Mr BRUMBY — I am attempting, and I am
entitled, to answer the question asked of me. This is a
deliberate orchestrated campaign by the opposition. I
suggest to you, Honourable Speaker, that it is a clear
breach of the standing orders, and I ask that you sit the
honourable member down and restrict him from taking
further points of order.
The SPEAKER — Order! I thank the Treasurer for
his advice, but I will not take it.
In regard to the point of order raised by the honourable
member for Berwick, I am not of the opinion that the
Treasurer is debating the question.
Mr BRUMBY — Some $1.5 billion — that is
equivalent to $21 million per day, $147 million per
week or more than $600 million per month — has been
committed by the Leader of the Opposition in the
72 days in which he has been leader.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
minister is clearly debating the question. This is the
performance that this minister enters into almost every
week of sitting. In every other week of sitting,
Mr Speaker, you have ruled that he is debating the
question when he enters into this form of debate, and I
ask you to bring him back to order.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order. However, even allowing for interruptions, this
is now developing into a very long answer. The
Treasurer, concluding his answer.
Mr BRUMBY — The fact of the matter is, as I said
before, Victoria has a AAA credit rating today from
Moody’s, a AAA credit rating some weeks ago from
Standard and Poor’s, a surplus on all three accounts, the
best performing economy in Australia, the lowest
unemployment rate, the best rate of business investment
and the strongest housing industry. This is a great
record. The Bracks government has provided certainty
and stability, but all that would be put at risk by the
$3.5 billion of unfunded promises made here by the
Leader of the Opposition.
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Police: confidential records
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I refer
the Premier to the public admission by the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services that he obtained and
knowingly used confidential information from police
records in the house on 17 October when he attacked
the endorsed Liberal candidate for Yan Yean,
Mr Matthew Guy, and I ask the Premier: has he taken
any action to determine whether any other minister or
the staff of any other minister has obtained information
or sought to obtain information on Mr Guy from
confidential police records since 17 October?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — As I mentioned before,
this matter is being determined by the Ombudsman, and
we will await the Ombudsman’s inquiry.

Taxation: government initiatives
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — Will the
Treasurer advise the house what tax initiatives the
government will be implementing to give tax certainty
to Victoria’s businesses and advise what other
approaches to taxation the government has rejected?
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — As I just advised the
house, the Bracks government has had the AAA credit
rating approved by both Moody’s and Standard and
Poor’s and it has done that because it has provided
responsible financial management, but as part of that it
has been able to provide major tax relief within the
context of prudent fiscal management. The government
has provided certainty and stability to the business
community so that business people in this state know
where they stand in relation to tax and are able to make
long-term investment decisions, and that is one of the
reasons that Victoria has the strongest economy in
Australia.
To date the Bracks government has committed to
$1 billion worth of tax cuts. It has taken Victoria from
being the state with the highest number of taxes to
being the state with the equal lowest number of taxes.
Labor has cut payroll tax from 5.75 per cent to 5.45 per
cent — down to 5.35 per cent next year — and we have
lifted the threshold to $550 000. The government has
abolished unquoted marketable securities duty. It has
abolished duty on non-residential leases and it has
increased the land tax threshold. Compared to the
Kennett government Labor has provided $1 billion
worth of tax cuts. How many taxes did the former
government abolish? It abolished $1 million of taxes.
There is more in the government’s tax policy. From
1 July next year the payroll tax rate will be reduced
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from 5.45 per cent to 5.35 per cent. From 1 July 2004
the government will abolish mortgage duty at a cost to
the budget of $122 million. From 1 July 2005, in
accordance with the agreement reached with the
commonwealth, the government will be abolishing
bank accounts debits tax.
The bottom line is that what Labor has provided is
certainty and stability and that in turn has provided
confidence which has meant more investment and more
jobs for the Victorian economy. The fact is business
needs certainty. It is no secret that some time in the next
year there will be a state election.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY — There will be — some time in the
next year. Businesses do look at the policies of the
opposition. To date, there are five separate opposition
tax policies. We have the payroll tax policy — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Treasurer to
pause.
Dr Dean (to Mr Brumby) — Sit down and take your
tablets!
On a point of order, Mr Speaker, we are about to
embark upon another episode that has been created
because a question has been asked which invites a
minister to debate the issue. I know it is very hard for
you, Mr Speaker — I can understand that. If a question
is asked which invites a minister to debate an issue it is
quite clear that the opposition will take points of order
when that begins. That is beginning now and that is the
object of this question. I ask you, Mr Speaker, to stop
the Treasurer now, before we get into a series of points
of order as he begins to talk about opposition policy,
has a go at the opposition and breaks all rules on
standing orders that clearly say questions are not for
attacking the opposition, they are for giving
information.
Mr Thwaites — On the point of order, Mr Speaker,
the honourable member for Berwick has pre-empted the
response of the Treasurer. The Treasurer has barely had
an opportunity to commence his response. This is
clearly a strategy on the part of the opposition to
prevent the Treasurer from properly responding to the
question. The question asked not only about tax policies
generally but also more specifically about what policies
have been rejected and why. These are matters central
to government administration.
The SPEAKER — Order! I am not prepared to
accept the point of order raised by the honourable
member for Berwick. The question posed to the
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Treasurer sought information about the actions of his
government and what it has adopted or rejected in
regard to certain financial policies. As long as the
Treasurer confines his remarks to that question, I will
continue to hear him.
Mr BRUMBY — As I said, Labor has provided
certainty and stability and in turn that has led to
confidence, record levels of investment and the lowest
unemployment rate in Australia. That contrasts with the
uncertainty that is evident throughout the business
community because of the lack of clarity and the five
different tax plans of the opposition. There is the
payroll tax plan, the stamp duty plan which has been
described as half baked — —
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, over
recent months we have dealt with this sort of question
time and again and on many occasions you have found
that this minister has strayed into debating the question.
In answering this form of question drafted within his
office, the minister is entitled to answer the question in
respect of his own administration and policies in his
own department that have been rejected. But time and
again you have ruled against this minister then trying to
debate the opposition’s position. The opposition is
happy for him to make a ministerial statement and to
have a debate during the course of the election
campaign, but that is not the purpose of question time.
Mr Thwaites — On the point of order, Mr Speaker,
the Treasurer had only just commenced responding to
the question which related to a range of policies; not
only those that have been adopted, but those that have
been rejected. If policies are rejected because they are
contradictory or inconsistent and are likely to
undermine certainty then that is a relevant matter for the
Treasurer to itemise in his response to the question.
The SPEAKER — Order! Essentially the
honourable member for Doncaster has made the same
point of order as that made by the honourable member
for Berwick. I have just given the Treasurer instructions
about how he should answer the question.
Mr BRUMBY — There is the not-prudent policy,
the policy that is on all of the Liberal Party members’
and candidates’ web sites, and then of course there is
the commitment — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer should
desist and come back to answering the question.
Mr BRUMBY — The fact is that you need certainty
and stability for businesses so they can plan ahead and
invest. You cannot do that if you have five separate
plans. You cannot do that if you are slippery in the way
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you develop your policies and you are slippery in the
way you present — —
Mr Perton interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Doncaster should desist! The Treasurer should
address his remarks through the Chair!
Mr BRUMBY — The government has been
providing certainty and stability. The opposition has
five separate tax plans. It is being slippery. It is cheating
and deceiving voters, and the public deserves much
better.
The SPEAKER — Order! The time for questions
without notice has expired, and a minimum number of
questions has been answered.

PETITION
The Clerk — I have received the following petition
for presentation to Parliament:

Donvale: telecommunications antenna
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned residents of Donvale
and parents and friends of the Donvale Montessori Early
Education Centre asks that the telecommunications antenna
proposed to be installed by Hutchison Telecoms on the
south-east corner of the main football ground at Donvale
Reserve, Donvale, be not installed within Donvale Reserve,
Donvale, for the reasons following.
This antenna to be installed by Hutchison Telecoms is
planned for a light tower less than 20 metres behind
residential homes. The antenna will point directly over these
homes, a newly completed children’s playground and a
150-student early education centre (2–5 years of age).
This has been planned without due local community input or
consideration.
Despite reassurances from Hutchison Telecoms through their
own scientific studies that radiation (called electromagnetic
emissions) from the antenna is safe, clearly the independent
scientific community is undecided as to the adverse effects of
these emissions and their potential long-term harm to the
human body. These concerns are also voiced in federal
government papers.
Whilst these installations are generally unsightly especially
within a public reserve, it is specifically the extra
electromagnetic emissions produced from the antenna that
residents and community are expected to live under 24 hours
a day and their unknown effects that cause the most concern.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the state government
support the members of the Donvale community and the
Donvale Montessori Early Education Centre by taking all
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steps to oppose and stop the installation of the
telecommunications antenna within Donvale Reserve,
Donvale.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr PERTON (Doncaster) (166 signatures)
Laid on table.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 9
Ms GILLETT (Werribee) presented Alert Digest No. 9 of
2002 on:
Child Employment Bill
Country Fire Authority (Volunteer Protection and
Community Safety) Bill
Courts Legislation (Judicial Pensions) Bill
Crimes (Stalking and Family Violence) Bill
Dandenong Development Board Bill
Education and Training Legislation (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill
Estate Agents and Sale of Land Acts (Amendment) Bill
Gas Industry (Residual Provisions) (Amendment) Bill
Health Legislation (Amendment) Bill
Highway Authority Protection Bill
Limitation of Actions (Amendment) Bill
Major Events (Crowd Management) Bill
Melbourne Cricket Ground (Amendment) Bill
Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill
Pay-roll Tax (Maternity and Adoption Leave
Exemption) Bill
Planning and Environment (Metropolitan Green
Wedge Protection) Bill
Port Services (Amendment) Bill
Retail Leases Bill
Transport (Highway Rule) Bill
Transport (Taxi Driver Standards and Ombudsman)
Bill
Victims of Crime Assistance (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill
together with appendices.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Agriculture Victoria Services Pty Ltd — Report for the year
2001–02
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Ambulance Service Victoria — Metropolitan Region —
Report for the year 2001–02
City West Water Limited — Report for the year 2001–02
(two papers)
Financial Management Act 1994 —
Reports from the Minister for Agriculture that he had
received the 2001–02 annual reports of:
Dairy Food Safety Victoria
Phytogene Pty Ltd
Report from the Minister for Environment and
Conservation that she had received the 2001–02 annual
report of the Trust for Nature
Report from the Treasurer that he had not received the
annual report for the year 2001–02 of Emergency
Communications Victoria together with an explanation
for the delay in tabling
Financial Management Act 1994 — Financial Report for the
State of Victoria, incorporating the Quarterly Financial
Report No. 4 for the Victorian Budget Sector for the year
2001–02 — Ordered to be printed
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Psychosurgery Review Board — Report for the year 2001–02
Public Advocate — Report of the Office for the year
2001–02 — Ordered to be printed
Public Record Office Victoria — Report for the year 2001–02
Queen Victoria Women’s Centre Trust — Report for the year
2001–02
Rural Ambulance Victoria — Report for the year 2001–02
(two papers)
Rural Finance Act 1988 — Direction by the Treasurer to the
Rural Finance Corporation to establish, operate and
administer a scheme of assistance to person carrying on
farming in Victoria who are affected by drought conditions
Rural Finance Corporation — Report for the year 2001–02
South Eastern Medical Complex Limited — Report for the
year 2001–02
South East Water Limited — Report for the year 2001–02
(two papers)
Treasury Corporation of Victoria — Report for the year
2001–02 (two papers)

Intellectual Disability Review Panel — Report for the year
2001–02

Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority — Report for the
year 2001–02

Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984:

Victorian Catchment Management Council — Report for the
year 2001–02 (two papers)

Notices under s 32(4)(a)(iii) in relation to the
amendment of various standards incorporated in the
Electricity Safety (Installations) Regulations 1999 and
the Electricity Safety (Equipment) Regulations 1999
Legal Practice Board — Report for the year 2001–02
Mental Health Review Board — Report for the year 2001–02
Melbourne Parks and Waterways — Report for the period
1 July 2001 to 1 December 2001
Parks Victoria — Report for the year 2001–02 (two papers)
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of approval
of amendments to the following Planning Schemes:
Casey Planning Scheme — No. C44
Glen Eira Planning Scheme — No. C16
Greater Dandenong Planning Scheme — No. C25
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme — Nos C1, C50
Horsham Planning Scheme — No. C14

Victorian Coastal Council — Report for the year 2001–02
Victorian Meat Authority — Report for the year 2001–02
Yarra Valley Water — Report for the year 2001–2002 (two
papers)
Young Farmers’ Finance Council — Report for the year
2001–02
Zoological Parks and Gardens — Report for the year
2001–02 (two papers).

The following proclamations fixing operative dates
were laid upon the Table by the Clerk pursuant to an
Order of the House dated 3 November 1999:
Accident Compensation (Amendment) Act 2001 — Section 34
on 28 October 2002 (Gazette G43, 24 October 2002)
Gaming Legislation (Amendment) Act 2002 — Section 54 on
24 October 2002 (Gazette G43, 24 October 2002).

Knox Planning Scheme — No. C25
Melton Planning Scheme — Nos C21, C31
Monash Planning Scheme — Nos C9, C15, C26
Swan Hill Planning Scheme — No. C10
Victoria Planning Provisions — No. VC16
Wangaratta Planning Scheme — No. C7
Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme — No. C21
Police Appeals Board — Report for the year 2001–02

ROYAL ASSENT
Messages read advising royal assent to:
22 October
Agriculture Legislation (Amendments and Repeals)
Bill
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill

APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
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Road Safety (Responsible Driving) Bill
Sports Event Ticketing (Fair Access) Bill
Utility Meters (Metrological Controls) Bill
Wrongs and Other Acts (Public Liability Insurance
Reform) Bill
29 October
National Parks (Box-Ironbark and Other Parks) Bill

APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
Messages read recommending appropriations for:
Child Employment Bill
Country Fire Authority (Volunteer Protection and
Community Safety) Bill
Courts Legislation (Judicial Pensions) Bill
Dandenong Development Board Bill
Education and Training Legislation (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill
Estate Agents and Sale of Land Acts (Amendment) Bill
Gas Industry (Residual Provisions) (Amendment) Bill
Major Events (Crowd Management) Bill
Melbourne Cricket Ground (Amendment) Bill
Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill
Pay-roll Tax (Maternity and Adoption Leave
Exemption) Bill
Retail Leases Bill
Victims of Crime Assistance (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Bill

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That, pursuant to sessional order 6(3), the orders of the day,
government business, relating to the following bills be
considered and completed by 4.00 p.m. on Thursday,
31 October 2002:
Gas Industry (Residual Provisions) (Amendment) Bill
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over recent weeks. I expect that in that context we
should be able to achieve normal standard hours during
the course of this week.
Dr DEAN (Berwick) — Again the program is eight
bills. I can assure you, Mr Speaker, that if the Kennett
government had tried to put through eight bills in a
week there would have been all hell to pay and the bills
would have been talked out until 3 o’clock in the
morning. I remember every single person in the
opposition talking on a bill to make the debate go as
long as they possibly could. I must say it is quite
stunning to see the minister regularly bring in seven,
eight or even nine bills, two of which he eventually has
to drop.
The difference between the government and the
opposition is that the opposition is not going to do that.
We will do the best we can to ensure that the bills
requiring debate are debated properly. We will try and
cooperate and ensure that honourable members go
home at appropriate times. It was good to hear the
Leader of the House say that he hopes everything will
be normal, because if it is normal we certainly will not
be going to an election this year. Therefore, this is just
an ordinary week and there is no hurry to get bills
upstairs, downstairs or wherever, and we will proceed,
do the proper thing, debate the bills we need to debate
and get on with the job.
The opposition will do its best to ensure that the
business program is achieved without late nights.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — Likewise the
National Party will not be opposing the government’s
business program. We think it is a program that can be
achieved. We welcome the comments from the Leader
of the House that the house will be sitting normal
working hours this week and that we can all get home
in reasonable time on Thursday. The National Party
does not oppose the government’s business program.
Motion agreed to.

Limitation of Actions (Amendment) Bill
Transport (Highway Rule) Bill
Planning and Environment (Metropolitan Green Wedge
Protection) Bill
Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill
Retail Leases Bill
Estate Agents and Sale of Land Acts (Amendment) Bill
Local Government (Update) Bill.

Briefly, this sets out the legislative program for this
parliamentary week. It is eight bills, which is in line
with the number of bills that the house has dealt with

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Mrs MADDIGAN (Essendon) — On 9 October in
a speech on the Constitution (Parliamentary Reform)
Bill I said that the honourable member for Mornington
was involved in the Troughton Swier rort. I wish to
correct the record: it was in fact the previous member
for Brighton.
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Preschools: funding
Mrs ELLIOTT (Mooroolbark) — The Bracks
government’s implementation of the group employer
model in preschools denies choice and betrays the
community fabric on which preschools were based and
have since operated.
Despite a pre-election promise by this government to
reduce the administrative burden on preschool
voluntary committees of management, the workloads
are as heavy as ever. It took this government until May
this year to announce an initiative, which has turned out
to be funding for a group employer model. However,
the tender for this model was advertised only a few
weeks ago and neighbouring preschool communities
were given just a few weeks to organise themselves into
a viable model. Furthermore, the minister revealed last
week that those preschools that choose to stand alone
without joining a group will not receive administrative
funding support.
There must be clear and fair choices for preschools and
all of them must be provided with the same opportunity
to have paid support whether they join a group or
remain stand-alone preschools.
I have received a letter from the Ride Avenue Preschool
in Benalla which states about the group employer
model:
We believe that the introduction of this model is unfair and
discriminatory and lacks choices to preschools who wish to
stand alone, but who also may require [administrative]
assistance …

This letter is representative of many.
The Liberal opposition believes in choice. The Labor
government in general and the Minister for Community
Services in particular do not and Victoria’s preschools
will be significantly disadvantaged as a result.

Drought: government assistance
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — I call
upon the government to review the criteria which have
been applied for those who wish to seek access to the
funding available through the government’s package
for those suffering from the drought.
I make this plea to the government on behalf of all
farming communities, those who are on farm as well as
the many small businesses in the many locations around
country Victoria that are caught in the grip of this
terrible problem at present. That applies to the grains
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industry, the dairying industry, and any other form of
agribusiness presently conducted.
I understand that so far 196 applications have been
lodged seeking finance, which can be up to $20 000. I
also understand that of the 36 that have been
considered, 7 have been rejected and 29 have been
accepted, and that the average payout is $17 500. That
is telling us that once people are actually through the
gate and once approval has been granted in relation to
the assistance offered under the package, the payments
being made are very near the maximum that is
allowed — namely, $20 000.
Some relief ought to be granted to the farmers who are
telling me, and who told me again last week in northern
Victoria, that it is taking up to 6 hours to fill out these
forms at a time when they are already under enormous
stress. I ask the government to reconsider this situation
because it is a cause of great grief and difficulty in our
country communities at the present time.

Employment: Narracan
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I rise this afternoon
to congratulate the Bracks government on delivering
jobs in my electorate. Last week more than 400 jobs
were announced by the Premier, a significant number
of which are in my electorate. In fact some of the
companies have already started employing staff. That is
the Bracks government. The announcement was made
on Tuesday last week and already there are companies
employing staff, including Jindi Cheese, a $1.7 million
project with 24 jobs; Tarago River Cheese, a
$1.5 million project, 15 jobs; Pure Harvest in Drouin,
$1.5 million and 30 jobs; Reids Stockfeeds in Trafalgar,
$1.5 million and 9 jobs; Drypac in Warragul, almost
$1 million and 30 jobs; and Radfords Abattoirs in
Warragul, $390 000 and 37 jobs.
This support for the rural community as a result of the
loss of timber jobs is greatly appreciated. Those timber
workers who unfortunately will lose their jobs know
there are jobs to go to. Additional support has been
provided by the Bracks government for redundancy and
employment support for those timber workers who lose
their jobs. This is the Bracks government delivering to
workers. After seven years of workers being thrown
onto the scrap heap and neglected, the people who are
losing their jobs know they have the security of the
Bracks government which is committed to jobs and
growing the community. At the end of this process
there will be more jobs than there were at the start.
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Preschools: Frankston
Ms McCALL (Frankston) — The electorate of
Frankston boasts some excellent kindergartens and
schools, and I commend them all to the chamber this
afternoon. I wish to mention a couple by name: the
Karingal Preschool, which recently built itself a new
playground; and also Montague Park. But these
preschools have had to deal with the problem that was
mentioned by the honourable member for
Mooroolbark. They recognise that they need extra
administrative support; they are volunteer committees
of management. However, they are fearful of the
suggestion that joining a group is the only way they will
be able to attain this administrative support.
This is an assumption that one size, one project and one
idea will fit all. That is a dangerous assumption. It is
equally the same assumption that all children will learn
at the same rate, or that all adults will choose to walk at
the same pace. This is not appropriate for preschools.
They should be able to determine which group they
choose to join or not join. They should be supported
whether they decide to stand alone or join a group. I
commend the stand made by those preschools who
choose to stand alone and I congratulate the excellent
work done by those preschools in the seat of Frankston.

Mitchell: community events
Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) — I rise to
congratulate the many people involved in a full
weekend of events that occurred across the Mitchell
shire between 25 and 27 October. Two of those events
were proudly supported by the Bracks government
through the rural community leadership program and
also the country Victorian tourism grants program: the
Tastes of the Goulburn and the Festival of Arts in
Mitchell. Both those inaugural events were successful.
They attracted visitors to the area to taste the wonderful
wines and foods produced by the Goulburn River
catchment within the Seymour district. The arts
activities brought to Seymour many people from
around the area, and there were events held in Trawool,
Seymour, Broadford and across the shire. The great
talents of the local artists were on display.
They boosted tourism and also economic activity
within the area. It was fantastic to see them
complementing events that were already established,
including the Victorian Wine Show, which is held in
Seymour each year, and the arts activities that occur
around the Old Post Office Gallery in Seymour, which
promotes Australian artists.
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So many people deserve our heartiest
congratulations — the service clubs involved such as
Lions, Apex, the agricultural society and the arts
society. Well done.

Ambulance services: Red Cliffs and Irymple
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I wish to place on
record the forthcoming decision by Rural Ambulance
Victoria to locate an ambulance station at either Red
Cliffs or Irymple. I have publicly stated on a number of
occasions that I think the location should be at Red
Cliffs. This is a growing community and contrary to
some of the figures being placed on the public record it
is not a declining community. The school figures are up
by 87 on 1999. If the location is put at Irymple it would
preclude any future expansion for the Red Cliffs
community and it would also deny residents an
appropriate level of service.
I know that the Mildura station is under a fair amount
of stress for code 1 backups, but if that is the case it
should be looked at as a separate issue and the Red
Cliffs community should not be denied a proper service
for the future. This region also covers Nangiloc and
Colignan, which is some distance away from Mildura,
and there are 300 people working at Southcorp in
Karadoc. You have to predict what the future might
hold. There is also mineral sands activity at Wemen,
and a new plant at Thurla. The region is growing at a
fast rate and we need to look ahead and have some
vision for an ambulance service at Red Cliffs and
Irymple.

Try Youth South Yarra Kindergarten
Ms BURKE (Prahran) — The former Horace Petty
kindergarten situated in the Prahran public housing
estate in Malvern Road, South Yarra, was reopened by
Try Youth and is now called Try Youth South Yarra
Kindergarten. The kindergarten currently provides
services to families who live in the housing estate in the
surrounding area. The majority of the families in this
area consist of recent immigrants and those of high
needs and limited incomes. Try Youth Services has
twice written to the Minister for Community Services
for help with no answers so far.
Preschool is a crucial period for young children from
both an emotional and educational standpoint. It also
services families and links the children and families to
additional services within the community. It is
imperative that the children from a socially
disadvantaged environment be given every opportunity
to attend such programs through early intervention and
that they are provided with a firm ground for the future.
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I ask the minister to support this worthy cause. She
visited the kindergarten earlier in the year and has seen
the case at hand and surely can understand the need.
The community has been giving funds privately to the
kindergarten for some time now, but it needs
government assistance. I ask the Minister for
Community Services to support this worthy cause.

Blackburn community bank and Heatherdale
Tennis Club
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — Last week the ANZ
bank announced a record profit in excess of $2 billion.
Amidst the backslapping of senior executives and large
corporate shareholders many residents of Blackburn
remain angry at the bank’s betrayal of those residents.
In August last year senior executives assured the
Australian community that there would be no more
branch closures, but at that very time the bank was
preparing to close the branch in Blackburn and in five
other locations in Melbourne, and it did that early this
year. There has never been a explanation of this
betrayal. The bank’s chief executive officer, John
McFarlane, remains a party to this deception by
refusing to acknowledge the pain and hardship caused.
In total contrast the efforts of many Blackburn residents
in seeking to develop a community bank at Blackburn
South are commendable. In particular, I would like to
congratulate Damian Ahearne at Blackburn Cellars and
other staff on the work they are doing in getting pledges
up, which now exceed $500 000. A prospectus is
planned for early 2003.
I would also like to congratulate the Heatherdale Tennis
Club, which early this year had some success in
accessing a Vichealth active recreation grant and is
running a Health and Wellbeing — Try Tennis
program. The club is working closely with the Mitcham
community house on this project. The club has been an
active contributor to the Mitcham community over the
last 35 years and can call among its past members
Wimbledon champion Pat Cash.

Preschools: Dromana
Mr DIXON (Dromana) — I wish to speak about the
lack of support services for preschools in Victoria. Two
good examples of that lack of support are in my
electorate, both of which pertain to Dromana Preschool.
At the moment there is an eight to nine-month wait for
speech therapy services. If somebody could afford
private speech therapy they would not have that wait,
but it is very expensive.
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In my electorate we have had four speech therapists in
the past four years. Not only have we had that change
in therapists, but there have been gaps in the services
provided, with absolutely none of the continuity which
is so important in that area. Early intervention through
speech therapy in preschools is important, because
these children are at a critical stage in their
development. It saves a lot of heartache and cost later
on in primary and secondary school if we can intervene
with consistent and continuous speech therapy in the
preschool years.
There is also a lack of integration aide assistance in
preschools, an issue that was also raised by Dromana
Preschool. Integration aides are accessible only in
extreme cases. We in the Liberal Party believe that the
requirements for accessing integration aides in
preschools are far too extreme. Again, early
intervention is the key, because it is going to save a lot
of heartache and cost at the primary and secondary
school level.

Schools: Burwood
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I commend the
many marvellous volunteers who last weekend worked
on the fetes, festivals, fairs and fundraisers in my area,
including those of Our Lady’s in Wattle Park,
St Cecilia’s in Camberwell South, the Rowen Street
kindergarten in Glen Iris, St Stephen’s in Surrey Hills
and St Michael’s in Bennettswood. In particular I
commend the work done at the Wattle Park Primary
School, which had its fete on Saturday. It was
extremely well organised by one of the parents, Rhonda
Bowen. There were 15 stalls, mainly selling food and
wine, and 60 to 70 parents took part, organising and
helping out. There were a couple of jazz bands, one
provided by a music teacher, Kyan Robinson, and the
other by a brother of one of the parents. There were the
usual children’s rides and entertainment, as well as a
raffle, which I had the honour of drawing later in the
evening.
I also had the great pleasure of helping out for a couple
of hours on the drinks stall, working alongside Terry
Ymer, one of the teachers at Camberwell High School.
He was in the national IQ competition, and he was the
one in the television studio audience with the highest
score. He and I had great fun working there all day and
talking to each other. It was a great layout, and there
were fireworks to finish off. Unfortunately the rain
came down just before the fireworks, but then it
stopped and the fireworks went off. It was an excellent
day, and the fete raised $10 000 for the school.
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GAS INDUSTRY (RESIDUAL PROVISIONS)
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 10 October; motion of
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for State and Regional
Development).

Dr DEAN (Berwick) — This bill is part of the
continuing rationalisation of the gas industry, about
which the Labor opposition at the time screamed and
yelled and jumped up and down, calling it ugly words
like ‘privatisation’ and so forth! The interesting thing is
that since it has been in government not only has Labor
not changed anything in the legislation, but it has
welcomed the process and embraced it and said what a
wonderful thing it was. That very much shows the
difference between rhetoric and substance when it
comes to Mr Bracks’s Labor Party.
I am glad the Labor Party has embraced it because it
has worked extremely well. There is no reason why the
distributors of gas should not be in private ownership,
with competition driving the whole process. Hopefully,
as the process continues, there will be more competition
and prices will be driven down further. I sometimes
wonder whether the Labor Party does not understand
that and therefore is confused, or whether it does
understand it but, with its union backing, cannot come
out and say so and has to say things it does not believe.
It is a horrible position to be in.
Today during question time the Leader of the National
Party asked the Premier whether the government will
consider the privatisation of the Melbourne Wholesale
Fruit and Vegetable Market as requested in a petition of
400 growers and traders. The Premier, of course,
thinking immediately of the Construction, Forestry,
Mining and Energy Union (CFMEU) and other unions
said, ‘No, we could not possibly do that. We will not
privatise anything. That would be a shocking thing to
do’. As soon as the word ‘privatisation’ was said the
government’s backbenchers laughed. That is sad. It
suggests that while the ministers understand how
privatisation has worked, the backbench does not.
If the backbenchers of the Labor Party laugh when it is
suggested that private enterprise can do things they are
effectively laughing at private enterprise, yet they do
not seem to make the connection that 90 per cent of
people who are employed in the state, the people whom
they look after and want to protect, get their jobs in
private enterprise. They are laughing at people who are
applying for jobs and working so hard to get
employment.
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It is a very sad spin on things. You understand why the
accounts nearly always get out of control when the
Labor Party is in government, as they did under the
Cain and Kirner governments and as they have now,
because Labor governments are caught in this terrible
compromise: they know they should be promoting
private enterprise to increase employment and
encouraging it to do things but they cannot run with it
philosophically. Private enterprise gets the message and
it says, ‘Well, if that is the way you feel about it, we
will go somewhere else’. The Labor government is then
left with employment problems and the public service
starts to expand. I think it has expanded by another
6000 people in the last 12 months, and it has increased
by 20 000 since the Labor government was elected.
That is part of this terrible philosophic problem Labor
governments are mixed up in.
It is true that it is much easier for the Liberal Party,
because it makes a simple decision. It says, ‘Who is
best to run what; what will increase employment the
most; and what will be most efficient?’. We look at that
and are not troubled by philosophical barriers, and we
get on with the job — hence the gas privatisation which
the government has accepted. When the Labor Party
was in opposition some of the debates were
extraordinary. The then opposition said how atrocious
this was and that it would bring down the state. They
asked, ‘Why on earth would you think of doing such a
thing?’. Yet now the Labor Party is sunning itself in the
warmth of the great success of the gas rationalisation.
This bill is part of the process. Gascor is effectively
now simply a conduit between the producers, private
enterprise, and the retailers, private enterprise. The
options were part of the system and were required to be
taken up pretty much at the government’s discretion by
the retailers, but because it has now become simply a
conduit the shares in Gascor will be distributed. Three
shares will go to each of the three retailers, and that is
appropriate. I am glad the government is continuing
with the process.
One of the reasons the legislation is required is that
after the Longford gas explosion there was to be
litigation, and there is now litigation. Gascor is being
joined as a third party and technically has liability, but
it does not have any assets. It is not possible to disband
a corporation of any sort, whether statutory or any other
type, unless it is free of such liabilities. Therefore the
legislation allows the Treasurer to nominate a body to
take the place of Gascor in this litigation, which will
enable Gascor to give shares to the distributors and to
move on.
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That is all very well, but there are a couple of things
that we must ask the government to give us assurances
on. I do so now and I hope these can be transmitted to
the minister responsible, the Treasurer, because in his
summing up I would like him to respond to these
questions.
Firstly, the Liberal Party is agreeing with this
legislation on the undertaking and understanding that
the substitution of the nominated corporation in the
litigation will not alter the balance of liabilities between
the parties in the litigation. I do not want to see a judge
angry, suggesting that the legislature, by imposing
another body in litigation by way of legislation, has
altered the rights of the parties to that litigation. I have
been assured that it will not and that therefore all will
be well.
Mr Robinson interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member for Mitcham will have his call
shortly. He should remain patient until then.
Mr Robinson interjected.
Dr DEAN — Where were you when intelligence
was being given out?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member for Berwick, without
interjection across the table! The honourable member
for Mitcham will please be quiet.
Dr DEAN — The last thing I want is members of
the judicial system being able to say that the legislature
has in any way interfered with it. I am proposing that
this decision to change a party will mean that that will
not happen. I am agreeing to it on that understanding —
for the exact opposite reason put by the honourable
member for Mitcham — to ensure that there is no
breach of the principle of the separation of powers.
Secondly, we in the Liberal Party are agreeing to it on
the undertaking and understanding that there will be no
parties who are either owed money — to whom Gascor
is liable — or have rights and benefits from Gascor that
will be affected by this change and nomination.
It would be outrageous if we as a Parliament nominated
a body to take over from Gascor and therefore Gascor
was disbanded, only to find that there were parties who
therefore missed out on their rights and liabilities. I am
sure in my own heart that that is the case and I have
been advised that it is the case, but I want the minister
to say in the Parliament, if he would be so good, that
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that is the case, and then everyone can feel happy about
it.
With those two provisos the opposition believes this is
the next step in the process of rationalisation of the gas
industry. I am absolutely sure that when the Treasurer
gives his summing up speech he will express his
grateful thanks to and admiration of Jeff Kennett and
the previous government for bringing in this process. I
have no doubt that the minister is writing that into his
speech right now because he would want to be fair
when he gives his accolades for the rationalisation of
the gas industry. I am sure he will thank the previous
government for all the wonderful work it did.
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) —
Coincidence in life is a wonderful thing. A couple of
weeks ago in question time I asked the Premier whether
his government would agree to the privatisation of the
Melbourne markets. He said that he had always
dreamed as Premier of receiving a question of that
order because it would enable him to give a single word
by way of response. I asked that question and the
answer was ‘No’.
Today — this very day — in question time I asked the
Premier whether, in light of the fact that his government
had received a petition signed by about 400 people who
are directly associated with the operation of the
Melbourne markets requesting that the markets be
privatised, he would give private enterprise a go and
reconsider his response. There was a twofold response
to that question today. The first was to pour scorn upon
the concept of privatisation of the markets. The second
was to reiterate his answer as being ‘No’.
That position about which the Premier has been so
absolutely adamant and which he has reiterated in the
course of those two responses is in absolute and stark
contrast to the bill now before the house. The
legislation now under consideration contemplates the
future of Gascor, which is a statutory entity that was
established under the Gas Industry (Residual
Provisions) Act 1994. The issue here is whether
Gascor, which is a gas wholesaler, is to be transferred
to the private enterprise operators in the gas system. In
this instance, and to be completely contrasted with the
position the Premier has so adamantly put over the
Melbourne markets question, the government is not
only contemplating the disposition of Gascor to the
three private entities but, more particularly, has it under
very active consideration. The purpose of the bill is to
enable the government to have a free hand if and when
it does determine that Gascor is to be transferred across
to these enterprises, which as they would have it and
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the government is apparently close to concluding would
be best for the industry.
Here we have another example of why business at all
levels in this state is confused about this government’s
philosophical commitment to business, big and small.
The simple fact is that it has two contradictory
positions. Coincidentally that has been highlighted by
today’s events, particularly in the context of the bill
now under discussion.
The National Party does not oppose what is
contemplated in the bill because, as I have already set
out, it is largely a machinery measure that is practical in
its terms — just as it would be practical to privatise the
Melbourne markets in response to the request put to the
government by 400 of the prime users of those
facilities. Be that as it may, there are other elements of
this discussion which are deserving of consideration.
There is reference in the second-reading speech to the
events of 25 September 1998 at Longford. On that day
tragedy struck. There was an explosion at the Longford
gas plant and two terrific blokes, Peter Wilson and John
Lowery, died. About a dozen others were injured, some
of them seriously. In addition to those who were
obviously injured many others at the plant who were
not directly affected physically have suffered
considerably as a result of that day’s events.
Certainly that was one of the great tragedies for our
region in Gippsland. I live in Sale, and I was in Sale
when the explosion occurred. I was out near the site
soon afterwards, and over the succeeding days, weeks
and months I, like so many others, lived through the
subsequent events — the respective funerals and the
tragedy and grief associated with all that right through
to the support for the community generally and then the
recommissioning of the plant. That occurred only a few
months ago.
I simply put on the record that 25 September 1998 was
a pivotal day in history for Gippslanders, most
particularly for those who were directly impacted on by
the explosion. It is one that, by definition, will never be
forgotten.
One of the other factors that arose from this tragic
sequence of events was the immediate impact upon the
Victorian populace at large. Residentially, in business
and in all elements of our communities an enormous
effect was felt through the interruption to gas supply.
What that highlighted apart from anything else was that
the state increasingly relies upon natural gas to enable it
to function. The provision of natural gas is a core issue
which underpins the very functions of this state.
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That in turn leads me to a very important point
regarding the gas industry, whatever might happen in
the future in the case of the privatised structure. The
National Party very strongly believes the current system
of gas distribution must be extended across different
parts of country Victoria. We announced in April this
year at our annual conference in Shepparton that we
would establish a separate fund to enable those
extensions. I made the speech at the conference and
made that commitment. Subsequently, I am pleased to
say, the Liberal Party adopted a similar policy, and the
government is contemplating getting involved in some
shape or form. If natural gas is able to be extended to
our communities, that will be a marvellous thing. It is
the bottom line that I am interested in.
In the announcements I made last Thursday in
Shepparton I again emphasised that from the
perspective of the National Party this is an issue of
crucial significance. I said, by way of releasing our
policy leading into the next election, that we in the
National Party believe it is appropriate to expand the
operation of the Regional Infrastructure Development
Fund to establish $1 billion within that fund to be spent
over the next four years in various infrastructure
projects. I said at the time of the release that
$150 million of that money should be devoted to
natural gas extensions. I set out in the course of our
policy how we believe those extensions should be
effected and the processes that ought properly to apply
to enable that to happen.
Coincidentally, today I met with a group of councils
which constitute the Regional Cities Group — the City
of Ballarat, the City of Greater Bendigo, the City of
Greater Geelong, the Greater Shepparton City Council,
the Horsham Rural City Council, the Latrobe City
Council, the Mildura Rural City Council, the
Wangaratta Rural City Council, the Warrnambool City
Council and the City of Wodonga. The National Party
was given a very complete presentation by the Regional
Cities Group, in the course of which it set out its
aspirations for its centres and for country Victoria
generally.
In that presentation it was put to us, as members of the
National Party, that the Regional Cities Group was
seeking $1 billion over three years, with that money to
be administrated through the Regional Infrastructure
Development Fund. As we said in the course of our
subsequent commentary, there is a remarkable
similarity between the position adopted by the National
Party and that proposed by the Regional Cities Group.
That comes as no surprise, because over the last three
years as I have crisscrossed the state, regularly visiting
a variety of centres across Victoria, the issue of the
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provision of natural gas to Victoria’s regional centres
and smaller town communities has been absolutely
pivotal in the arguments that have been put to me about
the future benefits for rural and regional Victoria. So of
course those arguments are reflected in the plan which I
announced last Thursday.
I am also very pleased to say that in our discussions this
morning it emerged that the National Party and the
Regional Cities Group are also of one mind as to the
importance of this issue, not only for the centres
represented by the entities that were there today —
because many of them already have natural gas
available — but even more for the many other centres
around those important areas of local government for
which this issue is so critical.
I am pleased to say that once again the National Party is
leading the way on a matter of utterly vital interest to
the future infrastructure requirements of country
Victoria. I commend Regional Cities Victoria — the 10
of them — for the enormous amount of work they have
done in collating the requirements of their respective
areas. I commend them also for making a presentation
to all three parties leading into this next election which,
as I have said before, is imminent. It is to the great
credit of those councillors and the staff who were
involved in today’s presentation and who are otherwise
involved on behalf of their respective centres that this
tremendous amount of work has been done. What this
has achieved is to bring a focus to the aspirations of
those local government areas which encompass, we
were told this morning, the interests of some
600 000 people throughout rural and regional Victoria.
I should also say that the discussion this morning with
regard to gas was but one element of a wide-ranging
debate and discussion between us as to the issues that
we respectively feel are important to the future of rural
and regional Victoria. Since this bill is about issues to
do with gas per se, I have no intention of going into
those other areas. Suffice to say, though, that I am
delighted to see that the proposals of the Vic Nats on
the extension of the natural gas system fit precisely and
almost to a tee with the measures which have been
proposed and adopted by Regional Cities Victoria. We
had a chuckle about the fact that their $1 billion is
sought to be expended over three years, whereas we in
the National Party, being our ever-modest selves in the
management of money, have sought the use of the fund
over four years.
I cannot let the moment pass without making reference
to the comments contributed by the Treasurer last
Thursday after I made the announcement about the
National Party’s proposed $1 billion fund. The
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Treasurer’s commentary was rather interesting. He said
in the first instance that the $1 billion was not as much
as the current Labor government had allocated to
infrastructure funding in rural and regional Victoria
over the previous three years.
I took that to be a criticism of the National Party for not
asking for enough. I simply take this opportunity to
assure the Treasurer that he needs to watch this space.
There will be other announcements made which, just as
the plan we have already proposed, will be the result of
a lot of work, a lot of consultation and an appropriate
degree of research. They will be well thought out and
are intended to deliver bottom line outcomes of benefit
to our rural and regional communities.
The other element of the commentary by the Treasurer
which was of interest was its absolutely facile nature. In
the course of the commitments he attributed to his
government over the past three years he numbered
some of those which honourable members know are
largely urban myths. For example, he talked about the
fast rail links project. This, as I am sure you know,
Mr Acting Speaker, is the original $810 million project
which was to comprise $260 million of private funding
which never ever materialised, and now represents
$550 million of public funding out of which you have
to take about $50 million for the new trains to be
delivered in accordance with the contract between the
private provider and the previous government, thereby
reducing the figure for public funds to about
$500 million.
All that is happening in a circumstance where, as
honourable members know, this government has
completely misled the communities of regional Victoria
in Bendigo, Ballarat, Geelong and the Latrobe Valley.
Those respective communities were asked what their
aspirations would be on the delivery of fast rail. In each
instance they said about 1 hour — except for Geelong,
which was 45 minutes. To deliver that would cost
$1.75 billion. Of course, it was always impossible in
terms of what this government was putting — and so it
has turned out to be. Now the government is backing
away from the original commitments on time, let alone
service delivery. It is unfortunate in the extreme that
once again country communities were misled.
The other day we had the unseemly sight of apparently
the first sod in the fast rail project being turned by this
government — when we are on the brink of an election.
This is some sort of half-baked attempt to try to justify
having started the project before the poll gets under
way.
Mr Robinson interjected.
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Mr RYAN — I hear the interjection by the
honourable member for Mitcham who is still, like me,
trying to get over the fact that the Melbourne Football
Club has traded Shane Woewodin, an unbelievable
thing to have done!
But moving right along with this bill, I think that was
just one element of the urban myths which were again
perpetrated by the Treasurer — he of the smoke and
mirrors. In his release he talked about the $96 million
commitment for rail standardisation — another myth,
nothing has happened. But I digress.
The fact is that the National Party has led the way in
proposing very proper amounts of money which have
been carefully allocated to necessary infrastructure
development that in turn will be the key to a future
wave of growth in rural and regional Victoria. I am
proud of the way in which the National Party has
undertaken the task of extensive consultation with all
parts of the community beyond metropolitan
Melbourne over the last three years and that the
proposals encapsulated in the plan that I released last
week are reflective of that process. The National Party
does not oppose this bill.
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — The Leader of the
National Party in his contribution to the debate
indicated clearly that this bill does not, in any of its
provisions, deal with the actions of the Melbourne
Football Club board in seeking to trade Brownlow
medallist Shane Woewodin. It is just as well, I suppose,
that the bill does not deal with that because if it did the
chamber would be full of football lovers who would be
appalled not only at what the Melbourne Football Club
board has done — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member is drawing a long bow!
Mr ROBINSON — But also at what might happen
to their champion players. Suffice it to say we are not
dealing with that, we are dealing with the Gas Industry
(Residual Provisions) (Amendment) Bill, on which
there are only a modest number of honourable members
here to hear my contribution.
This bill is largely procedural in nature. The
privatisation of the gas industry which was commenced
under the former government created a right of the
government of the day to transfer Gascor as an entity to
the gas retailers, Origin Energy, AGL and TXU, a right
which could be exercised up until 31 December this
year. However, in making arrangements for that option
to be taken up, the government needed to be able to
transfer Gascor to those entities free of any or all
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liabilities associated with the Longford class action.
Clause 3 gives a unique flavour to this bill by
separating those liabilities from that which would be
transferred to the gas retailers.
The bill is unique in the sense that it was made
necessary, in its present form at least, by the Longford
explosion of September 1998. I join with the Leader of
the National Party in remembering that that was a
terrible incident which cost the lives of Peter Wilson
and John Lowery. After the events of 11 September and
the recent Bali massacre, the loss of two lives in an
industrial accident may seem trivial, but I am sure all of
us would agree that these deaths were tragic because
they were avoidable. The deaths happened at a
processing plant which was sophisticated and which
had state of the art equipment — or certainly should
have — and fail-safe technology. While the state and
the company can work together to rebuild a plant, they
cannot rebuild the lives of those who died and they
would struggle to rebuild the lives of those who were
injured and who have found life difficult to deal with
since that time.
I had the opportunity of sitting in on some of the
proceedings of the royal commission that was
established after the Longford incident. That royal
commission commenced in late 1998 and sat for most
of 1999. It was an extensive process, and there were at
times hundreds of people in attendance. It was painfully
obvious that it was an expensive proceeding for the
different parties. More than a dozen parties were given
leave to be represented at the commission, and it was a
painful experience for many of them — not the least of
which were the workers involved.
Many things came out of the royal commission, but for
me the abiding impression was that the state at all times
needs to retain a strong supervisory power. That is as
apparent in the gas processing industry, which
subsequent events around the country have
demonstrated — as it is in, say, the insurance industry,
the superannuation industry or the field of occupational
health and safety. In all of those self-governance is
proclaimed to be a step in the right direction, and in the
majority of cases it is. But self-governance or
self-regulation by itself is not enough; it can and often
does fail.
It disappointed me that in his contribution the
honourable member for Berwick, the shadow
Treasurer, seemed to ignore the failings that
self-regulation can demonstrate at times. He seemed to
be suggesting that the more governments give the
private sector to do instead of performing those duties
themselves the better off we will all be. That is a
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comment which needs to be heavily qualified. For
example, in this state it is not so long ago that the
former government passed over to HIH Insurance the
right to operate the building warranty insurance system.
I do not believe anyone would intelligently suggest
today that HIH’s management of building warranty
insurance led to an improvement in that part of the
building industry — quite the contrary. Similarly that is
the experience of fishermen down at the port of
Portland, who in recent months have been calling on
the government to take over that entity, which the
previous government privatised.
Those are examples of where, for a variety of reasons,
the private sector has not been able to demonstrate
better service delivery than the government. It
demonstrates again that self-regulation and
self-governance do not at all times protect consumers.
This is, as I said, a largely procedural bill which
required to be put into the shape it is by the tragic
events at Longford in 1998. It is incumbent on all of us
to remember the hardship and tragedy of that particular
event. The bill deserves the support of the house, but at
the same time we should also seek to support those
people who were so grievously affected by what was a
dark day in Victoria’s history.
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) — One of the biggest
problems created by parliaments is the void between
complex legislation and, to use a bit of legal jargon, the
reasonable man’s ability to actually understand it.
When legislation or the bodies created by legislation
become redundant we should remove them, and that is
exactly what this piece of legislation does. We on this
side of the house support the replacement of the
now-redundant Gascor with a vehicle that will take
responsibility for any liabilities which may have
accrued to Gascor over time.
Gascor, the old Gas and Fuel Corporation, performed
well throughout its history. It regulated the supply and
distribution of manufactured gas and then natural
gas — and somewhere in the middle, bottled gas.
Gascor had a proud work force of thousands of loyal
and committed employees.
But gas has not been universally available online
throughout Victoria, and it probably never will be in
remote areas, because it is too expensive to reticulate to
those distant parts. The former coalition government,
however, began to address the issue back in 1993 by
allowing gas distributors and retailers to charge a
greater figure than the uniform tariff to cover the
distribution to marginal areas, provided consumers
were prepared to pay the extra cost involved.
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The honourable member for Murray Valley in his
contribution to the debate on the Regional
Development Victoria Bill a fortnight ago indicated that
he was one of the first members of this place to take
advantage of that particular legislation. We tried it in
Bellarine, but initial estimates by Gascor, later TXU,
the privatised gas company dealing in that area, said
that the cost was simply too great.
Labor in one of the great pork-barrelling exercises of
the decade, a practice it has now refined to an art form,
said before the last election, ‘We’ll — meaning the
taxpayers — pay the balance’, a decision in isolation
from the rest of Victoria which has come to haunt it as
more and more marginal communities call for similar
favours. By contrast, the Liberal Party when in
government will go forward in a planned manner with
eyes wide open, with a transparent formula and a fixed
budget to cater for marginal communities where the
need is justified — I repeat, where the need is justified.
In his contribution a few moments ago the Leader of
the National Party committed his party to focusing on
the same objective. In the meantime, some constituents
in North Bellarine are, to put it mildly, dirty on the
government. These are the people who live in streets
which TXU will not service because the Labor
government did not do its homework and did not allow
enough money to service everybody in the areas of
North Bellarine it was focusing on. Labor, before the
1999 election, said, ‘We’ll make $1.5 million available
and we’ll turn on the gas in this area of North Bellarine
within 12 months of the election of a Labor
government’.
Labor’s plans were badly costed, and it eventually paid
$1.75 million, nearly 20 per cent more than it originally
anticipated, and it took not 12 months to turn the first
gas on to the first consumers but two and a half years.
However, still pockets of Portarlington, Indented Heads
and St Leonards have missed out. These people are not
impressed. If governments are to get involved in
subsidising gas companies in order to make it possible
to service marginal areas — I have no argument with
that particular objective — it must be done in a logical
and considered manner, and not lead to some people
being disadvantaged as Labor has allowed to happen in
parts of Bellarine.
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Environment and
Conservation) — I thank honourable members for their
contributions. There is general agreement across the
board that the bill be passed and that the residual
provisions need to be taken out.
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election, I look forward to a Doyle government
contributing to this debate.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 17 October; motion of
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Health).
Government amendments circulated by Ms GARBUTT
(Minister for Environment and Conservation) pursuant
to sessional orders.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
As the required statement of intention has been made
pursuant to section 85(5)(c) of the Constitution Act
1975, I am of the opinion that the second reading of this
bill requires to be passed by an absolute majority.
Mr WILSON (Bennettswood) — The bill before
the house is interesting on at least two grounds. Firstly,
I am interested that the Minister for Health has carriage
of the bill, and my interest and surprise is shared by
many, not least the medical profession. One would have
thought that this legislation is the responsibility of the
Minister for Finance or perhaps the Attorney-General.
Secondly, the bill before the house is being rushed
through the Parliament as the government prepares to
scamper off to an early election. The bill has been
thrown together in the dying days of the government
because the issues were not adequately addressed in the
Wrongs and Other Acts (Public Liability Insurance
Reform) Bill, which passed this Parliament on
16 October and received royal assent on 22 October.
As the minister advised the house in his second-reading
speech, the Review of the Law of Negligence, the report
of a review chaired by the Honourable Justice Ipp, was
recently presented to all governments in Australia —
commonwealth, state and territory. This report makes a
number of recommendations to address problems in
relation to insurance and medical indemnity.
Governments across Australia are considering all these
recommendations and we are advised that COAG —
the Council of Australian Governments — will
determine at its meeting in December whether national
uniformity in this area is achievable. I should add that,
given that this meeting will occur after the state

Australian governments are also considering a separate
report prepared for the Australian Health Ministers
Council by the Legal Process Reform Group chaired by
Professor Marcia Neave. The Neave report, as it is
known, proposes a variety of measures relating to
medical indemnity cover, and this includes the
desirability of establishing a scheme for catastrophic
injuries.
One of the key areas dealt with in these reports relates
to establishing a national uniform law regarding
limitation periods that would apply to proceedings
where damages are sought for personal injury. The
government claims that one key recommendation
warrants immediate action — namely, reform of the
general limitation period for personal injury
proceedings in Victoria. Currently the period is six
years, and both reports — that is, the Ipp report and the
Neave report — propose that the limitation period for
these proceedings for legally competent adults should
now be three years.
The bill before the house proposes that the limitation
period be reduced from six years to three years, but
only for adults who are not under a disability at the time
when their cause of action accrues or is taken to have
accrued. The government argues that the bill will assist
insurers and medical defence organisations in the
management of their claim portfolios. The government
also argues that the bill should enable those
organisations — that is, insurers and medical defence
organisations — to recognise some of their potential
liabilities more quickly and that it will therefore give
these organisations a greater level of certainty about
their capacity to meet their future financial liabilities
and obligations.
The government has argued that the reduced time lag in
the lodging of legal proceedings that are currently
brought in years four, five and six will assist in the
more cost-effective management of claims. The
government’s rationale is in response to the Ipp report,
which gives four substantive reasons for reducing the
time to bring an action.
The reasons are: firstly, as time goes by, relevant
evidence is likely to be lost; secondly, it is unfair on a
defendant or defendants to allow an action to be
brought long after the circumstances that gave rise to it
occurred; thirdly, it is desirable for people to be able to
arrange their affairs and utilise their resources on the
basis that claims can no longer be made against them
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after a certain time; and fourthly, the public interest
requires disputes to be settled as quickly as possible.
The minister’s second-reading speech notes that these
four objectives need to be balanced against the interests
of plaintiffs. The Ipp report notes that plaintiffs need
sufficient time to appreciate that they have legal claims
that can be pursued, to investigate those claims and to
commence proceedings.
The limitation period for personal injury claims that
have accrued in relation to persons who are under a
disability is not altered by the bill before the house: it
will continue to be six years from the date on which a
person ceases to be under a disability or dies. In the
case of the contraction of a disease or disorder, the three
years will run from the date on which the injured
person knows that he or she has suffered personal
injuries and that those injuries were caused by the act or
omission of some person. The bill also preserves the
ability of the courts to grant extensions of time in the
circumstances set out in section 23 of the Limitation of
Actions Act. I note also that the bill contains a
section 85 statement.
The opposition has consulted the Victorian branch of
the Australian Medical Association (AMA) about the
amendments in the bill before the house. The AMA
remains dissatisfied with the government’s approach to
this legal indemnity issue and broader public liability
issues. In particular, the AMA has expressed concern
about the limitation period in respect of, firstly, minors,
secondly, others under a disability, and thirdly, the
extension of time provisions.
With regard to the AMA’s first concern, a minor is
considered to be under a disability until he reaches
18 years of age. The limitation period under section 23
of the principal act is six years; therefore, a person may
commence an action for a birth injury up to the age of
24.
With regard to the AMA’s second concern, where a
claimant is under a disability the cause of action accrues
and time begins to run when the person ceases to be
under a disability or dies, whichever is earlier. The
AMA argues that section 23 of the principal act should
be amended to allow a limitation period of six years for
minors and others under a legal liability. With regard to
the AMA’s third concern, it seeks amendments to
remove or at least minimise the judicial latitude
allowing extensions of time.
The AMA has provided the opposition with a
well-researched position paper on the bill before the
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house. I will read into Hansard a couple of its crucial
arguments:
Amendments reducing the limitation period for adults do not
address the current concerns of AMA Victoria. The areas of
concern relate to the limitation period in respect of minors and
others under a disability and the extension of time provision
as follows …

The organisation goes on to detail its concerns. It also
argues that:
The aim of limitations of actions reform is not to prevent
worthy cases coming to court but to present them in a timely
manner which allows insurers to make provision for and
predict awards in today’s dollars. This allows premiums to be
more accurately defined.
AMA Victoria believes the amendments introduced by the
Limitation of Actions (Amendment) Bill will not assist the
MDOs. It will not address the unpredictable claims costs and
will not provide certainty to meet future financial
arrangements. For this to be achieved, AMA Victoria believes
that amendments should be introduced to reduce the
limitation period for minors and those under a disability to six
years, and remove, or at least, minimise the judicial latitude
allowing extensions of time.

I understand that amendments are to be moved in the
name of the Minister for Workcover which deal with
the issues pertaining to how this bill could impact on
claims relating to the Transport Accident Commission
and Workcover. My colleague the shadow Minister for
Finance will deal with those matters in his contribution.
With those brief comments, I advise that the opposition
will not oppose the bill.
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — The
National Party does not oppose the legislation, although
I want to make some comments about its content. The
general import of the bill is to foreshorten the current
limitation period of six years, which applies to the
institution of proceedings for personal injuries, to a
period of three years. The bill has other elements, but I
do not intend to go through them chapter and verse; its
essence is to achieve that result.
This is another instance where the government has gone
from doing absolutely nothing to almost absolutely
everything without giving any valid reason to the public
as to why it is doing it. It has given a reason inasmuch
as it says that the measures in their various forms are
intended to reduce premiums, but it has not given any
reason in the sense that it can offer anything apart from
hope that these measures will achieve the desired result.
One cannot help but contrast the provisions of this
legislation with the commentary we have heard over a
period of months from the Treasurer and the
Attorney-General when they protested the fact of any
changes being made at all. Their general point of view
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was that the whole insurance issue was a scam being
perpetrated upon communities by the insurance
industry and therefore there needed to be concrete proof
before the government would take any action which
would alter the way in which people could pursue their
rights.
I would love to have been at the cabinet table when this
legislation came up for discussion — I freely confess I
would love to be at the cabinet table anyway! Bearing
in mind the position put by the Treasurer and the
Attorney-General, it would have been an interesting
discussion. Surely they must be hanging their heads in
shame at the way in which the government has gone
about its harum-scarum attempt to have a nibble here
and a nibble there at legislative reform which it intends,
and fervently hopes, is going to achieve delivery of
lower premiums. To this day the government has not
produced a skerrick of evidence which supports the
basic contention that there will be a reduction in rates.
The proof of the pudding will be in the eating!
I listened with interest to the excellent contribution of
the honourable member for Bennettswood. He referred
to the Australian Medical Association’s submission to
the opposition. I am somewhat concerned about and do
not support the general principle of reducing to a period
of six years the right of action for people under a
disability or to those who are under age. It is easy to
imagine a huge variety of circumstances where people
under a disability — just to take that category — are
not in a position to exercise their rights in the way that a
six-year limitation period would recognise as being
appropriate.
Similarly, for people under age there can be any one of
lots of reasons why they would not be able to exercise
their rights within the period of six years as referred to
by the Australian Medical Association (AMA). Those
reasons may have to do with people being in care;
being in the hands of parents who simply do not know
their rights; or having some form of injury which does
not make itself apparent within the appropriate time.
There may be any one of a number of reasons why the
imposition of a six-year period, in the way the AMA
suggests, may not be appropriate for those categories of
people.
I accept entirely the comment by the AMA and the
government that we need to establish a system which
will take proper account of the rights of people who are
genuinely and seriously injured. I spent many years
pursuing those very issues on behalf of people caught in
that unfortunate circumstance. However, to then say
that two of the most disadvantaged groups in our
community should have their rights curtailed in the way
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that has been proposed by the AMA is a matter which
we need to think carefully about before going down that
road.
I contrast the propositions advanced in this legislation
and the legislation that has already been passed at the
behest of this government with the proposals outlined
by the National Party in a bill we have circulated. I
might say we have also provided that bill to the AMA,
and I await with interest its comments on it. We have
prepared what I believe to be a principled piece of
legislation having application across the whole gamut
of personal injuries claims. We drew up the legislation
from the perspective of ignoring who would be paying,
on a principled basis, putting aside the question of
whether we were dealing with public liability actions,
medical negligence claims or any other category of
claim which might draw indemnity payments from a
particular form of insurer. Rather our approach was to
look at a set of basic principles and to prepare a bill
which would be structured accordingly and would have
application across the whole gamut of personal injuries
claims.
In essence that legislation establishes a threshold of
$36 000; a cap of $4.5 million; and makes a range of
changes in how damages are calculated. Some of those
amendments include the introduction of a discount rate
of 6 per cent — I am conscious that the government has
now included a discount rate of 5 per cent in its initial
piece of legislation on this issue. We have also
suggested the abolition of Griffiths v. Kirkemeyer
damages on the basis that historically, at law, the
abolition of any such right was said to represent a
benefit to the defendant and we believe in this day and
age, given the difficulties we are facing from a practical
perspective, that this really ought be looked at from the
perspective of what is appropriate in the sense of
awarding damages to an injured plaintiff. We
concluded that Griffiths v. Kirkemeyer damages should
not be awarded any longer. We recommended the
abolition of interest payments. There were two or three
other changes which we have proposed in the course of
our legislation.
What the National Party did with that bill was to take it
to the Insurance Council of Australia. I met with
representatives of the ICA in Sydney in the first week
of August. I did so in concert with the Honourable
Roger Hallam in another place. We sat down with the
ICA for an hour or more and went through the terms of
the legislation. I invited the ICA to write to me, and it
subsequently did. In the course of its letter where, at my
invitation, it expressed a view regarding our proposals,
it confirmed to me that our draft bill would, to use the
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ICA’s words, ‘significantly reduce the cost of doing
business’.
It is just that sort of commitment which I believe this
government needs to get from the insurance industry
before it continues further down the path on which it is
now apparently bent. We need to get a realistic
commitment from the insurers that the sorts of changes
which are now being made by this and other forms of
legislation will bring about the required result. Of
course the risk is that if we do not get that undertaking
from the insurance industry the benefits to be derived to
the industry from the lessening of payments from
initiatives such as this bill represents may well go
straight through to the shareholders, if indeed there is a
benefit there at all. However, what we want to achieve
is that those benefits, if there are any there, will be
passed on to the insured in the form of reduced
premiums. That is the fundamental aim, and it is one to
which this government has paid lip-service and which
to this day it has simply failed to deliver upon.
I note also that amendments have been circulated by the
government. This highlights again the sloppy nature of
the way this legislation has been drafted on the run and
brought into the house. I understand there is a deal of
background music as to why this particular aspect of
the legislation was not incorporated in the main bill that
the house debated only a couple of weeks ago. Perhaps
the government will be able to explain why we have
two separate sets of legislation as opposed to what is
essentially a fundamental aim being set out in the one
piece of legislation.
The government might also explain how it got itself
into the position where it has needed the assistance of
the two opposition parties with a view to enabling this
debate to occur so that this legislation can be passed
into the upper house with a view to its passage as soon
as possible. Of course the ultimate intent in all this is
that with an election absolutely imminent and likely to
be called within a week the government wants to try to
scramble its way into a situation to say it has made
further endeavours to deal with the insurance issues,
this time particularly those relating to medical
negligence claims.
So even though the government has been dragged, once
again kicking and screaming, to this whole debate it is
now bent upon the course represented by this bill. The
National Party does not oppose it, albeit that it has
some misgivings about its ultimate impact. We hope in
the future that if further initiatives are to be undertaken
by the government based around the Ipp report or
otherwise, they will happen, particularly in a scenario
where we can get some commonality of legislative
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reform across Australia in a way that ensures we do not
have forum shopping across state borders and also
ensures that that most critical issue of concern is
addressed — namely, that the most seriously injured
persons in our community who suffer such injury
because of the negligence of others are able to be
compensated in a fair and reasonable manner to the
extent to which our communities can it afford in this
day and age.
I might say that one of the aspects of attraction in the
National Party’s proposed legislation was that by
establishing the threshold of $36 000 that, we
understand, would have removed something in the
order of 70 per cent-plus of the claims currently being
made, certainly in the public liability area, and I have
no doubt would have had a similar impact in the sense
of reducing the number of claims relating to medical
negligence. Be that as it may, we have this bill before
the house, and the National Party does not oppose it.
Mr VINEY (Frankston East) — This bill is a
continuation and a further step in the government’s
program for addressing problems regarding the
availability and affordability of public liability
insurance across a range of areas, including medical
indemnity cover.
The purpose of the bill is to modify the general
limitation period that applies to the bringing of personal
injury proceedings by adults who are legally competent.
As has been mentioned in previous contributions to the
debate, this has emerged in part from the report entitled
Review of the Law of Negligence, presented to
commonwealth, state and territory governments
following the inquiry chaired by Justice Ipp. The report
highlights the need for a review of the law of the
limitation of actions.
In addition, governments are also considering a
separate report prepared for the Australian Health
Ministers Council by the Legal Process Reform Group,
chaired by Professor Marcia Neave. The group’s report
proposes a range of measures to be taken to address
problems regarding the availability and affordability of
medical indemnity cover. Governments across
Australia are considering each of those reports.
What has emerged from the reports so far is that a
series of reforms of the limitation of actions legislation
is required. What we have before the house today is the
start of that process. The extensive recommendations
relate to matters such as when a limitation period starts
to operate, whether there should be an outside limit on
when a personal injury claim can be brought, and what
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kind of rules should apply in the case of children and
impaired adults who are injured and have a right to sue.
These are complex areas of law and require some
careful consideration, because it is essential that, in
taking the action that is necessary to reduce the cost and
impact of public liability insurance and medical
indemnity insurance, people’s individual rights are not
damaged or affected.
The amendments before honourable members relate to
one key element that can be acted upon at this stage.
Both reports have proposed that the limitation period
for legally competent adults should be three years for
personal injury proceedings. Currently the general
limitation period in Victoria for those proceedings is six
years. The amendments propose to reduce that to three
years to reflect the issues outlined in both the reports I
have mentioned.
The proposed change is intended to assist insurers to
have greater certainty in medical litigation matters.
Medical defence organisations will also be assisted in
the management of claims and claim costs if the
proposed reforms are agreed to. The change in the
limitation period will bring Victoria into line with a
number of other jurisdictions, including New South
Wales.
As I said, it is necessary to fully consider the impact of
any law reform on persons who are under a legal
disability, such as children and also adults who suffer
from mental impairment or disabilities. Therefore the
purpose of the bill is to reduce the limitation period to
three years, but only for adults who are not under a
disability when their cause of action accrues. A cause of
action is generally considered to have accrued when a
person suffers an injury, but in the case of latent
diseases or disorders the cause of action accrues when
the person first becomes aware of having suffered an
injury — that is, when it manifests itself and when the
person becomes aware that the injury has been caused
by the act or omission of someone else.
The law regarding persons who are under a legal
disability, including minors, will be reviewed in the
context of the consideration of the full range of
proposals outlined in the Ipp and Neave reports.
I listened to the contributions of members of the
opposition and the National Party. I hope they will
understand that making the proposed adjustments
requires some careful consideration, in particular where
it will affect minors or people who have a disability.
The bill does not change the law that applies to
court-ordered extensions of time. A court will continue
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to have the power under section 23A of the Limitation
of Actions Act to grant an extension if it is just and
reasonable to do so. The question of the court’s power
to grant extensions will be considered further in the
context of the Ipp and Neave recommendations. This
amendment will only apply prospectively — that is, to
causes of action that accrue on or after commencement
of the legislation — so there will be no retrospectivity
in it. With those comments I commend the bill to the
house.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — This bill is yet another
inadequate step in the government’s response to the
public liability and professional indemnity insurance
crisis. It makes minimalist amendments to the
limitation period in response to one of the elements of
Mr Justice Ipp’s report, but it does not tackle the very
difficult issues that need to be debated about whether,
and if so how, limitation periods should apply to minors
and others under a legal disability, and about the way in
which the time under a limitation period is determined
to run.
In his comprehensive response to this bill, which is the
first he has handled as a shadow minister, my colleague
the honourable member for Bennettswood dealt
thoroughly with most of its key elements, and I do not
wish to repeat what he said. But let me make the point
that when this bill is combined with the Wrongs and
Other Acts (Public Liability Insurance Reform) Bill,
which passed through this house just a short time ago, it
can be seen that the government has failed to tackle a
number of vital areas in its response to the public
liability and professional indemnity crisis.
The government has failed to adopt measures which the
Liberal opposition has put forward, including protection
for those people who voluntarily engage in a risky
recreational activity with properly accredited operators
and experience minor injuries. It has failed to take
measures to make law firms that undertake cases on a
no-win, no-fee basis responsible for ensuring that the
other party’s costs are paid if their client loses the case
and is unable or unwilling to pay. The government has
not tackled misleading no-win, no-fee advertisements.
It has not reformed the insurance arrangements for
businesses and community organisations operating on
state government land so that they can obtain public
liability cover jointly with the government. It has failed
to provide practical and detailed risk management
guidelines for businesses and community organisations.
It has failed to assist the business and community peak
bodies to establish pooled risk management and
insurance arrangements.
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For all those reasons, despite the government’s bravado
and bluster in claiming that it has been solved, the
public liability crisis in Victoria is far from solved.
Across the state voluntary organisations, professionals
and others are feeling the pinch. Speedway operators,
for example, are struggling to cope with the premium
increases they are experiencing. Country football has
been hit with massive premium increases. Bush
walking associations are very fearful of the impact on
them of their difficulty in obtaining public liability
insurance.
I refer to groups such as steam rail enthusiasts. I am
told that Steam Rail Victoria’s public liability insurance
premium has jumped from $9000 to $90 000; a group
called R707 Operations has seen its insurance increase
from $1500 to $60 000; and the Seymour Railway
Heritage Centre’s insurance premium has increased
from $8000 to around $40 000. These organisations are
largely, if not exclusively, volunteer operated, and they
will find it difficult to keep operating under the burden
of the public liability insurance premiums they are
currently suffering.
It is appropriate that the Minister for Planning is in the
house at the moment, because another sector that is
finding it very difficult to cope with the insurance crisis
is that of businesses associated with water treatment,
and in particular airconditioning cooling tower
treatment. I refer to the case of Tandex Chemicals,
which wrote an urgent email to the Treasurer and to the
Minister for Health on 30 September this year:
Tandex Chemicals … is an industrial water treatment
company that has operated in Australia for over 31 years. We
have been actively involved with the Department of Human
Services and AIRAH —

the Australian Institute of Refrigeration,
Airconditioning and Heating —
in the development of the new Health (Legionella)
Regulations 2001 and are a foundation member of the
AIRAH special industry group for the development of a code
of practice for water treatment companies.
We have been advised by our insurance company that we will
not be invited to reapply when our existing public liability
policy expires (30 September — today). This is despite being
claim free for our 31-year history.

The company goes on to say that it has searched in vain
over recent months for an insurance company to
provide the cover, and it was alarmed to find that many
other water treatment companies are in the same
situation. It continues:
If this industry continues to operate on an uninsured basis this
could result in a catastrophic situation for the code of practice,
the new regulations and legionella control in general.
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They conclude by saying:
As a small Victorian business employing 22 people and being
one of many similar companies we feel we are the backbone
of the code of practice and the industry generally. We need
your leadership and action for our survival.

And it seems so far that they have been waiting in vain
for that action.
Another sector that this bill is going to fail to help is
that of building surveyors and engineers, and again it is
hopefully an issue with which the Minister for Planning
at the table is well familiar. I will refer to one letter that
has been sent to the opposition. This person states:
I am a qualified civil engineer running my own business
together with my wife since April 1995. This is our only
source of income that we rely on to raise our family, pay our
mortgage and meet our financial commitments.
During my practice I took all professional care towards my
projects to ensure they always comply to the relevant and
current Australian standards …
This year as usual I filled my application to obtain a renewal
for my professional indemnity insurance policy to comply
with the building practitioners insurance ministerial order
dated 16 May 1996 and the Building Act … 1993.

The letter goes on to say the couple received a letter
stating they would not be provided with a policy, that
they were not the only ones facing this problem and
that there was a dispute between insurance companies
and the Building Control Commission over run-off
cover. This business has not been able to obtain a — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The level of conversation from the government benches
is a little too high.
Mr CLARK — This is one of many businesses that
are struggling. Another business has written to the
opposition saying that it has contacted the Building
Control Commission for advice and was informed
legislation is pending in the Victorian Parliament which
will address the contentious issues in existing
legislation and in particular the follow-on provisions
which the insurance industry is no longer willing to
accept. This company says:
Registration renewal is required by 31 October. Beyond that
date my business, and that of many others, will cease, and I
am sure you will be aware of the consequences of this
individually, and to the construction industry as a whole. A
flow-on effect to the Victorian economy will be inevitable.

There are rumours circulating that the government is
going to do something about this problem, but as of two
days before these numerous policies expire there is
nothing on the public record that says the government is
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going to do anything to tackle the difficulties that
building surveyors and engineers are facing, and
certainly there is nothing in this bill that will have any
significant effect on their difficulties.
In relation to the bill itself, the opposition has been
fortunate to be provided with two detailed pieces of
advice, one from the Law Institute of Victoria and one
from the Australian Plaintiff Lawyers Association
(APLA). The Law Institute of Victoria has given us a
copy of the letter it wrote to the Attorney-General
saying it has serious reservations about the current
proposals, their practical application and their likely
unjust effect on personal injury plaintiffs, particularly
with the transport accident and Workcover schemes. It
says:
We understand that this bill was introduced separately rather
than as an amendment to the Wrongs Act amendment bill
after consultation with opposition members. We received
notification of the bill shortly after its first reading and
obtained a copy of it when it became publicly available on
17 October. Members have expressed grave concern that it
was drafted without consultation with relevant stakeholders
including the legal profession and the two statutory insurers,
TAC and Workcover.

The letter then goes on to explain that the law institute
has consulted widely with its members. I must say,
Mr Acting Speaker, thank goodness this Parliament
decided that the best way to handle this legislation was
with a period of time for consultation and public input
rather than just including it as amendments to the
wrongs bill and blithely passing it through the upper
house some time ago, because as a result of this public
consultation some very serious difficulties have been
exposed in relation to the application of the bill to the
transport accident scheme and the Workcover scheme,
leading to the amendments the minister has circulated.
As the law institute has explained, the essence of the
problem is that under both of these statutory schemes it
is important for the injury concerned to have stabilised
in order to determine whether or not it constitutes a
serious injury which gives rise to entitlement to bring
common-law legal proceedings. As the law institute
says:
In many cases, a claimant’s injuries will not be substantially
stable within the three-year period. TAC’s own statistics say
the average time for recognition of a serious injury and
granting of the necessary certificate is five years post injury.
Even once the injury has ‘substantially stabilised’, the process
of determining impairment can often take 8 to 12 months and
even longer in some cases.

It goes on to say that the arguments that may be
relevant in other instances, about recognising the
existence of the liability, do not apply in the case of the
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Transport Accident Commission, which the institute
says is in a better position than most insurers to
accurately assess the future risks and liabilities.
The law institute has highlighted that difficulty.
Similarly, the Australian Plaintiff Lawyers Association
wrote to me to say:
I advise that APLA was not consulted by the government and
did not have the opportunity of making any submissions in
relation to the bill.
APLA does have serious concerns about the effect this bill
will have on the rights of transport and industrial accident
victims.
As you are no doubt aware, victims of industrial or transport
accidents cannot commence a common-law damages action
until:
(a) their injuries are stabilised; and
(b) a determination has been made that they have
sustained a ‘serious injury’.
The stabilisation requirement often means that years can go
by before the ‘serious injury’ question can be addressed.

So it is important that these very valid concerns about
the Transport Accident Act and the workers
compensation scheme are addressed.
As I said, the minister has now circulated amendments
which, as far as members of the opposition have been
able to ascertain since we saw them earlier this
afternoon, totally exclude from the bill actions for
damages for accidents under the various provisions of
workers compensation regime and the Transport
Accident Act, so that the act as in force before the
commencement of the bill will continue to apply. One
matter the minister might like to address when he
moves the amendments is whether they will apply to all
legal proceedings that may be brought under the
relevant legislation or whether they will apply only to
actions by injured persons. As the minister will be
aware, there is potential for actions against third parties
in relation to injuries that people have suffered and
there is provision for the Workcover authority itself to
bring actions to recover from a third party costs which
the Workcover authority has incurred.
This is a particularly difficult issue, and it is one that
needs to be addressed very carefully.
I refer by way of illustration to a case that is currently
causing considerable difficulty to a small business
couple based in Lakes Entrance. Mr and Mrs Semmens
run the Silver Sands Tourist Park in Lakes Entrance,
and in essence they engaged a second-year carpentry
apprentice through Eastern Victoria Group Training.
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The apprentice subsequently injured himself using a
Stanley knife while scouring some wall panelling. He
received compensation from the Victorian Workcover
Authority (VWA) through the Workcover policy held
by Eastern Victoria Group Training, but in July 2000
the legal firm Wisewoulds, which was acting for the
VWA, commenced proceedings to recover $30 715.55,
the amount of compensation paid to the injured
apprentice.

needs to consider. I understand that he proposes to do
that, assuming he remains the minister, but in the
meantime it is important that he indicate to the house
whether the amendments that he is proposing will deal
with third-party actions under the Transport Accident
Commission and Workcover schemes, including
recovery actions, or whether they will only apply to
actions by injured workers or motorists seeking to
claim under those schemes.

Since that time Workcover has also settled a
common-law claim for a further $100 000, which it had
also been seeking to recover from Mr and
Mrs Semmens, even though there has been no formal
finding of negligence on their part. As of July this year,
Mr and Mrs Semmens were being chased by
Workcover for $178 000, and the cost of their legal
defence up to that point was $50 000. In essence these
small business people, who tried to do the right thing in
taking on an apprentice through a group training
scheme, have found themselves being sued by the
VWA when they were under the impression from all
the discussions they had prior to taking on the
apprentice that the Workcover situation had been
covered. They are just two of the people subject to a
third-party action, and their position needs to be clearly
understood.

Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I rise not to oppose the
bill but to indicate that I have some concerns with its
ability to address some of the critical problems facing
medical insurance. I am not aware of whether I have to
declare a pecuniary interest, but I do so in the event that
I am liable. My wife is a practising medical practitioner
and is affected by this insurance problem, which affects
every general practitioner and obstetrician in the state.

When this issue was raised with him the Minister for
Workcover responded by saying that he had asked the
Victorian Workcover Authority to further examine its
arrangements while maintaining the importance of
ensuring that negligent third parties remain accountable
for accidents that result in workplace injuries.
Similarly the Minister for Finance wrote to Mr Neil
Coulson, the chief executive officer of the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry, on 17
January this year, saying:
I share your concerns about the potential for this matter to
damage group training companies and their capacity to
encourage host employers to offer positions to apprentices
and trainees.

These third-party recovery actions against businesses
such as that run by Mr and Mrs Semmens, who have
taken on an apprentice under a group training scheme,
give rise to very serious issues. It is important that these
people do not continue to be exposed to this sort of
detriment, because it is likely to cause considerable
difficulties for the group training scheme.
This bill will not solve all these problems. It is one of
the many aspects of the Workcover legislation,
third-party recovery rights and the application of the
statute of limitations in particular which the minister

I query why the Minister for Health rather than the
Premier or the Minister for Finance has introduced this
bill, but passing that I presume that this reduction in the
statute of limitation period is going to have an impact
on the cost of claims and therefore reduce the amount
of medical liability that is currently facing us. The
government has to be concerned, and I am sure that it
is, with the level of medical negligence liability in this
state.
According to an article in the Australian Financial
Review last Friday indemnity costs for private hospitals
have more than doubled this year to an average of
$40 million. The government self-insures, so it is not
perhaps exposed to that type of cost, but the increased
costs must be a significant concern for the government
because if there are any liability claims the government
has to find that money. For instance, the level of
corporate insurance for a medical provider in my region
has gone from $2 million to $8 million in one year.
That horrendous increase is an indication of the crisis
that is occurring in medical liability.
The main effect of reducing the limitation period is to
reduce the period between an accident and the
conclusion of any consequent legal action. In medical
insurance, long tails are created by injuries to children.
It is instructive that in regional and rural Victoria it is
difficult to find a GP proceduralist in obstetrics. In
Mildura there were approximately 10 GPs with
diplomas of obstetrics, now there are no such GPs who
are practising. A number of obstetricians have stopped
practising altogether, but of course their insurance
problem continues for some 25 years after they have
finished practising because of the nature of the liability
with children. I notice that this bill does not address the
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issue of children and only talks of reducing the period
from six years to three.
A recent Australian Medical Association survey of
453 rural medical practitioners indicates that the
problem is going to worsen, with nearly 50 per cent of
obstetricians reducing their risks in the next 12 months.
I know that some have placed their houses in their
wives’ names to minimise their liability. In all it
suggests that one in six surgeons will cease to practise
next year and 40 per cent will reduce their level of risk.
Against this background we need to assess the level of
adequacy of this bill. I cannot agree with the minister’s
view that the bill reflects another major step in the
process of altering the law to deal with current
problems regarding medical indemnity, for the bill does
not reduce the limitation for minors and therefore does
not address the real issue confronting obstetricians.
The long tail affects the cost of the premium because of
the actuarial uncertainty, and most medical practitioners
are going to face some significant costs just to go
backwards, not forwards, in liability. The worry about
having to be insured for 20 years after you have ceased
to practise is something that is unacceptable.
Victoria’s limited response to this problem is in stark
contrast not only to the recommendations of the Ipp
committee but also the relevant part of the Civil
Liability Amendment (Personal Responsibility) Bill
recently introduced into the New South Wales
Parliament, which has addressed the problem in a way
that is more meaningful.
I note the minister’s reference to different approaches
and reports, in particular those of the Ipp and Neave
committees. I am aware of the criticism about the way
the Ipp committee was established and its New South
Wales focus. Regardless of that, the committee was
representative of a range of interests, including
community interests. It is in stark contrast to the Neave
committee, which was a committee of lawyers — a fact
that is readily apparent, for example, if one reads that
committee’s proposed exemption to any threshold.
What is also concerning is that the tort reform package
was inadequate and the issue of thresholds would have
made a significant impact on insurance reform in this
state had it been introduced or had the amendments
been accepted. Of course with medical insurance this
has been going on for some time. It is not a new issue.
How do we attract medical practitioners and specialists
to rural areas? It is becoming more difficult.
Even a regional centre like Mildura has difficulty with
its number of GPs. It is almost impossible in the small
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country towns and they are primarily staffed by foreign
graduates who are on a limited licence to practise. It is
now very difficult for regional areas to attract medical
practitioners. If we continue to fail to address the core
issue, it will certainly become a more significant
problem.
I have heard it said that the GP should cost share the
obstetrician’s insurance rates. I do not believe that
should be the case. The costs for obstetricians are
beyond the capacity of that particular professional
speciality, let alone asking GPs, who are already under
huge pressure, to share the costs.
I do not oppose the bill, but I have to say we must
continue to work in a more focused way on medical
insurance and insurance generally because what
decisions we make here today will have a great impact
in 5 or 10 years. We are not addressing the core
problem. It will do little but tackle the fundamental
issues that drive the cost of claims.
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Local
Government) — I thank honourable members for their
contributions to the debate and for their support of the
legislation. As the house is aware, the Ipp report has
been received by governments and it will be the subject
of Council of Australian Governments discussions.
However, the government believes it was appropriate to
move immediately on this recommendation, which
related to the procedural issue of shortening the
limitation period from six years to three years. Again I
thank honourable members.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! This bill requires to be passed by an absolute
majority. As there is not an absolute majority of the
house present I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 3 agreed to.
Clause 4

Mr CAMERON (Minister for Workcover) — I
move:
1.

Clause 4, line 1, omit “and 39” and insert “, 39 and 40”.
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Clause 4, line 14, omit ‘section 3.”.’ and insert
“section 3.”.

3.

Clause 4, after line 14 insert —
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‘40. Saving
Despite anything to the contrary in this Act, this
Act as in force immediately before the
commencement of section 3 of the Limitation of
Actions (Amendment) Act 2002 continues to
apply to —
(a) actions for damages to which Part IV of the
Accident Compensation Act 1985 applies;
and
(b) actions for damages in respect of an injury
which entitles, or may entitle, a worker within
the meaning of the Workers Compensation
Act 1958 to compensation under that Act; and
(c) actions for damages to which Part 6 or Part 10
of the Transport Accident Act 1986
applies.”.’.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — As I said during the
second-reading debate, it is important for the minister to
clarify whether the amendments he is moving are
intended to apply to all legal proceedings that can be
brought in relation to motor accidents or injuries to
workers or whether they are intended to apply only to
legal actions that may be brought by the injured
motorist or worker under the relevant scheme. This
issue is important because there are provisions under
which legal proceedings can be brought against third
parties, including for recovery of costs that may have
been incurred by the Transport Accident Commission
or the Victorian Workcover Authority.
Honourable members interjecting.
The CHAIRMAN — Order! I ask honourable
members to be quiet so that the honourable member for
Box Hill can be heard.
Mr CLARK — It is important for this house and
the public to understand whether those latter actions are
covered by the amendments the minister is moving.
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Local
Government) — The bill applies only to actions
relating to personal injuries and the amendments that
effectively exempt those provisions relate only to
actions relating to the transport accident scheme, the
accident compensation scheme and the workers
compensation scheme, as set out in amendment 3. The
government seeks to have policy consistency where
appropriate, but the transport accident scheme and
workers compensation arrangements have their own
statutory time lines and procedures. It is appropriate
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that the government visit that issue and return to the
house next year with legislation taking into account the
peculiar nature of those schemes and trying to align that
with the policy intention of the bill.
Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.
Report adopted.

Third reading
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

TRANSPORT (HIGHWAY RULE) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 10 October; motion of
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport).
Independent amendment circulated by Mr INGRAM
(Gippsland East) pursuant to sessional orders.

The SPEAKER — Order! As the required
statement of intention has been made pursuant to
section 85(5)(c) of the Constitution Act 1975, I am of
the opinion that the second reading of this bill requires
to be passed by an absolute majority.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) — The Transport
(Highway Rule) Bill has been introduced because of a
decision of the High Court in Brodie v. Singleton Shire
Council. Now councils are in effect ultimately open to
legal action being taken against them. I suppose in
some ways you could almost refer to this bill as the
‘Holding Redlich, Slater and Gordon amendment’. It
has been brought in so that at a particular point those
cases currently before the courts will proceed. Anybody
seeking to bring actions in respect of roads against
councils is going to face some difficulties. As a result,
the government has brought in a bill that will give
councils protection which is sunsetted on 1 July 2004. I
understand that the honourable member for Gippsland
East is intending to move his circulated amendment,
which seeks to omit ‘2004’ and insert ‘2005’.
I think the house should be made aware of the fact that
in effect what we are dealing with here is retrospective
legislation. We are saying from this point on that if
somebody wants to sue the council because of
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something that happened in the past, and the council
may not have been aware of it, they will not be able to
do that.
In normal circumstances I am never happy about
retrospective legislation. Another word which is often
used is ‘retroactive’, which allegedly makes it look
different, but I am not sure about that. As the minister’s
second-reading speech says, the government has
published a discussion paper looking at what it
proposes to do. In his speech he said he proposes to
bring back legislation to this Parliament after 2004. The
honourable member for Gippsland East, who is moving
the amendment, should seriously consider the fact that
the government — whether it is this government or, if it
is replaced in the near future, another government — is
going to have to deal with this matter.
This is going to have to be dealt with in some form or
another, and it does not matter whether it is Victoria,
New South Wales or some other state. What I find
interesting about this legislation is that, as the minister’s
second-reading speech states:
What the community needs is a system that provides roads
that best meet the needs and priorities of the community to the
highest practical standard given the available resources. The
law should facilitate this outcome.

This government is really not capable of doing roads.
Have a look around this state. Three years ago the
Eastern Freeway tunnels, a set of tunnels that were
supposedly going to be built to the highest standard,
were cancelled. The Scoresby freeway, one of the
government’s biggest backflips — seven years of
opposition was quickly dumped in a desperate attempt
to try to get in good with the eastern suburbs — what
has happened to that? The state government grossly
underestimated the cost. The federal government
agreed to meet half the cost, which was $445 million. It
has, I know, as of today placed — —
Mr Maxfield interjected.
Mr LEIGH — No, $445 million. The honourable
member for — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The honourable member for Narracan is out of
his place.
Mr LEIGH — He is indeed. Perhaps it is his
ambition if they win, you never know.
The federal government has agreed to a total in that
instance of $445 million. I am aware that as of last
week a bill has been sent to the federal government to
the tune of $25 million as a first payment, which the
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federal government will no doubt pay. But the fact is
that in the case of that particular road, the government
is over $400 million out in its costing of the road.
Within the space of six months the cost of this road has
gone up $400 million. So we are now at a cost, between
the Eastern Freeway tunnel and the Scoresby freeway,
which has been given this cute new name of the
Mitcham–Frankston freeway, to the tune of
$1.8 billion. The government is setting up a similar type
of authority to the City Link authority. Here we have an
example where the government says it is interested in
the best practice for roads, but it has demonstrated a
lack of capacity to deliver the road.
Yesterday we had this glorified announcement of the
Pakenham bypass, where the government is going to
somehow find — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr LEIGH — The federal government committed
$100 million. We checked with the office of the federal
minister for transport yesterday. We asked whether the
state government had consulted the federal minister’s
office about what it was going to do, and the answer
was no, not a word! What happened was that the
federal government committed $100 million. The state
government is now saying the federal government owes
it $121 million, but it never asked the federal
government about the $121 million. This is just a stunt
to help the honourable member for Gippsland West and
one or two of her colleagues.
The honourable member for Gippsland West has
probably never uttered the words ‘Pakenham freeway’
in the three years she has been here.
Mr Maxfield interjected.
Mr LEIGH — This man over there says he will
build it! I will give the house a classic example. In
opposition the Bracks administration proposed that as
one of these safer roads we had to build a bypass in my
community. Three years later, and two years in the
making — and with the money, $40 million, in the
budget — the government cancelled it and instead
moved on to a tramline in Burwood. So under Labor
the Pakenham bypass is about as believable as its
proposals for the Dingley bypass or the Eastern
Freeway tunnels at the last election. All it is doing is
recycling the same press release, year in to year out.
The government has demonstrated a lack of capacity to
deliver on road projects. We all know that freeways are
the safest roads to be on; yet what we have is a lack of
capacity to deliver.
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The minister’s second-reading speech is somewhat
hollow. From my point of view — and it is the view of
the state opposition — I do not intend to oppose the
legislation. I understand the minister came to the state
opposition today and said, ‘This bill is now so
significant that it has to be rushed into the upper house
tomorrow, to be dealt with there’. This, by the way, is a
government that says the opposition truncates and
blocks legislation and opposes the things it wants to do.
The fact is that the government cannot find on the
fingers of two hands the number of serious opposition
attempts to interfere with legislation. In fact last week,
when the house debated the National Parks
(Box-Ironbark and Other Parks) Bill, the Liberal Party
facilitated the government’s proposal in the Legislative
Council chamber to do exactly what it is proposing in
this chamber. Yet the Premier says he is unable to
govern properly because his wishes are being truncated
by the Liberal Party. The fact is, they are not.
The man is looking for excuses to rush to the people to
hide the government’s financial disasters on road
projects, some of which would mean that fewer people
would die on our roads. The fact is that only 7 per cent
of road deaths occur on freeways — the best roads and
the standard of road the minister is talking about. And
what has the government done? On the Western bypass,
for example, there are 19 cameras.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.

Mr LEIGH — I am flattered at the audience I have
tonight from the government, which I really appreciate.
No doubt they will all leave. Presumably there is
something they all want to watch on TV.
Before the house rose for dinner I was commenting on
concerns expressed by the minister about the standard
of roads. As the minister says, we cannot have a
common standard of roads across the state. I made the
comment that, for example, on the Western Ring Road,
a good quality highway, 19 speed cameras have just
been installed and on the Geelong Road 18 speed
cameras are about to be installed. As to what the
minister was saying about a concept of safety on the
roads, as indicated in the budget documents, speeding
fines in the same time lines under the Bracks Labor
administration versus the last Liberal government have
increased from $292 million to $720 million.
The other point that needs to be made relates to the
increasing concerns that parliaments have with the
decisions made by the courts. Some elements of the
judiciary today — —
Ms Pike interjected.
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Mr LEIGH — If I were you I would worry about
the Greens — you have bigger problems, dear!
Mr Hulls interjected.
Mr LEIGH — Kevin Chamberlin!
Mr Hulls interjected.
Mr LEIGH — It is interesting that at the moment
the Attorney-General is carrying on about tariff duties,
yet my opponent drives around in a foreign vehicle —
wonderful news. I do not care — I have been here
before — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
The honourable member for Mordialloc is experienced
enough to ignore interjections and stay on the subject
and speak through the Chair.
Mr LEIGH — People like the Attorney-General
have been saying that about me for nearly 20 years —
and I am still here and they are not, so I do not
particularly care.
The fact is that increasingly the courts are determining
positions on what I would have thought the parliaments
should be determining. The courts, whether it be the
High Court, the Federal Court or otherwise, are
increasingly deciding on what they believe are the
issues. Parliament ought to be the supreme body of our
land, and not necessarily the courts.
Ms Pike interjected.
Mr LEIGH — It ought to be. That is exactly the
point about the Bracks Labor administration. It is a
giggling bunch — a gaggle of gigglers — or something
like that.
Mr McIntosh interjected.
Mr LEIGH — They are a bunch of hopeless
individuals who stand for nothing. Let’s take this
legislation as an example. For seven years — including
some of the time that the Attorney-General has been in
this house — what did they oppose day after day in this
chamber and get outraged about? Section 85
statements! On every piece of legislation that ever came
before this Parliament, whether it was Albert Park, you
name it — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr LEIGH — Foghorn Leghorn up the back there
would not know, because he was not here. The point is
that when this Bracks administration was in opposition,
under either the current Premier or the former Leader of
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the Opposition, it was opposed to section 85 provisions,
which meant being able to go to court. Whether it was
Albert Park or anything else, they were opposed to it.
These are the guys who were opposed to everything
when they were over here. Today they have a totally
different view and they pretend that they have a new
arrangement. The latest example, as I said before, is the
Scoresby freeway, which is potentially another safer
road.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr LEIGH — This government has no standards, it
stands for nothing.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr LEIGH — They laugh. I know the honourable
member for Melton has had a nice time over the dinner
adjournment, but the fact is that this government stands
for nothing. What did Labor stand for in opposition? It
stood against section 85s, it stood against Albert Park
and it stood against City Link. Anything you can think
about, it stood against.
An Honourable Member — Privatisation.
Mr LEIGH — Privatisation. It is very interesting
what Foghorn Leghorn over there, the honourable
member for Melton, says. The only person who ever
proposed to privatise — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
The honourable member will ignore interjections. They
are disorderly and distract the honourable member.
Mr LEIGH — They are distracting. For example, in
the mid-1980s it was John Cain who wanted to sell the
dams, not the Liberal Party — John Cain!
The state opposition does not intend to oppose this
particular legislation. There are many councils that
obviously want to see it passed. It has to be said,
though, that what local government and other bodies
such as state government authorities should recognise is
that this is not some form of panacea so that they will
not have to do their job and be unaccountable to
citizens.
Nobody wants to see the various legal companies
around this town making money for nothing by suing
local government or state government authorities for
the sake of it, but by the same token nor do we want to
see councils or state government bodies acting
irresponsibly in dealing with road issues — for
example, when a council does not do what it is
supposed to do with a footpath, ultimately the people in
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charge of that council must bear some responsibility.
The tragedy of all this is that if they are incompetent it
is the taxpayer who ultimately pays for it rather than
them as individuals.
The state opposition’s point of view is that it does not
intend to frustrate the bill. Indeed the minister has
assured me that there are no cases of which the
government is aware that will be affected by this
retrospective legislation in any shape or form. If that is
correct, clearly this legislation is in the interests of the
state at this point. It should be remembered that whether
it be motorists paying registration fees to the Transport
Accident Commission or ratepayers paying rates to
their local councils, they are the people who will pay
for the outcomes of this legislation if it is not
implemented correctly.
The opposition does not intend to oppose the
legislation. The honourable member for Gippsland East
has foreshadowed an amendment which would change
the date of 2004 to 2005 because he says local
government cannot do its job by then. The minister is
discussing this issue with the honourable member for
Gippsland East. My concern is that retrospective
legislation should not be in place any longer than it has
to be. Retrospective legislation should always be the
last measure of parliaments in protecting the citizens of
our state or country. My personal view of this
legislation is that the sooner the government of the day
brings about the reforms suggested in the report the
minister has released publicly the better. It is not a good
thing that parliaments act this way.
In closing, as I said before, the government is seeking
to include a section 85 statement. I point out that when
in opposition the Attorney-General made dozens upon
dozens of speeches opposing section 85 statements. In
government he has either developed amnesia or he
realises that in the past governments made those
decisions for the correct reasons and as a result he now
supports them.
The state opposition does not oppose the legislation. It
sometimes concerns me that courts make decisions and
parliaments then have to turn around and rearrange
themselves because, as in this case, the High Court has
made a judgment based on a decision of four to
three — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr LEIGH — You are out of your place again,
Foghorn!
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
Interjections are disorderly. The honourable member
for Mordialloc will ignore them and address the Chair.
Mr LEIGH — I tell you, you cannot ignore
Foghorn Leghorn — the honourable member for
Melton. The fact of the matter is that this government,
like the New South Wales Labor government, would
not know what the principle of the separation of powers
was. We saw that in question time today when the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services was forced
to apologise. That demonstrates the political corruption
inside this government at the highest levels. Members
opposite will come undone for it. They think they can
treat the voters like jerks but the voters are not jerks.
There are some jerks on the government side who want
to make sure — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr LEIGH — There we go again! I think Kevin
Chamberlin is going to do you like a dinner! Between
him and the Greens, if I were you I would think about
changing my name.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
Through the Chair!
Mr LEIGH — Very happy to. The fact is that this
government stands for nothing. The bill is a short-term
measure for one purpose only. Hopefully it will correct
a position and stop some of the government’s Labor
mates being able to sue for no real purpose.
Mr Nardella — You are hopeless!
Mr LEIGH — It is disappointing that the lower
house has had to suffer what the upper house suffered
with the honourable member for Melton. Never mind.
Mr Nardella interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
The Chair does not wish to interrupt the honourable
member for Mordialloc. However, he has not used
proper titles for people. Before he said ‘I tell you’ and I
will assume he was referring to the Chair. I think the
other reference was to the minister. I ask the honourable
member for Mordialloc to use proper titles in line with
the forms of the house.
Mr LEIGH — I am happy to use the proper terms.
Something I have noticed over the years is that in
Parliament you do not actually get the term, you earn it.
The problem with this government is that, at whatever
level, the ministers have not earned their titles. They are
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there by accident and they govern as if they have no
idea what is going to happen tomorrow. They are out
there misusing taxpayers’ money as if there is some sort
of general Christmas party going on every day. I am
sure they will face the consequences of that in the very
near future.
The government is seeking the opposition’s assistance
to pass the legislation through the upper house as
quickly as possible on behalf of local government. To
this point I see no reason why that should not happen.
However, the date set down for the immunity to sunset
is 1 July 2004. The honourable member for Gippsland
East, the Minister for Transport and I have to work out
what date we want.
Mr Ryan — And me!
Mr LEIGH — I was coming to the Leader of the
National Party. As I said before, retrospective
legislation should be in place for as short a time as
possible with a proper arrangement as to what is
required. I hope that the government does have a
solution to this if it decides that Parliament should sit
longer rather than rushing to the people a year early.
The opposition does not intend to oppose the bill,
although I have concerns about it being in operation for
too long into the future.
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — It is
my pleasure to join the debate on the Transport
(Highway Rule) Bill. It is very important legislation
particularly for those of us who live in country Victoria.
A change in the law has occurred which has had a
major impact on the way councils in country Victoria
are able to allocate their budgets. That change has
meant a far greater impost on those budgets than was
the case before the law changed. This legislation returns
the law to the position it was in before a decision was
delivered in May in the case of Brodie v. Singleton
Shire Council.
To give a fulsome setting to this, the reality is that the
cost of maintaining roads and bridges, particularly in
country Victoria, is a significant drain on the resources
of those highway authorities who have responsibility
for that task. The problem is exacerbated in those
municipalities throughout country Victoria where some
councils have an obligation to maintain thousands of
kilometres of roads and in some instances hundreds of
bridges.
For instance the Rural City of Wangaratta has
365 bridges — one for each day of the year — that
have to be maintained by the council. In the Shire of
Strathbogie there are about 150 bridges and I could
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mention other municipalities in country Victoria where
a similar picture would be seen, to a greater or lesser
degree. In western Victoria the maintenance of bridges
is not such an issue as it is in other parts of the state,
although maintenance of roads is an issue. But as a
common feature, addressing the maintenance
requirements of bridges is a real problem for country
councils.
An already difficult financial situation was
compounded when the High Court of Australia
delivered a judgment on 31 May in the proceedings of
Brodie v. Singleton Shire Council. That case related to a
Mr Brodie who, on 19 August 1992, suffered injuries
when he drove a fully loaded truck weighing about
22 tonnes over a 50-year-old bridge in the Shire of
Singleton in New South Wales. The bridge collapsed,
thereby causing the vehicle to crash through the bridge
to the creek bed below. Ultimately the case went
through the trial process, to appeal and eventually to the
High Court where by a majority of four to three the
court determined that it would abolish the longstanding
common-law rule exempting highway authorities from
liability for the non-repair of roads and bridges.
This rule has commonly been termed the ‘immunity in
the highway rule’. It has an interesting history. It was
founded on the principle that while responsible
authorities could be found liable for negligently
performing work on roads and bridges, which is termed
‘misfeasance’, liability could not apply where they
failed to perform any work at all, which is termed
‘nonfeasance’. The rule derived from England where a
couple of hundred years ago there was a drive to
improve the road and bridge network between distant
towns.
However, there was a concern that if an obligation were
imposed that required the maintenance of those roads
and bridges, it would mean a constraint would also be
imposed upon the responsible authorities in extending
the road and bridge network. So this rule of the defence
of nonfeasance, the immunity in the highway rule,
came from that situation. On the one hand it was felt
that there was a requirement to extend the roads and
bridges network, and on the other hand there was a
recognition that there was simply not enough money to
maintain that sort of infrastructure, particularly in that
era, in such a manner that it would attract the principle
of the law we now call misfeasance. So it was that the
immunity in the highway rule was born.
In England it was abolished about 40 years ago, in
circumstances where it was felt that local government
authorities had enough money available to them to be
able to fulfil the appropriate levels of maintenance
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within the general principles of the rules of
misfeasance. So it was that in England the law was
changed. In Australia, however, until Brodie’s case was
determined the state of the law continued to be that the
defence of nonfeasance was available to road
authorities.
I pause to say that definitions of ‘road authority’
incorporate various such entities as are commonly
known, but my particular interest is in local government
authorities. In country Victoria it has been a particularly
onerous burden, because the component of the budget
of rural and regional government authorities that is
devoted to the maintenance of roads and bridges is
inevitably far more significant than is the case in
metropolitan Melbourne. If I were to ask a Melburnian,
‘What is the definition of a road?’, I am sure it would
have much to do with it being a strip of bitumen,
perhaps with a tram track down the middle, and usually
with ready-made concrete guttering and footpaths on
either side. However, in a country Victorian sense I
could probably keep the chamber going for a day and a
half on what constitutes a road, because roads in
country Victorian settings are enormously different in
character from roads in metropolitan Melbourne. Their
reliance upon an appropriate network of roads and
bridges is no less than it is in metropolitan Melbourne,
and indeed in some instances it is greater.
We are seeing a remarkable transition in the nature of
the vehicles which use our roads. We are also seeing a
change from travelling from point A to point B to
travelling from town A to town B in a hub-and-spoke
kind of pattern. That occurs because particular localities
are the focus of industry — for example, a
manufacturing enterprise to do with agribusiness —
where there is a need for vehicles to easily move into
and out of those major centres. You no longer have the
problem of just travelling from point A to point B;
rather there is the necessity of being able to move
traffic into and out of town A to service the
requirements of whatever the manufacturing enterprise
might be.
Maffra and Leongatha, in my electorate of Gippsland
South, each host a factory operated by
Murray-Goulburn. The facility at Maffra services about
700 dairy farms in the Macalister irrigation district,
while the Murray-Goulburn factory at Leongatha
services about 800 farms. In each instance there is the
need for the tanker fleet to move into and out of the
town to pick up the milk and bring it back into the
factory. The processed milk products are then
transferred from those factories, usually down to
Melbourne, for export — bearing in mind Victoria’s
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large contribution to the export market in the dairying
industry.
But the point of all this is that the character of usage of
the roads has undergone enormous change over the
years. We now have vehicles travelling on those roads
which were simply not conceived of at the time the
roads were built. The concept of the B-doubles — and
we are now moving to B-triples — that are using these
roads very obviously was not even contemplated at the
time the current facilities were constructed, sometimes
50, 60 or 70 years ago.
All this translates to the fact that if we are to have our
business enterprises flourish in country Victoria we
need to make certain that this road system and this
network of bridges are kept up to speed. We need to
make sure vehicles are able to get across those roads
and bridges. That in turn means that increasingly local
government in particular — since it has the ultimate
responsibility with regard to local roads — is having to
devote an increasing proportion of its budget to this
very necessary task.
Into all of this — and in circumstances where the
defence of nonfeasance has historically been available
to those authorities — came the High Court judgment
in Mr Brodie’s case, and as I said that judgment was
delivered on 31 May 2002. I think it is also relevant to
say that in between 1992 and 2002 it is not as if we
have had a rash of problems of a similar nature to that
which Mr Brodie encountered. It is not as if we have
had multiple examples of other vehicles going through
bridges and crashing into creeks below. We simply
have not had an increase of reports of any great import
concerning accidents of the nature of that unfortunately
suffered by Mr Brodie.
Because of the Brodie High Court decision, because the
defence of nonfeasance was removed and councils were
exposed to being liable because of misfeasance, they
had to make substantive changes to the way they
carried out their responsibilities for the maintenance of
their roads and bridges. It had absolutely nothing to do
with the facts and circumstances which had intervened
in the decade from 1992 to 2002. There was no need
imposed upon councils to up the ante in the sense of the
extent to which they went about the maintenance of
their roads and bridges. Rather, they were forced into a
position where, because of a concern about being
subject to proceedings for damages arising from the
decision in Mr Brodie’s case, they had to take
extraordinary steps to protect themselves. That process
in itself brought complications.
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The first line of defence by councils was to err on the
safe side and impose load limits, and in many of our
municipalities that has caused little less than chaos. We
have had situations where, although historically bridges
have had, for example, load limits of 15 or 20 tonnes
and there has not been a problem with traffic being able
to cross those bridges, out of a concern to protect
themselves from this latent risk imposed by the Brodie
decision, councils have imposed artificially low load
limits. For example, a bridge which historically has
been demonstrably capable of accepting 15 or 20-tonne
loads has been subject to a load limit of, say, 5 tonnes.
The council has done that because of the fear that if it
does not very severely restrict the traffic going across
the bridge — and I refer most of these comments to
bridges, because they are the pivotal feature of this
legislation — if mishap occurs and nonfeasance is no
longer available as a defence, misfeasance will apply,
and the council will end up with a judgment against it.
This process in turn has led to all sorts of unintended
consequences. There have been many instances
reported to me as I roam Victoria where little short of
chaos has been caused in local communities. We have
the situation where, because of these artificially low
load limits being imposed on bridges, members of
communities cannot even access their properties in
some instances. People have told me they have had to
travel literally hundreds of kilometres extra each week
for the purpose of getting to their property via a
different route rather than across a bridge over the
creek — by far the simplest and the shortest route
which they are no longer able to take because an
artificially low load limit has been imposed on the
bridge.
There have been instances reported to National Party
members, and I have had lots of conversations about
them, where school buses have not been able to access
bridges. There have been instances where ambulances
and other emergency vehicles had to be precluded, at
least nominally, from being able to cross over bridges
because of these artificially low load limits. In all of
this you have to throw into the mix the fact that
councils have had to take a radically different approach
to the way in which they have allocated funding within
their budgets for the purpose of maintaining the bridge
system. So it is that we as a party — the National
Party — are determined to do something about this to
alleviate the problem.
I believe the genesis of this legislation can fairly be said
to lie in a contribution made by the Honourable Jeanette
Powell in another place on 7 November 2001. On that
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day she made her usual excellent contribution in the
course of a debate. She moved:
That this house calls on the government to urgently legislate
to ensure that municipal councils in Victoria can continue to
rely upon the defence of nonfeasance, which has been
jeopardised by recent High Court decisions.

To the her great credit, the Honourable Jeanette Powell
traced the history of the development of the immunity
in the highway rule. She talked about the English
experience; she went through the facts giving rise to the
High Court decision; she then reviewed current legal
opinion which was available; she concluded by
reviewing the situations that applied in other states of
Australia; and then called upon the government to do
something by way of addressing the issue which she
had raised. The ‘something’ that she suggested was
almost precisely in the nature of the bill which is now
before the house.
I say again, Mr Acting Speaker, that was on
7 November 2001, being within a blink of one year ago.
In between times the National Party took up the cause
on behalf of local government. We did so in a number
of ways. We wrote to the 47 municipalities which
represent those referred to in the regional infrastructure
development legislation, they being the municipalities
outside metropolitan Melbourne. When I say ‘we’ I
mean that I wrote to these various councils to indicate
that I believed there was a problem, that it needed to be
fixed and that the way to fix it was to introduce
legislation which would achieve that outcome.
The National Party received almost universal support
from councils throughout rural and regional Victoria for
what it proposed to do. In the course of many
discussions with many councils across country Victoria
over the past couple of years I have had this discussion
and, but for one instance — namely, the City of
Latrobe — there was acceptance of the fact that the
proposition being advanced by the National Party was
the way to deal with the issue. In essence, there was
general acceptance that there needed to be some sort of
legislative intervention in the nature of that
contemplated by the bill under discussion which would
achieve the outcome required by all.
Having received from councils almost universal support
for this sort of an approach to the resolution of the
problem, National Party members then wrote to the
government. I wrote to the Minister for Transport, as
did an honourable member for North Eastern Province
in the other place, the Honourable Jeanette Powell. By
one means or another we approached the transport
minister to see if our proposal could be reflected in
proposed government legislation. I am sorry to report
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that certainly I did not receive any response from the
minister; I cannot speak for the Honourable Jeanette
Powell.
In the face of that silence the National Party then wrote
to councils to say it would prepare its own private
member’s bill. The party sought views about that
proposition from local government throughout country
Victoria. Almost universally we were commended for
taking the initiative. I again wrote to the Minister for
Transport; again I received no response.
The National Party then advanced the position by
preparing draft legislation, which I sent to the transport
minister. I also sent it to the Premier. I am sorry to
report that to this day I have not received a reply. That
proposed legislation was introduced into the Legislative
Council by my colleague the Honourable Peter Hall, an
honourable member for Gippsland Province in the other
place. From memory, it was second read by Mr Hall
about four weeks ago. That legislation is still on the
notice paper in the Legislative Council. I am sorry to
report that again there was no response in any way,
shape or form from the government — not from the
Premier, the transport minister, or anybody else.
I am sure honourable members will appreciate that it
was with some surprise, therefore, that by accident
rather than design — be it on my own head that such be
the case — I happened to hear, I think it was on
11 October, that the minister was in the Legislative
Assembly second reading the bill which is now under
debate. As I said, up until now there has never been a
response to the various attempts the National Party
made to get the government interested in this. Rather,
the government sought in its wisdom, or lack of it, to
introduce legislation which almost precisely replicates
that which is presently on the notice paper awaiting
debate in the Legislative Council. I am not sure what
we are going to do with the bill we introduced into the
Parliament, but that is a story for another day.
Suffice it to say that the process in getting this
legislation before the house has been most
disappointing. For the almost three years that I have led
the National Party I have stated that we are interested in
outcomes. We do not particularly care who suggests
initiatives that are beneficial to country Victoria. The
sheer politics of how we get outcomes matters little to
us if those outcomes are for the betterment of country
Victorians. So it is that I am here tonight supporting the
legislation.
It is a salutary message to country Victorians when the
government conducts itself in this way. If we are
wanting, with the best will in the world, to work with
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the government of the day to achieve best outcomes,
surely it behoves the Premier and his ministers to at
least make some sort of response to initiatives and
proposals which are by definition constructive —
because this government has adopted those proposals in
its own legislation. It does not do this place any credit
when the government conducts itself as it has in this
instance. Indeed, one thing that frustrates people about
politics is that there ought be, as there is in this instance,
a common goal to get the best outcome for the people
who are impacted on by any legislation.
Therefore if it is, as was the case in this instance, that
the National Party suggested the solution, then surely if
it gives the best outcomes the government should be
prepared to talk to us to get a cooperative mechanism
whereby those initiatives can be employed to bring
about those best outcomes.
I would like to say this is a one-off, but unfortunately it
is not. Recently in a debate on 8 October I traced the
rather sorry history of the way in which the government
has dealt with the Basslink issue. In previous instances
we have of course talked about public liability
insurance. In those instances again it has been the
National Party which has carried the argument. In those
instances again the propositions we have put have been
absolutely ignored by the government, which has gone
on its way to achieve outcomes sometimes to the
benefit of country Victoria and sometimes not, but
certainly apparently in complete ignorance of the
positive contribution which has been sought to be made
to the issues in question.
The bill deals with the decision in Brodie, and I have
already outlined the factual circumstances of
Mr Brodie’s misfortune. In that High Court decision the
majority of the court decided that even if the risk posed
by the state of a roadway was unknown to the relevant
authority or was latent and only discoverable by
inspection, then to discharge its duty of care the
authority would need to take reasonable steps to
identify the dangers which might exist.
In the case of Mr Brodie the problem was a principle of
what is called piping. The timbers in the bridge had
effectively rotted out over the years, and that weakness
in the structure could only be determined, as I read the
judgment, by someone coming along and tapping the
timbers and physically testing them. The High Court in
effect determined that that is what the local government
authority should have been doing to preclude the
misfortune which befell Mr Brodie. That in itself is an
enormous shift away from the principles of
nonfeasance, which basically recite that unless there is
something glaringly obvious about the bridge by way of
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a deficiency there is not an obligation upon an authority
to go along and individually test each of the beams or
the structures which comprise the structure in question.
In practical terms this substantive change in the law has
imposed a very significant additional burden upon local
government and upon authorities generally that have
responsibility for roads and bridges.
And so it is that this bill is now before the house,
because we need to deal with it for all the reasons I
have mentioned. The bill itself is relatively short in its
content, but we should not understate the extent of its
compass. It will have major impact. In essence it
returns the defence of nonfeasance to highway
authorities. Those highway authorities are defined
within the provisions of the legislation. To understand
the impact one need only have regard to the
terminology used. In this instance, as opposed to using
the term ‘highway authority’ the term ‘public authority’
is used. Honourable members will see from the
legislation that the definition in clause 3 refers to the
Roads Corporation, the councils named in the Local
Government Act, the Docklands Authority, Parks
Victoria as established under the Parks Victoria Act
1998, and other entities.
Interestingly the government has chosen to sunset the
provisions of this legislation. In effect the government
is saying that the defence of nonfeasance will be
available, but only until a certain time. The time the
government has nominated is 1 July 2004, so we are
talking in round terms of about 20 months hence. I note
that the honourable member for Gippsland East wants
to extend that to 2005. He wants to add another
12 months to it. I understand there is some discussion
going on, and it may be that some resolution will be
achieved in terms of a variation of either of those
proposals, but time will tell.
From a National Party perspective, the major concern is
to get this in place. If the time frame which is outlined
in the legislation turns out not to be long enough, it can
simply be amended when the time comes — say in
15 months time — before the 18 or 20 months
presently contemplated expires. However, from the
National Party’s perspective it is really neither here nor
there if it is a little longer or, indeed, 2005. So much
attention is now being focused upon this issue that
given the time frame the bill offers — namely, about
20 months — there is ample time for local government
to address the issue. The municipalities will breathe a
huge sigh of relief having been made aware of the
impact of the decision in Brodie’s case and having been
granted that relief. I trust that local government gingers
itself up so that the appropriate attention is dedicated to
this and longer term resolutions are put in place.
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The government has recently concluded work on a
discussion paper with councils on what should happen
with these sorts of issues. It may well be that outcomes
are derived from a consideration of those processes, but
however it may happen there is a decent lead time in
this, and the National Party is at ease with what might
ultimately be determined by those who are in
discussions at the moment on an appropriate result.
The other thing to be said is that this legislation is
retrospective. As honourable members know, as a
principle retrospectivity is an anathema and certainly
not to be encouraged, because it may well be done at
the risk of people not being able to pursue their causes
of action. The government has given an indication to
the shadow Minister for Transport that there are no
cases pending, that there are no causes of action that are
known to have arisen and that the legislation as it is
presently drawn preserves the rights of anybody who
may have instituted proceedings. In all the
circumstances it may well be that the concept of
retrospectivity has no practical concerns because
no-one is going to be caught by it, but from the
perspective of the National Party it is a major issue. We
seek an assurance from the minister, on the record, that
no-one will be harmed by the retrospective application
of this legislation.
I revert briefly to the point I was speaking of a moment
ago — that is, the sunsetting of this legislation.
Coincidence in life being what it is, I gather that
discussions between the relevant parties have been
fruitful with a view to an amendment being moved
which suggests that the sunsetting will continue until
1 January 2005. Again, this is something the National
Party supports, and it seems to be a sensible outcome
on the part of all concerned.
The issue of what constitutes a highway or a bridge is
also the subject of some interest. There has been some
case law about whether a naturally growing tree
adjoining a highway can be regarded as part of that
highway, as opposed to whether a tree that is planted
adjacent to the highway can properly be regarded as
coming within the same definition. The outcome of that
question can govern the issue of whether nonfeasance
or misfeasance applies.
The same sorts of considerations have occurred with
fences, telephone poles and other adornments that have
been built adjacent to highways. Are they necessarily to
be the subject of a defence of nonfeasance by the
authorities that otherwise would be responsible or is it a
question of misfeasance? Those debates are likely to
continue until this issue is finally resolved. However, I
do not necessarily see anything detracting from the
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provisions of the bill arising from that situation.
Wherever you have a rule you will have exceptions to
the rule; wherever you draw a line in the sand you will
have people on the other side of the line. You will
always have that problem to contend with. The main
point is that through the legislation and the proposed
amendments Parliament will at last address an issue
which local government throughout country Victoria in
particular has been concerned about since the decision
by the High Court of Australia in Brodie’s case on
31 May 2002.
I also make the point that this is not legislation which is
intended to give local government an easy out.
Historically local government has taken a very
responsible position regarding its maintenance
programs for roads and bridges. Historically local
government has spent reasonably and what it has been
able to within its resources to accommodate this issue. I
say again we had this completely artificial position cast
upon us because of the decision in Brodie’s case,
arising from an accident that occurred a decade ago. In
the interim it is not as if we have had this serious
outbreak of vehicles going through bridges. That has
not been the case. Rather, we have the position that
now applies which is casting a considerable onus on
local government simply because of the decision in the
High Court as opposed to having anything to do with
the material facts that have occurred over the last
decade.
I conclude by saying that the National Party has played
a pivotal role in bringing about this legislation. It is
proud of the fact that given the passage of the
legislation it can rightly lay claim to having been the
mechanism by which a solution has been found to a
difficult problem. The government is to be commended
for taking up that initiative. I only wish the government
would work cooperatively with the rest of us who are
trying to achieve these outcomes rather than trying to
score political points, which its general conduct in this
whole issue would seem to convey.
Mr CARLI (Coburg) — I commend the Leader of
the National Party for his thorough elaboration of the
Brodie case, the highway rule and the immunity from
nonfeasance. The honourable member’s call for the
parties and Independents to work cooperatively to
resolve these issues and this particular issue has been
heeded by the government. Tonight there was
considerable negotiation on some of the finer points of
the legislation, and as a result an amendment will be
moved by the honourable member for Gippsland East
in committee. That demonstrates the ability of
Parliament to work cooperatively in an area that
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certainly needs a response from government and the
Parliament.
In essence the highway rule is that a highway authority,
whether a local council or Vicroads, was exempt from
civil liability for failing to maintain a road. That is the
defence of nonfeasance. That was the case until the
decision by the High Court of Australia in the Brodie
case on 31 May 2001. Essentially that case abolished
the highway rule and the ability for road authorities to
use the defence that they did not have to maintain the
roads or were not able to maintain the roads. The
decision created considerable uncertainty, particularly
with local government. It has also had enormous
economic ramifications for road authorities and
potentially for ratepayers and taxpayers because after
the decision councils and Vicroads can be liable for
accidents or injuries caused by the fact that roads were
not adequately maintained.
This is essentially stopgap legislation which
reintroduces the highway rule only temporarily. Once
the amendment which seems to have some tacit
approval is incorporated into the bill, the highway rule
will become effective until 1 January 2005.
As the Leader of the National Party, the honourable
member for Gippsland South, pointed out, the bill is not
an attempt to get councils or Vicroads off the hook. It
will give everyone the ability and the time to move to a
new road management framework — that is, from the
current system to a better and more sustainable system,
ensuring that roads and bridges are better assessed and
maintained throughout Victoria, in urban and more
particularly rural and regional areas.
The new road management framework will ensure that
available road resources are used in a way which best
meets the needs and priorities of the community to the
highest practical standards. There will be a framework
which will raise the standards and maintenance of our
roads. What has been asked is that there be a transition
period during which the highway rule is reapplied.
It was made clear in the second-reading speech that the
reinstatement of the highway rule is very much a
temporary measure that is intended to give highway
authorities time to adapt to the new arrangements — to
the new reality caused by the decision in Brodie. The
second-reading speech also sets out the broad outline of
the proposed new arrangements and the bill contains a
sunset clause that will repeal the highway rule on
1 January 2005.
It is important to understand that we are dealing with a
temporary or interim measure to give the road
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authorities — in this instance, councils and Vicroads —
a period of time in which they can move towards a new
road management framework.
The government and the Municipal Association of
Victoria have already agreed to establish a steering
group to oversee development and implementation of
the new road management framework. The government
intends to publish in February 2003 an exposure draft
of a new road management bill for circulation among
stakeholders, especially local government, for their
discussion and input. The government is essentially
proposing that from early next year stakeholders will be
able to have input into another piece of legislation. That
is intended to be introduced in the autumn sittings in
2003, with a view to having it passed in those sittings
and having the new legislation in place on 1 July 2004.
The new road management laws will come into force
and there will be a period of overlap between the expiry
of the highway rule and the new management laws.
To prepare everyone for the changeovers the
government will publish draft guidelines and other
documents to assist councils to implement the new
arrangements. The guidelines will be developed in
consultation with councils and will include a
framework for asset management and development of
standards by the responsible road authority.
The government’s timetable will provide for the
publication of drafts of the documents in time for
Parliament’s consideration of the new legislation.
Following the passage of the legislation and
consultation on the draft guidelines it is intended that
final guidelines and templates will be published by
August 2003.
This is all intended to give councils an opportunity to
develop and implement their individual asset
management plans. The government proposes not only
new legislation but guidelines that will become
available and will be used by councils to prepare for
their own road asset management plans. This will
ensure not only that they are maintaining roads but that
they are doing so with the belief and understanding that
the highway rule will no longer be in place from
1 January 2005.
These changes are very much proactive, and the bill is
very much an action plan for the future. Clearly,
reliance on the highway rule for the authorities has now
gone. There has to be an understanding by all road
authorities that they are responsible for those roads and
that potentially litigation can be launched against them.
There is no defence in the use of the highway rule.
They will no longer be exempt from civil liability for
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failing to maintain roads. Councils and Vicroads will
have to ensure roads are maintained. There will be no
defence from civil litigation in the case where those
roads are not well maintained.
The framework proposed by the government is very
forward looking. It is very much about a more
sustainable road management system. More
importantly, it is about the economic future and safety
of this state. As has been said, an effective road
network at the local and arterial levels is an imperative
for Victoria’s social and economic wellbeing.
The Bracks government is committed to ensuring that
Victorians continue to benefit from well-maintained
road networks. Certainly this bill is the beginning in
restoring the highway rule. It is an interim measure and
the first step in what is essentially a move to a new
framework to ensure we have a better maintained and
more sustainable road network. There has been a period
of neglect of our road infrastructure, and there had to be
a major commitment from all tiers of government to
ensure our roads are maintained and that investments
are made in them.
In the current situation many local government bodies
are concerned about their ability to fund the
maintenance, and not a lot of work has been put into
road maintenance plans by many local government
bodies. That work will have to be put in place. I
commend the bill to the house, and I wish it a speedy
passage.
Mr VOGELS (Warrnambool) — It is a pleasure to
stand to contribute to debate on the Transport (Highway
Rule) Bill. The purpose of the bill has been stated here
a number of times. It aims to amend the Transport Act
1983 to provide for an interim extension of protection
and immunity for highway authorities under the
highway rule. I heard previous speakers express
concern about the retrospectivity of the bill. However,
we have all been assured that that will be sorted out.
The highway rule bill is a direct consequence of the
High Court case of Brodie v. Singleton Shire Council,
in which the court ruled that highway authorities were
liable for damages in respect of a failure to repair a
highway. I have heard other honourable members speak
about the bill, but to put it in layman’s language and the
way I understand it simply is that previously the
commonwealth practice of the highway rule was in
operation. This rule found that highway authorities
could be sued for poor performance, or misfeasance,
but not for non-performance, or nonfeasance. Under
this rule road authorities are not liable in any civil
proceedings for failing to repair or keep in repair a
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highway or for failing to inspect for that purpose. This
bill reinstates that rule as an interim measure.
The bill has a sunset date of 1 July 2004, and the
honourable member for Gippsland East has moved an
amendment to extend that time. Everybody seems to be
in agreement with that. As a former councillor of the
Corangamite shire, I suggest this measure desperately
needs to be taken, especially in rural and regional
Victoria where the roads are being punished by heavy
trucks including milk tankers and logging trucks. It is
not possible for councils to keep many roads in good
repair. For example, the Corangamite shire had a road
network of about 2000 kilometres. The rates collected
by that shire were and probably still are about
$7.5 million. That rate base would go nowhere near
maintaining a road network of about 2000 kilometres,
which is about the distance from Melbourne to
Brisbane.
For example, the cost of replacing a bridge is probably
around $250 000 to $300 000, and I know the
Corangamite shire had about 85 of them. It started
auditing the bridges — it probably still is — and found
that many of them did not meet quality assurance
standards. For example, a 12-tonne load limit might be
placed on a bridge when an empty milk tanker already
weighs 16 tonnes. So even though these councils
probably understand that some of these bridges do not
meet the standards, they do not have the money they
need to address these issues. The same applies to the
road network. As I said, Corangamite has about
2000 kilometres of road. Upgrading just a local road
probably costs $100 000 a kilometre; a major road
probably costs $250 000 to $300 000 a kilometre; and a
highway probably costs $500 000 or more a kilometre.
So it is just not possible for a rural shire to meet the
requirements of this Brodie decision. The decision
should never have been made, because it is just not
possible to sort out those problems. The money just is
not there.
I think this is an excellent bill, and it is needed. I am
sure the councils — especially the rural councils — will
be clapping their hands, because they have been very
concerned about this for quite a while. I know the
south-west municipalities group, which is made up of
eight rural councils from south-western Victoria, were
very concerned about nonfeasance and misfeasance —
and every other feasance you can think of! The lawyers
love those words, and at the end of the day the
ratepayers have to foot the bill.
The Liberals, the National Party, the government and
the Independents are working the way they more often
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should — that is, towards a conclusion which benefits
the whole of Victoria.
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — It is a pleasure to
speak on this bill. As honourable members have said,
this is an important piece of legislation because it stops
a problem which was developing, mainly for rural
councils but also for all road authorities across the state.
That is, it provides a temporary reinstatement of
immunity for highway authorities for failing to repair
roads, which is called nonfeasance. As other
honourable members have explained, this problem
dates back to a High Court decision in Brodie v.
Singleton Shire Council. The nonfeasance defence has
been whittled down in a number of areas over a number
of years, and the High Court decision was the final nail
in the coffin.
I point out very strongly that this has a much greater
impact on rural councils than it has on all other road
authorities, because rural councils, with their lengthy
road networks, timber bridges and so on and their lack
of suitable rate bases or financial support have less
ability than other councils to maintain roads at
reasonable standards, and they are more exposed
because of it.
The legislation has come about not only because of that
court case but because of a discussion paper which the
government released, called Road Standards and the
Legal Duties of Road Authorities. I made a submission
on that discussion paper, arguing extremely strongly
that we should be reinstating the nonfeasance defence. I
notice the honourable member for Gippsland South,
who is the Leader of the National Party, has the same
view: that unless we reinstate the nonfeasance defence
areas like mine, areas like his and other rural areas will
be at a severe disadvantage because of that lack of
funding. I will briefly quote from that discussion paper,
because I think it is extremely important. Under the
subtitle ‘Access to roads’ it says:
As the majority judgment in Brodie’s case acknowledges, in
some cases the cost of repair of, say, a bridge may leave a
road authority with no practical alternative to imposing
restrictive load limits or even closing the road altogether.
In other words, if an authority cannot afford to provide perfect
service, and cannot afford to insure against legal liability for
providing less than perfect service, it may feel compelled to
close a road and provide no ‘service’ at all. This could
directly and significantly affect the residents of an area.

I believe this has been confirmed by the Minister for
Transport in discussions I have had with him where he
has basically said that, even without the reinstatement
of the nonfeasance defence, if councils cannot meet the
duty of care or the standards that are to follow passage
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of this bill and that are to be negotiated with the rural
councils and road authorities right across the state, they
will more than likely be required or obligated to close
some roads.
I find that quite extraordinary when you get to areas
like mine. If a council is required to close roads, that
impacts on business and on people, so it really is
important that we address this issue. That is why I
support the reinstatement of the nonfeasance defence,
as provided for in the bill.
The amendment I have proposed extends the time.
Initially we said an additional 12 months. Through
negotiation — and, it appears, agreement with
everyone — that will be six months. It will provide an
overlap between the time the bill will sunset and when
councils are required to set up their road standards. It is
important that we have that protection.
As I outlined in my submission in response to the
discussion paper, this bill highlights a real problem,
which is the lack of funding for rural roads. As stated in
my submission, this would impose the most significant
burden on those rural councils. I also outlined in that
submission why I believed we should reinstate that
nonfeasance.
The reinstatement of the nonfeasance defence will not
cover the really key issues in my electorate, which are
the inadequate funding for and the financial burden of
maintaining roads and bridges for the large number of
rural municipalities with a small population. That was
caused in part by the amalgamation of the shires in
1995. The new councils do not have the rate base to
maintain the large road networks they have. To
compound that problem, at the same time there has
been a 20 per cent reduction in the rate base.
What we also need to be doing, and I hope the Minister
for Transport agrees with me, is — —
Mr Leigh — And the shadow minister.
Mr INGRAM — And the shadow minister. I would
ask all parties in this place to have a serious look at the
inequitable level of funding between city and rural
councils. I will use some examples to back up my case
on that.
A council such as the East Gippsland Shire Council
spends about $161 per head of rate revenue on roads.
The average or median household income in that area is
about $22 000. Compare that to Greater Dandenong,
which spends about $4.76 per head of ratepayers’
money on roads. The better example would be
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Yarriambiack which receives about $1 million in grants
commission funds.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr INGRAM — Yarriambiack.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! The honourable member, without assistance.
Mr INGRAM — Yarriambiack receives about
$1 million in grants commission funding and spends
$319 per head of ratepayers’ money on roads.
Compare that to the City of Greater Dandenong, which
receives nearly the same amount of grants commission
funds yet only spends $4.76 per head of ratepayers’
money on roads. That comparison highlights the fact
that grants commission funds are for roads. It really
comes down to the length and condition of those roads.
Councils like Yarriambiack Shire Council really have
no ability to maintain the long stretches of roads under
their control, and the burden on their ratepayers is quite
extraordinary. People wonder why those councils are in
serious financial strife. It is because of the inequitable
funding formula. This formula should be based more on
a needs basis, not on some arbitrary figure set by the
grants commission. That issue needs to be addressed,
and I would like to think that all honourable members
would acknowledge that the current system of funding
is not equitable and needs to be addressed.
I support this bill, and I will propose an amendment. Do
I have to move the substitute amendment, Mr Acting
Speaker?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! The honourable member might like to pause for
a moment while the substituted amendment is
circulated.
Substituted Independent amendment circulated by
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) pursuant to sessional
orders.

Mr INGRAM — As I said, the amendment I will
propose will change the sunset clause. It will extend
coverage for those rural councils and give them more
time to come up with suitable standards. I will be taking
a particular interest in how those standards are dealt
with, and I know that rural councils across Victoria,
particularly Wellington and East Gippsland, will also
be particularly interested because they are among the
councils that are most affected.
I understand that the minister will also look at
reassessing the responsibility for particular roads. I
know that East Gippsland Shire Council and the Alpine
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Shire Council will take particular interest in the Bogong
High Plains Road, which runs entirely through national
park. Vicroads is trying to put on those councils that it
is their responsibility, even though there are no
ratepayers living on that road and it runs through
national park in its entirety. I know that you, Mr Acting
Speaker, would be interested in that because it is
important to both our areas. It is a very important
tourism loop.
I know the minister is also well aware of the outrageous
situation of the Raymond Island ferry and how that was
imposed upon the East Gippsland Shire Council during
the period of the council amalgamations.
There are a number of issues that need to be addressed.
The bill addresses just one of them — nonfeasance. A
number of other issues need to be addressed in the
subsequent definition of standards, and I hope the
minister will look at the cost of funding those roads and
make sure that we do not impose an undue cost upon
those who can least afford to pay for their maintenance.
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Local
Government) — I will make a brief contribution to the
debate on the Transport (Highway Rule) Bill to thank
the Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV) for the
work it has done with the government to arrive at this
position where we have before this house a very
sensible and commonsense bill.
The bill deals with an extremely complicated legal
problem, which was presented to us and to every
jurisdiction around Australia with the abolition of the
so-called nonfeasance rule. There are various views as
to what nonfeasance meant or did not mean;
nevertheless we had to tackle it. Looking at the law and
the way it has evolved over the years, nonfeasance went
very much against the grain because the basis of the
rule was that if you did nothing even though you knew
you should have you were not liable. That went against
the grain of natural thinking.
So, over the years, the rule has been whittled away to
the extent that the High Court effectively threw this out
the window. While we appreciate that simply returning
to nonfeasance is not feasible — because in the long
run it will ultimately be whittled away again — what
we have been able to do is put in place a holding pattern
and move to a position of road standards. The role the
MAV has taken, and the leadership it has provided
together with the government, is to be commended.
Remarks have been made about roads and road
funding, and of course you would expect that,
Mr Acting Speaker, because it is a very prevalent issue
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across the state and particularly in country Victoria.
Honourable members will be aware that as part of the
1991 national agreement on road funding local roads
are the responsibility of councils with the assistance of
the federal government. And while the Roads to
Recovery program and the funding it has been given
have been very welcome, the withdrawal of
$100 million by the Liberal–National government in
Canberra has been a considerable blow particularly to
country councils. The legislation will apply not only to
rural roads but also to state roads. Again, I thank the
MAV for its contribution.
Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — I wish to speak
briefly on the Transport (Highway Rule) Bill because
the honourable member for Gippsland East, who I am
sorry to see has now left the house, raised an issue that I
should comment on, the issue of the Bogong High
Plains Road. As the Minister for Transport will know,
the honourable member for Gippsland East and I
approached the minister together with community
groups from East Gippsland and north-eastern Victoria
to have that road upgraded. The minister very
generously agreed to consider that, and it was deemed
that the road would be an important part of the tourist
loop that adds to the Great Alpine Way and also to the
Omeo Highway running between Mitta and Omeo.
This is an important part of the whole tourism link of
roads through that area. Again I commend the minister
for giving due consideration to the importance of that to
the electorate of Gippsland East and to my electorate.
Last winter in relation to the Bogong High Plains Road,
the responsibility for the management of which has
always been contentious, Parks Victoria overruled a
decision taken by the Shire of Alpine, which believed it
was its responsibility to manage the road. Parks
Victoria said — and rightly so — that this was part of a
national park and that therefore the road was not the
responsibility of the council. That being the case, at the
end of the snow period the council said that if the
Bogong High Plains Road was not the responsibility of
the council during the winter it was certainly not the
responsibility of the council during the summer. This
argument has gone on. It is important that the
legislation will help in returning the position of
misfeasance to the councils so that they are no longer
liable for some of the things for which they would
otherwise have been liable.
The point I make clearly is that, despite that, this is only
part of the difficulty that the shire has. If the road is in a
national park then clearly it should be the responsibility
of the government, as is the case with roads in other
national parks. Where that is the case Vicroads is given
the responsibility to look after and maintain the roads,
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and Mount Buffalo is a classic example. It is therefore
important that the section of road I refer to, which has
no ratepayers living along it and so provides no benefit
to the shire by being a rate-earning road, should revert
to the government and Vicroads should have
responsibility for its maintenance.
I look forward to the minister’s response because it is
neither an unusual nor ureal request that this happen. I
therefore request that the minister take this into
consideration. Certainly, because of the conflict
between the parties, maintenance of this section of the
road has been neglected. I am glad to see the
honourable member for East Gippsland back in the
house because he would agree with me that it is
important that maintenance of that road be upgraded. It
is important that the case we both put to the minister
that this road should be sealed is considered — and I
hope the minister will give due consideration to this
request.
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — In
replying I thank the Leader of the National Party and
the honourable members for Mordialloc, Warrnambool,
Gippsland East, Bendigo West and Benambra for their
contributions tonight to this debate. Overwhelmingly it
has been a very constructive and positive debate, with
honourable members recognising that road authorities
have had the rug pulled out from under their feet, so to
speak, by the High Court decision and that Parliament
is trying to address the difficult transitional
arrangements that must be put in place to deal with the
new reality.
The honourable member for Gippsland East has
foreshadowed an amendment that will be dealt with in
the committee stage. Listening to the debate, I
understand that it will be supported by not only the
government but also the opposition and the National
Party. I thank the respective members of Parliament for
that support not only for the bill but also in dealing with
a difficult and complex set of issues. They have
indicated in their contributions to the second-reading
debate that they are prepared to support in a consensus
way the moving of the sunset provision through to
1 January 2005. I put on record that the government
will be supporting that amendment and is happy to do
so.
I should like to respond to one particular issue raised by
the Leader of the National Party who asked who the bill
would apply to and who would be affected by it. There
is no doubt that it comes into effect from the date of the
second-reading speech and that up until that date the
rights are preserved.
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Mr Cameron — If a writ has been issued.
Mr BATCHELOR — That is right, if a writ has
been issued and proceedings have started. This view is
not only supported by the substance of the bill but also
acknowledged in Alert Digest No. 9 of 2002 of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee.
I quote from its report, which states:
The committee notes the special circumstances that arose as a
result of the judgment in the Brodie case, as explained in the
passage from the explanatory memorandum above.
The committee accepts that the retrospective provision in the
bill returns, in a statutory form, the common-law ‘highway
rule’ immunity for nonfeasance as it existed prior to the
decision in Brodie. The committee also notes that legal
proceedings commenced prior to 10 October 2002 are
excluded from the retrospective operation of the proposed
provision.
The committee accepts the retrospective operation of the
amendments is justifiable in these circumstances.

I concur as minister with the assessment provided by
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, and
that addresses the issue raised by the Leader of the
National Party.
The effect of this bill is, in a sense, to take people back
to the same position they were in prior to the Brodie
case, and that is the important thing to understand. This
bill is re-creating or re-establishing until 1 January 2005
a set of legal arrangements which had existed for a long
time in the real world and which were only interrupted
by the decision in the Brodie case.
Not only is it the intention of this procedure to deal with
the substance of the legislation, but there is also a clear
understanding that, in the interim, Vicroads and the
government will work with local councils to establish
appropriate standards for the maintenance of all roads
in Victoria. In essence the amendment circulated by the
honourable member for Gippsland East is an
acknowledgment that some additional time may be
needed for that procedural framework to work out what
the appropriate standards are and how they might be put
in place and apply right across the community.
I acknowledge the good work of the Municipal
Association of Victoria, which was also acknowledged
by the honourable member for Bendigo West and
Minister for Local Government. The MAV has played
an important role in progressing not only the concepts
contained in this bill but also the administrative
arrangements necessary to underpin the concept of road
standards, and it has done that in a very constructive
way.
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However, I say to all local councils that to achieve this
sunsetting a lot of work needs to be done. Lots of local
government authorities will be in a good position to
respond — and respond quickly — by codifying and
establishing the road standards post-2025, but they need
to start now and not at some time much closer to 2005.
This will be a long and detailed process, and Vicroads
and the government are prepared to work through it
with local authorities. But as I say, it cannot be left to
the last minute or they will be caught napping.
I am pleased with the support this bill has received. As
you indicated, Mr Acting Speaker, this has become an
issue in a number of areas, and in particular in an area
that is close to your heart. I appreciate the support that
has been given to this proposal in general, and I also
appreciate the commitment from not only this house but
also the Legislative Council to deal with the legislation
expeditiously this week in order to alleviate some very
precise pressure points, such as those that exist on the
Bogong High Plains Road.
This bill will go some way towards addressing two of
the fundamental issues that have been raised by the
Alpine Shire Council — the public liability and
insurance issues associated with its management of this
road — and put the shire in the same position it was in
prior to the Brodie case.
I am prepared to sit down and talk with the mayor and
try to work through those funding issues. As a
precursor to that, I will be asking the officers of
Vicroads and the shire to get together to try to resolve
any differences and establish agreement about the facts
of the case so that when the mayor and I get together
we can progress the issue. There will not be
preconditions set on this meeting, rather we will have
the officers get together to try to iron out any
differences so they can work in a productive way and
help the mayor and me to resolve any substantive issues
around funding. Hopefully that can be done in a short
period of time.
I thank the Parliament in anticipation of its support of
the second-reading and committee stages of the bill in
this chamber and wish it a speedy passage through the
upper house.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! As this bill is required to be passed by an
absolute majority and there is not an absolute majority
of members of the house present, I ask the Clerk to ring
the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:
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Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clause 1 agreed to.
Clause 2

Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — I move:
Clause 2, line 5, omit “1 July 2004” and insert “1 January
2005”.

As explained in the second-reading debate, this
amendment changes the sunset clause to give those
rural councils which are most affected by the removal
of the nonfeasance defence more time to adequately
bring up their reporting and road construction and
maintenance management operations. So they are
protected by that nonfeasance defence until 1 January
2005.
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — The
National Party supports the amendment. The
government has taken a different tack in accepting the
amendment moved by the honourable member for
Gippsland East in its amended form. Just last week in
the debate on the National Parks (Box-Ironbark and
Other Parks) Bill when the National Party moved its
amendments, the government saw fit to move precisely
the same amendments in its own name. When the
minister is concluding this debate I would be interested
to know why there has been a basic change in the way
amendments are being dealt with by the government —
but I am sure he can explain that to the chamber.
I pay tribute to Paul O’Dwyer, the barrister who
prepared the bill which the National Party introduced in
the Legislative Council. Mr O’Dwyer’s work saw the
legislation created, and it is largely to his credit that it is
being debated in the Legislative Assembly at all.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) — The opposition has no
objection to the amendment, by agreement between the
sides. I still make the point, as I did during the course of
the second-reading debate, that I do not agree with
retrospective legislation. However, we must make sure
that the government of the day and the councils
concerned honour the commitment and that it is
sunsetted on 1 January 2005. Hopefully the councils the
honourable member for Gippsland East is talking about
will resolve the matters by then and that the
government at that date — whichever it might be —
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will ensure that proper legislation resolving this matter
for the future is brought into the Parliament.
Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — I support the
amendment. The Vicroads Omeo Highway and
Benambra–Corryong Road economic evaluation study
indicates that the minister is prepared to look at the
Bogong High Plains Road as a road of importance to be
improved. In so doing I believe he has accepted that
this road is the responsibility of the government and not
the Shire of Alpine. In committee the minister needs to
answer whether he accepts that responsibility.
The CHAIRMAN — Order! The committee is
dealing with the amendment moved by the honourable
member for Gippsland East, which relates to time.
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — The
government accepts the amendment moved by the
honourable member for Gippsland East, and in so doing
reiterates the comments made by the honourable
member for Mordialloc. It is the desire of the
Parliament that all councils use this extra time to their
advantage to make sure that they are able to prepare the
necessary road standards that will underpin what is
being moved here tonight.
The honourable member for Benambra raised the
question about an interim Vicroads report. That is not
the final report and when the final one is made available
we will use that in discussions with the Alpine Shire
Council. The other day I gave an undertaking to the
Alpine Shire Council, through its chief executive
officer Mr Hetherington, that I would be prepared to
meet with it to talk about all the attendant funding
issues. The Parliament will deal with insurance, public
liability and risk issues today and on Thursday.
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — While we are in
the committee stage I would like an assurance from the
minister that before the sunset clause expires — and it
appears it will be accepted — if rural councils cannot
meet the standards that are to be set down through
negotiation with the state government and are required
to close down roads, the government will assist the
councils in maintaining those roads.
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — The
commitment the government will give will assist
councils to meet those standards by that date. If they are
unable or unprepared to meet those standards by the
extended date the government will implement these
changes on that date.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 3 to 5 agreed to.
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Reported to house with amendment.
Report adopted.

Third reading
The SPEAKER — Order! As there is not an
absolute majority of the members of the house present,
I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
(METROPOLITAN GREEN WEDGE
PROTECTION) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 10 October; motion of
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning).
Independent amendments circulated by Ms DAVIES
(Gippsland West) pursuant to sessional orders.

Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — The concept of
green wedges is a Liberal legacy of which the Liberal
Party remains proud and which it intends to honour.
The Liberal Party has always strongly supported the
concept of green wedges and that will continue.
The concept of green wedges has emerged over some
30 years. The label has changed over that time. At
various stages we have had the simple description of
non-urban zones, and we have had the label of green
breaks or green belts. Those of us who were students of
the science in the 1970s would recall Roger Johnson’s
book The Green City, which had a significant impact on
the planning community.
The original concept was formalised by the Hamer
government in the 1970s. It was a vision that received
widespread support in the Victorian community and
particularly among Melburnians. It was a vision which
was balanced and from the heart and one which has
stood the test of time. I say it was a vision that was
balanced because the Hamer government had the
foresight to not only understand the importance of
separating urban development with green spaces but
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also making provision for land acquisition and the
setting aside of sizeable tracts of land for public
purposes.
If I recall correctly, in the 1970s some 6000 acres were
set aside, well in advance of the growth of metropolitan
Melbourne. The metropolitan parks that were
developed at that time, including the then Maribyrnong
Valley Metropolitan Park and what was the Jells
Park — —
Ms Beattie — Look it up in the Melway!
Mr BAILLIEU — The honourable member for
Tullamarine says I should look it up in the Melway. The
honourable member for Tullamarine can be comforted
by the fact that as a student I actually worked on the
Maribyrnong Valley Metropolitan Park.
Ms Beattie — What a big comedown for you!
Mr BAILLIEU — Quite the contrary; it was a
pleasure. Those of us who worked on the concept of
metropolitan parks in the 1970s respect and honour the
contribution they have made. Brimbank Park and the
Churchill National Park, which began in the Jells Park
region, were major contributions from the Hamer
government and they were in advance of the growth of
Melbourne at the time.
I can recall students at university at that time looking at,
for instance, what is now Brimbank Park and saying,
‘This is an undeveloped and extensive area, not close to
urban development’. At the time those of us who were
involved appreciated the foresight. That is what it was
in the 1970s — foresight. That foresight was embraced
by the planning community and others. As the
honourable member for Tullamarine would know, the
setting aside of land for Tullamarine Airport was a
visionary piece of Liberal foresight which Victorians
have appreciated ever since.
As I said, the contribution of the Hamer government to
the development of the concept of the garden state is a
legacy which we are proud of and will honour. It is
fascinating to recall the currency that the slogan ‘The
Garden State’ had with Victorians and all Australians.
‘The Garden State’ was probably the most memorable
tag Victorian car number plates ever wore. It still
resonates and it is still part of the Victorian dream that
we are ‘The Garden State’. It is fascinating to think of
that as part of our history and to reflect on what it is in
Victoria that causes people to feel so close to their
parklands and other green spaces. The reality is that it is
part of our history. Those spaces are a link with our past
and that link is something that we all can cling to.
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Madam Deputy Speaker, it is late in the evening and
unless I am mistaken we will be adjourning in a couple
of minutes. I have a considerable amount to say about
the bill in front of us.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There is too
much audible conversation. I ask honourable members
to take their seats.
Mr BAILLIEU — There is quite a lot I wish to say
about the bill. Obviously that will have to wait until
tomorrow.
Mr Robinson — Can we have instalments?
Mr BAILLIEU — We will be having it in
instalments.
Ms Beattie interjected.
Mr Holding interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Tullamarine and the
honourable member for Springvale!
Mr BAILLIEU — Some years ago, Paul Kelly,
who wrote a book about how our culture and beliefs
have changed, entitled The End of Certainty, touched a
nerve with Australians. We have almost replaced an
age of belief and trust. Our institutions are regarded
with some disdain by the community. There has been a
shaking of belief in many of our institutions: churches,
Parliament, councils, unions, and employers. Indeed, on
an international scale there is reason to consider that
certainty is something about which the community is
greatly concerned. In many ways that causes people to
believe and trust in things which are perhaps
intrinsically a little more benign. Indeed the great trust,
faith and belief that Australians have in their own
environment are testimony to our reaction to change.
You can probably sum it up by saying, from an
Australian point of view, that no matter what happens
on an international scale — and today we have seen a
reminder of it — you can mess with our hearts, you can
mess with our heads and you can mess with — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The time for
government business has now expired. The honourable
member for Hawthorn will have the call when the
debate is resumed.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
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ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Under
sessional orders the time for the adjournment of the
house has arrived.

Barwon Health: waiting lists
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) — I refer the Minister for
Health to one of the most disturbing examples of the
mistreatment of a patient in the public health system
that I have witnessed in 10 years of serving in the
Parliament. It concerns a resident of my home town of
Queenscliff who has been waiting for 13 months for
open heart surgery at Geelong hospital. This
unfortunate patient does not want his identity revealed
publicly because he is afraid that it might further
jeopardise his chances of getting much-needed
treatment. That in itself is an indictment of the system,
but I am happy to give the minister his details later.
In a recent letter to the acting operations services
manager at Barwon Health’s Geelong hospital this
patient says:
A great deal of nervous anxiety for both my wife and myself
as well as the rest of our family. I feel I have not progressed
an inch and feel lost and without a positive outlook.
I hope you would be able to help me overcome the dreaded
thought of a seventh cancellation plus the fear of the
aneurysm rupturing.

This is a shameful reflection on Barwon Health.
Despite the government’s rhetoric, waiting lists are
ballooning to unmanageable numbers, and this case
illustrates Barwon Health’s inability to manage under
this Labor government.
Madam Deputy Speaker, imagine you are waiting for
open heart surgery. You are keyed up and anxious, yet
your appointment is cancelled not once or twice or
three, four or five times, but six times. Can you imagine
what your state of mind might be? You have to admire
this man’s courage. I ask the minister to give me an
assurance that this man’s next appointment on
28 November at Geelong hospital will be honoured. He
deserves better than the indifferent attention he has
been subjected to under this Labor government.

General practitioners: numbers
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — I refer the Minister
for Health to Victorians’ access to a very basic health
service in the electorate of Mitcham in the eastern
suburbs of Melbourne, and that is their access to
general practitioners (GPs). I ask the minister, on behalf
of all Victorians, and particularly on behalf of those in
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the eastern suburbs, to make every representation
possible to the federal government to address what is an
urgent situation.
Mr Perton interjected.
Mr ROBINSON — Perhaps the honourable
member for Doncaster needs to consult a GP.
The federal government’s own figures show that over
the last six years in the federal electorate of Deakin —
the federal government breaks these figures down by
electorate — the number of GPs has fallen from 154 to
130. There has been a similar decrease in the number of
GPs who are bulk billing. The decline in the number of
GPs in the eastern suburbs means longer queues and
frustration. After all, this is a basic right. As the
population grows it is understood that the growing
number of older people in that population consumes
more health services, so it stands to reason that access
to GPs should be maintained as a right rather than made
harder. In the Mitcham electorate, for example, there
are some 7800 residents over 65 years of age.
I acknowledge that in the first instance this is a federal
government problem by virtue of its power over the
issuing of provider numbers, but it is in the interests of
all Victorians that the Minister for Health make the
strongest possible representations to Canberra in the
various forums that exist to address this problem.
I congratulate the minister on the work he is doing in
the provision and extension of health facilities. The
other day the honourable member for Burwood and I
were at Box Hill to announce a fantastic expansion of
the Whitehorse Community Health Service. That is an
excellent extension, and we look forward to further
announcements involving that great service.
It concerns me that the federal government does not
seem to want to know much about this problem. When
questioned recently the federal Liberal member for
Deakin, Mr Phil Barresi, said that any decline in the
number of GPs working in Deakin was driven by the
demand for the service. This is quite extraordinary. This
reminds me of the old line in Yes, Minister where the
minister was shown the most efficient hospital in the
system which happened to be the hospital that was
empty.
Mr Perton interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Doncaster is out of his seat!
Mr ROBINSON — Perhaps the federal
government’s rationale is that reducing the number of
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GPs who operate will make us a healthier society. It
does not stand to reason; it is a crazy piece of logic. The
federal government needs to improve its game urgently.

Fishing: reciprocal licences
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I wish to bring to
the attention of the Minister for Ports in another place
the problem of reciprocal fishing licences for people
living on the border of Victoria and New South Wales.
The issue of reciprocal fishing licences goes back a
long way. It has been raised on many occasions. In the
mid-1980s there was a move to get reciprocal fishing
licences, and the Victorian government suggested it
would provide a reciprocal licence system. New South
Wales said it would if Victoria funded New South
Wales for the amount of the lost reciprocal licence fees.
So it has been a big issue that has gone on for many
years.
When the premiers of New South Wales and Victoria
met at Albury-Wodonga last year they decided that
Albury and Wodonga should consider coming together
and that they would look at border anomalies, including
fishing licences, and provide reciprocal licences for
people fishing on Lake Hume and Lake Mulwala. That
led to a consultation paper on joint fisheries
management arrangements for Lake Hume and Lake
Mulwala, with responses to be provided by
15 November 2002. It provides for those fishing in
Lake Hume to have a Victorian licence and for those
fishing in Lake Mulwala to have a New South Wales
licence.
This is an absolutely ridiculous situation which defies
logic. We will have a continuing problem where people
need to have two licences despite this proposed
arrangement. If you are fishing in Lake Hume you will
need a Victorian licence, but if you go up to one of the
tributaries from Lake Hume you will need to have a
New South Wales or Victorian licence, depending on
what side of the border you are on. If you go to Lake
Mulwala you will have to have a New South Wales
licence, but if you go up the Ovens River into Victoria
you will need to have a Victorian licence.
With this discussion paper we see the perpetuation of a
ridiculous situation in relation to fishing licences which
has continued over the years that I have been in
Parliament. The issue needs to be resolved, but the
position taken in the consultation paper will not resolve
it. It seeks to resolve the issues in Lake Mulwala and
Lake Hume, but it will provide a single licence only for
each of those two lakes and it will not resolve the
situation for people fishing in other areas. If you have a
Victorian licence for fishing in Lake Hume you will not
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be able to fish in Lake Mulwala because you will need
to have a New South Wales licence to fish in that lake.
I want the Minister for Ports to review with her New
South Wales counterpart what is an obvious anomaly. It
needs correction and we need reciprocal licences.

Greater Geelong: review
Mr TREZISE (Geelong) — I raise an issue for
action with the Minister for Local Government
concerning council structures within the region of
Geelong. As the member for Geelong and a ratepayer
in the City of Greater Geelong I am well aware that
there is overwhelming community-wide dissatisfaction
with the performance of council and in particular the
lack of basic services being provided to ratepayers.
Steps must be taken to address this issue, not only for
the benefit of ratepayers but also to ensure that Geelong
as a city is not being impeded by a structure that is
failing it.
Therefore the action I seek is for the minister to take
into account the concerns of Geelong ratepayers and
consider a review of council structures within the
region. In seeking this action I bring to the attention of
the house the fact that I have recently conducted a
community-wide survey seeking people’s views on
matters of importance to them. Of the 2000 responses
approximately 75 per cent of written replies raised
concerns relating to the City of Greater Geelong. Many
residents raised not only service provision concerns but
also concerns relating to the size of council and thus
being treated impersonally or, as one resident wrote, as
‘just another number waiting in line for a service that
was not forthcoming’.
I am also well aware that the minister has appointed an
inspector to the Surf Coast Shire to investigate financial
problems in that council. Therefore it is evident to me
that there are systemic problems within council bodies
in the wider Geelong region as a result of the way local
government structures were imposed on the region by
the previous Kennett government. In seeking this
review I can assure the minister that, together with my
government colleagues in Geelong, as a priority I will
be taking appropriate steps to consult with ratepayers to
ensure that their views and ideas on appropriate council
structures are sought and taken into account by
government. I urge the minister’s action on this
important issue.

Preschools: Eltham
Mr PHILLIPS (Eltham) — I raise for the Minister
for Community Services, and in her absence the
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Minister for Senior Victorians, the issue of additional
funding for preschools in the Shire of Nillumbik and
the City of Banyule in my electorate of Eltham. We
know how important preschools and child-care centres
are for young children, and an additional burden has
been placed on preschools to do more given the
tightening of regulations and the improvements over the
years. Preschools rely predominantly on fundraising
activities to keep them going.
Many of the preschools in the Eltham electorate require
additional funds to upgrade their facilities in line with
the new regulations. A lot of it is for fencing that is
unscaleable for children so they can be kept within the
confines of the centre and play safely outside the
building. An enormous burden has been placed on local
government to find extra funding, and if it were not for
local government many of the preschools would simply
not survive. Nillumbik Shire Council has written to me
seeking additional funding in line with the changes to
regulations made this year.
I seek additional funding from the minister this
financial year for the preschools in Nillumbik and
Banyule to keep those preschools operating and
continuing to provide a service for young children.

Liberal Party: Ripon candidate
Mr HELPER (Ripon) — I raise a matter for the
attention of the Attorney-General as the minister with
responsibility for the Victorian Electoral Commission. I
quote from a letter:
I believe that now more than ever we need the certainty and
security that comes from having definite priorities and
plans …

I agree with that statement and highlight some of the
achievements and priorities that have been met in terms
of the Labor Party’s plans in the electorate of Ripon,
such as the refurbishment of three major hospitals and
the provision of improved services and refurbishment at
two smaller hospitals; the building and commissioning
of seven police stations; the return of passenger rail
services; and the standardisation of rail services. I quote
again from the letter:
I am greatly concerned that after only three years Victoria’s
financial position has run down …

I disagree with that, of course, pointing to Victoria’s
AAA rating and the excellent economic and budgetary
performance that has occurred under the Bracks
government, with its magnificent Treasurer. I further
quote from the letter:
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I believe the safety and security of our neighbourhoods and
community is a prime responsibility of government.

I concur with that statement and draw attention again to
the employment of more than 800 extra police officers
across the state and in my own electorate, as I have said
before, the building of seven new police stations and
some innovative initiatives. I will skip a couple of
paragraphs of the letter and go to the postscript, which
states:
I enclose information about Rob de Fgely —

I cannot really pronounce the name —
your local Liberal candidate in the Ripon electorate …

The action I seek from the minister is that he reassure
my opponent — Rob de Fegely is his real name — that
his name will appear appropriately on the ballot paper
when the election occurs any time over the next
14 months. The letter, for the interest of honourable
members, has under it the signature of Robert Doyle,
Leader of the Opposition.

Anglicare: Rosebud
Mr DIXON (Dromana) — I raise for the attention
of the Minister for Youth Affairs in the other place,
through the minister at the table, the Minister for Senior
Victorians, the decision to stop the funding of
Anglicare’s unique youth services program in Rosebud,
which is an area of high youth unemployment and
homelessness. It has been a wonderful preventive
program. I quote the manager, Sally Alsop, who states:
We are absolutely devastated … After three successful years
of bringing positive change to the lives of local youth, our
youth program has hit the dustbin.

I ask the minister to reinstate the program’s funding. It
has been a wonderful preventive program and is
supported by many community groups, including the
local Anglican parish, Rotary and the Mornington
Peninsula Shire Council. The Department of Human
Services has said it will no longer fund the program and
that it is the responsibility of the Office for Youth.
When Anglicare approached the Office for Youth it
said, ‘No, we will not fund that, it is the responsibility
of the Department of Human Services’. Who is missing
out? The young people of Rosebud.
A great part of the program was the shed program,
which is described as one that saw young people who
were directionless and often socially rejected come
together to gain physical, social and promotional skills.
They are currently learning to restore a donated
trailer-sailer yacht from scratch. The ultimate aim was
to learn to sail it. You could not bring more positive
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change to the life of a person who has suffered abuse,
rejection, school refusal or homelessness.
I ask the minister to work out who is actually
responsible for funding the program and to restore the
funding, because in December the youth worker who
works so closely with young people in the Rosebud
area will be sacked.

Land tax: small business
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — My request for
action is directed to the Treasurer. I ask him to take
action to provide practical administrative relief to small
retailers and landowners in the payment arrangements
for land tax. This is an issue which I have raised before
in the house on behalf of people in and near my
electorate. As honourable members may know, land tax
is often passed on as an expense or an outgoing — —
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker,
there is a rule against anticipation. There is a Retail
Leases Bill in this house, and the honourable member is
asking for action relating to the bill. The honourable
member is not entitled to do so during the adjournment
debate.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I do not
uphold the point of order. The honourable member is
asking for administrative action on matters that he has
raised relating to land tax.
Mr STENSHOLT — The honourable member for
Doncaster has got it wrong again. He obviously does
not understand the issue. I have been supporting retail
tenants, small traders and businesses in my area. They
have raised this issue with me in the past, including the
Maling Road traders in Canterbury and the traders in
Camberwell. I have spoken to and addressed the
Camberwell business group several times — far more
than the local member — and also traders in Ashburton.
I look after small businesses in my area in a way that
has not happened before, and I have talked to Philippa
Kelly of the Australian Retailers Association. Armed
with their advice about practical arrangements, we have
to look at doing things which are achievable.
I approached the Treasurer’s office and asked for a
meeting with Treasury and State Revenue Office staff
to discuss what practical administrative arrangements
could be made to at least lessen the cash flow problems.
Honourable members who understand small business
realise that certainty about cash flows is very important.
Indeed, if one can lessen the cash flow shocks that local
traders might suffer they can be delivered a great
service.
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While there is the wider issue of the land tax and its
scale, I am looking to the Treasurer to take some simple
steps, such as stretching out the payment period so the
rates can be paid over a longer payment phase. The idea
is to help traders manage their cash flows with greater
certainty than in the past. I also raise with the Treasurer
the need for better information for local retailers and
owners on land tax payments. It is very important that
shopping strip retailers have clear information on better
payment systems.

Mrs PEULICH — And then says he did not
because he wants consultation. And even before the
consultation has occurred the Labor candidate for
Bentleigh, who lives in Northcote but says he lives in
Bentleigh, says ‘I’m totally opposed to any sort of
redevelopment and I’m totally opposed to any sell-off
of public land’. I am happy to hear about the opposition
to the selling off of public land — —

I urge the Treasurer to give positive consideration to
these suggestions and their implementation.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Springvale!

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.

Mrs PEULICH — Only a week later we had the
release of the 2030 Bracks planning nightmare, which
is going to cram an additional 23 000 buildings into
Moorabbin, which is now a major activity centre. I call
on the Premier to clarify the policy confusion that is
impacting on the Moorabbin community, and in
particular those residents in the area surrounding Linton
Street.

Planning: St Kilda Football Club oval,
Moorabbin
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) — I raise a matter for
the attention of the Premier, and in his absence the
Minister for Senior Victorians. I also take the
opportunity of pointing out that only 6 minutes ago
there were half a dozen ministers in this chamber, but
currently there is only one. Yet again it is disappointing
that the very important issues honourable members are
raising on behalf of their communities are not able to be
responded to by the ministers responsible.
I raise a matter in relation to the proposed
redevelopment of the Moorabbin oval at Linton Street
and the absolute misinformation and policy confusion
resulting from the actions and failure of communication
of members of the Labor Party, which are having a
significant impact on the community and causing a high
degree of angst.
Let me quote some of the policy confusion and
misinformation that is being spread: first of all, the
St Kilda Football Club wants some reforms because it
is looking at some hard financial challenges in the
future; the Kingston City Council — a
Labor-dominated council — is keen to see some sort of
redevelopment; Greg Alabaster, a former Labor
councillor and a former Independent who in 1992 gave
his preferences to Labor when nobody else did and who
was also the Mordialloc electorate campaign chairman
for Robyn McLeod, opposes any development; the
Minister for Sport and Recreation funds the
development of plans for the proposal — —
Mr Holding interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Springvale!

Mr Holding interjected.

Employment: Latrobe Valley
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I direct my
adjournment issue to the attention of the Minister for
Employment. As honourable members would be aware,
the Latrobe Valley certainly suffered under seven years
of Liberal and National Party neglect. We saw job after
job lost as the Kennett government cut a swathe
through the Latrobe Valley and took absolutely no
action to create the jobs that we needed in our
community.
After those dark, neglectful years, what has been
occurring of late? For starters, the Bracks government
put together a $100 million rescue package for the
Latrobe Valley, which shows the government’s
commitment to driving it forward.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr MAXFIELD — That’s right. Great local
members assisted with the lobbying.
You can see how housing prices in the Latrobe Valley
are rising, as is the optimism and excitement in the
Valley. The strong commitment to upgrading public
housing has been used to train those who are
unemployed.
As well as the $100 million rescue package in the
Latrobe Valley we also have the new call centre for the
Office of Housing which was announced the other day.
That is an $8.6 million project that will create over
64 permanent, full-time jobs or their equivalent in the
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township of Moe. The old Moe hospital site is where
we have established the Telstra call centre. A Monash
University rural health centre will go in there as well.
Job after job is going into Moe, and we are seeing the
unemployment rate drop as more and more people are
going back to work.
We also have the tendering out of the coalfields, which
is part of the ministerial task force, and we now have in
the pipeline projects worth billions and billions of
dollars that will create thousands of jobs across the
Latrobe Valley. It certainly is something that makes me
very proud.
Even with that tremendous achievement of the Bracks
government with regard to jobs we need further support
for those who are still unemployed; we need more of
the jobs that have brought the unemployment rate
down. We will continue to drive it. Therefore I ask
what action the Minister for Employment can take to
assist those who are unemployed — those who are still
out of work — because we cannot rectify all the
Kennett government neglect overnight.
We are rebuilding the Valley, which is now going
forward with optimism and hope, but we cannot ignore
those who have been left behind in this project. We will
carry them, and as a government we will support them
all the way, and we will be calling for further action to
assist those who are out of work.

Clothesline project
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) — My request for action is to
the Minister for Women’s Affairs. I refer to her
arrogant behaviour prior to the launch of last week’s
Week Without Violence and the Clothesline project.
An invitation to speak at the launch was issued two
months earlier to Kay Nesbitt, a high-profile victim of
violence who has for the past 17 years fought for
victims’ rights.
On the very morning of the launch Kay was told by fax,
just before she left home, that she was not allowed to
speak. Kay Nesbitt has given me a copy of the speech
she would have given. It is non-political. It is full of
understanding, compassion and concern for the victims
of violence and their children. I quote:
Family and domestic violence is much more than physical
abuse, it is all about when a partner tries to control the other
partner and other family members. There are also other
controlling behaviours as well, such as sexual and mental
abuse, threats of violence and revenge, property damage and
even harming the family pets, destroying things that are held
dear to that person, humiliation and even financial
exploitation and social isolation.
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Most of these women live in absolute fear even after they
have left their abusive relationship. Domestic violence does
not just happen in our poor neighbourhoods either; it is also
rife in our wealthy areas as well …
…
Most people do not understand the reasons why most of these
women do not leave their abusive partners. It is because they
still love them, and in many cases they believe that they will
change because that is what they have been promised.
Many children who witness family violence have been found
to have very high emotional and behavioural problems, much
higher than children from functional families …
It is up to all of us now to say enough is enough because we
will not accept that violence is a part of our everyday life any
more.

What did the minister do? The very week she launched
the women’s safety strategy with the books that she has
sent out all over the state she refused to share the same
platform as Kay Nesbitt. Why? Because Kay is
standing as an Independent candidate for the seat of
Bass against Labor’s bosom friend, the honourable
member for Gippsland West.
Kay Nesbitt was not making a political statement. It
was the Minister for Women’s Affairs who made the
event political. The opening of Kay’s speech was:
The Clothesline project was devised to make people more
aware of the impact that violence has on our women and
children in our community.
The great idea of the Clothesline was to make it visible to the
public so that each woman can tell her story in her own way,
by painting a picture on a T-shirt that symbolises her
experience that she has endured.

And Kay Nesbitt has certainly endured that experience!
The action I want from this minister — the minister
who lacks compassion and caring! — is that she write
to Kay Nesbitt and apologise for refusing to speak on
the same platform at such an important event for all
women and children who are victims of mindless
violence.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Springvale has 40 seconds.

Consumer Law Centre Victoria
Mr HOLDING (Springvale) — I direct a matter to
the attention of the Minister for Consumer Affairs. The
action I seek is that the minister continue funding to the
Consumer Law Centre Victoria for its important
casework and litigation service, which it established in
February 2001. It is a very important service which
undertakes selective test case litigation to advance
consumer interests. It needs funding from the state
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government for it to continue, and the action I seek is
that the minister give a guarantee that this funding will
continue so that its important test case work can go on.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.

Responses
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Local
Government) — The honourable member for Geelong
raised a matter concerning municipal arrangements in
the Geelong region. He pointed to the fact that he did a
survey recently and had an enormous response from
residents with concerns involving the City of Greater
Geelong. Equally, I get correspondence as well.
He also pointed to ongoing concerns about the Surf
Coast Shire, where a municipal inspector was appointed
to look at issues that had surfaced going back to the
Liberal days of compulsory competitive tendering.
There is no doubt that the handling of local government
by the Liberals has a lingering effect.
The honourable member for Geelong is a great
advocate for his region. He has told the house that he
will be promoting, and seeking views on, more
workable arrangements at the local government level.
In doing so he will continue to consult with the
community of Geelong.
I welcome his commonsense approach following his
survey. The government will, of course, give
consideration to his suggestions following this work.
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — It really was an
extraordinary tale that was told to us by the honourable
member for Ripon, and I would not have believed it
until I was presented with the actual letter he referred
to. My understanding is that 16 000 of these letters have
gone out, signed by an ex-schoolteacher — —
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker,
the action asked for by the honourable member for
Ripon was for a referral to the Victorian Electoral
Commissioner. The Attorney-General is entitled to
canvass matters of government administration but not
to use this as an excuse to engage in electoral banter.
Ms Delahunty — On the point of order, Honourable
Deputy Speaker, the action that was sought from the
Attorney-General related to the correct spelling on
the — —
Mr Perton — No, you weren’t listening, you dill!
Ms Delahunty — I was listening.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The minister,
through the Chair.
Ms Delahunty — The action that was sought from
the Attorney-General was to reassure Mr de Fegely that
his name would be spelt correctly, and that is what the
minister was doing.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I do not
uphold the point of order at this stage, as the
Attorney-General had just begun his response and may
make comments in passing. However, the
Attorney-General is required to respond to the matter
raised by the honourable member for Ripon. It is not an
opportunity to attack candidates standing for election,
whenever that may be.
Mr HULLS — Oh no, I do not intend to attack the
candidate.
I understand 16 000 of these letters have gone out under
the signature of the Leader of the Opposition, and the
candidate’s name appears to have been spelt incorrectly
on 16 000 occasions.
The point is that we have a new Electoral Act in
Victoria, and it says that the Electoral Commissioner
has the power to refuse to include a person’s name on
the register of electors if the commission considers that:
… the name is fictitious, frivolous or obscene.

One can only read the name of the candidate.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Madam Deputy
Speaker, you indicated in your previous ruling that you
would not permit the Attorney-General to head down
the track that he is now heading down. Clearly the
section he has just read does not even refer to the letter
that he has just read out. As you said, the adjournment
debate is not a time for attacks to be launched on
candidates for either party.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There is no
point of order. The honourable member appears to be
anticipating what the Attorney-General may say in the
future. As the Chair has not heard anything
inappropriate in relation to the matter raised by the
honourable member for Ripon, I ask the
Attorney-General to continue.
Mr HULLS — So the Electoral Commissioner can
refuse to register a name if it is fictitious, frivolous or
obscene. I personally am no oil painting, but for
someone to be describing themselves as ‘de Fgely’ is,
one might say, either fictitious, frivolous or obscene.
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Mr Perton — Madam Deputy Speaker, on a point
of order, this is a Parliament. It is not a place for a
minister of the Crown — someone who is very happy
to describe himself as having a special role as the first
law officer — to be mocking the name of another
citizen, whether he is a candidate or not, and I ask you
to bring him back to addressing matters of government
administration rather than trying to make bad humour
about someone with a European name and a European
spelling of a name.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I ask
members to cease interjecting, particularly the
honourable member for Springvale.
Mr Helper — On the point of order, Deputy
Speaker, as the person who sought the action from the
Attorney-General, I think I am entitled to know very
well what action I sought. The action I sought was that
the Attorney-General reassure my opponent, who I
know would probably be suffering acute
embarrassment at the hand of his leader, that on the
ballot paper in the forthcoming election, whenever that
may be over the next 14 months, his name will be spelt
correctly. So I for one am extremely — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There is no
point of order, and neither did the contribution by the
honourable member for Ripon refer to the point of
order. The Chair is not in a position to judge the
benefits of the humour of the Attorney-General. I ask
the Attorney-General to continue his answer.
Mr HULLS — Section 68 of the Electoral Act
provides that:
… after the issue of the writ for an election —

whenever that may be —
the Commission must make available at locations and times
determined by the Commission —
(a) the names and contact details of the candidates for the
election.

Section 69 provides that when nominating a candidate
must specify their name and address as it appears on the
register of electors.
Mr Holding interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Springvale will cease
interjecting!
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Mr HULLS — It is my understanding that there is
no person called ‘Rob de Fgely’, despite what the
Leader of the Opposition may have us believe. Despite
the fact that he was a schoolteacher, he seems to have
sent out 16 000 letters promoting someone by the name
of ‘de Fgely’.
My suggestion to him is that he read the Electoral Act
so that he understands that he has to ensure that the true
names of candidates are indeed put on ballot papers. So
I think the message to him is — and I will ensure that
he is advised — that under sections 68 and 69 of the
relevant Electoral Act he cannot go pretending that he
has candidates he does not have. I do not care what they
look like. Whether they are handsome or otherwise I do
not think is relevant, but he must have the correct
names on the ballot paper. I think it is an
embarrassment to him and the people of Ripon that the
Liberal Party leader does not even know who his
candidate is in Ripon.
But I know that the people of Ripon know who Joe
Helper is. They absolutely know who Joe Helper is
because it is Joe Helper who has got them seven police
stations. It is Joe Helper who has ensured the
refurbishment of three major hospitals. So when it
comes to election time, whenever that may be, the
people of Ripon will have a choice between Joe Helper
and someone called de Fegely, and I am sure they will
make the right choice. Helper for Ripon!
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I ask the
house to assist the Chair in allowing the adjournment
debate to continue in an orderly manner, and I ask
honourable members to cease interjecting.
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Health) — The
honourable members for Bellarine and Mitcham raised
issues in relation to health which are connected.
Regarding Barwon Health, I will certainly look into that
matter. Some of the issues raised by the honourable
member for Bellarine are of concern, but I point out
that the government has provided an extra $40 million
in funding for Barwon Health which has enabled it to
employ more than 160 extra nurses, and this hospital is
now treating far more patients than ever before. In fact
there has been an increase of approximately 50 per cent
in the number of patients treated. This, of course, is a
fundamental indicator of how many patients can be
treated in a high-quality way.
I also point out that Barwon Health has turned around a
deficit situation which it inherited as part of a funding
black hole from the previous government. This
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government has turned that situation around and the
hospital in turn is now reducing its waiting lists. This is
an excellent outcome.
Mr Spry — On a point of order, Madam Deputy
Speaker, I appreciate the fact that the Minister for
Health is in the house to answer this question. I really
appreciate that. It is a change to see some ministers in
here — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I ask the
honourable member what his point of order is.
Mr Spry — The point of order is that the question I
raised affects the life of one of my constituents. He has
been scheduled for surgery six times, and surgery has
subsequently been cancelled every time. I ask the
minister to address that specific question. I do not want
the sword of Damocles hanging over the head of this
man for any longer than is absolutely necessary.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There is no
point of order.
Mr THWAITES — I object to the debating point
the honourable member for Bellarine raised. The
honourable member told me that he wanted me to look
at this issue. I had already agreed to that. For the
honourable member then to raise a spurious point of
order is a breach of trust and contrary to the indications
he gave me. What I am trying to point out to the
honourable member is that Barwon Health is doing a
very good job in treating many more patients than it did
under the previous government.
The honourable member for Mitcham raised the issue
of the shortage of GPs, which is causing a major
problem not only for hospitals in the east of Melbourne
but also in Geelong. I met with the Division of GPs in
Geelong this year and its members raised with me the
problems being caused for Barwon Health and the
Geelong hospital because of the shortage of GPs.
In fact, they showed me graphs that compared the
availability of GPs with the increase in demand in the
emergency department at Geelong hospital. It is that
increase in demand in the emergency section that has
led to problems with elective surgery, because under
the hospital’s clinical priority system the most urgent
patients are treated first. So the emergency department
patients need that treatment first.
Geelong does not have enough GPs because the federal
government will not provide them. It will also not
provide adequate medical benefits, so the Geelong
hospital — —
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Mr Spry interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Bellarine!
Mr THWAITES — That means the Geelong
hospital is now coping with more emergency cases all
the time. We are seeing the same result in the eastern
suburbs and in the outer north-western suburbs of
Melbourne, where the growth in emergency demand is
greatest in areas of recognised GP shortages. The
evidence indicates that the primary care-type
presentations — presentations that might otherwise
have been before a GP — have increased some 34 per
cent in two years in the areas where there are general
practitioner shortages.
As a government we are acting on this. We are working
with the GP divisions under our hospital access risk
program to provide support for these patients to try to
prevent their admission to hospital. But so long as the
federal government continues to provide insufficient
GP numbers and insufficient funds for GPs we will
have this pressure on emergency departments in the
eastern suburbs and in Geelong and an increase in
presentations that should be handled through the GP
system.
Mr Wilson interjected.
Mr THWAITES — Of course he is not. That is the
whole point.
Mr Wilson interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Bennettswood!
Mr THWAITES — The increase in demand in
emergency departments leads to a reduction in the
ability to carry out elective surgery. That is something
the federal government must address.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THWAITES — Honourable members opposite
say this is happening all around Australia. Of course it
is!
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THWAITES — All around the world now? Of
course it is happening around the world! The federal
government — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Bennettswood will cease
interjecting.
Mr THWAITES — Of course this is happening
around Australia, because the federal government is
failing to provide enough GPs. But this government by
contrast is providing more funds, more nurses and more
beds. That is why we are seeing waiting lists come
down and the quality of care improving.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr THWAITES — We are seeing improvements
in Geelong, and I would like to congratulate Sue
de Gilio and her team on the work they are doing to
improve the budget and rebuild the health system in
Geelong and to provide a better quality of care.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Employment) — I thank the honourable member for
Narracan for raising important issues about people who
are out of work in the Latrobe Valley. He highlighted
the nearly eight dark years in the Valley under the
previous coalition government of the Liberal and
National parties. He spoke of the great investment and
jobs record the region has had in the last three years
under this government, and he sought my assurances
that the government’s employment programs would
still be focused on those who, irrespective of how good
or bad the economy is, unfortunately still find
themselves out of work.
I note, as the honourable member probably has, that the
National Party candidate in Morwell, Jenny Hammett,
was quoted in the local newspaper having a go and
saying that:
The Labor Party needs to prioritise solutions for youth
employment in the Latrobe Valley …

Where was she for the seven and a half years of the
Kennett–McNamara government? She has obviously
been a member of the National Party for a while.
Where was she in the Latrobe Valley to try to stop the
biggest job shedding that that region has ever seen in its
history, and probably greater than any other part of
Victoria? Where was she?
She has the audacity to go out and scaremonger about
the community business employment providers in the
region saying that the government is not committed to
the community business employment (CBE) program.
That is what Jenny Hammett, the National Party
candidate in Morwell, is saying. If honourable members
on the other side actually listened rather than gasbag as
they do, they might not have to ask me again.
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The assurance I can give the honourable member for
Narracan is that the CBE program is a key part of the
government’s employment programs. The CBE
program is there because the federal government does
not provide support to everyone who happens to be out
of work. The fact is that most Victorians who find
themselves out of work do not receive federal
government assistance, and that is why we have
state-based employment programs like that offered by
the CBE providers. They will continue.
The National Party candidate in Morwell is sitting there
saying, ‘Well, if the National Party is in
government’ — I assume it would be in a coalition, but
it has not told us about this — ‘its policy will be to
support the community business employment
programs’. The fact is that it is the government’s policy
to support CBE program agencies in the local area.
I note that in the article she is quoted as having referred
to the Morwell agency but she did not name it. I assume
she is referring to comments reported in the press when
I was recently at Gippsworks, otherwise known as
Gippsland community advancement, recognising the
contribution of its great employment placement record
in the term of this government. It has found a whole lot
of jobs because of employment growth in that region
during the term of this government.
I am also pleased to inform the honourable member that
in different labour market programs in that entire region
there has been investment by the government of
$11.6 million for getting people, including young
people, into work.
We have funded 1323 new jobs through the community
business employment programs and 770 new jobs
through the community jobs program. The honourable
member for Narracan is aware that I will be there next
week for more great news. There have also been
471 new jobs created as part of the private sector skills
development program; 150 youth-based, state-based
apprenticeships and traineeships for young people in
the region under the youth employment scheme; and
apprenticeships and traineeships for 1169 young people
under the youth employment incentive scheme.
I know the honourable member for Narracan is very
proud of that. Obviously the National Party candidate in
Morwell does not understand exactly what has been
going on. She wants to pretend that the government has
not been caring about the Valley. It was her
government that did not care about the Latrobe Valley,
but this government does care. Rather than
scaremongering among community agencies that are
doing great work she should be applauding the record
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of the government and should probably even be voting
for our candidate for Narracan at the next election, as
well as in the many different Gippsland seats where the
Labor Party is running candidates. Whenever the
election may be, the Gippsland community has been
very appreciative of the fact that under this government
they have seen jobs growth and that under the previous
government they saw massive job losses.
Ms CAMPBELL (Minister for Senior
Victorians) — I commend the honourable member for
Springvale for his continued interest and advocacy in
consumer affairs. He has recently been very active with
Springvale Community Aid and Advice Bureau and has
advocated strongly for that agency, and the members of
that agency and those involved in the
community-funded programs out of Consumer Affairs
Victoria know and recognise his strong work in his
electorate.
I want to commend one other agency, the Consumer
Law Centre Victoria, which is also a very active
consumer advocacy organisation which complements
the work of Consumer Affairs Victoria in protecting
consumers. CLCV works very closely with Consumer
Affairs Victoria in a number of ways. For example,
when we recently had a round table on seniors and
consumer issues, Chris Field from CLCV was an active
contributor.
CLCV has introduced a very innovative program called
its casework and litigation service, which began in
February 2001. That service undertakes selected
test-case litigation to advance consumer interests. It is,
as I said, a very innovative program, and
250 consumers have been assisted as a result of this
service. The seconded solicitors from commercial law
firms are doing pro bono work thanks to the
Attorney-General’s innovative pro bono secondment
scheme, and 250 consumers have been able to benefit
as a result. I support that casework and litigation
service, as does the honourable member for Springvale,
and its track record speaks volumes from the consumer
point of view and also from the point of view of the
families who have benefited from the service.
The government, through Consumer Affairs Victoria,
will be providing funding for the service to continue for
a further year, and this financial support is in
recognition of its very important work. I look forward
to continuing to work with the service.
The matter raised by the honourable member for
Murray Valley for the Minister for Ports in another
place regarding reciprocal fishing licences will be
passed on.
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The honourable member for Eltham raised a matter for
the Minister for Community Services in relation to
additional preschool funding, and that will be passed
on.
The honourable member for Dromana raised a matter
for the Minister for Education Services in another place
regarding Anglicare in Rosebud, and that will be
referred.
The honourable member for Burwood raised a matter
for the Treasurer on practical administration action on
land tax for small business, and that will be referred.
The honourable member for Bentleigh raised a matter
for the Premier in relation to Linton Street, and that will
be referred.
The honourable member for Evelyn raised a matter for
the Minister for Women’s Affairs, and that will be
referred.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The house
now stands adjourned.
House adjourned 10.58 p.m.
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The SPEAKER (Hon. Alex Andrianopoulos) took the
chair at 9.35 a.m. and read the prayer.
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Moorabbin including: North Avenue, South Avenue,
Plym Street, Barry Street, Gilmour Road, Fairbank
Road, Castles Road, Werona Street, Jasper Road, South
Road.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

PETITIONS
The Clerk — I have received the following petitions
for presentation to Parliament:

Melbourne 2030 strategy
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth that: the state government and the Minister
for Planning release the overdue metropolitan Melbourne
strategy to protect local streets and suburbs in the Glen Eira
area and specifically the suburbs of Bentleigh, Bentleigh East,
McKinnon, Ormond and Moorabbin from high-density
developments.
Your petitioners therefore pray that Premier Bracks will take
action to ensure that state planning policies secure our
suburbs from inappropriate development, especially residents
of:
Bentleigh including: Arthur Street, Bendigo Avenue,
Bent Street, Blair Street, Bleazby Street, Brewer Road,
Burgess Street, Bruce Street, Campbell Street, Cairnes
Grove, Centre Road, Coates Street, Dickens Street,
Gilbert Grove, Godfrey Street, Hamilton Street, Horsley
Street, Jasper Road, Loranne Street, Mavho Street,
Mitchell Street, Morres Street, Robert Street, Ward
Street, Nicholson Street, North Avenue, Oak Street,
Patterson Road, Phillip Street, Railway Crescent, Rose
Street, Todd Street, Uonga Street, Vickery Street and
Wheatley Road;
East Bentleigh including: Chesterville Street, Wingate
Street, South Road, Highview Road, Brady Road,
Bignell Road, Matthews Road, Tucker Road, McKinnon
Road, Shanahan Court, East Boundary Road, North
Road, Melva Street, Poet Street, Parkmore Road,
Orange Street, Mackie Road, Richards Street, Centre
Road, Box Court, Gray Street, Alexander Street, Becket
Avenue, Browns Road, Allanby Grove, Benina Street,
Deborah Avenue, Omeo Court, Hill Street, Wards
Grove, Gardiners Road, Larnan Street, Quinns Road,
Theresa Street, Bardolph Court, Maron Street, Lydia
Street, Evelyn Street, Duckmanton Court, Filbert Street,
Agnes Street, May Street, Ellen Street, Charles Street,
John Street, Daphne Street, Laurel Street, Quinns Road,
Street George Avenue;
McKinnon including: Lees Street, McKinnon Road,
Foster Street, Claire Street, Wattle Grove, Elm Grove,
Graham Avenue, Penang Street, Malacca Street,
Wheatley Road, Jasper Road;
Ormond including: Queen Street, Anthony Street,
Glenorme Avenue, Cadby Avenue, Wheeler Street,
Carlyon Street, Dunlop Avenue, Lenster Street,
Wicklow Street, Oakleigh Court, North Road, Wheatley
Road, Jasper Road;

By Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) (70 signatures)

Karingal Secondary College site
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the people of Karingal and Frankston
sheweth their concern to retain the southern section of the old
Karingal high school site as a recreational reserve.
Your petitioners therefore pray that state government will
support Frankston City Council to preserve this land for
community use.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Ms McCALL (Frankston) (990 signatures)

Frankston: performance
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the people of Frankston sheweth their
concern over the performance of Frankston City Council.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the community of
Frankston has no confidence in the performance of Frankston
City Council, and we the undersigned request that Parliament
refer the Frankston project (revised) to an independent panel
in order that it be the subject of full community scrutiny and
comment.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Ms McCALL (Frankston) (459 signatures)

Botanic Road, Warrnambool: safety
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of Emmanuel College, St John of God
Health Care and St Joseph’s Primary School, together with
the undersigned citizens of the state of Victoria, sheweth
[they] are extremely concerned about and fear for the safety
of schoolchildren and pedestrians along Botanic Road,
Warrnambool, who are endeavouring to access their daily
educational and health care facilities, all of which are located
in a 60 km/h speed zone. The area is also residential and is the
main road accessed by motorists to a major hospital and three
schools and is widely used from all directions of the city.
Clearly, this creates enormous traffic flow, including school
buses, and thereby presents many dangers to not only
schoolchildren but to the general public, due to the current
60 km/h speed zone.
Your petitioners therefore pray that we, the undersigned, seek
immediate action by this government to authorise
implementation of a reduced speed zone along Botanic Road,
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Warrnambool, to 40 km/h before a serious accident occurs
and/or lives are tragically taken.

Fisheries Co-Management Council — Report for the year
2001–02

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

Gas Safety Office — Report for the year 2001–02 (two
papers)

By Mr VOGELS (Warrnambool) (269 signatures)
Laid on table.

Melbourne City Link Act 1995:
Melbourne City Link Eighteenth Amending Deed

Ordered that petition presented by honourable member
for Bentleigh be considered next day on motion of
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh).

Exhibition Street Extension Sixth Amending Deed

Ordered that petitions presented by honourable member
for Frankston be considered next day on motion of
Ms McCALL (Frankston).

Ombudsman — Report of the Office for the year 2001–02 —
Ordered to be printed

Ordered that petition presented by honourable member
for Warrnambool be considered next day on motion of
Mr VOGELS (Warrnambool).

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE
Cultural, heritage and infrastructure assets
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) presented report, together
with appendices and minutes of evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report and appendices be printed.

LAW REFORM COMMITTEE
Multicultural affairs: oaths, statutory
declarations and affidavits
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) presented report,
together with appendices and minutes of evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report and appendices be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Auditor-General — Performance Audit Report —
Management of food safety in Victoria — Ordered to be
printed
Chief Electrical Inspector — Report of the Office for the year
2001–02 (two papers)
Duties Act 2000 — Report of exemptions and partial
exemptions approved and refunds made pursuant to s 250 for
the year 2001–02

City Link and Extension Projects Integration and
Facilitation Agreement Tenth Amending Deed

Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria — Report for the year
2001–02
Treasury and Finance, Department of — Report for the year
2001–02
Victorian Energy Networks Corporation — Report for the
year 2001–02 (two papers).

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Melbourne 2030 strategy
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — The government hid
its metro strategy for more than 12 months, and in
Burwood we know why — there will be more than
30 000 additional households in Boroondara and
Whitehorse. That means ‘intensive housing
development’ and ‘higher density housing’. The St Leo
International College site on the west of Gardiners
Creek in Box Hill South is targeted for a huge
residential development. Some Labor members have
made noises opposing the development, and the
Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional
Development even made a submission to the panel.
Members opposite hope that will keep voters in the
dark. It is funny then that the Department of
Infrastructure has given the development the nod.
Guess who makes the decision?
Just down the creek the government has conned locals
into believing it will oppose the development of a
student activity centre at Deakin University. The
Minister for Planning will not make a decision. Put it
off until after the election is the idea. Why is that? The
metro strategy declares Deakin’s Burwood campus as a
specialised activity centre which means ‘development
should reinforce its specialised economic function …
consistent with continued growth in their primary
function’. The student activity centre has also been
given the private nod. No wonder all my freedom of
information requests on the Deakin student activity
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centre have been obstructed by this obstructionist
government.

Road safety: Liberal Party strategy
Mrs MADDIGAN (Essendon) — This morning I
would like to support the right of P-plate drivers to
carry multiple passengers in their cars. I believe the
policy the Liberal Party mentioned last week on this
issue is absolutely outrageous. It is quite discriminatory
against young drivers. It shows that the Liberal Party
knows absolutely nothing about the way young people
operate in this state. I am sure the opposition will hear
from those people in the future, as the government is
now.
The Liberal Party should be aware that the designated
driver program, which young people have adopted very
strongly, has been significant in reducing deaths on our
roads in metropolitan Melbourne. It should also be
aware that many P-plate drivers car pool and travel to
school or university together in an effort to save money.
Young people are using some great initiatives to share
cars and protect each other when they are on the roads
by driving in a very safe manner.
The Liberal Party’s policy totally overlooks the fact that
not everybody who gets a P-plate is 18 years of age —
there are many older residents who get a licence and
have P-plates. This includes parents of children. As one
woman said on the radio, she has two children and her
question is which child does the Liberal opposition
want her to leave at home when she is driving down the
street in her car. In fact, older people with more than
one child can have P-plates and to suggest that they
should be disfranchised is not only stupid but totally
unjust.

Wangaratta Festival of Jazz
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I wish to bring to
the attention of honourable members the fact that the
now internationally recognised Wangaratta Festival of
Jazz will be held over the coming weekend at
Wangaratta. From humble beginnings 13 years ago a
small dedicated group of Wangaratta people developed
a vision for this special event. It is history now that the
jazz festival is a multiple award winner: it is a state and
national tourism award winner, part of the Victorian
Hall of Fame and a declared Victorian hallmark event.
Wangaratta is now the jazz capital of Australia and is a
mecca for jazz bands including Australian and
international jazz musicians. Thousands of jazz
enthusiasts will be descending on Wangaratta over this
coming weekend. I pay tribute to the committee
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chairperson, Patti Bullus, and her committee who,
together with over 500 volunteers, work to make the
Wangaratta jazz festival a fantastic, now
world-renowned event which injects an estimated
$20 million into the local economy.
The Victorian government has supported the jazz
festival at Wangaratta since its inception. Additional
major sponsorship has been provided by the Transport
Accident Commission, Bruck (Australia) Ltd and other
major sponsors. More than 90 events are programmed
over the weekend with an expanded range of venues
including hotels, halls, wineries, the Holy Trinity
Cathedral, the golf club and outdoors. I invite members
of Parliament to join me at Wangaratta this coming
weekend for a fantastic experience and relaxed
enjoyment at the 13th TAC Wangaratta Festival of
Jazz.

Roxburgh Park Residents Association
Ms BEATTIE (Tullamarine) — The Roxburgh
Park Residents Association is an outstanding
community group that other groups and clubs should
use as a role model. This group recently lobbied
government for a second basketball stadium for the
relocated Roxburgh Park Secondary Collage. The
association worked to bring all the stakeholders
together and has achieved financial support for the
stadium project. The Urban and Regional Land
Corporation contributed $200 000, Sport and
Recreation Victoria contributed $200 000 and Hume
City Council brought forward $50 000 from its budget.
The Upfield and Roxburgh secondary colleges raised
$50 000.
None of this would have happened if not for the great
work of the association led by Ewan Wright, Tony
Crouch, Phillip Spencer, Wreford Blake, David
Rhodes, Bob Miller, Les Jeffs, Jodi Bull, Darren Smith,
Maureen McKeown and Ian Ashby. This group
consults with its members and residents to achieve
outcomes in a proactive cooperative manner. In recent
years the association’s Carols by Candlelight service
has grown from a few dozen people to thousands of
residents flocking to celebrate Christmas together as a
community.
I commend the work of the association and invite all
honourable members to participate with me in the
Roxburgh Park Carols by Candlelight service. It is a
fantastic service led by the community for the
community. I applaud the great work of the Roxburgh
Park Residents Association.
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Melbourne 2030 strategy
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) — In opposition the
Bracks Labor Party promised to defend communities
against inappropriate development, to oppose
medium-density housing and to consult local
communities. In government there has been nothing but
hypocrisy, insensitivity and bungling in the planning
area.
A number of local examples include the Wickham
Road and Nepean Highway development which is
proceeding at a rate of knots despite opposition by the
local community and with no consultation. The
Chesterville Road development was pushed through by
the government despite having 20 units and only five
car parking spots. It will be a high-density
development.
Most recently the Labor candidate for Bentleigh, who is
a resident of Northcote, said that he opposes
medium-density housing and any sort of change to the
Linton Street venue of the St Kilda Football Club.
However, a week later the Labor government released
its 2030 metropolitan strategy which will cause urban
nightmares for my constituents.
The suburbs which are being targeted by the strategy
include Moorabbin, Bentleigh, East Bentleigh, Ormond
and McKinnon. They will all be designated as areas for
high-density housing. In Bentleigh 120 streets have
been designated. In Moorabbin there are fewer
designated streets but nonetheless it will change the
landscape of our suburbs and I condemn the Bracks
Labor government — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Benalla and Mansfield: proclamation
Ms ALLEN (Benalla) — Last Sunday celebrations
were held in Mansfield and Benalla as the Minister for
Local Government and the previous chief executive
officer of the Shire of Delatite, Rob Dobrzynski,
proclaimed both the new Rural City of Benalla and the
new Mansfield shire.
I would particularly like to acknowledge and thank all
the councillors: Geoff Oliver, Peter Brown, Eric
Brewer, Ken Whan, Will Twycross, Steve Junghenn,
Jessica Graves and in particular the mayor, Don
Cummins. I would also like to say a very big thankyou
to Rob Dobrzynski, who as chief executive officer
provided me with lots of support, advice and
cooperation when dealing with some very difficult and
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contentious issues. I wish Rob, Sue and family all the
very best in Rob’s new position at Moorabool shire.
The new Rural City of Benalla and Mansfield shire can
now stand proud in their own right as they always
should have been. With the help of everyone in the
community, Benalla and Mansfield will continue to be
vibrant and proactive municipalities that everyone who
lives in those communities will be proud of. There are
still many exciting projects and events to be developed
and completed for Benalla, and I look forward to seeing
them come to fruition over the coming months and
years.
I wish the Benalla and Mansfield councillors all the
best and know that their experience and contribution to
the future of Benalla and Mansfield does not end here. I
am very proud to be part of the Bracks government,
which has given something back to the people instead
of taking it away as the previous Liberal–National Party
government did.
Congratulations Benalla and Mansfield — you are now
officially municipalities in your own right!

Melbourne 2030 strategy
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) — Today I wish to raise
the decision some two weeks ago by the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal to allow a multistorey
tower to go to Richmond, which means that under the
Melbourne 2030 strategy of the Bracks Labor
government railway station sites such as Chelsea,
Mordialloc and Parkdale will be targets for high-rise
development. That is quoted. Worse than that,
Southland is designated for high-rise development; the
Nylex site is about to be put on the market; and the state
government is attempting to sell the old spastic centre
site in Mordialloc.
Our community is about to change in a way that
nobody has any idea of. The Bracks Labor
government’s plans for medium-density development
make the Good Design Guide block look like a
quarter-acre block. The government is proposing to turn
us into St Kilda! We do not want to be St Kilda; we do
not want to be inner Melbourne; we are the outer
suburbs of Melbourne.
I quote Mike Hild, who said it was time the outer
suburbs of Melbourne took the pain in the same way
the inner suburbs have. I do not want to represent
St Kilda, although I am sure it is a nice area. The
Bracks Labor government is about to destroy our
community. It is a scandal and an outrage, and the
sooner the government is defeated the better we will be.
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Fitzroy Learning Network
Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — The Fitzroy Learning
Network is a warm and welcoming neighbourhood
house in my electorate of Richmond. The coordinator,
Anne Horrigan-Dixon, and her staff are tireless and
compassionate workers for the community, and I have a
great admiration for them.
In August 2000, 50 Hazara men walked through the
doors of the learning network seeking to learn English.
These men were refugees taken out of detention, put on
a bus and dumped in the centre of Melbourne by the
heartless federal government with only a few dollars in
their pockets. Somehow they found their way to the
Fitzroy Learning Network to seek the most obvious and
basic level of assistance — housing, English language
and a support network. Many of the asylum seekers had
major psychological and health problems, particularly
from their time in detention.
I am pleased to say that the Bracks Labor government
has provided tangible support for these temporary
protection visa (TPV) holders and asylum seekers. The
$100 000 provided to the Fitzroy Learning Network has
been much welcomed by that organisation. It builds on
a $1.1 million package of humanitarian support for
refugees and TPV holders announced last weekend by
the Bracks Labor government. The other side of this
house is silent on these issues.

Melbourne 2030 strategy
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I wish to express
concerns about the implications of the 2030
metropolitan strategy for suburbs such as Box Hill, Box
Hill North, Mont Albert, Surrey Hills, Balwyn and
North Balwyn. Throughout this document the
government refers to proposals for so-called higher
density housing. However, the minister’s news release
of 7 September about new guidelines for higher density
development makes clear that these higher density
guidelines are ‘to complement Rescode’ — to use her
words. Rescode applies to developments of up to three
storeys, so it is clear that these new guidelines are
focused at developments of four storeys and higher.
That is what the government has in mind when it talks
about higher density development. The government is
trying to give the impression that these plans are
focused on principal activity centres and transit centres,
but it is quite clear that these proposals are intended to
extend to local shopping centres, because the
metropolitan strategy makes it clear that they cover
neighbourhood activity centres. So while the
government is trying to sneak up on people in
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established, well-regarded and well-valued suburbs
with this strategy, it has to be recognised that this is
what it is up to, and the damage it is threatening to these
suburbs should not be accepted.

Employment: Bendigo
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East) — Bendigo received a
fantastic jobs boost recently, thanks to $180 million of
vital assistance from the Bracks government through
the Regional Infrastructure Development Fund (RIDF).
Empire Rubber, an important company in Bendigo, will
create 140 new jobs in Bendigo with its expansion onto
the former railway workshops site. Through the RIDF
and Victrack the Bracks government played a crucial
role in securing these jobs for Bendigo. This is great
news for Bendigo. It is an example of the Bracks
government helping industry put new jobs onto a site
that was scaled down by the former Liberal–National
Party government.
The former government sold off the railway workshops
through its extensive privatisation policies for the
transport system and watched as the jobs at the railway
workshops withered away until the workshops closed.
The workshops had played a very important role in
Bendigo’s economic past and had employed many
thousands of people for a number of decades. Without
the assistance of the RIDF and the commitment of a
number of key people these jobs may have been lost to
Bendigo and Victoria. It is great news for Bendigo that
the workshops will again be used for industrial activity
and it shows what can be done when you have a state
government that is committed to boosting jobs in
country Victoria.
I congratulate the people at Empire Rubber, the City of
Greater Bendigo, Victrack, the Department of
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development, and
the Minister for State and Regional Development for
making the announcement.
The SPEAKER — Order! The time set down for
members statements has expired.

GRIEVANCES
The SPEAKER — Order! The question is:
That grievances be noted.

Education and Training: performance
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — I grieve
today because there is a smell around this government,
whether it be the political cover-up by the Minister for
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Police and Emergency Services or the orchestrated
cover-up that is taking place on a daily basis in the
Department of Education and Training. There are at
least seven examples within the education department
alone of an orchestrated cover-up designed to ensure
that the election campaign is out of the way before the
bad news hits home to schools and school communities.
Here is example 1. Every year for many years the
education department has published a benchmark
document — I have one in my hand — that provides
transparent information about a wide range of education
indicators. These include student absenteeism, delivery
of the key learning framework and subjects, adherence
to the curriculum standards framework and student
destination information. School principals and
education experts look forward to this important
publication being available to them by August in the
year following the relevant school year. Thus, as per
usual practice, the year 2000 data was made available
in August 2001.
The benchmark indicators are used by principals to
identify areas of strength and weakness within their
school communities when comparing their individual
school data with the data of other like schools.
Publication by August then allows principals to
organise changes to staffing profiles and subject
delivery for the next school year in order to improve
and strengthen their particular school community and
performance. But this year, for the first time in
memory, the Minister for Education and Training has
chosen not to release the year 2001 school management
benchmark report. In fact, the report has been sitting on
her desk at 2 Treasury Place since early August this
year.
What could be the possible motivation for the Minister
for Education and Training for over three months
denying principals, education experts and the wider
public access to this important education information?
Could it be that she is worried that some of the 2001
education data is worse than that of 2000? Could it be
that she is worried that if the media were to gain access
to this objective comparative data she might get a bad
report card for the Bracks government’s performance in
its no. 1 area of priorities mentioned and campaigned
for at the last election?
This is a minister who only three weeks ago shouted
from the rooftops about the reforms to accountability in
schools that her government was bringing in. The
opposition was surprised, because the reforms she was
trumpeting seemed to smack of Liberal Party policy;
however, the fact of the matter is that when transparent,
comparative data is available this government chooses
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to let it gather dust in ministerial offices rather than
have a genuine debate about the raw education data that
can and should be used to evaluate the government
education system in our state.
The second of the seven examples of contrived
cover-up in the education department includes the
Bracks government’s record when it comes to reports.
In late 2001 the then Minister for Education contracted
a company to carry out a review of the education
maintenance allowance (EMA). When in opposition the
Labor Party campaigned heavily on this issue. Labor
was going to increase the EMA for families who are
doing it hard. The consultants in question were paid a
handsome sum of money, but by all accounts are
considered to have carried out a fair and reasonable
evaluation of the EMA for the government. They also
provided some worthwhile recommendations to the
minister; however, the Minister for Education and
Training did not like the conclusions the consultants
brought forward. They actually recommended the
government spend more money for poor families.
Apparently the consultants had not followed the Bracks
government model of asking what the conclusions
should be before beginning their research.
Instead of taking the report seriously, what did the
minister do? She commissioned another report
designed to evaluate the first report and then provide
conclusions that are more friendly to the government.
Although this second report was watered down slightly,
it still did not give the minister the conclusions she was
after. Both reports were swept under the carpet, and the
Bracks government announced its own changes to the
EMA, which incidentally did not raise the allowance by
one cent, let alone by one dollar. All it did was say to
single parents, ‘Guess what? You can have two-thirds
of the allowance to spend in the first half of the year
and one-third in the second half of the year’.
As education spokesperson for the opposition I was
curious about these decisions, and on good information
through leaks within the department I decided to
inquire about these documents by a freedom of
information request, which is still going through the
process in the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal. So much for open and accountable
government! The government wants to deny access yet
again.
The third of the seven cover-ups is another
controversial report that failed to live up to what it
promised: the Better Services, Better Outcomes review,
which took place at the end of 2001. This review was
conducted in relation to the provision of services in
schools for students who have special needs, students
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with disabilities that a so-called caring government
should do something for. The review consisted of a
report providing a number of recommendations.
Interested groups in the community were called on to
make submissions to yet another review. It sounds fair
and good; however, the submissions were scheduled to
take place over the summer school holidays. Clearly
that is great timing on the part of the government if it
wants people not to focus on an issue that it wants to
sweep under the carpet: when special schools are closed
and the schoolchildren are on holidays and require extra
care.
Needless to say, special schools and parents of children
with disabilities were outraged. After a massive public
backlash the consultation period was eventually
extended, but only until mid-January. So much for open
and transparent government yet again. Not only were
the consultation processes of this report a sham, the
recommendations were met with utter disbelief by
those who work in the special needs and disability
sector. The end result of this review did not come out
until a month or two ago, despite many
recommendations in the original review being designed
for implementation at the start of this school year. My
office requested a copy of the report from the
department within days of its being released. We are
yet to receive a copy of that report.
The fourth area of cover-up in the education department
involves the physical resources management system
(PRMS) audit report — in other words, school
maintenance. Not only does it reveal there is a massive
maintenance backlog growing under this regime, a
$200 million increase in the last three years, the
minister and her media spokesperson have been caught
out contradicting each other on the issue of
maintenance backlog in schools. While the media
spokesperson has been telling local newspapers around
Victoria that all schools with zero priority — in other
words, those that need the most urgent maintenance
works — have been funded by the government, the
minister has documented in a question on notice that
only one-third of schools with zero priority have
received that money.
Only the other day at Horsham Secondary College did I
find that we have a situation where the school was
given half of its zero priority or most urgent
maintenance money, and it did not even cover 40 per
cent of the fire service remediation that it had received
the money for. The lowest tender came in at 60 per cent
higher than what the school was funded for in that
crucial area of school maintenance. It is a sham when it
comes to school maintenance. This government should
be ashamed of itself.
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Equally we find that with capital upgrades right around
the state, particularly in regional Victoria, there are
appalling situations. At Portland Secondary College all
teachers and students, the whole school community,
have been absolutely disadvantaged by the fact that this
government promised a major new school building
program. The contractor has been involved in financial
difficulties. We find a government that has failed. Even
though it has a massive industrial relations bureaucracy
across the road, it has failed to provide any leadership
to ensure that this school project in Portland gets up and
running. There are other similar projects in Echuca and
Swan Hill and in many parts of regional Victoria where
school buildings are suffering because the government,
in going for the lowest possible tender, may not have
chosen the appropriate contractor and is not willing to
take any guarantor responsibility to get these vital
school projects finished. Another school year will go by
with many of these buildings incomplete.
The fifth area of cover-up in this government and its
education report card is security in schools. Under the
previous government there was a professional security
unit located in the Beaumaris area which looked after
much of the security problems and break-in situations
at schools. There is now a situation in which school
principals may receive phone calls at 3.00 a.m. that
require them to drag themselves out of bed to attend
burglary scenes at their schools. Because the security
provisions by this government have been so appallingly
lax, it is left to school principals to risk their lives by
going out in the middle of the night to check on
burglaries and robberies. In relation to each regional
requirement and extra security demands, the opposition
finds they are not being met.
In another example of ministerial subterfuge, when
these reports on the increased number of security
incidents and the lack of resources available to ensure
schools are properly secure seven days a week,
24 hours a day, were called for through questions on
notice in another place, the Minister for Education
Services denied their existence.
The opposition knows that they exist and that each
regional manager of the education department has to
provide those security incident reports, but the minister
is claiming they do not exist. Perhaps she has made
them secret under cabinet confidentiality; perhaps she
has required them to be named in such an extraordinary
manner that nobody can access what is going on with
school security.
The next issue concerns foreign languages and the
languages other than English (LOTE) report. After two
years of saying it would do something on foreign
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language delivery in government schools — the
previous government made foreign languages and
LOTE a key learning area — this government has
dropped the ball. LOTE in Victorian regional primary
schools is no longer a priority, because the government
has said it is reviewing it over a two-year period. The
principals are being told, ‘If you cannot resource it, do
not worry about it’.
If we have another outbreak of Hansonism around
Victoria it will be largely because the Bracks
government does not want to teach foreign languages
and cultures to our young people. It does not want our
young people, who often do not get exposed to foreign
cultures, particularly in regional Victoria, to understand
the importance of being part of a world community. It
has dropped the ball completely on LOTE delivery
across Victoria. The LOTE report is a sham.
The seventh area is the new Victorian certificate of
applied learning (VCAL) report. This so-called
alternative certificate to the Victorian certificate of
education commenced in about 29 schools at the start of
this year. It was meant to be a pilot project — it is a
two-year course — and the pilot schools were part of an
evaluation program conducted by the Victorian
Qualifications Authority. However, less than a quarter
of the way through that first pilot program on the new
certificate of education the minister announced that the
VCAL will undergo a major increase next year and be
rolled out to 189 schools by 2004. No evaluation report
has been completed, and employers have yet again been
left in the lurch as to what this new certificate means.
This is clearly yet another cover-up where in order to
get a headline the education minister is willing to sit on
vital reports and hide information from the public, just
to get across the line in the next election.

Drought: government assistance
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — I
grieve on behalf of those many communities across
Victoria, particularly in western Victoria and the
northern parts of the state, who are caught in the grip of
the drought. It is a significant issue to those
communities — and I emphasise that it is about those
communities — and to their basic structures in a
generalist sense. I refer first and foremost to the
farming families that are caught directly in the grip of
this drought. Those families are engaged in growing
grain crops, as well as in dairying and horticultural
enterprises. It needs to be also understood by
honourable members that this issue reaches beyond the
immediacy of those farming families, difficult as it is
for them. It reaches into our towns, the small business
sector and community structures in every sense. It not
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only touches the parents of children who are caught up
in the first line of this on farms and in businesses, but it
also impinges on the children, who are in a direct sense
feeling the terrible impositions of the drought.
Over the past weeks and months I have toured
extensively throughout those parts of Victoria which
are caught in the grip of this terrible problem. Only
recently I went up through western Victoria, and then in
another visit I travelled to Kerang, St Arnaud and Swan
Hill. I have visited Echuca, Mitiamo, out and around
the town where I was born, Lockington and Bamawm.
Last week I visited Shepparton, Numurkah and
Cobram, going up to Yarrawonga and across to
Wangaratta and Benalla. To differing degrees the
position is generally the same — that is, our
communities, in that generalist sense that I now
describe them, are in a 1-in-100-year drought.
They have problems that in a generational sense I am
told they have not faced previously, and I believe that
unless something significant is done in granting relief to
those families we will have ongoing difficulties which
will be with us for years to come. In some instances that
will be the case anyway, but there is a need to offer
ongoing and immediate relief to these families to
ensure that we get them through this terribly difficult
time.
I pause to say that what I am talking about here is
edging these families through, ensuring that there is a
tomorrow for them, and maintaining an aspect of our
communities which is fundamental to our way of life in
Victoria. I do not confine this only to country Victoria;
all Victorians are involved in this. We are talking about
the basic capacity to produce food to enable us to feed
the people of this state and to ensure that our great
agricultural enterprises, in the various forms that have
been developed over the years, are able to be sustained
and to flourish into the future. I am talking about major
industry, which contributes an enormous amount to
Victoria’s export sector.
Therefore I completely reject the sort of nonsense we
have heard in various forums over these past weeks and
months about whether assistance in different forms
should or should not be advanced to these communities.
It is to me a non-argument. It is in the state’s interest
that we make certain we have the appropriate
mechanisms in place to enable these families to get
through these present times and to ensure they can
continue into the future.
As I said, this is the worst drought in living memory for
many of these people. It applies in the grains areas and
in the dairying industry. I have spoken to grain growers
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over in the western parts of the state and in central
Victoria, and the fact is that in many parts they simply
do not have a crop. Many to whom I have spoken have
invested literally $200 000 or $300 000 in getting their
crops into the ground, only to see them completely fail.
In some instances they will get back seed grain for next
year; in other instances there will be nothing.
Many of these families are facing the crunch now in the
sense of just getting food on the table, but they will also
feel the crunch coming up to March next year, when
they will need money to plant next season’s crops. That
raises the issue of their association with their banks and
making sure they get long-term measures in place.
In the dairying industry we are seeing events of
calamitous proportions. I understand from United
Dairyfarmers of Victoria figures that something in the
order of 60 000 cows have been slaughtered over the
past few months and that farmers in the industry are
setting themselves for an average loss of about
$145 000 per farm. They are faced with the facts of
increasing costs of feed and water. In the case of hay, if
they can get the feed it is often of very poor quality.
They have terrible difficulty being able to access it at
all. If they can access it, the price of it is going up at an
alarming rate.
Where they can they have tried to move the herds out to
different parts of the state such as Gippsland, where I
live, but the fact is that any available space is just about
taken up. They are facing issues of farm management
that certainly in a generational sense have not been
faced before by farmers involved in this industry. This
is truly the worst situation in living memory.
The government eventually stepped up to the mark. An
initial package of $2.6 million was advanced and then
recently, on a day when I was at the Elmore field days,
the government announced a further package of
about $28 million. Although this is a start, I regret to
say it is not enough. We will need to do more to make
sure we get our people through these difficult times.
The National Party has carefully considered the
available options to assist and to ensure that we achieve
this vital outcome of seeing our families through. We
believe this is a time for looking at these issues from a
lateral perspective. It is not a time to be standing on
ceremony or to be pontificating about what may or may
not be appropriate if all things are equal. The fact of the
matter is that all things are not equal — far from it. We
need to take steps which are imaginative and intended
to achieve the bottom-line outcome of assisting the
families we are looking after to ensure that in the state’s
interests we get them through these current problems.
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Water is one of the critical issues. With the Goulburn
system up in northern Victoria we are now looking at a
delivery of about 47 per cent of water right. It may
creep into about 60 per cent in the new year, but in any
event this will be the first time in the history of the
system that we have not been able to see water right
delivered. In recent discussions Goulburn-Murray
Water was able to demonstrate very conclusively to me
that we are in completely uncharted territory. The
extent of the resource we currently have available is the
lowest we have seen. On the other hand the window of
opportunity for infilling rains to make up that
deficiency is steadily closing; it is a terrible
combination.
That is to be contrasted with the position that last
applied in 1982–83, when we had a very severe
drought. At that time we had the complications to
which I have referred with regard to feed — namely,
the ability to access it and the price of it. We have to be
prepared to look at this issue on the basis of what is the
best mechanism of giving some direct relief to the
farmers who are caught up in this.
The National Party, having very carefully considered
the position and having spoken to all stakeholders about
these critical issues, has a proposal which it thinks will
offer direct assistance. It is related specifically to the
water industry. We propose that Goulburn-Murray
Water should be paid by the government an amount of
money which represents the last instalment on the water
invoices which farmers in these regions are to receive.
In a normal year about 6800 customers are supplied by
Goulburn-Murray Water at a total cost of about
$32 million. Our proposal is for the government to meet
the final instalment on these water invoices. It would
mean that in or about December when that instalment is
due the government will pay across to
Goulburn-Murray Water an amount of $8 million or
thereabouts.
We also believe that as a matter of equity a rebate in a
similar proportion would need to be given to customers
on the Wimmera-Mallee Rural Water Authority
system, and that would mean a rebate of about
$2.5 million. The total package therefore for this
proposal is approximately $10.5 million. We believe
the government should immediately implement a
system whereby, as a third stage to the proposals which
it has advanced so far, $10.5 million or thereabouts is
made available to the water authorities for the purpose
of granting relief to our farming communities in the
way I have indicated.
At first blush $10.5 million might seem to be a
significant amount of money, but by comparison with
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some of the other expenditures that are happening in
this state at the moment it pales into absolute
insignificance. You need only look at the Melbourne
Cricket Ground fiasco, where $77 million has been
burnt by this government because it rejected assistance
that was available through the federal government, and
you need only look at the fact that about $60 million
has been burnt by this government over the Seal Rocks
fiasco. You need only look at the various other
initiatives which this government is advancing by way
of policy coming into this imminent election that will
be related to the development of various infrastructure
projects around metropolitan Melbourne to see that it is
demonstrable that $10.5 million is literally a drop in the
bucket.
We believe that for the purpose of getting these families
through and ensuring that they can see their way to a
future for themselves, for their children, for their
communities and for Victoria as a whole, the
government should make available by way of rebate to
their customers this $8 million or thereabouts to
Goulburn-Murray Water and $2.5 million or
thereabouts to Wimmera-Mallee Water, making
approximately $10.5 million. If this funding is made
available to these authorities in the way we have
indicated it will be of enormous benefit to those many
communities of the nature I have described.
It is very easy when having this discussion to tell some
of the poignant stories that highlight the difficulties
these families are facing. I have seen it; I have sat with
these families in their lounge rooms and their kitchens;
I have walked around their farms; I have talked to their
representatives; and I have had numerous
representations from them over these previous weeks
and months. We are in a state of crisis.
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enterprises which not only underpin those parts of
country Victoria that the National Party is proud to
represent but are also so fundamental to the future of
the great state of Victoria.

Consumer affairs: justice strategy
Ms CAMPBELL (Minister for Consumer
Affairs) — Today I grieve for the thousands of
consumers around Victoria who are locked in disputes
with people who have sold them goods and services
that are totally inappropriate for them. I grieve for those
whose dream homes have turned into nightmares or
whose renovations seem to be interminably incomplete.
I grieve for those who are in rental accommodation and
who have been unable to resolve disputes alone, and I
grieve also for those who have been ripped off by
scamsters and those engaged in unfair business
practices.
This year alone, 10 000 consumers have sought the
assistance of the staff of Consumer Affairs Victoria in
resolving their written complaints. As well as those
written complaints, over the same period 20 times that
number have phoned and received assistance from the
call centre staff at Consumer Affairs Victoria. I pay
tribute to those involved in that call centre who give
important information to consumers and assist them to
resolve disputes. The Labor government has listened to
those complaints and has acted to assist the consumers
of Victoria.

These families do need help. It is imperative that just as
Melburnians yesterday began to understand that the
drought has come to them — that they have had
imposed upon them the fact they will not be able to use
sprinklers as they might otherwise choose; that they
cannot wash the car in the driveway; and that they
cannot wash the driveway down with the hose for a
bit — they also need to clearly understand that across
northern and western Victoria people are in a parlous
situation.

I turn to the government’s consumer justice strategy
and the priority that it allocates to vulnerable
consumers. The first step for the government was to
better understand those who use the services of
Consumer Affairs Victoria and those who do not. For
many of us it would be no surprise to realise that the
most vulnerable groups tend to be those who do not
initially make written complaints or phone Consumer
Affairs Victoria. As a result of research to identify the
vulnerable and find how Consumer Affairs Victoria can
assist them to obtain their rights, we have particularly
targeted non-English-speaking people, low-income
households, blue-collar-occupation groups, consumers
who are not in the paid work force, and the elderly who,
even with their years of wisdom, tend to be presented as
naive if they are caught by scams.

There is a responsibility which befalls all of us in this
chamber to make certain that in the state’s interests,
first and foremost, we take the appropriate steps to
ensure that these families, whether they be on farm, in
small business or involved in our communities in any
way, are sustained for this period to make sure we do
have a tomorrow in those important agribusiness

As a result of identifying these vulnerable groups,
Consumer Affairs Victoria has worked conscientiously
to educate migrant communities, particularly in relation
to rental properties. We have distributed through the
Adult Migrant Education Service and other services a
fantastic consumer education booklet called New
Country — New Home: Renting Rights and
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Responsibilities. That project aims to assist the 16 000
migrants who arrive in Victoria each year and who
obviously require rental accommodation. At this time,
when there are many more rental properties available
for lease than there were two years ago, it is important
for landlords to understand that there is a very strong
and vibrant group of people who, perhaps, have been
locked out from rental accommodation in the past. The
government is promoting through landlords, consumer
organisations and migrant education classes the
importance of migrants having access to rental
properties and of landlords who know and understand
that migrants are very good tenants.
In fact, one-third of all telephone inquiries to Consumer
Affairs Victoria relate to rental and tenancy matters,
and that equates to around 70 000 phone calls this year.
Often the call itself can resolve a person’s concern, but
where further action is required Consumer Affairs
Victoria acts strongly on behalf of the consumer.
I turn now to a vulnerable group who have relayed
some heartbreaking stories to staff at Consumer Affairs
Victoria. These are the elderly who have been scammed
and who have sought solace in Consumer Affairs
Victoria and its very active staff team. The case I draw
to honourable members’ attention occurred in February
1998. An elderly man in his 80s purchased a vacuum
cleaner from a Lux Pty Ltd saleswoman because, as he
said, ‘She was nice to me’. That vacuum cleaner cost
him $1700. It did not get much use because of the
frailty of the gentleman. Four years later, in February
2002, the same saleswoman contacted this consumer
and said she needed to do a service check of the unit.
On arrival she said the unit’s pipe had rusted out and he
should update his cleaner. This was a cleaner that only
four years earlier he had paid $1700 for. He then
bought another vacuum cleaner at a discount price and
was given a $55 trade-in on his four-year-old vacuum
cleaner. This time he paid $2040 cash. Thankfully
Consumer Affairs Victoria was contacted. By that time
the man was 87 years of age and so unwell that he was
too frail to use the vacuum cleaner.
He has since been admitted to a nursing home and his
daughter has power of attorney. When she became
aware of what had happened, she worked with
Consumer Affairs Victoria, which discussed the
complaint with Lux and it agreed to refund the $2040 to
the consumer. In addition, Lux agreed to provide him
with an equivalent vacuum cleaner for his trade-in with
the assurance that it would be in good working order.
What is even more important is that Consumer Affairs
Victoria can now act to put an end to such practices
which seem to target the elderly and the vulnerable.
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I also refer to a number of vulnerable groups, families
with limited English who have been targeted by some
problematic organisations. I give an example of an
Asian couple who sought the help of Consumer Affairs
Victoria with a problem. They said they were invited to
a meeting where ways to make money were outlined.
All of us are interested in making money, but not in
being conned. They left their phone number and the
next day they received a call inviting them to attend a
free consultation. At the consultation they were offered
an opportunity to attend a course or seminar which
would show them ways to become wealthy. They were
told that they could make $1 million in 12 months. The
couple signed on with a Visa payment of $475 and one
further direct debit payment for $12 520 to be taken
seven days later.
On the following day they rang to cancel because they
realised what had happened. They realised that the
course, starting in four weeks time, was not suitable for
them. Their English was so limited they wondered how
they would understand the intricacies of property
investments and the property market. The couple were
told that they could not cancel. The next day they were
told that they could cancel but it would cost them a
20 per cent penalty fee. Four days later, $12 520 was
withdrawn from their account. After representations by
Consumer Affairs Victoria, the couple received a
refund of the $12 520.
This is not the first complaint that Consumer Affairs
Victoria has had about the National Investment
Institute. Consumer Affairs Victoria is acting to make
sure that where matters are brought to its attention
consumers are protected. The scams that have been
brought to the attention of honourable members and the
general community through media releases have
brought to light many tragic cases of people who have
been scammed. Two months ago I issued a press
release warning people about scams and I invited
people to send in examples of cases where they had
been scammed. Consumer Affairs Victoria received
over 600 scam letters and they are still coming in.
One woman sent me 59 scam letters. She wrote that she
did not realise she had been scammed until she read my
press release in the paper. This mother of a family had
been sending money to all the schemes and scams
hoping to win a prize to help her family. She was
shattered to realise that she had been conned and she
wrote to me in the hope that I and Consumer Affairs
Victoria would continue to warn others of this trap.
That is something we are committed to doing.
Another women wrote and included about a dozen
scams which had arrived in the mail for her elderly
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mother in one day. They arrived in official
window-faced envelopes and appeared to be
convincing, but luckily for the elderly lady her daughter
realised that the scam operator was playing her mother,
as well as many other people, as a sucker and she made
sure that she was not scammed.
This year alone Consumer Affairs Victoria has
delivered to consumers a massive $850 000 worth of
redress for non-building disputes. This includes
amounts credited from the cancellation of inappropriate
debt collection, as well as refunds and remedies due for
faulty goods or defective services. Some of those I have
outlined to the house today.
Consumer Affairs Victoria is very active in
enforcement activity. Most traders do the right thing by
their consumers. They know that if they look after their
consumers word of mouth will ensure that their
business is recognised as a good, vibrant and locally
responsive trader. Major chains realise the importance
of having consumers return because they know they are
well looked after, the goods provided are of a
high-quality and do what is claimed, and they get good
customer service should they require a refund or wish
to return faulty goods. Good consumer practice is good
for business and most businesses understand that.
The consumer wins and so does the trader when the
trader does the right thing. Some traders are unaware of
the legislative requirements of their particular
businesses. We in Consumer Affairs Victoria are
educating consumers and businesses through good
partnership with, for example, the Retail Traders
Association of Victoria, which has been actively
working with us on refund and lay-by policy.
Consumer Affairs Victoria will act to enforce state
legislation against people who break the law. This year
there have been 67 successful prosecutions,
12 injunctions, 2 disciplinary actions against regulated
traders, 102 enforceable undertakings, 238 infringement
notices and almost $500 000 in fines imposed against
organisations that have broken the state law.
In conclusion, the government has listened to
consumers and has acted on their concerns. I
congratulate the ethical businesses that have come on
board to ensure their businesses are recognised as being
consumer wise, consumer keen and consumer alert. As
a result of that their businesses have profited, and this
government is committed to a fair deal for all.

Unions: industrial action
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I grieve for the state of
industrial relations in Victoria and the parlous condition
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in which it places the financial position of this state,
particularly with reference to some of the major
projects that are being undertaken, one of which is the
Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG), which I will
mention shortly. Industrial relations is the soft
underbelly of this government. The government has
demonstrated a closeness to the trade union movement
and a preparedness to be complicit in its appalling
behaviour at a variety of locations.
It is probably no secret that the Labor Party is the party
of the trade union movement. Over the last three years
it has received some $3.5 million from 22 trade unions
affiliated to the ALP. Some 47 of the 58 Labor Party
members of this Parliament have strong union
connections. Indeed, many of them cut their teeth
politically in the trade union movement and were senior
members of various trade unions — from the Premier
down. Not only is the Premier a member of a trade
union, but so are senior members of his political staff
from his chief of staff down, and other ministers are
strongly connected to the trade union movement. The
culture of the trade union movement in this government
is what drives industrial relations in this state.
We only have to talk about such things as the National
Gallery of Victoria redevelopment to see how the
government has behaved with the trade union
movement. The gallery’s early demolition contract
involved a senior trade union official from the
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
(CFMEU) telephoning not just somebody in the public
service but the Secretary to the Department of Premier
and Cabinet on 20 April 2000. A memorandum was
sent to the Premier, and from that moment there was a
substantial delay in the tendering process. Everybody in
the tendering process, including the Office of Major
Projects, had signed on the awarding of this contract to
Able Demolitions, but from that moment there was
about a four-month delay until legal proceedings were
issued against the government by the successful
tenderer to force it to award the contract. Only then did
the government actually buckle and end up awarding
the contract to Able Demolitions.
What happened on 10 August 2000? When the contract
was awarded and following the discussion between the
CFMEU and the Secretary to the Department of
Premier and Cabinet, at which time the department was
warned that there would be industrial problems if the
contract was awarded to Able Demolitions simply on
the basis that it did not have an enterprise bargaining
agreement (EBA) with the CFMEU, some 400 to
800 members of the CFMEU, depending on what you
hear in the press, marched down to the national gallery
site and did about $100 000 worth of damage on the site
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then occupied by Able Demolitions. Six government
sites shut down for four days until injunctions were
granted by His Honour Justice Beach in the Supreme
Court, who made the comment that this was the worst
example of union thuggery in his experience on the
Supreme Court bench. On top of the $100 000 worth of
damage, there were secondary boycotts. Further, the
damage bill was paid by the government, not by any
union official — it is all on videotape! — and nobody
was charged.

I also refer to a particular major project — that is, the
Melbourne Cricket Ground site. Everybody in this
place supports the staging of the Commonwealth
Games in March 2006. We want them to go ahead and
to see athletes from all the commonwealth countries
come here and compete in all their sports. The returns
from the tourists and spectators who will watch the
events will be of enormous benefit to the people of
Victoria. It is very much an icon issue that everybody
agrees with.

Concerning the demolition contract involving the
Latrobe hospital, in the royal commission the
government admitted inappropriate conduct in the way
it delayed the contract awarded to Able Demolitions
because it did not have an EBA with the CFMEU.
Freedom of association does not count here in the state
of Victoria.

The principal venue, quite properly, will be the MCG.
There is no doubt that it is a great stadium. It has been
the home of Australian Rules football for over a
century. Indeed, it has been a centre of Melbourne sport
for even longer, because test matches have been played
there for over a century and it was the home of the 1956
Olympic Games. It has also seen rock concerts and
religious gatherings. I have even watched a game of
rugby union and, alternatively, a game of rugby league
played there. It is appropriate that the government
should take a lead in the redevelopment of the MCG to
enable it to be the principal venue for the
Commonwealth Games.

I turn to the Kensington Estate — and I see the Minister
for Workcover is in the house. His officers were
complicit in rejecting a safety report which gave the
estate a clean bill of health as far as safety was
concerned, but at the request of the CFMEU they
buckled and shut down the site on the basis of a
spurious claim.
In the first report of the royal commission into the
building and construction industry, dated 5 August,
Terence Cole, QC, makes reference to a suggestion that
some form of interim task force should be set up. He
found, without any great detail but certainly as a matter
of fact, that inappropriate industrial pressure was
widespread in the state of Victoria, occupational health
and safety was used not as a mechanism of protecting
workers but as an industrial tool, the making and receipt
of inappropriate payments was widespread, and there
were unlawful strikes and intimidatory conduct.
In addition, and probably most importantly, everybody
knows about the separation of powers. It is one of the
principles on which a liberal democracy is based, but
even predating that we have the rule of law — that is,
that everybody is subject to the same laws, including
the Premier, members of Parliament, ordinary members
of the community and the trade union movement —
which is being ignored in this state. Terence Cole, QC,
found widespread disregard for the rule of law.
What was the answer from this government in relation
to that finding? Nothing! We have not heard anything
except a couple of minor suggestions from minor
ministers — and nothing from the Premier about what
he is going to do to tackle this unlawful behaviour.

But earlier this year we saw a rather shabby
memorandum of understanding entered into between
this government and the unions, particularly the
CFMEU, whereby as a condition of entering that
shabby arrangement there is now a closed shop on that
redevelopment. What we also have is $77 million being
handed over or promised by this government as part of
the redevelopment simply because it did not want to
obey the law. It would have been caught out had it
taken $90 million from the commonwealth
government, which required, as part of the national
building code of conduct, that the Office of the
Employment Advocate be allowed access to the site.
There is no doubt we would have seen a wholesale
disregard of the law and the freedom of association
provisions of the Workplace Relations Act. The
government was not prepared to take the
commonwealth’s money, but it was prepared to put up
its own money for the MCG. In a recent Age article
Martin Kingham had this to say about the MCG:
Time is on our side. The beauty about this project —

that is, the MCG —
is that the pressure is on them, not us.

It will be a complete free-for-all on that site. The
CFMEU and the other trade unions will be able to
disregard the rule of law, and the government will be
compliant in that. What is missing in all this chain is the
answer to who is to pay the bills for all this behaviour
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by the CFMEU. ‘Do whatever it takes’ seems to be part
and parcel of the Labor Party lexicon now. It is about
doing whatever it takes to get this thing built. Earlier
this year it was announced that the project would cost
$400 million; it is somewhere between a $400 million
and a $450 million project.

Mr ROBINSON — Almost trebled. The promise
for the $600 000 was worked out on the back of an
envelope on the basis of 10 classrooms by $60 000 —
‘That will do them, that will keep them happy’. At the
moment you cannot move on the Laburnum Primary
School site because of the work that is going on there!

On Monday the Treasurer released the 2001–02
Financial Report Incorporating the Quarterly
Financial Report No. 4. On page 159 of that report
there is a reference to the MCG redevelopment and to
events subsequent to the reporting date, which was
30 June. Not only do we find that the government is
guaranteeing a loan to the MCC of $360 million, but
we also find, stuck away on page 159 of the Treasurer’s
own document, a reference to the government
indemnifying the MCG trust and the Melbourne Cricket
Club:

Similarly the flyer claims that Labor delayed funding
for priority upgrades for buildings at Antonio Park
Primary School. The Leader of the Opposition might
like to come out to the Antonio Park school tomorrow
night — although I am not sure he would be entirely
welcome! — because it is having a celebration
following the granting of approval for the full planning
works. It looks forward to getting the upgrades done —
the first time upgrades have been done to that school in
its 45-year history.

… in the event that there will be insufficient trading surpluses
to meet scheduled debt servicing and repayments, or if the
total project construction cost exceeds $450 million …

Not only do we now have a position where the CFMEU
is guaranteed a closed shop on the MCG
redevelopment, but we now have this government
handing over a blank cheque to the CFMEU to get
whatever it wants. This government is effectively
guaranteeing it will pay the bills. That is what I grieve
about: it is a disgrace!

Schools: Mitcham
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — Obviously it is a
hard-hitting morning! I grieve this morning for the
double standards of the Liberal Party under its new
leader, as evidenced in its campaign material being
circulated in the Mitcham electorate. There is no truth
in advertising when it comes to Liberal campaign
propaganda.
A recent flyer made a number of points, and although
time will not allow me to go through them in their
totality I want to comment on a couple of them. A
number of extraordinary claims were made about local
schools — for example, that the Liberal Party still
pleads for work to be completed on vital upgrades at
Laburnum Primary School after three years of
promises. This is the school that Liberal Party members
went to just a few days before the last election and
promised $600 000 for its stage 2 upgrade — an
upgrade that has been funded by this government to the
tune of $1.7 million.
Mr Wynne — Doubled!

Planning: Mitcham
MrROBINSON(Mitcham)—

The recent flyer circulating in the electorate also
comments on planning. It made the extraordinary claim
that Labor had somehow ignored the community’s
views on housing and planning. I regularly give out tips
on horses, and now I am prepared to give a tip to the
Liberal Party on political campaigning — that is, when
it comes to planning it should be very careful in
Mitcham, because it has form.
This reminded me that just before I was elected to this
chamber there was an amazing situation in Blackburn,
where the Shell petrol company proposed to develop a
super service station on the corner of Middleborough
and Whitehorse roads — just opposite the Box Hill
football ground. This was considered by hundreds and
hundreds of local residents to be inappropriate; it was
considered to be a massive overdevelopment of the site.
Those objections were taken up by the City of
Whitehorse, which refused permission for the
development. Of course under the Liberal government
and the planning system which operated then you
simply went to the minister. In this case the then
minister — now the honourable member for
Pakenham — overruled what I think was
1000 objections and had the planning scheme amended
to remove the right of councils to object. That did not
go down very well in Blackburn.
Suffice it to say, the residents were right. Shell did not
proceed with that development after four years of
toing-and-froing, because it found that the residents
were right: it would not have worked. The site was not
appropriate for that development; it would not have had
the vehicle traffic to justify the expense.
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In terms of controversy, there was only one project in
the eastern suburbs in the mid-1990s that even comes
close. That was the renowned — or infamous, I should
say — Hamilton Place poker machine proposal. This
proposal, which some honourable members might be
familiar with, targeted a former Safeway supermarket
site for a poker machine development in Hamilton
Place, Mount Waverley. Some 90 machines were to be
installed there, and it was going to be a hotel gaming
venue. This proposal was — perhaps not
surprisingly — strenuously opposed by unprecedented
numbers of local residents. They signed petitions,
attended meetings, wrote letters to the paper and to
local MPs, they attended council forums and were very
well backed up by the City of Monash at the time,
which I think was headed by Cr Peter Vlahos, an
acknowledged member of the Liberal Party. So this was
a community opposition which was widely based — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr ROBINSON — I hear the interjection, ‘He is a
good man’, and I accept that any Liberal who was
against this proposal, in line with the community — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr ROBINSON — Yes. We say, ‘Good on them.
Fantastic, good to see’.
The developers had an early setback, I think at the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal,
subsequent to the council’s refusal, but tried a tactic
which goes to the very heart of what was wrong with
the planning system under the former government —
that is, they went to the then Liquor Licensing
Commission to get a liquor licence. In 1997 once you
had a liquor licence it was very easy to get poker
machines installed. This was the easy, backdoor way of
getting around the planning laws. It demonstrates why
planning laws were at their worst at that time.
The application went to the Liquor Licensing
Commission, which was chaired by Commissioner
Horsfall, in April 1998. The commission received an
unprecedented number of submissions — some
1250 letters of objection were received, all claiming
that this was not in the community’s interest. Those
letters represented a total of 1750 people. Furthermore,
some 480 people attended the Liquor Licensing
Commission’s hearing, which had to be held at the
Melbourne congress centre because there simply was
not a big enough venue any closer to Mount Waverley.
Commissioner Horsfall noted that there were an:
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… unprecedented number of written objections against this
application and, even more remarkable, of persons who
appeared personally or by representatives at the hearing.

Here we have a very controversial development which
goes to the heart of what was wrong with the planning
system under the previous government. The objectors
were widely based: representatives from the ratepayers
association, school principals, ministers of religion,
traders and just plain mums and dads from Mount
Waverley who did not want to see the amenity of their
area destroyed by this horrendous proposal. The City of
Monash was also admitted as a party to proceedings,
and again we say, ‘Good on Cr Peter Vlahos’.
The great thing about Liquor Licensing Commission
hearings was that demand witnesses were called
forward. The demand witness could come up and
explain why a proposal for licensed premises was a
good thing. You would have thought that whoever was
going to come up and be a demand witness for this
controversial development would have had to do their
homework, because they would have been so at odds
with their community of which they were a member.
There were four demand witnesses, but I only want to
acquaint the house today with the first. The testimony
provided was very interesting because a number of
claims were made. I will quote from the publicly
available transcript. The first witness:
… considered the proposed premises would re-establish
Hamilton Place as a focal point for residents and enhance
retail activity which had suffered since Safeway closed. He
saw the hotel as a benefit to families —

that is a good one —
not a detriment, and as an extension of Hamilton Place’s role
as a meeting place offering a venue to have a drink or a meal.
Also whilst the restaurants are open in the evening he saw the
hotel as bringing Hamilton Place to life after 6.00 p.m. when
all the shops had closed. He and his wife and children would
use it and he saw it as a venue for entertaining clients in the
area, and saw the takeaway liquor as a facility useful when
the other outlets were closed. He thought Hamilton Place lost
its role as a meeting place when Safeway moved and that
many shoppers moved to other centres.

There we had the first demand witness who rolled up.
Despite the fact that no-one in the community really
wanted this facility and that people believed it would
destroy the amenity of the neighbourhood in which they
had chosen to live and raise children, he put up some
reasoning as to why it should proceed. The witness, we
must confess, was sadly out of touch with his
community. The other great thing about Liquor
Licensing Commission hearings was that witnesses
could be cross-examined. This witness’s evidence was
somewhat demolished in cross-examination. I quote
from the transcript:
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It appeared in cross-examination that the likelihood of his
entertaining clients at the premises would be reduced by his
present location in the city —

that was strike one; earlier he said he would go there,
but he had to admit that he worked in the city —
that he had been to most of the restaurants in Stephensons
Road and agreed they had a wide range of menus.

That was another strike. He had claimed that this
development would be good for the restaurant trade and
that he would go there, but he had to acknowledge that
he went elsewhere. Finally, he agreed that he
occasionally bought liquor at the liquor stores that
already existed and agreed that their range was
excellent. So we had the first demand witness standing
up saying, ‘This is a great thing for the community’,
and in cross-examination just being cut down.
The reason I raise this matter and the evidence of a
witness whose credibility was severely dented is that it
turns out that the individual who was putting forward
that planning monstrosity turns out to be the same
individual who is now helping to circulate these flyers
taking the high moral ground on planning issues. The
first demand witness at that time was a Mr Hannan. He
shares the same surname as the Liberal candidate in
Mitcham today. Is that not remarkable that a Mr Russell
Hannan — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr ROBINSON — Well, he was the first demand
witness. He was a councillor of the City of Waverley
for 15 years and was twice mayor, so it would be an
entirely remarkable coincidence if it just happened to be
another Mr Hannan. But the remarkable thing here is
that he has turned up now as the Liberal candidate in
Mitcham and is circulating flyers saying that the Liberal
Party takes the high moral ground on planning.
I need to qualify or put my remarks into some context
here. I am not suggesting that Mr Hannan stood to gain
personally from having a poker machine venue. He
acknowledged in his evidence that he was involved as a
real estate agent in the leasing of the Safeway store to
the present owner. That is fine — a real estate agent is
entitled to make a buck like anyone else.
I put this take on it: we have to take Mr Hannan’s
evidence at face value and that is that he thinks putting
poker machines into old supermarkets is terrific. He
thinks that that is what shopping centres need — as
simple as that. We have to take him at face value, and
that is terrific. So when it comes to a choice at the next
election — whenever that is — people in Mitcham will
have a clear choice. They can vote for someone who
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thinks putting poker machines into old supermarket
sites is a good thing and who is prepared to stand up
and have his credibility dented in cross-examination.
What an extraordinary situation. The planning system
has improved enormously over the past four years and
to be lectured by someone who pushed a poker machine
development that no-one wanted, through evidence that
no-one believed, is simply beyond the pale.

Close Quarter Combat Centre
MrROBINSON(Mitcham)—

In the remaining time available to me I want to refer to
an advertisement which has been put around in the
Mitcham electorate by a company called the Close
Quarter Combat Centre and which I have to say I find
remarkably offensive. This is an organisation which
preaches a new form of combat fighting. It is very
heavily biased towards how to survive knife attacks. It
is based on an American philosophy which seems to be
that in order to protect people from knife attacks we
have to train them to fight with knives.
The merchandise available from this company is truly
frightening. It features a T-shirt with a kangaroo in
fighting gear holding a gun in one hand and a knife in
the other. Its advertisement indicates that to train
against being attacked by the knife you have to learn to
be a knife fighter. It has a timetable that features such
exhilarating sports as Combat Kids, from 4.30 p.m. to
5.30 p.m. and Killshot Training between 8.30 p.m. and
9.30 p.m.
It promotes the sale of American-produced material. It
asks:
Interested in learning how to fight with your hands, a stick, a
knife or a gun?

Remarkable. It provides:
… Archipelago Combatives which combines Pacific Island
combatives with sticks, knives and hand-to-hand combat.

But most alarming of all is that if you go to this
company’s web site it features:
Official Scientific Fighting Congress Combat Knife —
Designed by top Australian Knife Maker Tasman Kerly with
input from Glen Zwiers. Made from ATS-34 steel, micarta
handle and comes with a kydex lock sheath.

You would need one of those, of course! It goes on:
The knife is razor sharp and will pierce through level 3A
body armour. Each knife is hand made to perfection. $275
Aust …

I suspect that these offensive and obnoxious weapons
are being made available or produced perhaps in the
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United States and shipped here, because you have to
allow four to five weeks for delivery.
I would have thought that this community has tolerated
far too much in the way of death and maiming from
guns and knives. Knife attacks are a huge and emerging
problem, and for companies to be going around
advertising a form of combat which is little other than a
pretext for importing an American gun and knife
culture to this country is unacceptable. I will be calling
upon the police minister to investigate this matter
absolutely. I do not believe anyone of a reasonable
mind looking through this material would conclude that
this is defensive so much as it is offensive.
I believe this is the sort of thing that needs to be
stamped out before we allow it to spread through the
suburbs and only contribute to making our suburbs a
more dangerous place to live.

Government: four-year terms
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — I grieve for the
people of Gippsland East and wider Victoria who are
being bombarded with endless speculation about
elections. The level of advertising and propaganda that
has been run out over the last few months is quite
extraordinary considering that in Victoria we are
supposed to have a four-year term of government. I
hope — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
I am sure the honourable member for Gippsland East
needs no assistance.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The Minister for Agriculture should cease interjecting!
Mr INGRAM — We should have a four-year fixed
term of government. I can understand that sometimes
we cannot achieve everything we should achieve, but I
would hope that the article that appears in the
Australian today may mean we go closer to a four-year
fixed term than racing to an election on the first
possible date and exposing the taxpayers of Victoria to
the added expense of more elections and not achieving
some of the things we really should be achieving.
On behalf of my constituents of Gippsland East, I will
raise a number of issues that should have been
addressed and that we have been attempting to have
addressed over the last couple of years, or in preceding
months. Some of the attempts at addressing the issues
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have been hampered by the endless speculation about
the election, because it really is damaging to our
economy and to investment certainty in the state.

Gas: Gippsland supply
MrINGRAM(GippslandEast)—

The first matter is the reticulation of natural gas, which
as everyone knows is an extremely important issue in
country areas, particularly in my area of Gippsland
East. The natural gas that is used by nearly all Victorian
residents comes from East Gippsland, yet not one town
in my electorate has natural gas reticulation. I have
been attempting to achieve an outcome on this issue for
my constituents, and there are companies interested in
providing opportunities, particularly for Bairnsdale,
which they have indicated in the past should be done on
an economic basis. But because of the speculation
about an election, and with all the political parties apart
from the government running around saying, ‘We will
do this’ and ‘We will put this much money in’, these
companies are sitting back on their haunches saying,
‘We will wait until after the election and see how much
money the different sides will be prepared to provide to
subsidise a viable prospect’ — that is, the reticulation
of natural gas in Bairnsdale.
I would like to see the reticulation of natural gas in all
those towns that were initially identified under the
original TXU proposal. A lack of proper processes
within the local councils and the government at the time
meant that that did not occur, and there were no
ironclad guarantees that it would be provided. We now
see the atrocious situation where natural gas has been
pumped from East Gippsland all the way through my
electorate to Sydney to light the Olympic flame, but not
one town in my electorate has been connected to the
natural gas supply. At the moment speculation is
holding up the development of the natural gas
reticulation, and this is costing businesses in my area a
large amount of money.

Health: Gippsland services
MrINGRAM(GippslandEast)—

I would also like to raise the issue of health services in
my electorate. We have an ongoing issue with the
provision of emergency and critical care services at
Mallacoota and Omeo, which is important to our
communities. Mallacoota, which as everyone knows is
in the far east of the state, is an isolated rural
community that is a long distance from any hospital
that provides those types of services. Because of the
restrictions placed on volunteer ambulance officers —
they do a great job — and the increasing requirement
they have for their services, currently they cannot
undertake jobs they have been undertaking in the past.
It has therefore been left to the resident doctors, who
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are now in an onerous position. They have to attend any
call-out in Mallacoota. So not only are they performing
their normal duties, they are also providing backup
services and doing what paramedics should be doing in
East Gippsland.
I have raised the issue of an ambulance for Mallacoota
with the Minister for Health a number of times, and
also an ambulance for Omeo, which people have been
waiting on for a long time. These are needed to provide
emergency and critical care in those areas.
The public dental situation in Bairnsdale is an absolute
disgrace. There is provision for three public dentists at
the Bairnsdale Regional Health Service, yet it has not
been able to attract dentists, and the waiting list at the
hospital is enormous. Some of that responsibility is now
falling on the private system, which is doing a job that
the government should be doing, because the staff are
organising and administering the public system. This
issue really needs to be addressed as soon as possible.
I also draw attention to the fact that the accident and
emergency facility at Bairnsdale hospital needs an
upgrade. Anyone who visits the hospital would be well
aware that this is an issue that needs to be addressed.
There is currently an issue with safety because these
facilities are all in one area, therefore when patients
arrive there is no privacy and no protection or
separation from people who are coming and going.

Snowy River: intergovernmental agreement
MrINGRAM(GippslandEast)—

Another issue I want to highlight concerns the Snowy
River joint government enterprise, which was supposed
to have been set up by December this year. It is
essential that this be set up so that the funding and
delivery of water efficiency savings for both the
Murray and the Snowy rivers, which is provided for in
the $150 million that Victorian and New South Wales
governments have invested, can be achieved. That
entity has not yet been set up, and the issue needs to be
finalised in the next month. The commonwealth
government is also contributing $75 million to that
project. So the three governments need to get together
and finalise the establishment of that entity so that the
funding and delivery of water efficiency measures can
commence, which will assist the northern irrigators to
eliminate water wastage.
The New South Wales government has done some
good work on the Snowy River, removing willows and
managing some of the invasive weeds. Victoria has not
started a similar program, and with the downturn of the
sawlog volume in East Gippsland and the loss of jobs, it
is a very good opportunity for the government to invest
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money into an existing project. The timber workers
could be transferred into contracting willow removal.
They use a tomahawk to put a cut in them to put in
Roundup and kill them, leaving them standing and not
removing them. A large number of willows can be
treated in this way. This would get rid of willows from
the Snowy River. It would be a good start and a good
demonstration of what can be done in the area of river
rehabilitation.

Natural resources: Gippsland management
MrINGRAM(GippslandEast)—

Another issue that is really important is natural resource
management generally in East Gippsland, including the
provision of real infrastructure in national parks. This
was one of the issues that was raised when the
Treasurer visited Orbost in response to concerns the
community raised about the reduction in sawlog
volumes for East Gippsland. Every town came up with
the same argument, that the most important thing to be
done was to promote our national parks by
implementing a tourism package which provides real
new infrastructure for our national parks while
protecting the existing infrastructure. East Gippsland
has some of this country’s greatest but most hidden
national parks — perhaps this state’s most hidden
treasures. They are not good assets, however, if people
cannot go and visit them and utilise them in a
sustainable manner.
Without that investment in infrastructure in East
Gippsland the national parks are struggling to gain the
community respect they need to have. Some of the
proposals that have been put forward in the past include
the coastal walk from Cape Conran all the way through
the Croajingolong National Park in Victoria to Eden in
New South Wales. That is a great area and would be a
great facility if we could get it up. That has been put
forward, and as a response to the reduction in timber
activity it would provide long-term investment in jobs
through the tourism industry.
A whole range of things need to be done. I point out
that the government still has not announced where the
new Vicforests office is going to go, and I again
strongly make the point that it needs to be in an area
that has a heavy reliance on the timber industry.
Vicforests needs to understand the timber industry. East
Gippsland is one of the largest producers of sawlogs in
the state, so it is essential that it come down our way.
It is disappointing that the government has not enacted
resource security legislation. The job creation packages
announced recently have shown very little investment
in value adding in the timber industry. There is a lot of
criticism of the timber industry that a large proportion
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of the wood coming out is pulpwood. The East
Gippsland forest management agreement areas have the
opportunity to invest in the utilisation of low-grade
timber using the latest technology for cutting smaller
diameter or low-grade logs. Unfortunately, however,
that has not happened in East Gippsland because none
of the mills has had the certainty or stability they
believe they need before investing that money. They do
not have faith that Victorian governments on either side
can or will deliver that. That is very disappointing and
needs to be addressed. We need the highest absolute
value out of the resources we have, and currently we
could do a damned sight better than we are doing.
Fire management needs to be improved. We had a good
fire forum in Bairnsdale recently where a whole range
of issues were addressed. I asked the Minister for
Environment and Conservation a couple of weeks ago
why over the last 10 years we have never met the
targets set down for fuel reduction or ecological
burning. What had come out at that forum was that we
are only achieving less than 50 per cent of the targets
for ecological or fuel reduction burnings — and the
reason is that we do not have the staff on the ground to
conduct those burnings. They find it very difficult to do
the zone 1 burns. That is a real concern for residents
who live in that public-private land interface,
particularly when we are running into a very dangerous
bushfire season.
One of the points of view that came out very strongly
on that day was about the period of employment of the
summer crew fire officers. We employ summer crew
fire officers only during the bushfire season. If we
extended that time into the time when we do the
ecological and fuel reduction burnings we would have
the staff and the expertise on the ground to manage the
fuel reduction burning in a way that would enable us to
get to those targets we need to be getting to. That would
also have a great ecological benefit, because the current
situation, as acknowledged, is that we are not managing
our national parks and state forests in a way that will
keep the species that are there. We are losing
biodiversity because we are not burning enough. That
needs to be acknowledged and addressed.
With regard to fisheries officers, Workcover appears to
be investigating the occupational health and safety
factors surrounding the safety of the workplaces
fisheries officers find themselves in. Everyone knows
about the dangerous situation that poaching presents
when enforcement officers are dealing with it. One of
the factors in the current debate about firearms and
hand guns is that since the officers lost their hand guns
they have had very little ability to deal with the
dangerous situations they face. The last thing we need
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is to have fisheries officers unable to do their jobs for
occupational health and safety reasons.
I have not even mentioned roads yet!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.

Members: safety
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — I have never
considered myself to be fragile in the political sense —
far from it! My advice to those entering the political
arena is usually to learn how to develop a thick skin and
to be an optimist rather than a pessimist if they wish to
enjoy political life. I have also never hidden my home
address, the address of the place where I live in my
electorate — and I do live in my electorate of Caulfield.
I have always felt fairly safe in not hiding that from the
public. I am on the electoral roll. My address is not in
the phone book but I am on the electoral roll. However,
something happened last week which I found rather
disturbing for a number of reasons. For the very first
time I felt a little as though my safety could be at risk.
On Saturday afternoon while I was out my son drove
up to my home and parked in front. In front of his car
and also in front of our house he noticed a black Ford
Fairmont car. It was not parked next to the kerb but was
out from the kerb. The engine was running and there
was someone at the wheel. My son then noticed that
someone was taking photographs of my house. I do not
suppose that sounds very unusual, although to some it
would. The most unusual part about it was that the man
taking photographs of my house was up on my
neighbour’s fence, on the gatepost. We have a high
fence and in order to see over it this person climbed my
neighbour’s fence at the gatepost and leaned right over
with both arms. He had a camera in his hands and was
taking photographs of my house. I gather that it was a
decent-size camera, most likely a digital camera, and
such cameras are quite expensive — an estimate, I have
been told, would probably be about $5000.
I found the situation to be quite disturbing, particularly
that evening when I was on my own. Because my
husband was interstate I decided to ring the police and
ask for some assistance. I rang my local police station
and gave them the registration number of the car, which
was RKI 325. The sergeant on call at that time looked
up the registration and said to me, ‘Well, normally this
probably wouldn’t be of concern, but I think it is of
concern now because this car is registered to the
Victorian government. In fact, this car is registered to
the Department of Human Services’.
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I discussed with the sergeant the fact that the two
portfolios I am responsible for as shadow minister, aged
care and housing, are within the Department of Human
Services. He thought it was sufficiently serious enough
that he informed me that he would be calling DHS and
undertaking investigations to find out why this person
was taking photos of my house in the way he was —
that is, leaning over my fence — and what his reasons
were. He also informed me that the police would be
monitoring my home during the night and that they
would be coming by and getting out of the car to ensure
that things were safe.
He also asked me if I would write a letter to the police
inspector of the area, which I did, asking that an
investigation take place. The sergeant came around to
my home on the Saturday night to collect that letter,
and it was given to Inspector Parr. I was called a couple
of days later and given the most extraordinary
explanation for the behaviour of the invasion of my
privacy. I was told that the person who took the photos
of my house was an architect employed by DHS, and
he took the photos in the way he did because he
actually liked the style of my home, which he described
as art deco. I do not know that I would describe it as art
deco, it is a bit of a done-up house, and he did not give
a particular reason for climbing the fence nor did he say
that he had even bothered to knock on the door to ask
permission, but he expected that I should accept this as
an explanation.
The one place where architects tend to be employed in
the Department of Human Services, if they are
architects, is within the Office of Housing. Of course I
have raised a number of issues in relation to the Office
of Housing and the way it operates, about the minister
and so on. I felt that I could not accept the explanation.
It sounded like a bit of a tall story, and I do not think I
am that gullible. I do not think the police accept the
explanation either because they have told me that they
intend to investigate this matter further.
One has to ask: what sorts of dirty tricks is this
government now up to in this election period? Are
photos of my house as shadow Minister for Housing to
be used in some sort of sleazy way as part of an
advertising campaign for the ALP?
An honourable member interjected.
Mrs SHARDEY — I am trying to speculate as to
what the possible reason could be, and the honourable
member probably would too. Is this an attempt to
intimidate me into not raising issues in this house that I
think are important? I certainly hope not. If this is the
reason, I say categorically that I will not be intimidated.
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I demand that this issue be thoroughly investigated. I
believe it should be investigated by the Ombudsman
because there are a number of things that I want to
know. I want to know who this bureaucrat was who
holds a senior position in DHS and who has so violated
my privacy; I want to know who initiated this idea that
it was okay to do what he did; and I want to know why
he thought it was reasonable to take such action without
bothering to ask my permission. If he really wanted to
take a photo of my house because he liked the style of
it, I would imagine he would knock on the door like
any other normal human being and ask for permission. I
want this investigation to be carried out and I want to
know the results of the investigation.
I understand that the police may not be able to give me
all the details that I would like to know because I know
there are certain things that they cannot tell me and I, as
a member of this house, will not be pushing the police
to give me information as perhaps some other people
have. This has been a disgraceful episode on behalf of
what appears to be a senior bureaucrat working for the
Department of Human Services, and I certainly want an
explanation on this issue, which I have reported to the
police.

Housing: waiting lists
MrsSHARDEY(Caulfield)—

The second issue I wish to raise briefly is in relation to
public housing, one of the portfolios for which I am
responsible. Since the Bracks government came into
power we have watched public housing waiting lists
increase enormously. In the two years up to June this
year we saw public housing waiting lists rise by 13 per
cent across the state, and 40 per cent in country
Victoria.
Since June this year the government has claimed that it
has been able to reduce public housing waiting lists.
There might have been some slight reduction, but I
thought it was hilarious, looking at the spin put on the
public waiting list, when the government said that it
was not appropriate to count applications for transfers
as part of the public housing waiting list. From time
immemorial applications for transfers have always been
included as part of the public housing waiting list. I can
only presume that the minister wanted to put a better
spin on the figures to hide the disgrace that we have
seen occur under this government, particularly that
some $110 million-worth of public housing
construction has stalled under this government going
absolutely nowhere on seven major projects. Apart
from all this, today I grieve for those families who are
the most desperate and in need of public housing who
have been waiting longer than ever under this
government.
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These people are those who are on what we call the
early public housing waiting list, and an examination of
Victoria’s early public housing waiting list shows
massive increases in numbers. The early housing
waiting list really covers those in the first three
segments of people waiting for public housing, and they
are people who are recurringly homeless, people who
are in need of supported housing and people who have
very special needs. For instance, they may be people
who have been suffering domestic violence or who
have been in and out of homelessness.
There has been a huge increase in early public housing
waiting lists, and the government should be totally
ashamed of that. In fact the increase is so huge that we
have seen waiting lists in these segments statewide
rising by 227 per cent in the last two and a quarter
years, which represents some 4500 Victorian families
since June 2000. These figures represent the most
needy families and demonstrate that the Minister for
Housing really does not care about the battlers in
Victoria. On average, metropolitan early housing
waiting lists have risen by 216 per cent, while country
waiting lists have increased by an enormous 500 per
cent since June 2000.
While we hear the Bracks government glibly claiming
success in the public housing area, we see this
enormous atrocity occurring. There has been a shocking
increase in the emergency housing segments, and the
Bracks government’s cavalier attitude to all this is quite
disgraceful. It contrasts very starkly with some issues
we have seen brought into this house. For example, last
week allegations were made, particularly in the upper
house, that a family in Sunshine was given public
housing ahead of everybody else at the insistence,
so-called, of the Minister for Housing and the Minister
for Education Services in another place, when this
family was not even eligible for public housing.
One can also compare this situation to the 77-year-old
Hampton East woman who was living in public
housing and who was hurt by a neighbour wielding an
axe on the Sunday before last. This lady had applied for
a transfer under the early housing waiting list but her
application had been rejected. She then faced the
situation where her life was put at severe risk and she
finished up in hospital with severe wounds because the
Minister for Housing refused to give her a transfer
under the public housing waiting list.
The increases in early housing waiting lists in various
areas around Victoria are huge, and I have already
mentioned the 500 per cent increase in country
Victoria. Various groups have complained about this
situation. Windermere Child and Family Services has
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complained to me bitterly that it is unable to assist its
clients, in particular those on early housing waiting lists
who might have been accepted but who have been
waiting for indefinite periods.

Point Nepean: army land
Mr VINEY (Frankston East) — I grieve for the
people of Victoria over the potential loss of the Point
Nepean defence land on the Mornington Peninsula. As
a resident of this region I have visited the Point Nepean
National Park, and the defence land there is an absolute
jewel of the Mornington Peninsula. It is one of the most
visited parks in Victoria, and it is visited not only by the
residents of Frankston and the peninsula but also by
visitors from all over Victoria and Australia as well as
by international visitors. They visit this area because it
is an extraordinary piece of land of great beauty that has
exceptional vistas both onto Port Phillip Bay and,
across the other side, onto Bass Strait.
The land has exceptional environmental value because
it has been untouched for many years. The fact that
there is extensive unexploded ordnance on the land has
meant that people do not visit it, and therefore it has
been left very much in its natural condition.
The reason I am raising this matter in the house today is
to express the concern I have, which I know is shared
by this government, about the consultative process the
commonwealth government is currently going through
to consider how this land should be used in the future.
In the middle of that consultative process the Prime
Minister has made a clear announcement that it is the
intention of the commonwealth government to sell the
land. This announcement was made in a letter written
by the Prime Minister to the Premier dated 5 October.
The letter, signed by the Prime Minister, was received
by the Premier’s office on 11 October, and these dates
are important.
The letter states that the defence department is
proceeding with the sale of this land. The Prime
Minister goes on to say that he appreciates community
concerns regarding Point Nepean’s unique heritage, but
he then says that the Department of Defence will
continue with the process of sale and that:
The Victorian government may wish to bid for the property
when it is marketed …

The reason I raise the date of this letter is that on
8 October, after the Prime Minister had written the
letter but before it was received by the Premier’s office,
an interview was conducted with the federal
parliamentary secretary for defence, Fran Bailey, on
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Neil Mitchell’s 3AW radio program. In this fairly
extensive interview Fran Bailey stated:
… we’ve got a community reference group and a planning
group working with the community at the moment, working
out a master plan … they’re all going to be taken into
account. In fact the community group has been working now
for some months …

Further she says:
… there are historic and environmental issues of real
significance —

I think we can all agree with that.
At the end of the day … the Mornington Peninsula council, of
course … has the jurisdiction on accepting whatever is
proposed under its planning …

As we will see a little later in the interview, she is again
attempting to shift the blame to others. Further on she
says:
… the defence department will be guided by the
recommendations that come forward from the consultants …
There’s no point in having this and going through the process
if they aren’t listened to. And I can assure you that they are
being listened to.

Fran Bailey goes on to suggest that perhaps Kate
Baillieu and her friends might like to buy the land and
put it into a trust. Then after much prompting as to how
much it is worth, she repeatedly says that she has no
idea and then says:
… the market will determine what it’s worth and what it’s
going to be sold as.

She then says:
Oh look, defence is … you know, will be putting it on to the
open market and we’ll see what that brings.

On 5 October the Prime Minister signed a letter to the
Premier, which was not received until 11 October,
stating that it is the intention of the commonwealth
government to sell this precious land. On 8 October, in
a most disingenuous interview, the parliamentary
secretary for defence appeared to suggest that a
consultation process was still taking place and that no
decision had been made, when in fact the Prime
Minister had already signed the letter.
She would have been well aware at the time of this
interview that the Prime Minister had made a decision
and that the federal government intended to sell it.
Mr Dixon interjected.
Mr VINEY — I am pleased the honourable member
for Dromana has come in here. I notice that on his door
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downstairs is a little sticker about a people’s park; he
seems to have forgotten what political party he belongs
to. It is a Liberal Prime Minister who is proposing to
sell the land, and the honourable member for Dromana
is being completely disingenuous in his protestations
about it, as is the honourable member for Flinders, and
we will come to him in a moment.
At the same time as the Prime Minister has been
signing off and saying, ‘We will sell this land to the
highest bidder and we don’t care about its precious
environmental values. The money is more important;
we will take the money’, his parliamentary secretary for
defence is trying to pretend that the commonwealth is
still interested in the consultation process.
Further on in the radio interview Fran Bailey says that
in fact:
… it is the normal practice of the defence department to
remediate land.

I can enlighten the house that it is in fact normal
practice for the department to remediate the land. For
example, in Sydney various pieces of defence
department land are being remediated at a cost of
around $12 million. It is good enough for Sydney, but it
is not good enough for the Mornington Peninsula and
for Victoria. That land has been given back to the
community, and $12 million has been spent on fixing it
up, but as for the land at Point Nepean in Victoria —
no, that gets sold to the highest bidder.
I found myself wondering why on earth the federal
government is so keen to protect the land in Sydney.
Guess whose electorates it is in? The answer is the
electorates of Tony Abbott and Joe Hockey — two of
the Prime Minister’s ministerial mates. They are getting
their bit of land in Sydney looked after, but neither the
honourable member for Dromana, the honourable
member for Mornington, the Liberal candidate for
Hastings nor the federal member for Flinders,
Mr Hunt — and let me throw in the Honourable
Cameron Boardman in the other place, because he
wants to represent that area after the next election,
whenever that may be held — can get the Prime
Minister to look after the land down here at Point
Nepean.
All these Liberals are running around hiding from the
fact that their Prime Minister wants to sell this land to
the highest bidder. But the federal member for Flinders
let the cat out of the bag. The last paragraph of an
article in the Herald Sun of 18 October states:
If sold for residential housing, the federal government could
expect $500 million in return, Mr Hunt said.
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The federal member for Flinders, who has spent his
entire time as a member of the federal Parliament
talking about schools, a state government issue, TAFE
education, a state government issue, and all sorts of
other state issues — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr VINEY — Police numbers? That is the last one
he wants to talk about, forgetting about what the people
opposite did while they were in government, promising
a thousand police and getting rid of 800. I will tell you
what I will do for the honourable member for Flinders.
I will send him a copy of the Australian constitution to
read so he will understand that some things are state
matters and some things are his responsibility — and
his responsibility includes protecting this land for the
people of the Mornington Peninsula, not flogging it off
for $500 million for residential development.
Why would he want to sell off this land for
$500 million? I suppose people buying blocks of land
for $1 million or more might be inclined to vote
Liberal. I suppose that is why he wants to do it. He is
protecting his seat and taking the money. The people
over there stand condemned. They are running around
hiding and pretending they are not Liberals. The
honourable member for Dromana stands condemned on
this. They cannot hide on this, and they cannot run
around saying, ‘Oh, we really think it should be
protected for a people’s park’.
The honourable member for Dromana and other
members opposite cannot do that and at the same time
be saying yes sir, no sir to the Prime Minister, who is a
member of their political party. It is their Prime
Minister who is selling off this land, which is so
precious and so valuable to the people of the
Mornington Peninsula and the people of Victoria.
The Mornington Peninsula Shire Council and a number
of other councils, including the cities of Casey and
Frankston, had come together and, with commonwealth
and state government support, put forward a proposal
for a biosphere for the region that would be an
important heritage protection and a recognition of the
unique values of the area. But the same commonwealth
government that agreed to be part of that proposal is
now going to flog off a key part of the environment of
the Mornington Peninsula.
Liberal Party members cannot hide from the facts. The
honourable members for Dromana and Mornington, the
Liberal candidate for Hastings and the Honourable
Cameron Boardman in the other place as the Liberal
candidate for Western Port Province, cannot hide from
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the fact that their party will destroy the unique heritage
of the Mornington Peninsula if it gets a chance.
The Victorian government continues to stand ready to
accept this land and work in partnership with the
commonwealth government to ensure that it is
protected for future generations. However, the Prime
Minister has pre-empted all of the consultation
processes and written a letter to the Premier — here it
is, with his signature signing off on it — saying that the
commonwealth government intends to sell this land.
The Liberal Party stands condemned. At the same time
as the Liberal Party was trying to pretend that it wanted
a park on the Mornington Peninsula, the Prime Minister
signed a letter to the contrary dated 5 October and then
sent his parliamentary secretary out with the completely
disingenuous suggestion that the commonwealth
government would still listen to the community. That is
what the Prime Minister did. The Liberal Party stands
condemned on this. The honourable member for
Dromana ran in here when he heard me raise this issue,
but he cannot hide from this. At the next election —
whenever it is held — the people of the Mornington
Peninsula — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr VINEY — Some time in the next year; some
time in the next 12 months. The people of Dromana,
Hastings, Mornington and Frankston — —
Mr Dixon — Get it right — the people of Nepean.
Mr VINEY — The people of Nepean, Hastings,
Mornington, Frankston and Western Port Province will
have an opportunity to let the Liberal Party know that
this action is a disgrace. The Liberal Party is acting in a
completely disingenuous manner by pretending to
support a park when its own Prime Minister has signed
off on flogging off the land. The federal member for
Flinders let the cat out of the bag by saying the land is
worth $500 million.

ALP: Integrity in Public Life
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — I wish to draw the
house’s attention to a Labor Party document called
Integrity in Public Life, which was issued prior to the
1999 state election. This document called for an end to
political advertising, yet in reality we have more. This
document called for an end to consultancies, yet in
reality we have more. This document called for
transparency in senior appointments in the public
sector, yet in reality we have none. This document also
called for the freedom of information (FOI) process to
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be more open and transparent, yet in reality there is
less.
In particular I want to refer to a section of this policy
called ‘The integrity of public sector employment’. We
were told in 1999 that Labor would ensure that:
… senior executive salary packages are transparent in
aggregate with performance bonus payments criteria publicly
disclosed …

That was the Labor Party’s promise. The reality is that
this promise has not been honoured; indeed, it is even
worse. The government is fighting in the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) to prevent
that particular promise being honoured.
In relation to key public sector salaries in the areas I
shadow, I put in a freedom of information application
to find out the salary packages of James Cain, the
former Premier’s son, as executive director of Major
Projects Victoria; Neil Edwards, the secretary of what
is now the Department of Innovation, Industry and
Regional Development; Lois Appleby, the chief
executive of Tourism Victoria; and Nicola Watkinson,
the director of the Office of Manufacturing.
Given that Labor had this policy on public sector
salaries, surprisingly the government refused to release
the amount of money these highly paid public servants
earn. Oddly enough, the government furnished me with
an extraordinary reason in a letter dated 25 January
2002, which said:
… their release would involve unreasonable disclosure of
information relating to individuals’ personal affairs.

The government is now arguing that in complete
contrast to its promise to disclose senior salaries they
are now personal affairs, even though they are paid by
the taxpayers. I find this quite extraordinary given that
the previous government, in which I was a minister,
released contractual details and salaries. In my case the
now Attorney-General put in an FOI application
concerning the head of Tourism Victoria, and I gave
him the information. Unprecedented low standards
have been set by this government.
However, the government did release some contracts
minus the amounts of money. Interestingly enough, the
contract relating to James Cain was only drawn up after
my FOI request had been received. My request was
sent on 4 October 2001, and the contract was only
signed on 16 January 2002, just prior to the government
providing me with some documentation. I then moved
this process to VCAT to obtain the salaries. To his
credit James Cain released his salary of his own
volition. He is paid $200 000 per annum for being head
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of the major projects unit, and he has started no
projects. Likewise, Neil Edwards decided it was easier
just to capitulate and give me his salary, which is
$240 000. However, in terms of the principle, we now
have a situation in Victoria where it is at the discretion
of individual public servants as to whether taxpayers
know their salaries. This is unacceptable to me, and I
suspect it is unacceptable to the taxpayers.
We then moved on to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal hearing. The two public
servants, Nicola Watkinson and Lois Appleby, were
still holding out, maintaining that their salaries, paid for
by the taxpayer, were confidential. In a witness
statement presented to the VCAT hearing, Neil
Edwards states:
My contract negotiations with executives in the department
are always conducted on a confidential basis.

He also went on to say:
… I envisage management issues arising if the disparity
between remuneration rates paid to individual executives
were to become widely known within the department.

So in an extraordinary witness statement, a very senior
government public servant was saying that all public
sector salaries should remain confidential and that
departmental officials might get a bit jealous if they
knew someone was earning more than someone else.
Indeed in his sworn testimony to the VCAT hearing he
said that he had argued with James Cain, urging him
not to release details of his salary package.
I move on now to the witness statement of Lois
Appleby in which she said:
My contract is marked ‘Confidential’. I would regard it as a
breach of that confidence if my remuneration details were
now to be released.

She went on to say:
It would cause me some awkwardness and embarrassment in
my dealings with them —

meaning the tourism industry —
if my remuneration details were to become the subject of
public discussion and debate. I can see no countervailing
advantages in the release of my remuneration details to the
industry.

There is this extraordinary concern. The head of
Tourism Victoria is worried that the small business
operators who constitute the majority of tourism
operators might be surprised at the generosity of her
salary package.
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I turn now to Nicola Watkinson’s statement. She had
another problem because she believed she was poorly
paid. She said:
I am confident that my remuneration would compare poorly
with that of many of the CEOs and the senior management
staff of the manufacturing companies with whom I deal. I am
concerned that my authority would be undermined if my
remuneration details were to become a matter of public
knowledge.

So one public servant said that her salary was so large it
was an embarrassment within the tourism industry, and
another public servant argued before the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal — as senior
representatives of this open, honest and transparent
government which promised these salaries would be
released — that her salary was an embarrassment. Not
surprisingly VCAT ordered the release of those
documents to show the salaries. The VCAT judgment
indicated:
The applicant’s apparent purpose, namely to use this
remuneration package figure as part of the public debate as to
remuneration levels and appointment policies of the senior
executive levels of the Victorian public service, seems to be a
proper and reasonable one for a state politician.

The salaries were ordered to be released. For the record,
Nicola Watkinson’s salary package is $120 000 and she
is now in Frankfurt. Lois Appleby’s package is
$210 000. Those documents were rightly released.
I now turn to the issue of bonuses. Again the
government promised that salary details would be
released in aggregate. I found that the contracts being
used by the Bracks government are exactly the same as
those used by the previous Kennett government and
word for word the contracts offer bonuses of up to
20 per cent. I put in a freedom of information
application for Neil Edwards’s bonus payment. Not
surprisingly the government said no and off to VCAT
we went. Representing the government was Maurice
Blackburn Cashman and in the documents it tabled
before VCAT it said:
The unreleased information is clearly information regarding
to Mr Edwards’ personal affairs.

Maurice Blackburn Cashman then went on to say:
The disclosure of the unreleased information would be
unreasonable …

That is Maurice Blackburn Cashman arguing for the
government. However, the day before the hearing Neil
Edwards’s bonus details were released to me. The
public now needs to know that in two personally signed
letters to Neil Edwards the Premier of Victoria awarded
this gentleman a 15 per cent bonus in each of his two
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years service. If I can cause the house to reflect, this
man was given a $36 000 bonus. That equates with the
average wage for a Victorian for a year. This man, on
top of a $240 000 base salary — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Ms ASHER — I will release the aggregate salary
that the government said it would do. His aggregate
salary is $276 000. What were the bonuses for? What
did the letter signed by the Premier say the bonus was
for? Why did this guy get $36 000? Firstly he did a
restructure of the department. Secondly, four new
divisions were added to the department — more public
servants. Thirdly, he achieved his targets — that is, he
actually did his job; and fourthly, there was good
performance in preparing for Y2K and the goods and
services tax. This fat cat public servant received
$36 000, which the government did not wish to
disclose, for creating more divisions within his
department, achieving his own targets and a good
performance in preparing for Y2K.
I place on the record my thanks to Michael Adams, QC,
my lawyer in those cases, who was unceremoniously
sacked by the Labor government. Those two VCAT
wins are wins for holding the government to account.
They come hard on the heels of another win for my
lawyer Michael Adams in relation to Shannon’s Way
where the government refused to allow the public to
know how much money Workcover was paying to
Shannon’s Way. Again VCAT ordered the release of
10 documents. In three cases, Michael Adams had three
wins. That is an excellent performance and I thank him
for his role in holding the government to account.

Member for Templestowe Province:
representation
Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) — My grievance today
is on behalf of the people of Templestowe Province for
the ineffective representation by the Honourable Carlo
Furletti, one of two Liberal Party representatives of
Templestowe Province. The lower house seat of
Ivanhoe is in the Templestowe Province where
Mr Furletti has his office. If that is an example of his
work efforts, he has no substance whatsoever. I want to
go through this to prove to the house and to my learned
colleagues on the other side what little substance
Mr Furletti has — —
Ms Asher — Carlo Furletti is 10 times the man you
are!
Mr LANGDON — I will ignore interjections
because they are disorderly.
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The Honourable Carlo Furletti was elected in March
1996 on the same date as I was elected. He had
effectively three and a half years in government and, as
of early this month, I have had effectively three years in
government. I will give you a prime example of how
ineffective Mr Furletti has been in that time. In his
election pledges he promised — —
Mr Lenders — What about the Austin?
Mr LANGDON — We have not got to the Austin
yet, but we will get to the Austin, I can assure you.
He promised there would be a police station in West
Heidelberg. There was a full-page ad with the then
chief commissioner of the council and the then
honourable member for Ivanhoe, Mr Vin Heffernan,
advertising that there would be a police station in West
Heidelberg. After I was elected we discovered that
there could never be a police station on that site because
Mr Bruce Mathieson had received the site and put a
caveat on the land and it was just never going to
happen. It was a completely and utterly hollow
promise.
Members of the house may recall that in my time here I
have been fighting Mr Bruce Mathieson to stop the old
Colosseum Hotel site from becoming the poker
machine parlour that he desperately wanted to put there.
Town planning amendment 69 said poker machine
venues could not be put in shopping centres. The
former planning minister, the honourable member for
Pakenham, then moved amendment 70, which provided
that any hotel burnt down since September 1992 that
was in a shopping centre precinct would not be covered
by the previous amendment. Guess which shopping
centre, which hotel — —
Mr Carli — Tell me how many there were!
Mr LANGDON — There was only one! A whole
amendment was put through so that Mr Bruce
Mathieson could build his poker machine parlour on
this site, the site that Carlo Furletti had promised the
people would be a police station. What did Mr Furletti
say? Did he stand up for the people? Absolutely dead
silence. Not a word. That is what he calls
representation.
Let me go to the other enormous issue in my electorate,
the Austin hospital. The previous government made a
commitment not to close the Austin, but we discovered
that it wanted to sell it — to privatise the Austin
hospital. The people of Ivanhoe rebelled against that
and I was elected on that issue — if for nothing else but
to stop the privatisation. I can tell this house that the
election of the Bracks government has done that.
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Within two weeks of becoming the government we
stopped the privatisation.
What did the Honourable Carlo Furletti do? Absolutely
nothing. He totally ignored the whole issue. The Austin
hospital goes back 120 years this year. He totally
ignored it. The people wanted the Austin to remain in
public hands. From 1996 to 1999, during the period of
the Kennett government, it tried to privatise the
hospital. I can tell the house about the number of people
who came to me through the whole project and said the
proposal could not get off the ground. The previous
government spent seven years trying to privatise the
Austin hospital but the project never got off the
ground — it could not do it, and it was a complete
shambles. What did the honourable member for
Templestowe Province do? Absolutely nothing. Again,
stone quiet.
In the 1999 campaign — —
Mrs Shardey — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, the honourable member is impugning the
reputation of an upper house member who is not in this
place. The upper house member was elected in only
1996 and the period referred to was before that.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Loney) — Order!
There is clearly no point of order. That was a point of
debate.
Mr LANGDON — The honourable member was
elected in 1996 and has remained a member until the
current time, the same period I have been here, but I
faced election twice, unlike the upper house members
who do not like going to elections very often. He has
remained completely silent on the issue.
Mr Carli — A stale mandate!
Mr LANGDON — I take up the very good
interjection. It is a stale mandate. Not only did he not
honour his mandate of 1996; it has been a very stale
one ever since.
I go to another issue showing how a member can be
effective. Lower Plenty Road was being widened and
there was a footbridge across it. The footbridge goes
from one side of a very busy road to the other side
where there is a Catholic school, a church, another
school nearby and a kindergarten. There were steps up
to the footbridge. The local community tried to have the
steps removed and a ramp installed so that people with
wheelchairs and prams could use the footbridge. What
happened under the previous government? Absolutely
nothing. It would not budge; it would not put another
cent into the proposal. What did the honourable
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member for Templestowe Province do? Again not a
word was said.
Within a month of the election of the Labor
government in 1999 the whole thing was changed, and
I gladly tell the house there is now a ramp across the
footbridge. One or two problems still have to be
worked out, but there is a ramp. That is an example of
what can be done in government — unlike the situation
with the previous government and the honourable
member for Templestowe Province, Carlo Furletti.
Let me give another example: Ivanhoe East Primary
School. In the dying days of the last government this
honourable member for Templestowe Province went to
the Ivanhoe East Primary School to promise half a
million dollars for a development at the school. Was it
in the budget? No, it was not. Was it planned for? It
was not in the budget. Three years later, under the
Bracks government, the money is now flowing. The
school is getting $1.3 million — a substantial increase
on the hollow promise of $500 000 from the
honourable member for Templestowe Province,
Mr Carlo Furletti. Again another detail. He went to the
school and he made a promise — no substance
whatsoever and deadly silence. This government
provides $1.3 million to the school. It is something this
government is doing. It is a government of action.
I also go to the issue of town planning. Under the Good
Design Guide — which in my electorate was aptly
known as the Greedy Developer’s Guide, particularly in
East Ivanhoe and Eaglemont — the system was
exploited by developers. Many people came to me
trying to get my help, and I helped them fight many
campaigns. To some degree even today, because of the
previous guidelines, I have to put in applications to
fight them. Again an honourable member for
Templestowe Province, Mr Furletti, is remarkably
silent — exceptionally silent.
Another promise I raise relates to the Banyule
Community Health Centre. The subject has hit the
newspapers recently. The previous Minister for Health,
Robert Knowles, in the other house said in April 1999
that the community health centre would be
redeveloped. He did not say where. He said it would be
in Heidelberg, which was a rather vague promise, and
he did not say West Heidelberg which is the health
centre’s current location. But in the 1999 budget, which
was not a Bracks government budget, unfortunately,
but the Kennett government’s last budget, was there a
commitment to develop the site? Not a thing! That is
yet another example of a hollow promise not kept and
not delivered on by the previous government. I am
working very hard to make certain the health centre
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remains in West Heidelberg and will get funding very
soon.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LANGDON — I shall ignore interjections. I
will put my record of what I have achieved in the
Ivanhoe electorate in the past three years against Carlo
Furletti’s three years in government any day. Some
$340 million — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Loney) — Order!
The level of interjection is far too high. It seems to be
coming from honourable members who have recently
entered the chamber. I ask them to desist.
Mr LANGDON — The Austin hospital is a prime
example: $340 million has been committed by the
Bracks government. If anyone goes past the Austin
hospital these days they will see a major development
there. The Ivanhoe electorate is thrilled at this prospect.
What is also important is that the economic boom this
brings to my electorate is starting to take off — for
example, developments are proposed not only in the
shopping centre but the Warringal Private Hospital is
also thinking about expanding to fit in. The Ivanhoe
electorate may well become one of the largest health
precincts in this country. This would not have occurred
under the previous government.
The previous government was doing everything it could
by stealth to privatise the Austin hospital, but it would
never declare its hand — for example, during the last
election campaign it advertised that it would build a
bigger and better hospital. Not once was privatisation
mentioned. So Templestowe Province has been terribly
represented by Carlo Furletti in another place. I
commend to the house the Labor candidate for
Templestowe Province, Lidia Argondizzo. I urge the
Ivanhoe electorate to get behind Lidia to make
certain — —
Mr Perton — Mr Acting Speaker, although the
grievance debate gives members a wide ambit, there are
still rules that apply to the way in which a lower house
member can refer to an upper house member and vice
versa, and the honourable member is not entitled to use
the grievance debate as an election speech to besmirch
Mr Furletti or Mr Forwood.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Loney) — Order!
There is no point of order.
Mr Perton — Sorry, there is!
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Loney) — Order!
Excuse me, honourable member for Doncaster! It is not
within standing orders for an honourable member to sit
in their seat and scream at the Chair.
Mr Perton — I didn’t scream at you; I said you
were wrong.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Loney) — Order!
There has been a ruling.
Mr LANGDON — Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker,
and a very wise ruling indeed!
As I said, after the future election within the next
12 months or so we will have a chance to rectify these
problems and elect Lidia Argondizzo, who is a very
good candidate for the Labor Party and who will get in
there and represent the people of Templestowe
Province. We are looking forward to that a great deal.
Another example that demonstrates the difference
between the Honourable Carlo Furletti and me is the
freeway issue. I think another honourable member may
well be speaking on it shortly. The Ivanhoe electorate
and indeed perhaps even the Bulleen electorate have
been threatened with a freeway. These threats have
mainly come from Dr Paul Mees who believes
Vicroads has secret plans to put a freeway through.
There have been two public meetings.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr LANGDON — He has a very vivid
imagination. He tends to think Vicroads has secret
plans in bottom drawers constantly and pulls them out
whenever it wants to. I attended the meetings, one in
Heidelberg attended by about 300 people and the other
in the Bulleen electorate attended by some 700 people.
Dr Mees spoke to that meeting and said again that
Vicroads had plans to put a freeway down the
Viewbank area, the Heidelberg area, across the Yarra
River and down the Yarra Valley flats and so on,
linking up to the Eastern Freeway. I declared at that
meeting — and I stand here today to declare to the
house and put on the record — that no such freeway is
planned by this government.
While I am the honourable member for Ivanhoe and
while there is a Bracks government there will be no
freeway built. I went so far as to say that I would resign
if a freeway was ever constructed in such an area. I
must admit the audience was exceptionally pleased at
that commitment. But that is what I am prepared to do
to represent the people of Ivanhoe. They do not want a
freeway carved through the Yarra Valley or Bulleen or
Viewbank. I put on record my opposition to it at that
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meeting, and now in this house I put on record my
opposition to it. I commend the Labor candidate, but at
the same time I grieve at the inaction of an honourable
member for Templestowe Province, the Honourable
Carlo Furletti.
Another example of the Liberal Party’s performance in
my electorate is that a couple of months ago it
preselected Andrew Tragardh to be the Liberal
candidate against me. But somewhere along the line he
must have upset the leadership of Carlo Furletti and Bill
Forwood because he was forced to withdraw his
candidature. The rumour is that he was forced to
withdraw as a candidate. I do not know what the issue
was. On the one hand I was told the leadership team did
not like him and asked him to withdraw, and on the
other I heard he just stood down. I will not mention the
current candidate. He suddenly appeared just last week.
The Liberal Party had a good candidate, whom I
believe the local Liberal Party members preselected,
but it has now dumped him; it asked him to withdraw.
It is ignoring other Liberal Party members and
installing someone else. It is appalling. It is an example
of how badly the Liberal Party is doing in the
Templestowe Province and the Ivanhoe electorate.

Greek and Slav Macedonian community
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — It is with sadness that
I stand to grieve for members of the Greek community
in Victoria because this government — and especially
the Premier as the then Minister for Multicultural
Affairs and the minister then assisting him in that
portfolio — has misled members of the government,
the Parliament, the Greek community and me.
The issue is, of course, the Macedonian issue, which
goes back many years. It even goes back to 1984 under
a previous Labor government. The then Minister for
Ethnic Affairs, the Honourable Peter Spyker, signed off
on a memorandum asking for a group of people who
came from a region of Yugoslavia to be referred to as
Macedonian. I wish to quote from that memorandum. It
states:
I therefore recommend and seek your approval for the use of
‘Macedonian’ as a heading and as a referral category within
our proposed listing of ethnic organisations.

It was signed and also approved by Peter Spyker. The
issue caused some friction back then, but it lay dormant
for many years. With the break-up of Yugoslavia in the
early 1990s one of the states which sought
independence wanted to use the Greek name of
‘Macedonia’. Of course that caused much friction here
in Victoria. There was violence, fire bombs were
thrown into buildings, and the government was
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concerned. This violence also threatened our schools.
As a result of that the previous Liberal government put
in a directive to refer to the language that is spoken by
people who come from the former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia (FYROM) or who originate from
FYROM or who associate with FYROM as
‘Macedonian Slavonic’. The Slav Macedonian
organisations objected to this and took legal action.
I will read from a brief from the department an account
of what happened during that action:
A complaint with the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity
Commission (HREOC) was lodged by the Macedonian
Human Rights Committee Inc. In 1997 Sir Ronald Wilson for
HREOC found that the directive did not breach the Racial
Discrimination Act …

The Macedonian Teachers Association of Victoria
(MTAV) then appealed this decision to the Federal
Court. Subsequently it won the case. The Victorian
government then appealed that decision to the full
Federal Court, which also found in favour of the
MTAV. The former government then sought leave to
appeal to the High Court, and that is when there was a
state election. Labor came into government and
promised that it would continue the court case in the
High Court and would abide by whatever the High
Court said.
On 20 July 2000 the local Greek newspaper Neos
Kosmos reported:
The Bracks government has stated that it will await the
decision made by the HREOC commission before making
any further decision on this issue.

A few days later, on 26 July 2000, I was amazed to read
in the Herald Sun that the Victorian government, with
the knowledge of the Minister assisting the Premier on
Multicultural Affairs and the Premier, had sought an
agreement with the MTAV. This is despite their
assuring the Greek community that no deals would be
made and that they would abide by the High Court
ruling.
The High Court brought down its decision on 26 May
2000 and referred the matter back to the HREOC. The
Premier and the minister again went to the press and
said they would not decide on what action to take until
the HREOC made its recommendation. So between the
High Court and the HREOC the government said it
would do nothing, that it would wait for the final
decision of the HREOC.
As a result of this article in the Herald Sun I put in a
number of questions on notice as well as raising the
issue in the adjournment debate. On Thursday, 7 June
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2001, I asked the Premier whether any secret meetings
took place between the government and the MTAV. At
the time the Minister assisting the Premier on
Multicultural Affairs was at the table, and he said that
there were no deals.
I then received a letter from the Premier dated
27 August 2001. It states:
No agreement for an apology or a contribution towards the
MTAV costs or proceedings was made.

I raised the matter again as a question on notice, and on
18 September 2001 the Premier replied:
No agreement for an apology or a contribution towards the
MTAV costs of proceedings was made.

Again, as recently as Tuesday, 28 May this year, I
asked a similar question and the Premier replied:
There was no agreement made otherwise with the
Macedonian Teachers Association of Victoria during the term
of this government.

So I said, ‘That’s fine. The government has kept its
word in seeing the case through the High Court and
through the HREOC’.
Unfortunately just recently I received a leaked
document which contradicts the Premier and the
minister then assisting him. The document contradicts
both of them, and I have to say they have misled this
house, they have misled the Greek media and they have
misled the Greek community. I will read from this
document, which was dropped in the mail:
After the application to the High Court was dismissed, legal
representatives for the government and the complainant …
entered into discussions with a view to negotiate a settlement.
The MTAV requested withdrawal of the directive, a consent
order that the government would not oppose withdrawal of
the directive, a new directive, an apology, a public
announcement and a contribution to costs.

This is where it is interesting:
The government agreed to the withdrawal, a consent order,
settled the text of an apology and a contribution to costs.

So the government agreed to a secret deal between the
MTAV and the government, yet the Premier and the
minister were saying in the media that there was no
secret deal and that no money changed hands. Was this
a brief from a bureaucrat? I say to you, Mr Acting
Speaker, it is a cabinet document.
Mr Dixon — A what?
Mr KOTSIRAS — A cabinet document, and it is
signed by Steve Bracks, Premier, and John
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Pandazopoulos three days before the HREOC brought
down a ruling — three days, and in a cabinet
document!
The document goes further, one of its observations
being:
… should HREOC find the directive is in breach of the Racial
Discrimination Act not issuing a new directive is
recommended.

Mr Batchelor — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, the honourable member is quoting from a
document. I would like the document made available.
Mr Honeywood — On the point of order,
Mr Acting Speaker, I have been watching the
honourable member for Bulleen closely. He is not
quoting from any document. He is referring to a
document, but he has not been quoting from any
document. There is a great distinction that needs to be
drawn.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Loney) — Order!
Is the honourable member for Bulleen prepared to
make the document available to the house?
Mr KOTSIRAS — I am. This document was
signed by the Premier and the Minister assisting the
Premier on Multicultural Affairs three days before the
HREOC brought down a ruling. They said that from
26 May until September no decision was made and
there was no secret deal, yet the Premier and the
minister knew of the deal, approved the deal, and had
made a decision regardless of what the HREOC
brought down. I find this offensive and I think the
Greek community will find it offensive. I will read the
apology that the Premier and the minister agreed to,
which is attachment C to this cabinet document:
The Victorian government apologises to the Macedonian
Teachers Association, the students and members of the
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM)
community for the directive issued by the former Liberal
government. The current government sincerely regrets any
suffering caused by this directive and assures the FYROM
community of its equal standing in Victoria’s multicultural
society.
My government calls upon community leaders to come
together to develop strategies to resolve any remaining
community division on this matter.

It goes further. I also have a copy of a letter signed by
the Honourable Steve Bracks, the Premier, some time
in 2000, and it is important that I read this:
Thank you for the documents you left with my office for
consideration in this matter.
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The history of the fragmentation of the Macedonian people
described in these papers has enhanced my appreciation of the
attitude of the Macedonian people in this matter.

This is prior to the HREOC’s ruling:
The material you provided does give a strong indication of the
frustration which the Macedonian people must feel
concerning the international dispute surrounding the naming
of the former Macedonian republic.
On coming into government, the litigation involving the state
in this matter has been a troubling issue. I am grateful for the
manner in which you have indicated the sensitivity of the
Macedonian people to this action. As this litigation has not
yet been finally resolved, I am extremely confined in the
comments that I can make.
I do wish to assure you, however, that my government will
make every effort to ensure that, as far as possible, this matter
is finalised without further offence to the Macedonian people.
Your documents are now returned with my sincere thanks.

So there was the High Court ruling in May of 2000 and
the HREOC ruling in September 2000 — a gap of a
few months. On Greek radio the Premier and the then
Minister assisting the Premier on Multicultural Affairs
promised the Greek community that no decision would
be made until after the HREOC brought down its
decision. Secondly, they said no special deals were
made between the government and the Macedonian
Teachers Association of Victoria.
As I said, this cabinet paper, dated 7 September 2000
and headed ‘multicultural affairs cabinet committee,
4.30–5.30 p.m.’, relates to the meeting to be held in
meeting room 1 at Parliament House. The agenda lists:
apologies and minutes of last meeting, and then at
item 4 the Macedonian Slavonic issue. I am happy to
make this document available. It starts with the history
and then at item 10 indicates that an agreement was
reached between the government and the Macedonia
Teachers Association of Victoria (MTAV). For some
reason when it went to the HREOC it tried to hide it;
this government denied that this ever existed. It denied
that it had made a secret deal. The government denied
in an answer to a question on notice and again when the
matter was raised during the adjournment debate that a
deal was made between the government and the
MTAV. That has been shown to be false and
misleading.
The Greek community will see this for what it is. The
government has closed the Hellenic museum after the
Kennett government did all the work to establish it. It
has now slapped the Greek community in the face by
lying and misleading both the Parliament and the
community. I cannot understand how three days before
the HREOC brought down the ruling the government
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was able to make a decision not to issue a new
directive, having given a promise previously that it
would wait and speak to both communities before it
decided on what action to take next.

SOUTHERN AND EASTERN INTEGRATED
TRANSPORT AUTHORITY BILL

I ask: how on earth would the Premier and the minister
know of the outcome of the HREOC deliberations? It is
a pity; it is a shame.

Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) introduced a
bill to establish the Southern and Eastern Integrated
Transport Authority, to amend the Borrowing and
Investment Powers Act 1987 and for other purposes.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Loney) — Order!
The time for grievances has expired.

Read first time.

Question agreed to.

APPROPRIATION MESSAGE
Message read recommending further appropriation for
Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
(FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Major Projects) —
I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Project
Development and Construction Management Act 1994 and
the Commonwealth Games Arrangements Act 2001 and for
other purposes.

Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I ask the minister
for a brief explanation.
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Major Projects)
(By leave) — This is a bill that largely deals with
government machinery matters in two instances.
Firstly, it provides for the return of major projects to the
Department of Infrastructure and the procedure for
nominating projects. It similarly amends the
Commonwealth Games Act to provide the Secretary of
the Department of Sport, Tourism and the
Commonwealth Games with the necessary powers to
develop the Commonwealth Games projects.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

Introduction and first reading

MELBOURNE (FLINDERS STREET LAND)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Environment and
Conservation) introduced a bill to provide for the
divesting of certain land in the vicinity of Flinders Street
from the Melbourne City Council, and for the revocation
of the reservation of that land, to amend the Melbourne
(Flinders-street) Land Act 1958 and for related matters.
Read first time.

OUTWORKERS (IMPROVED
PROTECTION) BILL
Instruction to committee
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Industrial
Relations) — I move:
That it be an instruction to the committee that they have
power to consider new clauses and amendments to the
Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill to provide for the
application of the federal Clothing Trades Award to Victorian
outworkers in that industry, the appointment of information
services officers and consequential amendments to the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998.

Motion agreed to.

FIREARMS (TRAFFICKING) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Firearms Act
1996, the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 and for other purposes.

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I ask the minister for
a brief explanation of the contents of the bill.
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Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) (By leave) — The purpose of the
bill is to tighten up laws relating to the trafficking of
illegal firearms and to introduce some close associates
provisions to ensure that inappropriate people do not
have control or ownership of firearms dealerships.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

FAIR TRADING (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Ms CAMPBELL (Minister for Consumer
Affairs) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Fair Trading
Act 1999, to repeal the Small Claims Act 1973, to repeal
part IV of the Goods Act 1958, to amend the Business
Licensing Authority Act 1998 and other acts and for other
purposes.

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I ask the minister for
a brief explanation as to the contents of the bill.
Ms CAMPBELL (Minister for Consumer Affairs)
(By leave) — The bill expands the responsibility of the
director of consumer affairs to require traders to
substantiate claims. It also allows the director to make
public warnings about road traders, it tightens up the
Fair Trading Act and it moves provisions from the
goods and small claims acts into the Fair Trading Act.
Motion agreed to
Read first time.
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Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

SUMMARY OFFENCES (OFFENSIVE
BEHAVIOUR) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Summary
Offences Act 1966 to create a new offence and for other
purposes.

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — The Attorney-General
with his raised eyebrows clearly invites me to ask him
for a brief explanation of the bill.
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) (By leave) — As
the current shadow Attorney-General would know,
there has been an issue in the St Kilda area in relation to
street prostitution. The government is showing
leadership on this issue and introducing a new offence
and on-the-spot fines for gutter crawlers.
Mr Perton interjected.
Mr HULLS — Gutter crawlers! Gutter crawlers!
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

CONFISCATION (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:

UNIVERSITY ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and
Training) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend acts establishing
public universities in Victoria and the Victorian College of
the Arts and for other purposes.

Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I ask the minister
for a brief explanation.
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and Training)
(By leave) — This bill deals basically with the objects
of universities and changes some of those objects. As
well it has provision for payment of university council
members if they so wish to move that way.

That I have leave to bring in a bill to make various
amendments to the Confiscation Act 1997, to consequentially
amend the Crimes Act 1958, the Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances Act 1981 and the Sentencing Act 1991
and for other purposes.

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I ask the
Attorney-General to give a brief explanation of the
contents of the bill.
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) (By leave) — This
bill again shows that the government is being tough on
crime in that it intends to amend the confiscation
legislation to lower some thresholds involving
drug-related matters whereby people who believe they
can profit from crime and the proceeds of drug-related
offences will have another think coming. This is a very
important bill. I hope the shadow Attorney-General
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changes his mind, because he initially went to the
media saying he would oppose this legislation. I
certainly hope he changes his mind and supports the
legislation.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

PERSONAL INJURIES PROCEDURES BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to provide for pre-litigation
procedures for certain claims for damages for death or injury,
to provide for costs in subsequent court proceedings and for
other purposes.

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I ask the
Attorney-General to give a brief explanation of the
contents of the bill, particularly in relation to what these
‘certain claims for damages’ are.
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) (By leave) — In
relation to the specifics of the bill, I know the shadow
Attorney-General does not like waiting, but he will just
have to wait until tomorrow. This bill is all about cost
thresholds. As he is aware, there is a problem in the
community with insurance. To address that the
government has introduced a package of reforms, and
this adds to that by introducing thresholds on the
amount of costs that can be awarded in any claim.
Those thresholds, without going into the
second-reading speech, will ensure that bona fide
claims will get to court but a range of pre-litigation
procedures will be put in place with a view to ensuring
that many of these matters will be settled before they
get to court.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
(METROPOLITAN GREEN WEDGE
PROTECTION) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 29 October; motion of
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning).

Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — This is instalment 2
of what it appears will be a three-instalment response to
the bill. As I was saying last night prior to debate on
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this measure being adjourned, and I reiterate it again
today, the philosophy of green wedges is a Liberal
legacy, and it is one that we will be honouring. The
legacy of the Garden State, inherited from the former
Liberal government, is one that resonates with
Victorians still and is held in great affection. Right
across Australia Victoria is still known as the Garden
State, and the numberplate ‘Victoria — The Garden
State’ will live with us for a long time. The Garden
State and the concept of green wedges conjures up a
tune in the minds of almost every Melburnian. It may
not always be the same tune, but it is a tune that is
much appreciated and is affectionately held in the
minds of those who live in Melbourne.
I made the point that our parks, gardens and green
spaces are regarded as very precious in Victoria,
particularly in Melbourne. It is not an accident, and I
also made the point last night that in this time when
confidence and certainty have been put at risk by so
many things, particularly of late, it is an understandable
and noble sentiment that we should hold our
environment as something precious. There are some
things that Victorians do not want people to mess with.
As I said last night, you can mess with our hearts, our
heads and our jobs and sometimes our churches, but
when you mess with our beaches, rivers, parks and trees
you galvanise a reaction. That to me and the Liberal
Party is an understandable sentiment.
Yesterday, those of us who were privileged to attend
the event honouring the victims of the Bali tragedy at
the Sydney Myer Music Bowl were reminded of how
precious things are. Bali is a place of tranquillity, a
meeting place and a place where the land, the sea, the
surf, the weather and the vegetation blend. When you
couple that with the feelings of Australians, particularly
young Australians, you can understand the great
affection in which Bali has been held by Australians for
so long. Seeing that place spoilt by such an outrageous
act is an image that has touched us all.
I raise that only so we understand that our land and our
parks and gardens are important to Victorians. The tune
in our heads is one that we hold dear. The Liberal Party
supports the concept of green wedges, and the bill will
pass through the house with its unequivocal support for
the concept. Nevertheless, I am not sure that the bill
actually does much to realise the dream of protecting
them. The aim of the legislation as it has been marketed
and trumpeted is to protect green wedges, but perhaps
the purpose clause in the bill portrays more emptiness,
because the main purpose is:
… to require ratification by both houses of Parliament of
amendments to subdivision controls in planning schemes …
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The bill has been promoted as a cure-all for the
protection of green wedges, but the reality is that it does
only two things. The community could be forgiven for
thinking it does a lot more, but in fact it does a lot less
than it claims, and I shall come back to that later. I
stress that all we are dealing with is this piece of
legislation. The house is not dealing with the various
statements of the minister and the Premier about other
matters, and I will also come back to that separation in
a moment.
Firstly, the bill labels the land between what is now
known as the urban growth boundary and the outer
municipal perimeter of Melbourne as green wedge
land. It does not do any more than that. Secondly, it
provides that planning scheme amendments affecting
any subdivision in that labelled territory must be
approved by both houses of Parliament. That is a
planning scheme ratification mechanism, and that is all
it is. It applies already to the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan, and
sections 46C and 46D of the Planning and Environment
Act 1987 to which this bill applies already entertain that
mechanism. That mechanism was introduced by the
Kennett government in the 1990s at the time of council
amalgamations to protect the Upper Yarra Valley and
the Dandenong Ranges in the same way as they had
previously been protected by the authority.
I repeat, the bill does only two things: it labels a piece
of land around Melbourne which might be described as
a doughnut shape, although there are some hundreds of
thousands of freckles on the doughnut, as green wedge
land; and it applies a planning scheme amendment
ratification mechanism to any land in that territory.
The mechanism is, as I said, similar to a mechanism
already introduced by the Kennett government and in
place successfully for some six or seven years. It is a
mechanism that the Liberal Party at the last election
intended to have applied to the Mornington Peninsula.
We reaffirmed that policy position some months ago —
that is, that we would create a regional strategy plan for
the Mornington Peninsula in the same way as has been
done for the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong
Ranges and apply to that plan the same planning
scheme amendment ratification mechanism as was
applied in the Upper Yarra Valley. The mechanism has
a history; the mechanism is not unusual. The
mechanism is not something that is to be feared.
The label of the territory between the two lines on the
map — and I know it is not possible to incorporate the
line in this discussion, but it appears on a plan produced
by the Department of Infrastructure as a thick, black,
squiggly line largely around metropolitan Melbourne,
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with some variations — is the urban growth boundary.
Beyond it is the metropolitan municipal perimeter.
There is no definition of that land other than the label.
Perhaps the only other thing the bill could be said to do
is expand the territory which is identified colloquially
as green wedge land, because there is no current
definition of green wedge land. The label does not
apply in the planning scheme currently; it is essentially
a collection of non-urban zones. To that extent there has
been an expansion.
The one thing that can be said about this bill is that it
provides no extra power to the government to protect
green wedges beyond what the government currently
has. I repeat, there is no additional power given to the
government to protect green wedges than it already has.
Perhaps one could say that a little bit of extra scrutiny is
involved. Planning scheme amendments under this act
will not go to the Parliament unless the minister wishes,
and that is precisely the situation which occurs now
with any planning scheme amendment. The only
difference between the usual planning scheme
amendments and this proposition is that this is a
ratification mechanism as opposed to the usual process,
which is a disallowance provision. Under that a scheme
amendment is tabled and it is up to both houses to
consider whether they wish to disallow it. If there is no
motion of disallowance then the scheme passes through
the house in the ordinary way.
The ratification mechanism requires the amendment to
receive positive agreement, and then the motion is put.
Honourable members would know that under the Upper
Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy
Plan and the Planning and Environment Act
occasionally planning scheme amendments come
before this house. The minister moves that the
amendment be approved, and that is normally done
without debate. There are occasional debates, but the
reality is that they are few and far between.
I say again that this bill does not provide the
government with any additional power to protect green
wedges beyond the powers that already exist. If a
planning scheme amendment is not approved by the
minister, then it will never come before the Parliament.
I met with many groups in the last couple of weeks — I
will come back to the capacity to meet with all of those
who have an interest in this legislation — and many of
them who would be said to be supporters of the green
wedges are now acquainted with this legislation and
find that now that they are a little more informed they
are a little disappointed. Those who had concerns still
have their concerns. Their concerns are largely about
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the rhetoric that has gone with the legislation. That
makes this a difficult issue to deal with, because we are
dealing with the bill and with existing legislation. As I
said, the bill in itself does very, very little.
We had the benefit of a briefing after the bill was
introduced, and I thank the government for the briefing.
My observations about there being no additional power
were confirmed at that briefing by the senior
Department of Infrastructure bureaucrats who were
there.
It is interesting to note that the bill, while being
promoted as interim legislation, does not have a sunset
clause. I note that the honourable member for
Gippsland West has proposed that a sunset clause be
introduced. Given that the legislation is so thin on
action, a sunset clause is perhaps not required because
the bill is not adding powers to protect nor is it doing
anything that is unusual in the parliamentary
mechanisms in this place. I will come back to the nature
of this legislation at the next instalment, presumably
after question time.
The planning scheme amendments that will come to
this house will still come via the usual process, either at
the instigation of the minister or at the instigation and
with the support of the council. They will go to the
department, and they will be assessed. Invariably there
will be panel hearings and a ministerial sign-off. The
fact that there will still be planning scheme
amendments and subdivisions is confirmed in the
minister’s second-reading speech. It is not something
that the government has chosen to highlight, but it is
there, and the minister says quite explicitly:
… it is not a freeze on subdivision or development in the
green wedges.
Secondly —

the minister is at pains to say in the house in the
second-reading speech, but not publicly —
it is not a ban on well-thought-out scheme amendment
proposals.

That, again, has been confirmed at the briefing we had
with the departmental officers. I say, with just a short
moment to go before the luncheon adjournment, that
the fundamental thing that everyone in this house and
those with an interest in the bill needs to understand is
that the bill provides no additional power to protect
green wedges beyond what the government currently
has.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.03 p.m.
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Police: confidential records
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is directed to the Premier. Given the statement
of the Minister for Police and Emergency Services on
23 October regarding access to confidential police files
that:
We have sought information, that’s all we have done, we do
that every day … and we respect the basis on which we’re
given information …

I ask: can the Premier guarantee that no other Liberal,
National or Independent member of Parliament or
candidate has had confidential police records accessed
by or provided to any government minister or any
member of their staff?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — Certainly not to my
knowledge. I have no knowledge about any of those
matters referred to by the Leader of the Opposition.

Employment: Gippsland
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — My
question is to the Premier. I refer to the Premier’s media
release last week proclaiming that the ‘Bracks
government had secured 420 new jobs for Gippsland’s
timber regions’. One of those initiatives supposedly is
the creation of 25 new jobs at N. F. McDonell and Sons
mill at Yarram. Is the Premier aware that
N. F. McDonell and Sons has not yet accepted any
government help nor confirmed any expansion plans
and is in fact in the process of laying off casual staff?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Bennettswood!
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the National Party for his question. I am very pleased
he has highlighted what was a great day and a great
announcement for Gippsland. At the announcement we
had a large number of the manufacturers, industries and
food processors that receive support from the
government and from the industry assistance package
which enabled some 420 jobs to occur across the
region. They were thrilled and pleased. We actually had
the announcement at the old Bonlac factory which we
have ensured has a new enterprise within it — a new
enterprise that is growing and expanding, and new jobs
which are occurring as a result of that. I can say that the
overall support for the package was incredible at that
meeting. I also thank the honourable member for
Narracan because his personal knowledge and
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commitment to the area is unparalleled, and that is
assisted and supported by government.
In this case, if in the total of 420 jobs there is one
company that is not finalised, we will examine that, but
the overwhelming response from the community was
excellent and overwhelmingly it is more jobs for
Gippsland.

Manufacturing: employment
Ms GILLETT (Werribee) — Will the Premier
advise the house of the latest multimillion dollar
investment in Victoria’s manufacturing industry and
explain how this builds on the government’s
outstanding record of creating new jobs across all of
Victoria?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the honourable
member for Werribee for her question. She is right in
the last part of that question — which state has the
lowest unemployment rate in the country? It is Victoria.
The lowest unemployment in Australia. We are talking
about comparisons. There is a very bright opposition
over here.
I was very pleased today to be with the federal minister
for industry, Nick Minchin, and the minister for
manufacturing in Victoria to announce that as well as
the completion of the factory for the V6 engine, which
will be fitted out now, a new company called ION Ltd
will make the engine blocks for that V6 engine. I am
very pleased that that construction has been secured for
Victoria. It will mean some $90 million of new
investment; it will mean almost 100 ongoing jobs. And
this is on top of the $400 million of new investment for
the V6 engine plant. This is a great boon and a great
addition to the work force here in Victoria.
The whole of the General Motors Holden work force
were there to receive the good news that not only would
Victoria have this new investment but that their existing
jobs are secure, ongoing and long term.
The other important aspect is that it was only
18 months ago that the sod was turned for this new
factory to construct these new V6 engines, and
18 months later this project has been completed on time
and on budget with not one day of lost time. That is a
great credit to the work force, and a great credit to
Holden as well.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Bennettswood!
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Mr BRACKS — It is also important to note that the
work force, the management and other car and
component part manufacturers have enjoyed a stable
period of growth in Victoria over the last three years.
Part of that stability has been to ensure that we have had
a freeze in tariffs and an ACIS (automotive
competitiveness and investment scheme) system in
place. The Labor Party knows where it stands on tariffs
on the car industry in Victoria: it stands firmly and
squarely to freeze tariffs at their current level.
We know that when the previous Premier was
proposing a freeze in tariffs he had support from the
opposition at that time — the now Labor government of
Victoria. But the current opposition has been absolutely
mute. What we have learnt from the opposition on this
matter is that it does not stand for anything. It cannot
stand up to the Victorian manufacturing industry, and it
cannot stand up for a freeze in tariffs. There was
bipartisan support for this matter in Victoria previously.
This crowd does not know what it stands for and will
not stand up to ensure that the manufacturing industry
is protected in this state.

Police: confidential records
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) —
Following the Premier’s answer to my previous
question, will he now initiate an investigation to find
out if any others have accessed information from
confidential police files?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Bennettswood!
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I was very pleased to
answer the previous question of the opposition leader.
If he has any concerns on this matter, he can follow the
appropriate channels. I have already said that as far as I
am concerned and according to my understanding I
have no knowledge of any of the matters he has raised.
If he has any concerns about any matters — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BRACKS — Well, you’ll never be!
If he has any concerns he should raise those matters in
the proper course of business.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I have asked the
honourable member for Bennettswood a number of
times to desist.
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Hospitals: waiting lists
Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) — Will the Minister for
Health advise the house what policies the government
is implementing to further improve hospital waiting
lists and explain why this is necessary?
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Health) — I thank
the honourable member for Ivanhoe, who of course has
done such great work with the Austin hospital. The
Bracks government is employing 3300 extra nurses and
opening beds so that it can repair the damage done to
the health service by the opposition when it was in
government.
Unlike the Liberal Party, which has no health policy at
all, we are acting to provide more nurses and more
beds — some 900 extra beds — to reduce waiting lists.
Waiting lists are now being reduced for the first time in
a decade. In the last two years of the Kennett
government waiting lists were up. Under us, they are
down.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THWAITES — You don’t like it, do you?
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Minister for
Health to desist. I ask the opposition benches to come
to order.
Mr THWAITES — Thank you, Honourable
Speaker. The Liberal Party has no waiting list policy. It
has no health policy. All it has is this — a platform. It is
not a platform; it is a platitude. That is all it is — a
collection of platitudes. Four pages! The only policy it
has is to encourage freedom of choice.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister, coming
back to answering the question.
Mr THWAITES — We know what that means.
That is code for privatisation.
Our policies, though, are bringing waiting lists down.
We know that the health system is under pressure with
a huge increase in the number of emergency patients, so
I am very pleased to inform the house that the Bracks
government is investing a further $9.7 million to
establish an innovative new elective surgery program.
Under this program an additional 2200 patients who
have been waiting for care because of the extra pressure
on our emergency departments will get fast-track
service through designated elective surgery centres.
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This new initiative will concentrate on the specialty
areas of ophthalmology — —
Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I refer
to your directions that ministerial answers be succinct,
and I ask you to sit the minister down.
The SPEAKER — Order! I am not of the opinion
that the minister was contravening the sessional order.
There is no point of order.
Mr THWAITES — Patients in these specialties
will be referred to St Vincent’s Hospital for orthopaedic
surgery, to the Western Hospital for general surgery,
and to the Cranbourne Integrated Care Centre.
Opposition members seem to be complaining. They do
not like the fact that waiting lists are now lower than
when they were in government. They do not like the
fact that the Australian Medical Association is backing
the government’s approach. Indeed, the AMA said the
Bracks government has made a concerted effort,
supported by the nurses and the doctors, to look at
systemic problems in the health system.
I am very pleased to advise the house that as a result of
these initiatives and our $1 billion hospital demand
management strategy we will be treating 100 000 more
patients this year than in the last year of the Kennett
government. By treating 100 000 more patients in a
year, we are able to do what the Kennett Liberal
government could not do, and that is bring down
waiting lists.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
complete his answer.
Mr THWAITES — I will. Six weeks ago the
opposition leader said:
We have a health policy which I will roll out.

Six weeks ago! Where is it? The reason that they will
not roll out their policy is it is going to be the same
policy as they had when in government — sacking
nurses, closing beds and privatising hospitals.

Insurance: medical liability
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I draw to the attention
of the Minister for Health the fact that this year the
medical liability insurance premium for one private
hospital operator has increased from $2 million to
$8 million and I ask: will the minister inform the house
what are the amounts of the government’s current and
contingent liabilities in public hospitals in relation to
medical indemnity and the degree to which the
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methodology used to determine these liabilities is
supported by the actuarial profession?
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Health) — I thank
the honourable member for his question. The
honourable member has played a key role in ensuring
that the house and the government are well aware of the
problems of rising medical insurance premiums, and
indeed has advocated strongly to ensure that medical
insurance premiums are realistic and not continuing to
rise at the level that they certainly are in some states.
Certainly there has been a great deal of variability in
private medical insurance premiums, and that is the
reason that the Bracks government has agreed to
provide an insurance cover for bush nursing hospitals.
That coverage, through the Victorian Managed
Insurance Authority, will mean that bush nursing
hospitals which are private hospitals have the same
access to insurance as the public hospital system.
Professional indemnity insurance cover for public
hospitals is incorporated within a managed fund
framework which is operated by the Victorian Managed
Insurance Authority. That insures all the state
government risk.
I am advised that the state’s outstanding liability for
medical malpractice insurance is $82.6 million. I am
also advised that this liability has been independently
assessed by an actuary appointed by the Victorian
Managed Insurance Authority and has recently been
audited by the Auditor-General. I should also say that
that liability is included in the Department of Human
Services financial statements as a full liability.
I should also point out that there has been significant
growth in the liability between last year and this year.
Last year it was some $65 million and this year it has
increased to $82.6 million, an increase of $17.5 million.
The public hospital system has a thorough regime of
reporting incidents and good risk management systems.
That ensures that the public hospital system has the best
possible approach to these issues.
However, the government does need to continue to do
whatever it can to reduce the premiums and risks in the
future. That is why it has introduced a comprehensive
indemnity insurance package, led by the Minister for
Finance, and that is why it is continuing to work with
hospitals and doctors on risk management programs in
order to reduce the risk of injury to patients and to
ensure that as far as possible premiums are kept down.
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Police: confidential records
Mr WELLS (Wantirna) — Will the Premier ask the
Ombudsman to investigate why confidential police files
on the Liberal Party candidate for Yan Yean were
accessed on 22 October, which was after the chief
commissioner’s office had commenced an investigation
into whether the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services or his staff had improperly or illegally
accessed confidential police files?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — In response to the
honourable member’s question, the Ombudsman will
fully investigate all these matters.

Rural and regional Victoria: development
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East) — Will the Minister for
State and Regional Development inform the house of
the latest government initiative to improve job
opportunities across rural Victoria and explain why this
and other rural and regional initiatives have been
necessary?
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for State and Regional
Development) — I thank the honourable member for
her question and place on record the extraordinary
economic growth that we have seen in regional Victoria
during the three years of the Bracks government.
Building approvals are at record levels — $2.7 billion
in the last financial year, compared to just $1.7 billion
in 1998–99; food and fibre exports are booming —
$7.6 billion last year, up a massive 43 per cent over the
past two years; and the unemployment rate has
averaged 6.2 per cent over the last year, a full
2 percentage points lower than the last year average of
the former Kennett government.
This government has provided country Victoria with
the strongest economic and job growth compared with
anywhere else in Australia. It is also delivering through
the $180 million Regional Infrastructure Development
Fund. So far this fund has facilitated projects worth
almost a quarter of a billion dollars across the state. We
are up now to $242 million in levered-up investment
across the state as a result of an initiative introduced in
the first sitting of this Parliament — an initiative that
was opposed by the Liberal and National parties.
Last week I visited Sale in the electorate of Gippsland
South, where I announced a $1.96 million grant to
develop the port of Sale. The mayor of Wellington
Shire Council, Malcolm Hole, is quoted as saying that
this grant sent a clear signal to the business sector that
the government was serious about regional
development. You would not have found a mayor
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anywhere in country Victoria under the former Kennett
government in the 1990s who would have made a
comment like that.
Today I am delighted to announce a further grant from
the Regional Infrastructure Development Fund. This is
a $500 000 grant to the Livestock Saleyard Association
of Victoria for infrastructure development to enable the
implementation of the national livestock identification
scheme. This is a joint announcement with the Minister
for Agriculture, who has been a leader in this area. The
funding will be provided to saleyards across the state. It
will ensure that Victorian saleyards can take the lead
nationally in using new technology and that the quality
of the product which is produced for domestic and
export markets is the very best in Australia. This will
mean that grants are available right across the state.
The government has policies which are working. I have
been searching diligently to see if there any alternative
policies which are out there for regional Victoria, and I
am having trouble finding any.
There is this one — We Believe — and I will table
this — —
Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
minister is debating the question. Apart from anything
else I released one for the National Party last Thursday,
and it’s a ripper. I will give you a copy of it!
Mr Batchelor interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the Leader of the
House.
The latter part of that comment was clearly not a point
of order.
Mr BRUMBY — I will table this for the benefit of
the Parliament. This is We Believe, and you will not
find mention of regional Victoria in there! We looked
in the newspapers, we looked for leaflets — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister should
return to answering the question.
Mr BRUMBY — I am, Honourable Speaker, I am.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister, coming
back to answering the question.
Mr BRUMBY — This government has policies
which are giving Victoria the best rate of job growth
anywhere in Australia. I printed this off the Internet. It
is dated 30 October, and it says ‘All policies are
currently being reviewed’. This is from the Vic Nats.
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‘All Vic Nats policies will be made available online as
soon as — —
Dr Dean — I think you can guess the point of order,
Mr Speaker. The minister is completely disregarding
what you have asked him to do, which is to get back to
the question. He is back to debating the question, and I
ask you to bring him back to answering it.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Minister for
State and Regional Development to cease debating the
question and to conclude his answer.
Mr BRUMBY — We are out there generating
jobs — creating new jobs — but the Liberal and
National parties are out there destroying them.
Yesterday the federal Howard government announced a
new 3-cent-a-kilogram tax on sugar. This of course has
been vigorously opposed by every industry and business
organisation across Australia. This is a tax — —
Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
minister is very clearly debating the issue. The
governance of Victoria is the matter under discussion,
not the sugar industry and the rest of Australia.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order raised by the Leader of the National Party.
However, I have asked the minister to conclude his
answer. He is now not being succinct.
Mr BRUMBY — Hansard might pick up the
interjection of the Leader of the Opposition when he
laughed about the number of canegrowers in Victoria.
That sugar tax is disastrous for Victorian food
manufacturers. It will add to the costs of all domestic
manufacturers, which are placed right throughout the
state. Here is a map of all the food manufacturers in
Victoria — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, not
only is the minister not being succinct, he is now
branching out into maps. I would ask you to ask him to
be succinct, as you already have, or to sit him down.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Berwick has taken a point of order that I am not
prepared to uphold at this point in time, as I have just
issued instructions to the minister to conclude his
answer. He is not being succinct.
Mr BRUMBY — The fact of the matter is that we
have got policies in place that are generating jobs and
giving us investment levels, housing approval levels
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and job creation levels that are the envy of the rest of
Australia. We need these policies in Victoria, because
the policies of the Howard government are destroying
jobs across the food manufacturing industry.
We will continue to advance policies to develop the
whole of the state, to generate jobs and to boost
investment. But we would be interested in the policies
of the Liberal and National parties and their implicit
support today for a sugar tax that will cost hundreds and
hundreds of jobs across Victorian manufacturing
industry.

Ulusal Halk Hareketi
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — Can the Premier
assure the house that an investigation has been mounted
into the reported links between the electorate officers of
the Minister for Sport and Recreation and the
honourable member for Sunshine and the Turkish
ultranationalist organisation Ulusal Halk Hareketi, the
national patriotic movement of Turkey.
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — The honourable
members involved have taken action themselves in the
matter, and I think they have taken it satisfactorily.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I have referred to the
honourable member for Bennettswood a number of
times today. I now warn him.

Forests: government initiatives
Ms DUNCAN (Gisborne) — I ask the Minister for
Environment and Conservation to advise the house
about the government’s latest initiative to protect our
national parks and forests and explain what other
approaches to this important issue the government has
rejected.
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Environment and
Conservation) — I thank the honourable member for
her question and for her ongoing interest in and
commitment to this area. It is interesting that yesterday
the story was about water, the reforms we have
introduced there and the leadership we have shown.
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national parks in this term than any previous
government in Victoria’s history. I think that is
something we should be very proud of — more national
parks in this term than in any — —
Mr Ryan interjected.
Ms GARBUTT — It is interesting that the Leader
of the National Party should comment, isn’t it? The
National Party’s record is one of opposing every
national park ever created in Victoria. That is a
consistent record and a bad record.
And what about the Liberal Party, which is absolutely
divided when it comes to environmental policy? The
Liberal leader attempted to take the credit for
box-ironbark national parks — —
Mr Perton — My point of order, Mr Speaker, is on
the question of debating. The minister is attempting to
debate policy issues. As you know, Mr Speaker, we are
happy to have a debate on a ministerial statement or a
debate during the course of the election — but it is not
the time to do it during question time.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
come back to answering the question that was posed by
the honourable member for Gisborne.
Ms GARBUTT — It is clear that we have hit a raw
nerve there. The Libs are absolutely divided!
In forestry policy we have a proud record, too. We
inherited an unsustainable forest policy, and we have
addressed that. One of the major announcements I
made earlier in the year was the buyback of licences to
reduce logging to sustainable levels, resulting in a
reduction of 31 per cent across the state.
The voluntary licence buyback scheme ends tomorrow.
I am very pleased to be able to advise the house that
over 250 000 cubic metres, or around 20 000 truck
loads, has been offered up to come out of our bush.
That will be a great record. We will reduce logging in
our forest by 31 per cent, as we said we would, and that
is a great achievement. That is a policy that is working.

Ms GARBUTT — You hate good news, whether it
is about water or about national parks.

We have introduced a policy that is working and are
reducing logging by 31 per cent across the state. Of
course we have supported the timber industry and the
communities while we have been doing that, and the
Premier has outlined that today in referring to jobs in
logging communities.

Today’s story is also very good and also about a very
proud record for this government in national parks and
forests. The Bracks government has created more

It does not stop there, because today I have been able to
announce a moratorium on old growth logging in the
Goolengook area while we refer to the Victorian

Mr Ryan interjected.
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Environmental Assessment Council an inquiry to
replace that logging with other forestry. There will be a
moratorium on logging in the Goolengook Forest
blocks while that investigation takes place, and that will
be within the regional forest agreement framework. The
industry can be assured that it will still get its allocation,
but we will be able to shift the logging — —
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Ms GARBUTT — You just hate good news, don’t
you! You really hate good news. There is absolutely no
policy on that side of the house.
There is more good news. We have another proud
record in growing trees, not only of allocating funds for
more plantations. The house might be interested in the
following figures: over the past three years the Bracks
government has allowed for 8 million trees to be
harvested but it has planted 52 million trees — around
five trees planted for every one cut down. That is a
great record. We want to restore public confidence in
our timber industry and in the way we manage our
forests, and we are doing that.
There is more. Last month I announced that the
Environment Protection Authority would take over the
role of auditing of the code of forest practices in our
forests, and have the confidence that we are managing
forest sustainability. That is yet another step. The
opposition is absolutely divided, directionless and does
not support any of these measures. We inherited
unsustainable logging practices and we are restoring
public confidence in our forest management. Of course
while we are doing that we are supporting the timber
industry and the communities that depend on it. It is a
great record that we have. It is good news, and the
opposition hates good news.

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
(METROPOLITAN GREEN WEDGE
PROTECTION) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.

Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — This is the third
instalment and, as the honourable member for Mitcham
said, it is becoming a miniseries. We have had two
interruptions after brief contributions on the bill. To
recap, I have said twice that the concept of green
wedges is a Liberal legacy and one it will honour.
I was saying before lunch that the bill could be
distinguished by the fact that it only does two things:
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firstly, to label the land area between the urban growth
boundary and the outer municipal agreement of
metropolitan Melbourne as green wedge land; and
secondly, the bill provides a planning scheme
amendment mechanism which is essentially an
affirmation or approval mechanism of the Parliament in
regard to any land subdivision in that area which would
be labelled as the green wedge area.
I made the point that that mechanism is one which
already exists in the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan and was
incorporated in sections 46C and 46D of the Planning
and Environment Act under the Kennett government
some six or seven years ago. That is a mechanism that
the Liberal Party proposed at the last election and
recently reconfirmed that it would do if it is elected to
government. We would apply it to the Mornington
Peninsula as another special region of Melbourne. They
are essentially the only two things that the bill does. I
made the point that the bill does far less than it does not
do. I turn for a moment to what the bill does not do, and
it is important for the house and the groups that have a
keen interest in this subject to understand this.
This legislation does not establish green wedge zones.
At the briefing we had Department of Infrastructure
officers were at pains to say that there was no
connection. The senior officer said, ‘The bill and green
wedge zones were not related’, and that this bill ‘does
not do anything about green wedge zones’. The officers
even confirmed that the bill might have been better
named because the reference to it as a bill of green
wedges is really only in the title and as a label, and it
does not do anything else.
As I said, this bill — and the minister confirmed it in
her second-reading speech — does not put a freeze on
subdivision or development in the green wedge areas.
This bill does not put a ban on planning scheme
amendments.
This bill does not establish or define the urban growth
boundary. The urban growth boundary was gazetted
some weeks ago under the hand of the minister, and as I
said before the luncheon break, the urban growth
boundary is shown as a black line around metropolitan
Melbourne. It is obviously difficult to describe in detail,
but it is a wiggly line around metropolitan Melbourne
with some isolated pockets of self-contained areas. So
this bill does not define or establish the urban growth
boundary and this bill does not establish the
metropolitan municipal perimeter. That is already
established under municipal legislation and those
boundaries are confirmed elsewhere.
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This bill does not provide any additional resources for
green wedge areas. There is no provision in this bill for
funding and there are no appropriations required or
suggested. This bill does not include any planning
scheme or provision for a strategy plan in the area
proposed, unlike the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan, which is
incorporated in the act where there is a specific
reference to a regional strategy plan.
This bill does not refer to a regional strategy. Indeed,
the area included, which will now be labelled, is such a
diverse area that one might have imagined there would
be a number of regional strategies attached to this bill,
but there are none.
This bill does not affect planning approval applications.
The process of seeking planning approval will be
conducted in exactly the same way as it is currently
conducted in that territory. Nor does this bill define the
purpose of green wedge areas. The officers at the
briefing were at pains to confirm that that is the case.
The purpose of the green wedge land, as it will be
defined under this legislation, is not established by this
legislation. All we have is a label. It is a cheerful and
pleasant label, but it does not tell us what that land
should be. All we can say is that no doubt because the
land will have the green wedge label it is meant to
resonate or evoke the sort of tune in Melburnians’
heads which they associate with the words ‘green
wedge’ — whatever tune that might be, and it is a
varied tune. This bill does not define the purpose of
green wedge areas, and I will come back to that because
it is an important point.
This bill does not change any council powers in the
way they process either planning approvals or planning
scheme amendments, and that is also an important point
because to some extent councils may have expected
that their powers would be enhanced by the so-called
legislation for green wedges.
Effectively this bill does not indicate that the
government will take responsibility for this green
wedge land. In fact, by introducing the requirement that
planning scheme amendments be approved by both
houses of the Parliament, the bill actually deflects some
of the responsibility to the Parliament. We already have
that experience with the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges regional planning scheme
amendments as they come through the Parliament.
However, given that this house of Parliament consists
of 88 members from a diverse range of areas, and given
that there will be a more widespread labelling of the
green wedge doughnut, it is likely that only one or two
members will be intimately acquainted with any one
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particular planning scheme amendment. Responsibility
is not clearly defined in this bill, and to some extent the
Parliament will deflect that responsibility from the
minister.
No doubt additional debates will be required. My guess
is that when it comes to the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges planning scheme — I am willing to
be corrected — three or four such motions would be
moved on an annual basis, and they invariably cause
little consternation because they have been through a
process.
The reality is, as I said, that this bill does not provide
the government with any greater power to protect green
wedges than it currently has. In the sense that the
responsibility is somewhat deflected it may be that a
planning scheme amendment ends up being approved
and the minister who has approved it along the way will
be able to say, ‘The Parliament approved it’, the
Parliament will be able to say, ‘The minister approved
it’, and the council will be able to say, ‘The minister
approved it and the Parliament approved it’, and by that
process we may find something of an abdication of
responsibilities. That is not to say that that situation has
operated in the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong
Ranges planning scheme mechanisms, but because this
is a far more extensive piece of territory we may find
that will occur.
As I said earlier, I have met with a lot of groups who
have had concerns about this legislation and the things
that might follow it and I have met with a lot of groups
who are intrinsically supporters of green wedge land.
Having met with those who support this concept and
having explained the mechanisms of the bill, it would
be fair to say that their expectations of the government
in regard to green wedges have not been met by this
bill.
Mr Carli — They were never meant to be met by
the bill.
Mr BAILLIEU — The honourable member for
Coburg interjects that the bill was never meant to meet
the expectations of the green wedge support group.
That is not how it has been marketed at all — the very
fact that we have this bill is part of a marketing
exercise. As I said, the opposition very strongly
supports the green wedge concept, but this bill is
significant because it does so little and does not do so
much that it could do.
Another thing the bill does not do is in any way suggest
that any compensation or public funding or support be
given to those land-holders in the green wedge areas.
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That is interesting in the context of some decisions
which have been taken by other groups. I refer to the
City of Manningham, which proposes to increase rates
to ensure an improvement in the green wedge territory
in the area. That is one approach by a level of
government getting involved in the issue. I am
interested in the Australian Local Government
Association, which has taken a contrary view. At its
national conference it proposed rate concessions — and
significant rate concessions at that — as a part of its
policy.
The bill does very little — just two things. One is the
standard mechanism which all of us in this house
recognise and about which we have no concerns. All it
does is label some territory, and beneath that there is
uncertainty. In summary, it does not give the
government any greater power to protect green wedges
than it currently has.
But the ministerial powers remain. The interesting thing
is that determining the urban growth boundary — the
wiggly line we now see drawn in thick black texta
around metropolitan Melbourne — is and remains at
the minister’s discretion. If the urban growth boundary
is regarded as the boundary likely to face the greatest
amount of contention, for want of a better word, the
interesting thing is that the power to determine where it
falls remains with the minister. It appears there is no
intention to do otherwise than to have that power
remain at the minister’s discretion. The gazettal of the
boundary as it currently stands is an indication that that
is how the mechanism will work. So that power
remains with the minister.
Likewise with the minister’s power to elicit and
approve amendments — and every planning scheme
amendment that comes before this house comes with a
ministerial stamp of approval. The minister’s power to
shift the urban growth boundary and to call in
approvals, including if they are planning applications,
also remains. All of that is unchanged; this bill does not
touch it. Again there are many things this bill does not
do.
Of course future proposals are in circulation. They are
contained in documents released some weeks before
this legislation was produced. They suggest that new
zonings, in particular a future green wedge zone and a
rural conservation zone, will be created by
administrative action and declared in the new Victorian
planning provisions. They will then be referred to the
planning schemes in individual municipal areas, be
subject to the normal processes, and no doubt be
returned to Parliament for approval — that is, in the
event that those zones are incorporated in the schemes.
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All of that will be done by standard procedure and
mechanism, and nothing about that is changed by this
bill. In fact, all of that could be done without this bill.
This bill does not in any way prevent the government
from now proceeding with that action.
Those future zoning changes have the potential to
impact on a lot of land-holders. I will get to the
question of consultation shortly, but the reality is that a
lot of those land-holders do not know about those
processes. Those processes are for the future and they
remain debatable. The zoning changes include
changing minimum lot sizes from 1 to 8 hectares to a
minimum of under 40, providing for no excisions or
redivisions and providing for some additional
prohibited uses.
It is interesting to contemplate how this legislation has
been marketed as a catch-all and cure-all and how it
arrived here. I have referred to the documents released
under Melbourne 2030, the government’s so-called
metropolitan strategy which has been released more
than 12 months late. Provision has been made for what
would seem to be minimum scrutiny of the documents
prior to the election which appears to be looming —
somewhat prematurely.
I refer to draft implementation plan 5, which I think the
honourable member for Coburg referred to, which
refers to green wedges and in particular to page 46 of
the plan, which proposes related legislative action. As I
said, this was released just a few weeks before the
arrival of the bill in the house. I will briefly refer to the
three proposals it contains:
The favoured option is to provide for an amendment of the
Planning and Environment Act … to include provisions that
enable the green wedge area to be defined, and that specify
core provisions … with which planning schemes in the
defined green wedge … must be consistent.
This would mean that the core requirements applicable to all
zones in the defined green wedge … could be changed only
by legislation.

That is one proposal. The draft plan mentions two other
options, but suggests that the proposals both have
drawbacks. The first is that:
… legislation could give the Minister for Planning powers to
develop strategic policy statements for compulsory
consideration by planning authorities in preparing
amendments to planning schemes. Such statements could
give clearer directions to planning authorities about planning
aims in different areas or for different issues. However, this
option does not directly restrain land uses and subdivision,
and closely replicates what could now be included in the state
planning policy framework or the LPPF.
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It is important to understand that that proposed
legislative scheme would essentially do nothing other
than replicate the powers that already exist under the
Victorian planning provisions.
The third option is the interesting one:
Another option could require the preparation and approval of
planning scheme amendments in a defined green wedge area
to be approved by resolution of both houses of Parliament.
While this method would prevent planning authorities
beginning work on amendments inconsistent with Melbourne
2030, it is administratively burdensome and does not respond
to the core requirements recommended above.

They are the three legislative proposals. After the
second-reading speech when debate on the bill was to
be adjourned and the opposition sought extra time for
consultation given the diversity of area covered by and
the breadth of interest shown in this bill, the minister
was at pains to say, ‘You have had plenty of time
because the legislative proposals have already been on
show’.
That is all the document says about legislative
proposals, and you would be forgiven for thinking that,
given that they were made only a couple of weeks
before the bill was introduced, the recommendations
might have accorded with the recommendations in
Melbourne 2030.
However, that is not the case. In fact, the legislative
provision adopted by the government in this bill is the
legislative provision that was not recommended by the
government’s own Melbourne 2030 strategy. You have
to wonder why. The third possible course of action is
the one which the government’s own document says is
merely burdensome and does not achieve anything.
That is the substance of the bill we have before us.
In many ways the bill represents a piece of legislation
which is largely symbolic — there is a title that refers to
green wedges. As I said, the concept of green wedges is
a legacy the Liberal Party is proud of and one it will
honour. The opposition will not walk away from the
title ‘green wedges’ but the extent and impact of the
concept is not reflected in this bill in the event that any
further action is taken. There is no reason to think that
the current planning scheme amendment processes will
change in any way whatsoever, processes which the
opposition proposes to extend to the Mornington
Peninsula because of its unique character.
Those groups which are keen supporters of green
wedges could rightly feel that they have been let down.
Those groups which rightly have concerns about where
things may be heading may be somewhat confused
because this bill does not represent anything of great
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significance. Many of those groups have legitimate
issues.
As I said, members of the opposition were concerned
about the short time provided for consultation. We had
hoped to be able to provide the house with figures on
the number of affected land-holders. Although we
asked the government for that information, it was
unable to provide it in the time frame. I am sure it tried,
but we are unable to provide that information. A lot of
land-holders and interest groups will be affected. The
reality is that when it comes to Melbourne 2030 the
level of knowledge in the Melbourne community is
extraordinarily low. The average Melbourne citizen is
unaware of many of the changes being proposed, so
consultation will be an issue.
The opposition asked the government to notify affected
land-holders in advance of the bill because members of
the opposition are not in a position to correspond with
the hundreds of thousands of land-holders who will
come under the new label, but the government did not
do that. That is to be regretted. Perhaps the government
will see fit to do that in the context of an election
campaign, and we might be forgiven for being
somewhat cynical about that in the process. Groups and
individuals wish to take up a great variety of issues in
terms of where they believe action may occur at some
stage in the future in this territory which will be called
Green Wedge Land. We do not yet know what that
action will be, but we know that this bill does not do
anything about it.
I have met with a number of these groups, and I want to
mention them. I will work through some of them
because they have legitimate issues. We have to be very
careful to treat people’s issues with respect. It is only
likely to be divisive if people’s legitimate interests are
pooh-poohed, frowned upon, ignored or confused with
representations made by people who might be
categorised as speculators. I am less concerned about
speculators; I think those who speculate in land do so at
their own peril. However, those who have legitimate
issues and have been attached to land holdings over
some period need to be treated with respect.
I mention particularly the vegetable farmers in
Werribee South. To visit those farms and the people
who have run them for a number of generations is to
understand that they have serious concerns about their
continuing viability and the size of the operations
involved. Those concerns are enhanced at the moment.
They have perhaps been a little elevated by the fact that
the government has made announcements and
proclamations about starting a new vegetable growing
industry on the western plains of Werribee by pumping
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recycled water from the Werribee sewage treatment
plant. The message those farmers are getting is that the
government is going to start up another industry in
competition with them and it is going to do so to the
advantage of other land-holders, and they will be left,
under changing circumstances, with land they are
already struggling to farm viably. I will get to those
changing circumstances in a moment. These are
legitimate issues which need to be addressed on an
individual area basis.
In Werribee itself the former Werribee council, now the
Wyndham City Council, has been working for a
number of years with what it would describe as growth
limits. These growth limits have been passed down by
ministerial fiat in the past, and a lot of action has been
directed at them in terms of infrastructure planning and
the like. The urban growth boundary is not part of this
bill. It is not defined or established by this bill, but the
issue is real for those people in Werribee who have in
the past directed infrastructure efforts to limits which
now seem to be redundant.
Groups in Melton and the Melton council are
concerned because an urban growth boundary — a
thick black line — has been drawn around Melton. I
note that the honourable member for Melton is not
present; I am sure he would wish to comment.
However, as I understand it, the Melton Shire Council
is concerned about the way its area has been described
by this urban growth boundary. In Sunbury there are
primary producers who are concerned not with green
wedges — they are actually incredibly supportive of
them — but with the changes to the taxation laws.
The capacity to undertake primary production and
receive tax deductibility status for that has changed
under commonwealth legislation. A minimum $20 000
in on-farm income is now required in order to get that
status. I am not in a position to make a judgment about
it, but I am advised that it is difficult for some smaller
hobby farmers to make that minimum $20 000 in
on-farm income. We get caught between the hobby
farm and the broadacre farm, and there are issues to be
dealt with and understood separately from those in
other areas.
It is the same in Nillumbik. The Nillumbik Shire
Council has strong views about its future, and
individuals in Nillumbik have strong views about their
landholdings. It has been the subject of regular debate
for some time. There have been panel hearings, and the
previous planning minister was at pains to approve a
new planning scheme for Nillumbik and in doing so
incorporated many of the thoughts of those concerned
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in that area. It is unique territory and needs careful
consideration.
Likewise in the south-east, proposals have been
encouraged by both the Premier and the previous
Minister for Planning. Those proposals now rest with
individuals who are confused about the government’s
attitude, because they had the support of the Premier
and the previous planning minister but now that support
seems to have evaporated. I have met with horticultural
and vegetable farmers in the south-east who are
concerned for a variety of reasons. One poignant story
worth repeating is about a vegetable farmer who told
me that he has a 400-metre-wide farm but that new
provisions under commonwealth and state regulations
require a 200-metre spray buffer between his farm and
any residential area. As a consequence he cannot spray
his vegetables. That is a difficulty in itself. There are
also those who have multiple holdings and who,
because of transport restrictions, cannot now move
between their properties in the way they might like.
There are increasing restrictions on the capacity to
farm.
The opposition has received correspondence from the
Victorian Farmers Federation. It says that it has been
concerned about the lack of consultation, the impact of
the zones in whatever this next phase may be and the
potential impact of those on the capacity to farm. It is
concerned to see that the capacity of land to be used on
a continuing farming basis is considered.
Equally there are issues in Frankston and Knox, and the
Knox City Council has drawn some of them to the
opposition’s attention. I am not going to labour the
point, but the Knox council has written to the
opposition saying:
The draft urban growth boundary is based on current zoning
and needs to be reviewed in the context of council’s current
policies and strategies, including the draft Knox urban design
framework …

The council notes that the Melbourne 2030 strategy
does not adequately address the significant issue of the
transitional areas abutting the green wedges.
There is a widespread interest in this subject across the
large area being talked about. The issues raised by most
individuals and groups are not addressed by the bill.
This bill does very little. All it does is label a large tract
of land and then applies to that a mechanism for
planning scheme amendments which is common to
other areas and which has been accepted over a number
of years by this Parliament. So in itself the bill is
uncontentious.
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The issues that surround the green wedges and the
landholdings involved need to be treated with respect.
Certainly that is the opposition’s intention. I mentioned
earlier that everybody has the song about green wedges
in their head but that everybody probably hums a
different tune which means different things to different
people. For some people a green wedge conjures up
images of the verdant, and in some it conjures up
images of open grasslands, but the reality is that green
wedges have never really been clearly defined. There
has been an understanding that green wedges are
non-urban areas, but their specific purpose has been
less well defined. Green wedges have been defined by
what they are not rather than what they should be, and
in many cases the music that the Hamer government
composed has been reinterpreted to suit the purposes of
a variety of people. I do not begrudge them that; it is
part of the way we feel about things.
But what are those green wedge areas? The original
concept was for wedges between the urban corridor
development. Now we are talking more about a green
wedge doughnut, which is more comprehensive in
terms of the label which is going to be applied to this
land and by which Melburnians will presumably come
to think of green wedges — although probably there
will no longer be green wedges, because they will be
green doughnuts, or the big green doughnut!
Each of those wedge areas is in a different condition.
Some are heavily treed, some have rich green
vegetation and some might even be said to be forested.
On the other hand some might be said to be open
grassland, some might be encumbered by serrated
tussock and some might include land which does not
lend itself to further agricultural development.
Depending on which side of the boundary you stand on,
you can find the red-bellied, rusty wrecks of old
vehicles around some properties. In many of those
cases the reality is not consistent with the tune in most
people’s heads.
The real question is: what do we want the wedges to
do? What do we want this so-called green wedge area
to be? If there are to be verdant forests, then let’s say
so. If there are to be open grasslands, let’s say so. If the
land is to be wetlands, let’s say so. If the land is to be
publicly accessible, let’s say so. If the land is to
engender and ensure a continuation of biodiversity in
certain territory, then let’s say so. But if the land is to be
wall-to-wall greenhouses, then let’s contemplate that as
well. I am not sure if that is the tune in most people’s
heads.
If the land is to be broadacre, with shadecloth structures
over vineyards, as is beginning to crop up, then let’s
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understand that that is what is intended. Until we get
together and work out what we want the land to be, we
will continue to have the struggle over what the land
should not be. I encourage groups on all sides of the
argument, including the government — certainly it will
be the approach of the opposition — to work through
strategies with local communities to determine the
vision. We want to define that vision and do it by
consultation not dictation so we can work towards
fulfilling the vision rather than simply denying
someone else’s vision. I have my vision, and the Hamer
government had its vision for this land.
As I said in a previous instalment of this contribution,
the Hamer government made the additional step: it
balanced the proposals by ensuring large tracts of land
were made publicly available. It made an investment in
the future of the green wedges, and that is in stark
contrast to many of the measures of this government. I
will mention a few of those. Most of the focus has been
on the doughnut, but the other half of Melbourne 2030
is the massive population increase inside the urban
growth boundary. Where there is a massive population
growth one might have expected a significant or
matching increase in public open space, but the
contrary has been the case.
Let me give some examples. In Malleehen Street in
Werribee the government has sold parkland for a
housing development. It is parkland which is well used
and well loved in an intensively developed area which
in the past has been mostly public housing. The
government has sold it without the knowledge of the
residents, against their wishes and, as I understand it,
the wishes of the council as well. At Karingal Park
Secondary College in Frankston the government has
seen fit to sell for housing development public open
space which is green, verdant and used as a cricket
ground. Just in the past few days we have seen the
government’s announcement about Royal Park. What
started as a relatively benign proposal for a
Commonwealth Games village with options — it was
never a commitment — has become a 1000-unit
housing development in Royal Park.
The opportunity to reconsider the original idea about a
Commonwealth Games village was acknowledged by
the government when it decided to re-tender the
proposal and it went out and looked at options. But it
did not look at all. For political reasons some attractive
options were shut down, and the net result is that the
opportunity to enhance and reconstruct the
Latrobe-Hoddle vision of Melbourne — which is a
fascinating vision to read about and which I plead
guilty of having been a great supporter and fan of when
I went through university and studied it — and to
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reverse the alienation of public open space has now
been lost because the government did not have the
courage or the imagination to pursue some of the
alternatives. That is sad because the previous
government, the Kennett government, did just that:
acknowledged a vision of green, publicly accessible
land for Melbourne. Birrarung Marr, which is the most
wonderful space to walk through, is a great legacy of
the Kennett government. It is an example of the effort
to re-establish the vision originally proposed by Latrobe
and Hoddle.
Lately we have seen the release of information about
the government again approving residential towers in
Jolimont — working in reverse to the Latrobe-Hoddle
vision — and it has done that without a transparent
public planning process. Kinloch Parade, Wantirna, is
another example. If it were not for the honourable
member for Bayswater, who has fought ever so
vigorously against the proposal to sell open public
space for the purpose of housing in Kinloch Parade,
Wantirna — this has been going for two years — more
publicly accessible open space would be lost to the
people of Melbourne.
It is important to understand that this green wedge land,
as it will now be labelled, will be predominantly private
land-holding held by an enormous number of
titleholders — individuals and groups. There is a
component of public land in it which has a variety of
uses, but there is no commitment on the part of the
government to acknowledge the public purpose for
which these new territories will be held.
In that respect public support or public funds are not
acknowledged. It was interesting to note where the
government went when it announced its green wedge
proposals. It did not go to a private land-holder. It did
not go to open grasslands. It went to an area where the
song is sweetest. I mention that because there is a
deliberate attempt on the part of the government to
portray this exercise as one where we are talking about
parkland, public open space and publicly accessible
space. The announcement was made in Birdsland
Reserve in Tecoma. This is state-managed parkland in
an area already long protected by Liberal government
legislation in the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong
Ranges Regional Strategy Plan. That was fine, and
there were lovely pictures attached to the
announcement.
From memory some of the supporters were
photographed standing beside — forgive me if I am
wrong — a mountain ash. They are very evocative
pictures and ones which anyone would feel proud of
and comfortable with. But we need to understand that
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that location is all about public open space parkland in
heavily vegetated verdant surroundings; and anyone
who thought that was other than the most attractive of
propositions would be a complete fool. But it portrays a
different image and sings a song which is not
necessarily the song being sung by this legislation.
It is interesting that the Age picked up the theme in its
editorial and supported the concept, as does the Liberal
Party. The Age chose to use a metaphor from, I think, a
correspondent who had said they looked forward to
being able to walk their dog in this green wedge land. It
is an interesting concept because dog-walking land is
pretty much public land. You can walk your dog on the
land of friendly land-holders, but that is not always the
case. Those who are farming do not necessarily want
members of the public walking their dogs on their
farms — and for good reason — attractive as that
proposition might be.
So the government was singing the song of public open
space and parkland, and the Age did too. It is a most
attractive proposition. That is probably the tune in the
heads of most Melburnians when they think of green
wedges. But we are a long way from achieving that
vision. We have a long way to go if that is the vision we
have for green wedges; meeting that vision will require
public support, public funds and probably zoning
changes.
In the United States of America now it is being
undertaken by a partnership of public and private funds
and various heritage trusts which are actually acquiring
land and meeting the need for public-purpose land. The
situation is similar in the United Kingdom.
I could not help but note the remarks of a member of
the Labor Party, who said:
… I say that although we will ensure correct farming
practices in the green wedges, we cannot also expect farmers
to foot that bill. As a community we have to accept some of
the cost of maintaining those green wedges. We cannot just
tell the farmers to farm those green wedges; we have to
provide the support and assistance they and their communities
need.

That statement was by a Labor member of Parliament.
It is a remark made in contrast to what is actually in this
bill. I have no problems with what is in the bill, but
there is so much which is not in the bill.
I mention again the diversity of views held by local
government. The City of Manningham wants to
increase rates in its green wedge territory, whereas the
Australian Local Government Association seeks to
invoke some concessions.
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At the end of the day, as I said at the start, the green
wedges are a Liberal legacy. We honour and will
continue to honour that legacy. We want to see a vision
realised and to see the groups working towards defining
the vision. I hope that is what we can move on to do.
I want to see us all humming the same tune when we
think of green wedges. The Liberal Party wants the
people involved to be treated with respect. We want to
feel good about the music we hear when we hear the
title — and that is all we get from this bill — ‘green
wedges’ in the legislation. I want us to feel good about
the tune we hear in our heads and to understand the
context involved.
As I said, this bill will pass through the house with the
Liberal Party supporting the concept of green wedges in
the knowledge that this bill in itself does not provide
the government with any powers additional to the
powers it already has to protect green wedges.
Mr DELAHUNTY (Wimmera) — It gives me
pleasure to speak on behalf of the National Party on the
Planning and Environment (Metropolitan Green Wedge
Protection) Bill, which is commonly known as the
metropolitan green wedge protection bill. As
honourable members know, the purpose of the bill is to
amend the Planning and Environment Act 1987 to
require ratification by both houses of Parliament of
amendments to subdivision controls in planning
schemes applying to green wedge land around the
metropolitan area of Melbourne.
The National Party has kindly been briefed and
received briefing notes from the department; it has
consulted with others around country Victoria who
obviously have some interest in this and also with some
people in Melbourne itself.
As honourable members know, this has all come about
because of the government’s plan for Melbourne,
which is commonly known as Melbourne 2030, and
which wants to continue the trend of Melbourne being
Australia’s most livable city. I do not want to harp on it,
but what the National Party is on about is making
Victoria Australia’s most livable state.
It is important with this type of legislation and other
legislation that country issues are taken into account.
The National Party will not be opposing this legislation.
We think it is more of an administrative-type bill or a
holding mechanism to prevent speculation in land
around that area. Without this action there is a
possibility of speculation going on which would
undermine the integrity of not only the green wedges
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but also cause some pain to those people involved if
this holding legislation were not in place.
As honourable members know, the proposed legislation
is interim legislation and it is anticipated that further
legislation will be required at a later stage. I note the
honourable member for Gippsland West is also
proposing some amendments. Unfortunately she has
not spoken with our spokesperson on this matter, or
with me, about the reasons for the amendments, but we
will wait to hear her contribution in the house. At this
stage we will not be supporting her amendments.
During our consultations some concerns have been
raised, particularly by land-holders, some of whom
were represented by the Victorian Farmers Federation.
Obviously they are concerned about their right to farm
with further urban encroachment on land-holders,
particularly those who farm; they are concerned that
pressure will be applied on their farming operations.
There are also concerns about water, because every
1 megalitre of water taken from country Victoria to
satisfy the thirst of Melbourne takes away about $3000
worth of economic activity from country Victoria.
One concern that I picked up was the issue of flight
paths of airports. A couple of them are mentioned in the
paper and obviously in the Melbourne 2030 discussion
document, which talks about them but does not cover
the most important ones for us in country Victoria,
being those leading to and from Essendon Airport. My
understanding of the reading of this is that it does
change the current subdivision provisions. It also does
not interfere with the local council’s role as a
responsible planning authority and it does not change
the land-holders’ existing rights. But as has been
highlighted by the honourable member for Hawthorn,
who made a very thorough presentation today, which I
will not try to emulate, it takes away the concerns — —
Mr Carli interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — Sure! I will continue on, if
you like.
The National Party’s policy is that if land-holders rights
and operations are impacted on by government
legislation there should be some compensation for those
land-holders. As I said, the National Party will not be
opposing this legislation. We know that it gives greater
control over the planning scheme amendments that are
around the urban areas of Melbourne.
It is interesting that the minister’s second-reading
speech says that planning scheme amendments will
increase the subdivision potential of land in the
metropolitan green wedges. I am not sure if that is true
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because the bill will take away the opportunities. It is
important that people understand the long-term visions
of any government in relation to land, because many
land-holders have farmed their land and the land may
be their retirement package. Obviously we could have
been looking for other subdivision opportunities, but
again it needs a long-term strategy. We agree on that
point.
As we know, the green wedges relate to the whole
non-urban area within the metropolitan area of
Melbourne. As has been said in the second-reading
speech, there has been extensive consultation with
various groups. As I highlighted before — and I will
come back to it later — the Victorian Farmers
Federation and land-holders were not part of that
consultation process. It is interesting that that did not
happen. You would think the people who were going to
be the most impacted on by this legislation would be
some of the first people to be consulted. This
government was supposed to be open and accountable
and all those types of things, but when push came to
shove the people who are most impacted on by this
legislation were not consulted.
My reading of the bill is that it is not a freeze on current
subdivisions or developments, and that it is not a ban on
further planning scheme amendments under certain
criteria. One criterion could be that subdivision
potential in green wedges would be upgraded or
changed only if approved by both houses of Parliament.
I mentioned the fact that the Victorian Farmers
Federation was not consulted. I have a letter dated
28 October from Paul Weller, the president of the VFF,
addressed to the Honourable Jeanette Powell, the
National Party’s spokesperson on planning. It states that
two zones have been proposed by this green wedge
legislation: a rural conservation zone and a green
wedge zone. In the rural conservation zone the VFF has
highlighted that farmers will need to apply for permits
to conduct any agricultural activity in that area. The
letter goes on to say that if any agricultural land use
proposal is not consistent with the broad objective of
the permit it will not be issued. That puts a lot of
pressure on those land-holders who might want to
continue their farming practices on their land. Again I
highlight that if you are going to take away the rights of
land-holders with government legislation I believe there
should be some government support through
compensation.
The letter states:
The decision-making guidelines for the proposed green
wedge zone are very restrictive making it difficult to obtain a
permit for normal agricultural activities. The decision-making
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guidelines appear designed to create opportunities for
non-farm residents of the zone to object to almost any
reasonable planning proposal by a neighbouring farmer.

This will make the business activities of those
land-holders very difficult. It takes away their right to
run a normal business practice that has been going on
there for many years.
Mr Weller continues:
The whole proposal has been formulated without reference to
land capability studies. The criteria for the green wedges are
simply land that is not urban. No consideration is given to the
suitability of land for agriculture or alternative urban
development —

or for other green-wedge activities, whether they be
wetlands or whatever.
That is a very powerful statement. People in country
Victoria are doing this type of work on a continuous
basis so that they understand the potential for their land
and that it will get what is required in terms of nutrients
and the like to make sure they are not only sustainable
but also productive. This is a very powerful statement
by the VFF, but there has been no reference to land
capability studies. We are unsure whether that is going
to come up in the future. Mr Weller’s letter concludes
by saying that the VFF is not opposed to this
amendment. However, he believes there needs to be
more appropriate consultation with the VFF and other
land-holders in the next stage.
I also refer to a letter from the Town and Country
Planning Association which shows its address as
Collins Street, Melbourne. It refers to various inquiries,
including green wedge and green belt land-use
planning. I quote from that letter, which is signed by
Ray Walford, the president of the Town and Country
Planning Association, and states that the green wedge
report:
… referred to above canvasses measures that may be needed
to maintain rural area land use such as rate relief, financial
environmental incentives and direct grants. Local government
cannot be expected to bear these financial costs of the various
‘sophisticated programs and policies’ needed to manage
non-urban areas to achieve desirable outcomes.

That again highlights that if you take away areas of land
for use, which may result from the introduction of this
legislation, local government and land-holders should
not have to bear the financial burden of any
compensation or incentives to work in that area. It is
my understanding, as I said, that during the consultation
process local government planners, environmental
groups and academics were consulted, but I again
highlight that land-holders, who will feel the major
impact of this bill, were not consulted.
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The bill will make it harder for farmers to run their
businesses. The government needs to do more work on
that in the next stage of this 2030 planning process.
When this legislation was introduced the Premier’s
media statement highlighted the point that the
government wanted to protect wetlands, native habitat,
recreation areas and various sensitive areas and rivers in
and around Melbourne. That is to be commended.
Previous governments set up the catchment
management authorities to look at salinity and other
impacts on our native vegetation and rural productive
lands as a result of the unforeseen actions of our
forefathers and the like. The good work carried out by
the catchment land authorities across Victoria is to be
commended and supported.
It is important not only to look at the sustainability of
our rural lands, we also need to work with the
agricultural sector to make sure we look at the
productive sector. We all talk about the sustainability of
rural communities and areas. I highlight to the Minister
for Agriculture as he walks by that I want to make sure
he understands that we need to have productivity to
have sustainability.
The Premier’s media release and other discussions
about the green wedge legislation highlight the need to
protect the flight paths at Moorabbin, Avalon and
Melbourne airports, but there has been no mention of
one of the most important airports for country
Victoria — Essendon Airport.
Mr Carli interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — Its flight paths go over the
city, and so do Moorabbin’s; a lot of airports have that.
Mr Carli — Where is the green belt around
Essendon Airport?
Mr DELAHUNTY — Many of those airports —
for example, Moorabbin — do not have much of a
green belt, including Essendon, but the reality is that the
houses were built well after the airport was constructed.
Essendon is a vital airport. Any city in the world would
look at having such an airport. I know the honourable
member for Essendon has come into the chamber to
hear this: any city in the world would love to have such
an airport so close to the city, with a great road network
around it so that it can be used by emergency services
and ambulance services or for community services. I
know many parliamentarians jump in their cars and
drive out on the City Link freeway to Essendon Airport
to grab a plane in order to meet various parliamentary
responsibilities.
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Again I highlight that there is no mention of protecting
Essendon Airport. The National Party will continue to
fight for that because it services our rural areas and
provides quick access into metropolitan Melbourne.
The press release also talks about the protection of
water resources, and that is understandable because we
need to make sure we have water that meets world
health standards, not only in metropolitan areas but in
country areas. I refer to the work of a former Leader of
the National Party, the Honourable Pat McNamara,
who drove a $1.5 billion development of water and
waste-water facilities across country Victoria. It
probably was not sold well and was treated negatively,
but more and more country communities are now
looking for this type of initiative from the government
to make sure water and waste-water facilities meet
world health standards. Why shouldn’t country people
in small towns be as entitled to world health water
standards and waste-water facilities as are their urban
counterparts? I highlight that because in his press
release the Premier mentioned the protection of water
and waste-water facilities.
With the large development of Melbourne — and an
increase of 1 million people in 20 to 30 years is being
talked about — it will be interesting to see some of the
developments in Melbourne’s urban areas. More
importantly, country Victoria’s concern is about where
the water will come from. I note that the government is
now pushing drought management strategies to protect
water in metropolitan areas. That is to be commended,
but we have been going through that for the last two or
three years. Most of the towns in my electorate are up
to level 3 water restrictions now, and it is annoying to
my country colleagues when they come down to
Melbourne, often when it is raining, to see sprinklers
going and water going down the drains. It is important
to look at ways of using water in Melbourne more
conservatively so that water is not pinched from
country areas — and I highlight again that every
megalitre of water taken from country Victoria also
takes about $3000-worth of economic activity and
employment out of country Victoria.
Protection of water treatment facilities is referred to.
Most country areas now have water treatment facilities
that meet world health standards, particularly in relation
to their discharge. The days have gone when we could
discharge into rivers and streams across country
Victoria. There is still a little bit of work to do there, but
there is an enormous amount of work to be done here in
Melbourne from a planning and environmental point of
view. That is one of the issues we debated on the
marine parks legislation. Work needs to be done by this
government. I know it has started, but it needs to put its
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foot on the accelerator to make sure that waste water is
not discharged into bays and streams around
metropolitan areas.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — I do not think the Minister
for Agriculture is going another term. He has another
year if the government goes for a full term of four
years, but I am not sure if he is stepping out this week!
In researching for this debate I picked up a couple of
articles that I want to highlight. One is from the
Melbourne Age of 1 October this year under the
heading ‘Melbourne’s lungs win protection’, and I
quote:
Farmers say encroaching urbanisation makes their land less
profitable, and many plan on subdividing their farms to fund
their retirement or provide for future generations.
The Victorian Farmers Federation’s general manager, Clay
Manners, said urban people liked green wedges but did not
understand how difficult it was to run a farm near city areas.

This legislation will make farming much more difficult
around the urban areas of Melbourne. The article
continues:
Forty-hectare subdivisions would not work, he said. ‘Who is
going to buy 40 hectares?’, he said. ‘It is too big for a lifestyle
block and too small for a farm’.

I know of the work done by the Department of Natural
Resources and Environment in looking at areas right
across the state where a lot of these lifestyle blocks are
being purchased. Not only does it take away much of
our good highly productive land right across country
Victoria, but a lot of these people have not had the
experience of maintaining the land — for example,
looking after the weeds and the vermin and those type
of things, which impact greatly on their neighbours.
More importantly, it is taking away opportunities for
production across country Victoria. If the government
is to achieve its $12 billion worth of agricultural and
fibre exports in the next few years, this is one of the key
issues it has to look at.
I refer also to any another article, this time in the Age of
2 October under the heading ‘Preserving a livable city
for the future’. It is important that we do that, and I
compliment our forefathers — —
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — And our foremothers, that is
true. ‘Our forebears’ is probably a better way of saying
it. Often we get the opportunity during the dinner break
to walk around the Fitzroy Gardens and appreciate the
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work and planning that was done by our forebears. I
think that needs to be continued in this Parliament.
I quote from that newspaper article:
While Melburnians’ quality of life will benefit, some will pay
a higher price than others. Farmers are entitled to be
concerned, despite the Premier Steve Bracks’s claim to have
crafted ‘right to farm’ legislation. This proposes a ban on
subdivisions below 40 hectares, a size that is of questionable
commercial viability, and hurts farmers in another way.
Selling land for residential subdivision was the ‘ultimate
harvest’ to fund their retirement.

I know a fellow by the name of Jim Webster, who has
written to my leader, as I have mentioned previously.
He is concerned that this type of legislation will take
away the opportunities he had planned for over many
years. He has put up with urban encroachment across
his adjoining farmland, and now this legislation will
take away some of those opportunities. There needs to
be more consultation with people like Jim about the
further development of this bill.
Yesterday a few of us from the National Party met with
Regional Cities Victoria, a group of people representing
10 cities from across country Victoria who are keen to
talk with governments and opposition parties in the
lead-up to the next election. They are very concerned
about population policy and about infrastructure
development. Our leader, the honourable member for
Gippsland South, gave them a copy of our rural and
regional development plan, with its $1 billion in capital
funding to look after infrastructure development in rural
and regional Victoria, which I think meets most of their
requirements.
One of the key things they were pushing was
population policy. Many cities and towns across
country Victoria have the capacity to grow. Housing
land is available at much cheaper prices than it is here
in the metropolitan area. Many of these towns have
waste water capacity, therefore making it cheaper for
people to come into those areas, and up to this year
there was no shortage of water to service their needs.
But like Melbourne there is a shortage of water in a lot
of country Victoria, particularly north of the Divide.
Mr Carli interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — I just want to highlight that
this links into the green wedges policy, because I am
saying this legislation will make it much more
expensive for people to live in the metropolitan area. It
will also create high-rises, which people do not like. So
I again say to these people who are finding it difficult
because of high costs that there are great opportunities
to move out into country Victoria, where the air is
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cleaner and where the sun and the stars are a lot
brighter. If you want to come out to the Wimmera
electorate in particular, or the new Lowan electorate,
we will cater for you and you will not have to worry
about this type of legislation. It is a very lovely place to
live in and a great place for people to communicate
with each other. People there communicate much more
than we do in the city, and on a much friendlier basis.
With those few words I advise that the National Party
will not oppose this legislation.
Mr CARLI (Coburg) — I rise in support of this bill.
I sat through the three parts of the speech on green
wedges by the honourable member for Hawthorn. After
listening to 2 hours of a long, ponderous speech I must
say that I agreed with one point he made, which was
that green wedges are a proud Liberal Party legacy.
It is true that 30 years ago green wedges became a
permanent part of our urban form and that a green belt
was set aside in metropolitan Melbourne for the
protection of non-urban uses. It was a great vision, and
we still live with that legacy. But we equally live with
another legacy of another Liberal Party premier, Jeff
Kennett, who allowed enormous infringements into the
green wedges and who allowed the green wedges to be
put under siege by developers.
He allowed for the whole notion of green wedges to be
under enormous stress by giving speculators and
developers the opportunity of tearing into them. That is
why this legislation is important. I must say the
honourable member for Hawthorn did not get it. He did
not understand why this legislation is important. He
merely said, ‘Oh, it just repeats the fact that
governments have the right to protect green wedges and
the right to control planning schemes’. We know all
that, but we also know equally that in seven years of
Kennett rule there was an enormous ability to alter the
rules and to be flexible on planning schemes to allow
developments to occur.
This legislation is an interim measure before the
government undertakes what is called implementation
plan 5 of the Melbourne 2030 strategy. Implementation
plan 5 is about green wedges. It is a process which the
Labor Party hopes to undertake together with the other
political parties and Independent representatives of this
house, because it believes that ultimately we need to
share a common vision. It is important that we are
up front about it, that this is part of a greater vision. The
Melbourne 2030 strategy, released on 8 October, is a
vision for metropolitan Melbourne that creates a firm
boundary — a hard edge, if you like — between the
urban uses of the city and the non-urban uses which
will continue to exist within the green belt. The belt is a
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series of areas running across the whole arc of Port
Phillip Bay.
It is important to recognise that when we build a hard
edge to the city, we are providing at least 30 years of
land for housing and urban development, commercial
and industrial development. We are not, as some
honourable members insinuate, trying to create a land
deficit or shortage. Instead we are providing sufficient
land for the growth of Melbourne, sufficient for
620 000 more households in the next 30 years. That is a
huge ask of a city. The reason we are doing it in this
way is that we want a livable city. We want a viable
and sustainable city and they are all the things we have
in the vision called the Melbourne 2030 strategy.
This bill is essentially only an interim measure. It does
not purport to be everything in terms of green wedges. I
am not sure why the honourable member for Hawthorn
had to go through all the things it was not. It was never
suggested that it was the green wedges strategy. It is
only an interim measure to say clearly to land
developers where we stand on the issue of the green
wedge. What is important is that it is the first step of the
implementation of plan 5 under the Melbourne 2030
strategy.
The plan includes all the proposals for the future
legislative protection of green wedges. What do we
need to underpin the green wedges? That is the issue
which the honourable member for Hawthorn said was
not in the legislation. Clearly it is not in the legislation
because that is what we are going to be consulting
about, discussing, debating and bringing the
stakeholders together over the period to February
2003 — to work through those processes. Part of it will
be ultimate legislative underpinning. It also proposes
two new land uses, the green wedge zone and the rural
conservation zone. It will involve action plans for green
wedges — again, what the honourable member for
Hawthorn said was not in the legislation. Clearly it is
not in the legislation because it is part of the
implementation plan. It is what will come: it is the
government’s approach and it will be the community’s
approach.
We as a government are seeking to create a common
vision and we would ask the opposition to join us in
that vision. But its members say they are proud of the
Hamer legacy of green wedges and that they want to
protect them. Yet when it comes down to the
practicalities of that, the action plans, the legislative
frameworks, the use of zoning, all that happens is that
the honourable member for Hawthorn becomes
negative and critical, and basically finds every possible
excuse not to have a position. This is the honourable
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member who would want to be the Minister for
Planning in a future government.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms Overington — Leader!
Mr CARLI — That is what he would want to be,
and yet he provides no vision. During his contribution I
interjected at the moment that he said he had a vision.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr CARLI — He said he did have a vision. I said
by interjection, ‘Tell us the vision!’. And what did he
say? He said, ‘Dick Hamer had a vision’. Dick Hamer
had a vision 30 years ago. It is time that that vision was
looked at again and reconsidered. It is time that we
considered the damage done in seven years of Kennett
government that allowed our green wedges, our green
belt, to be attacked and to be put under siege by
speculators and developers. Many honourable members
in the chamber represent large areas of the green
wedge. They should be the first to stand up and say,
‘We want to protect our green wedges; we have a
vision’ It is time you said it. It is time you sat down
with your shadow minister and said, ‘This is our
vision’. It is time you did it.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
The honourable member will address the Chair. I know
it is exciting.
Mr CARLI — All the honourable member for
Hawthorn could say was that he had a vision. It
happened to be Dick Hamer’s vision 30 years ago. That
is not good enough, and I know there are honourable
members on the other side of the house who are
committed to green wedges — I know that from
conversations I have had — so it is time they got
together with the honourable member for Hawthorn and
said, ‘This is our vision’. Let’s share it; let’s have a
common vision, because that is what we want. This is
going to take us through 30 years and by then you
might be back in government. If that is the case, let it be
a common vision because it is something that makes
our city livable and viable.
These are interim provisions that will provide some
level of protection. More importantly, they will give a
clear signal to the planning authorities and developers
that the government is determined to act on green
wedges. They will demonstrate that the government
will not be compromised by last-minute attempts by
speculators or developers to stitch up deals. That is
what it is about and it is a clear message from the
government.
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I am pleased that the opposition parties will support the
legislation because it should be a common message.
We do not want the green wedges to be damaged or
destroyed. We want to protect the green belt that
encircles our city. We want to protect our agricultural
and recreational land and provide support for our
landscapes, our vineyards and agricultural areas for a
host of non-urban uses.
The honourable member for Hawthorn suggested that
the government was saying that the green wedge area
will be parkland or open space. I have never heard
anyone in government say that. No-one has said that. It
is a complete nonsense. The government knows exactly
what it is talking about: it is providing areas for a host
of non-urban uses which are important to protect our
city. The government is doing this because it knows
what has been happening in the green belt, as does the
honourable member for Evelyn.
Mrs Fyffe interjected.
Mr CARLI — The honourable member for Evelyn
should look at what happened during the seven-year
period of Kennett government — the legacy we have
inherited.
Mrs Fyffe interjected.
Mr CARLI — Get enthused about the metropolitan
strategy because it is a vision for the city, a clear
demarcation between the urban and non-urban areas!
There will be enough land for 620 000 additional
households and enough land for our commercial,
industrial and transport needs. That is what the
government is talking about and I ask honourable
members opposite to get enthused about it and involved
in it and not use the scare tactics that we have heard in
recent days.
This morning honourable members heard about some
of the scare tactics regarding the metropolitan
strategy — that it would involve towers in the
backwaters of Bentleigh and other nonsense like that.
This government has a vision and it wants the
opposition parties to share that vision. This vision for
the city is more important than being oppositional
because it is something that will be in place for 30 years
and it will only work if the Liberal Party gets a move
on, gets involved and shares in that vision.
The Labor government is prepared to give and take in
terms of the vision because it wants to share it and
ensure that it exists into the future. Perhaps some time
within that 30-year period the Liberal opposition may
be back in government and we want it to share in the
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metropolitan strategy that the government has
developed.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

It is with great reluctance that I move the adjournment
of this debate given that the government has changed
the order of debate on bills, because I am passionate
about green wedges — unlike the Minister for
Planning, who has left the chamber and is not prepared
to listen to debate on her own legislation.
Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Debate adjourned until later this day.

OUTWORKERS (IMPROVED
PROTECTION) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 10 October; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Industrial Relations).
Government amendments circulated by Mr HAMILTON
(Minister for Agriculture) pursuant to sessional orders.

Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — The Outworkers
(Improved Protection) Bill is important in that it tries to
address an important issue. The opposition, like the
government, is concerned that some, if not a lot, of
outworkers are exploited. The opposition is also
concerned that some outworkers receive unacceptably
low rates of pay and that some outworkers experience
abysmal hours and conditions. All of those matters are
important and the bill seeks to address them. While the
opposition has concerns about some of the more
fundamental parts of the bill, it supports its general
principle.
Essentially the bill falls into perhaps five clear paths,
and I will go through them loosely. First, it defines the
outworker as somebody who enters into a contract in
the textile, clothing and footwear industry. The bill
limits the definition to that particular industry because
of its having been the subject of longstanding publicity
concerning issues of exploited workers.
It is suggested that because of the nature of the work
that is done, in that it is not in a normal workplace but
perhaps at home, there may be people who are
unscrupulous and are using all sorts of mechanisms to
ensure that they can enter into unconscionable
arrangements with their workers. These arrangements
may involve cultural, gender or language issues. Given
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the nature of the work there may be a mechanism to
perhaps hide the reality of the circumstance where an
apparent employer is not the actual employer. In the
case of a principal contractor engaging a subcontractor
to do the work while actually getting the subcontractor
to do the work knowing that it will be given to an
outworker, under normal contractual law there is a
mechanism through which the principal contractor can
perhaps be absolved of any legal liability.
There have been many reports and public discussions
about these matters. It is of considerable concern to
both sides of politics that anybody would be subject to
these unconscionable contracts or arrangements, which
may mean low rates of pay, abysmal hours and
conditions or general exploitation.
After defining that an outworker is not an employer but
is deemed for the purposes of this legislation to be an
employee, the bill provides a mechanism for recovering
unpaid remuneration from an apparent employer if that
person is not the actual employer. It provides a
mechanism for recovering unpaid remuneration from a
principal contractor through a subcontractor where the
principal contractor knows the subcontractor is using
outworkers. Again, it is a mechanism for dealing with a
process where normal contractual principles and
contract law that apply in this state — the privity of
contract — can be used to exploit or enter these
unconscionable arrangements, and the bill provides a
mechanism for recovery. Sufficient evidence has been
provided to the opposition and exists in the public arena
and has been provided by a variety of government
inquiries to be able to justify addressing this matter.
The second aspect of the bill as it is currently drafted is
the provision of a safety net, for want of a better
description, that not only enables you to recover your
unpaid remuneration but also allows your remuneration
to be defined in accordance with what we would
consider to be a social norm — that is, a rate of pay that
is commensurate with what we would expect somebody
to be paid in our community. It is to get over the issue
of slave labour, of adults working for $2 or $3 an
hour — or less in some cases. There is much debate
about the size of the problem and the numbers
involved, but it appears there is an issue regarding the
people who are being exploited in this way.
The bill presents a mechanism to provide a safety net. It
was through the now negatived Federal Awards
(Uniform System) Bill that came through this house
about two or three weeks ago and was ultimately
negatived in the upper house because of the
considerable concerns — —
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Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — It was blocked in the upper
house, and I do not resile from that. After a long debate
there was clearly a difference between the government
and the opposition. It was passed here and it was
blocked in the upper house. There are reasons for that.
They appear on the public record, and I do not
necessarily want to go through those matters, save and
except a tad later when I will deal with the underlying
parameters of what the safety net should be.
Essentially the government is attempting to address two
fundamental problems: firstly, the ability to discover by
this process who the employer is in fact if not in law;
and secondly, to prescribe an appropriate safety net
mechanism to provide what would be considered to be
an appropriate level of remuneration in all the
circumstances.
With the defeat of the Federal Awards (Uniform
System) Bill the common-rule orders that were sought
to be implemented in Victoria — the implementation of
another state-based industrial relations system,
effectively a winding back of the unitary system of
industrial relations in this state — we are now left with
no safety net. So we have a mechanism for dealing with
an unconscionable contract insofar as the levels of
remuneration or the conditions of employment are
inappropriate.
I thank the minister for providing me with a copy of the
amendments he drafted as late as Monday night,
although I did not actually see them until Tuesday
morning when they were provided to my office. At first
blush the amendments appear to indicate that the
minister is bringing in a system not necessarily by any
industrial or other tribunal process where there is a
mechanism to vary it or otherwise, but effectively just
by implementing through legislation a federal award
holus-bolus in the state of Victoria. Perhaps that alone
would be sufficient for the opposition to defeat the bill,
but the amendments are only proposed at this stage. As
I said, it may be sufficient for the opposition to defeat
the bill.
I am concerned about a bill that would introduce a
federal award into this state and then essentially set up a
process that could be taken through the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) to vary or amend
a federal award introduced by statute. I cannot say I am
over the entire range of amendments as circulated by
the minister, as they run to 13 pages. The amendments
are detailed and substantial. They talk about the
application of the federal award and the mechanism for
varying or altering that award by a process through
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VCAT, which would in effect introduce through the
backdoor a state-based industrial system. That is
certainly contrary to the underlying philosophy of the
opposition, which is that there should be a unitary
system.
The benefits that flow to jobs and the flexibility that the
unitary system that currently exists in this state brings
to industrial relations are profound and palpable.
Accordingly, any winding back through the
introduction of a state-based system, even to get around
the difficulties that may have been created through the
defeat of the Federal Awards (Uniform Assistance)
Bill, is, I believe, not acceptable, and it certainly would
not be acceptable to the people of Victoria.
As I said, the mechanism to amend or alter the federal
award is long and turgid. In that there is a mechanism
whereby an employer would have to gain some form of
membership to be given a right of audience in front of
VCAT; and as I understand it, there is a mechanism
through which an outworker could turn around and
enforce a breach of the federal award to essentially
recover unpaid remuneration in accordance with what
the opposition accepts — that is, the mechanism of
determining who is the apparent or principal employer
in all the circumstances.
The other thing I should say is that the opposition
understandably has spoken to a large range of people,
including the principal trade groups that are identified
under the third part of the bill, which I will go to in a
moment, concerning the Ethical Clothing Trades
Council of Victoria. The opposition has spoken to the
Australian Industry Group, the Victorian Employers
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (VECCI) and the
Australian Retailers Association, and it is fair to say
that those organisations have differing views about the
bill generally and about the importance of the process
and the way it would be adopted. Their advice would
have been a valuable resource had they made a
substantial submission to the government, although I
understand that the retail traders association made a
substantial submission to the government in relation to
the bill. It would have been a dramatic step for the
government to introduce 13 pages of amendments
without the benefit of hearing from organisations such
as the retail traders, the Australian Industry Group and
VECCI.
During the two weeks since the bill had its introduction
the opposition has had the opportunity to speak to
members of the Textile, Clothing and Footwear Union,
led by its state secretary, Michelle O’Neill. We met
here for a couple of hours, and we also had the
opportunity of meeting and talking to two outworkers,
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with the benefit of an interpreter. That meeting was also
most edifying.

weeks — to enable us to consult the stakeholders in
relation to the minister’s substantial amendments.

We met a large group of employees from Fair Wear,
including a range of representatives of both the Textile,
Clothing and Footwear Union and a variety of church
groups, about this bill. The opposition would have liked
the benefit of speaking to those people about the
13 pages of amendments that have now been circulated,
which essentially undercut the whole substratum of the
bill. It would have been of enormous benefit to have
met with all these groups, particularly to discuss these
amendments — even though there may have been
disparate representations with different desires and
wanting different impacts from the bill. I hark back to
my days as a barrister.

As I said, the opposition has consulted widely on the
bill with outworkers right through to the Australian
Industry Group and other employer groups. But the
opposition does not have the benefit of understanding
the effect of the removal by the minister’s amendments
of a whole substratum that defines ‘unconscionability’
and involves its substitution with a federal award. That
causes me a great amount of concern.

Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! Was that unparliamentary language?
Mr McINTOSH — Thank you, Acting Speaker!
Here we are in Parliament making laws that will bind
and change or alter the relationships between thousands
of people in this state. The new laws will also change
the nature of the legal entitlements and rights of many
people in this state.
As I said, debate on the bill was adjourned for two
weeks, which is the acceptable time in this place for an
opposition to consider a bill. In that time a large number
of people need to be consulted and the nature of the bill
has to be understood, with all its political
ramifications — and as well the opposition party has to
be briefed. Then the opposition spokesperson has to
come into this place as the world’s greatest expert and
describe what should happen.
I can tell the house that if a barrister were given
13 pages of amendments to a statement of claim that
was in its entirety only 20 pages long, they would
probably get about a year’s adjournment, with costs
awarded against the other side. Yet I was expected to
deal with these 13 pages of amendments after seeing
them for the first time at about 9.30 a.m. yesterday.
Although I concede that the amendments were
delivered to my office on Monday afternoon, I did not
physically get to see them until yesterday morning,
about half an hour before I went into the party room to
discuss the bill.
I foreshadow that I will be moving a reasoned
amendment, because I and the opposition would like to
have the benefit of around a two-week adjournment —
although we cannot define it, it should be about two

I move on to the third part of the bill, which establishes
the Ethical Clothing Trades Council of Victoria. I do
not have any difficulty with the notion of a body to
promote appropriate mechanisms or contractual
arrangements — appropriate relationships, if you
like — in the industry that avoid exploitation in relation
to pay rates, hours or conditions of work. That could be
a voluntary process for about 12 months. I have no
difficulty with that sort of council. As defined, it would
be made up of representatives of both union and
employer groups. As I said, the Australian Industry
Group, the Victorian Employers Chamber of
Commerce and Industry and the Australian Retailers
Association, Victorian division, are the principal bodies
named in the bill.
There would be a chair of that council, and I presume it
would be well resourced. We now have had a
Governor’s message relating to an appropriation, so I
presume we have already had a top-up of the ethical
council’s budget as a result of that. It could process a
mechanism for introducing voluntary codes in the
industry that would prevent this sort of exploitation.
However, there is a concern in relation to the ethical
clothing council insofar as there is a provision that
requires the council to report to the minister after
12 months as to the operation of this bill, the operation
of voluntary codes or indeed a voluntary mechanism of
compliance in relation to this matter. The council would
report on whether the whole system is working
appropriately. If it is not, it can make a
recommendation to the minister that he introduce a
mandatory code — that is, something that would bind
the various people in a chain from a large retail store
right down to the outworkers themselves. Essentially, it
would give the power to the minister to make an award
or a common-rule order.
You could see, by the numbers that were there, an
astute minister — my counterpart, the Minister for
Industrial Relations, being a former state secretary of
the ALP, would of course be very astute in the process
of numbers — —
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Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — A small business operator? It
turned over $6 million a year, I understand! I am glad
the minister is indeed a small business operator, having
formerly operated that well-known small business
known as the ALP. To retain his position as the state
secretary he would have been familiar with the need to
manipulate the numbers. You just have to read the bill
to see there are representatives of three industry
groups — the AIG, VECCI and the ARA; there is
somebody from the trade union; somebody who would
represent community interests; somebody else
appointed by the minister; and a chairman or
chairperson who would have a casting vote. You would
not have to be too smart to realise that if the minister
were really clever he could ensure the numbers on that
council represented his will.
If you have the option of a mandatory code in the event
that the voluntary system does not work, the minister
could juggle those numbers and ensure that the
mandatory code effectively operated like a
common-rule order or federal award in this state in
relation to textiles, clothing and footwear.
The other thing that concerns me is that there is a
mechanism to ensure compliance through a provision
for penal clauses, so you could have penal clauses
inserted into that mandatory code. At a briefing on the
bill that the minister provided with members of his
department I asked the inevitable question that a lawyer
might ask: ‘What do you mean? Does it mean fines?’.
The answer was, ‘Yes, it means fines’. ‘Does it mean
any other form of sanction?’. The answer came back:
‘Yes’. I asked for an example, but they were not able to
give me any. The response I got was, ‘It should have
the natural meaning and its wide English meaning’.
Does this mean we could have jail sentences? Could we
have community-based orders? Could we have some
other form of sanctions to ensure compliance? This is
the real rub, the fact that the minister can make that
mandatory code bind everybody in the state. Okay, he
would make it available at his office, and no doubt at
Industrial Relations Victoria and other places, but he
would make that code at his absolute discretion, and
that concerns me.
Mr Lenders — Just like in New South Wales!
Mr McINTOSH — Indeed this is just like in New
South Wales, where the opposition expressed that exact
concern and sought to amend the bill in the upper
house. But lo, the numbers did not flow.
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It causes me grave concern that we could have a
mandatory code implemented in this state — with penal
sanctions — just by the minister doing it himself. That
demonstrates unaccountable behaviour on the part of
this minister or this government. It is completely
circumventing the normal process of regulation through
this Parliament. Before such a code, with penal
sanctions, became the law of the land, I would like to
see it tabled in both houses of Parliament, with either
house able to accept or reject it.
We all participated in the debate about the amendments
to the Water Act, the farm dams bill. That was a very
significant issue, and it was considered appropriate to
amend it; the government accepted that. We are not in a
position to make amendments on this occasion because
our desired course would be, because of the
amendments the minister made available today, to have
a reasoned amendment deferring the bill until
stakeholders were consulted. It would not be
appropriate that we amend this bill, because that would
involve a normal discussion between the two parties
and a normal process.
I put the government on notice that if this bill proceeds
to the upper house, the opposition will make such an
amendment to ensure that any mandatory code would
be tabled in both houses of Parliament to enable this
house to either approve or reject it at its pleasure. That
is the substantial break in relation to this matter.
It is not an answer to say, ‘We have just copied New
South Wales’ or, ‘That is the way they do it in New
South Wales’. It is in this Parliament. It is not
appropriate for a minister to make a mandatory code
that could impose substantial penal sanctions on
anybody in this state without it coming through
Parliament. As I said, I put the government on notice
that if this bill proceeds to the upper house the
opposition will make the amendment in the upper
house.
The next aspect of the bill is the ubiquitous information
services officers. Again, the government is coming
back with this very Orwellian term — the information
services officers. On Tuesday, after he had spoken on
3AW, the Premier said in a press release, ‘I don’t know
whether there is going to be an early election — next
week, Monday lunchtime. I don’t know whether we are
going to go to the polls on 30 November. It really
depends on a number of factors, including the
behaviour of the opposition in relation to this bill’, and
he mentioned this bill by name — the outworkers bill.
My interpretation is that the Premier wants the
opposition’s response to this bill to be a trigger for an
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early election. Accordingly this minister and this
government have introduced a bill that is almost like a
red rag to a bull. The Premier has turned around and
said, ‘I am going to have information services officers
who will be there to inform people about this
legislation. I will have information services officers
who will be able to go into any workplace, including a
residential home as long as it is a mixed workplace and
residence, and interview anybody there’. They can look
at documents and take away copies of those documents.
Indeed, in relation to non-compliance with the act there
will be a reverse onus of proof regarding those
documents. The information services officers will be
able to launch a prosecution and people may be fined
up to $12 000 in relation to this matter.

bootstraps to the financial straps of the trade union
movement, and he will be doing its bidding.

Do honourable members know who would appoint the
information services officers? The minister. As an
ex-state secretary of the Australian Labor Party, I will
bet my bottom dollar he has a list as long as this speech
is going for — it will be so long — of people he will
want to appoint. His mates!

But again I put the minister on notice that if, as a result
of my reasoned amendment not being agreed to, this
bill is not taken off the list of bills to be passed this
week, the opposition will ensure the information
services officers are removed from the ultimate bill.

Mr Wilson — Hacks — Labor hacks, union hacks.
Mr McINTOSH — Union hacks.
Mr Lenders — Dick Hamer, Alan Hunt — —
Mr McINTOSH — I bet you don’t! That list will be
as long as this speech. Let me tell you, Acting Speaker,
I bet my bottom dollar there would not be too many
members of the Liberal Party on that list, because they
would have a job to do at the behest of the Textile,
Clothing and Footwear Union of Australia: to go into
any workplace, or mixed workplace and residence, to
look at documents and to interview people. They would
be able to take systems and to launch prosecutions.
As we are talking about the safety of workers, I remind
honourable members that in the building industry royal
commission we have heard that something as noble as
occupational health and safety can be used as an
industrial tool. The proposed system will be an open
licence to the minister to appoint his mates who will do
the job and the bidding of the textile and clothing
union.
Accordingly, considering this issue was so important in
the Fair Employment Bill and indeed in the Federal
Awards (Uniform Systems) Bill, it is almost bizarre that
the provision for the appointment of information
services officers is back. The minister will say, ‘Tony
Abbott has it in his act and his bill’. Somehow I trust
Tony Abbott, the federal minister, to do the right thing
far more than this minister, because he is a previous
state secretary of the ALP who is bound by his

Indeed, the most important thing about this debate is
that it seems to me that members of the opposition were
being provoked into rejecting this bill, with the
government including something in it that would be
necessarily so offensive to members of the opposition
that we would be forced to vote against it. As I suspect,
it was done because the Premier wanted to provoke us
into blocking this bill. As I said from the outset, the
opposition does not oppose this legislation. The
principle upon which it is based is correct. It does raise
a level of concern in both the government or the
opposition, and we will support the principle.

The final thing is the fifth element of the bill. As if the
information services officers were not bad enough,
what has this minister done? He has stuck in the bill
authorised industrial officers. They would actually be
officers of the textile, clothing and footwear union and
could go to court. They could get a licence for three
years and they could go to any workplace or mixed
workplace, not even only during normal or ordinary
working hours but during any working hours. As
honourable members know, much of the work covered
by the bill could be done at night and in the early hours
of the morning in front of a TV. The bill would allow
an authorised industrial officer — not just someone
appointed by the minister but an officer of the textile,
clothing and footwear union — to enter a workplace at
any time during any working hours.
As I said, it seems to me that to ensure compliance this
minister is provoking the house into a particular course
of action. But I will remain calm at all times, because
the principle is too important. That is where we have
agreement between the Liberal Party and the
government. If this bill is passed and it goes to the
upper house, the Liberal Party will simply delete the
authorised industrial officers provision, because it is
just outrageous. I cannot understand why this minister
wants to have a complete duplication. He has
information services officers, and now he wants
authorised industrial officers. Perhaps he thought I
might just go through and say no to the authorised
industrial officers on the basis of accepting information
services officers.
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As I have already said, this relates to compliance,
which is not the fundamental purpose of the bill. The
fundamental purpose is to completely expunge the
exploitation of outworkers where it exists. The Liberal
Party agrees with the underlying parameters, purpose
and principle of this bill. There are wide-ranging views
as to the significance and size of the problem, but the
Liberal Party supports the principle that any worker
who has entered into an unconscionable arrangement
should not be exploited.
I will leave it there. I still have more to say, but at this
stage I will formally move my reasoned amendment.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! Will the honourable member for Kew pause for
a moment while the reasoned amendment is circulated.
Mr McINTOSH — I move:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the words ‘this house refuses to read
this bill a second time until employer and employee
stakeholders have been consulted on the amendments
foreshadowed by the government to provide for the
application of the federal Clothing Trades Award to Victorian
outworkers in that industry’.

I sometimes wonder why the house is going through
this process. One of the allowable items under the
federal Workplace Relations Act is the making of a
provision that would cover outworkers. I have seen a
copy of the federal Clothing Trades Award 1999, which
makes it quite clear that outworkers are subject to the
federal award and the minimum conditions that apply
thereunder. The sole condition, of course, is that the
employer is a respondent to the federal award. A legal
process is required for an employer to become a
respondent to a federal award, and once the employer
becomes subject to that award there is a mechanism to
get around some of the more turgid contractual
arrangements that may be entered into to ensure there is
the safety net of that federal award. There may be many
employers in the textile, clothing and footwear industry
who are subject to a federal award.
As I understand it the union is currently trying to rope
in every employer in this industry in Victoria. I also
understand that there is a sizeable number and that that
issue is currently before the commission. If you get
these employers roped into the award, then essentially
by introducing the legislative process in relation to
outworkers the safety net provisions would evaporate.
But it requires a lot of hard work, and I understand the
union has spent some four to five years trying to
implement this process.
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What this bill does is remove the legal separation, or the
legal halo, between lawful and actual employer, or
between apparent employers and the principal
contractor. There is a mechanism currently in the
federal award system under the Workplace Relations
Act to ensure that the pay and conditions of outworkers
can become the subject of a federal award. If you have
a look at the current federal award, you will see there is
a provision in relation to outworkers.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — It does not help the supply
chain, and that is why I accept that the government is
passing this legislation based upon the model in New
South Wales, and that is why the Liberal Party is
supporting the principle. But there is a mechanism
under the federal Workplace Relations Act that ensures
that all employers could be roped into the federal
award.
Alternatively, in Victoria — and I suspect this is the
real rub — we have a unitary system. That system says
that employment arrangements can be defined in a
variety of ways. You can have an enterprise bargaining
agreement, you can have your own certified agreement
or you can have a federal award. And if you are not
necessarily covered by any of those there is a safety net.
That safety net of course is schedule 1A.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — The minister is laughing. This
is the real rub. This has nothing to do with
disadvantage. The only reason we had the uniform
awards bill was because the minister says they are
disadvantaged because they cannot have 20 allowable
items. It is not about disparity of pay, it is just that they
happen to be perhaps at the bottom of the food chain.
That is what he says. The fact is, however, that this
provides an enormous amount of flexibility and the
ability to create jobs. Indeed, people in the retail
industry were saying that something like 4500 people
would have lost their jobs as a direct consequence of
the passage of the Federal Awards (Uniform System)
Bill.
Ms Beattie — That is nonsense!
Mr McINTOSH — I am glad the honourable
member for Tullamarine says it is nonsense. I will go
on.
The Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF) estimates that
10 000 people could have lost their jobs — and yet here
is a government talking about rural and regional
development! We have seen the Treasurer and the
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Minister for Finance standing up in the house extolling
the virtues of what this government has done, but when
you take 10 000 jobs out of rural Victoria you destroy
an environment, a society, a community and a town.
And the trouble is the government does not care.
The government does not care, because what it is about
is giving more powers to the unions. The minister,
being the previous state secretary of the Australian
Labor Party and being close to it, would understand the
dependency the ALP has on the trade union movement.
The most important thing about this for outworkers is
that the simple issue of outworkers is currently being
addressed by the federal minister.
Mr Lenders — And by Santa Claus too.
Mr McINTOSH — It is with some degree of
disappointment that the minister suggests I live in Santa
Claus land. Well, let me take honourable members to
the award provisions contained in the bill currently
before federal Parliament, the Workplace Relations
Amendment (Improved Protection for Victorian
Workers) Bill 2000. I understand there may be some
provisions in the bill that the minister and the Labor
Party do not want people to have — bereavement leave,
for instance; and I suppose they do not care about carers
leave. It would be their prerogative to go to the federal
minister and say, ‘We want you to take that out of the
bill. We do not want schedule 1A workers having
bereavement leave or carers leave’. But no, there is
silence. It is just negative, negative, negative: don’t
want it, don’t want it, don’t want it!
Part XVI of the federal bill is an amendment to the
Workplace Relations Act concerning contract workers
in Victoria in the textile, clothing and footwear
industry. Victoria is the only state in Australia that has
the benefit of a unitary industrial relations system, so of
course when there is a matter that comes out of the state
Fair Employment Bill the federal minister would want
to address that matter. Part XVI, headed ‘Contract
outworkers in Victoria in the textile, clothing and
footwear industry’, states:
Division 1 — Preliminary
537 Object of the Part
The object of this Part is to ensure that an individual
who is an outworker other than an employee performing
work in Victoria in the textile, clothing or footwear
industry is paid not less than the amount he or she would
have been entitled to be paid for performing the same
work as an employee.

Essentially what we have here is a deeming provision.
Those people are deemed to be employees for the
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purposes of the bill. That part of the bill says that that
person can then legally enforce that remuneration as an
outworker.
Okay, I understand the argument that the minister may
raise — namely, ‘What about the chain of supply?’.
That is what this bill does: it addresses the chain of
supply, and that is why we support the principle. But
what we have here is the minister saying, ‘I am quite
happy to say, “Deem the employees for the purposes of
the Workplace Relations Act” ‘. If you really cared
about this issue, Minister, you would look at proposed
section 537 — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! The honourable member for Kew, through the
Chair.
Mr McINTOSH — If the minister really cared
about this issue he would say to Tony Abbott, ‘I want
this to pass. I want this protection. I want all outworkers
to be deemed to be employees so I can give them at
least the safety net under schedule 1A. Okay, it may not
be the federal award with the 20 allowable items, but I
will give them a safety net’. Some of them may actually
get more; we do not know. The point is that at least we
would have the safety net that something like 350 000
other workers in Victoria have the benefit of.
The difficulty is that that bill may not pass. But if an
ex-state secretary of the ALP rang his ALP colleagues
in the Senate in Canberra and said, ‘We want you to
pass this. We want to protect outworkers in Victoria
because they will be deemed to be employees’, I bet my
bottom dollar that the ex-state secretary of the ALP
would be able to convince everybody from Kim Carr
down that the bill should pass the Senate. But no, in
reality this is about getting a federal award system into
Victoria. We do not have it at the moment, because that
is only an amendment.
If the minister were really fair dinkum about protecting
outworkers there are two issues that are of legitimate
concern. One is the constitutional issue about what
power the commonwealth government has to deal with
outworkers. What power does it have to make laws
with respect to outworkers who are not necessarily
employees in the true sense of the word? There is a
constitutional issue that revolves around the simple
contract that is being sought to be enforced. If the
minister were fair dinkum he would ring up his Senate
mates in the ALP and say, ‘Pass the bill, please’. He
would probably also ring Tony Abbott, and I bet Tony
would take the call tomorrow. In fact, if the minister
would care to leave the chamber and do it now, it is
only 4.55 p.m., and I am sure the federal minister
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would be available. Then this minister could say to him,
‘We want you to pass this bill. We want to protect our
outworkers. We want to provide them with the same
safety net that other Victorian workers have, to stop the
exploitation of outworkers and ensure their pay and
conditions are commensurate with our community
standards’.
The minister could do that now. If he wants to leave the
chamber with me, I will make the phone call and we
will deal with it then; but he would need to make a very
limited referral to the commonwealth to introduce these
laws because there is an issue surrounding what one can
do.
The commonwealth can make laws about dealing with
trading corporations and interstate trade, but if there is
an individual, a fly-by-nighter, somebody who is out
there doing a nefarious double shuffle with an apparent
or actual employer, that may cause concern. Once you
get your entitlements and safety net provisions in place
this bill does the right thing. It enables somebody who
wishes to enforce their own safety net provisions to
then sue the actual apparent or principal contractor
where it is necessary, and that is basically the
fundamental nature of the bill. That is all it is doing.
On top of that, if you really want the opportunity of
enforcing compliance there is provision in the bill for
federal inspectors to ensure compliance. To me, the
simplicity of this legislation is almost attractive. It
would certainly be attractive to a Liberal government to
ensure that we preserve a unitary system, that where we
identify people who have been exploited, whether it be
one person, several people or a huge group, the beauty
of this is a simple referral. There is legislation there
waiting to deal with this issue. Certainly this bill has to
be passed to ensure the chain of supply can be dealt
with, and that is why we support it.
In conclusion, I reiterate that we have concerns about a
large part of the bill but do not formally oppose it. Let
the government be clear that we will ensure that the
mandatory code from the Ethical Clothing Trades
Council of Victoria is tabled in either house of
Parliament to allow or disallow these provisions. It is a
simple ramp-up, if you like, of a debate in which I
participated on the farm dams bill to ensure there is true
accountability in relation to laws such as those that
would create a penal sanction, a fine or otherwise.
The Liberal Party will not accept the provision relating
to information services officers, an Orwellian term, so
that the minister would be able to appoint his union
mates. We certainly do not accept that authorised
industrial officers, which are a replication of
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information services officers, should be given the
power to prosecute. You can see clearly coming out of
the royal commission that something like this could be
used as an industrial tool.
Finally, in relation to the proposed amendments and the
application of federal awards, we do not accept these
amendments because they do not do anything. If we are
forced to discuss the amendments today rather than
agreeing to the reasoned amendment and adjourning the
matter, we will have no alternative than to vote against
them because we would not have the benefit of
consulting with a broad range of community groups.
Accordingly, we support the principle behind the bill
and will not oppose it, but if it proceeds beyond this
house today the government is on notice that we will
amend it in those four ways in the other place.
It never ceases to amaze me how this government can
take on a serious issue like outworkers — a concern
that has been expressed by a number of people — and
turn it into such a botched, long and turgid process
when a simple phone call to Tony Abbott and his mates
will remedy the situation. I make the offer to the
minister now that if he wants to I will in 5 minutes put
him in contact with Tony Abbott to have that bill
passed as soon as possible.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I am pleased to
speak on the Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill on
behalf of the National Party, and indicate at the outset
that the National Party is opposed to it. I listened with
interest to the comments made by the honourable
member for Kew. Although his contribution analysed
and highlighted a number of areas and complications
with the legislation, I was certainly disappointed with
his final comments when he said the Liberal Party will
not be opposing the legislation. That is of great
disappointment to me because I believe the legislation
is flawed.
The honourable member for Kew indicated in his
contribution that the legislation has flaws and will not
be workable. He gave all the reasons why the Liberal
Party should be opposing the legislation and then said it
would not be opposing it. I find it difficult to
understand. I make it clear that the National Party is
opposed to the bill, and in my contribution I will
indicate why.
Firstly, the proposed legislation is flawed, but when a
further 75 amendments have to be examined and
assessed in the context of the legislation that is clearly
wrong. If the government is sincere it should withdraw
the legislation and introduce a fresh bill that includes all
the amendments that have been foreshadowed for this
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legislation. It is outrageous to expect honourable
members who received this legislation two weeks ago
to have appropriate consultation with a range of
organisations and individuals, to determine in the house
the attitudes of particular parties and individuals, and
then to consider 75 amendments. I suggest the minister
should withdraw the legislation and analyse it further. If
it sincerely wants genuine legislation that will protect
outworkers as deemed in this bill the government
should seek to convince the National Party —
apparently the Liberal Party is convinced — that this
legislation has merit. I say from the outset that the
National Party certainly does not support that. These
outworkers are small business operators and we need
only talk to a lot of these people to understand that they
are employers and not employees, as has been indicated
in the legislation.
It is interesting to see that the purposes of the legislation
are to deem outworkers to be employees — the
National Party rejects that as a concept; to establish the
Ethical Clothing Trades Council of Victoria; to provide
for a mandatory code of practice; and to appoint
information services officers. The National Party
believes the real purpose of this legislation is to give the
textile, clothing and footwear union power to coerce
clothing industry workers presently beyond its
influence to join the union.
I was also interested to hear an interjection from the
Minister for Industrial Relations that he had been in
business. As a person who has grown up in private
enterprise and been involved in business all my life, and
having a deep and abiding interest in the motor industry
in particular, I would not like to go into business with
the Minister for Industrial Relations. I think he would
drive me out of business. In the 1980s when we had the
Honourable Tom Roper in this house he spoke about a
particular bill and about his supposed expertise in small
business, and I indicated quite clearly at that time that
as far as I was concerned I would not go into business
with him either because he would not only go broke
himself but he would also drive me broke. I suggest to
the house and to the minister that you have to have been
in business to understand business. Do not tell people
who have been in business how to operate those
businesses.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Burwood is interjecting
and he is out of his place and disorderly, and the
Minister for Industrial Relations knows that
interjections across the table are disorderly. The
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honourable member for Murray Valley, without
assistance.
Mr JASPER — I am quite happy to pick up any
interjections the honourable member for Burwood may
put forward from his place, and I am sure I could — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Murray Valley should
ignore interjections.
Mr JASPER — It is often difficult, Mr Acting
Speaker, when some of those interjections need
response and when honourable members make
comment when they really have no understanding of
the legislation before the house or indeed how the
economy of this state works. On many occasions I have
heard people in this house speaking on issues they have
no understanding of and with no true understanding of
how the economy of the state of Victoria works. I say
again that many of the people on the government
benches would not understand what it is to be in
business, and that anyone who was involved in business
with them would be forced out of business.
We have heard a conflict of concepts coming from the
government today. The Minister for State and Regional
Development and Treasurer has openly criticised the
federal government for imposing a tax on the
consumers and users of sugar within Australia, and yet
he has come out strongly and said he wants protection
for the motor industry. I have been described by a
former minister in this place, the Honourable Jim
Simmonds, as a bush socialist, and I do not mind
wearing that tag because we have to get balance in how
we protect people in business and industry within the
state of Victoria.
I want to highlight that point again, and I am
disappointed that the Minister for Industrial Relations is
not taking particular note of this issue, because we have
a conflict of concepts and the issue needs to be put into
perspective. We hear the minister and others saying
they want to give the motor industry a certain level of
protection within Australia. I am not opposed in
principle to protecting the industry within Australia
against competitors from outside Australia who may be
operating in circumstances different from our economy,
so I support that concept. Then we hear the government
supporting that concept as well when it says it wants to
protect the motor industry and also the textile, clothing
and footwear industry.
Former Senator Button was strong in looking to protect
the textile, clothing and footwear industry. Indeed I
recall that when he was a senator he visited Wangaratta
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on one occasion and met with the major textile
industries in Wangaratta, which were at that time Bruck
Australia Ltd, Australian Country Spinners and Yakka,
and he indicated that protection would be provided for
the textile, clothing and footwear industry against
imports and that he would seek to get balance.
We heard the Minister for State and Regional
Development stating quite clearly in question time
today that he was opposed to the federal government
implementing a bounty on the sugar industry, if you
like, or imposing a charge on sugar industry retailing
throughout Australia to assist those people who are
operating within the industry in Queensland. We have
the converse situation here, with the minister saying,
‘We do not want to have that because it will increase
the sugar prices in Victoria. A huge range of industries
use sugar, therefore it will affect employment in
Victoria’. The minister really needs to analyse what he
said there and to indicate whether he supports
protection being provided for the sugar industry in
Queensland, which is on its knees. That industry needs
to get protection. The federal government has taken the
right attitude of protecting the sugar industry so that the
rest of Australia can assist it to continue to be effective
within Australia.
I come back to the motor industry, where there needs to
be some form of protection, and to the textile, clothing
and footwear industry, about which John Button came
out clearly when he was a senator, saying that we need
to have appropriate protections within Australia to
maintain that industry. The question is how to get that
balance. Balance is the key in being able to get and
maintain an industry operating effectively within
Australia.
We had earlier legislation from the government seeking
to make changes to the industrial relations laws in the
state of Victoria, and we in the National Party believe
those changes were unsatisfactory. We also believe this
legislation is not appropriate, and we are completely
opposed to the concept of the legislation. When doing
some analysis on this legislation I was interested to note
the report from the Family and Community
Development Committee on its inquiry into the
conditions of clothing outworkers in Victoria which
was tabled in September.
The investigation that was undertaken was interesting,
and I wrote down a couple of notes as I looked through
the report. I think that when it was looking at the issue
the committee was after a predetermined outcome
similar to that in New South Wales. The
recommendations were apparently not derived from the
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evidence collected by the committee, and they were
rushed through.
I have looked through the recommendations,
particularly those at the front of the report, a couple of
which are worth reading into Hansard. The first
recommendation is:
That the Victorian government recognise the importance of
the textile, clothing and footwear industry to the Victorian
economy by continued support and that the government
continue to develop effective initiatives and programs to
support the industry.

I support that entirely. I think it is an excellent
recommendation, as the textile, clothing and footwear
industry has been an important industry in the state of
Victoria — although it is under huge pressure from
imports, there is no doubt about that.
Look at the enterprises in Wangaratta. Bruck
(Australia) Limited has maintained a work force of over
1600 employees. That company has been of critical
importance to the Rural City of Wangaratta. While
textile factories have closed around Australia, Bruck
(Australia) has continued to operate. In fact it has
expanded and poured money into redeveloping and
improving its product and its production lines. While
there has been enormous pressure on all the clothing,
footwear and textile enterprises within Australia, Bruck
has maintained a strong presence within Australia. So I
am strongly supportive of recommendation 1.
Also in Wangaratta is Australian Country Spinners,
another important textile enterprise. Again I support
looking at how to get balanced and appropriate
protection so that its people can have continued
employment while producing an excellent product
which is competitive on the world market. That is
difficult, when we see what is happening with the lower
costs of production in Third World countries.
I repeat that I support there being appropriate protection
in specific industries in Australia. I again criticise the
Treasurer for his comments at question time in
attacking the protection proposed for the sugar industry
within Australia. I do not want to go through all the
recommendations in the report, but recommendation 3
is also worth reading into Hansard:
That the Victorian government implement a program
designed to enhance the knowledge and skills of outworkers
who see themselves as small business operators —

I repeat, ‘small business operators’; they are not
employees, they are operating their own businesses —
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to improve their operations and to increase their awareness of
their taxation, industrial relations and occupational health and
safety obligations.

That is a very meritorious recommendation, and I
support it. But I again say to the Minister for Industrial
Relations that he should take out of the report the words
‘small business operators’. As far as National Party
members are concerned, that is the key. They are not
employees, because they are working for themselves —
but this government regards them as employees. In our
view, that does not fit.
From looking through the report it is quite evident that
it was rushed through. That is why we should also refer
to the closing part of the report on the inquiry into the
conditions of clothing outworkers in Victoria — that is,
the minority report, which was submitted by the
Honourables Bruce Atkinson, MLC, and Jeanette
Powell, MLC, and Inga Peulich, MLA. As members of
the committee they were entitled to put forward a
minority report, and it interesting to note their
comments. I do not need to read what they said in its
entirety, but let me refer to some of the headings. One
heading is ‘Inadequate process of inquiry’; in other
words, they thought the inquiry was a sham. Another is
‘Inconclusive evidence on key issues’, which is another
criticism they had of the report. Another heading is
‘Inadequate evidence gathered’.
In my discussions with two of the committee members
they clearly indicated that there was not enough time to
produce the report, that the committee did not do
enough evidence gathering and that there was not an
appropriate assessment of the report. In my view their
minority report indicates the total inadequacy of the
majority report — and the government is hanging its
hat on the majority report to produce this legislation.
It is also worth reading into Hansard the last paragraph
of the minority report:
It is regrettable that the conclusions implicit in the report and
its recommendations are not substantiated by the work that
was undertaken by the committee. It is equally regrettable that
the process of this all-party inquiry was so flawed that it
missed a significant opportunity to explore the terms of
reference fully, frankly and with the practical vision and
policy responses suited to the needs of Victorian outworkers
and Victoria’s clothing industry.

That is a damning comment on the majority report
produced by the committee. Although as I said the
government is hanging its hat on this report, as far as I
am concerned it should be thrown out.
I am disappointed, because I had a great respect for the
Minister for Industrial Relations. I have listened to him
making his speeches; he is certainly a thinker and
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makes an intelligent contribution. But it is
disappointing to see that he not only supports this
legislation, which the National Party sees as so flawed,
but has had the audacity to introduce 73 amendments.
The legislation should be withdrawn, re-analysed and
redrafted, because as it is the National Party opposes it.
Normally we conduct investigations and seek comment
from various organisations to see what their views are,
and that is precisely what we did with this legislation.
Interestingly two organisations, the Council of Textile
and Fashion Industries of Australia and the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry, both
indicated to us that they had not been consulted on the
legislation before it was introduced into Parliament.
When it was brought to their attention, they said they
knew nothing about it. That is an outrageous situation.
Time and again we hear the government say, ‘We are a
consultative government; we consult with everyone and
we listen to the people’. But you have not listened to
the people! You have not gone out to the organisations!
You have just decided that you need this legislation,
and you have brought it in.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Murray Valley should
speak through the Chair.
Mr JASPER — Mr Acting Speaker, that might be
the first time I have ever done that, and I apologise for
doing so, but I was carried away with trying to make
sure that the Minister for Industrial Relations
understands, as a man of intelligence, what he is
actually looking to do — that is, asking the Parliament
to pass legislation that is unacceptable.
I honestly believe that. We have seen it before — even
the previous government did it. We saw one piece of
legislation with 300 amendments. That was absolutely
outrageous. When the Labor Party was in opposition it
said exactly what I was thinking — that is, the bill
should have been withdrawn and redrafted. It took
hours and hours to go through it, but at least it was
given appropriate time in the committee stage.
That I believe is another problem that we have in the
house at present: the government says it wants six or
whatever number of bills debated in a week. We do not
have debate in the Parliament as we used to. Mr Acting
Speaker, you would remember earlier times when we
had appropriate debate on legislation; we do not get that
now. What happens now is we get the first two or three
speakers on the legislation and we get to Thursday at
4.00 p.m. and the bill goes through. What is going to
happen tomorrow? These amendments will never be
debated in this house. They will be included in the
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legislation to be debated in the other house. The
government says it wants to change the upper house.
Some government members say they want to abolish
the upper house. The strength of this Parliament is in
having two houses to look at legislation and assess it. I
honestly believe that.
Ms Beattie interjected.
Mr JASPER — The honourable member for
Tullamarine has not been here long enough to
understand. The issue is quite clear. We have seen over
the years legislation come into the Parliament and be
debated in this house, with agreement between the
parties that it needs to be reviewed before it goes to the
other house, and we generally get better legislation
because of that debate.
I recently visited the Welsh and Scottish parliaments —
single houses of Parliament. I was extremely concerned
that they have only one house, but in Wales and
Scotland they have extensive committee systems which
review legislation before it hits the Parliament. Here we
have the government saying, ‘We listen. We talk to
people before legislation comes before the house’. I say
to you, Mr Acting Speaker, that two of the
organisations the National Party spoke to — major
organisations — had not seen the legislation before it
came to the Parliament. Is that consultation? Is that
listening to the people? It proves the lie of what
government members are saying — they have not done
that on this legislation.
Again I say to the Minister for Industrial Relations that
that is the flaw we have at present, where the
government says, ‘Those bills will go through
regardless’. I think that is a travesty of our democratic
system and a travesty of the Parliament. We should be
able to get appropriate legislation. If it means we have
to extend the parliamentary sittings by another week or
two to have proper investigation and debate, that is
what I would do. I am not saying we should sit on
Fridays, because I am not a supporter of Friday
sittings — —
Ms Beattie interjected.
Mr JASPER — As a city member you would not
understand. You would not understand that I drive
3 hours to get to Melbourne to come to a sitting of
Parliament.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Murray Valley should
speak through the Chair. Considering that he
understands that the last time was possibly the first time
he has not done that, I am surprised that he did not do it
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immediately afterwards. I ask the honourable member
for Murray Valley to speak through the Chair.
Mr JASPER — The honourable member for
Tullamarine, as a city-based member, would not really
understand the difficulties and problems we country
people face, and she probably would not understand the
current drought situation in the northern part of the
state.
The Minister for Industrial Relations really should get
more of an understanding of what has happened.
Perhaps he should look at what happened with
legislation in the past and go back to some of the
systems we had previously. Again through you,
Mr Acting Speaker, in talking about the extension of the
sitting I say we should go for an extra week or two with
those three days of sitting to ensure we can debate
legislation and debate it properly. The extended days
and weeks do not suit country people because — —
Mr Nardella — Hang on, I’ll get my violin out!
Mr JASPER — Another city member!
Mr Nardella — You do not know my electorate if
you are saying that.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Murray Valley, continuing
his presentation without assistance from the honourable
member for Melton.
Mr JASPER — I listened to the comments of the
honourable member for Melton — you cannot miss
them because of the loud voice. He has come from the
upper house into the lower house and I suggest again
that I do not regard him truly as a country member of
Parliament. He can challenge that if he wishes.
Mr Nardella — You have no idea.
Mr JASPER — He can challenge that if he wishes
on a future occasion.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr JASPER — I do understand the motor industry,
there is no doubt about that. I am proud to say that I
have grown up in private enterprise. I ask the
honourable member for Melton whether he has a
similar sort of background in business. I think he is
probably like many on the government side who do not
understand business.
Mr Nardella interjected.
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Mr JASPER — I would not like to go into business
with the honourable member for Melton, because I
would go broke — and not because of me but because
of him!
On the legislation, I have referred to the Family and
Community Development Committee report which I
say is flawed. I have referred to the fact that I think the
minority report is critical to an understanding of the
main report. Honourable members need to read not
only the report of this truncated inquiry but also the
minority report which highlights the fact that this report
is flawed and should not have gone anywhere.
I want to make some comments on some of the
particular issues in the legislation. The National Party
will not be supporting the bill on the basis of what it
proposes to do and the information contained in it. As
National Party members see it, the bill is designed to
shore up union membership by deeming people
presently working from home as independent
contractors to be employees. Our main concern here is
the change. Those people are individual people working
as contractors and are not employees. The bill provides
for the appointment of enforcement and compliance
officers under the title of information services officers
which does not give a true and accurate picture.
We have seen these sorts of measures in the Fair
Employment Bill and the Federal Awards (Uniform
System) Bill which the National Party totally opposed.
This bill smacks of similar issues. The bill gives
Textile, Clothing and Footwear Union officials wide
powers of entry and information gathering, even if no
union members work on a particular premises. The bill
provides for the recovery of alleged shortfalls in
remuneration from an apparent employer up to six
years after the event, and that is an outrageous situation
so far as the National Party is concerned!
Establishing the Ethical Clothing Trades Council of
Victoria probably has some merit, in that it will be able
to look at the industry and assist people in that area.
The bill enables the minister to introduce a mandatory
code of practice on the slightest pretext and without
adequate consultation with industry participants.
I have highlighted some of the concerns that the
National Party has with the legislation. If the minister
believes National Party members have not raised issues
in their proper context, I would be interested to hear his
comments, but our investigations and discussions with
organisations have indicated to us that they do not
support the legislation. We see this as draconian and not
achieving what we believe would be best for the
industry and for outworkers.
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I listened to the contribution from the honourable
member for Kew, who referred to schedule 1A of the
federal Workplace Relations Act and to actions being
taken at a federal level. I believe that act provides
appropriate protection.
In summary, the National Party has great concerns
about the legislation. The Honourables Jeanette Powell
and Bill Baxter in another place spoke to the people
involved with outworkers, and whenever they made
contact with those people they found them to be quite
happy with their situation, being their own bosses and
employers and not being regarded as employees. The
legislation will not be in the best interests of
outworkers, but it will improve union access and
increase the ability to get more people involved in the
union movement — although I think that will be
difficult.
Mr Nardella interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Melton will have the
opportunity to speak in the debate if he stands in his
place. I ask the honourable member for Murray Valley
to continue, without assistance.
Mr JASPER — I refer to the reasoned amendment
moved by the honourable member for Kew, indicating
that the bill be withdrawn and that:
… all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the words ‘this house refuses to read
this bill a second time until employer and employee
stakeholders have been consulted on the amendments
foreshadowed by the government to provide for the
application of the federal Clothing Trades Award to Victorian
outworkers in that industry.

The National Party will support the honourable
member’s reasoned amendment. There has not been
appropriate consultation on the legislation, and it is
outrageous for the government to bring forward
73 amendments. I suggest that if in the future the
minister brings in legislation to which so many
amendments are proposed he consider withdrawing and
redrafting it so honourable members get a clean bill to
look at and can assess it accordingly. The National
Party opposes the legislation before the house.
Ms BEATTIE (Tullamarine) — This debate has
been going for almost 2 hours now, and we have seen
nothing but smoke and mirrors. There has been nothing
said about the real intent of the bill. Honourable
members have said they will support the bill — ‘but’,
finding reasons not to support it.
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This is a simple bill to improve the protection of
outworkers in the clothing industry and to establish the
Ethical Clothing Trades Council of Victoria. There is
nothing dramatic about that. It is not the industrial
equivalent of the Stasi, as some honourable members
are saying. It is about outworkers.
Although it is not normally the form, certainly on this
side of the house, to say what goes on at state
conferences, I will say what went on at the Labor Party
state conference on 19 October. I was proud to get up
after the Minister for Industrial Relations and assure the
delegates that this government would not back down
from its resolve to have Victorian workers treated like
every other worker in Australia. I was very proud when
the Premier received a standing ovation for his resolve
not to have Victorian workers treated like industrial
second-class citizens. We had to hold people down
from giving the Minister for Industrial Relations a
standing ovation!
Outworkers are workers who work away from an
employer’s premises, factory or established place of
work, which by its very nature can lead to exploitation.
It does not always lead to exploitation, as many
honourable members have said. There are many good
employers, and those good employers have nothing at
all to fear from this legislation. Outworkers are
generally concentrated in the clothing or apparel section
of the textile, clothing and footwear industry. We have
heard opposition members say they met with Michelle
O’Neil. Big deal! Michelle O’Neil is always available
to people.
Opposition members should go into the call centres —
or phone factories, as we call them — the homes and
the factories to see the conditions under which those
workers work, because they can be absolutely
disgraceful. The National Party is always saying,
‘Come up to the country, because you do not
understand country people’. I would like to know when
any members of the National Party — and they are not
in the chamber to be seen — last went into a call centre
or a clothing sweatshop. I would say they probably
never have, because they are not even interested enough
in the debate to spend some time in the house. They
will be judged on that: they will lose their party status at
the next election, there is no doubt about that.
Outworkers are widely considered to be the most
vulnerable workers in our community. They are mostly
migrant women — some men but mostly women — of
varying ages. They often have children at home and
often the children are involved in the work too. The
government will deal with that later in another bill so I
will not pre-empt that legislation. Many of those
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workers have very poor English language skills and
have difficulty finding other forms of employment.
While they often suffer from chronic underpayment of
wages they rarely pursue complaints for recovery of
moneys owed. Why? It is because their English
language skills are poor and they do not know how to
go about pursuing their payments.
Various reports and inquiries into clothing outworkers
have considered the question of how many outworkers
are in Australia and those estimates vary from about
50 000 to 350 000. The Australian Taxation Office has
used figures at the lower end of the range so it is a
conservative estimate, while the Textile, Clothing and
Footwear Union of Australia estimates are at the upper
end. There is a difference and I would say the TCFUA
figures are more pertinent. Accurate figures are hard to
obtain given the nature of the industry.
The opposition supports the bill in principle, but claims
there has not been enough consultation. This is the first
time opposition members have discovered consultation.
In seven years they never even looked for the word in
the dictionary. Perhaps that was part of the gag — they
were not allowed to look at the dictionary. I will tell
honourable members who we consulted: the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(VECCI). Opposition members know the organisation.
They are very good people and friends of the opposition
and are often consulted by it. Well, the government
consulted VECCI too!
Mr Holding interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Springvale is out of his
place and is disorderly.
Ms BEATTIE — We consulted the Pharmacy
Guild of Australia, the Australian Medical Association,
the Victorian Farmers Federation — again, there is a
close relationship between the National Party and the
VFF and I believe a lot of the National Party candidates
are VFF people so they can consult with it. We
consulted with the Restaurant and Catering Association
of Victoria, the Australian Retailers Association, Clubs
Victoria and the Victorian Automobile Chamber of
Commerce. All those attendees were provided with a
copy of the bill and an information sheet on the
provisions of the bill.
Again, may I say, there was an invitation from the
honourable member for Kew to pick up the phone and
call Tony. The invitation is still there — not Tony
Plowman, Tony Abbott — and Tony is a reasonable
man and we saw his reasonableness in the federal
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awards bill which was rejected in this house. The
Victorian Liberal Party is moving away from the
federal Liberal Party. It does not have any influence.
The federal Liberal Party does not want to know this
sham of an opposition.
To return to the bill, approximately 40 per cent of
clothing outworkers are engaged in Victoria — of those
figures I quoted, about 40 per cent are Victorians which
clearly represents the majority of outworkers in the
clothing industry.
I want to raise a couple of other issues in the limited
time I have. The honourable members for Kew and
Murray Valley both talked about the same sort of thing:
industrial officers going in after hours. That is quite
right. The government would give them powers to go in
after hours, not only from 9 to 5, because often these
people do not work from 9 to 5. By the very nature of
the work they work at home and they work very long
hours. They do not stop at 5 o’clock. The honourable
member for Melton would know — —
Mrs Peulich interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Bentleigh will get her
opportunity if she rises later in the debate.
Ms BEATTIE — I do not think so, Mr Acting
Speaker. They are not going to give her a go on it, I
understand.
The honourable member for Melton would know
because he has many of these sweatshops in his area.
They do not stop at 5 o’clock on the dot.
The opposition says the inspectors cannot come in and
the honourable member for Kew says that we should
not have information services officers. It is like a
burglar trying to get into my house with my old dog —
it has no teeth. We have to have some sanctions so the
workers can be protected. I extend an invitation to
members opposite — and I can arrange it just as the
honourable member for Kew can arrange the phone call
to Tony for us. I invite the honourable members for
Kew and Murray Valley to any clothing outlet with
Michele O’Neill and her team and they can come along
and have a look at some of the conditions. In a country
like Australia and a state like Victoria they would be
ashamed to see how some of these people are forced to
work for $3.60 an hour. They would be ashamed that
we let this go on. The Labor Party is ashamed of it. We
are ashamed that that sort of thing goes on and we are
legislating to protect those very poor workers.
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Not all workers are exploited and there is good reason
to say there are many fine employers. Research into
outworkers was conducted by Dr Christina Cregan of
the University of Melbourne and was considered by the
parliamentary inquiry. We know that that inquiry was
just like the inquiry into the Reeves affair and Seal
Rocks — it was stacked.
That research was, as I said, considered by that stacked
parliamentary inquiry. The research indicated that there
continues to be significant exploitation of outworkers in
Victoria. That 2001 study, involving 119 clothing
outworkers in Melbourne, found that the average hourly
rate of pay among those workers was $3.60 — that is
the average, which means there were many below
that — and that their average weekly wage was only
$300.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Ms BEATTIE — It is all right for the honourable
member for Bentleigh opposite, who is sitting on
$100 000 a year, to say, ‘Yes, these people are on $300
per week’.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, having had 30 years in small business and
often having earned far less than $2 an hour, as a lot of
small businesspeople do, let me tell the honourable
member that I do know how the other side lives — she
does not.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
There is no point of order.
Ms BEATTIE — The honourable member for
Bentleigh should do a little bit of research, because if
she did she would know that I had a small business
myself, and a small farm at one stage.
The study found that outworkers work 12 hours a day
for six or seven days a week. Also, the majority of
those outworkers earn only $5 per hour. That is well
below the minimum hourly rate of $11.35 provided by
the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
Indeed, small business is thriving. As a matter of fact,
small business is being transacted right before our very
eyes, Mr Acting Speaker!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
I ask the honourable member for Tullamarine just to
check whether any outworkers are involved!
Ms BEATTIE — I believe it’s a cash transaction,
without tax being paid.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Tullamarine, on the bill.
Ms BEATTIE — The study found that 80 per cent
of the clothing outworkers in the study reported that
their wages were not paid on time — so the money they
were depending on was not even paid on time — and
50 per cent reported instances of not being paid for
work completed.
Dr Cregan’s research clearly shows that clothing
outworkers are among the most disadvantaged workers
in Victoria. Unless we bring in legislation to protect
them they will go on being the most disadvantaged
workers in Victoria.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Ms BEATTIE — I must respond to the interjection.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Bentleigh knows full well
she should not be interjecting in that manner. The
honourable member for Tullamarine should ignore
interjections.
Ms BEATTIE — I will ignore it with my left ear,
but my right ear is taking it up. I can tell the honourable
member for Bentleigh and you, Mr Acting Speaker,
that if all employers were good employers there would
be no need for unions — we would do ourselves out of
a job. But bad employers need checks and balances to
protect the workers, and the unions provide those
checks and balances and that protection.
Honourable members on the government side of the
house will be supporting this bill and other bills like it.
We will not back down from our resolve to protect
Victorian workers and give them equality with other
workers in Australia. This legislation absolutely
replicates the New South Wales legislation. The
government is not asking Victorian workers to be put
above those in other states; it is not asking for Victorian
workers to receive things that workers in other
jurisdictions do not. It is asking for equity for Victorian
workers.
Honourable members on this side of the house will not
back down in the face of taunts from the other side of
the house, because we know what is right. We know
this is fair, we know this is reasonable, and we know
this is equitable. So we will be supporting the bill and
the amendments the government has circulated. The
requests for more time are just smoke and mirrors.
Opposition members will say, ‘We want two weeks to
consult’, and after two weeks they will come back and
say, ‘We have consulted and now we are going to vote
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against it’. This two weeks business is just smoke and
mirrors, like everything else. The opposition is just
delaying the legislation because it does not have the
guts to go out there and say it is opposing it. Opposition
members do not have the guts to be honest with their
electorates.
In conclusion, we will support the bill. We will not
back down. We believe in the dignity of labour. We
will support this bill and others like it in the future.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs PEULICH
(Bentleigh).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

RETAIL LEASES BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 10 October; motion of
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for State and Regional
Development).
Opposition amendments circulated by Mrs PEULICH
(Bentleigh) pursuant to sessional orders.

Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) — The government has
consulted for two years regarding the Retail Leases Bill
that is before the house. This bill was not publicly
released until the Assembly second-reading motion less
than two weeks ago. As part of that very long process
there are unfortunately significant differences between
the draft and the bill before the house. Although
stakeholders are very much trying to establish the
effects of many of the changes, given that there are
significant differences between the exposure draft and
what came into the house, property owner associations
are still analysing the deviations from the exposure
draft.
The general view is that it is obvious that the bill will
add complexity and uncertainty and the implementation
will add significant costs. On the other hand it
introduces some needed and positive reform intended to
assist retailers in particular. I guess it is always a
challenge trying to strike a balance between the
interests of the lessees and those of the lessors. It is not
easy to do. In some areas the government has moved
forward, but in others there is still enormous confusion.
Certainly in changing some of the rules the bill will
impact on a considerably greater number of leases than
was the intention, hence the amendment, which I will
refer to later on.
While many of the changes will improve transparency
and certainty for tenants and also significantly give
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access to a cheaper dispute-resolution process, there are
additional costs for lessors which will ultimately no
doubt be passed on to tenants. There is no dispute about
that. In particular some of the issues that have been the
focus of discussion of this legislation are coverage; the
differences between the 1998 legislation and this bill;
the proposed abolition of the 1000-square-metre rule,
which determined which leases were in and which were
not covered by the legislation; and the proposed
movement to a rent threshold as prescribed by
regulation subsequent to the legislation being passed.
Because of the definition of ‘retail premises’ the bill
also takes in commercial tenants, which I believe is
probably not the intention of the legislation. Certainly
that was the message given by the minister to those
affected. The intention of the amendment is not to delay
the reforms that are awaited by retailers while at the
same time taking out commercial leases, which were
never intended to be a part of this legislation, thus
avoiding a lot of complexity and red tape — additional
costs and so forth. Basically, the intention is to produce
a piece of legislation which would then apply to every
single commercial building in the state.
The proposed legislation includes changes to the length
of leases. For example, a lease of less than one year will
not be covered, regardless of whether it was covered by
the previous legislation. Some 364-day leases were
renewed at the expiration of that time. The move
proposed by this piece of legislation is that a lease of
less than one year will not be covered, but such leases
will be covered if they operate continuously for longer
than a year. If people continue to operate after that time,
they will be covered.
The bill makes changes in relation to outgoings which
can be passed on. Currently under the 1998 legislation a
landlord can, for example, pass on land tax liability to a
tenant as an outgoing. The reform in this bill is that land
tax is not permitted to be passed on in new leases or the
renewal of existing leases. For existing leases the
landlord must provide the tenant with details of the land
tax liability within 21 days of receiving the land tax
notice.
There are also some attempts to regulate management
fees charged by shopping centres. I suppose most
retailers in shopping centres know that some shopping
centre managements can be very hardline and fairly
uncompromising. They cause small businesses quite a
degree of angst. The reform being introduced by this
legislation would ensure that fees were not increased by
any more than the consumer price index during the
term of the lease. There are some concerns about that,
but obviously the retailers applaud that reform.
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There are also some reforms in relation to the length of
leases. A minimum five-year term for first-time tenants
only was provided for in the previous legislation. The
bill provides for a minimum five-year term for all
tenants, although the parties could enter into a shorter
term provided that a certificate is received from the
Retail Industry Commissioner, which is a new initiative
for the industry.
The bill also introduces the notion of unconscionable
conduct in negotiation of leases, and there are certainly
some concerns, not so much about the drawing down of
the federal Trade Practices Act but the broadening of
the provisions with the introduction of three additional
criteria. I will talk about that in a moment.
The positive thing about this reform is the introduction
of the more efficient dispute resolution. The role of the
new Retail Industry Commissioner would be to be the
first point of contact for the hearing of disputes. Later,
of course, that could be taken to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal and hopefully lead to cheaper
and faster dispute resolution.
It is interesting to note the size of retail tenancies
legislation: the Retail Tenancies Act 1986 had 37 pages
and 26 sections; the Retail Tenancies Reform Act 1998
had 50 pages and 52 sections; the Retail Leases Bill
2002 has 83 pages and 101 clauses. Invariably, of
course, the complexity and confusion is cause for
concern.
The industry, which has been involved in discussions
and consultation on this exposure draft, had expected it
would see the draft bill and there would be a further
opportunity to flesh out some of the finer detail. That
has not occurred and some stakeholders have taken
some issues up with the minister in the hope there
would be some compromise and way through, only to
be fairly sternly rebuffed in the most recent
communication, which is disappointing.
The elements of the bill which are of greatest concern
include the abolition of the 1000-square-metre rule and
the institution of a rent threshold to be prescribed by
regulation. The only state which uses this method is
South Australia, and that really is not in sync with the
minister’s stated aims of wanting greater uniformity of
legislation as it applies to other states. I am informed
that South Australia is currently reviewing the use of a
rent threshold, obviously because of the discrepancy
that can generate depending on geographic location and
placement, and the anomalies that have occurred over
prescription.
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I understand that the Minister for Small Business in the
other place is yet to consult with stakeholders about the
threshold. Obviously retailers would like the threshold
to be as high as possible because they would like as
many businesses to fall under it as possible, and the
lessors would like it to be as low as possible. Clearly
that sort of negotiation will be important in getting
something workable, if indeed the rent threshold is the
way the minister wants to go.
The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
commented on some concerns over the powers to
regulate without being answerable to Parliament, or
without parliamentary debate, although not specifically
in relation to the rent threshold — but the same
arguments apply. The opposition would like the
government to indicate what sorts of thresholds would
apply.
I understand that initially the Australian Retailers
Association backed the rent threshold, but that since
then it has moved away from it. I understand the
Shopping Centre Council of Australia has reached
agreement that the 1000-square-metre rule be the
standard of coverage of all retail tenancy legislation
around Australia. The Property Council of Australia is
opposed to the abolition of the 1000-square-metre rule
which means all the major parties to the Retail Leases
Bill agree that the 1000-square-metre rule should be
retained. So the government is proposing a change that
is opposed by all the major parties to the legislation,
both retailers and owners.
Far from bringing greater certainty to the issue of
coverage, the rent threshold concept will increase
uncertainty. Rents per square metre vary depending on
the retail format, whether it is in the central business
district, in a strip shopping centre or a shopping centre,
and even within shopping centres rents per square
metre vary greatly from regional centres to subregional
centres to neighbourhood centres. A rent threshold
would therefore create anomalies such as a retail
premises in a regional shopping centre not being
covered by retail tenancy legislation because the rent
exceeds the threshold, but similar premises in, say, a
strip shopping centre would be covered.
The anomalies exist in South Australia, and as I said
before, this is the only state to have the rent threshold.
This is contrary to the minister’s intention to create a
more level playing field and clearly the anomalies
suggest this would not be the case.
If the government persists in proceeding with the
change, it is only fair and reasonable that the amount of
the rent threshold should be included in the Retail
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Leases Bill, or certainly indicated in the second-reading
speech in the other place or in the summing up of the
legislation by the government. Obviously rent per
square metre varies depending on geography and
location and is of significant concern to the industry. It
appears agreement has been reached that the
1000-square-metre rule is one that would more
effectively be implemented.
Another area of significant concern to some
stakeholders pertains to the introduction of
unconscionable conduct, not so much in terms of the
way that it has been drawn down or replicated from the
Trade Practices Act 1974, in particular section 51AC,
but the inclusion of three new specific factors related to
rent negotiation, use of turnover and fit-out costs.
These are similar to the equivalent provisions in the
New South Wales retail tenancy legislation, but with
the inclusion of three new paragraphs (l), (m) and (n) in
clause 77(2) relating to unconscionable conduct with
rent negotiation and the use of information about
turnover figures and fit-out costs.
I understand those provisions are strongly supported by
the Australian Retailers Association and the Law
Institute of Victoria. The law institute has provided a
legal opinion that the provisions for determining
unconscionable conduct have not been expanded but
that the additional paragraphs have been used for
illustrative purposes as they may apply to this new area.
The conflicting view is that this does indeed broaden it.
I understand there was also no mention of this measure
in the government’s discussion paper in October 2001
and that despite the discussions running for nearly two
years the first time the parties were informed of this
was when the draft bill was released a month ago.
Three months ago I understand the Victorian
government argued in its submission to the review of
the Trade Practices Act that as section 51AC had been
operating for only a short period and the case law had
yet to be fully developed the existing provisions should
remain until the outcomes they would produce become
clearer. The government has produced legal advice by
Mr Clyde Croft, QC, who has argued that the three
additional paragraphs are consistent with the existing
principles of unconscionable conduct and that they do
not broaden the concept.
It is imperative that in the minister’s summing up —
and hopefully the Treasurer will come in — he outline
whether it is the government’s intention that all those
subsections should be taken into consideration
concurrently, or simultaneously, or whether any one of
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those should be taken into consideration, obviously as a
product of a legal case, in establishing unconscionable
conduct.
The government was provided with legal advice
contrary to that which it had received, and that legal
advice was provided by Robin Speed and Ian Jackman.
It says that the additional measures, even after taking
into account the drafts and changes suggested by
Mr Croft, do broaden the concept of unconscionable
conduct and will create significant legal uncertainty. I
understand that both Mr Speed and Mr Jackman
practise extensively in trade practice law.
It is very important that the government outline how it
intends these new provisions to apply and to say
whether its intention is to broaden the grounds for
determining unconscionable conduct. If Mr Croft’s
advice is correct and the additional provisions do not
broaden the concept of unconscionable conduct, then
why include them? I guess the inclusion makes the
industry quite nervy. Irrespective of the merits of the
conflicting legal advice and the differing opinions, there
is a demonstration of that sort of legal uncertainty
which will only be clarified through case law.
If clause 77 is passed in its present form it may well
place the retail tenancy law on this important issue at
variance with the provisions in New South Wales and
Queensland. We know how keen the Bracks Labor
government is to replicate much of the legislation in
New South Wales, one possible reason being that it
may well be bereft of ideas. The minister has stated in
her second-reading speech that she would like greater
harmony in legislation across the states, and clearly that
is not the case in this area. So I would invite the
minister in summing up to clarify the government’s
intention in this area.
There are a number of other concerns, which I will not
dwell on. However, I guess a concern for lessors is how
to deal with land tax and the fact that it cannot be
included in outgoings. Under this legislation the passing
on of land tax is not permitted for new leases and
renewal of existing leases. However, we all know that
ultimately lessors and landlords will seek to pass on the
costs of providing a premises and that that will
ultimately be borne by the lessee. I will not go into that
in any significant detail, except to say that it is very
important that option leases be seen as a fair way for a
tenant to improve his or her security of tenure.
By changing through legislation how outgoings are
dealt with in lease options the government causes
discomfort and uncertainty among lessors, who become
concerned that it is changing things on the run and that
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Victoria may not be a good place to invest in. So
irrespective of which government is in office, there is
always a need to make sure that we deal appropriately
with the people who are investors. We know how
important it is to the economy of the state that they are
dealt with fairly, transparently and openly to promote
that sort of security for investment.
The big concern is the inadvertent — I believe —
inclusion of commercial leases in this legislation; hence
the amendment I have circulated on behalf of the
opposition. Clearly the intention is to bring in reforms
that will assist retailers in particular, and the changing
of the rule and the inclusion under the definition of
‘retailers of services’ means that many commercial
leases will be caught by this legislation. The intent of
the amendment is not to frustrate reforms that are being
awaited by retailers but at the same time to take out
what it is the government’s intention to take out. The
minister has indicated that she will do so by regulation,
and to make it easier on the minister the Liberal Party
thought it would do the right thing, because clearly the
intention was not to capture that. I understand the
minister is on the record as giving an undertaking that
she would deliver.
Giving herself that power to take out or leave in the
future of commercial leases gives the minister a
significant degree of power and leverage with a group
who may be seen to have been or who possibly could
be critical of the government in some areas of policy —
for example, the manner in which land tax has been
levied in this state; or dare I suggest that it may impact
positively or negatively on the future fundraising
capability of the Labor Party? The Liberal Party does
not believe it is appropriate, and neither does the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee believe,
despite the processes of regulation making, that a
minister should have so much power to make such
important regulations without their going through
Parliament.
The inclusion of commercial tenancies in retail tenancy
legislation is clearly contrary to the aim of the retail
tenancy legislation, which was to protect small and
medium-size retail tenants. The inclusion of a range of
commercial buildings would impose significant and
unnecessary obligation and regulation on commercial
lessors and landlords. While the industry has objected
to the ongoing coverage of non-retail premises by the
legislation under both the 1986 and 1998 acts,
compliance to date has been manageable. As I
mentioned in my opening comments, the effect of the
legislation has increased significantly and the costs of
compliance would also increase. The significantly
increased obligations placed on owners by the bill
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would cease to make that sort of position manageable.
The amendment, therefore, presents a very effective
way to make sure we look after the small and
medium-size businesses that operate as retailers and of
course those who invest in Victoria. Commercial
tenancy is the facility from which the business is run,
rather than being an integral part of the business,
whereas retail tenancy relies on passing traffic. Quite
clearly the two should not be covered by the same
legislation.
It should be noted that no industry group has supported
the ongoing inclusion of non-retail premises in the
legislation, and the reference to the retail provision of
services under the retail tenancy legislation has meant
that commercial tenancies have been caught under the
act. It certainly includes many businesses that would
have been regarded as quite sophisticated premises, and
premium and A-grade office buildings, lawyers and
accountants offices, doctors and dental surgeries. Other
commercial tenancies would be affected as well, and I
do not believe that was the intention of the legislation.
In this particular bill the devil is in the detail. As I said
before, to leave the commercial leases in here would
necessitate massive and unwarranted changes to
documentation and management practices. One of the
main opponents has been the Property Council of
Australia, which continues to oppose the coverage of
commercial tenancies under this legislation. It has a
legitimate argument.
As I said before, the justification by the government for
leaving in the definition of retail premises that includes
services was that it is the result of a court ruling. I
understand that leaving it in is causing quite a degree of
uncertainty for the industry. Several leasing deals in
Melbourne have already been delayed because of the
uncertainty about whether or not the tenant would be
covered under the new act. Even if the government
does not agree to the amendment, the bill should
contain the new rent threshold and the parties should be
advised of it before the bill is agreed to and before it
goes to the upper house.
I referred to the regulation-making powers of the
minister and alluded to how they mean that the minister
retains a significant degree of leverage and the upper
hand over a sector that the government probably would
not want to be too critical. It may well be that if it were
critical there is always the possibility of the government
taking retributive punitive action. The minister may
decide that commercial leases may be left in and not
regulated out as promised.
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I believe that sort of regulation-making power should
be used cautiously and rarely. I refer to Alert Digest
No. 9 of 2002 and the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee review of this bill where in regard to
regulations it states:
The regulations include a power to establish a code of
conduct —

that is another area of concern —
with which landlords or tenants must comply. The code may
apply or adopt or incorporate the provisions of any document
issued or published by any body before or when the code of
conduct is made or as amended from time to time.

It is referring to the operation of the Retail Industry
Commissioner. The comments of the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee is that this provision
‘insufficiently subjects the exercise of legislative power
to parliamentary scrutiny’. The report states:
The committee notes that the regulation-making power allows
regulations to be made establishing mandatory codes of
conduct —

it also applies to which leases may or may not be in —
and that any such code may apply, adopt or incorporate the
provisions of external documents as already in existence or as
amended from time to time.

The next paragraph is important:
The committee notes that whilst the regulation itself is subject
to disallowance and scrutiny an external document applied,
adopted or incorporated in the code is not.
The committee will seek further advice from the minister
concerning the necessity to use such an incorporating
provision.
The committee draws attention to the provision.

Similar concerns have been raised about resorting to
regulations to determine the future of commercial
leases. The process should be open and transparent and
the intention of the government ought to be determined
in this Parliament. If the government does not agree
with the proposed amendment the opposition expects
the minister to give an undertaking in this place and in
the other place through the responsible minister, the
Minister for Small Business, to make sure that the
government’s intentions are clear. Obviously it is the
intention of the opposition to move the amendment that
I have foreshadowed.
In summary, as I have indicated, the opposition will
move an amendment in this place, and in the other
place if necessary, to exclude commercial tenants and
commercial buildings being covered by the legislation.
Clearly it seeks clarification from the minister on a
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number of matters: the application of paragraphs (m)
and (n) of clause 77(2) in reference to unconscionable
conduct; to make comments and clarification regarding
the introduction of a rental threshold which the minister
has yet to define — I understand in South Australia it is
$350 000, but there are anomalies with that — and also
to signal the need to have an appropriate time to debate
these complex issues. Many issues still need to be
ironed out and I believe they can be. With those few
words I close the opposition’s contribution, welcoming
some of the positive reforms for retailers, particularly
those in shopping complexes while also using this
debate to represent the other stakeholders who have a
significant investment in this legislation and the need
for clarification for certainty for the state of Victoria.
Ms BEATTIE (Tullamarine) — The Retail Leases
Bill does a number of things. It delivers the
government’s commitment to provide reasonable
security of tenure, it broadens the coverage of retail
leases, it abolishes the 1000-square-metre rule, it
improves the dispute resolution process and it ensures
more effective disclosure statements.
The bill will promote certainty, fairness and provide
clarity to the commercial relationship between
landlords and tenants of retail premises. It is one of the
bills with which both the opposition and the
government agree. We all want to make Victoria a
better place to do business. In the past few days the
Treasurer has talked about the AAA credit rating, a
vital thing for Victoria and which will be maintained by
the government. This bill will give certainty and clarity
and helps make Victoria a better place to do business.
All tenants will benefit from these very practical
reforms that promote a fairer relationship with their
landlords, while landlords will have workable
legislation. It is a two-way street. It offers landlords
certainty and clarity.
The honourable member for Bentleigh talked about the
consultation process. The government undertook a
comprehensive consultation process. It is the outcome
of a comprehensive review in 2001 of the retail
tenancies legislation and is in accordance with the
government’s small business commitments.
I will go through the timetabling process and inform the
house who was consulted prior to referring to the actual
mechanics of the bill. A review into the retail tenancies
legislation was announced in October 2000, not even
12 months after the Bracks government was elected.
This is a demonstration of the Bracks government’s
commitment to overhauling this bill.
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In January 2001, an issues paper was released, followed
from February to March by a series of public forums
right across Victoria. The forums were extremely well
attended, which is a demonstration of the commitment
by both tenants and landlords to be involved in the
process. We were really happy about those public
forums being well attended.
A discussion paper was released in October 2001.
Again, we went back to industry and held workshops
between October 2001 and February 2002. Later, in
August 2002, a draft exposure bill was released for
comment. Things have moved along at a pretty good
pace to get this bill into the house.
The intent in releasing the exposure draft was to ensure
that all parties had had an opportunity to comment on
the technical operation of the bill. Some 30 comments
were received and, again, that is a great demonstration
of people’s willingness to become involved in the
process. Some but not all of those involved in the
consultation process were: the Australian Hotels
Association; the Australian Property Institute; the
Australian Retailers Association — which is quite
understandable because a lot of their members would
be affected by this bill; the Victorian Caravan Parks
Association; the Franchise Council of Australia; the
Hotel, Motel and Accommodation Association of
Victoria; the Retail Confectionery and Mixed Business
Association; the Property Council of Australia; the Real
Estate Institute of Victoria — again, there was great
input by that institute; the Shopping Centre Council of
Australia; the United Retailers Association; the
Victorian Authorised Newsagents Association; the
Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce; and the
Law Institute of Victoria.
Mr Acting Speaker, you can see that there was a long
consultation period, a long period of activity and lots of
activity by various stakeholders. Again, this
demonstrates the Bracks government’s commitment to
listening to and acting on the concerns of small
business.
I have talked about the timing and those who were
consulted and the reason for introducing the bill and
about how it is important for us to maintain the AAA
credit rating. I have said that this is one of the pieces of
the framework necessary to help us do that. Tenants
will benefit from the practical reform and there is a
promotion of a fairer relationship between landlords
and tenants when landlords have workable legislation.
The bill was generally well received by tenant and
landlord groups. Of course one would expect some
differences of opinion — that is the very nature of the
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groups’ various representations. There were small
differences, but the bill has generally been well
received. The legislation really does represent good
public policy and creates a sound legal framework and
delivers on the outcome of the consultation.
It also fits in quite nicely with the Victorian
government’s strategy, major government initiatives
and, of course, the business statement, Building
Tomorrow’s Businesses Today. The Victorian
government’s submission to the review of the Trade
Practices Act and the proposal to appoint a Retail
Industry Commissioner are aimed at promoting a fair
and competitive regulatory environment for small
business.
I want to talk about aspects of the bill which I have not
gone into so far — namely, some of the reforms. The
bill provides all tenants with the right to have a
five-year term, which is consistent with interstate
legislation. However, it provides that where a tenant
seeks a shorter term that the tenant must be informed by
the Retail Industry Commissioner of the implications of
waiving their five-year term. It is important to have that
flexibility, but they must also have the information so
that they understand the implications of waiving that
five-year term.
The bill also provides greater protection for tenants who
are on short-term leases, as they will be covered once
the tenants have been continuously in possession for
one year. This protects tenants under schemes such as
364-day leases with a 25-year option.
Importantly, the bill abolishes the 1000-square-metre
rule, which the government made a commitment to
remove. The review into the retail tenancy legislation
concluded that a rent threshold would ensure that small
businesses which are currently excluded from the act
due to their size — for example, nurseries and caravan
parks — will be protected by the legislation. The rent
threshold will be prescribed by regulation and subject to
public consultation through the regulatory impact
statement process, so protecting tenants and landlords
from unconscionable conduct in their retail tenancy
dealings, which is very important.
The provisions include a non-exhaustive list of matters
based on section 51AC of the Trade Practices Act 1974.
The Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal may
have regard to those matters in determining whether a
party has engaged in conduct that is, in all the
circumstances, unconscionable.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.
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Ms BEATTIE — It is great to see so many
honourable members in the house because they are
obviously concerned about retail leases.
Before the dinner break I said I was focusing on the
land tax issue. In the few minutes I have left that is the
area I would like to focus on because it is a vital and
important aspect of the bill. As the honourable member
for Bentleigh rightly said, the land tax aspect of the bill
is important.
The 1998 act currently enables the lease to include the
landlords’ tax liability in the outgoings paid by the
tenants. As land tax is an expense that is directly
attributable to the landlord, it bears little direct relation
to the tenant’s activities. Clause 50 stipulates that a
provision in the lease is void to the extent that it makes
the tenant liable to pay an amount for which the
landlord is liable under the Land Tax Act 1958. I am
referring to some dates in my notes, Acting Speaker,
because that is a technical aspect of the bill. Therefore,
landlords are not permitted to include the land tax
liability as part of the tenants’ outgoings.
The provision will apply to new leases and renewals,
including the exercising of the option I talked about
earlier, of existing leases. There has been a great deal of
concern among landlords about the inclusion of
options. However, to do otherwise would mean tenants
on leases such as the common three-by-three-year
leases would not benefit from this provision for several
years. It is worth noting that similar provisions exist in
other states, thus ensuring greater consistency for
landlords, which is a very vital aspect to competition
between retailers. We must have that consistency.
With regard to existing leases, clause 121 mandates that
a landlord must give written notice to the tenant of the
amount of the assessment within 21 days of receiving
the assessment for the land tax to ensure the tenant is
advised of the upcoming payment. This provision is a
response to some practices where the landlord had
advised the tenant of the payment only a few days
before the due date. Indeed, there have been instances
where tenants have been advised only the day before
and have been expected to fork out great sums of
money at short notice. As you know, Acting Speaker,
many businesses operate on a week-to-week basis and
do not have the ready cash available. They may have to
go into a situation where they have to pay interest to
meet those bills. We do not want that because it
discourages competition, and we want to encourage
competition. As I said, this provision is a response to
some practices where the landlord advised of the
amount only just before the due date, and sometimes
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that would put small businesses into a financially
desperate situation.
I now wish to make just a few comments about
management fees. In the current legislation there is no
cap on the amount of management fees a landlord can
charge a tenant. This has been of great concern to
retailers, that in addition to rent and outgoings — we
know the outgoings are quite flexible — landlords may
increase the management fees payable by tenants.
This is a good bill that fulfils a promise made by the
Bracks government. It fits nicely into the Bracks
scheme of things and also helps to ensure Victoria’s
AAA credit rating, which is so important. However, I
do have a concern regarding the amendments circulated
without any prior discussion. Amendments circulated
without discussion are of great concern, and other
speakers in the debate will talk about the impact of the
amendments. The government’s concern is that the
amendments only look after the big end of town.
Members of the government know that the Liberal
Party only acts for the big end of town. What we see is
the Liberal Party trying to act for the big end of town
again by stealth. We are awake up to them, and other
speakers later tonight or tomorrow will talk about the
amendments that — by stealth — try to look after the
big end of town.
In summary, as I said, this is a good bill. Members of
the government are concerned about equity, fairness,
justice and a level playing field for all retailers. We are
suspicious of the house amendments, which were
circulated without any discussion at all. We will be
talking more about them later, as will other speakers.
Again, this is a good bill, and I urge all honourable
members to support it, without amendments.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I join the debate
on the Retail Leases Bill to indicate the National Party’s
views on the legislation. I was very interested in the last
comments made by the honourable member for
Tullamarine, that she had not seen the house
amendments and that it is a very bad situation in which
we find ourselves. I refer her to the bill we had been
debating previously, the Outworkers (Improved
Protection) Bill, to which we had 73 amendments and
suggest that this is a bit like the pot calling the kettle
black. Here we have a member of the government
criticising amendments that have not been viewed yet,
but members on this side saw the 73 amendments to the
outworkers legislation only yesterday. The bill should
have been withdrawn and redrafted to incorporate the
government’s proposed amendments.
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I note the opposition has put forward a reasoned
amendment, and I will be providing some consideration
of that with my comments on the bill. I appreciate that
the minister made available two of her staff so that I
could be briefed on the legislation and be as informed
as possible as to its major provisions and the changes
which are proposed.
By and large, the National Party is supportive of the
legislation and the amendments that were provided. All
the consultation we have had with business
organisations and others indicate that the review was
extensive. It has been going on for a long time and,
with the wide consultation that has been entered into,
the legislation gives a positive result. As I have
indicated often in previous debates, what we have to get
is balance — in this case between the interests of
landlords and tenants. There has been imbalance in that
and the legislation certainly looks to address it.
There have been key problems with legislation in the
past: in being able to get appropriate rentals for lessees
and in being able to get balance and protection for
people operating in business. I indicate, again, that the
National Party is quite supportive of the legislation on
the basis of the amendments and the projections — that
is, what they are looking to do — regarding protecting
tenants and getting balance and fairness into the retail
leases legislation.
I note that the second-reading speech indicates there are
about 35 000 retailers, mostly in small business, and
350 000 employees in that area. They are critical to the
economy of the state of Victoria. As a person who has
grown up in and has an understanding of small
business, I believe there needs to be balance to protect
people in business and ensure that they can be
profitable. So the economy of the state needs to be
taken into account.
Whilst I am not the most expert person regarding
this — because I guess we are looking at the major
shopping centres and I am not involved in a lessor or
lessee situation between landlord and tenant in a
shopping centre — my own experience is somewhat
limited. Members of the National Party sought to get
information. We talked to the business organisations
and got their views. It was interesting to note some of
the differences in the views we were provided with.
We had extensive discussions with the Australian
Retailers Association. Its representatives were very
supportive of the legislation and said that the
amendments contained in the legislation would make it
fairer, certainly as far as tenants are concerned.
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Mr Stensholt — They are not in favour of the
amendment.

indicated what they see as some significant drafting
errors and breaches of the legislation.

Mr JASPER — I am sorry, but I have talked to the
Australian Retailers Association.

However, having taken all that into account, we in the
National Party are supportive of the legislation before
the Parliament, but we again indicate that if there are
amendments to the legislation, we have certainly not
seen them.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
Interjections are disorderly. The honourable member
for Murray Valley will from now on address his
remarks through the Chair. He is experienced enough to
know that interjections are disorderly.
Mr JASPER — Mr Acting Speaker, when the
comment made is obviously wrong from the
information that I have received — —
Mr Stensholt interjected.
Mr JASPER — The Australian Retailers
Association has had discussions with me just today and
indicated its support for the legislation coming before
the Parliament. The people who do have queries about
the legislation are members of the Property Council of
Australia involved in the shopping centre. But the
people I have spoken to — and I repeat — through the
Australian Retailers Association — —
Mr Stensholt — They are not in favour of the
amendment.
Mr JASPER — I am talking about the legislation
before the Parliament.
Mr Stensholt — They are in favour of the
legislation but not the amendment.
Mr JASPER — Mr Acting Speaker, I have not seen
the amendment that the honourable member for
Burwood is talking about. I am talking about the
legislation that we are currently debating.
The legislation we are currently debating is supported
by the Australian Retailers Association. I suggest that
the honourable member for Burwood go and talk to its
representatives, who will confirm it. That aside, we
have taken advice from various organisations and
individuals in relation to the legislation, and I say again
that the response from the Australian Retailers
Association has been supportive of the passage of this
legislation.
Comment has been made by representatives of the
Property Council of Australia, who have indicated
some concerns with the legislation. They are of the
view that some changes have been made to the draft bill
that was originally on the table. They have also

The information from the minister’s office provided a
comparison between the 1998 act and the 2002 act as
well as information on the key areas where there are
differences and where amendments have been made to
the legislation. I will refer to some of those in my
contribution.
One in particular is the abolition of the
1000-square-metre rule. That is a matter in which I
have had some involvement in my electorate of Murray
Valley. I had a hotel keeper whose landlord was not
prepared to undertake repairs on the basis that the hotel
area was 1300 square metres, but the landlord had
included the beer garden in the total area to get himself
over the 1000-square-metre limit. I was extremely
disappointed for the tenant on the basis that he was
unable to get the repairs done, but I note that it will be
changed in the legislation.
The legislation will also prescribe a rent threshold by
regulation. It is a little disappointing that we do not
really know the amount of rent that will relate to the
threshold. I believe we need more information about the
threshold to see whether people will be included in the
Retail Leases Bill or exempted from the provisions of
the legislation. But obviously the abolition of the
1000-square-metre rule will protect people. The
second-reading speech indicates that the government is
seeking a fair balance between the interests of tenants
and landlords that is legally sound.
I note also the establishment of a Retail Industry
Commissioner, which will be an added bonus in trying
to get a balance between landlords and tenants. It is
interesting also that the role of the Retail Industry
Commissioner will be extended to cover a packaged
liquor licence code of conduct. I believe that will also
be welcomed because of the changes which have been
implemented to the Liquor Act generally, particularly
as far as meeting the packaged liquor licence
requirements are concerned.
The legislation goes on to talk about unconscionable
conduct, and that is an issue which is also mentioned in
the second-reading notes. Another area of concern is
short-term leases. That is going to be improved so they
can be extended for up to five years, but apparently
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there have been situations where people have been on
just one-year leases which have been renewed. I believe
the changes are welcomed by the industry.
The unconscionable conduct provision which is
mentioned in the second-reading speech and in the
legislation relates to giving greater clarity and
protection to the relationship between landlord and
tenant. I note that it relates in particular to negotiations
on rent, unreasonable information not being available to
the tenants and the extent to which one party is forcing
undue costs on the other. I believe they should be there
and able to be negotiated on.
The other issue which needs to be mentioned relates to
outgoings and involves the charges which are being
placed on tenants. That is being revised to ensure there
is a balance so that people are aware of what the
outgoings are and that any increase should not be more
than the increase in the consumer price index as far as
management fees and outgoings are concerned.
Land tax payments were mentioned by the honourable
member for Tullamarine. There is no doubt that there
needs to be a better arrangement there whereby
landlords are forced to provide information within
21 days of receiving the assessment notice. Also in the
legislation is an extension of the jurisdiction of the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal to enable it
to hear and determine disputes between parties as far as
retail premises leases are concerned. I note also that the
Retail Industry Commissioner will be used for dispute
resolutions, and there will be pluses for tenants in that
situation.
In summary, we in the National Party have taken advice
from various organisations. We note particularly the
information that has been provided to us by the
department and through the ministry. The issues which
have been detailed are the areas of greatest concern in
seeking to achieve fairness and an appropriate balance
in the relationship between landlords and tenants. I
think the legislation will provide a better balance and
protect those people, particularly where they may be
under attack from or in dispute with the landlord. I
believe dispute resolution is an excellent way to go.
One other query I have relates to the new position of
Retail Industry Commissioner. How will it be funded?
Will funds be sought through the industry, or will it be
funded by the government within the relevant
department? Perhaps the minister might be able to
provide some information on that aspect.
The National Party has some concerns about supporting
the reasoned amendment put forward by the opposition
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and will need to give it more consideration. I would be
interested to hear further comments from the opposition
and indeed from the government on that aspect because
the information available to the National Party indicates
that the legislation is generally supported by the
industry and people involved. It seems that the Property
Council is concerned that the legislation is being rushed
through and perhaps the government needs to give
more consideration to the employer and employee
aspect so far as the stakeholders are concerned. The
National Party will further consider that matter and any
further contributions that are made before it makes a
final decision on this reasoned amendment.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr STENSHOLT
(Burwood).
Debate adjourned until next day.

ESTATE AGENTS AND SALE OF LAND
ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 10 October; motion of
Ms CAMPBELL (Minister for Consumer Affairs).

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — In opening this debate
for the opposition I indicate that this is a bad bill, poorly
drafted and introduced for the wrong reasons. There are
several provisions and principles within the bill that are
supported by the community. Other areas have little or
no support from the community, and some elements of
the bill are clearly ideologically driven, emanating
either from the minister’s office or from the minister’s
supporters. It seems, in effect, to be a press release
converted into a bill for no other purpose than a
pre-election press release for a failed minister.
The timing of this bill is quite extraordinary. It has been
brought into the lower house for debate only two sitting
days before the Premier is very likely to be calling an
election. This bill has gone through a bad preparation
process. The minister’s predecessor seized upon a
moment of embarrassment for the real estate industry
resulting from a defamation case involving a leading
real estate agent and a purchaser’s representative. It
seems that in that context advantage was taken of a
time when there was strong debate about the auction
process. But it then took many months before a draft
bill appeared on the government’s web site.
The worst form of consultation took place to prepare
this piece of legislation. As a former chairman of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee and
before that as a member of the Legal and Constitutional
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Committee, I know that a lot of work was done to
establish the correct consultative processes for
introducing legislation. When the committee was
preparing the Subordinate Legislation Bill and other
legislation to improve these processes, one of the very
strong statements that came through from industry was
that it considered consultation designed to a
predetermined outcome to be one of the worst features
of government.

am sorry, Mr Acting Speaker, but I do not know that
any businessman or citizen of this state would rely on a
government like the Bracks government or a minister
like the Minister for Consumer Affairs to do anything
that was in the interests of free enterprise or a market
economy once they had power over it. Anyone who
accepted at face value the minister’s suggestion that any
problems in the bill would be solved by regulation
would have to have rocks in their head.

The result of the consultation process on this bill is that
a mere 40 pieces of correspondence were received by
the government on this issue. If this were a bill that was
meeting a major demand of the industry, be it for
vendors or purchasers, you would expect the
government to receive more than 40 pieces of
correspondence. What is quite clear is that it was a
consultation process designed to achieve a
predetermined outcome. One of the major pieces of
evidence on this is that the bill that emanated from that
process was substantially different from the bill that
was published on the government’s Internet web site
and sent to the Real Estate Institute of Victoria (REIV)
and other interested parties.

We are facing this bill in the context of widespread
dissatisfaction with its drafting. Demand for the bill is
not widespread. Almost all the emails I have received
in support of the legislation have come from a list
generated by a company that specialises in non-auction
sales. That company has utilised its supporters, who
genuinely believe the private sale rather than the
auctioning of property is more efficacious for the
business. They are legitimately entitled to believe that,
but it is interesting that there has been no other
widespread support for the legislation.

I hear the minister giggling. She has the tendency
whenever there is a difficult issue to engage in a fit of
giggles. The problem is that there was no indication to
interested parties that the bill was going to change. The
REIV, which is the major industry body with an interest
in providing expert advice on this matter, was not
further briefed on the bill that came into the house some
two weeks ago until the morning the bill arrived in the
house. No consultation process was engaged in; it was
one of those classic Bracks government performances
where the government virtually said, ‘Here is the bill
we are introducing today’. No opportunity was given to
interested parties to have any input; no opportunity was
given to point out the defects in the legislation and
ways in which it could be improved.
Today the parliamentary secretary rang me and said,
‘What are you doing on the bill?’. My reply to him was,
‘I am waiting to see your amendments’. Surely the
letter from the REIV to the minister and the discussions
between the institute and the minister’s chief of staff
should have led to some amendments being made to the
bill.
The parliamentary secretary works hard, I am not
criticising him; but he serves a minister who is not up to
it. The honourable member for Richmond said there
were no amendments and, as I understand it, the only
response to the REIV’s suggestions was a comment
from the minister’s chief of staff that the government
might deal with the problems by way of regulation. I

The bill is about the auction system, and one part of it is
the question of dummy bidding — a problem that needs
to be dealt with, that leads to some dissatisfaction
among purchasers and, in relation to the auction
system, is probably the issue that people talk about the
most. But why is it talked about? What is it about the
auction system that means it is talked about? To my
mind it is that the auction system is part of the very
milieu of Melbourne. The legislation is designed to
dramatically change the auction system by government
fiat without any of the work being done to determine
whether the changed methods of auction starting to
appear in the marketplace are having the desired impact
or are popular with vendors.
Mr Smith — It is a gimmick.
Mr PERTON — Well put by the honourable
member for Glen Waverley: it is a gimmick. We are
seeing changes in the auction system and new market
trends, and rather than observing how those market
trends operate and work through we have this
legislation. I see smiles all around on the government
side, so before I go back to the guts of the legislation let
me refer again to the fact that the bill before the house
is substantially different from the bill presented to the
peak organisation representing real estate agents and to
other peak groups.
I thank the honourable member for Richmond and the
public servants who briefed us, but what became clear
at the briefing was that several of the changes were
made at the whim of the minister, her advisers, her
supporters and her bureaucrats. Several times during
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the briefing when we asked about the source of a
change to the bill or to the real estate system the
bureaucratic response indicated that there was no
support in any of the submissions for the particular
provisions we asked about.
It seems to be a bill produced by a party that is
suspicious of the marketplace, and the bureaucratic
structure put in place by that party is also suspicious of
the marketplace. Clearly in this pre-election period the
bill is being constructed to do its worst damage to the
real estate industry and to the practise of real estate. I
am not sure that that is what the people of Victoria want
or that they want their auction system determined for
them by government. It seems to me that there is a
group of people who surround the minister who do not
like the marketplace or the market economy and who
want to interfere in it in ways that suit their model and
their satisfaction. It is all very well for those opposite to
grin and smirk, but if the Premier calls the election on
Monday and the election takes place in five or six
weeks I hope the Liberal Party wins, because those
grins will be on the other side of their faces.
The legislation is ill conceived. It does not strike an
appropriate balance between vendors and bidders and
threatens to undermine the integrity of a system that we
believe has delivered major benefits to home owners
and the Victorian economy. It flies in the face of the
government’s own polling, defective as it is, and is not
scientific or objective in its standards. It is quite
remarkable how much money must have been spent on
this non-scientific polling. Yet even so, in trying to
prove the minister’s case the polling undertaken by the
department shows that the majority of Victorians are
either very confident or fairly confident of the auction
system. There is no wide public concern or wide public
call for changes that would lead to the elimination of
the auction system.
In fact on the government’s own web site, in a press
release posted on behalf of the minister, we find this
statement:
… of surveyed consumers who had either sold or purchased a
property within the last two years, 68 per cent were confident
with the auction process compared to 29 per cent who were
not.

In other words, nearly 70 per cent of Victorians are
saying that the auction system is something they want,
not something they want destroyed. I believe very
strongly that the auction system is part of the milieu of
Melbourne, many provincial cities and many parts of
country Victoria.
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Of course it is not uniform, but nevertheless it is very
much a part of Melbourne’s Saturday. How many men
or women bring a cup of tea or coffee to their spouse
and the property pages of the Age or the Herald Sun for
them to read in bed? I suggest that happens in tens of
thousands if not hundreds of thousands of Melbourne
homes every Saturday. How many people on a
Saturday morning listen to the property — —
Ms Davies interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
Interjections are disorderly.
Mr PERTON — The socialist honourable member
for Gippsland West, even more left wing and out of
touch than the Labor Party, is in here giggling and
chortling. It is great to have your contribution after
dinner as usual.
Ms Davies — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker — —
Mr PERTON — Do you have to interrupt every
speech I ever deliver?
Ms Davies — I believe the honourable member for
Doncaster was asserting unparliamentary inferences in
his last comment by referring to after dinner. I find
those comments objectionable. Since I am virtually a
teetotaller, and have certainly never come into this
house under the weather, I take great exception to his
ridiculous comments, and I ask him to withdraw.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
The rules of the house, as the honourable member for
Doncaster well knows, are that if an honourable
member asks that comments be withdrawn they are
withdrawn. I ask the honourable member for Doncaster
to address the Chair on the point of order, or withdraw.
Mr PERTON — I address you on the point of
order, Mr Acting Speaker. You have been in the house
as long as I have, if not longer, and you will recall that
Deputy Speaker McGrath on many occasions told us
that we have to be a little bit robust in this house. The
honourable member comes in laughing, chortling and
interjecting and I say, ‘It’s after dinner, it’s her
contribution’. If she wants to be sensitive about that
then she ought not be a member of Parliament. I refer
you, Mr Acting Speaker, to the rulings of Deputy
Speaker McGrath saying in the case of this sort of
objection that he would have just told the honourable
member for Gippsland West to go and have a cup of
tea, relax and get out of the house, because to ask for a
withdrawal of a comment like, ‘It’s after dinner’, has to
show either the greatest level of paranoia or the greatest
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unsuitability to be a member of Parliament. I hope in
five weeks — —
Ms Davies interjected.
Mr PERTON — It is a pity Hansard cannot show
the childish hand gestures of the honourable member.
Mr Maxfield — How much did you have to drink?
Mr PERTON — Two glasses of soda water, you
drongo! Mr Acting Speaker, I just want to get on with
this speech, and the honourable member for Gippsland
West has clearly come in here on what may be her
second last day in Parliament to disrupt the
proceedings. It is absolutely absurd!

someone else’s house before an auction to get ideas on
what to do for their own house and the like. The private
property column in Saturday’s Age and the columns
devoted to auction results in the Sunday and Monday
papers are a clear indications of the popularity of the
auction system.
Lest it be suggested that I am the only person who
thinks that, there is a good article by someone who does
not have a political interest in these things, Aileen
Keenan, the property editor of the Age, who wrote the
following article on 2 December 2001:
Does your blood boil at the antics of dummy bidders? Think
yourself lucky and thank your stars for the auction system …
buying a house overseas is a lot more frustrating.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
Having listened to the honourable member for
Doncaster, and having had drawn to the Chair’s
attention the rules and rulings made by Deputy Speaker
McGrath and previous Speakers, to that extent I do not
uphold the point of order at this stage, but I ask the
honourable member for Doncaster to conform to the
forms of the house, knowing the sensitivities of
honourable members in the chamber.

She goes on to say:

Mr PERTON — An excellent ruling, Mr Speaker.
As I was saying before I was interrupted — —

Mr PERTON — The honourable member for
Bayswater says, ‘Absolutely’. Having worked for
industry and the like, he understands these things.

Ms Davies interjected.
Mr PERTON — As I said, in how many tens or
hundreds of thousands of Melbourne houses do people
enjoy reading the property pages of the Age or the
Herald Sun? We know the ratings that ABC 774 holds
across country Victoria of people listening to the real
estate program. How many hundreds of thousands of
people go through the pleasure every Saturday,
particularly at this time of year in spring, and undertake
an inspection of properties that are open for auction?
This is very much a part of Melbourne. The Economist
Intelligence Unit, for instance, describes Melbourne as
the world’s best place to live for expats, and the World
Population Crisis Committee in the mid-1990s
described Melbourne in almost every category as being
the best city in the world to live in. Part of that milieu is
the auction system. It is a hobby, it is an art and it is
enjoyment. The government’s own figures show that
this is popular with the people.
People enjoy the thrill of attending auctions, whether it
is around the corner from their house or in their suburb,
and they enjoy knowing that they can see in a very
transparent way what the auction results are delivering
in their area. I put it to you, Mr Acting Speaker, that we
all have friends who enjoy a stickybeak around
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Angry at being ramped by a dummy bidder at a Melbourne
real estate auction? Spare a thought for those overseas
unfortunates who are regularly being gazumped just before
the closure of a six-month settlement.
All those months of legwork, sifting through property
listings …

Mr Ashley interjected.

Mr Ashley — And I have lived in London.
Mr PERTON — And from having worked in
London. In fact I spoke to a citizen just the other day
who had moved back to Australia from the United
States of America — someone in the technology
industry — who had paid 6.5 per cent commission to
sell a house at private sale in the United States. When
you think of the commissions that are paid in Victoria,
you have to say something is going right here that is not
going right elsewhere.
Aileen Keenan goes on to say:
All those months of legwork, sifting through property listings
for houses at wildly inflated prices, and all the while property
prices are escalating rapidly. Do you gazump the gazumper
and put in a higher offer, or do you start your search again?
Now imagine if you bought a home prior to selling your own,
and, after six months of paying bridging finance, the sale of
your property falls over. You are faced with possibly another
six months of double-debt repayments, or you must choose to
markedly drop your asking price in order to obtain a quick
sale.

She then goes on to describe systems that are in place
elsewhere. It is clear from the explanation in that
excellent article — I commend it to anyone who wants
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to study thoughts on the auction system — that Aileen
Keenan, the editor of the property section of the Age,
believes auction is the best way to proceed.

There were looks of disbelief at the auction of the home of
South Yarra businessman Paul Walker and wife Patricia last
weekend, when auctioneer Phillipe Batters took the unusual
step of declaring all vendor bids.

As I have indicated, many people believe — though
there is debate about it — that this legislation could
lead to the end of the auction system. The question is: is
the legislation dealing with dummy bids necessary or
not? There are those who would put that argument — it
has been put by the Herald Sun and it has been put by
members of the real estate industry — but members of
the real estate industry have also put the converse point
of view. I have done some surveys of my own as
scientifically as I can within the limitations of the
resources of opposition. It is interesting that when you
put the question of dummy bidding — or vendor
bidding, as it is otherwise known — to a potential
purchaser you get one answer, but when you put the
question to a potential vendor you get another answer.

After the recent controversy surrounding dummy bidding,
Mr Batters went out to prove a more transparent approach
won’t harm the auction process.

In a city like Melbourne and a state like Victoria, with
home ownership at over 80 per cent, it is quite clear that
people do not want the balance of power tipped so
heavily to the purchaser that the vendor will lose
property value, but it is also quite clear to all of those
who have analysed this legislation and to all of those
with an economics qualification that there are real risks
to property prices in Melbourne and in other parts of
Victoria as a result of this legislation.
Do the vendors and home owners of Victoria want to
risk a 5 or 10 per cent drop in property prices as a result
of this legislation? It is an arguable case, but I would
have thought that a minister and a government that are
proposing such radical change ought to be put to the
test of producing a report from Access Economics,
from BIS Shrapnel or from one of the other expert
bodies in respect of property values, but they have not
done that.
If the government were to produce some scientific or
economic studies which demonstrate to the vendors and
home owners of Victoria that this legislation does not
endanger their property values, then I would be
delighted, but I do not believe that work has been done.
We have certainly not seen any of that work, and before
this legislation passes through the Parliament that work
ought to be done. However, given the timing, I suspect
that this debate in the lower house is more about press
releases than not.
In the case of dummy bidders and vendor bids, I have
seen quite a dramatic change in the way auctions have
occurred. I turn to a newspaper article from the Age of
11 August 2001 written by Anthony Catalano and
headed ‘Honesty was best policy’. It reads:

The article then goes on to describe the auction, which
had an ultimate price well above $2 million. The article
continues:
After the auction, several in the crowd, still bemused by what
had just transpired, approached Batters to congratulate him on
his groundbreaking auction tactic.

That is the approach to vendor bids that is prescribed in
this piece of legislation, but no time has been allowed to
elapse to see how that system works. It seems to work
in some cases and not in others. The question is: would
the marketplace itself resolve this problem without the
need for legislative intervention? I saw, for instance, an
auction conducted by Tim Fletcher just a few doors
down from my own home the other day in which he
engaged in the type of vendor bidding described in the
article I have just referred to, and in that case it did not
work at all. In that case the vendor bid did not draw any
further bids.
The question for this Parliament and for the community
is this: is it the time to prescribe the precise technique
of vendor bidding that Mr Batters and Mr Fletcher
engaged in voluntarily, or is it a time to see how the
marketplace resolves these matters? If this approach
endangers the auction system, as is suggested, then the
public would be very angry indeed because there are
great benefits attached to the auction system in Victoria.
No other system in Australia or in the world delivers
such a large number of properties for sale; no other
system gives buyers more opportunities and greater
choice; and no other system achieves an 80 per cent
success rate in matching property buyers and sellers. It
takes an average time of just four weeks between listing
a property and selling at auction, and it is quite clear
that the auction system provides a lower commission
rate than private sales.
During the course of the two weeks I have had to
consult on this bill I have consulted with auctioneers
who are proponents of auctions and with real estate
agents who are opposed to the auction system and who
see greater benefit in private sale or tender, but what
they all agree on is that the commissions paid for
auction sales are almost inevitably lower than
commissions paid for private sales. Is it in the interests
of the vendor or the home owner to have the auction
system effectively undermined? These things may play
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themselves out in the marketplace. Commissions these
days are negotiable, but it appears quite clear that those
systems that involve auctions generally have a lower
average commission rate than private sales.
Victoria’s auction system is the preferred method of
purchase and sale for 40 000 home owners and buyers
each year, and the consequences of the legislation are
far reaching. They include potentially less competition
for homes and therefore lower prices for vendors. This
will impact particularly on those who bought before the
passage of the legislation. It is possible that there will
be fewer real estate industry jobs and a reduction in
stamp duties for the government. Hopefully it will be a
Liberal government in five weeks time and this
legislation will not have been passed, but we know that
the government’s finances are being held up by the
massive increase in stamp duties paid. There will be a
host of other indirect impacts for the thousands of
Victorians who rely directly or indirectly on a
competitive real estate industry.
The Real Estate Institute of Victoria (REIV) has raised
a number of concerns with the bill. It is extraordinary
that the Minister for Consumer Affairs has not lifted the
phone to the institute or the opposition to suggest that
she might accommodate some amendments. The
legislation will pass through the lower house this week;
we concede that the government has the numbers in this
house. However, I ask the minister across the table now
whether there will be an opportunity while the bill is
between houses for her to sit down with the REIV and
the opposition to work out an appropriate system of
consultation and look at the amendments suggested by
the REIV, among others.
I am sure I do not have to read to the minister the letter
from the REIV. I am sure it is somewhere in her office,
and I understand the letter the institute sent to me is
very close to what was sent to the minister. The Real
Estate Institute of Victoria says in respect of clause 3
and proposed section 36H requiring the auctioneer to
declare that land is on the market:
This section requires an auctioneer to announce when the
price at which the vendor is willing to sell has been reached
and imposes a maximum penalty of 240 penalty units
($240 000). In most cases the reserve is not finalised nor
stated by vendors prior to the auction, as vendors may prefer
to first assess the progress of auctions. If an auctioneer is
required to state when the reserve has been reached, by
declaring that the property ‘is on the market’, then an uneven
playing field is created which will interfere with the market
forces that influence the price at which a property is sold. This
is contrary to the interests of vendors who are also consumers.
Accordingly this proposal should be amended.
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In respect of the right to compensation, the REIV has
again asked the minister to look at the provisions. It
says:
It will be apparent to a purchaser, either during or shortly after
an auction, whether or not there has been a breach of the
relevant provisions thereby entitling the purchaser to a
statutory right to claim compensation. Allowing a time frame
of two years within which to lodge proceedings at the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal is considered
manifestly excessive. If this provision remains, both vendors
and agents will be reluctant to sell by auction, preferring to
opt for private sale, and in the case of commercial property,
sale by tender, thereby potentially thwarting the auction
system. It is considered that a more equitable and appropriate
time frame is 14 days from the auction date. Accordingly, this
proposal should be amended.

Whether or not 14 days is too short, it is quite clear that
two years is too long, and the REIV is quite clear that
the impact of this provision would be to reduce the
auction system in this state.
Given the time constraints in this debate I will not be
able to read the REIV’s letter in full — although if the
Minister for Consumer Affairs wanted to have it
incorporated into Hansard I would be happy to do that.
Essentially the institute’s other concerns relate to
proposed section 47A, proposed sections 48A to 48E,
and the licensing of corporations provisions. The
institute believes these provisions will lessen the
requirements for a majority of directors to have
demonstrated skills and competencies.
The honourable member for Evelyn was with me
during the briefings on these matters, and it is
remarkable that a new provision in relation to this
comes into effect regardless of whether the changes to
the licensing of corporations under clause 20 have any
positive effect at all. Clause 21 completely eliminates
the qualification requirements, and it comes into
operation on 1 July 2005, basically a year and a half
after clause 20 comes into operation, with no
requirement that there be any study whatsoever of the
impact.
There are a range of provisions in the bill. I guess I
came to this house prepared to listen to the Minister for
Consumer Affairs introducing amendments suggested
by the REIV and others; not amendments that are
necessarily just in favour of agents but amendments
that are in favour of home owners putting their
properties on the market, amendments that are in favour
of the purchaser. It is an indictment of this minister. I
am sure the public servants involved in this bill would
have taken up the views expressed by the REIV and
prepared some suggestions for the minister on
appropriate changes to rectify the problems, but I see no
evidence of that.
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Let me point to another issue, and that is the question of
rebates. Whether rebates are appropriate is very much a
moot point. In the briefing the opposition even pointed
out to the public servants the sorts of loopholes that
remain in this bill. While the bill prevents an agent
taking a rebate, there is no problem at all with an agent
taking a junket. There is nothing in this legislation to
prevent a company that offers advertising — whether it
is a newspaper, television station or a web site
company — offering trips, a car or a prize instead of
giving 15 per cent or 20 per cent on the price of
advertising.
We are already aware of circumstances where agents
are being taken on overseas trips and the like. While
there is this false safeguard that says that the agent is
not going to get the rebate, I can assure you, Mr Acting
Speaker, that advertising companies are already
working on ways to reward the large advertisers, and
why would they not? What other businesses engaged in
volume advertising do not get a discount? Are we next
going to prevent Coles Myer or Safeway from asking
for a discount from the advertising companies they use?
In these days before the election there is a good
example. I bet that a government that spends
$50 million of taxpayers’ money trying to prop itself up
in government has negotiated some pretty good rates on
its television, radio and newspaper advertising. The
government would be pretty affronted if it were
prevented from getting a discount.
Not only is there the problem of junketing, but a very
excellent solicitor, Mr Rohan Ingleton, a partner in
Maddocks, who supports the thrust of the legislation
wrote an excellent analysis and sent it to me on behalf
of his clients. He says:
The new section 48A provides that an agent is not entitled to
retain any rebate it receives and must pay any amount it
receives to the vendor. The section is intended to overcome
the current situation in which agents receive an advertising
rebate for placing a certain amount of advertising so that the
agent effectively charges the vendor for advertising and
receives a percentage of that by way of a rebate from the
relevant newspaper. The section could be easily overcome by
an agent setting up a related company which would be
entitled to receive the rebate.
I believe this is an obvious omission in the section and needs
to be urgently addressed.

So two major defects in the rebate provision have been
pointed out to the minister’s servants and not
communicated to her — although I cannot imagine that
in the case of the public servants who work for
Consumer Affairs Victoria. In my experience they are
communicative people who are able to absorb
submissions and pass them on to the minister. Clearly
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members of the government have a resistance which
says, ‘I am out there electioneering and it does not
matter because an election is being called in four days’.
It strikes me that if a provision that is meant to clean up
some practice that the government does not approve of
already has two demonstrated major loopholes the
government should present some form of amendment.
I received a very good letter from Jeffrey J. Crowder,
the managing director of John Crowder and Sons,
whose business is in the electorate of my shadow
parliamentary secretary, the honourable member for
Frankston. In respect of this he states:
Rebates on advertising are to be abolished, yet no-one
underwrites our bad debts. This is like telling Coles Myer
they can’t charge less than anyone else because of their
buying power. Is there any other industry that is prevented
from taking advantage of their power on the volume of
money they spend? Our product just happens to be
advertising. If there was an obligation for the client to pay the
money up front so that we don’t carry the debt that would be
different.
Some of the time we don’t know the final cost of advertising
until the account comes in, and if it is different to the estimate,
we have to refund it immediately. What if the cost goes up?
As it now stands we have to declare any rebates we are
entitled to on the authority and if they don’t approve, they
don’t have to sign.

Indeed, my wife and I sold some property over the last
two years. In both cases the agents were completely
open and transparent about the rebate they were
receiving and it was part of the negotiation on the level
of commission and the level of advertising that would
be given, including additional advertising that could be
negotiated. The Real Estate Institute of Victoria calls
for the continuation of the existing practice.
In concluding my presentation I will quote the REIV in
respect of rebates:
These provisions basically require an estate agent to refund
any rebate received to a person who engages the agent to do
estate agency work.
The REIV endorses the existing provisions in the act relating
to rebates, namely the disclosure by agents of rebates to
consumers and the entitlement of consumers to such rebates.
Apart from the practical inability of agents to comply with
some of the proposed amendments, the REIV is also of the
view that the proposals breach the anticompetitive provisions
of the Trade Practices Act (C’lth) 1974. Accordingly this
proposal should be amended.

It has been put to me passionately by those who have
written to me at the invitation of a Mr Jenman in
support of the Jenman system that rebates are bad. On
the other hand we have strong arguments to say that
rebates are just the normal stuff of advertising. In either
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case, whether you want to abolish rebates or not, you
should not have a fake provision that has holes in it big
enough to fly a supermarket or a jumbo jet through! It
seems to me remarkably foolish that the minister has
not turned her mind to that at all.
There are a range of other very bad drafting features in
the bill — for instance, the training of agents and the
requirement that the director of consumer affairs can set
the training. The training instrument is disallowable by
the Parliament, but none of the ordinary processes that
would go with a disallowable instrument is contained in
there.
A number of other provisions would be argued about in
committee. The honourable members for Evelyn and
Frankston and the shadow Minister for Local
Government, the honourable member for Prahran, all
have taken a close interest in this, and my friend the
honourable member for Berwick, the shadow
Treasurer, also took a very strong interest in the bill as
the former shadow Minister for Consumer Affairs. As
we talked through the policy issues before coming into
the house we asked whether this was in the interests of
vendors, purchasers, a vibrant real estate industry and
consumer protection. What is clear about the bill is that
it does not appear to serve any interests other than the
political agenda of the minister and her circle.
It is my strong suggestion, should the Premier not call
an election next Sunday or Monday, that there be talks
between the minister and the Real Estate Institute of
Victoria and between the minister and consumer
organisations and other agents with views on the
legislation. There ought to be talks between the
National Party, the Liberal Party and the Labor Party on
ways of improving the legislation, and if necessary an
all-party committee could be established. However,
whether you take Rohan Ingleton’s comments on the
flaws in the bill, the REIV’s comments or the close
analysis done by the honourable members for Berwick,
Prahran, Evelyn and Frankston, it is quite clear that the
minister wants to achieve certain objectives, which
mainly appear to be by way of press release and
politics.
If we are really interested in preserving what I believe
is a central part of the milieu of Melbourne and the rest
of Victoria, and that is the auction system — the
experience of auctioning and the vibrant real estate
industry that it gives us — then we have to work hard
to do so. In particular the government has to work
harder. Maybe in five or six weeks we will be in
government and the progress of legislation such as this
will be in our hands and those of our friends from the
National Party.
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Mr Steggall — It won’t look like this though.
Mr PERTON — It will not look like this, and it will
not come to the Parliament like this. It will be a piece of
legislation that I suspect the same public servants and
the same drafting officers will work with us on, but we
will take this model and talk to the people who know
about and are interested in it. We will get the drafting
right, and we will get Access Economics to do the
analysis on the impact on property values. Every
property owner in Victoria who looks at this bill would
say, ‘I risk losing a substantial part of the existing value
of my property as a result of these changes’.
It has potentially a very negative impact on the real
estate industry and parts of the advertising industry. The
Liberal Party believes there are people who need
greater consumer protection in this area. Not everyone
is as fortunate as I am to have open and transparent
discussions with the agent who does the work for me,
and we have to make sure we root out those who ought
not to be working in this industry and who would rip
off those who are gullible or the like.
Ms Campbell interjected.
Mr PERTON — The minister is interjecting across
the table. I actually have confidence that the people of
Victoria are far more intelligent than she gives them
credit for. I believe the people of Victoria who buy or
sell a house and do those weeks and months and years
of research actually do know something. The
development of the auction system in Melbourne and
Victoria has been very much the product of the people,
not the government. The auction system is not
mandated by legislation or regulation. It is the choice of
the people; it is at the choice of the marketplace. It is
the choice of the consumers, whether they be vendors
or purchasers.
The Liberal Party stands full square for respect for the
intelligence and integrity of Victorians. It stands full
square for the market economy. It believes that before
this legislation can go through Parliament it needs to go
through the process described earlier, where the
obvious defects in the legislation are cleared up and
where the economic analysis is done that demonstrates
who are the winners and the losers. That is the
difference between that party opposite and the Liberal
Party — and I believe your party, the National Party,
Mr Acting Speaker, stands full square with us. We
believe in the intelligence and integrity of Victorians
and their right to choose; the Labor Party will on every
occasion choose a socialist, interventionist solution, and
in this case — —
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Ms Campbell interjected.
Mr PERTON — The minister interjects. Today one
of my friends said, ‘Separate the bill from the minister’.
I said that is the most difficult thing to do, because this
minister is the first minister in my experience who in
briefing journalists the night before the bill was second
read in this house demonstrated that she does not even
understand real estate law. The minister told those
journalists — —
Mr Wynne — On the bill.
Mr PERTON — It’s on the bill.
Mr Wynne — It’s not.
Ms Campbell — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, I draw your attention to the fact that this
honourable member is misleading the house. I was not
briefing journalists, as he describes. I ask him to
withdraw.
Mr PERTON — I withdraw that statement,
Mr Acting Speaker! There are journalists in Melbourne
who believe they were briefed by the minister.
Ms Campbell — So now they believe.
Mr Wynne — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, I ask you to direct the honourable member to
return to the bill — —
Mr PERTON — I’m the second-reading lead
speaker.
Mr Wynne — And not to move off on some sort of
adventure of his making in relation to who may or may
not have been briefed on various matters. The debate
has been going on for some period of time. It was quite
clear to me that the honourable member for Doncaster
was winding up his contribution, and we welcome other
speakers on the bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order! I
do not uphold the point of order at this time, but I
remind the honourable member for Doncaster to relate
his comments to the bill.
Mr PERTON — This is quite extraordinary, and it
is right on the bill. I have a copy of the bill that was
published by the government and delivered into the
house by this minister. The night before the bill was
introduced some phantom on behalf of the minister
briefed journalists and told them that this bill — I will
read it right out of the explanatory memorandum:
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… removes the $250 000 cap on a purchaser’s right to cool
off at any time within 3 business days of the auction.

A phantom briefed the press on that. Do you know
what, Mr Acting Speaker? That is not the law, but this
minister believed it was.
Ms Campbell — Rubbish! Utter rubbish!
Mr PERTON — I am sorry. Do you believe in
ministerial responsibility?
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
The honourable member for Doncaster will address the
Chair and not the minister across the table.
Mr PERTON — Mr Acting Speaker, you know
that this minister is responsible, and there can be no
greater responsibility for a minister than to treat this
Parliament with respect when bringing in a piece of
legislation. In the most slack and incompetent
performance of a minister that I have seen in my
14 years in Parliament, we have in the explanatory
memorandum a clear mistake as to law, a clear mistake
as to the impact of this bill, and a clear contradiction
with the bill itself.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr PERTON — The minister could get up in this
house and apologise for it, but instead she sneers and
shouts with the bully who slouches in the back seat, the
honourable member for Melton. I put it to you,
Mr Acting Speaker, that under a Liberal government
we will not have a minister bringing bills into this
house which she neither understands nor has the
capacity to properly analyse so that she knows the law
and the impact the bill will have.
As I have indicated, before this bill proceeds through
this Parliament there ought to be a proper process of
consultation. I know my friends in the National Party
who will follow me in the debate share that view.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — This is a poor bill. It
is legislation that has not been requested by the
industry — —
Mr Perton interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
The honourable member for Doncaster has made his
contribution. I will thank him to listen to the honourable
member for Rodney making his contribution.
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Mr MAUGHAN — As I was saying, this is a poor
piece of legislation, and one that has not been driven by
public demand.
Mr Nardella — Yes, it has!
Mr MAUGHAN — The honourable member for
Melton interjects that it has, so let’s have a look at the
evidence out there in the community as to how much
demand there is for — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — I have read the papers and I am
aware of what some people say, but I would argue that
there is not widespread demand for change or for this
legislation. I would argue that there has been opposition
by the real estate industry to significant segments of this
legislation. I would also argue — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order! I
will not have the honourable member for Melton
interjecting in a loud voice. I cannot hear the
honourable member for Rodney and I refuse to have
loud interjections coming across the chamber. If the
honourable member for Melton wishes to make a
contribution he can stand in his place and he will get the
call.
Mr MAUGHAN — Thank you for your protection,
Mr Acting Speaker.
There are several segments of this bill that are
vigorously opposed by the estate agents, certainly by
the Real Estate Institute of Victoria and by a whole
range of individual agents.
I point out that the public is not compelled in any way
to use the auction system; there are several ways in
which people can sell properties. It is significant that
large numbers of people in Victoria choose to use the
auction system. Why? Because they believe it gives
them a quick and easy method of selling a property.
They believe that it establishes true market value by
giving vendors opportunities to market their properties
to a range of bidders who are prepared to meet a
market, as it is at the moment, with property values
going up. Demand is exceeding supply and that is
driving up the prices.
That creates one of the problems in this legislation —
that is, the proviso that agents need to be able to
determine within a fairly narrow range the market value
of a property. Many agents argue, and I support the
argument, that, no matter how skilled the agent, it is
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simply not possible in a rapidly rising market to pick
those values in the narrow range that is proposed by this
legislation.
Dummy bidding has been part of the auction system for
years and people accept it. Just about every auction
starts with a dummy bid. How many honourable
members have been to an auction where the auctioneer
goes round and round, cannot get a bid and so starts it
off by pulling a bid out of the trees or out of the crowd?
That is the standard way of running an auction. I can
remember on one occasion going to an auction — —
Ms Campbell — You can still have vendor bids.
Mr MAUGHAN — I will come to vendor bids. In
terms of dummy bids, I well remember attending an
auction of an abattoir. Not many people were there. The
auctioneer was experienced and desperately wanted to
sell the abattoir so he pulled a bid out of the crowd to
start. He kept pulling a few bids out, but no-one was
actually bidding. At the end of the day when he was
landed with the thing, he stomped off regaling the
crowd with: ‘Some of you have come here to have a
day out; some of you have come to value the abattoir;
but I can tell you this, not one of you has come to buy
an abattoir!’. He stomped off because he did not have a
single bid and got caught. That happens from time to
time.
This legislation aims to do a number of things. It will
prohibit dummy bidding. It is seen to be poorly drafted
legislation that does not satisfy the industry’s demand. I
refer to a letter from Simon Parsons, the managing
director of Parsons Hill Stenhouse, investment property
consultants from Bourke Street, Melbourne. Among
other things Simon Parsons says:
The government is pathetically ignorant of the fundamental
features of the auction system.

I have other letters in a similar vein. The Real Estate
Institute of Victoria, in a letter from the chief executive
officer, Mr Enzo Raimondo, states:
We are concerned that some of the proposed amendments are
not entirely balanced in terms of consumer protection and in
some cases favour the purchaser’s interest to the detriment of
the vendor. In particular the amendment to disclose the
vendor’s reserve once it is reached may impact on the
ultimate selling price achieved at auction.

I am all for protecting consumers. I am all for consumer
legislation. But I remind honourable members that
vendors are also consumers. Not all vendors of property
are wealthy people with lots of money. There are
vendors in various necessitous circumstances who
really want to achieve the maximum value of their
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property. In many cases the provision to make the agent
declare when the reserve has been reached will work
contrary to achieving the best possible price for that
property. A situation could occur where a property has
to be sold, the vendor wants it to be sold, but it does not
have a reserve price. Yet this legislation will compel the
agent to declare that fact.
I would argue, as many estate agents would argue, that
that will depreciate the value of that property, and in
this case the vendor will be disadvantaged, perhaps by a
considerable amount. I remind the house that vendors
also have rights and they need to be protected, and this
legislation removes some of those vendor rights.
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corporate the penalty is 600 penalty units, or $60 000.
In the case of any other person it is $24 000.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
If honourable members do not wish to listen to the
honourable member for Rodney, perhaps they should
leave the chamber!
Mr Steggall interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order! I
am not very happy with the interjection from the
Deputy Leader of the National Party!

The legislation is ill conceived and is driven far more
by ideology and political objectives than the need to do
something about smartening up the auction system. We
all agree that there are some sections of the auction
system that need change. As the honourable member
for Doncaster suggested in his contribution to the
debate, this is a good opportunity for consultation to
take place so that we can come up with something that
is more acceptable to the industry rather than rushing
through this legislation, which I think has a great many
faults.

Mr MAUGHAN — I thank the honourable member
for Swan Hill for his very strong support! I was about
to refer to an example in the bill which talks about Ron
and Jim and Sally. Although it almost reminds me of
the John and Betty stories, it illustrates some of the
principles in the legislation relating to dummy bidding
and the circumstances in which a person would be
subject to a fine of $24 000 if they were seen to be
bidding on behalf of the vendor. Dummy bidding
attracts the same penalties — $60 000 for a body
corporate and $24 000 for an individual.

The minister’s own survey clearly indicated that 70 per
cent of those asked favoured the auction system, which
gives the lie to the argument the honourable member
for Melton put in his interjection that there has been
sufficient consultation and that there is a need for
change. Seventy per cent of the people who were
surveyed are perfectly happy with the auction system
and do not see the need for change.

I now turn to proposed section 36H, headed
‘Auctioneer must declare that land is on the market’,
which I referred to before. There is a heavy penalty —
$24 000 — if the auctioneer does not declare that the
vendor intends to sell the land at a public auction
regardless of the final price that is bid. If the auctioneer
is aware of that fact before the auction starts he must
state it before calling for bids. I would argue that is a
clear way of reducing the price that the property will
make, because if the purchasers are aware that that
property is on the market irrespective of what it makes,
some of the animated bidding is going to be removed
and the property will almost certainly sell for a lesser
price than it otherwise would have done.

As I indicated, the auction system satisfies the needs of
many vendors because it gives quick results. You can
decide to put a property on the market and have it sold
within a matters of weeks, rather than it sitting there for
months. The auction system determines market value.
There is at the moment a clearance rate of something
like 80 per cent, so the vendors know they have a high
probability of selling their properties under the auction
system, particularly if they are dealing with reputable
agents — as most are — who can give them an accurate
indication of what the market will achieve. There are
many benefits in the system, so I would argue there is
strong public support for the auction system.
I will quickly go through some of the provisions of the
bill, and I do not intend going through the whole lot.
The penalties for dummy bidding are fairly heavy.
Clause 3 states that a vendor of land must not make a
bid at a public auction of that land. In the case of a body

Likewise with proposed section 36I, which deals with
an application for compensation if the division is
breached:
(1) A purchaser of land at a public auction is entitled to
compensation from any person who fails to comply with
this Division (other than section 36L) for any loss or
damage suffered by the purchaser as a result of that
failure to comply.

The time given is two years. An application for
compensation under this section must be lodged before
the second anniversary of the date of the auction. Why
do you give two years for someone to put in an
application for compensation? Surely if they believe
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there is some anomaly and they have been badly
treated, they would know that within days of the
auction. I suggest that 14 days or 28 days at the very
most is more than sufficient. Why one would need two
years to lodge that application is beyond me.
We go on to part 3, division 1, headed ‘Prohibition on
underquoting and overquoting’, and to clause 6, which
inserts proposed section 47A, headed ‘Seller must be
given estimated selling price’. It says an estate agent
must ensure that the engagement or appointment states
the agent’s estimate of the selling price of the real
estate. There is a $10 000 fine if that is not abided by. I
suggest that the wording be amended to reflect the
preferred method — which was recommended by
Consumer Affairs Victoria not so long ago — of giving
a range of values, such as between $200 000 and
$250 000, rather than having to identify a precise price,
certainly in a market that is either rising or falling. It is
unreasonable to expect any agent, no matter how
competent, to give what the legislation refers to as a
single amount, which proposed subsection (2)(b) states:
must be the amount the agent or representative believes, on
the basis of his or her experience, skills and knowledge, that a
willing but not anxious buyer would pay for the real estate …

I think it is asking a bit much for an agent to give a
single figure and to tie it down in a market that is rising
and falling.
There are also problems with definition. The Law
Institute of Victoria, in referring to the definition of
‘natural person’, stated:
The institute also queries why only vendors who are ‘natural
persons’ —

in other words, individuals —
are permitted to make vendor bids. Incongruous situations
will result. For example, a residence is owned by a husband
and wife joint proprietors. Vendor bidding is allowed at their
auction.

That is because they are natural persons; the husband or
wife can put in a bid because they are natural persons.
The family home next door is owned by a company which is
the trustee of a family trust. Vendor bidding is not allowed at
its auction because the vendor is not a ‘natural person’.

Isn’t that a ridiculous anomaly? Because one family
happens to have its affairs controlled by a family trust,
still controlled by the husband and wife, it is not
allowed to put in a vendor bid because the company is
not a natural person. But the people next door, the
husband and wife who are joint proprietors, are able to
take advantage of that provision and can put in a vendor
bid.
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The Real Estate Institute of Victoria itemised some of
its concerns about various provisions of the bill in a
letter sent, I presume, to all members of Parliament. I
certainly got one, and I think most honourable members
did. Dealing with clause 3 in part 2 of the bill, which
proposes to insert new section 36H headed ‘Auctioneer
must declare that land is on the market’, the institute
says:
This is contrary to the interests of vendors who are also
consumers.

The real estate institute is not satisfied with clause 3.
Likewise, in dealing with the right to compensation,
which is also in clause 3, the real estate institute says:
Allowing a time frame of two years within which to lodge
proceedings at the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal is considered manifestly excessive.

Of course it is manifestly excessive. What is the reason
for having a two-year period? It is simply not required.
I have spoken briefly about the statement in the bill that
the seller must be given an estimated selling price. The
Real Estate Institute of Victoria in its submission says:
The legislation should be changed to reflect the preferred
method previously recommended by Consumer Affairs
Victoria, namely an estimated selling price based on an
estimated range of prices, not a single amount. Accordingly
this proposal should be amended.

Regarding the heading of proposed section 48A, ‘Agent
must not retain any rebate’, the institute says:
The REIV endorses the existing provisions in the act relating
to rebates, namely the disclosure by agents of rebates to
consumers and the entitlement of consumers to such rebates.

The Real Estate Institute of Victoria is happy with the
present provisions and does not see a need for change.
The licensing of corporations provision is interesting.
The legislation proposes to reduce the number of
directors with skills or experience as an estate agent
from half the directors to only one. Why is this being
done? The Law Institute of Victoria submits that this
lessening of the requirements for a majority of directors
to have demonstrated skills and competencies in real
estate agency practice will erode the quality of estate
agency services in those areas. That would seem to be
the case. At present half the directors of an estate
agency have to be skilled in real estate, but the
amendment will mean only one director will be
required to have that skill. Clearly, that new
requirement will lessen the quality of service the estate
agencies provide to consumers.
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Regardless of the industry it is obviously important to
have continuing and ongoing professional
development. One could argue about why it should be
at the whim of the director of Consumer Affairs
Victoria to require certain members to undertake
professional development. You can put an argument
that continuing professional development should be
mandatory for all those in the real estate profession.

the Real Estate Institute of Victoria. It is interesting to
note that in the first three months the service received
some 3500 telephone inquiries and 257 written
complaints from consumers. That is quite a stunning set
of figures. Professional conduct was the subject of
32 per cent of all inquiries, and charges such as
commissions accounted for a further 12 per cent of
complaints.

The bill has a number of anomalies. There has been
insufficient consultation. The Real Estate Institute of
Victoria has some genuine concerns about the
legislation. The National Party has received many
letters from estate agents expressing concerns about the
legislation. Because of those concerns and the need to
redraft and make significant changes to the legislation
the National Party will oppose the bill.

The legislation before the house is designed to
eliminate the more undesirable activities in the property
market, including dummy bidding and inflated
advertising prices. We hope this will ensure that agents
quote more accurately on expected sale prices.

Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — I support the Estate
Agents and Sale of Land Acts (Amendment) Bill and
acknowledge at the outset that the auction system is
unique to the Melbourne and Victorian property
market. It is the preferred method of sale of property in
this state and generally has served the community well.
It is widely supported as a system in contrast to the
arrangements in place in other states. I am aware of the
system of residential property sales in New South
Wales, which is essentially by private sale or dealt with
in a more controlled environment where people come
to a central point where houses are auctioned off
progressively during the day.
There are pros and cons in both systems. In New South
Wales there was a significant problem with the private
sale system of gazumping legitimate bidding.
Victorians hold dear the social value of the auction
system. People use it as an opportunity to compare their
house with others in the street or suburb. It is often a
social occasion where people get together. For anyone
bidding at the auction, as we all have, it is perhaps the
tensest day of one’s life. You turn up at an auction
having set a price for yourself, as I did some years ago
when my wife and I were newly married, only to find
that the opening bid is in excess of your top price.
Naturally you go away very disappointed, but
eventually many of us enter the real estate market.

We have all been through the auction process and seen
circumstances where one would have to say that the
aspirations that the government has sought to bring
before the Parliament within this piece of legislation
would be widely supported generally by the
community. I think we could all regale the house with
various examples of where dummy bidding has
unquestionably occurred — I see the honourable
member for Bennettswood nodding in affirmation —
and that dummy bidding is an aspect of real estate
practice and the process of inflated advertising prices.
A number of concerns have been expressed by
consumers concerning dummy bidding, underquoting
and overquoting, rebates and extending the right to cool
off. The process of underquoting is a strategy that is
often used — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr WYNNE — Sad, isn’t it?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
The honourable member for Richmond, without
assistance.
Mr WYNNE — Thank you very much, Mr Acting
Speaker. I am getting some excellent support from this
side of the house. The process of underquoting is often
a strategy — —
Mr Hulls interjected.

The government is committed to ensuring that the
auction process is fair and transparent and that
consumers and investors have full confidence in
negotiations carried out at an auction.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
The Attorney-General would do well to listen to one of
his own members. The honourable member for
Richmond, without assistance.

This year the government established the property
industry service to handle consumer complaints and
disputes with real estate agents. Honourable members
will recall that that role was formerly the province of

Mr WYNNE — The process of underquoting is a
strategy that is often used by real estate agents to seek
to encourage people to come to an auction with the
unrealistic expectation that a particular price will be
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received at auction for a property. Inevitably, of course,
vendors go away very unhappy and upset with the
eventual outcome. Contrary to the view expressed by
the honourable member for Doncaster — —
Ms Asher interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
The honourable member for Brighton will cease
interjecting across the table.
Mr WYNNE — There has been extensive
consultation on the bill. Over 40 submissions were
received from industry and consumer bodies, individual
agents and consumers themselves. The exposure draft
was posted on the Consumer Affairs Victoria web site
and sent specifically to a range of key stakeholders
including the Real Estate Institute of Victoria, the
Estate Agents Council, the Law Institute of Victoria,
the Consumer Law Centre Victoria and the Financial
and Consumer Rights Council. One would expect
appropriately, as has always been the case with this
government, that it seeks to go out with exposure drafts
on important pieces of legislation and ensures that key
industry groups are consulted on legislation.
As recently as last week a real estate agent was fined
$2500 and his company a further $5000 for
underquoting on house prices. That fine was the first of
its kind. The director of Consumer Affairs Victoria
brought the case to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal and the agent admitted
underquoting 16 times between May and October 2001.
This was a year after Consumer Affairs Victoria had
specifically instructed this particular agent — —
Mr Wilson interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
The honourable member for Bennettswood will not
interject across the table. The honourable member for
Richmond, without assistance from any other member.
Mr WYNNE — The proposed changes in the bill
will result in penalties of up to $60 000 for dummy
bidding and $20 000 for underquoting or overquoting.
These are substantial penalties which, I would have
thought from the point of view of the real estate
industry, would give those people who are involved in
quite unscrupulous practices cause to pause and to say,
‘Hang on a minute, we need to think pretty carefully
about what sort of operation we are running here’,
because the potential for somebody to be fined $60 000
for dummy bidding and $20 000 for underquoting or
overquoting is a substantial penalty.
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The imposition of these penalties may result from an
investigation of a complaint by Consumer Affairs
Victoria. Inspectors will randomly monitor Victorian
auctions for unethical real estate practices. The standard
of proof for the offences will be the standard applied for
all criminal offences — that is, beyond a reasonable
doubt. The test, which is the point that the
Attorney-General — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
Honourable members will please take their seats. If
they wish to make comments, they should leave the
chamber. I am having difficulty hearing the honourable
member for Richmond, who is making an excellent
contribution.
Mr Maclellan — I think they’re trying to persuade
the honourable member to finish.
Mr WYNNE — Thanks! The standard of proof will
be the standard applying to criminal offences — that is,
beyond a reasonable doubt. To protect honest vendors
from unfounded claims for compensation a purchaser
found to have made a vexatious or frivolous application
for compensation can be held liable for any losses the
vendor incurs.
The bill also makes a range of amendments to the
Estate Agents Act 1980 as a result of a national
competition policy review. These include removing the
prohibition on commission sharing, which is in line
with the legislation in New South Wales and South
Australia. The national competition policy review
concluded that these provisions created barriers to entry
for estate agency businesses and restricted the
development of multidisciplinary businesses, also a
barrier to business. That obviously is supported by both
sides of the house.
In addition to the new rules for auction sales the bill
also improves consumer protection for other sales of
residential property. The cap of $250 000 on the right to
cool off under section 31 of the Sale of Land Act will
be removed. When one thinks about it, certainly in the
areas I represent, $250 000, although it may seem to be
an extraordinary amount of money, is probably for
many purchasers seeking to move into the inner city
simply an entry point. The property market is clearly
booming and real estate prices are very buoyant.
But it is important that we provide protection for those
large numbers of Victorian home buyers. As
honourable members know, buying a home is the most
important investment most of us make, save and except
that I make particular reference to my colleague the
Attorney-General, who was recently married and whose
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wife is to have a child soon. Today I noticed it has been
suggested that the cost of raising a child between the
ages of 0 and 21 years is about $450 000. That means
there are significant investments ahead beyond the
purchasing of a residential property.
I want to turn briefly to the suggestion made that this
particular piece of legislation was not supported by the
real estate industry generally or by the community.
The Minister for Consumer Affairs indicated to me that
there has been an extraordinary amount of
correspondence coming into her office in support of
this legislation. I will briefly give the house a couple of
snapshots from at least 40 emails that have been made
available to me. I will just quote them in part:
As a practising estate agent of over 20 years I wholeheartedly
agree with the changes you have proposed.
I believe they will go a long way to restoring the public’s
confidence in being treated fairly when dealing with estate
agents.

I go on to quote from another email:
As a real estate agent myself I know that the majority, not the
minority, of agents are guilty of deceptive/ unscrupulous and
misleading conduct.
I have seen many consumers come off second best, lose
thousands of dollars and not sell their homes or sell their
homes far below a fair market price because of what many
agents call standard practice.

Mr Baillieu — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, the honourable member was quoting from a
document, and I ask him to table it.
Mr WYNNE — On the point of order, I am reading
from my notes.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) — Order!
There is no point of order.
Mr WYNNE — There has been overwhelming
evidence of support for the bill, there is no doubt about
that. I am advised by the Minister for Consumer Affairs
that her office has been inundated with supportive
advice from the real estate industry regarding this
legislation. This minister is on about protecting
consumers from those few people — and they may in
fact be a small minority — in the real estate industry
who are involved in unscrupulous practices. There may
be a small number of them, but — —
Mr Baillieu interjected.
Mr WYNNE — The honourable member for
Hawthorn has come late into the debate, has not
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listened to the contribution I made earlier and now
seeks to contribute in an entirely inappropriate way. If
he had listened to the debate I would be happy to hear
from him.
The point that has to be made is that this government is
on about protecting the rights of consumers and about
ensuring that the most significant purchase a consumer
ever makes — that is, the purchase of their residential
property — should be free of any suggestion of
deceptive conduct or inappropriate behaviour on the
part of real estate agents. This bill is widely supported
by the real estate agents who have directly approached
the minister, and it is certainly supported by consumers.
I very much commend this bill to the house and wish it
a speedy passage.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
(METROPOLITAN GREEN WEDGE
PROTECTION) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning).

Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — In the 1988
state election, one electorate changed from being a
Labor electorate to being a Liberal electorate. That was
the green wedge electorate of Warrandyte. It was won
in the 1988 election because the Labor government did
not understand planning. The Labor government had a
one-model-fits-all approach to planning that allowed
for dual occupancy and multi-units in every corner of
metropolitan Melbourne. So what we found in the
historic goldmining township of Warrandyte, in the
middle of a state park in a tourist precinct, were home
units and dual occupancies up and down the hill, with
no sewerage in a septic tank area because the Labor
government had a one-model-fits-all approach to
planning. It did not differentiate between areas that
were special in Melbourne. It did not differentiate
between having one bland urban landscape and having
varieties of lifestyle choices and planning that reflected
the needs and aspirations of individual communities.
Therefore, it was perhaps no surprise that Warrandyte
changed from being a Labor electorate to being a
Liberal electorate: the Labor government could not get
planning right, and to this day it still cannot get
planning right.
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The very fact that it has had to come in here and recycle
a Liberal Party term — green wedges — that the
Minister for Planning could not even come up with her
own terminology but had to blatantly plagiarise from
Rupert Hamer’s Liberal government and use the term
‘green wedges’ shows that it lacks the vision still after
1985 — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
There is too much audible conversation in the chamber.
Mr HONEYWOOD — After 1985 — the
appalling Cain government metropolitan planning
scheme!
No green wedge is exactly the same. There are 12 green
wedges around Melbourne. Many of them are
predominantly farming land. Others, such as the
Warrandyte green wedge, are unique in Australia in
terms of their biodiversity and buffer zone effect on
national and state parks, such as the green wedge which
is at the heart of the historic goldmining township of
Warrandyte. Therefore, it is an enormous challenge for
any government to be able to bring in broad, sweeping
legislation that will meet all the needs and aspirations of
each and every community.
Having said that, there is no doubt that the Labor
government has had enormous internal problems in
bringing forward this legislation. The Minister for
Planning promised green groups that this bill would be
through Parliament in this sitting. Can you imagine
those green groups, those activists who have been
sitting here day in, day out, while Mary runs back and
forth to them saying, ‘Look, I’m sorry, but other
legislation — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition will refer to
members of the chamber by their correct titles.
Mr Hulls interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD — While the Honourable
Mary runs back and forth — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member for Warrandyte!
Mr HONEYWOOD — I take up the interjection of
the Attorney-General.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member for Warrandyte!
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Mr HONEYWOOD — The Minister for Planning
has run in and out of the public gallery trying to explain
that she has not had the clout in her government to
make sure this legislation got onto the notice paper. So
what we find is this great green hope — the green hope
legislation for the coming election — and she could not
even get it through Parliament. It will not go to the
upper house. So Mary has done it again — she has
flopped. Therefore — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
I have already advised the honourable member for
Warrandyte twice previously that he should refer to
members by their correct titles.
Mr HONEYWOOD — She is about to flee the
coop anyway. But at the end of the day what we have
here is a strategic blunder by the Labor government. It
thought it had it all wrapped up. It thought this
legislation was going to provide it with green votes at
the coming election to be announced next week.
But what do we find? We find instead that it could not
even manage to get this legislation through Parliament.
After the election we are going to have to come back
and revisit this legislation. Therefore, I will be putting a
press release out tomorrow to my local papers, pointing
out that yet again the Labor government has deceived
the people of Warrandyte, that it has deceived the
people in the 12 green wedge areas around Melbourne,
and that it has just done the usual piece of
window-dressing where it has not got its act together.
Having said that, this legislation came in via a Liberal
government. Its original intention is still valid. That
intention was to ensure that we had breathing space,
lungs if you like, around the urban sprawl of
Melbourne. That Liberal Party vision has stood the test
of time.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
Under sessional orders the time for the adjournment of
the house has arrived.

MAS royal commission: costs
Mr WILSON (Bennettswood) — I raise for the
attention of the Premier the matter of the costs
associated with the Metropolitan Ambulance Service
(MAS) Royal Commission, which this government is
determined to hide from the Victorian taxpayer. I ask
that the Premier direct the Secretary of the Department
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of Premier and Cabinet, the Minister for Health, the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services and the
Attorney-General to immediately release all details of
the costs related to the royal commission.
A number of questions on notice relating to the royal
commission were lodged in the Legislative Council on
12 June 2002. With only one sitting day scheduled
before the calling of an election for 30 November, the
Bracks government is refusing to answer these
questions. The government must be in a position to
easily provide this information. The government’s
2001–02 Financial Quarterly Report released by the
Treasurer on 28 October 2002 already reveals that the
Department of Human Services incurred $1.4 million in
legal costs at the royal commission in 2001–02 and the
Department of Justice incurred personal indemnity
costs of $2.3 million. These figures are just the tip of
the iceberg.
The Metropolitan Ambulance Service Royal
Commission reported to this Parliament in November
2001, and therefore the Bracks government is well aware
of the costs associated with the royal commission. The
costs are so great that the government will attempt to
hide the facts until after the state election.
When the Bracks government established the royal
commission in December 1999 it said the costs would
not exceed $5 million and it would be concluded by
July 2000. After numerous changes to the terms of
reference to keep the Minister for Health out of the
witness box and extensions of the reporting time, the
government ducked and weaved in the desperate hope
of capturing a political scalp. The report was not tabled
until 28 November 2001 — 18 months late — with
costs exceeding $80 million. The MAS royal
commission was a political vendetta orchestrated by the
Minister for Health.
The questions on notice posed in the Legislative
Council sought to establish: the total cost of
remuneration and expenses paid or payable to the royal
commissioner, Lex Lasry, QC, and for all legal counsel
and any other lawyers who assisted the commission; the
total cost of legal indemnity granted to current and
former public servants, former ministerial advisers,
current and former ministers and any other witnesses
who were subpoenaed and/or appeared before the
commission; whether the Premier or his department
authorised or approved the engagement of public
relations media consultants and at what cost; and most
importantly, the role of Stuart Morris, QC, in the
selection of the royal commissioner.
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The Bracks government’s refusal to answer these
important questions shows contempt for the Victorian
taxpayer, for this Parliament and for the media. It also
proves what everyone outside the government believes,
and that is that the MAS royal commission was an
enormously expensive waste of time which the Labor
Party wishes to hide.

Disability services: Family Options carer
Mr STEGGALL (Swan Hill) — I draw to the
attention of the Minister for Community Services the
need for an urgent response to an issue raised in
February of this year, some eight months ago,
concerning entitlements to annual leave, sick leave and
appropriate respite for a carer under the Family Options
program.
The Department of Human Services runs the Family
Options program, which is then tendered out to
Interchange to administer. For nearly five years Lyn
Hunt has cared for Stephanie Finn under this program.
Stephanie, who is 11 years old, lives with Lyn and is a
very high needs child who must be supervised at all
times. A case manager has been appointed to Stephanie
one day a week; however, Lyn rarely sees or hears from
him on those days.
Once a month Lyn receives respite from Interchange
from 10.00 a.m. on a Saturday morning to 5.00 p.m. on
a Sunday. Interchange calls this a weekend off, but it is
only overnight. She receives a total of only
12 overnight respites a year. Stephanie’s mother also
takes care of Stephanie once a month from 1.00 p.m. on
a Saturday to 4.00 p.m. on Sunday, however this is an
unreliable contact.
She receives no other leave at all. As far as we can
work out, there is no provision for annual leave or sick
leave for Lyn. Interchange keeps telling her there is no
money for leave or for more respite. Surely she has a
legal entitlement to annual leave, sick leave and respite,
as there must be an award she is being paid under.
Interchange is a discretionary fund that pays for limited
respite, and she is currently receiving a mobile phone,
which she does not want and has never used, and some
nappies. Lyn pays for all of Stephanie’s other expenses,
including medication, nappies, food and so on.
Stephanie does not receive a pension of any kind, as she
is too young.
My questions to the minister are: why has this carer of
almost five years service received only three weeks
annual leave in that period; what arrangements will the
minister make to recompense her for those omissions
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over that period; what provision is there for sick leave
entitlements; and why is adequate respite not available?
Carers Week took place in Swan Hill only last week
and was successful and very well attended. The carers
in these programs need more help and understanding
than they have had. I ask the minister to assist us to get
some more respite care for Lyn and a better program
for her as a carer.

Racing: picnic racetracks
Ms ALLEN (Benalla) — I draw the attention of the
Minister for Racing to the viability of country picnic
racetracks. I ask the minister to take action to ensure
that country picnic racetracks, particularly in my
electorate, are able to access funds so they remain
viable and can offer racegoers the facilities to enable
them to enjoy a fantastic day at the races.
In Alexandra, my home town, which is soon to be ably
represented by the honourable member for Seymour,
we have a wonderful picnic racetrack that has one of
the most beautiful outlooks of any country racetrack in
Victoria. It also has a fantastic committee ably led by
Alexandra businessman Chris Walsh. The racetrack is
on the outskirts of the town near the old railway station.
It overlooks the local golf course, with rolling hills in
the background, and the ambience and hospitality of the
race club is second to none. A few weeks ago, late on a
Monday night, the race club was severely hit by a
windstorm, demolishing its stables, blowing the roofs
off several buildings and damaging the circuit fences.
In fact — —
Mr Hulls interjected.
Ms ALLEN — I usually get interrupted by the
opposition, not the minister!
In fact one of the only things that was left standing was
the shade cloth that the Bracks government has recently
funded. Emergency works were fast-tracked, with local
tradesmen offering their services as can only be done in
small country towns. It was imperative that the repairs
be completed as soon as possible so that the racetrack
would be ready for the annual Stonelea Cup, to be held
on 16 November.
I urge the minister to take action to ensure that the
Alexandra picnic racetrack remains open and viable
with professional facilities that can accommodate
racegoers so it continues to be one the best and most
beautiful picnic racetracks in Victoria.
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Futures for Young Adults program
Mrs ELLIOTT (Mooroolbark) — I ask the
Minister for Community Services to immediately write
to all adult training and support services in Victoria to
assure them that state-based funding for Futures for
Young Adults will continue. When the minister gave
evidence to the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee in June of this year she said:
We have conducted an evaluation of the program —

she meant Futures for Young Adults.
We are considering it and will be discussing it with peak
bodies, schools and other bodies during the year. However,
there is no moving away from the commitment to Futures —
we are just trying to develop and enhance the program.

For that reason it is puzzling that today I received an
email from Knoxbrooke, which is a supported
employment program in the electorate of the Acting
Speaker, saying that the program has five young people
who were expecting to be funded through Futures.
When they applied for the funding, however, they were
told that the program had been suspended and that they
would have to apply for funding through Family and
Community Services, which is the
commonwealth-based funding program. Knoxbrooke
makes the point that it has received no written
communication of these funding changes nor have any
of the other supported employment services.
Those five young people now have a very bleak future
indeed because the commonwealth-funded program is
already full, and Knoxbrooke, which had hoped to offer
meaningful employment to those young people with
intellectual disabilities at the nursery it runs in Mount
Evelyn, is now no longer able to do so. The minister
said there would be no change to the Futures for Young
Adults program. I ask the minister to assure me that that
is so.

Members: safety
Mr HOLDING (Springvale) — The matter I raise
for the attention of the Minister for Housing concerns
quite serious allegations made in this place earlier today
by the honourable member for Caulfield concerning
photographs that were taken of her house by a person in
a car registered to the Department of Human Services, a
matter which she has subsequently referred to the
police.
The action I seek is that the minister investigate the
circumstances of that event and provide advice
forthwith so that the event can be clarified. I am
particularly concerned because of the manner in which
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the matter was raised in the house today by the
honourable member for Caulfield. As I understood the
honourable member’s allegations, photographs had
been taken of her home, the matter had been referred by
her to the police and an investigation was ongoing.
Indeed, so seriously did the honourable member for
Caulfield take the event that she asked rhetorically in
this house this morning whether the event could have
been an attempt to intimidate her. This is naturally an
extraordinarily serious allegation to make, particularly
as the car and the senior bureaucrat — to cite the term
used by the honourable member — fall within the
department for which the Minister for Housing is partly
responsible. I am interested to learn how the honourable
member for Caulfield obtained the details of where the
car was registered as this information is not ordinarily
or routinely provided by Vicroads or Victoria Police.
This matter has been raised in this place by the
honourable member for Caulfield in a calculated
endeavour to attract the protection afforded by this
Parliament. She used colourful language designed to
paint the event in a particular light. I ask the minister to
urgently investigate this matter and provide any details
that would explain this rather bizarre and extraordinary
event.

Cardinia: Pakenham library
Ms DAVIES (Gippsland West) — I have an issue
for the Minister for Local Government in his role as
overseeing the Living Libraries Fund. I urge the
minister to ensure that his department takes clear and
careful note of the requirements of the rapidly growing
community in and around Pakenham when considering
Cardinia library’s application for funds. Cardinia library
at Pakenham needs to grow. The library building is
currently bursting at the seams, with a 7 to 8 per cent
increase in demand per month. Its mobile service is the
biggest mobile lender in the state, servicing all of the
smaller rural communities around Cardinia.
The membership of this particular library is the
equivalent of 50 per cent of the local population, which
is a tremendous membership. The library is very
proactive about encouraging the engagement of young
people in its programs. It has several different
programs, including Tiny Tots, which I think is partly
aimed at encouraging young mums to start reading to
their kids very early; the Tiny Tots preschool program;
a primary school Ripper Reader Club; and school
holiday programs, which are particularly important in
and around Pakenham where so many parents both
work.
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The library expansion is absolutely vital if the library is
to expand its Internet and general computer access
which are so necessary for many of the teenagers and
young adults in the area. This library is a very vibrant
part of this community. It is an essential part of the
community, providing high-quality recreational and
educational facilities.
I urge the minister to ensure that this service can
continue to grow and develop in a new building which
will be large enough to meet a growing demand.

Water: licence concession
Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — The issue I raise
for the attention of the Minister for Environment and
Conservation relates to Mr Brian Matthews, who has
lived at Berringama on the Cudgewa Creek for the past
17 years. He is an older member of our community
with limited means. He has pumped water from the
creek for his household requirements for 17 years, and
before him Mr Jake Mildren pumped from the same
point for at least 30 years.
Mr Matthews has been told he must obtain a licence to
continue to pump for his household requirements,
which he understands and accepts. In addition, he has
been told by Goulburn-Murray Water that he must also
purchase 2 megalitres of water from Goulburn-Murray
Water for $1020. His estimated use is only
160 000 litres per year, which is only 8 per cent of what
he has been told he must purchase.
Mr Matthews lives alone and was not aware of the
amnesty that existed in 1995–96 when he could have
received this licence without having to purchase the
water. Under these circumstances I ask the minister to
show some compassion and allow Mr Matthews to
continue to take water from the Cudgewa Creek for his
household use at a cost of the licence only, which is
$110.
There is absolutely no reason to ask Mr Matthews to
purchase this water under the Murray–Darling Basin
cap because this practice of his has occurred for the last
50 years. There is also no justification for Mr Matthews
being forced into financial hardship by being compelled
to purchase this water from Goulburn-Murray Water
because he has taken no more than his historic use. In
the dying days of the Bracks government I ask the
minister to show a bit of heart and help an older
member of our community who is living alone in an
isolated situation by providing him with this
concession.
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Forests: box-ironbark
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East) — I also raise a matter
this evening for the Minister for Environment and
Conservation, and I urge the minister to take action to
implement the box-ironbark legislation that passed
through the Parliament a couple of weeks ago. I put on
the record my commendation of the minister’s
performance in this area, and particularly on the issue
of parks. It is also important to note that the Bracks
government has created more national parks over the
past three years than any other government in
Victoria’s history. When you consider our good friends
in the upper house and the composition of that house, it
is a fine achievement indeed.
Many people in my local community have campaigned
over a long period of time to see the box-ironbark
legislation come into being and be ultimately passed by
Parliament because they understand the importance of
protecting central Victoria’s unique natural
environment.
I congratulate the large number of local groups that
worked actively over not just one or two years but over
more than a decade to create this national park system.
Among them are the Greater Bendigo National Park
group, the Bendigo Field Naturalists Club, a newer
group called Young People for Parks, and the Bendigo
and District Environment Council. Many people have
been involved in working towards this legislation being
created.
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system in central Victoria. Its members do not want to
see the box-ironbark forests in central Victoria
protected for many future generations to enjoy, as many
generations have already enjoyed them.

Boort Secondary College
Dr NAPTHINE (Portland) — The action I seek
from the Minister for Education and Training is to fund
at least a 0.4 instrumental music teacher for Boort
Secondary College for 2003 and beyond. I recently
visited the township of Boort with the Liberal candidate
for Swan Hill, Suellen Tomamichal, and met the
principal of Boort Secondary College, Robyn Pattinson.
Ms Pattinson expressed real concern about the future of
the very successful music program at this wonderful
school.
The school has 50-plus students involved in the
instrumental music program out of a total of
170 students. There are some five to seven small
instrumental and vocal music groups, but there is no
commitment of funding for an instrumental music
teacher for 2003. I will quote from a letter from Boort
Secondary College:
To whom it may concern,
The state government has been running advertisements on
television saying they require more teachers. The government
has also stated that it wants to improve schools making them
equal if not better than other states. With this in mind, I would
like to point out that I will no longer be able to teach at the
above school next year due to a withdrawal of finance.

The legislation will certainly create a unique
environment in Bendigo by providing for the Greater
Bendigo National Park, which will create a city in a
park. As many members of this house will know from
having sat in the historic Bendigo town hall during the
parliamentary regional sitting last year, Bendigo has a
fine built heritage that dates back to the gold rush days.
The protection of our natural environment is just as
important as the preservation of the built environment
of Bendigo that was created on the back of the wealth
of the goldfields and those who mined them from the
1850s — and miners continue to do so today.

Clearly Boort Secondary College is doing a great job
with its students. It has a great instrumental music
program. Boort is a growing and dynamic rural
community and the secondary college is one of the keys
to the success of this township. Clearly the music
program is integral to the broad education provided at
that college. Therefore I ask the Minister for Education
and Training to accede to the request of Boort
Secondary College, the school council and the Liberal
candidate for Swan Hill, Suellen Tomamichal — who
is doing a fantastic job — and provide 0.4 funding for
an instrumental music teacher for next year and beyond.

I am urging the minister to take action to implement the
legislation because we need our box-ironbark areas
protected from the threat of a future Liberal–National
Party government. We know the Liberal and National
parties have no commitment to the box-ironbark
national park and we know the National Party opposes
the legislation. It is to its credit that it held that view
quite firmly throughout the debate on the box-ironbark
national park legislation, but it is the Liberal Party that
is the greatest threat to the box-ironbark national park

Seniors: government policy
Mr HELPER (Ripon) — I raise an issue for the
attention of the Minister for Senior Victorians. Firstly,
let me commend the minister for her excellent
dedication to the senior Victorians who play such an
important role in the wellbeing and diversity of our
community — for example, I remember fondly a
luncheon the minister hosted in Stawell earlier this
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month for seniors from Stawell and the surrounding
district.
The theme of the luncheon was ‘The age to be
consumer wise’. That is a relevant topic for all age
groups, but I think it is arguably particularly pertinent to
the senior members of the community as on occasions
they seem to be the focus of unscrupulous people in our
midst who try to commercially disadvantage them. This
event showed the minister’s excellent coupling of her
responsibility as the Minister for Senior Victorians with
her responsibility as the Minister for Consumer Affairs.
I commend the minister for that event.
It is quite interesting that there are more than 13 000
over-55s in my electorate of Ripon. That is 26 per cent
of all persons in the Ripon electorate. Out of curiosity I
asked officers from the parliamentary library — I
apologise for not having given them a great deal of
time — to prepare a figure for the over-55 population in
this Parliament. It is merely 15.6 per cent. My
electorate certainly benefits from the great experience
that seniors bring to our community. The action that I
seek from the minister is to provide reassurance to older
Victorians about her ongoing commitment and that of
the Bracks government to the wellbeing of this very
important group in our community.
In the time remaining to me I commend the Ararat
senior citizens club, which I visited recently. It runs a
magnificent regular luncheon. I would particularly like
to praise the club’s president, Mr Alan Bryant, for the
excellent way he conducts that organisation.

Hospitals: Bayside waiting lists
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — I wish to raise
a matter for the Minister for Health concerning the
increasing waiting times for public hospital medical
services. Last month a local Bayside medical
practitioner received a letter from the Monash Medical
Centre, Southern Health, which reads:
As you are aware we are a tertiary referral centre for
orthopaedics. At present there is an increasing demand on our
services with the combination of trauma and elective patients
as well as referrals from general practitioners.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
Somebody in the chamber has an electronic device.
Will they either leave the chamber or put it in a glass of
water!
Mr THOMPSON — The letter continues:
The waiting list for an appointment at this clinic has extended
to a minimum of 18–24 months.
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So if you live in the Southern Health region and you
have a crook ankle, a crook knee or a crook hip, how
long do you have to wait for treatment under the Bracks
Labor government that is going to fix the health
system? You have to hobble along for 18 to 24 months!
In addition to prospectively bringing Victorian
businesses to their knees, the Bracks government is
expecting the citizens of Bayside to hobble on their
knees just to get a medical appointment with Southern
Health.
The local doctor has raised this matter with my office,
expressing serious concern for his patients. He has
asked me to ascertain what can be done to ameliorate
this situation so his patients do not have to endure such
long delays.
The other issue I wish to raise relates to the same matter
of delays in the public health system. It concerns a
fellow who was diagnosed with prostate cancer and
was told that he would wait five to six weeks for
treatment. When he consulted the doctor, he was
advised that rather than waiting for five to six weeks, he
would have to wait for 10 to 12 weeks. At the time this
matter was able to be addressed. However, he has asked
me to follow it up again because he has read recent
reports about other Victorians having to wait for
unacceptably long periods for medical services.
The Labor government campaigned on a policy that it
was going to fix the health system, but waiting lists for
serious cases in my electorate are increasing. An
example could be given of other areas of
mismanagement in the Bayside area in relation to the
closure of the hydrotherapy pool in Hampton. The
Labor government is going to close a hospital in the
Bayside area and also a hydrotherapy pool — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired. The
honourable member for Werribee has 21⁄2 minutes.

Warringa Park School
Ms GILLETT (Werribee) — I wish to raise a
matter for the Minister for Education Services in
another place concerning the Warringa Park School in
Hoppers Crossing.
Last Friday night it was my privilege to attend the first
debutante ball for students in years 10, 11 and 12 of the
Warringa Park School. I place on record my gratitude
and thanks to those marvellous young people: Natalie
Karamoskos and Michael Craig, Tracey Smyth and
Matthew Clark, Narissa Dearing and Leigh Mullucks,
Sarah Joiner and Daniel Smith, Lisa Yates and Leigh
Roach, Barbara Dewar and Adam Polizzi — —
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
Has the honourable member asked for any action by the
Minister for Education Services in another place?

many country towns. We set up a Living Country
Racing program to enable the provision of capital
infrastructure in many small country towns.

Ms GILLETT — I ask the Minister for Education
Services in another place to consider her approach to
the support that may be given to special schools in all
of our communities to assist them to appropriately fund
and hold debutante balls for some of our most
vulnerable young people for whom the social
experience of an event like this, a debutante ball — and
I record that I did not make my debut — —

The honourable member for Benalla, in conjunction
with the honourable member for Seymour, suggested to
the Alexandra Race Club that it put in an application for
funding under the Living Country Racing program.
Despite the short notice, the honourable member for
Benalla believed this was a matter that ought be
considered quickly and seriously in the full knowledge
that the time-honoured Stonelea Cup was coming up on
16 November — the race that stops that part of the
nation in the honourable member’s electorate! As
Minister for Racing I am passionate about country
racing, and I would be keen to attend the Stonelea Cup
on 16 November. Having received the application I
instructed my department to process this matter
posthaste, because I was well aware of not only the
lobbying by the honourable members for Benalla and
Seymour but also the support the club had in the local
community.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member for Werribee has not asked the
minister for any specific action. I ask her to request
action.
Ms GILLETT — Mr Acting Speaker, I have asked
the Minister for Education Services in another place to
consider and investigate what action she can take to
provide appropriate resources to all our special schools.

Responses
Mr HULLS (Minister for Racing) — I am pleased
to see so many people at the farewell for the honourable
member for Mordialloc.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
the Minister for Racing would assist if he did not
encourage members of the opposition by taunting them.
I ask him to come back to addressing the matter before
the Chair, which is the matter raised by the honourable
member for Benalla.
Mr Thompson — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, the Minister for Racing would be aware that it
is disorderly to refer to people in the gallery. For the
record, it might be pointed out that they are not here to
farewell the honourable member for Mordialloc. They
are here to welcome the new honourable member for
Bellarine!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
There is no point of order.
Mr HULLS — The honourable member for Benalla
raised the issue of country racing and referred
specifically to the fact that a few weeks ago a racing
club in her electorate, the Alexandra Race Club, was hit
by a severe storm and as a result substantial damage
was done to the racetrack. I assure the honourable
member that the government is committed to country
racing, because it believes racing is the lifeblood of

The letters of support that came with this application
were quite extraordinary. The Dame Pattie Menzies
Centre for intellectually disabled adults lobbied on
behalf of the Alexandra Race Club because it
understands the club is a community asset that needs to
be rebuilt, as do the Alexandra Pastoral and
Agricultural Association, the Alexandra and District
Horsemen’s Association and the Alexandra Racecourse
and Recreation Reserve committee of management. I
could go on and on, but I will not.
There is enormous community support for this project,
so I instructed my department to process this
application posthaste — not to do any favours, to have
it processed in the normal course of applications, but to
do it quickly because there are special circumstances in
relation to this matter.
I can advise the honourable member that the application
that has been made to the Living Country Racing
program has been approved and an amount of $25 000
will be allocated to the Alexandra Race Club. I know
from the correspondence received that a similar amount
will be raised by the club itself, both in kind and
through donations and the like, so $50 000 I am sure
will go a long way towards building this great race
club.
Those who attend the Stonelea Cup — hopefully
including myself — apart from the local lobbying, have
two main people to thank for this $25 000: the
honourable member for Benalla and the honourable
member for Seymour. They have done a great job, and
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I am sure the Alexandra Race Club will forever be in
their debt.
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Local
Government) — The honourable member for
Gippsland West raised a matter concerning the Living
Libraries program. Honourable members would be
aware that that has been a very successful program.
Whereas normally municipalities have to fund capital
works for libraries, the Living Libraries program has
been able to provide funding for many libraries.
Certainly the honourable member for Gippsland West
would be aware of the success of the program. One of
the libraries that was funded is the Wonthaggi library in
her electorate. There is a panel that assesses
applications, and I will make sure the application is
assessed.
Ms CAMPBELL (Minister for Senior
Victorians) — The matter raised by the honourable
member for Ripon in relation to senior citizens in his
electorate is very important. The members of his
electorate who had the advantage of dining with each
other and with the honourable member for Ripon the
other week really appreciate the fact that they have a
very active member who constantly advocates on their
behalf.
One of the important factors in ageing positively is to
have a very active lifestyle. That is great for
socialisation, and it is really great also for health and
wellbeing. I am pleased to inform the honourable
member for Ripon — and I am sure he will be relaying
this to his constituents — that the government will fund
the Council on the Ageing’s Living Longer, Living
Stronger program. It is a great program which enables
people who are senior citizens to keep pace with the
honourable member for Ripon.
The honourable member for Ripon is extremely active
and proactive in supporting seniors in his electorate. He
has spoken to me about the importance of the Living
Longer, Living Stronger program, which is about
weight strengthening. That is great for bone
strengthening as well as for the general health and
wellbeing of seniors. As a result of his strong and active
support of this Living Longer, Living Stronger
program, I am pleased to announce that the Council on
the Ageing will be provided with a grant of $20 000 to
promote the program throughout Victoria. I am sure the
council will be extremely conscious of the concern of
the honourable member for Ripon to make sure that
people in that area of Victoria and its surrounds are well
and truly represented in living longer and living
stronger.
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Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and
Training) — The honourable member for Portland
raised a matter for my attention in relation to Boort
Secondary College and instrumental music teachers. I
can assure the honourable member that I am looking
into this matter quite seriously, but I do want to let him
know that, unlike the previous government which
sacked 9000 teachers from government schools, this
government will not be doing that. This government
has a commitment to ensuring that education is both
accessible and of very high quality. The government is
looking into the issue, but I can assure him we will let
the school know before we let him know.
Ms PIKE (Minister for Community Services) —
The honourable member for Swan Hill raised with me
the matter of annual leave and sick leave entitlements
for people who are working in the Family Options
program. People who work in the Family Options
program are — —
Ms Asher interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member for Brighton! The minister,
without interruption!
Ms PIKE — People who work in the Family
Options program are volunteers who care for people
within their own homes. They receive a reimbursement,
and they are eligible for a range of Centrelink benefits,
including carer allowances, rent assistance, health care
cards and family tax benefits. They are also provided
with reimbursements for additional costs. These
reimbursements are exempt from being classified as
income. Because they are volunteers they are ineligible
for employee-related benefits such as annual leave and
sick leave. The Family Options program has been in
place for a number of years and is auspiced by local
agencies within communities.
I have been advised by the particular agency referred to
by the honourable member that it is aware of the
concerns of the family and is working with them to
ensure that they are able to plan for a holiday and a
break in 2003. I am happy to advise the honourable
member of further details of this situation.
The honourable member for Mooroolbark raised with
me the matter of funding for the Futures program, and I
would like to assure her that the government has no
plans to change the funding for Futures. Therefore the
specific issue that was raised this evening regarding a
program in Knox is not one that I am familiar with. I
will certainly advise her on further details about that
matter.
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The honourable member for Springvale raised with me
a matter that was described by the honourable member
for Caulfield in the house earlier today. I have raised
this matter with the Department of Human Services and
asked it to investigate. I have been advised that the
Caulfield police were asked to investigate the matter of
an individual taking photographs of a private home in
Caulfield last weekend. I understand that the
honourable member for Caulfield also raised these
matters with the police. I am advised that today the
police told the Department of Human Services that they
had already told the honourable member for Caulfield
that they had investigated the matter and had found no
issue of trespass or any other offence and considered
the matter closed. Nevertheless the honourable member
continued to make serious accusations and inferences in
this house against Department of Human Services staff
and the government. I am very sorry that the
honourable member for Caulfield decided to use the
privilege of her position to raise this matter.
What did happen on the weekend? It is true that a man
and his wife and children were driving around taking
photographs of a number of very attractive houses in
the Caulfield area. The man is a registered architect and
also happens to be a Department of Human Services
employee of many years standing. He holds a senior
position and is greatly respected within the department.
This man was taking photographs of various very nice
homes. He was not even aware that one of the homes
he photographed belonged to a member of Parliament
until he was advised of it by the Caulfield police. This
man was not aware of which member of Parliament it
was until the honourable member for Caulfield raised
this matter in the house this morning.
Mr Doyle interjected.
Ms PIKE — Until she raised this matter in the
house this morning.
Mr Doyle — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, on the clarity of this answer, I was unable to
hear. I understand the minister — —
Mr Maxfield interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member for Narracan!
Mr Doyle — I understand that recently elected
members who may not be here for long may not
understand the standing orders.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The Leader of the Opposition, on the point of order.
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Mr Doyle — The point is that clarity is required. I
understood the minister then to say that this particular
person was not aware of which member of Parliament it
was that he was photographing. That was my
understanding of what the minister just said. I wish to
make sure that I have heard that accurately. I wish to
understand whether the minister just said that this
particular person did not understand which member of
Parliament it was that he was photographing. Could the
minister please clarify that so it can be clearly heard by
the house?
Ms Kosky — On the point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, given that the Leader of the Opposition is such
an experienced member of this house, will he indicate
which particular point of order he was taking rather
than making a speech?
Mr Doyle — On the same point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, I am delighted to say that under standing
order 99 that is an appropriate inquiry.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
I am prepared to rule on the point of order.
The point of order raised by the Leader of the
Opposition was about the clarification of something
said by the Minister for Housing. The point raised by
the Minister for Education and Training is not a point of
order. However, I do not rule in favour of the point of
order. I ask the Minister for Housing to conclude her
remarks.
Mr Doyle interjected.
Ms Kosky — On a separate point of order,
Mr Acting Speaker, the Leader of the Opposition made
an aspersion on my character, and I ask him to
withdraw.
Ms Asher — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, I am rather sick of this tireless issuing of
testosterone from the male and female leaders of this
house.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
I have not heard anything mentioned about testosterone
yet, so get on with the point of order. At my age it does
not matter!
Ms Asher — On the point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, I think it would be best if we continued with
the adjournment debate and not with the childish
carry-on we have just heard.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
I have heard enough on the point of order. The Minister
for Education and Training has raised a concern that the
Leader of the Opposition made disparaging remarks,
and I therefore ask him to withdraw.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
When I need the assistance of the government benches
I will ask for it.
Mr Doyle — If the minister took offence at anything
I said, of course I withdraw.
Ms PIKE — In conclusion, there is no conspiracy,
and there is certainly no offence. The police have
confirmed this and have advised the honourable
member for Caulfield. I think she should apologise to
this house. We all agree that politicians are fair game,
but public servants — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms PIKE — I think that accusations — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
I advise the honourable member for Springvale that
when I stand on my feet he will be quiet! The Chair is
having great difficulty hearing the minister’s answer. I
ask the house to remain silent so I can hear the answer
and so Hansard will be able to hear it as well.
Mr Doyle — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, I ask for clarification. The minister has just
said, as I heard — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr Doyle — No, as I heard her last sentence she
said that she thought politicians were fair game. I wish
to ask if in this instance that includes confidential police
files being accessed as well.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
There is no point of order.
Ms PIKE — As politicians members of this house
understand that accusations will be made from time to
time. However, public servants do not deserve this kind
of treatment. It is highly inappropriate that this house is
used to make spurious accusations against people who
are highly respected within the public service.
Honourable members interjecting.
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Ms PIKE — Now, regarding replies to the other
matters, Honourable Acting Speaker —
Mrs Shardey interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member for Caulfield!
Ms PIKE (to Mrs Shardey) — They don’t care who
you are! Nobody cares who you are!
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The honourable member for Brighton, for the third and
last time!
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
If the Leader of the Opposition and the Minister for
Education and Training want to have a slanging match
they should leave the chamber.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
Maybe honourable members would like me to go
through the whole chamber in alphabetical order!
Ms PIKE — The honourable member for
Bennettswood raised a matter for the Premier; the
honourable member for Benambra raised a matter for
the Minister for Environment and Conservation; the
honourable member for Bentleigh raised a matter for
the Minister for Environment and Conservation; the
honourable member for Sandringham raised a matter
for the Minister for Health; and the honourable member
for Werribee raised a matter for the Minister for
Education Services in another place. I will ensure that
all these matters are referred.
Mr Doyle — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, by way of interjection across the table during
the last exchange the minister said to the honourable
member for Caulfield, ‘Nobody cares about you’. I
wonder if she is prepared to repeat that to the house in a
manner that can be recorded?
Mr Hulls — On the point of order, throughout the
contribution —
Ms Kosky interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
The Minister for Education and Training!
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Mr Hulls — I can understand the Leader of the
Opposition getting a bit uptight, but he was yelling out
the most extraordinary things. I would be very keen for
him to advise the house whether he is prepared to say
those things outside the house.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
I have heard enough on the point of order. There is no
point of order. The house stands adjourned.
House adjourned 10.57 p.m.
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Thursday, 31 October 2002
The SPEAKER (Hon. Alex Andrianopoulos) took the
chair at 9.38 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
The Clerk — I have received the following petitions
for presentation to Parliament:

Royal Park Psychiatric Hospital site
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
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AUDITOR-GENERAL’S REPORTS
Response by Minister for Finance
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — By leave,
I move:
That there be presented to this house the response to the
Auditor-General’s reports issued during 2001–02.

Motion agreed to.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

The humble petition of the Royal Park Protection Group Inc.
and the undersigned citizens of the state of Victoria sheweth
that in view of the fact the government proposes to construct
the 2006 Commonwealth Games village on the ‘Parkville
site’ (that is, the former Royal Park Psychiatric Hospital and
adjacent sites) your petitioners therefore pray that the 2006
Commonwealth Games village be located on an appropriate
site, not in Parkville; that the parkland surrounding the former
Royal Park Psychiatric Hospital and adjacent sites be
reintegrated into Royal Park; and that the heritage hospital
buildings be restored for a comprehensive mental health
centre for training/education, rehabilitation and research.

Mr THWAITES (Minister for Health) — By leave,
I move:

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

Laid on table.

HEALTH SERVICES COMMISSIONER
Annual report

That there be presented to this house the report of the Health
Services Commissioner for 2001–02.

Motion agreed to.

By Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) (452 signatures)

Royal Park Psychiatric Hospital site
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the Royal Park Protection Group Inc.
and the undersigned citizens of the state of Victoria sheweth
that in view of the fact that the government has gazetted the
former Royal Park Psychiatric Hospital site as a construction
site and is apparently now proposing that it be developed for
residential housing (not the 2006 Commonwealth Games
village as previously announced) your petitioners therefore
pray that the parkland surrounding the Royal Park hospital be
reintegrated into Royal Park and the heritage hospital
buildings be restored for future use as a comprehensive
mental health centre for training/education, rehabilitation and
research.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

SURF COAST SHIRE COUNCIL
Inspector’s report
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Local
Government) — By leave, I move:
That there be presented to this house the report on the
investigation into Surf Coast Shire Council by Mr Merv
Whelan, inspector of municipal administration.

Motion agreed to.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PARLIAMENTARY DEPARTMENTS

By Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) (1180 signatures)
Laid on table.
Ordered that petitions be considered next day on motion
of Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn).

Annual reports
Mrs MADDIGAN (Essendon) — By leave, I move:
That there be presented to this house the reports of the
Department of the Legislative Assembly, the Department of
the Parliamentary Library, the Department of Parliamentary
Debates and the Joint Services Department for 2001–02.

Motion agreed to.
Laid on table.
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Right of reply
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) presented report on right of
reply of Mr Steve Luby, together with appendix.
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DRUGS AND CRIME PREVENTION
COMMITTEE
Crime: trends

Laid on table.

Mr COOPER (Mornington) presented report, together
with appendices, extract from proceedings, minority
report and minutes of evidence.

Ordered to be printed.

Laid on table.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE
Public service: review
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) presented report, together
with appendices.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Electronic democracy
Ms BEATTIE (Tullamarine) presented report, together
with appendix.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

Anzac Day
Ms BEATTIE (Tullamarine) presented report, together
with appendices and minutes of evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report and appendices be printed.

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL
RESOURCES COMMITTEE
Fishing: charter industry
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) presented report, together with
appendices and minutes of evidence.

Ordered that report, appendices, extract from
proceedings and minority report be printed.

Mr Loney — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I
would like to draw your attention to an article that
appeared in the Herald Sun this morning that purports
to quote directly from a report of a parliamentary
committee that was not tabled in the house until this
morning. The newspaper report actually states that the
report will not be tabled in the house until today. So the
Herald Sun knew at the time that it printed the article
that this report had not been presented to the
Parliament.
I believe this is a serious matter of parliamentary
procedure and one that should be taken seriously. The
house is entitled to believe that parliamentary
committee reports will first be presented to the
Parliament, not to media outlets for some advantage or
other that a particular member or party may see.
Mr Speaker, I would request that you initiate an
investigation into how the Herald Sun obtained the
matter of that particular parliamentary committee report
before the Parliament did.
The SPEAKER — Order! In relation to the matters
raised by the honourable member for Geelong North,
the practice has always been that for such incidents, if I
can call them that, the committee itself make inquiries
and then make recommendations to the Presiding
Officer accordingly. However, as the honourable
member has now taken a point of order requesting the
Chair to act, I will have the matter examined and make
a more detailed ruling to the house at a later stage.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:

Laid on table.

Adult, Community and Further Education Board — Report
for the year 2001–02

Ordered that report and appendices be printed

Albury-Wodonga Development Corporation — Report for
the year 2001–02
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Audit Act 1994 — Report on the Finances of the State of
Victoria, 2001–02 — Ordered to be printed

Goulburn-Murray Water Authority — Report for the year
2001–02 (two papers)

Auditor-General — Performance Audit Report on
Community dental services — Ordered to be printed

Government Superannuation Office — Report for the year
2001–02

Australian Grand Prix Corporation — Report for the year
2001–02

Greyhound Racing Victoria — Report for the year 2001–02

Ballarat Health Service — Report for the year 2001–02
Corangamite Catchment Management Authority — Report
for the year 2001–02
Docklands Authority — Report for the year 2001–02
East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority — Report
for the year 2001–02
Education and Training, Department of — Report for the year
2001–02
Emerald Tourist Railway Board — Report for the year
2001–02
Emergency Services Superannuation Scheme — Report for
the year 2001–02
Environment Conservation Council — Report for the period
1 July 2001 to 31 December 2001
Equal Opportunity Commission — Report for the year
2001–02 — Ordered to be printed
Essential Services Commission — Report for the year
2001–02
Financial Management Act 1994:
Reports from the Minister for Agriculture that he had
received the 2001–02 annual reports of:
Murray Valley Wine Grape Industry Development
Committee
Victorian Broiler Industry Negotiation Committee
Victorian Strawberry Industry Development
Committee
Report from the Minister for Environment and
Conservation that she had received the 2001–02 annual
report of the Shrine of Remembrance
Freedom of Information Act 1982 — Report of the
Attorney-General on the operation of the Act for the year
2001–02
Gambling Research Panel — Report for the year 2001–02
Gascor Pty Ltd — Report for the year 2001–02
Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Management Authority —
Report for the year 2001–02 (three papers)
Gippsland and Southern Rural Water Authority — Report for
the year 2001–02 (two papers)
Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority —
Report for the year 2001–02

Harness Racing Board — Report for the year 2001–02
Hastings Port (Holding) Corporation — Report for the year
2001–02
Human Services, Department of — Report for the year
2001–02
Infrastructure, Department of — Report for the year 2001–02
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development, Department
of — Report for the year 2001–02
Justice, Department of — Report for the year 2001–02
Latrobe Regional Hospital Pty Ltd — Report for the year
2001–02
Legal Ombudsman — Report of the Office for the year
2001–02 — Ordered to be printed
Legal Practitioners Liability Committee — Report for the
year 2001–02
Mallee Catchment Management Authority — Report for the
year 2001–02
Marine Board of Victoria — Report for the period ended
6 February 2002
Melbourne City Link Authority — Report for period ended
28 February 2002
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Trust — Report for
the year 2001–02
Melbourne Port Corporation — Report for the year 2001–02
Melbourne Water Corporation — Report for the year
2001–02
Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1978:
Summary of Returns — June 2002 and Summary of
Variations Notified between 6 June and 30 September
2002 — Ordered to be printed
Cumulative Summary of Returns 30 September 2002 —
Ordered to be printed
National Parks Act — Report on the working of the Act for
the year 2001–02
North Central Catchment Management Authority — Report
for the year 2001–02
North East Catchment Management Authority — Report for
the year 2001–02
Overseas Projects Corporation of Victoria — Report for the
year 2001–02 (two papers)
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Port Phillip and Westernport Catchment and Land Protection
Board — Report for the year 2001–02

Victorian Electoral Commission — Report for the year
2001–02

Public Transport Corporation — Report for the year 2001–02

Victorian Environmental Assessment Council — Report for
the period 1 January 2002 to 30 June 2002

Residential Tenancies Bond Authority — Report for the year
2001–02
Roads Corporation (VicRoads) — Report for the year
2001–02
Rural Finance Act 1988 — Direction by the Treasurer to the
Rural Finance Corporation to establish, operate and
administer a scheme of assistance for persons carrying on
farming in Victoria whose properties are affected by the
pipelining of the Normanville stock and domestic earthen
channel fill system

Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine — Report for the
year 2001–02
Victorian Law Reform Commission — Report for the year
2001–02 — Ordered to be printed
Victorian Learning and Employment Skills Commission —
Report for the year 2001–02
Victorian Medical Consortium Pty Ltd — Report for the year
2001–02

Spencer Street Station Authority — Report for the year
2001–02 (two papers)

Victorian Privacy Commissioner — Report of the Office for
the year 2001–02 — Ordered to be printed

State Electricity Commission of Victoria — Report for the
year 2001–02

Victorian Qualifications Authority — Report for the year
2001–02

State Superannuation Fund — Report for the year 2001–02

Victorian Rail Track (VicTrack) — Report for the year
2001–02 (two papers)

State Trustees Limited — Report for the year 2001–02
(together with Financial Statements of the Common Funds)
(two papers)

Victorian WorkCover Authority — Report of the year
2001–02

Statutory Rules under the following Acts:

Wimmera Catchment Management Authority — Report for
the year 2001–02

Casino Control Act 1991 — SR No 103
Fair Trading Act 1999 — SR No 98

Wimmera-Mallee Rural Water Authority — Report for the
year 2001–02 (two papers).

Health Act 1958 — SR No 97
Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 — SR No 96
Mineral Resources Development Act 1990 — SR No 99

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment

Occupational Health and Safety Act 1985 — SR No 104
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — SR Nos 100, 101,
102
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 —
Minister’s exception certificates in relation to
Statutory Rule Nos 100, 101, 102
Minister’s exemption certificates in relation to
Statutory Rule No 103
Sunraysia Rural Water Authority — Report of the year
2001–02
Tourism, Sport and the Commonwealth Games, Department
of — Report for the year 2001–02
Transport Accident Commission — Report of the year
2001–02

Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — This
is the most anticipated motion in the house at the
moment! I move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourn until Wednesday,
6 November.

I would point out, Honourable Speaker, that that
parliamentary week would include — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister, speaking
to his motion.

Victoria Legal Aid — Report for the year 2001–02

Mr BATCHELOR — That parliamentary week
would have a Friday sitting day — Friday,
8 November — for the benefit of honourable members.

Victorian Channels Authority — Report for the year 2001–02

Motion agreed to.

Tricontinental Holdings Limited — Report for the year 2001

Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority — Report
for the year 2001–02
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Grace McKellar Centre, Geelong
Mr PATERSON (South Barwon) — The
sod-turning last week at the Grace McKellar Centre
was a sham and an insult to Geelong. Three long years
after winning power, the Bracks Labor government
turned up in Geelong to turn the first sod on a project
the Australian Labor Party claimed was a priority. By
the end of the financial year, Labor will have budgeted
to spend only a paltry $6.3 million on a project
estimated to cost about $97 million.
If a three-year delay is how Labor treats its priorities
then other projects have absolutely no hope at all under
this lazy state government. At the last election the
Labor Party pretended to be concerned about the Grace
McKellar Centre, but it got into government and just
twiddled its thumbs. Labor’s specialty seems to be
opening previous Liberal-funded projects like the
Belmont Community Health Centre. Labor’s other
specialty is announcing facilities like the Torquay
Country Fire Authority and ambulance station but then
leaving town and leaving the project site empty.
The Australian Labor Party circus moves around
Victoria but there are not many people laughing
anymore. As the election draws nearer a procession of
Bracks government ministers head for Geelong to make
it look like they are doing something. Even on Labor’s
supposed $19 million commitment to the Grace
McKellar Centre, by June 2003 Labor will still have
held back about two-thirds of the money. A Liberal
government will get on with the job.

Cohuna Secondary College
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — Cohuna Secondary
College currently runs a highly successful instrumental
program which is at risk of being compromised next
year because of a lack of government funding.
At the beginning of the current school year Cohuna
Secondary College was allocated an extra 0.2 equivalent
full-time staff worth about $10 000 per annum as part of
an allocation of five full-time positions for the whole of
the Loddon–Campaspe–Mallee region. The college was
able to employ a young graduate who has been an
outstanding success and has brought, through music, a
new energy and enthusiasm to the school. Music tuition
has grown, students have developed another range of
skills, participation in the school’s concert band has
increased and a jazz ensemble has been formed.
The extra funding was, however, for one year only and
if additional funding cannot be found this very
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successful program will be compromised next year.
Good instrumental music teachers are not easy to
secure or retain. Cohuna Secondary College has a
first-class teacher who has made a great contribution to
the sense of community, enthusiasm and commitment
to learning within the school, and the college obviously
wishes to continue with this highly successful program
next year.
I appeal to the minister to ensure that sufficient
resources are provided to ensure that this very
successful music program is able to continue at the
Cohuna Secondary College.

Northern Bullants Football Club
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) — I welcome the
discussions between the Northern Bullants Football
Club and the Carlton Football Club. These discussions
are about an alignment under which the Northern
Bullants would become Carlton’s Victorian Football
League (VFL) side. If these talks come to fruition it will
be a win-win situation for both clubs.
The committee of the Northern Bullants Football Club
is to be congratulated for ensuring that the Bullants in
any alignment or merger will maintain its name, jumper
and playing location. The alignment will make the
Bullants stronger with 7, 8 or 9 Carlton players
available each week. The current Bullants team is a
young side and will benefit from the experience of
playing with the Carlton footballers. The Bullants
players will also benefit from access to Carlton Football
Club facilities and coaching staff. The Bullants have
tried to develop youth in the area and this alignment
will assist them in continuing to do so even more
successfully. Carlton Football Club will also benefit as
it does not currently have a VFL side and will mean
those players who are not in the senior side or who are
coming back after being injured will have a team to
play in.
The Bullants had a promising season and opened their
new club rooms during the year. This alignment will
allow the club to go on to greater and better things, and
I wish the Bullants well for next season.

Frankston: bulky goods precinct
Ms McCALL (Frankston) — It grieves me to have
to stand here again and talk about the dysfunctionality
of the Frankston City Council. Time and time again I
hear complaints from people in the community that
they are poorly represented by the members of this
council. Council elections will be held next March, and
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I am urging all members of the Frankston community
to rethink the role of their seven ward councillors.
In particular I focus on a project known as the bulky
goods precinct, which is on McMahon’s Road, towards
the boundaries of the current Frankston electorate. It
has been a very successful project for the people of
Frankston and employs local people, but there is a level
of uncertainty for those who live in houses not far from
the precinct. Nearly three years ago they received offers
from a developer to purchase their properties with a
view to developing stage 2 of the precinct.
Regrettably the Frankston City Council has failed to
move on planning permission, the developer has failed
to come back to the home owners and there is a huge
level of uncertainty and discomfort amongst people in
that area, many of whom have lived there for 25 years.
They are concerned as to whether their properties will
be compulsorily purchased by a developer or whether
the contract will just fall over and they will be left with
nothing but a car park around them. This is another
example of Frankston City Council failing to represent
its community.

Glengala and Sunvale primary schools
Mr LANGUILLER (Sunshine) — I place on
record my congratulations to Glengala Primary School
and Sunvale Primary School. Last week I attended the
culmination of their civic week. They concentrated on
discussing issues such as democracy, value systems,
Australian traditions and their commitment to those
things.
It was fascinating to see, three years after the Bracks
government came into office, that Glengala and
Sunvale primary schools have significantly improved
their literacy and numeracy rates. It was noted by
parents, teachers and students that three years ago they
had 15 students to one computer but that three years
later they now have 5 students to one computer.
The students shared with me what they understood to
be the meaning of democracy. They said that it meant
they could come to school and enjoy it, that their
teachers would be happy with them, that they would
have teachers aides to look after them, that they could
have dreams and opportunities in the future and that
they could go home to a parent who is employed. They
confirmed my belief that the Labor Party is committed
to democracy because it understands what education is
all about.
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Omeo Highway and Benambra–Corryong
Road: upgrade
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — I draw to the
attention of the house the revised Vicroads draft report
dated October 2001 entitled the Omeo Highway and
Benambra–Corryong Road Economic Evaluation Study
and the minister’s comments in the house and in
discussions with me that the report is not the final
version and that the minister is not satisfied with some
of the economic assessments in the draft. As the revised
draft is now 12 months old one is inclined to ask why
the final report has not been released, considering the
importance of these roads to the areas involved.
Honourable members will note the interest in the
Bogong High Plains Road that has been expressed
recently because of the dispute between the Alpine
shire and Parks Victoria, which has closed the road.
This is a very popular summer high plains route. The
minister must ensure that the final report is completed
and released as soon as possible so the communities
involved will gain the benefits of economic
improvements from the upgrade of those roads.
The executive summary of the report estimates that
$30 million would be injected into the regional
economy of that area each year. That is something the
areas desperately need. It also highlights the increase in
tourism traffic that would come from the sealing of
those roads. I would welcome the action as soon as
possible — and I look forward to seeing everyone on
Wednesday of next week!

Lysterfield Road, Lysterfield: safety
Mr LUPTON (Knox) — I bring to the attention of
honourable members my concern and the concern of
the people of Ferntree Gully and Lysterfield about
Lysterfield Road. Lysterfield Road has been the scene
of a number of deaths and horrific accidents, but
regrettably, although approved by the statewide black
spot program committee back in March, no funding has
come forward.
I have written six letters to the minister since that time
and have not received the courtesy of one response.
This is the same minister who has overseen the
unacceptable blow-out of some hundreds of millions of
dollars on the Eastern Freeway and the Scoresby
freeway. It appears that people who use Lysterfield
Road are going to suffer the same inconsistencies and
uncaring attitudes that the people of the eastern suburbs
have suffered because of the Eastern and Scoresby
freeways.
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I ask that the minister get off his backside and try to do
something in response to the correspondence that has
been sent to him by the honourable member for
Monbulk, the City of Knox and me. This is a very real
concern about a dangerous road that is claiming too
many lives and causing too many serious accidents.
The minister cannot continue to bury his head in the
sand. Seeing that the black spot committee
recommended funding back in March, I believe it is
appropriate for the minister to make an announcement
very soon, otherwise a Liberal government will have to
do it for him.

Sydenham: name change
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) — I rise to place on public
record my support for the name of the township
Sydenham. A recent article in the Brimbank Leader is
headed ‘Say goodbye to Sydenham?’. To abolish the
name of Sydenham would be like abolishing the name
of the Anzacs, because the people of Sydenham
provided volunteer soldiers in the first and second
world wars.
Sydenham has a prior history as a township in
association with the other old neighbouring town of
St Albans. When subdivisions came into the area
people started using catchy real estate names to sell and
promote the area, so the name of Sydenham is slowly
disappearing. However, people are looking for roots in
the history of settlement of the district.
Service providers such as the fire brigade, the
ambulance service and other government departments
need to know the region or area they are working in. I
am pleased to say that the Bracks government in its
recent fact sheet uses the header ‘Sydenham Transit
City’ to describe the Sydenham area, along with all the
various real estate area names surrounding it.
It is a vitally important issue, and at this point I am
asking that Olwen Ford, a western suburbs historian
quoted in the Brimbank Leader report, join me in
forming a historical society for Sydenham.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Snowy River: water releases
Mr ASHLEY (Bayswater) — On 27 August the
premiers of Australia’s two big states got themselves a
little wet opening valves to send 38 gigalitres of water
down the Snowy and away from the Murray River
system. On the same day Yass was just one of a
number of shires in New South Wales to be declared
drought areas. This declaration signified that the
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headwaters which feed Australia’s most significant
river system were in a critical condition. It implied that
the autumn and winter snows and rains across the vast
Kosciusko catchment had failed and that the whole
Murray system was in peril.
The decision the two premiers implemented on that
fateful day, though prospectively valid and politically
correct, was appallingly timed and recklessly
implemented. Without any certainty of downstream
water savings, it amounted to a wanton act of folly and
was palpably against the national interest. Not only did
they accede to the removal of water from vital
agricultural and horticultural pursuits, they deprived the
Murray system of a precious environmental supplement
at the beginning of the season in which the river was
already failing to reach the sea.
In a time of hard choices the two premiers have
sacrificed the macro-environmental dimension for the
micro. They have backed a single river against an entire
basin. And in this house two members continue to sit
cosily side by side pretending that the interests of their
electorates are not immediately and diametrically
opposed, that in a period of potentially horrendous
drought every megalitre trickling towards Orbost will
somehow have no deleterious impact upon the fortunes
of Mildura — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired. The honourable member
for Ivanhoe has 45 seconds.

Banyule Housing Support Group
Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) — Last Sunday I had the
great pleasure of attending the 29th annual general
meeting of the Banyule Housing Support Group,
formerly known as the Heidelberg Emergency Housing
Group. This group is a unique example of how local
government, state government, local churches and
communities can work together. For example, it has six
houses — one from the local council, four from the
Office of Housing and one of its own. This is a great
combination, and it gets a lot of support from St Martin
of Tours parish church and the local community —
receiving, for example, bread from Bakers Delight
down the road.
I commend to the house two of the longstanding
members of the committee, Barry FitzGerald and
Kathryn Haberman, and the whole organisation and its
various committee members for their work.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT (UPDATE) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 17 October; motion of
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Local Government).
Government amendments circulated by Mr HAMILTON
(Minister for Agriculture) pursuant to sessional orders.

Ms BURKE (Prahran) — Whilst I am pleased to
make comments on the Local Government (Update)
Bill, I would also like to voice my disappointment at
the Bracks government’s failure to utilise the
opportunity for greater consultation with the
community. There have been constructive changes for
municipalities in Victoria, but I have a clear feeling
from the community and ratepayers associations that
they feel they were not included. In particular, I am
concerned with the lack of consultation undertaken on
this bill, and that is why we were pleased that the bill
was held over from the autumn sitting to the spring
sitting.
The irony is that the bill is an attempt to improve the
accountability and transparency of local government.
Whilst the bill itself was not open to discussion, its
effect is certainly not lost on me. The legislation is the
result of a top-heavy consultation approach. Prior to the
generation of the bill, extensive consultation was
undertaken to determine the needs of the sector and its
ratepayers. Once the bill was available, however, much
of the purported consultation style of the Bracks
government was nowhere to be seen.
Of the councils that managed to get their hands on a
copy of the bill, a great number wrote to me expressing
dismay that many of the issues integral to local
government had been overlooked while other matters
that had never been canvassed took their place. The
government seems to be in the habit of asking many
questions. Although this in itself is a wonderful
consultation style, we need to know what people want
from the municipalities of Victoria, which means
asking everybody. While the Bracks government has
been committed to asking many questions, in the
process consuming much money and time, it does not
seem to act.
Wisely, neither the minister nor his colleagues have
ever made a statement as to what they will do to answer
these questions. I say ‘wisely’ because whilst they have
always promised to listen, they have certainly never
promised to act on anything. It seems that the
consultation process became too hard for the minister
so he stopped listening.
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The local government sector told the minister that it
would like to set up a system whereby all
78 municipalities have their elections on the same day
every three years. They told the minister that the
conflicts that occurred in the provision of local laws
were sometimes confusing and that it would help if they
had clear guidelines on how to deal with such
anomalies. They expressed their concerns about various
aspects of the rating and valuation system, and they
thought it needed to be assessed.
They also advised the minister on their concerns about
adverse possession, because many precious parklands
were being adversely acquired by neighbours at a
massive rate — but nothing has happened. Perhaps the
minister could point out to me where these concerns are
addressed in the bill. I await his response, but I do not
know if we will receive it in time. Those issues are not
in the bill and will have to be addressed in the future.
The minister asked councils what they thought of the
issues, and the sector responded, but they feel they have
been ignored in some cases. The minister has
foreshadowed an amendment on proportional
representation, which the opposition will not support. A
number of amendments were moved in the other place,
with which we are satisfied, and we believe no more
amendments are needed.
The minister has often referred to the bill as a
tidying-up bill. The local government sector in Victoria
is extremely proud of its efforts, and so it should be.
Local government has been a shining light across
Australia, and it continues to have that reputation
overseas as well, but that does not happen by standing
still. Life has to move on, and changes and problems
need to be addressed on a daily basis, not just once in a
parliamentary session.
The Liberal Party has no intention of either further
amending or obstructing the passage of the bill. We are
pleased with the changes made by our colleagues in the
other place, and we support the sentiments of the sector
that the expedient passage of the bill will enable
councils to more effectively and efficiently implement
the procedural changes it contains.
While I feel the bill received a significant degree of
attention during the committee stage in the other place,
there remain a few points that I would like to touch on.
Of particular concern is the manner in which some of
the more prescriptive alterations to the existing act
often seem to tie in with the outstanding issues of
individual municipalities — which in some cases affect
all 78 of them. Without naming the individual councils
involved, I point out that many of the bill’s provisions
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seem to be targeted as problems that could have been
resolved by other means and not by legislation.

must swear the oath of office and then may additionally
swear the oath of allegiance.

Whilst I have no problem with the correction of dated
or inefficient legislation, I feel this bill unnecessarily
punishes those councils that are operating extremely
well for the mistakes of a rogue few.

Irrespective of one’s feelings about the nature of the
monarchy, it seems highly unfair that those individuals
who desire to declare their allegiance solely to the
monarchy will not have the option of doing so. This has
been an enormous issue in rural and regional Victoria,
where councillors are adamant that they should be able
to decide for themselves to whom they swear an oath,
and I agree with that.

Most of the councils have been appropriately utilising
the special rates and charges provisions of the act —
and this is a very good example of what I am talking
about — but one has not, and the remaining 77 councils
are now facing overly prescriptive legislation because
of the mismanagement of that one council. The great
majority of councils were being responsible in utilising
pecuniary interest requirements but one was not, and
now rural councils with necessarily strong ties to their
communities are having to excuse themselves from
taking part in important decisions.
If you are a councillor in a rural municipality you are
involved in everything, but that does not necessarily
mean you will make money out of it or be too close to
the subject; that is just the nature of rural communities.
One council abused that legislation pertaining to
confidential documents, and now 77 councils must be
subjected to overcompensating restrictions.
It is imperative that we acknowledge that Victoria is
composed of 78 individual and unique
municipalities — some metropolitan, some interface
and some rural, but all distinct entities that must be
treated as such. A one-size-fits-all approach has
historically proved to be inadequate when dealing with
matters of local importance, and simply using the big
stick of legislation is no longer enough. We must look
to coordinate approaches so as to bring to light the
structural and operational deficiencies currently being
faced by the sector. It is not enough to tell
municipalities to stop; we need to work with them and
find out how to improve the situation.
I now move on to the matter of councillor oaths of
allegiance. I must admit that this particular section of
the bill has caused both me and my colleagues in both
the Liberal and National parties some confusion. Upon
my initial reading of the proposed change the
impression I gained was that this change would provide
newly elected councillors with a choice between taking
the oath of office — a declaration to the community
they serve — or the oath of allegiance — a declaration
to the Queen. This seemed to provide a sensible
alternative for those who did not wish to declare their
allegiance to the Queen. It was not until the Minister for
Sport and Recreation in the other place was questioned
on the matter that I discovered that new councillors

Choice of the individual is what it is all about. The two
options should be available to all new councillors, and
neither oath should hold priority over the other if
instituting a mandatory requirement.
I am also concerned about the manner in which the
code of conduct provisions have been set up. I agree
that councillors should be required to act according to a
code of ethics, and I am pleased to note that the
majority of Victorian municipalities have already
subscribed to a code endorsed by the Municipal
Association of Victoria. My concern lies in the fact that
there exists no uniformity in the code of conduct
provisions proposed by the government, which risks
creating a situation in which we will be presented with
78 divergent codes across Victoria, which would
invariably range from consistent and responsible at best
to unenforceable and ineffective at worst.
Unless a code of conduct is enshrined in legislation it
will be incredibly difficult to ensure the achievement of
appropriate behavioural codes across the state. It seems
to me that the government lacks the courage of its
convictions. It supports the concept but it is unwilling
to bite the bullet when it comes to proposing a
constructive way of fixing the problem.
This bill is peppered with similarly inadequate
provisions. Parts of the bill seem rushed and grossly
under-researched — in particular, the government’s
desire to introduce proportional representation as the
preferred method of vote tabulation for municipalities
across Victoria. This is a laughable and transparent
attempt by the Bracks Labor government to gain some
party-political advantage. Were the bill to have
proceeded in its original form, the local government
minister would have ensured that this provision was
implemented in time for the coming 2003 council
elections, whilst the remaining changes to the electoral
provisions would not have come into effect until well
after that time. Why implement one section of the
changed electoral provisions unless it was to gain some
degree of advantage?
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The information provided to councils pertaining to this
clause was considered to be as brief as it was
misleading. It ignored the intricacies and the
implications of divergent systems and seemed rushed
and ill prepared.
The comments generated by the minister’s office chose
not to mention the fact that under an exhaustively
preferential system in which two members must be
elected, both the first and second preference votes are
equivalent to two primary votes for the respective
candidates. The government shows its contempt for
municipal voters by failing to acknowledge that voters
may well be well informed and capable of choosing to
direct their own preferences rather than following the
advice of a how-to-vote card.
My biggest concern about the proposed change is that
for a government that seems willing to conduct a
review at the drop of a hat — it is now up to about
800 or so reviews — there has to date been no
comprehensive review of the existing voting system.
There has been no examination, review, evaluation,
assessment or investigation of the system to speak of —
in fact, I doubt if anyone has even taken the time to
have a really good look at it.
This proposed amendment to the bill was a hasty and
ill-prepared alteration to an already adequately
functioning system for the purpose of political gain,
and, like many other things associated with this
government, it was disappointing. I am pleased to see
that the amendment to omit this clause was successfully
passed by a majority in the other place.
The final point I wish to make is in relation to the
alteration of the existing provisions of the electoral
representation boundary review. An overwhelming
majority of councils have approached me in recent
months to voice their opposition to the requirement that
they submit their boundaries to external determination.
It seems odd that while the Minister for Local
Government is more than happy to extend a
constitutional recognition to local government as an
independently operating level of governance, he does
not extend the same level of recognition to local
government’s capacity to be responsible for
determining its own municipal structures. Councils
have expressed concern that not only will this change
result in decreased autonomy, but it will have a yet to
be determined impact in terms of the actual cost.
As I am conscious of the time I will move to a few
other subjects in the bill and then allow other members
to speak; I know we have a few on our side. I was
pleased to see that the Minister for Local Government
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did not remove rate capping. While I do not think it is
necessary to have rate capping over the whole of
Victoria, individual rate capping is most definitely
needed. Between 1999 and 2001 municipal rates
increased at an enormous rate. The Australian Bureau
of Statistics study showed that the increase in rates was
$213 million across Victoria in that time.
Communities and ratepayers on fixed incomes cannot
continue to have that spiralling increase in rates; hence
the Liberal Party’s policy of capping rates at the
consumer price index plus 2 per cent, and establishing a
rate board to look at the problems, what is happening in
local government and why municipalities have to
continue to increase their rates. Some councils which
are supposed to be leaders in the community have
imposed increases as high as 18 per cent while other
increases have been 15 per cent, 12 per cent and 10 per
cent. Municipalities cannot continue to make those
increases — something needs to be done. If a council
has an embedded debt, the minister should work with
the council to work through that issue. If a council in
rural Victoria is responsible for large pieces of land and
a small population, that issue must be addressed in a
different manner. The community cannot continue to
pay for inefficiency and lack of attention to real issues.
There are many matters in local government that are not
addressed in this bill. I have mentioned a few. This is
probably not a bad time, as we get to the end of a
parliamentary term, to mention that local government
itself is feeling that it is slipping back to the old days.
While change does not have to be dramatic, it continues
to be necessary at all times. I wish this bill a good
passage and state once again that the opposition will not
be agreeing to the government’s amendments.
Mr DELAHUNTY (Wimmera) — I have pleasure
in rising on behalf of the National Party to speak on this
local government bill. I must say at the outset that my
colleague the Honourable Jeanette Powell in another
place is the National Party’s spokesman on this issue.
She has done an enormous amount of work, particularly
with country councils right across Victoria, in relation
to this bill which has had a long gestation in getting to
this stage.
As we know, the title of the bill is the Local
Government (Update) Bill. It has many purposes, but I
want to focus on four of them. The bill amends the
Local Government Act 1989 to facilitate recognition of
the place of local government by including a preamble
under clause 3 and a charter under clause 5.
Another purpose of the bill is to improve the
accountability and transparency of local government.
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That should always be the aim of any government. The
third purpose of the bill is to improve the electoral
processes and the functioning of local government. The
honourable member for Prahran has covered that fairly
well, but I will make some comments about it in my
presentation. Another issue I want to cover is that the
bill amends the Constitution Act 1975 to further
facilitate recognition of local government.
Can I say from the outset that I have been a councillor
and a commissioner. I have had nearly 10 years
involvement in local government. It was a great time in
my life. It is an important tier of government, one
which works with the federal and state governments as
well as fellow local councils from Victoria and
interstate. I was very proud to represent the
communities I was elected and appointed to. It was a
great learning experience — you learn very quickly that
you can please some of the people some of the time but
not all of the people all of the time.
Local government is a very important part of
government, particularly because it is the closest to the
people. In most communities, particularly the country
communities we in the National Party represent,
everyone knows their local councillors. They are the
closest to the people.
Mr Hamilton — They know their local member as
well.
Mr DELAHUNTY — In country Victoria they also
know their local member. As the Minister for
Agriculture has highlighted, that does not happen in the
urban areas of Melbourne. I have some good friends
who have moved down here. They are very educated
people and I have asked them who their local member
of Parliament is — amazingly they do not know. That
goes back to the point that with country members of
Parliament not only are their constituents looking at the
party the member represents but they are also looking
for strong personal representation, and they get that
from the National Party.
We should all be open to ways of improving how the
system of local government works in relation to public
accountability, the collection of rates, the use of public
resources, working with communities and, importantly,
working with the other levels of government. At the
end of the day, local government comes under the
jurisdiction of the state government and it is important
that local councils be able to work cooperatively with
whatever governments we may have to get the best
outcomes for their communities.
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As I said, the Honourable Jeanette Powell has done a
lot of work on this bill and I have worked with her
closely. We think there are improvements in the bill
and the National Party will not be opposing this
legislation today.
The bill formalises local government within the
Australian system of government. I know that in my
days in local government, and since, councils right
across Victoria have been looking for more recognition
of the important work they do in working with their
communities. We in the National Party do not have any
problems supporting that.
I will talk about the background to this legislation. It is
interesting that the Minister for Local Government,
who operates out of the Legislative Assembly, did not
have the fortitude or whatever it needed to first bring
the bill into this house; instead it was first introduced
into the Legislative Council.
In November 2000 the government announced a
process to update the Local Government Act. Its
primary focus was to solve the concerns with the
existing act. No doubt there are always ways to
improve the operations of any government sector, but in
this case we are talking about local government. The
government set up a web site, and submissions were
invited. In June 2001 a consultation paper was
prepared, and councils and technical working groups
were formed and met with the government and the
department to go through a lot of the issues raised. The
deadline for submissions was August 2001, and I am
led to believe that about 170 were received.
On 16 May the bill was introduced into the Legislative
Council. That was a surprise to everyone, because the
Minister for Local Government, the minister who has
carriage of the bill, operates in this house — but he was
not able, for whatever reason, to bring it into this house.
My colleague the Honourable Bill Baxter highlighted
some glaring errors in the second-reading speech made
by the Minister for Sport and Recreation in another
place. Even though it had taken two years to get the bill
to that stage, there were still glaring errors with the
second-reading speech. At least the minister read the
right speech!
At that stage debate on the bill was adjourned until
June. That was appropriate: many of the councils the
National Party spoke with asked for that because they
had not seen the bill and following the consultation
process there had been many changes to it. Councils are
an important sector of the community, and they had
asked for many changes. The National Party also asked
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the government for time so that the errors in the
second-reading speech and the bill could be fixed.
The bill finally went back to the Legislative Council for
debate on 9 October, with 22 government amendments.
There were also some opposition amendments. Here
was a government that at first was keen to crash and
burn and push the bill through the Legislative Council
with the glaring errors that were highlighted in the
second-reading speech. As I said, after the lengthy
consultation period the government still brought in
22 amendments.
The National Party circulated the bill and
second-reading speech across country Victoria. As the
honourable member for Prahran highlighted, there are
78 councils in Victoria. The National Party contacted
and had discussions with the 47 which make up the
rural and regional councils of Victoria, as well as the
Victorian Local Governance Association and the
Municipal Association of Victoria. It received
comments from many of them, including the VLGA
and the MAV. One of my colleagues did some media
work on television and radio and also wrote letters to
newspaper editors to try to create more awareness of
this important bill in the general community.
The Honourable Jeanette Powell and I met with many
councils in country Victoria, and I will highlight a
couple of the many written responses we received. The
West Wimmera shire is one of the larger shires in my
electorate in western Victoria, but it is also one of the
most sparsely populated. That council was happy with
most parts of the bill, but it was opposed to proportional
representation. The Southern Grampians Shire Council
wants concurrent elections. About one-third of state
councils held elections last year, and the rest of the
councils will hold elections in March 2003. The
Southern Grampians shire believes that creates
problems and would like to see concurrent elections
across Victoria. The government has not addressed that
issue, even though it has the ideal opportunity while
updating the Local Government Act.
The Hindmarsh shire is another of the great Wimmera
shires that I represent which had a number of concerns,
but because of the time I will not go through all of
them. The Rural City of Horsham was opposed to
proportional representation — —
Mr Carli — Surprise, surprise! What about fair
elections? What about democracy?
Mr DELAHUNTY — This is great democracy. We
now have the exhaustive preferential system. If you
want be elected and it is an unsubdivided council, you
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have to get the support of 50 per cent plus 1 of the
people. Proportional representation does not give that. It
depends on the number of councillors and what
proportion you need, but you could have 80 per cent of
the people voting against a person and yet have that
person elected to a council. That person will then
administer the council and deliver the services to those
communities, but I think the — —
Mr Carli interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — That is right, because you
have to get 50 per cent plus 1. That is the fairest system.
I know there are things that proportional representation
addresses, but despite the evidence presented by the
government there was not enough support for it in the
representations received by the National Party — and
the National Party represents rural and regional
Victoria.
The Glenelg Shire Council was very thankful that the
debate was adjourned because of the support of the
Liberal and National parties. The council said there
were many things in the bill brought before the
Parliament that were not — —
Mr Vogels interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Lupton) — Order!
Mr DELAHUNTY — He is too big a bloke, he
cannot hide! The Glenelg Shire Council said that there
were many things in the bill that were not in the
consultation paper, and it was concerned, as were many
other councils, that it had not been given information
about the bill. I can assure the honourable member for
Coburg that the VLGA supported proportional
representation — —
Mr Carli interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — That is right. The City of
Whittlesea Ratepayers Association was concerned
about things like rates and special charges and I will
come back to those later. In its submission the
Municipal Association of Victoria was concerned about
issues in the bill that were not in the discussion paper,
but interestingly enough, it supported proportional
representation.
The National Party consulted with many: the Surf Coast
Ratepayers Association, the City of Whittlesea
Ratepayers Association, Brenda Murray from
Paynesville, Linette Treasure, Harvey Barnes — these
are some of the people who gave us their thoughts, and
on behalf of the National Party I thank them for their
input.
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We sent out letters, copies of the bill and the
second-reading speech and had many comments sent
in. I also had discussions with many, particularly the
councils of West Wimmera, Southern Grampians and
Glenelg. The Honourable Jeanette Powell and I, along
with the honourable member for Gippsland South, the
Leader of the National Party, were involved in some of
those discussions and one of the key issues raised was
nonfeasance insurance — support that councils had lost
because of the determination in the Brodie case in New
South Wales.

provide for the safeguarding of democratic processes,
people need to be reminded that in the state of Victoria
councils still come under the jurisdiction of the Minister
for Local Government and that he has some auxiliary
powers to deal with — as one Labor Party member said
to me today — those unruly councils.

I am pleased to say that because of the initiative of the
leader of the party, the National Party presented a
private members bill — and guess what, the Labor
Party finally took up the cudgels and copied that bill
almost word for word! I am pleased that the bill will
pass through the Legislative Assembly. It will give
some protection to the councils who told me that the
determination in the Brodie case would mean that most
country councils would have to put on at least one more
staff member to do risk assessment across the council
area and that would take away dollars necessary for
infrastructure in those municipalities.

Mr DELAHUNTY — The Minister for Local
Government in this government has sacked
councillors — so again, it has happened.

I come to the bill, and it is an extensive bill. This is the
updated version following passage through the
Legislative Council. When it was introduced in the
other place it was 116 pages long, and following the
changes made in that house it has now gone up to
118 pages. It is an extensive document, and I will not
go through every clause but I will highlight some of
them.
Clause 5 includes a local government charter that
defines the purposes and functions of councils, and they
are many and widespread. The old days of delivering
the three Rs — roads, rates and rubbish — are long
gone. Councils are now responsible for the delivery of
up to 90 services. Some have been directly initiated and
some are delivered on behalf of the federal and state
governments, but the responsibilities are wide ranging.
Those elected to local government have a great
responsibility, and I wish all the best to those who will
put their hands up in the next couple of months and go
through the process to ascertain whether they are
prepared to take on the challenge of being involved
with local government.
Clause 10 amends the Constitution Act 1975 to give
recognition to local government and safeguard its
democratic processes. Again, as is highlighted through
the bill, the minister still has the power to stand down
councils or — as he did with the Melbourne City
Council — sack them. I will come back to that later.
Even though the second-reading speech and the bill

I am interested to see what he does after those
comments — —
Mr Carli interjected.

I go to clause 11, which provides for the suspension of
councillors by the Governor in Council on the
recommendation of the minister on certain specific
grounds. As yet we do not have a definition of those
specific grounds, and members of the National Party
would love to know what they are. As I highlighted
earlier, the Minister for Local Government has done it
before with the Melbourne City Council, even though it
had gone through a process. The reality is that he was
not happy with the council and wanted to get rid of it,
so he went through an unnecessary and costly process,
which was not right, and sacked that council.
Clause 18 inserts a new division 1A. The new
provisions are a set of basic rules of conduct for
councillors and members of special committees. Often
people come into the chamber or watch question time
on TV and many school students, teachers and other
people from the community comment about the
behaviour of members of Parliament. They are right. I
do not think any of us should be proud of our
behaviour. I know the media might like it — —
Mr Hulls — Speak for yourself!
Mr DELAHUNTY — The Attorney-General is a
good example. He rides a cheeky horse sometimes, but
I am sure he would get comments back from people
who would not be happy with the way some
honourable members carry on. We do not want to make
it too quiet; we need to have a bit of interaction. I
sometimes enjoy the interactions in the chamber — it is
a good bit of theatre — but last night’s adjournment
was a prime example. The Acting Speaker was in the
chamber at the time. It was not good for democracy in
this state or for the recognition of the people within this
chamber or members of parliaments across Australia. If
a code of conduct is appropriate for the way councillors
operate, it should also be considered for
parliamentarians. I would support it after what I have
seen in the three years I have been in this Parliament.
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Do not get me wrong — some of the interjections are
good and healthy. I do not want to sterilise the place,
but the way it has been going, particularly last night on
the adjournment, is not good. If we went into a council
meeting and saw that happen we would be disgusted
and disappointed, and that is the reason we have these
code of conduct provisions in the bill.
The honourable member for Prahran highlighted the
fact that the code of conduct covers a couple of things
and that while there is no uniformity in the proposal put
forward by the government the rules could include such
things as councillors acting honestly, exercising
reasonable care and diligence, not making improper use
of their position and not making improper use of
information. That has been illustrated in this chamber
where ministers have been accused of making improper
use of information. The code of conduct will be
included in procedures to resolve disputes between
councillors.
Mr Carli interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — The honourable member for
Coburg and I feel we may be able to use the code in this
place. At the end of the day, if laws are to be imposed
on local government we should also look at a code of
conduct for the way we behave in this place. I am very
disappointed at some of the things that have happened
in the three years I have been a member, and more
particularly what occurred in the adjournment debate
last night.
Clause 23 amends sections 91 and 93 of the Local
Government Act to ensure transparency in council
meetings and decision making. It also requires
resolutions to be clear and sets minimum standards for
the minutes. It will be interesting to see how this works.
As honourable members know, many councils put up
motions from the floor, with not too many being put
through in written form. It will be very difficult for the
recorders to ensure that the minutes are drawn up in the
manner set out under the Local Government Act. I am
not sure if it is proposed to have a pro forma, but again
that would take away some of the flexibility that I think
is needed. Some guidelines need to be put in place to
assist councils in this matter.
New section 95, which is referred to in clause 24,
establishes principles of conduct for council staff,
which is to be commended. Their conduct is now to be
equivalent to those covered by the Public Sector
Management and Employment Act.
New section 3(1) of the Local Government Act refers
to the substitution of a new definition for ‘senior
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officer’, so that the term now includes managers who
report directly to the chief executive officer,
irrespective of their level of remuneration. Many
different titles are employed in many councils across
the state, whether they be ‘manager’, ‘general manager’
and so on. It is important that there is a clear definition
of ‘senior officer’, particularly for those who report to
the chief executive officer. They must now operate
under new guidelines, which is important.
Some of the principles will include acting impartially,
acting with integrity and avoiding conflicts of interest.
As the honourable member for Prahran highlighted, and
I think all of us would agree, in country areas many
constituents liaise closely with councils and their staff.
Sometimes it is very difficult to work in those areas
because of the close relationships.
However, they also must accept accountability for the
results of their recommendations to the councils and,
importantly, provide responsive service. With faxes and
emails we get swamped with correspondence that
requires a quick response, which is hard for us all. Can I
go on and cover — —
Mr Stensholt — So long as you are quick.
Mr DELAHUNTY — No way — it may be my last
chance! I will not go through all of part 4 of the bill,
which covers electoral matters, because there are
40-odd clauses. Clause 35 clarifies the persons who are
entitled to vote. It is important for both the government
and local councils to ensure that once the bill has
passed through the Parliament all this information goes
out via education programs to inform and to clarify just
who is entitled to vote. For the sake of democracy,
everyone who is entitled to vote should have that
opportunity.
New division 9, which includes new section 62,
changes the Local Government Act to cover the
disclosure of campaign donations in council elections.
Donations to the value of $200 or more must be
included. All honourable members would agree with
that.
Clause 63, which inserts new section 219, was covered
by the honourable member for Prahran. This new
section provides for regular and independent reviews of
electoral representation, including boundaries and the
number of councils. This review must now take place
every six years, and councils will be required to appoint
an independent commissioner to conduct this review.
The Shire of North Grampians is going through that
process at the moment. Since the council restructure
there have been two wards — the northern ward and
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southern ward — with four councillors in the southern
ward and three in the northern ward. With the shift in
population we have seen under the state government,
one councillor will need to move from the northern
ward to the southern ward, making five councillors in
the southern ward and two in the northern ward.
Neither the council nor the community is happy about
that, and ongoing discussions are taking place with the
Minister for Local Government. There is not a lot of
time for that decision to be made. At the end of the day
the community will need to be informed in the lead-up
to the council elections in March.
That situation highlights what is happening with the
redistribution of state electoral boundaries. As I have
said many times, there are 88 members in this chamber,
70 of whom come from Melbourne, Ballarat, Bendigo
and Geelong and only 18 from country Victoria. It is
important to recognise that the honourable member for
Prahran, who is in the chamber, represents the smallest
electorate in the state area wise, being about 13 square
kilometres.
Mr Hulls — How big is yours?
Mr DELAHUNTY — I am glad the
Attorney-General is listening: mine is 27 308 square
kilometres. Following the redistribution the electorate
for which I am putting my hand up, Lowan, is 26 per
cent bigger, at 34 000 square kilometres.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr DELAHUNTY — I will be there! It is half the
size of Ireland and the same size as Taiwan, which has
22 million people. Guess what? The biggest electorate
gets 26 per cent bigger and the smallest electorate of
Prahran goes from 13 square kilometres down to 12.29!
Yes, it is all a matter of numbers. The reality is that to
service those large electorates we probably need a
bigger allocation from the government to get us a
helicopter.
Mr Stensholt interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — The honourable member for
Burwood supports giving country members a
helicopter! This process will have to happen every
six years. Some concerns have been raised by councils
in rural areas about what input they will have. But
again, I always say that sometimes when you are too
close to it there is not the independence that is probably
needed to get the best outcome. I hope the government
will allow councils to have good input into that. That is
all I want to cover in relation to the clauses.
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One of the key things in the old act was the requirement
for councils to automatically enrol people who occupy
rateable properties. This created some problems for
councils. The process in the bill means councils will
have to advertise, people on these properties will have
to enrol by application and their enrolment will only be
valid for the term of the council. At that stage the
council will have to write to all those people and inform
them that there is another election coming up and ask
them to re-enrol. If they do not respond they will be
automatically dropped off the voting roll. It is important
that that take place. Most of the councils I have spoken
to think it is a much better system than the one we have
at the moment.
The oath of allegiance has been discussed. Many
councils across Victoria were very concerned,
particularly when they read the fine print in relation to
this. At the moment people have a choice, but this
government has taken away that choice and made it an
oath of office. It will be up to those councils to make
sure new councillors are informed by the chief
executive officer and others that if they want to make
an oath of allegiance they have to ask to do so. It is not
a choice; they have to ask. The old system where they
had a choice was much better.
Mr Hulls interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — They will not be given a
choice; they have to be informed about it. They will not
be given a choice, as the current act says, between an
oath of office and an oath of allegiance. This one — —
Mr Savage interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — That’s the truth, I am sorry. I
would be interested to hear the comments of the
honourable member for Mildura. My understanding
is — —
Mr Savage interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Wimmera should ignore
interjections.
Mr DELAHUNTY — I covered proportional
representation earlier. The National Party was opposed
to proportional representation following consultation
right across this area.
Mr Carli interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — In relation to proportional
representation, we have talked about it with a lot of
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councils across our area. If we are going to represent the
people of Victoria, the majority of people across — —
Mr Savage — It is optional.
Mr DELAHUNTY — It is a pity the honourable
member for Mildura has just walked into the chamber,
because I do not want to have to repeat the list of all the
letters and correspondence and the councils we
discussed it with. There was some support for
proportional representation, there is no doubt about that,
but the overwhelming majority in my electorate said
they were against it.
In finishing my presentation, I highlight that it is
important that councils across Victoria, as was
highlighted in the debate on the Planning and
Environment (Metropolitan Green Wedge Protection)
Bill — —
Mr Savage interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member will have his opportunity to
contribute to the debate.
Mr DELAHUNTY — One of the things that has
been highlighted, particularly with the green wedges
legislation which is being debated at the moment, is that
it is important that all councils have a farm rate. It is up
to them what that rate will be. It is important that all
councils, particularly with the concerns being raised by
the Victorian Farmers Federation and many other
landowners across rural and regional Victoria, have a
farm rate. It is up to the councils to make the choice of
what that is.
I also want to highlight the issue of temporary roads. It
is in the bill and there was much discussion in the
Legislative Council in relation to this matter. Under the
act there will be some requirement — I do not think I
need to go through it all at this stage — ensuring that
councils will be able to collect a certain amount of
money. That was included in the bill on the basis that it
benefited those people whom we supported. The
National Party thought there was another good
opportunity, which was debated in the other house but
unfortunately did not get up, to include temporary
roads. The Legislative Council was prepared to provide
for a process through which local councils could build
roads of a temporary nature. It was passed in the
Legislative Council because the National Party supports
the view that if councils and the people along those
roads want to build roads of a temporary nature — for
example, a bitumen road which would take away
problems caused by corrugations, dust and the like —
the councils should be able to do that. The National
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Party supports that as another option for councils. We
are disappointed that it will not go through.
I think I have covered all the issues I want to cover in
relation to this bill. We in the National Party are not
opposed to the bill that has come into the chamber
today. With those few comments I wish the bill a
speedy passage.
Mr CARLI (Coburg) — I rise to speak in support of
this important bill. It modernises local government. It is
an important piece of reform for a government that is
promoting reform. It also follows a process of wide
consultation. Initially it went out in November 2000 as
a series of ideas to modernise the Local Government
Act. There has been enormous consultation: there have
been web sites, meetings, submissions and a whole raft
of other activities.
I find it extraordinary that the honourable member for
Prahran has the cheek to get up in this house and
suggest that there has been some failing in terms of
consultation. The honourable member for Prahran, who
was actively involved in the sacking of local
government and the destruction of local democracy,
now says that there probably was a lack of consultation.
She took no heed of what local government had to say.
She did not have discussions with local councils when
she either sacked them or was part of moves to sack
them and introduce commissars.
The honourable member for Wimmera was one of
those commissars, but he has spoken about democracy
in this house. These are two members who were
responsible in the 1990s for the destruction of local
democracy and the sacking of local councils. They took
no heed of what was said by local government but have
had the cheek to get up in this house and question a
government that has spent two years discussing this
issue with local government, with local communities
and with interested stakeholders. I am dumbfounded by
their ability to get up and make these statements in this
house after what they did — and with the blood that is
on their hands, it is extraordinary that they can come in
here and talk about local democracy.
When proportional representation was raised the
honourable member for Wimmera suggested that was
fine, that any number of candidates can run so long as
they get 50 per cent plus 1. It is fine so long as there is a
tight ticket, a National Party ticket, and everyone else is
eliminated. In councils all over the state good
candidates have topped the poll, got over 40 per cent of
the vote in their own right, but they have not been
elected. It is extraordinary.
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The bill proposes that proportional representation
should be one of the methods of election. There is a
series of methods of election. The opposition wants to
defend a system that is meant to maintain a
conservative dominance in country Victoria. The
opposition is clearly not consistent because when
legislation was introduced proposing proportional
representation for the Melbourne City Council, guess
what? The opposition parties supported it. They are not
consistent. It is not that they oppose proportional
representation for the City of Melbourne; they probably
would not oppose it for the City of Moreland or the
City of Darebin where the current system favours the
Labor Party. We admit that the current system favours
us in a whole raft of inner city and middle city councils.
The opposition wants to maintain a conservative
dominance in country Victoria by what I consider to be
essentially electoral fraud. That is not surprising given
the blood on the hands of the previous speakers, and not
surprising given what we saw under the previous
government in its treatment of local government and
local democracy.
I do not want to go through the various items proposed
by this legislation because the bill is very wide. It goes
from small details to issues around financial
management, and I do not want to go through that.
Previous speakers have tried to do that, and certainly in
the upper house debate honourable members went
through the details. I want to talk about the substantive
issues. The fundamental change is that the Victorian
constitution will recognise the role of local government.
For people like me who have worked in local
government — I have not been a councillor but have
worked in local government — that is important and is
something that has been sought by local government. It
is a symbolic change, and it is particularly important
given what happened in the 1990s with the complete
sacking of all councils bar one — that was
Queenscliffe.
It is important to recognise that the constitution will
contain a formal statement about the role of local
government, recognising it as a tier of government. It
will be a recognition of democratically elected councils.
Honourable members should note those words,
‘democratically elected councils’, because that is
something we did not see in the 1990s when there were
commissars throughout the state.
This constitutional defence for local government is
important. The constitution will recognise that there are
three tiers of government. The government believes
local government cannot be treated as something that is
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expendable, that can be knocked over and sacked at the
whim of the government of the day.
It is also important to note that while the minister will
retain the power to suspend councillors or a council,
that power has been constrained. Suspensions can only
be sought where there is a serious failure by councils to
provide good government or where a council has acted
unlawfully in a serious respect. The reality is that the
power of the minister to intervene — and the
honourable member for Wimmera made a lot of
suggestions that Labor should go around sacking
councils, and he named a few councils that might be
sacked — will be severely constrained. It will be seen
as bad governance; it will be serious unlawful
behaviour by that council. It is important to recognise
the fundamental shift that has been recommended.
Another issue of major importance that needs to be
restated is that of councillors’ obligations. The bill
proposes that all councils should establish codes of
conduct so that there are procedures for conflicts of
interest and processes to resolve disputes between
councillors. It is important that councils are in control
of that.
I note the suggestion of the honourable member for
Prahran that there will be a proliferation of codes of
conduct. Of course there will be a proliferation; there
happen to be 78 councils, so clearly there will be
78 different codes of conduct. But it is important that
councils have responsibility for that and that they
establish codes that are appropriate so that they can
resolve some of the conflicts that emerge in local
government, particularly personality conflicts that can
emerge when a small number of people are involved.
The issue of disclosure of interest currently applies to
pecuniary interests. The government believes that
should include non-pecuniary interests. There should be
a disclosure if there is a clear conflict of interest. That
can only be in the interests of ratepayers and
democracy.
I do not want to labour the points about the overall
impact and the overall reforms undertaken. The bill is
wide spanning. It covers everything from issues about
the oath of allegiance, which previous speakers tried to
suggest meant the government was anti-monarchist.
Clearly it is not; it is about choice and about giving
councils the ability to make their own decisions.
Mr Delahunty interjected.
Mr CARLI — It is funny but the moment I say
councils should be able to make their own decisions,
the honourable member for Wimmera laughs! He
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laughs because he believes councils are the playthings
of state governments. Every time I mention that they
should be in control of their own affairs, the honourable
member for Wimmera laughs.
I am pleased to say that they are responsible for their
own dealings. This reinforces it; it reinforces issues of
transparency; it reinforces good financial management;
it reinforces good governance, and I think it bodes well
for democracy in Victoria because not only are we
recognising the role of local government as a third tier,
we are empowering local government as that third tier.
Mr VOGELS (Warrnambool) — I am pleased to
have the opportunity to speak on the Local Government
(Update) Bill. Listening to what the honourable
member for Coburg said, and having read the bill, I
think it is basically a bit of window-dressing. Nothing
in this bill does anything. As a former councillor at
Corangamite shire for a few years I believe I actually
understand a bit about local government.
This legislation has been in the making since about
1999. One of the things local government was looking
for was to get some real recognition of its existence
enshrined in the constitution. I know that is difficult,
but this bill does nothing. It will be mentioned in the
preamble and things like that, but basically it does not
address that issue at all.
Each council will be required to have a code of
conduct. As we know, there are 78 councils. I would
have thought you would enshrine a model code of
conduct for every council, and each council would have
its own by-laws as a separate entity which would
enshrine what they want to achieve in their local
municipalities, rather than having 78 different by-laws
or sets of codes which no-one would be able to follow.
The opposition obviously does not support proportional
representation in local government. We believe it will
add nothing to councils, and the preferential voting
system we have had for many years has worked very
well. You have only to look at the Australian Senate to
see what a shemozzle proportional representation
brings, so the Liberal Party will not be supporting that.
As I said, rural councils are very happy with the voting
system they have at the present. What they would like
would be to have all the councils lined up so that every
three years in March on a certain date there is an
election, which sets some certainty.
Mr Cameron interjected.
Mr VOGELS — I actually love the country; that is
why I live there.
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Mr Cameron interjected.
Mr VOGELS — Well, he is an idiot! That is why I
am pleased to see he is standing again; he is known as
The Easybeat around Warrnambool. It is amazing that
the government keeps talking about fixed four-year
terms for state governments and yet for councils — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr VOGELS — Councils would love to have it.
They would like three-year terms set in concrete.
Because they do not line up, some elections are this
year and some are next year, and it gets confusing.
I would like to talk about special rates charges and
temporary road schemes. In rural Victoria it is not
unusual for a council to insist on a special rate to attract
a business or to ask for a financial contribution towards
road construction. Both these options can be abused so
it needs to be carefully monitored, but it makes sense.
Sometimes you find a business or a quarry wants to
open up down the road, which will have an enormous
impact on the traffic volume on that road, so it is not
unfair to ask them to make some initial contribution to
the road construction or upgrade. However, it should be
a one-off and not recurrent. The same can be said for
special rates and charges. Often to attract a business or
a major company to a country town you have to have
special rates and charges to get them there in the first
place. That might go for two or three years and then
they get back into the system.
I know everybody wants to speed things up, so I will
conclude. If we are really genuine about local
government, this bill should give to local councils a
revenue stream they can rely on. Perhaps a percentage
of the GST, which flows to the states, could then flow
on to local councils so they have built-in revenue which
keeps increasing — —
Mr Hulls interjected.
Mr VOGELS — The Attorney-General is in
government. I cannot do it, but Labor can. In 1974 the
percentage of state government funding to local
government was 15 per cent.
Mr Cameron interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The Minister for Local Government will have his
opportunity when closing the debate.
Mr VOGELS — That is now down to 7 per cent, so
it is less than half. In the last 25 years the contribution
from state government to local councils has more than
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halved. The amount of cost shifting that has gone on,
especially under the Bracks government, towards
councils is enormous. Every time this government
thinks of a weird idea to foist onto the people of
Victoria it makes sure local councils have to have the
inspectors and do the checking and are faced with the
bill. So obviously if you have sellers of smokes to
under-age kids you have to go around checking. If you
can fine the people you keep the revenue. It is
ludicrous. The costs are enormous, the income is very
small.
In conclusion, this bill is a bit of window-dressing. It is
obviously a big promise — I think the minister
promised we would have some changes during this
term of government. We are obviously going to an
election fairly shortly so, as I said, this is a bit of
window-dressing. I am looking forward to the election
because down our way those in the Labor Party are
easybeats — not a problem!
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I rise to support this bill.
I thought some of the comments made by the
honourable member for Warrnambool were relevant;
councils do need an income stream that is able to
deliver the services. We see the rot that started back in
1995 when councils were sacked and rates were capped
at 20 per cent, and we are still living with that legacy to
this day. The income streams of councils have not
changed. Councils still need great assistance.
I support this bill because it has the very important
component in it of proportional representation, which is
an option, not a compulsory form of voting. It is there
for the councils to decide whether they want it. If they
have an non-subdivided municipality it is choice, it is
democracy, and I cannot under any circumstances see
why that should not be allowed unless Parliament
wishes to control the outcome, and it does that by
refusing to allow proportional representation.
I am rather amazed that the Nationals have chosen to be
a very strong opponent of it, because for the last three
years they have been whingeing and whining in my ear
that the current election arrangements for the Mildura
Rural City Council have resulted in a gang of four
controlling the council. They have been complaining
about that process ever since the councillors were
elected, led by Cr Ann Cox. If the Nationals do not like
the system, why do they not allow some choice of
voting system in the Local Government Act? There is
an element of hypocrisy there, and I cannot understand
the reasoning about it.
I support the amendments before the house, which will
be included in the bill to allow choice. Let’s hope the
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upper house considers it in a way that allows it to be
acted upon.
There were significant responses from councils,
including strong support for this type of proportional
voting in unsubdivided wards. Mildura is the largest
council in Victoria, and under the current arrangements
there is no representation from Murrayville, Ouyen and
the southern sector. It is all based on the population
centres around Mildura. Being an unsubdivided
municipality, if they were changed there would be a
greater chance for representation from those southern
areas, if the council so chose.
I also support the amendment which I suppose could be
called the Cox amendment, where if you have a
husband and wife on a council one of them should not
be precluded from voting to elect the mayor on the
basis that they might get some pecuniary benefit. I
congratulate the minister for including that. It is a
realistic change to the act, as the uncertainty that went
through the council when this first came up some three
years ago was very unproductive. This amendment will
clarify that.
There are a number of issues in the bill which I will not
detail because the house has a time problem, but I am
pleased to see that the preamble recognises local
government as a distinct and democratically elected tier
of government responsible to the community for its
performance and functions.
Being a former councillor, I have never forgotten the
unpleasant experience of being sacked by the Kennett
government —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SAVAGE — Sacked! The only people who
should be able to sack me are the people who elected
me to this place or the communities that I represent. I
do not understand how the Liberal Party can come into
this place and talk about democracy and never, ever
reflect on the fact that that was a grave mistake. The
sacking of councillors is still talked about in places like
Buloke and Mildura to this day. That legacy is out
there, and the people of Buloke especially have never
forgotten the stupidity of those decisions.
Mr Carli — As long as they don’t forgive!
Mr SAVAGE — Well, I can’t answer that. We will
see.
I will not detail any further changes in the bill, other
than to say that I support it and strongly support the
choice of proportional representation. We are not
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saying it is compulsory or mandatory; we are saying it
is a choice. What is wrong with choice? If it supports
the City of Melbourne Bill, why can the National Party
not support this? What is the fear about? Is this about a
fear that it will flow on to the upper house and give the
people of Victoria more democratic representation? I do
not see the fear being realised in that way. There should
be a choice of proportional representation for
democratically run elections. I commend the bill to the
house.

I will push very hard for those funds to come back into
the community of Wodonga, because they are Victorian
funds designated for use in Wodonga. The longer the
government puts off making a decision on this, the
longer funds which rightly belong in Victoria and
which should rightly be designated to Wodonga will
not be utilised. I suggest that this government is lax in
its responsibility in bringing forward that legislation
and not having it enacted before the end of this
Parliament.

Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — I speak against the
issue that the honourable member for Mildura raised —
that is, proportional representation — on the basis that
particularly in smaller country councils you can get
small lobby groups that can actually — —

There is one other issue I would like to touch on in
respect of local government in my area, and that is the
closure of the Bogong High Plains Road which is a
decision made by the Alpine Shire Council because it
was forced into it. Again, this government will not take
up the responsibility of resolving the issue. We have
people in businesses throughout the high plains,
Gippsland and north-eastern Victoria who are desperate
to use that road, and the road is still closed. It is up to
this government, which has the responsibility for
opening it, to do so.

Mr Carli — It’s a choice! It’s a choice!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
The honourable member for Coburg is out of his place
and is disorderly.
Mr PLOWMAN — I have to admit to a degree of
apathy about council elections. You can have small
pressure groups that would end up running some of
these councils, which would not be in their best
interests. In the main, country councils do a magnificent
job looking after their responsibilities. I am a strong
believer in the representation that we have seen
throughout our country areas, and their record speaks
for itself. Although I agree with the honourable member
for Mildura that in the main we should offer choice to
people, in this case it is a choice that — again, quoting
the words of the honourable member for
Warrnambool — not only in the Senate but in the New
Zealand Parliament those responsible now regret ever
introducing. So I would certainly speak against the
proposal for proportional representation.
I raise two issues. The first, which is of enormous
concern to me, is that this government will not be able
to deal with a local government issue that is dear to my
heart if the Parliament is prorogued this weekend. The
Albury-Wodonga Agreement (Repeal) Bill, which is on
the notice paper, is of importance to my local
municipality. Clearly a decision was made in 1995 to
wind up the corporation. That was endorsed in principle
by both states at a meeting of the ministerial council in
1997, and two years after the repeal bill was passed by
the commonwealth and the state of New South Wales
this Victorian government has still done nothing to
push this legislation through. Two years later! As a
result we have an amount of money, $3.6 million,
which is available to Victoria which should come back
into our community.

Everyone knows that we are facing one of the most
serious fire seasons in the bush and forest country in
Victoria in the lifetime of anyone sitting in this place.
The Bogong High Plains Road is blocked. If there is a
fire it could lead to a tragedy if people cannot get
through to it. It is up to this government to do
something about it. It is a local government issue. It is
for the Minister for Local Government or the Minister
for Transport to resolve the issue. If a tragedy occurs it
will be on the heads of members of this government.
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I rise to commend
this bill on local government, which will apply, as has
already been mentioned by the honourable member for
Coburg, to 78 councils. I particularly commend it
because of the elements of good governance in it. At
the last election members of this government stood on
restoring democracy in Victoria. It is good to see that in
clause 3, ‘Insertion of preamble’, the Parliament:
… recognises that local government is a distinct and essential
tier of the Australian system of government …

It goes on to refer to ‘democratically elected’ persons.
Of course, this is why the government has introduced a
new clause to bring in proportional representation. The
bill has other aspects of good governance such as codes
of conduct and other arrangements for the proper
conduct of local government.
I am very surprised that the policies of interference are
still being propounded by the Liberal Party in respect of
local government. For example, I was very surprised to
learn that members of the Liberal Party are not in
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favour of simple democracy. I notice that the Liberal
Party has circulated a document headed We Believe,
which says about local communities that local decisions
are best taken at that level. Despite that, what do we
have? The other day we had the Leader of the
Opposition in Camberwell in the City of Boroondara
announcing the Liberal Party’s new policy of
interference with local government. The Liberal Party
is looking to cap rates — to set a ceiling on rates.
What do people think about this in the City of
Boroondara? Let me tell the house what a failed Liberal
Party candidate for preselection for Burwood thinks
about it:
The opposition’s proposal does little more than restrict the
ability of local governments to respond to local needs and
priorities.

In other words, it goes against the Liberal Party’s
philosophy and what its members believe in.
What does another councillor think? He actually wrote
a letter — which has been well publicised — to the
Leader of the Opposition. The letter from Cr Dennis
Whelan of the City of Boroondara says:
To me this is without doubt the most opportunistic and
self-serving statement that it has been my misfortune to read
in many years.

I should add that the letter also says he bears no
particular allegiance to any one party. It continues:
It was the Liberal government who not so long ago capped
rate rises causing councils now to find themselves in the
position of having to carry the burden and wear the odium of
public opinion.

The letter goes on to say:
I am concerned that you have put your signature to such a
document; just how do you intend to cover the costs of
providing communities …

Members of the Liberal Party want to interfere again,
just as we heard from the honourable member for
Mildura: they sacked the councils in their interference.
They just cannot keep their fingers out of it. They
cannot accept, as the bill accepts, that it is essential to
have a framework that provides for councils to be
accountable to their local communities. Members of
Liberal parties do not like communities; they actually
like the big end of town. That is why members of the
Liberal Party are opposing the proportional
representation amendment here.
Members of the government support our councils,
proportional representation and good governance in our
state, and we support this bill.
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Mr SPRY (Bellarine) — In speaking on the bill I
want to concentrate on one particular aspect. It
concerns the amendments about special rates and
charges that were introduced by negotiation in the
upper house — forced, actually, on the government by
the Liberal Party. These amendments affect ratepayers
right across Victoria but especially ratepayers in rural
areas who live along unmade roads. An example in my
area is Scotchmans Road, which might be familiar to
some members of this chamber. There are some major
tourist attractions in the area, including the
world-renowned Scotchman’s Hill Winery and
Stoneacres Nursery and Restaurant further along the
road, as well as several rural residential properties. The
people on those properties enjoy them enormously.
They vary in size from small to large acreages and they
are very important aspects of the ambience of that part
of the Bellarine Peninsula.
Scotchmans Road is a dirt road, so when it gets wet it is
quite slippery and dangerous. There is quite a bit of
traffic using that road. It also has very pronounced
bumps and hollows. As you travel along it you are just
as likely to come to the top of a hill and face traffic
coming from the other direction. There is no question in
my mind and the minds of people who live in the area
and tourists who use that road that it is a dangerous
road that needs making. The question is: who pays for
it?
Mr Hulls — Your microphone is not working.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kilgour) — Order!
I agree with the Attorney-General; the correct
microphone is not on. I ask the honourable member for
Bellarine to move to the microphone on his left.
Mr SPRY — I would prefer to move to my right,
but I will move to my left on this occasion! Mr Acting
Speaker, thank you for the advice.
As I was saying a moment ago, the question is: who
pays for this particular road, which is a rural road with
not many owners living along it? Will passage of the
bill mean that every rural road that has very few
residences adjoining it can now be made at the expense
of adjoining owners?
I suggest that in places like Bannockburn or Swan Bay
Road in my own electorate that if you had two or three
owners on a stretch of road that covers 5 to
10 kilometres it would be totally unfair to ask the
adjoining landowners or beneficiaries to pay for the
entire construction of the road. That is what the Local
Government Act allows. Some attention should be
given to this issue in the future, to ensure that particular
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aspect of the act is addressed and not abused by local
government.
Back to the question of who pays. Successive
governments have been prevailed upon to declare
Scotchmans Road a tourist road. However, particular
criteria have to be fulfilled and agreed to by Vicroads
before a road can be declared a tourist road and
Scotchmans Road does not yet carry sufficient traffic to
meet that criteria and therefore is ineligible for public
funding.
Another aspect of this is that the City of Greater
Geelong has something like $8.4 million from the
federal government’s Roads to Recovery funding to
spend over a four-year period, but has opted in the case
of Scotchmans Road to settle for a special rates scheme
to be levied on the adjoining landowners. That is
grossly unfair. The majority of the people affected are
outraged by having to pay for this road themselves. I
would have thought the local ward councillor could
have lobbied much harder on the behalf of her
ratepayers in Scotchmans Road to ensure that public
funding was made available from the Roads to
Recovery fund to pay for that section of the road. As I
said before, there is no question in my mind that
Scotchmans Road should be made, but it is a question
of who pays for it.
The ratepayers living along the road had their hopes
raised when they read a press release from the Victorian
Farmers Federation which states:
Strong lobbying by the VFF resulted in amendments to
require councils to gain written approval from a majority of
affected ratepayers for special charge schemes to seal existing
roads.

Sadly, my checking has revealed that that statement is
not accurate. What the VFF was referring to is that
when a figure that amounted to more than two-thirds of
the cost of making the road was to be charged to the
adjoining landowners council would have to obtain the
approval of the majority of the people affected. That
was the amendment that was pushed through the upper
house on Wednesday, 9 October, after pressure from
the Liberal Party in particular.
In conclusion, at least the amendments that were forced
through the upper house by the Liberal Party will give
some relief to the people I refer to and that will be
appreciated if, indeed, this scheme progresses despite
local ratepayers’ strident objections.
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) — I wish to make a
few brief remarks about the Local Government
(Update) Bill. I begin by echoing the sentiments of the
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honourable member for Bellarine that indeed the City
of Greater Geelong is a central business district-centric
council that does not pay a great deal of attention at all
to its outer areas. I concur with the sentiments of the
honourable member along those lines.
Mr Spry interjected.
Mr LONEY — It must have come about because
for the first time the honourable member has moved to
the left!
The bill contains a number of significant provisions that
are worthy of comment, and I will refer to some of
them that I have found of particular interest. I refer
firstly to the provisions about conflict of interest. They
are excellent provisions that will be introduced into the
Local Government Act. For some years we have had
the situation where councillors must declare a
pecuniary interest in relation to a matter. Although they
do not have to leave the discussions or debate, they do
not take part in the vote. However, councillors have not
had to deal with conflicts of interest. In this case, new
provisions are being introduced that will require
councillors to declare or reveal a conflict of interest or a
potential conflict of interest in relation to matters they
are discussing and considering. That is an appropriate
and worthwhile provision that will bring local
government into good governance practices.
Similarly, my comments apply to the requirements
under the legislation regarding councillors codes of
conduct. The bill proposes that all councillors should
adopt codes of conduct that include the rules of conduct
and then the procedures to be followed regarding
conflicts of interest, the processes used to resolve
disputes between councillors and other matters that the
council considers appropriate. Further, councils will be
required to review their codes following each general
election. Those provisions are absolutely correct and
should be included within the codes of conduct.
This legislation will go further. These amendments to
the Local Government Act will change implicit
requirements. Currently the rules of conduct are
implied rather than stated. This legislation will make
them explicit.
The bill requires that councillors and members of
committees must act honestly, must exercise reasonable
care and diligence, must not make improper use of their
position and must not make improper use of
information. If a councillor is found to have breached
those provisions and is convicted of a related offence,
he or she can be penalised with a fine of up to $10 000.
There are substantial penalties in place in that regard.
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I believe these code of conduct provisions are good and
worthy of introduction and will, as I say, go towards
ensuring good governance of councils. I am quite
interested in these because we must make clear within
these rules — and it certainly is clear in the
legislation — that the intent of the code of conduct
provisions is to resolve matters between councillors. It
is appropriate that this is clarified.
In recent times in my area, the City of Greater Geelong,
we have seen the current code of conduct being used by
staff as a bludgeon against councillors — that is,
council staff lodging code of conduct matters against
elected councillors. It is entirely inappropriate and is
quite a wrong use of code of conduct provisions which
could be held to be behaviour by council staff that is
intimidating or threatening to elected councillors. I am
pleased that the bill makes clear that the code of
conduct provisions are processes to resolve disputes
between councillors and are not able to be used by
council staff, in effect, to try to threaten, intimidate and
bludgeon councillors.
I am particularly interested in the significant provisions
relating to confidential information. The current act
includes a prohibition against disclosure of confidential
information but does not provide any clear guidance as
to what information is considered to be confidential
information or, in my view more appropriately, what
information should be considered to be confidential.
The bill contains procedures around the declaration of
confidential information. I come from the basic point of
view that ratepayers should generally have access to
information about the operation of their council as a
matter of course and that confidentiality should not be
used as a mechanism purely designed to deny to
ratepayers what might be embarrassing information
about council operations.
These confidential information provisions are very
important. It is proposed that information can become
confidential in one of a number of ways provided it
satisfies the existing criteria for closing a meeting to the
public. There will be two tests, if you like. One of the
ways in which information can become confidential is
by its being designated confidential by the chief
executive officer (CEO), but there is a very important
proviso in the bill — namely, that it can only remain
confidential for 50 days, unless the council then
resolves to make it confidential. The rule that if
information is to be declared confidential it should be
done so by resolution of the council and not by the act
of an officer of the council demonstrates a very
important principle at work there.
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Information may also be designated confidential by a
resolution of the council without having to have had a
direction or an act of the CEO. Information will
become confidential if it is part of a matter considered
in closed council.
Mr Ingram interjected.
Mr LONEY — That’s right. Importantly, once
made confidential that information does not have to
remain confidential. The council may, at any time,
resolve to remove that confidentiality.
The spelling out of those procedures, particularly for
elected councillors so that they clearly understand their
role in regard to confidential information, how it is to
be made confidential and how they can take off the
confidential tag, is very important. This clearly spells
out that the elected councillors will have a proper and
paramount role.
I also point out that the legislation will require that all
council decisions, except those made in certain
specified confidential categories under the act, must be
made in open meetings.
It goes on to propose that council resolutions recorded
in the public minutes must be clear in their intent. At
various times a number of us have tried to look at
council minutes to find out what occurred. At times the
minutes may as well have been written in Egyptian
hieroglyphics for all we could work out about the
conduct of that particular council meeting. The
intention must be clear and the minutes must include
reports provided to the meeting to assist in the
decision-making process. That is another important
aspect — that reports used by councillors to make
decisions will be available as part of the minutes and
people will be able to see them. They are very
worthwhile and commendable provisions in the bill.
I also want to remark about the public accountability
aspects of this legislation and the reporting framework
resulting from it, because it introduces a whole new
range of reporting framework criteria for councils.
Those frameworks, like the conflict of interest and code
of conduct provisions, go to bringing the governance of
councils into the 21st century.
Under this bill it is proposed that corporate plans, which
will be renamed council plans, must be developed after
each council election. There are two aspects to that.
Firstly, you get a refresher about what the council wants
to do; but secondly, what you also get from that is that
new councillors get to be involved and have a say in
what is going to happen during the term of the council
they are on. That is a significant provision.
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Under this legislation council plans will have to
describe the objectives and strategies of the council for
at least the next three years as well as include a strategic
resource plan. It is proposed under the legislation that
there must be public consultation in the preparation of
those plans. These moves are clearly about better
governance.
On the subject of budgets, those of us who look at
budget documents see clearly that most council budgets
are of a different nature from the budget documents we
would expect to see under a national or state
government. The bill proposes that council budgets
should also become significant documents that include
the description of the activities and initiatives that have
been undertaken during the year and for which funding
has been allocated. Anyone should be able to go to
those budget papers and see precisely what it is that the
council is saying it will do and whether it has allocated
money to it.
It is also proposed that budgets should describe how the
activities funded in a budget will contribute to the
achievement of the objectives in the council plan. They
must link in with that document the council has had to
devise with public consultation to enable it to say, ‘This
is what our council is about’. It is further proposed that
budgets identify the targets and measures that will show
the extent to which these strategic activities are
achieved during the year. Personally I believe that is a
terrific step forward. The inclusion of targets and
performance measures in council budget documents is a
significant step. We do not see it in too many of them at
the moment; some councils are doing it, and I say very
well done to those councils that are doing it at the
moment, but this is a great step forward. It will help
ratepayers understand what councils are trying to
achieve.
It is also proposed under the bill that the annual report
of a council should include performance statements that
report on the council’s achievements against the key
targets and measures identified in the budget. These
performance statements must be audited by the
Auditor-General. Again, these are significant
governance issues and ones that strongly aim to ensure
proper accountability processes within local
government.
I note that of recent times the City of Greater Geelong
held a breakfast when it launched its annual report for
the community. That was a worthwhile thing to do. I
would like to see its annual report continue to improve
as a document in the way the legislation will specify,
but its step to publicly report is worth while, and I hope
the City of Greater Geelong keeps doing that.
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I will briefly comment on a couple of other matters.
The first concerns election campaign donations. The
bill proposes that candidates for local government
election be required to disclose within 60 days of the
election ‘any campaign donations of other specified
value’. Those returns would become public documents.
Essentially that provision puts candidates for councils
on the same level as candidates for national and state
parliaments. The disclosure of campaign donations is
another accountability and governance mechanism. I
certainly support that measure. I think it is a very good
part of the legislation, and I look forward to seeing that
implemented.
The other issue I want to comment on briefly concerns
the striking of special charges under the bill. Special
charges have been used in a somewhat ad hoc and
arbitrary manner for many years; I note the earlier
contribution of the honourable member for Bellarine on
this issue.
There are significant problems about the way in which
they are struck. I recall a couple of years ago in the City
of Greater Geelong one which related to High Street,
Belmont, and charges on traders out there, which
essentially had the effect of requiring that all traders
became members of the High Street Traders
Association — the levy was in fact equivalent to the
membership fee of that organisation. The special charge
was for marketing purposes for High Street.
That is not an appropriate way to use the special charge.
It is fairly arbitrary, and it should be up to the retailer to
decide whether to be a member of a retailers
organisation, not up to the council or up to an
organisation using the council to compulsorily put
retailers in that organisation. Special charges have been
used in that way, and quite anomalous situations arise
out of that.
The amendments the bill makes in relation to special
charges will require changes to the criteria so that
councils can levy special charges only in proportion to
the share of benefits for the people who pay the
charges. That is something I commend. There are
significant changes — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — It is a privilege
to get up on this bill. Until just a second ago I thought
there was an agreement for speakers to go on for only a
short while, but the last speaker seemed to expire his
time. I am not too sure why that happened.
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The Local Government (Update) Bill is an extremely
important piece of legislation that brings about a range
of changes to the Local Government Act. I will focus
on just a few of the issues that have been raised. I know
the government has gone through a fairly exhaustive
consultation process in getting the views of councils,
ratepayer organisations and a lot of other interested
people.
First of all, local government is one of the most
important levels of government because it is where
members of the community can have real input into
day-to-day decisions and it impacts on most of their
activities in day-to-day life. One of the most
disappointing things that has happened with this bill is
that in the upper house — you have to ask why it was
introduced in the upper house — it got slightly
adulterated, and an extremely important area of the bill
was removed. I severely condemn the Liberal and
National parties’ position on the changes to the voting
structure of local government. It is about time their
members talked to some of the councils with
unsubdivided municipalities or subdivided
municipalities that have wards with two, three or more
elected representatives. The simple fact is that
exhaustive preferential voting, which seems to be the
model of choice for the conservative parties in this
place, can be manipulated by political parties or by
groups of individuals.
Mr Hamilton — Groups of Independents, even!
Mr INGRAM — Groups of Independents, if they
so desired — although we don’t get our grubby, sticky
fingers all over local government like the political
parties tend to do at times.
I am not saying that it always happens or that local
government is always manipulated when wards are
subdivided, but the fact that it can be done means it is
not in the best interests of government. If a lot of voters
knew when voting that it had all been orchestrated
before they went to the polls they would be aghast. The
simple fact is that when you have group tickets — as
you have under the exhaustive preferential system —
that potentially gets rid of the best or most popular
candidate because he cannot get the support of that
bloc. Whether that is the result of manipulation by one
of the political parties or within the council — they
basically organise to get rid of a councillor or
candidate — it is not in the best interests of democracy.
That is why I strongly support the inclusion of
proportional representation, as do the vast majority of
local government organisations, local councils and
ratepayer groups.
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Just about anyone who has an interest in this says, ‘We
want to get rid of exhaustive preferential’. I know there
are some councils that say, ‘We would like to have
this’. But those provisions do not get rid of that
opportunity; they just say that unless you make
arrangements otherwise, proportional representation is
the model of choice. I strongly say that we need to put
them back in. I would like to think the Liberal and
National parties will support that, because that is the
wish of the people, it is the wish of local
government — —
Mr Hamilton — They’ve seen the light!
Mr INGRAM — They have seen the light, have
they?
This needs to go through this Parliament, and I would
like to think that next week when Parliament resumes
this can go through the upper house, but with all the
speculation that goes around this place it looks like it is
not quite on the agenda. This needs to be in place for
the next local government elections, and there is no
guarantee if it does not pass through this place. I do not
know why we are even debating legislation if everyone
is hell bent on going to an election this year without
passing crucial bits of legislation needed by our
councils.
There are a couple of other issues I would like to raise.
Clause 62 of the bill looks at the declaration of
donations and puts a limit on them. This proposal was
based on the comparable provisions that were included
in the Electoral Bill before the political parties in the
place got their grubby fingers on that and removed all
the accountability measures. The government came out
with very strong statements at the time like, ‘We will
introduce accountability measures and we will
introduce taxpayer-funded election campaigns but only
if we get the accountability measures’.
We got the violation by the political parties of the
taxpayers purse to the tune of $1.20 a vote in both
houses, but when the bill went through all the
accountability measures disappeared through a
backdoor deal.
I fully support the declaration of expenses, because it is
important that people know that those donating money
to political campaigns, no matter at what level of
government, are required to make declarations up front.
I do not think any honourable member would argue that
that is not important, so it is hypocritical that we should
pass such provisions in local government legislation
and expect local councillors to have that scrutiny yet
not require the same scrutiny of ourselves. We do not
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need to change the provisions here, but we do need to
go back and look at the electoral legislation to make
sure the same scrutiny is applied to all members in this
place.

and accountability and the power to enforce. I know
there are some good provisions in the bill, but there is
still concern that the legislation does not go far enough
in that important direction.

Clause 28 inserts new section 126 to require a council
to prepare within nine months of an election a plan that
includes its strategic objectives for the next three years.
When I was elected to the seat of Gippsland East the
East Gippsland Shire Council had a planning and
development strategy that had gone through a quite
lengthy consultation process and had had a huge
amount of work done on it by all the agencies in the
area. I did not get a copy of that report until last year. I
think it is important that such plans be developed and,
more importantly, that they be used. I think a lot of the
newly elected councillors did not know about it.

Another issue regularly raised with me is the need for
more open meetings. Too much of council business is
done behind closed doors, and all people usually see in
open council meetings is the voting and superficial
discussions. That needs to be changed so that ratepayers
understand exactly what is going on, why decisions are
made and who is really pushing for those decisions.

In other words, everyone goes through the effort of
producing those documents and outlining their 5-year
and 10-year plans for the area, including information on
the essential infrastructure and how we are going to go
about managing it, and the relationships between
different organisations. But it is also important that it is
all adhered to. New section 126 is therefore important. I
know that the East Gippsland Shire Council has that
facility, but new councillors coming in need to review it
and then either endorse it or change it slightly.
Also, when people are voting they need the opportunity
to ask their councillors to tell them up front about those
things before they go to the poll. When that happens we
have accountability and more certainty, because
everyone knows what the candidates’ agendas are.
Concerns have been raised with me by ratepayers
associations, and I was asked to move amendments to
the bill, but unfortunately the scope of the bill would
not allow us to do that. In previous legislation there was
a facility whereby when 10 per cent of ratepayers
within a municipality or a ward signed a petition and
presented it to a council that council was required to act
on it, and if the council did not want to take that action,
it had to call a binding referendum. That provision has
disappeared, and there are people out there who would
like to see that kind of scrutiny back in local
government.
When things are really unpopular within a municipality
there needs to be some check on the council. I
recognise, however, that that would be outside the
scope of the bill and that it is not something you can
just do on the spur of the moment because it needs an
amount of consultation. Nevertheless, people out there
believe that is one measure that needs to be introduced
into the act. There are further issues to do with scrutiny

I stress again the importance of both the safe passage of
the bill and agreement on the various provisions
contained in it. In particular I ask all honourable
members to strongly support the right of proportional
representation as the preferred model. That is what
councillors want, what councils want, what ratepayers
want, what the voters out there want — —
Mr Spry — And what the member for Gippsland
wants!
Mr INGRAM — No, that is what the member for
Gippsland East wants!
It is a more democratic system, and I believe the only
reason some honourable members are opposed to it is
that if they are seen to be supporting proportional
representation for local council elections they will be
asked, ‘Why not support it in the upper house?’. Theirs
is a poor argument.
Recently when we passed legislation through this place
to reform the Melbourne City Council everyone agreed
that we should have proportional representation, plus
above-the-line voting and all sorts of other things to
reform the power structures there. Proportional
representation is an opportunity for the best candidates
and more diverse candidates to get elected, and I
believe it should be reinstated.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HONEYWOOD
(Warrandyte).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

RETAIL LEASES BILL
Section 85 statement
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for State and Regional
Development) (By leave) — I wish to make the
following statement under section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons why it is the
intention of the Retail Leases Bill to alter or vary that
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section in lieu of the statement in the second-reading
speech made in relation to this bill on 10 October 2002.
Clause 98 of the bill states that it is the intention of
section 89(4) to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975. Section 89(4) restricts the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court in regard to retail
tenancy disputes so that disputes, with some exceptions,
can generally only be justiciable before the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal. This ensures that
parties in dispute have access to a low-cost and timely
forum to resolve disputes. A similar provision applies
in the Retail Tenancies Reform Act 1998.

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
(METROPOLITAN GREEN WEDGE
PROTECTION) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 30 October; motion of
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning).

Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — Last night I
left off my contribution on this very important piece of
legislation noting that this legislation to protect the
green wedges has the unanimous support of the
parliamentary Liberal Party, that this carries on from
the legacy of Sir Rupert Hamer who introduced the
green wedges under a Liberal government in the 1970s
and that for the past three decades the Liberal Party has
had a consistent policy of ensuring we protect the
diversity of lifestyle choices across the Melbourne
metropolitan area, and indeed right across Victoria.
I also mentioned the fact that the Minister for Planning
does not have the seniority within her government to
get this legislation passed prior to the election. It is
appalling that the hard work of volunteer groups which
have done so much in terms of putting the case for this
legislation will now be pushed to one side because the
Minister for Planning could not persuade her
government to bring this bill forward earlier this week.
Here we are on the last day of sitting for the lower
house with an election about to be called and this
legislation will not get to the upper house because, as
you know, Mr Acting Speaker, Parliament does not sit
when an election is on. Therefore we will have to come
back and debate this all over again. This will leave the
volunteer groups sitting out there wondering what is
going on for some months simply because the Minister
for Planning did not have the clout within her
government to bring this legislation forward earlier.
The scheduling of this government’s legislation is
absolutely outrageous. It has promised so much when it
comes to environment protection and votes, but it has
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window-dressed with this bill and will not get it
through the Parliament.
Having said that, I am very much reminded of the need
for this legislation because only two evenings ago the
Manningham City Council in my electorate did yet
another backflip on planning protection. Two months
ago the same council voted overwhelmingly — seven
votes to one — to provide further protection to the
unique Warrandyte green wedge. That move was
applauded by the entire community because right
across Victoria this was a signal that when it chose to
do so, local government could consult with the
community — in this case the council employed
leading consultants to conduct an objective analysis of
the issue of planning in the non-urban area — and then
vote to reflect the needs and aspirations of those who
want to protect green wedges, in this case in
Warrandyte.
Having had a vote of seven to one, two nights ago a
major subdivision plan, supported by the so-called Park
Orchards Progress Association and put forward by
Hansen Partnership, was put up seeking to carve up a
significant area of the Warrandyte green wedge.
Whereas two months ago seven councillors voted to
protect the green wedge for all time, on Tuesday we
had a four-all vote — four councillors voted in favour
of this major subdivision and four voted against it. It
was only the casting vote of the very conscientious
supporter of the green wedge, Geoff Gough, that
ensured that the council’s policy on the green wedge
was kept true. Two years of the most incredibly
intensive consultation and the employment of
consultants would have been for naught if we had had a
reversal two nights ago. One can but wonder what the
motivation was for certain councillors to change their
position from being pro-environment to being
pro-development and what may have taken place in
terms of, shall we say, incentives and conversations
over the past two months. I will leave it at that.
Every green wedge is different; each has its particular
environmental features and each has merits that are
worthy of support. If we are going to be true to the
needs of future generations, we should not have one
bland urban landscape across all of Melbourne. We
should respect the right of future generations to choose
different lifestyles. I only have to look at the area of
Templestowe — adjacent to the Warrandyte and Park
Orchards townships — to see the importance of this. In
Templestowe many people like to construct homes that
do not have much by way of camouflage planting but
rather stand out quite stark on the landscape.
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That suits some people, but anybody who lives in
Warrandyte prefers to camouflage their home, they
prefer to hide it behind bushland. These people make a
lifestyle choice. Often they could afford to live much
closer to the city but they put up with poor public
transport and what is often a real shortage of
government services because they want to live in a
non-urban setting which is unique in Melbourne. They
want to live in a historic gold mining town environment
that ensures their children can enjoy a country lifestyle
in a wonderful natural bushland setting within the
metropolitan area.
Having said all of that, I would like to make mention of
something with which I am sure all honourable
members would agree. The Minister for Agriculture has
served this Parliament well since 1988 when we came
into the Parliament together. I would like to put on the
record, in case I do not have the opportunity to do so
later, that it has been a pleasure to work with Keith and
the contribution he has made. He has been a very
conscientious and passionate advocate on a number of
issues that are very important to him including
vocational education and Aboriginal affairs. I think all
honourable members would agree with me that Keith
Hamilton can finish his career knowing well that he has
the respect of all parliamentarians.
As we are talking about green wedge legislation I
would like to put on record my personal regard for the
honourable member for Pakenham. Some years ago
there was a situation in my electorate, the details of
which were known only by the honourable member for
Pakenham and me until now, but I do not mind
revealing it today to highlight the attributes of the
honourable member for Pakenham. A number of
developers decided that Phil Honeywood was not
sufficiently pro-development and they wanted to create
the Templestowe effect in Warrandyte by carving up
the 20-acre minimum lot sizes into 1-acre allotments
and knocking down the bushland setting so they could
have the Templestowe wealth and mansion effect with
the rampant lions at the gate. These people knew the
rules, they knew you could not subdivide below
20 acres but they purchased land for an average of
$400 000 a lot with a home on it and thought they could
get about $300 000 per 1-acre allotment if only they
had a local member of Parliament who would change
the planning rules and ensure that the government of
the day allowed the carving up of these 20-acre green
wedge allotments into 1-acre allotments.
Those people know who they are. They deliberately
joined Liberal Party branches in the area and sought to
get rid of the local sitting member — in this case,
me — to get a more pro-development member. I am
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proud to say that at a very memorable party meeting in
my electorate the Honourable Rob Maclellan stood up
in front of a very vitriolic group of people and informed
them in no uncertain terms that they could do what they
liked to Phil Honeywood, but at the end of the day Rob
Maclellan had been a minister in the Hamer
government that brought in the green wedges and the
Kennett government was determined that there would
be no changes to green wedges in the future.
I thank him for that act of unselfish behaviour in
coming out to address the combined branch meeting.
Those branch members of course soon resigned their
positions. They were Johnny-come-latelies; they joined
the branches for one reason only and left after less than
12 months because they did not get the big dollars that
they had hoped to achieve.
I thank the honourable member for Pakenham for his
strong personal support, for his commitment to the
green wedges and, importantly, for the mentoring role
he has played over 30 years in this place to many
colleagues from the parliamentary Liberal Party. He has
been a very wise counsel to consult. He really has been
the father of this house, and I am sure I speak on behalf
of all honourable members when I wish him well in the
future in what I am sure will be a very active
retirement.
The other colleague I want to mention is the honourable
member for Forest Hill. His commitment to the
environment is well known. John Richardson has been
a wonderful mentor to many colleagues in this place.
He has served the Parliament for over 25 years, coming
in in 1976. He will be sorely missed for his dry wit and
incredible humour that has made this place more
enjoyable. That generation of members of Parliament,
the honourable members for Glen Waverley, Forest
Hill and Pakenham, and also members such as the
honourable member for Bellarine, have brought a
wonderful sense of humour to this chamber which is
often lacking in the new generation of politicians. We
tend to be professional politicians, if that is the right
term. We tend to be task driven and often do not have
that laconic approach to life that the older generation
brought to the Victorian Parliament.
I wish well all honourable members who are retiring.
Today will be their last opportunity to make
contributions, and even though from time to time we
have the heat of battle between political parties, at the
end of the day we know that we have families and lives
that have similar challenges. In the strange life that we
lead in the madhouse of politics, at the end of the day
we can still smile and get on with life together.
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Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I wish to say a
few words in support of the Planning and Environment
(Metropolitan Green Wedge Protection) Bill, but first I
thank the Deputy Leader of the Opposition for his kind
words about the Minister for Agriculture.
The bill is a sensible one. It provides continued
protection for the green wedge and a regime for any
changes that might be considered in the future.
Obviously most honourable members would prefer that
we maintain our green wedges, the lungs of Melbourne,
and ensure that we have the best possible amenity for
the most livable city in the world. While I am on the
inner rather than the outer side of Melbourne, I
appreciate that my electorate has open space that can be
utilised. Open space is important in my area.
I note that the term ‘green wedge’ seems to be adopted
even for small areas. I have used it myself in my local
area when talking about the Gardiner’s Creek green
wedge, trying to maximise and maintain the open space
in that particular corridor or indeed in other parts of my
area like Wattle Park. It is important that we maintain
those areas. I am cognisant that during the time of the
last Liberal government about 44 or 45 open spaces
were lost to residents of the City of Whitehorse. I am
happy to lead activities to maintain smaller green
wedges in that locality.
I was surprised the other day that the honourable
member for Hawthorn seemed to wish to almost
immediately build a student activity centre on the
Gardiner’s Creek green wedge. I was disappointed
about what he seemed to be rushing toward — —
Mr Baillieu — On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, the honourable member for Burwood is
clearly misrepresenting what I said, and he knows he is
misrepresenting — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
That is not a point of order. The honourable member for
Hawthorn should take his seat.
Mr STENSHOLT — Unlike the honourable
member for Hawthorn I support the maximisation of
green areas in my locality and in the wider Melbourne
area. I support the bill and I commend it to the house.
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) — In the time that is
available to me I want to make some comments about
how this legislation will apply in my electorate and the
surrounding areas and make a few brief comments
about the issue of green wedges in general.
In principle there is broad public support for the notion
of green wedges. If you wander into the dining room or
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lounge room of any house in suburban Melbourne and
ask, ‘Is the green wedge a good idea?’, most people
will say, ‘Yes, of course it is’, and they will not go
much further than that. But they are attracted to the
notion and the principle of green wedges because they
understand it adds to the broad scope of the
environmental protection around the metropolitan area
and provides greater amenity and a greater range of
landscapes for people in metropolitan Melbourne. In
practice, of course, the management of green wedges
can be substantially different.
I refer to the effects the legislation will have on my
electorate of Monbulk. The Premier announced the
proposed green wedge legislation in Monbulk, or on the
boundary of Monbulk and the new seat of Gembrook in
the Birdsland Reserve, which is already well protected
under existing legislation and its management will not
be affected one iota by the green wedge legislation.
Planning in the Yarra Valley and the Dandenongs is
already protected in legislation. That was done in this
place in 1994, from memory in November, when the
then Minister for Planning, the honourable member for
Pakenham, introduced legislation to give legislative
protection to the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong
Ranges Regional Strategy Plan. That protection can be
found in sections 46A, 46B, 46C, 46D, 46E, 46F and
46G of the Planning and Environment Act.
When that legislation was introduced in 1994 the
honourable member for Pakenham, supported by a
number of other Liberal Party members in this place
including me, stood up and urged the Parliament to
support the legislation on the basis that it provided
sound and sensible legislative protection for the
regional strategy plan. Among other things it provided
that no minister could approve an amendment to a
planning scheme which was inconsistent with the
regional strategy plan and that works carried out by
government departments, councils or agencies could
not be carried out if they were inconsistent with the
requirements of the regional strategy plan.
That legislation provided for amendments to the
regional strategy plan, subject to their being approved
by both houses of Parliament. Remarkably there are
similar requirements in the bill currently being debated,
which claims to prevent subdivision of the Yarra Valley
and the Dandenong Ranges even though that is already
prevented by the regional strategy plan. However, it
proposes to prevent further subdivision of green wedge
land. The minister said in her second-reading speech
that it does not prevent well-thought-out subdivision; it
simply raises the high jump bar a little by requiring
such an amendment to be approved by both houses of
Parliament.
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Let’s look at some of the clauses. As the honourable
member for Hawthorn pointed out, green wedge land is
not defined at all. The legislation simply says that green
wedge land lies between two lines: the first line, the
inner line, is the urban growth boundary as it was on
8 October 2002; the outer line is the extreme limit of
the municipalities described in proposed section 39A.
Those are the fringe metropolitan councils. So green
wedge land is all land lying between the urban growth
boundary as at 8 October 2002 and the fringe boundary
of those metropolitan councils. That is all the definition
includes. It does not describe it as any quality of
land — such as private land, reserve land or anything
like that. It is just all land between those two lines.
Then the bill proposes that a minister cannot approve
any municipal planning scheme amendment which has
the impact of lessening the subdivision controls on land
in that area. It is absolutely silent on issues about
change of use or intensification of use. It simply raises
the high jump bar on further subdivision or lessening of
subdivision controls. It provides for that by allowing
such a thing to occur if both houses of Parliament
approve it. In essence, this bill repeats exactly what is in
broad terms in the Planning and Environment Act by
way of amendments introduced by the honourable
member for Pakenham in 1994.
The Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges
Regional Strategy Plan has a number of significant
advantages over this bill. It is far more detailed. It looks
at broad planning concepts, at future needs and at past
practices, and it has some broad-brush approaches to
strategic planning in that area. This bill does none of
that. It has none of those refinements or considerations.
It is simply a broad-brush approach which says if you
are going to lessen the subdivision controls then you
have to gain the approval of both houses of Parliament.
In terms of my electorate, the legislation does not
change matters one iota. It is worth looking at the
government’s approach to the township of Boronia,
which is only 1.5 kilometres away from the urban
growth boundary. In Melbourne 2030 the township of
Boronia, which is 1.5 to 2 kilometres from this urban
growth boundary, is identified — and I refer to page 32
of Melbourne 2030 — as a major activity centre. What
is a major activity centre? A major activity centre has
similar characteristics to principal activity centres.
Principal activity centres have the potential to grow and
support intensive housing developments, and major
activity centres are locations for high-density housing.
So just 1 to 1.5 kilometres from the urban growth
boundary and an area where you cannot subdivide any
further we have Boronia where, according to the
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government, there will be high-rise developments
clustered around the township centre and the railway
station. So within spitting distance of an area where you
cannot subdivide, we will have Prahran-style and
Richmond-style high-rises according to the
government’s Melbourne 2030 vision.
Mr Wynne interjected.
Mr McARTHUR — The honourable member for
Richmond is shaking his head. I understand he had
something to do with this Melbourne 2030 vision. He
should read it, because his own document refers to
Boronia as a major activity centre. He should look at
the urban growth boundary that his minister gazetted on
8 October. It is within spitting distance of Boronia’s
township.
There are two contrasting and conflicting approaches of
the Labor government to the outer east of Melbourne.
In one area you can have high-rise development,
despite the wishes of the locals. I can guarantee the
honourable member for Richmond that no resident in
Boronia wants high-rise development in their town.
Plenty of them have spoken to me about it. None are
applying for it; none want to live in it or next door to it.
That is one problem for the government in its approach
to the outer east of Melbourne.
The second problem is that across that boundary of the
urban growth zone the government says there will be
no further subdivision unless both houses of Parliament
approve. I do not object to that approach. It is one I
supported in the house in 1994. It is interesting to
note — and the Minister for Agriculture was here, as
was the honourable member for Keilor — that the
Labor Party voted against that proposal in 1994. It
opposed the entrenchment of the Upper Yarra Valley
and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan in the
Planning and Environment Act, and I have the divisions
here from Hansard to show it. The Minister for
Agriculture voted no and the honourable member for
Keilor voted no. None of the other government
members were here then, but they would have voted no
too. The honourable member for Melton, then an
honourable member for Melbourne North Province in
the other place, voted no in the other place when the bill
was debated there on 30 November or 1 December.
In 1994 the Labor Party thought that entrenchment in
the Planning and Environment Act was a bad thing, but
it is a good thing in 2002. I am not sure where
Damascus was on that road in between, but I have a
sneaking suspicion that this legislation, given it may not
pass the upper house before an election is called — and
if the honourable member for Warrandyte is right, it
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will be called on Monday — is more about the Labor
Party preserving Greens preferences than protecting
green wedges. It is more about the Labor Party shoring
up Greens preferences in Richmond, Melbourne,
Coburg and Northcote, than it is about protecting the
Dandenongs or the Yarra Valley.
It is a remarkable backflip for the Labor Party, which
voted against this concept in 1994. The then honourable
member for Richmond, Demetri Dollis — and
government members might remember him well; after
all they had a lot to do with his demise — protested
loudly about this idea of entrenching the regional
strategy plan in the Planning and Environment Act, and
it is there for all to read.
I ask honourable members to have a look at
sections 46A to 46F, because it is there. You voted
against it last time, and you are asking us to support it
this time. We are happy to support it, because after all it
was our idea.
An Honourable Member — It was not.
Mr McARTHUR — It was our idea! We have been
down this path before, and it is on the record. The
honourable member for Pakenham moved it, I spoke in
favour of it, we all voted for it and you lot voted against
it. Members opposite spoke against it, divided on it and
voted against it in this place and in the other place.
Sometime between then and now they have woken up
to the fact that they need Green preferences, and that is
what this bill is about protecting. It is not about
protecting the Dandenongs and it is not about
protecting the Yarra Valley; it is about protecting their
miserable hides. That is all it is for!
If the bill did something better for the environment I
would be much happier about supporting it, but it is
simply a carbon copy of what we did eight years ago —
that is all. It provides no practical benefit for the
environment over and above what is already there in the
legislation. Although I am happy to support the bill, it
will provide no greater protection for the Dandenongs
or the Yarra Valley than we provided eight years ago. I
am sorry to see that Labor has not learnt much in that
time.
Ms DAVIES (Gippsland West) — The Planning
and Environment (Metropolitan Green Wedge)
Protection Bill 2002 follows the introduction of
Melbourne 2030, the metropolitan planning strategy, in
October this year. The purported aim of this legislation
is to put in place some additional interim planning
delays and controls on land which is described as
‘green wedge land’ in metropolitan fringe areas. I note
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that the councils in these sorts of areas, particularly
Cardinia, prefer the term ‘interface’ as opposed to
‘fringe’ when having their municipalities referred to,
and I suggest that in the future government legislation
could start using that term.
As an interim measure this legislation supposedly
means that proposed amendments to planning schemes
in the rural areas of those interface shires will have to
go through both houses of Parliament. It is not a
prohibition on changes to planning schemes, but both
houses as well as the minister will need to approve the
amendments. The aim is apparently to delay speedy
changes to amendments and to encourage public
discussion of them rather than to restrict or prohibit
them.
The second-reading speech refers to this bill as a quick
interim measure pending consultation on more
enduring arrangements which will form part of the
implementation of Melbourne 2030. It also states that
the government intends to introduce the legislation
needed to implement 2030 next year after appropriate
consultation to decide specific boundaries and land
management details.
Defining green wedges in the simplistic way this bill
does is clearly not appropriate as anything more than an
interim measure. The amendment I circulated in this
house aimed to put a sunset clause in this interim bill to
demonstrate in practice that it would be an interim
measure. I believe a year is quite adequate to allow
sufficient discussion. I do not believe it is appropriate to
allow that discussion to go on for another whole term of
Parliament, and the government’s refusal to consider
‘less than two years’ is unnecessarily delaying. We
need to be careful about allowing too much time for the
shelf-sitting of proposed legislation rather than making
immediate and concentrated efforts to get the
nitty-gritty properly negotiated.
Simplistically defining the rural areas of Cardinia shire
as green wedges that are to be protected from
development is not appropriate. Real and significant
effort is needed to discuss with the local communities
concerned the positive and negative aspects of being in
a growth corridor. Some small townships are crying out
for extra house blocks within their areas to make sure
that they become more viable, that their schools have
enough kids and that the shops have more people going
there regularly.
Other communities along the growth corridor are
concerned about inappropriate subdivisions and
development. For example, up at Maryknoll there is a
community which has a very interesting past history,
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and all the blocks are 2 acres each. There are now
proposals to add another subdivision with much smaller
blocks, and that is causing considerable community
concern. The local people like the way their community
is structured. So we really need to get on and get
involved in those very concentrated and detailed
negotiations and discussions as soon as possible.
I would also suggest that a real effort should be put into
preventing a total ribbon development along the Princes
Highway, or the Princes Freeway, as it will become. If
you have a look at the maps you can see it is obvious
that the metropolitan strategy has created a long ribbon
development. I do not believe we need green wedges;
instead we need a whole green corridor. There is no
reason why we cannot ensure through planning
schemes that we do not end up with kilometres and
kilometres of ribbon development and that although we
actually have nodes of development around townships
such as Pakenham, before and after those townships we
have attractive green areas of land left alone so it does
not look like we are travelling through the suburbs for
kilometre after kilometre. I therefore urge the minister
to make sure that during the time the detailed
negotiations are happening the focus is on not just
green wedges but also green corridors that break up the
existing growth corridors.
I urge the minister to truly ensure that this is interim
legislation and to get on with the detail as soon as
possible. With those reservations, I support the bill.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — I will be brief in my
contribution. As the honourable member for Hawthorn
said, this bill, which is supported by the Liberal Party,
mirrors the legislation which the Liberal Party brought
in. As the house will be aware, when the Liberal Party
was in government it brought in legislation to protect
the Yarra Valley, and that legislation has worked very
well. It is also a fact that in August 1999 the Liberal
Party promised that after the 1999 election it would
bring in legislation to protect the Mornington Peninsula
in the same way that the Yarra Valley has been
protected so successfully. The Labor Party, prior to the
1999 election, mirrored that promise, and it is a matter
of regret that since it came to government after the
election of 1999 it has done nothing to honour that
promise about protecting the Mornington Peninsula —
until now, on the eve of another election.
The problem I have is not with this legislation, which
my colleagues and I support and support quite strongly.
The problem I have is that this legislation exposes the
disjointed planning policies of the Bracks government.
We had a situation where the green wedge commitment
was announced and Labor candidates went out, as they
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did on the Mornington Peninsula, and stood there
proudly, having their photographs taken and saying,
‘Here is the end of development! Isn’t it wonderful?’,
and everybody said, ‘Yes, it is wonderful!’.
A few days later the Minister for Planning releases the
metropolitan planning strategy, which says that there
are going to be 22 000 more residential units on the
Mornington Peninsula — not in Frankston, excluding
Frankston — but including, as the Premier admitted on
radio, some high rise. All of them will be intensive
development.
You cannot have your cake and eat it too. If the
government wants to protect places like the Mornington
Peninsula with its green wedge policy it cannot a week
later come out with a plan to dump 22 000 residential
units on the Mornington Peninsula. This is a disjointed
policy; they want to have it both ways, but they cannot.
The minister is saying the government has a policy that
is going to protect green wedges That is great; that is
fine. We support that and we think that is good. But she
cannot then come out with the Melbourne 2030 strategy
and ride roughshod over the top of it by saying she is
going to put 22 000 more residential units into the
Mornington Peninsula.
The people of the peninsula in particular, and I suggest
right around Melbourne where the metropolitan
strategy impacts, will be saying, ‘What is in your mind
that you would want to do this?’. That is certainly the
question being asked by those people. They are saying,
‘We do not want intensive development on the
Mornington Peninsula. We believe the “house full” sign
should go up. We believe the green wedges should be
protected. That is what we want’. And the government
has not reacted to that. We have instances of individual
intensive developments in which the minister and the
government point-blank refuse to become involved, to
the chagrin and anger of the people who are going to be
impacted upon by those developments.
While we are saying on this side of the house that this is
worthwhile and supportable legislation, we do question,
with a very big question mark, the metropolitan strategy
and its impact upon the green wedge legislation.
Finally, this bill would be more meaningful if it were
not going to die with the announcement by the Premier
on Monday of a general election. That is what is going
to happen; we all know that. Therefore we are debating
a bill that will have no impact whatsoever until a new
Parliament is elected and hopefully this legislation will
be reintroduced. We are now going through a
meaningless process, and it is a bit of a shame. The
government should have kept the commitment it made
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just before the last election. It fiddled around, mucked
about and ignored this necessary legislation for three
years. Now it is brought in on the eve of another
election. That is simply not good enough.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
Just before I call the honourable member for Richmond
I advise the honourable member for Hawthorn that
when he walks past the table he is to conform with the
forms of the house.
Mr Baillieu — I am very much mindful of it.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
The Chair has observed it, and I am reminding him he
should acquaint himself with the forms of the house and
the politeness due to the Chair. Perhaps he should look
to the Opposition Whip to explain it to him.
Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — I will make a brief
contribution. I too rise to support the Planning and
Environment (Metropolitan Green Wedge Protection)
Bill and thank the opposition for its support for this
important legislation. It goes to delineate and protect
the boundaries of 12 green wedge zones which are part
of the most precious environmental areas in the state. In
that context I submit that this is part of a broader
strategy of this state government to look out over the
next 30 years to see the future shape of Melbourne and
its housing provision.
This bill is under the stewardship of the Minister for
Planning. It is by any measure a visionary document. It
looks at how we are to live 30 years on and in what
form of housing we are going to live and the needs we
will have for public transport, education and social
infrastructure. In that context it is important to
acknowledge that this government has understood that
the present unsustainable level of urban development
cannot be maintained. It is irresponsible, economically
and socially, to extend out willy-nilly in an
uncontrolled way. The urban growth boundaries the
government has established clearly indicate that we
must stop and contain development to ensure that we
have a sustainable environment long term.
We understand the absolutely critical importance of the
green wedges in that context, and it is appropriate to
acknowledge that it was in fact the previous Liberal
government that enacted much of the green wedge
protection, but planning should be very much
bipartisan. Labor members, particularly the minister,
wanted to ensure that we took a bipartisan approach to
this green wedge legislation. It is interim legislation and
further consultation is required. The government is
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absolutely committed to that consultation with relevant
councils as indicated in clause 39A of the bill.
The state government is interested in planning and how
people will live in the future. It is interested to ensure
that Melbourne is a sustainable city in which life can be
enjoyed equally by all members of society, a city that
ensures jobs, public transport, education and health
services in the places where people live. It means, of
course, that we will live in different forms of housing
over the next 30 years. We all understand that — the
demographics have clearly started to indicate it — but
there is no doubt that this document, Melbourne 2030,
which is the basis of our planning strategy for the next
30 years, will stand the test of time. This legislation
which protects our green wedges is a fundamental
aspect of that strategy. I commend the bill to the house.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.03 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Government: financial management
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I refer
the Premier to the Auditor-General’s report on the state
of Victoria’s finances for 2001–02 and I ask: does the
Premier believe it is sustainable to increase spending by
$1.5 billion a year when revenue is growing by only
$1.1 billion a year?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. Isn’t it great to have an
Auditor-General back?
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS — We have an Auditor-General. The
reality is that if the Kennett government had happened
to be returned we would have no Auditor-General in
Victoria!
I want to congratulate the Auditor-General on his
current report, an excellent report which shows — and I
will quote from the Auditor-General’s report — that the
Bracks government had:
… achieved its short-term financial objectives and was
progressing towards achievement of its broadly stated longer
term financial objectives.

I concur completely and so does Moody’s and so does
Standard and Poor’s, and I congratulate the
Auditor-General on his work.
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Victorians. Bright Ideas. Brilliant Future.
Mrs MADDIGAN (Essendon) — Will the Premier
please advise the house of the latest initiatives the
government is implementing to boost research and
development, technology and innovation in Victoria
and so drive greater growth and even more jobs?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the honourable
member for Essendon for her question. Today I was
very pleased, with the Minister for Innovation and the
Minister for Information and Communication
Technology, to commit to a second generation, a
second wave, of funding for science, technology and
innovation.
We have committed to a further $310 million over the
next five years to give certainty and security to our
research and development sector in Victoria so that the
very good gains we have had over the last three years
can be continued into the future.
Mr Perton interjected.
Mr BRACKS — I welcome the endorsement from
the honourable member for Doncaster. I welcome the
support.
With the measures already in place, it will mean
effectively that $900 million worth of innovation
initiatives have been taken by this government — the
biggest by any jurisdiction anywhere in the country.
The innovation statement, entitled Victorians. Bright
Ideas. Brilliant Future., includes $50 million for
regional research and development; it includes
$30 million for business research and development; it
includes $10 million for a new information and
communications technology research and development
centre; it includes $5 million additional to encourage
more students to do science in our schools; and it also
has $200 million for competitive research grants for
science, technology and innovation.
The areas and categories we will be pursuing in
Victoria are the areas we have identified over the last
three years. They include biotechnology, information
and communications technology, design, advanced
manufacturing and environmental technologies. I am
very pleased that we have had significant endorsement
of this policy, of this statement, of this new plan for
Victoria and this new $310 million. That support
includes Professor Adrienne Clarke, the biotechnology
ambassador to our state; it includes Peter Laver, who is
the chair of the Victorian Learning and Employment
Skills Commission; it includes Dr Terry Cutler from
Cutler and Company; and it includes John Vines, the
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chief executive officer of the Association of
Professional Engineers, Scientists and Managers,
Australia.
These new jobs are the jobs of the future which will be
generated out of science, technology and innovation.
They are the future of Victoria. I am very pleased that
we have this certainty and security in research and
development over the next five years.

Election: date
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — My
question is to the Premier, and I ask: is the Premier
intending to call an early election on Monday, and if so,
why?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the National Party for his question. One thing about the
National Party leader, he always asks the question that
no-one else will directly ask, and I congratulate him on
that. As soon as he asked that question, behind me a
chorus of MPs, including our ministers, said, ‘Please,
we want to know as well!’.
Under our constitution, an election can be held any time
within the next 12 months. That is the case, and no
decision has been made yet.

Community services: staffing
Ms OVERINGTON (Ballarat West) — Will the
Minister for Community Services inform the house of
what action the government has taken to restore
disability and child protection services and explain the
impact of public sector staff cuts on these and other
community services?
Ms PIKE (Minister for Community Services) — I
thank the honourable member for her question. Since
coming to office the Bracks government has increased
all key services for people with a disability. That was
the plan, and that is what we have delivered. We have
shared supported accommodation places up by 1100;
we have in-home support packages up by 1000; and we
have adult day and support services up by 1861. You
cannot do that without workers, and that is why there
are around 300 more direct-care public sector workers.
What do these staff do? They clothe, feed and support
people with a disability in their everyday lives. It is
extra workers who deliver these extra services, and that
is what we have restored. We have restored extra
workers into a system that was so desperately cut.
There are also an additional 167 child protection
workers compared with three years ago, and an extra
60 just in this year. As we know, child protection
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workers are involved in everyday work protecting
children from abuse and neglect. It is a very stressful
job, and the community understands this. Jobs in child
protection and disability services are very demanding
and stressful. It is hard enough without the opposition
threatening their very existence.

Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, on the
matter of relevance, the question was straightforward:
having lost $348 million in three months, what is the
Premier’s estimate of the loss for the current financial
year? The Premier either knows or does not know, and
I am asking him to answer the question.

You do not have to be a great intellect to know that you
need extra workers to restore services, and you need
extra services because the demands are growing. The
Bracks government has increased the number of child
protection workers to increase the capacity of the public
sector to do its part in protecting Victoria’s most
vulnerable children. Job cuts in child protection and in
disability services would be an absolute disaster.

The SPEAKER — Order! I am not prepared to
uphold the earlier part of the point of order raised by the
honourable member, because I believe the Premier was
being relevant in answering the question. There is no
point of order.

Here we go again! Less workers, less staff and less
services. It is the same over and over again. But of
course it is not Captain Jeff this time, it is Rear Admiral
Robert. I thank the opposition for revealing its promises
to the people of Victoria and for revealing its plans to
take Victoria back to the future by cutting public sector
jobs.

Government: financial management
Dr DEAN (Berwick) — I refer the Premier to the
fact that the Treasury recently wrote $515 million off
the last financial year’s operating surplus after losing
$1.1 billion on overseas investments and to the fact that
the 2001–02 financial report shows a loss of
$348 million on overseas markets in the three months
from June to September this year, and I ask: what is the
Treasury’s estimate for this current financial year’s
loss, given that at this rate of loss Victoria will go into
deficit?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the shadow
Treasurer for his question. My early comment would
be, ‘Bring back the honourable member for Box Hill!’.
He at least understands the accounts and the structure of
them, and he at least understands accrual accounting,
which the honourable member for Berwick does not
understand.
The budget is in surplus on every calculation — cash,
GFS (government finance statistics) and operating —
and the forward estimates, which have been examined
by Standard and Poor’s and Moody’s, also confirm that
the surplus will be maintained. That is why they have
confirmed the AAA credit rating. They believe, and
they are quite correct, that the government has the right
financial settings, has made the right adjustments and
has the right insulation to ensure that any market
condition overseas can be catered for in the domestic
accounts.

Mr BRACKS — Mr Speaker, I thank you for your
ruling. I reiterate that the we have accounted for the
downturn in international markets, and in accounting
for that we have produced an operating, a GFS and a
cash surplus. That has been confirmed by the
Auditor-General, confirmed by Standard and Poor’s
and confirmed by Moody’s.
Dr Dean interjected.
Mr BRACKS — Please take a crash course in
economics!
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier, addressing
his remarks through the Chair.
Mr BRACKS — On all those calculations the
budget is in surplus, and we are one of only two
jurisdictions in Australia which has such a surplus. Not
only that, the forward estimates have been assessed by
Standard and Poor’s and Moody’s — the very thing the
shadow minister was talking about — and those
assessments have given us a AAA rating, confirming
the surplus as being in a sound and strong position.

Education: staffing
Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) — Will the Minister
for Education and Training inform the house of how the
government is rebuilding Victoria’s education system
by hiring more teachers and staff, especially for
students in need, and explain the impact of public sector
staff cuts on the essential services these people provide?
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and
Training) — As most honourable members interested in
education are aware, we have put an additional
$2.75 billion into education in the state. We have put
over 3000 teachers and staff back into the system since
coming to office, and from the beginning of next year
we will have over 900 extra teachers in addition to
those 3000 extra teachers and staff.
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We are getting better results on behalf of all students.
We are focused on ensuring that all students are catered
for within our government school system, and that
means providing extra assistance for those students who
need help to meet the state government’s goals and
targets.

The SPEAKER — Order! Far too much noise is
being made by the government benches. The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition, on a point of order.

We have invested over $22 million in support for
students with a disability. I repeat, $22 million! That
results in the employment of 200 student welfare
coordinators in secondary schools and 100 nurses in
government schools. We are putting that investment in
to make sure that the students in need get that extra
attention. However, they are not the only staff — —

The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
was clearly not taking a point of order but attempting to
make a point in debate. The Minister for Education and
Training, concluding her answer.

An honourable member interjected.
Ms KOSKY — That is right, it is not enough. They
are not the only staff we have put back into the schools.
We provide psychologists, social workers and a range
of people who provide extra support to students in our
schools. They are known as student support services
officers. They provide psychology support, social work
and speech pathology and include guidance officers
visiting teachers and curriculum consultants. These are
very important positions in our education system. Some
510 of these staff are public servants. Of these
510 positions, currently 61 are vacant. Once they are
filled staff will start work at the beginning of next year.
However, under the great plan of the opposition those
61 vacant positions would not be filled, would they,
because they are public service positions. There would
be less students receiving support — that is, students
with language or speech difficulties, with emotional or
psychological difficulties or with disabilities. Around
1800 students would miss out as a result of this
ridiculous proposal by the opposition, developed
probably in 5 minutes last night.
This is a code for sacking staff. It is a code for sacking
teachers, support staff and those people who provide
extra support for students who, under the Bracks
government, have started to see really positive
educational outcomes.
On learning of the Deputy Leader of the Opposition’s
ill-fated press conference last week in Maryborough — —
Mr Honeywood — On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, if the minister wants to make light of the
Monash shooting, let her do so, but I would hope that
the Monash tragedy was more important — —
Honourable members interjecting.

Mr Honeywood — Mr Speaker, I have made my
point of order.

Ms KOSKY — I think the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition might need some assistance with his
hearing. I said ‘Maryborough’. It concerned a visit that
he made to Maryborough last week. On finding out
about this ill-fated visit to Maryborough, the Eye
column in the Herald Sun reported that he was red
faced. I would be red faced too if I had put up a
proposal — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister should
come back to answering the question.
Ms KOSKY — I am. I would be red faced as well if
I had to support a proposal that meant cutting public
servants who provide absolutely important support for
students in our schools. We will not do that, but the
opposition clearly will.

VCAT: freedom of information decision
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I refer the Premier to a
decision handed down by the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal last Friday regarding an
opposition freedom of information request. The tribunal
ruled that documents be withheld solely — solely! —
on the basis of police evidence that if released there was
a likelihood that the Construction, Forestry, Mining and
Energy Union would intimidate witnesses placing them
in fear of their lives and safety. What has the
government done and what does it propose to do to
enforce the rule of law in Victorian workplaces?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — There is one thing I can
say for the honourable member for Kew: he is
consistent! Certainly on the question of the rule of law,
part of the rule of law is decisions by the independent
tribunal, the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal (VCAT). We will follow to the letter of the
law the decisions of the independent tribunal — —
Mr Perton interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the honourable
member for Doncaster to cease interjecting forthwith.
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Mr BRACKS — Thank you, Mr Speaker. We will
follow to the letter of the law the independent decisions
of VCAT as an independent tribunal determining
matters impartially, fairly and independently.

Hospitals: staffing
Mr TREZISE (Geelong) — Will the Minister for
Health advise the house how the government is
rebuilding our health system by hiring more nurses and
other health workers, and explain the impact of public
sector staff cuts on the essential services these people
provide?
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Health) — I thank
the honourable member for Geelong for his question.
This morning the shadow Treasurer let the cat out of
the bag when he indicated that there would be a public
sector freeze and that when public servants left they
would not be replaced.
The Bracks government was elected to repair the
damage from the last public service cuts. The last time
that the Liberal government took action like this — to
have a freeze, to slash the public sector — we saw the
results. We saw schools close, and we saw hospitals
close. The Bracks government has turned that around
with 3300 extra nurses, more doctors and more health
workers. What is the result? Waiting lists are coming
down. We are getting a better quality of care. We can
now have a health system that we are proud of, a health
system that is treating 100 000 more patients than in the
last year of the Kennett government.
The problem that the opposition has is caused by its
unsustainable tax cuts.
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, as you
know, question time should not be used to debate
questions. Quite clearly the minister is debating the
question, and it only invites response along the lines
that he wishes to stand and debate and misrepresent a
policy which he knows applies only to bureaucrats and
not to others in the public sector. He knows that, and
everyone else knows that. For him to get up and debate
something which is patently untrue, and which he
knows to be untrue, is a classic example of this
government’s behaviour.
Mr THWAITES — On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, I was asked to explain the impact of public
sector staff cuts on essential services. For the shadow
Treasurer to get up and now try to advise the house
which public servants are to be cut — which the
opposition in general refuses to do — is a matter of
debate; it is not a point of order. I, by contrast, have
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been directly answering the question: what is the effect
of public sector cuts on health services?
The SPEAKER — Order! I am not prepared to
uphold the point of order raised by the honourable
member for Berwick.
Mr THWAITES — We are committed to restoring
confidence in our health system with 3300 extra nurses.
But it is not just about nurses. The other side seems to
want to create two tiers of public sector workers.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, on
this occasion the minister is clearly debating the
question. Your rulings over recent months have clearly
indicated the minister is entitled to answer a question
relating to government administration but is not entitled
to use question time to debate policy. That is properly a
matter for a ministerial statement, it is properly a matter
for an election debate, but it is not a matter for a
pre-election question time. This is exactly analogous to
the ruling you made yesterday against the Treasurer to
prevent him from continuing to answer a question in
exactly the same vein.
The SPEAKER — Order! I am not prepared to
uphold the point of order raised by the honourable
member for Doncaster in regard to the Minister for
Health debating the question. I am not of that opinion.
Mr THWAITES — It is not just about nurses but
also about a whole range of other public sector staff
who play a critical role in delivering quality health care.
They are the cleaners, hundreds of whom had been
sacked when we came into office. We are employing
additional cleaners to make our hospitals cleaner. It is
also across in the Department of Human Services. Most
of the direct care staff are in areas such as disability
work and child protection. These people provide a vital
service to the people who are most in need.
The Leader of the Opposition is saying that we have put
on thousands. We have put on thousands, and we are
proud of it. We have put on thousands of workers. We
have put on thousands of nurses, thousands of teachers,
more than a thousand police and many extra child
protection workers. We are able to do that because we
have a balanced financial plan. We have not made
unsustainable tax promises. We have not made
$3.5 billion of promises for which we cannot say where
the money will come from. As a government we are
restoring confidence, and we are not going to go back
to the old days of slashing the public — —
Dr Dean — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, again
on the point of debating, if the minister wants to talk
about the 17 000 extra bureaucrats he has put on in
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three years, who have cost us $1 billion, that is one
thing, but if he wants to hold up pieces of paper and
debate the public sector, that is something else.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order raised by the honourable member for Berwick.
The minister was providing information about what his
government has done in this area. However, I point out
to the minister that in the sessional orders there is a
requirement for succinctness. I ask him to conclude his
answer.
Mr Mulder — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
minister is obviously quoting from today’s Age, and I
suggest he continue on and quote from the page that
refers to the Treasurer’s stance in wanting to sell off
Victoria’s water supply to the best buyer.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order. The Minister for Health, concluding his answer.
Mr THWAITES — I was going to conclude with
the well-known Greek phrase — Καλος πρόεδρος!
[Good President!] — and I will withdraw on that basis.

Police: confidential records
Mr WELLS (Wantirna) — I refer the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services to his comment on
23 October that he accesses police files every day and
ask on whom he has sought information, in what form,
and whether he will immediately release the names of
those whose confidential details have been provided.
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — The honourable member is
asking me to provide details of confidential police files
to the house. I will not do it.

Government: financial management
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East) — I ask the Treasurer
to update the house on the latest good economic news
for Victoria’s economy and explain how the
government’s responsible economic management is
delivering a strong economy and substantially
improved community services and infrastructure across
all of Victoria.
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I am pleased to
inform the house that new economic data released
today by the Australian Bureau of Statistics confirms
once again that Victoria is Australia’s leading
economy. Today the ABS released the building
approvals data for the September quarter, and it shows
$13.9 billion dollars of building approvals in Victoria
over the last year, the highest of any state in
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Australia — higher than New South Wales with more
than our population — and 25 per cent higher than last
year, with huge increases in the regions. Country
Victoria under the Bracks government just keeps on
building.
Look at these figures. In the last quarter north-western
Victoria was up 21 per cent to $128 million,
north-central was up 24 per cent to $145 million, and
Gippsland was up 30 per cent to $130 million. These
are the sorts of increases that used to occur over a
period of a decade; under the Bracks government they
are occurring on an annual basis. Over the last year
country Victoria recorded $2.8 billion dollars of
approvals, while in the last full year of the former
Kennett government it recorded $1.8 billion, an
increase of 33 per cent since the election of the Bracks
government.
The fact of the matter is that the Bracks government is
leading on all the key indicators. We have the lowest
unemployment of all of the states, the fastest economic
growth in four years, business investment is up 8 per
cent over the last year, and people are moving to
Victoria from every state in Australia. Remember the
days when we used to lose 30 000 people a year out of
Victoria? Now they are coming back to Victoria.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The chamber is again
getting too loud.
Mr BRUMBY — The honourable member for
Berwick is going back to private practice. Are you
going back to private practice?
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer,
addressing his remarks through the Chair.
Mr BRUMBY — We have achieved these things
because we have had responsible financial
management.
What would it take to ruin these extraordinarily strong
economic results? What would destroy them? What
would destroy them is $3.5 billion of unfunded election
commitments and five separate tax promises. And I will
tell you what else would kill growth in this state. If you
cut back the public sector under the opposition’s
policies, in three years time schools, hospitals and
police will be cut by 20 per cent. That is the policy we
saw run out in the paper today.
The Bracks government is delivering for the whole of
Victoria. Wherever you go across the state the Bracks
government is delivering. Take Mornington for
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example. The government provided $612 000 to
upgrade the intersection of the Nepean Highway and
Craigie Road, $2.7 million for Kunyung Primary
School for major upgrades, $1.47 million for Mount
Eliza Secondary College for major upgrades and almost
$160 000 to fund extensions for the Mornington Life
Saving Club.
If you want a full list of all the good things the Bracks
government is doing in Mornington, look at the
newsletter of the honourable member for Mornington!
You can go through the list: Kunyung Primary School,
Mornington Life Saving club, volunteer marine rescue,
Mornington pier, the skateboard park — it goes on and
on.
Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I raise
with you your direction that ministers be succinct. By
my timing the Treasurer has now exceeded 41⁄2 minutes
and I ask you to have him conclude his answer.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Treasurer to
conclude his answer.
Mr BRUMBY — I am drawing my answer to a
close.
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PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
(METROPOLITAN GREEN WEDGE
PROTECTION) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.

Mr LUPTON (Knox) — I rise to speak on the
Planning and Environment (Metropolitan Green Wedge
Protection) Bill. I will confine my remarks to the City
of Knox and the way the bill affects that area. One thing
which concerns me in relation to this legislation is the
fact that there is no provision in this so-called green
wedge to preserve the western face of the Dandenong
Ranges — that area which overlooks Melbourne. That
particular area has slowly seen the development of
housing right up the face and is becoming extremely
crowded. At no stage in the development of the
legislation before the house has there been any attempt
to protect that face of the Dandenong Ranges. The City
of Knox has expressed a great deal of concern about
this vital part of our heritage being defaced.

The SPEAKER — Order! The Attorney-General is
not helping proceedings.

Some years ago there was an attempt to buy the land
back and turn it into a national park. The eastern
boundary of the Knox electorate runs onto the national
park and it is a bit of a shame that this legislation has
made no attempt to meld the residential development
with the national park. I know that the people in the
Knox area, and indeed the green movement, would
appreciate it if the green wedge was extended to cover
the western face of the Dandenong Ranges.

Mr Cooper — Mr Speaker, I would like to appeal to
you to give the Treasurer more time — I would like
him to read my entire newsletter.

The City of Knox has written to me in relation to this
bill and I would like to draw to the attention of the
house two issues. The letter states:

Mr Cooper — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I
would like to appeal to you — —
Mr Hulls — Say thank you!

The SPEAKER — Order! I will not accept the
honourable member for Mornington’s case. There is no
point of order.
Mr BRUMBY — We know why the honourable
member for Mornington is happy. For seven years he
could not achieve anything in his electorate; the only
time anything has been done is in the three years of the
Bracks government. The honourable member could not
achieve anything in government. The only time he has
been able to achieve is in opposition, and that is where
he is going to stay for many years to come!
The SPEAKER — Order! The time for questions
without notice has expired, and a minimum number of
questions has been answered.

The draft urban growth boundary is based on current zoning
and needs to be reviewed in the context of council’s current
policies and strategies including the draft Knox urban design
framework, the draft Rowville–Lysterfield integrated local
plan and the new planning controls proposed for the
Dandenong foothills.

It is quite apparent that the Minister for Planning has
given no consideration to looking at these three items.
The Rowville–Lysterfield area is extremely fragile.
When he was Minister for Planning the honourable
member for Pakenham made some attempt to provide
reasonable sites for development and protect the area,
but this legislation is not doing anything towards that.
The second point the City of Knox brought to my
attention was:
The strategy Melbourne 2030 does not adequately address the
significant issue of ‘transitional’ areas abutting the green
wedges. For example, the residential zoned land in Boronia
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and Ferntree Gully next to the Dandenong Ranges National
Park. Appropriate management of development in these areas
is critical, not only to protect local neighbourhood character
but from a metropolitan perspective, to protect the visual and
environmental qualities of the abutting ‘green wedge’.

As I said, there has been no attempt to protect that
particular place and not addressing that problem shows
a lack of foresight on the part of this minister. The
Dandenong Ranges in that area, particularly The Basin,
is one of the most fire-prone areas in the world. A
number of bushfires have started in that area,
particularly one in 1962. This legislation has made no
attempt to address those matters. Indeed, it will allow
residential development to creep even further up the
hills.
I turn now to the fact that under the legislation
additional housing will be permitted in various parts of
the municipality; I am again referring to the electorate
of Knox. I am talking about the areas of Boronia,
Mountain Gate and Studfield. The current population of
Knox is about 143 000; the way it is growing it has
probably increased to 145 500 since I started talking.
There are 53 473 homes in the municipality. On the
proposal brought down by the government — and I am
talking conservatively now — it could be anticipated
that between 13 000 and 14 000 additional dwellings
will be erected within the boundaries of the City of
Knox. That amounts to a bit more than a 25 per cent
increase in residential housing.
I have what I believe is a very real concern: when you
extrapolate those figures over the whole of the
metropolitan area, they extend out to an enormous
amount of housing and I am concerned about the
infrastructure needed to support such residential
development. In the Knox area alone we are already
having trouble because of the large amount of multi-use
development — putting two houses on one block,
et cetera. The infrastructure is having difficulty catering
for the additional stormwater, sewerage et cetera, and
this will only get worse. If we are looking at increasing
the number of dwellings in the City of Knox by some
13 000 or 14 000 I believe we are looking at a
long-term problem.
Some years ago some problems were caused by the
development on the western face of the Dandenong
Ranges and in The Basin area. We had heavy rain and it
was all channelled into one set of large drains. We had
a situation in Boronia Road, in the vicinity of what is
now Zagames, where the amount of water that rushed
down the hill and could not get out the other end was
sufficient to blow all the manhole covers off the road
leading to the old Boronia railway crossing. Apart from
the fact that this was extremely dangerous, it caused a
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great deal of flooding in neighbouring properties. The
temporary measure installed was to build a retarding
basin to hold the water until the outlet drains could
allow it to disperse in some sort of regulated manner.
Residential development since that time has increased
even further. I have a real concern that the
infrastructure in and around the area will not be able to
cater for it. The sewerage lines that have been
constructed were not designed for the current
development, and the proposed addition of thousands of
houses can only make things worse. I do not believe
there has been any attempt by the minister to address
those issues.
The lack of infrastructure and planning is becoming a
real concern. There will be additional costs because of
the number of roads that will also need to be built, and
everybody knows road maintenance eventually falls
back onto local councils at some time. The fact is that
out in Knox, which is some 30-odd kilometres from the
Melbourne central business district, we are looking at
the development of high-rise residential homes,
something that nobody imagined would take place out
there. I find it totally inappropriate. While I appreciate
that everybody wants to come to Knox because it is a
great place to live, I do not believe anybody wants the
type of high-rise, high-density residential development
which will take place under this proposal.
The figures I used were guesstimates. I am being
conservative when I say 12 000 or 13 000 houses.
Boronia, which probably has a population of 40 000 to
45 000, is zoned or designated for high-rise residential
development, and there is no doubt that the large influx
of people coming in there will put a great strain on
many things such as infrastructure. The shopping centre
will probably boom, but the other infrastructure, which
is buried underground, will certainly suffer.
The concept behind the bill is good. We should plan for
the green wedges and preserve them, but I am
concerned that the minister has not gone far enough
here and looked at the face of the Dandenong Ranges.
This area should be protected. I hope at some future
time a government will come back and revisit this to try
to save the face of the Dandenong Ranges, maybe by
introducing buyback proposals again, so this important
part of Melbourne’s history and scenic areas will be
preserved for future generations.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms DUNCAN (Gisborne).
Debate adjourned until later this day.
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RETAIL LEASES BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 30 October; motion of
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for State and Regional
Development).

The SPEAKER — Order! As the required
statement of intention has been made pursuant to
section 85(5)(c) of the Constitution Act 1975, I am of
the opinion that the second reading of this bill requires
to be passed by an absolute majority.
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I support the bill
and record that I do not support the amendments to be
proposed in committee by the honourable member for
Bentleigh.
The bill has the support of retailers in my area. I
conduct extensive consultations with those retailers on
a regular basis, be they in Ashburton or Ashwood, or
Maling Road, Canterbury, or Camberwell. There are
many successful strip shopping centres in my area. I
have lobbied government ministers hard on behalf of all
the retailers in my area, particularly over land tax and
removing it from the outgoings in lease arrangements.
The bill contains many other provisions. However, I
wish to record my extreme concern over the
amendments dealing with retail leases that were
circulated with virtually no notice yesterday by the
Liberal Party. There was no consultation with the retail
associations, who have expressed alarm because they
will have a disastrous impact on retail shopping strips
not only in my electorate but throughout Victoria.
The intention of the amendments is to exclude services,
but the wording is typical of the Liberal Party. The
amendments have been worded so that large-scale
centres and services are excluded, so the ordinary small
traders are forgotten yet again. This will result in the
reforms proposed by the bill being unavailable to retail
shopping strips — for example, in Camberwell, which
is one of the most successful strip shopping centres in
Melbourne, or indeed in Ashburton, Ashwood or
Maling Road, Canterbury. The effect would be to
totally exclude services in that area.
Every strip shopping centre has hairdressers, but they
would be excluded by the proposed amendments.
While centres such as Westfield would be exempt, the
strip shopping centres would not. I am talking about
beauty therapists, key cutters, fast photo processors and
drycleaners, all of whom are part of our strip shopping
centres. The Liberal Party does not look after small
businesses. It has forgotten about them again, because it
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did not consult on the amendments before circulating
them. It has forgotten one of the prime rules — that
subordinate legislation cannot overrule principal
legislation.
As I said, this is another example of the Liberal Party
forgetting small business and not looking after ordinary
traders in strip shopping centres. The government is
looking after them, and it has considered their needs —
unlike the Liberal Party. That is why I support this bill
but reject the amendments.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr SPRY (Bellarine).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

ESTATE AGENTS AND SALE OF LAND
ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 30 October; motion of
Ms CAMPBELL (Minister for Consumer Affairs).

Mr SPRY (Bellarine) — As usual, the shadow
Attorney-General covered most of the salient points
when he made his contribution to the debate on this
legislation yesterday. He highlighted the positive
elements of the bill — and there are a few — so I do
not wish to pursue those issues again.
However well-intentioned, some elements of this
legislation are destined to change the face of real estate
transactions in this state for the worse. I refer in
particular to clause 3, which directly affects the auction
system. Melbourne is renowned as the auction capital
of not just Australia but the entire world. The system
that has evolved in Victoria, with particular focus on
Melbourne, is acclaimed worldwide and recognised as
such.
The auction system depends on one key factor in
establishing the value of property. It is a recognised
legal definition and it is referred to as the Spencer
principle, as some members of this house may or may
not know. That principle is in essence that the value of
a property is a figure which is acceptable to a willing
buyer and a willing seller.
Madam Deputy Speaker, I failed to declare a possible
pecuniary interest in this bill. As a former practising
real estate agent I still hold a licence, but I hasten to
assure you I do not intend to use it when I retire from
this place. However, I do have to acknowledge that
point.
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As a former real estate agent I am a strong supporter of
the current auction system in Victoria, and I am critical
of the government, which introduced legislation that
seeks to radically alter that system. At best the
government’s proposals will confer some marginal
benefits on buyers. At worst these proposals will
destroy the auction system as we know it in Victoria. It
should be recognised that like the share market there
will be times when property buyers are favoured and
also times when property sellers are favoured. It is a
measure of the government’s immaturity that it should
rush in and try to artificially restore the balance at a
particular time in the natural cycle of bull and bear
property markets. In the current bull property market
this government should be indexing stamp duty — a
scandalous inequity imposing a grave burden on
property buyers which the Bracks Labor government
has conveniently ignored.
I will quote a passage from yesterday’s Herald Sun
editorial:
Victorian stamp duty on homes is as much as 50 per cent
higher than on the same priced house in Sydney.

The Bracks Labor government should more
appropriately address that instead of fiddling around the
edges of an auction system that is working perfectly
well in this state.
Back to the auction system itself. Auctions are a great
Saturday pastime for thousands of Victorians with a
stake in property — and that is almost all of us. The
drama, the theatre of the auction will be lost and it will
become a dull, colourless exercise in what will amount
to no more than public negotiation carried out on the
site. The great competitive element of auction will be
totally emasculated.
I am reminded of a time some years ago when my
family was auctioning a property in South Australia
near Adelaide, at a place called Gawler. It was
positively embarrassing. The auctioneer, who was a
well-intentioned and very honourable man, did not
choose to start the auction off, as most auctions are
started off, with a vendor bid just to get the thing going.
He peered over the top of his glasses, looked around,
and said, ‘No bid, no offer. No bid, no offer’.
Ms Asher — Give us a demo!
Mr SPRY — I would love to — well, I am. Instead
of actually taking a bid and starting the thing off, it fell
like a — —
Mr Baillieu — You are on the market!
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Mr SPRY — I am on the market all the time! It fell
like a lead balloon and collapsed on the ground with
nothing around it. It was embarrassing. It was
embarrassing for the people there and it was
particularly embarrassing for us as the vendors, and it
could have been easily avoided simply by the
auctioneer taking a vendor bid — whether he declared
it or not is totally irrelevant — and getting the thing
going. Surely that is what the market is all about. That
is what the people come to see. They want to see the
drama; they enjoy the drama of an auction. Most
people, although they might not be bidding at the first
or second auction or however many they attend,
eventually learn how the system works, and when they
are ready to buy a house they can confidently bid at an
auction. So that great Saturday pastime for thousands of
Victorians is sadly threatened.
How will this brave new commercial encumbrance
work in fact? Will the government spies who attend
auctions looking for breaches of the act interrupt
proceedings all of a sudden when the auction is
mid-stride to query a bid? Is that what they will do?
Will these authorised officers insist on vetting
telephone bids? Will they seek to rip the telephone out
of the hand of someone who is taking a bid — an
increasingly common practice for people who are
unable to attend in person? What an absolute farce this
government is seeking to impose on the people of
Victoria by fiddling with a perfectly good auction
system.
In trying to protect buyers from being run up by an
auctioneer, the government is espousing what amounts
to an unworkable solution. Madam Deputy Speaker, I
remind you once again that I have been in the industry,
I have conducted auctions and I know exactly how the
system works, unlike almost every other person in this
building.
I go back to where I started. For a successful sale an
agent needs a willing buyer and a willing seller. Instead
of tying people up in a legislative straitjacket as this
legislation seeks to do, governments should be
acknowledging that people — as the original speaker
for the opposition mentioned — have a bit of
commonsense, something the government apparently
does not acknowledge or even wish to acknowledge.
People will set limits on how much they can spend and
they will probably do that on the advice of their
financiers, and they will fail to stick to those limits at
their own peril.
As far as agents are concerned, any auctioneer who
makes bids on behalf of a vendor or who accepts
so-called dummy bids anywhere near a figure which he
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or she considers to be the selling price of a property
should be regarded as an absolute fool. If they start
taking bids beyond what is a reasonable expectation of
the value of the property they are likely to be left with
the property. They will not only make a fool of
themselves, they will make a fool of their real estate
company, and that company will not survive very long
if that practice is continued. The market will find them
out, and the consequences will bear back on that
individual auctioneer and on his or her company.
In the extreme elements of the bill we see another case
of a Labor government trying to engineer commercial
outcomes in the disguise of consumer protection. Once
again unfortunately the Liberal Party, because of its
numbers in the upper house, finds itself in the position
of expressing grave misgivings about a piece of
busy-body legislation which will inhibit the natural ebb
and flow of commercial activity. Some parts of the
legislation are too flawed to even attempt to amend.
When as anticipated it is finally discovered that the new
provisions are unworkable, this will have to be
re-addressed, set to rights and put straight; but if this
legislation goes through, let’s hope the system is not
totally destroyed in the meantime.
For the reasons I gave earlier, we will not obstruct the
passage of the bill, although we are sorely tempted to
do so. As I said, any amendments would have to be too
complex to have any effect at all, but I would like the
house to be warned that this bill is fundamentally
flawed. I am speaking from experience. As I said earlier
in my brief contribution, this legislation will destroy the
auction system in Victoria as we know it, and that
would be a sad indictment of the Labor government as
it tries to pass this piece of legislation through the
houses of Parliament in Victoria.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I want to speak only
very briefly, and the honourable member for Bellarine
has made a number of points in line what with what I
want to say.
The Victorian auction system is a cultural icon, and it
would be foolish to think of it as anything but. The rest
of Australia views it with envy; the rest of the world
views it with both curiosity and envy. It is based on
evolution and is a system which has been fair and
transparent, and the marketplace depends on fairness
and transparency and well-informed participants, both
buyers and sellers — and that is what the auction
system has been for ever so many years. I no longer
have an involvement with the real state industry but
certainly I did for 20 years.
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The Victorian public regards the auction system as a
cultural icon and one that we ought to be proud of. It
seems that this bill will not proceed because, like all the
other legislation before us, it will evaporate on Monday
when the Premier calls an election. So the green
wedges bill will also evaporate and the Retail Leases
Bill will evaporate. But the tragedy is that if this bill
proceeds, real estate agents will choose not to conduct
auctions. That is the simple choice. Why would you
have two-year conditional sales, which is one of the
effects of the bill? Why would you move to have less
transparency, less fairness and less equity and a
less-informed marketplace? It would be a tragedy to see
the Victorian auction system diminished in any way,
and it would certainly be a tragedy to see it lost.
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — The motivation behind
this bill is admirable, and many elements of it represent
a step forward. However, I have a number of concerns,
centring in particular on two aspects. The first is the
requirement that agents offer a single figure value. The
Real Estate Institute of Victoria (REIV) has written to
me and possibly to most members of Parliament
indicating its concern about the difficulty of pinpointing
single figures in estimating the values of properties in
either static or rising markets.
I refer to correspondence sent to me by Ann Forsyth, a
director and licensed estate agent of Duffy Forsyth and
Co., located in Church Street, Brighton:
I believe it would be more desirable to require a price range of
15 per cent (valuers are allowed a tolerance of 10 per cent)
plus three comparable sales that support that price range.

She makes the comment that she certainly understands
what the government is trying to do, but the
requirement for a single figure value is way beyond
what is expected of valuers and extremely difficult for
estate agents to comply with. I urge the minister to
reflect on those concerns.
The other issue that concerns me is the declaration of
the vendor’s reserve price. Again the REIV has made a
number of comments on this, which I am sure all
honourable members would have read. The REIV
makes the very valid point that the government should
also be concerned with the interests of vendors who are
also consumers. It is the vendors who are concerned to
get the maximum possible price for their properties. In
its letter of 24 October the REIV goes on to say:
In most cases, the reserve is not finalised nor stated by
vendors prior to the auction as vendors may prefer to first
assess the progress of the auctions.
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That is a very reasonable point to make. In the
correspondence sent to me from Duffy Forsyth and Co.
in Brighton the same point is made:
The initial reserve is frequently varied. Surely this is a
vendor’s right to set a figure at which they are prepared to sell
their property at any time.

These concerns should be taken into account by the
government. A property is probably the most important
asset someone purchases in their life. For most working
Victorians it is in fact their only means of capital gain,
so it is in every home owner’s interests to maximise it.
The impact on vendors and consumers of the demand to
disclose the reserve price may require a little more
thought.
There are a number of additional concerns that estate
agents in my electorate have conveyed to me. One in
particular is the alteration in the cooling-off period,
which on private sales was previously capped at
$250 000. Now this will be removed. In the electorate
of Brighton, if someone is going to buy a $1 million
property you have to ask why there should be a
cooling-off period. In fact in parts of my electorate
properties cost a lot more than $1 million. Whilst I
favour the concept of a cooling-off period at the lower
end of the market, I fail to understand why you would
remove a consumer protection mechanism at the upper
end. Perhaps the minister might make some comments
on this.
Real estate agents in my electorate have made the point
that the removal of this cap will introduce uncertainty
into the upper end of the property market. Again, I am
unable to come to grips with why the government
would want to bring in protection mechanisms for the
upper end of the market. I can understand cooling off
protection for the lower end, but not for the upper
end — and more importantly, neither can the real estate
agents in my electorate.
A number of other issues have been raised with me,
such as estate agents’ representatives not being aware
of agents rebates and how they would be approached.
The Privacy Act has also been mentioned. Privacy
legislation is used time and again, rightly or wrongly, to
block the release of all sorts of information. Again,
Duffy Forsyth and Co. would like an explanation from
the minister of how the requirement to disclose
estimated selling prices to purchasers sits with federal
privacy legislation. I would be grateful if she could
provide that response for my constituent.
The other day I received a publication in the mail called
A Consumer Affair. It is a document put out by the
Minister for Consumer Affairs, who is now at the table,
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with a message from her together with a very glam
photo. It is dated spring 2002 and makes reference to a
survey apparently conducted by the minister’s
department in the August Consumer Pulse Survey. The
survey team conducted interviews across a range of
auctions held in Melbourne.
In terms of the results of the survey, according to this
document 68 per cent of buyers and sellers surveyed by
the minister’s own department felt they were confident
in the auction process, compared with 29 per cent who
were not. Indeed, on documentation provided by the
minister herself, there is widespread satisfaction with
the auction system. I certainly understand community
frustration at significant underquoting. I am not for a
moment saying that does not occur, because it clearly
does. I understand the concept of taking bids out of
trees and people’s problems with that. But I also again
strongly support the vendor’s right to reserve bids, to
make bids on their own property.
One of the issues of real importance as we debate this
bill is that the auction system works in Melbourne.
Auctions are quick compared with private sales, which
can often drag on with inspections and so on. The
auction mechanism is certain, and it does exhibit
market forces in action. I would urge the minister to
consider some of the points raised by my constituents
because I, too, whilst acknowledging that there are
some admirable elements in this bill, am very, very
concerned that the bill may impact adversely on the
auction system in Melbourne.
Ms CAMPBELL (Minister for Consumer
Affairs) — I want to thank the following members for
their contributions: the honourable members for
Doncaster, Rodney, Richmond, Bellarine, Hawthorn
and Brighton.
It has been a fascinating exercise to listen to the
honourable member for Doncaster, first of all, basically
walking on hot coals during this debate. He has been
unable to articulate a logical reason why the opposition
has come to its point of view on this bill. In fact he has
not even declared which way the opposition will vote
on this particular bill.
This bill is important legislation for ethical estate
agents; it is important legislation for a fair, open and
transparent real estate industry; and it is really
important for consumers, be they vendors or
purchasers. The importance of this legislation is well
known to each and every member of Parliament who
has had brought to their attention examples of estate
agent practices that worry their constituents, be they
vendors, estate agents or purchasers.
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I would like to briefly go through some of the
arguments that have been presented today and last
night. The first related to the issue of rebates. The
honourable member for Doncaster claimed rebates are
part of the real estate industry and something we should
accept as a community. In fact in the Kennett era
rebates were to be outlawed. In the proposed Estate
Agents Act 1999, introduced by Jan Wade, the previous
Attorney-General, rebates, discounts and commissions
for outgoings were to be outlawed.
The government’s legislation emphasises again the
importance of estate agents knowing and understanding
that advertising is for the consumer, in this case the
vendor, to get the best possible price for their property.
If, for argument’s sake, they allocate $10 000 or $5000
for advertising, it is fair and reasonable to expect that
$10 000 or $5000 worth of advertising is provided to
the consumer, in this case the vendor. It is really
important that vendors know that if they sign up for
significant amounts of money they are going to receive
advertising to that effect.
I want to quote from an email circulated by Mr Rodney
Morley to estate agents in this state. He was lamenting
the fact that this legislation — I might add he was
referring to previous legislation introduced by the
Kennett government — was going to prohibit rebates.
Why was he concerned? He told other estate agents in
his email:
… this alone will cost many of us hundreds of thousands of
dollars a year in our incomes.

Real estate agents are acting for their clients. They
should be — and the vast majority of them are —
acting to get the very best price for their vendor’s
property. To claim that this legislation is ill founded
because it will undermine estate agents’ incomes, and
in this case ‘hundreds of thousands of dollars’ in
income, is in my view lamentable.
The honourable member for Doncaster also complained
that the consultation process was designed to achieve a
predetermined outcome, evidence of which he claimed
is that the current bill is different from the exposure
draft. That is the very purpose of an exposure draft. He
lacks logic when he says that an amended bill reflects a
predetermined outcome. In fact the government has
provided to interested parties a comparison of the
exposure draft and the bill as introduced.
In relation to dummy bidding the exposure draft
provided that vendor bids can be made by the
auctioneer, the vendor or a person bidding on behalf of
the vendor. After stakeholder comment the bill that is
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before this Parliament prohibits vendor bids except by
the auctioneer.
As a result of comments by consumers, estate agents
and vendors the government has included a variation in
rebates. The original bill provided that rebate
statements were required to be given prior to consumers
signing the authority or engagement. There was a
requirement that an estate agent keep a rebate register.
Estate agents told us that was far too complex and was
onerous, so the bill was amended to now provide for
rebates so long as they are passed on to the consumer,
the person who is paying the commission to the estate
agent.
In relation to licensing of corporations, the original
exposure draft had a reduction in the number of
licensed directors from 50 per cent of the directors to
one director. We have heard comments by stakeholders.
Now this bill provides that all directors of a licensed
corporation will be required to meet the probity
requirements that must be met in order to obtain a
licence.
In the exposure draft there was no provision for
continuing professional development. Members of the
industry told us it would improve competency and
standards of conduct, so the bill before the house
provides that the director may require estate agents and
agents’ representatives to undertake specific training
and professional development activities.
Logic is absolutely absent from the honourable member
for Doncaster’s contribution in relation to consultation.
He said there was inadequate consultation with industry
groups such as the Real Estate Institute of Victoria. In
fact, extensive consultation had occurred with the
REIV, the Estate Agents Council and the Law Institute
of Victoria, as evidenced by the large number of
changes in the bill before the house.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker,
the minister is reading from a document, and I ask that
that document be tabled.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Is the minister
reading or using her notes?
Ms CAMPBELL — I am referring to notes that
outline the illogicality of the previous contributors’
comments to the house.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There is no
point of order. The minister is reading from her notes.
Ms CAMPBELL — The honourable member for
Doncaster also claimed that consumers do not want the
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bill. Well, Honourable Deputy Speaker, consumers do
want the bill. In fact there have been more emails to
Consumer Affairs Victoria and me on this than on any
other topic.
Mr Perton interjected.
Ms CAMPBELL — Each and every single one of
the people sending them is happy to have them tabled.
Mr Perton interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! It is
inappropriate for the honourable member for Doncaster
to come into the house and immediately start
interjecting.
Ms CAMPBELL — I am happy to table each and
every one of these numerous — —
Mr Perton interjected.
Ms CAMPBELL — The honourable member for
Doncaster does not want them tabled.
Mr Perton interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Doncaster!
Ms CAMPBELL — I will happily refer to any one
of those particular emails that have come through.
Mr Perton interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! It is
inappropriate for the honourable member for Doncaster
to come into the house and immediately interject in that
manner.
Mr Perton interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I remind the
honourable member for Doncaster that the Chair is on
her feet. I ask him to accept the normal behaviour of
this house, and if he is unable to do so I shall call the
Speaker.
Ms CAMPBELL — I have received numerous
emails and faxes and we have wholehearted support
from the industry and consumers, whether they are
vendors or purchasers. Consumers want this bill and
formal submissions have been received. The Consumer
Affairs Victoria survey referred to by the honourable
member for Brighton showed that consumers were
engaged in auction practices and to a large extent —
70 per cent of them — they said they were happy to
purchase at auction. But the honourable member failed
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to note from the survey that consumers had come to
expect that dummy bidding would occur, and that is
important for the house to recognise.
The honourable member also said that from her point of
view people purchasing houses in areas outside her
electorate of Brighton could have a cooling-off period
for a private sale but that she did not think it should
apply in Brighton. That is absolutely fascinating logic.
If a person is purchasing by private sale it is
important — —
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Madam Deputy
Speaker, the minister took exception to statements
made that were similar in nature to that which she now
makes. The minister is deliberately misleading the
house and being deceptive. I ask you in the interests of
the standards of the house to call her to order.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There is no
point of order. If the honourable member wishes to
continue along that line it would have to be by
substantive motion.
Ms CAMPBELL — The honourable member for
Brighton also said that $1 million purchases in Brighton
should not be subject to a cooling-off period. Whether a
person is purchasing in Brighton, Doncaster or West
Heidelberg, they are still consumers and still have
rights. It is really important from the point of view of
consumers and ethical real estate agents that the bill be
passed. It is essential that there is transparency. For
Parliament to dismiss the concerns of consumers who
might be purchasing — —
Mr Perton interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I have already
asked the honourable member for Doncaster to behave
in a manner that one would expect from an experienced
member of Parliament. I ask him to cease interjecting in
that way.
Ms CAMPBELL — I am sure the legislation will
be not only recognised as important by the vast
majority of people outside this house but, from the
correspondence I have received, emulated in other
states. The underquoting and overquoting, which is well
publicised in Victoria, will be addressed as a result of
the passing of this legislation. Underquoting encourages
people to attend auctions and waste their time. While
honourable members opposite might consider it theatre
at auctions, the vast majority of Victorians believe it is
the most significant investment they make, whether
they are a purchaser or a vendor. The legislation is
important and it will be applauded by consumers and
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ethical estate agents in this state and far beyond. I
commend the bill to the house.
House divided on motion:

Lenders, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Loney, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall, Ms
McIntosh, Mr
Maclellan, Mr
Maddigan, Mrs
Maxfield, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Nardella, Mr
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Paterson, Mr
Perton, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Pike, Ms
Plowman, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Robinson, Mr
Rowe, Mr
Savage, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr (Teller)
Spry, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thompson, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Viney, Mr
Vogels, Mr
Wells, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 6
Delahunty, Mr (Teller)
Jasper, Mr
Kilgour, Mr

Maughan, Mr (Teller)
Ryan, Mr
Steggall, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

OUTWORKERS (IMPROVED
PROTECTION) BILL
Second reading

Ayes, 80
Allan, Ms
Allen, Ms
Asher, Ms
Ashley, Mr
Baillieu, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Burke, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davies, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Elliott, Mrs
Fyffe, Mrs
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Helper, Mr
Holding, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Kosky, Ms
Kotsiras, Mr
Langdon, Mr (Teller)
Languiller, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Leighton, Mr
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Debate resumed from 30 October; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Industrial Relations); and
Mr McINTOSH’s amendment:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof ‘this house refuses to read this bill a
second time until employer and employee stakeholders have
been consulted on the amendments foreshadowed by the
government to provide for the application of the federal
Clothing Trades Award to Victorian outworkers in that
industry’.

Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) — I am happy to speak
on the Outworkers (Improved Protection) Bill and
support the opposition’s reasoned amendment.
This bill has absolutely nothing to do with the
protection of the interests of outworkers. This is all to
do with unionising a sector that has never been heavily
unionised by a nearly bankrupt union — the Victorian
branch of the Textile, Clothing and Footwear Union.
This is its attempt to get on to the public teat.
Mr Maxfield — Why do you hate union workers?
Mrs PEULICH — Let me tell you.
Mr Maxfield interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Narracan!
Mrs PEULICH — As a migrant to this country
some 30 years ago, having a father who was a former
auditor-general with a double degree who had to work
as a tyre moulder at Dunlop and a mother who was a
qualified chef who had to work in a cannery, I know
what it means to have to start from the bottom.
An honourable member interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member will cease interjecting.
Mrs PEULICH — I am aware of very few
members of the Labor Party, of the Textile, Clothing
and Footwear Union of Australia (TCFUA) or of the
Fair Wear campaign who actually know outworkers
and care about what a job means to them. I will tell you
what it means to them. Outworkers are those who start
at the bottom of the ladder. The Liberal Party would
like to help and protect them, but not with this
absolutely deplorable and blatant grab for government
funding for a union and blatant rolling over to a union,
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forfeiting the interests of outworkers, destroying their
jobs and creating a piece of legislation that would make
every single genuine outworker shake with fear at the
possibility of TCFUA officers knocking on their door
demanding entry into their home — which is where
most of the work is done — having the right to
interview anyone who is connected with outwork, and
having the right to interview their children. This is
deplorable and every single outworker in Victoria ought
to condemn the Labor government for throwing them
onto the scrap heap.
This will destroy the work of outworkers. These are
very vulnerable women who are desperate to find some
form of employment. In most cases these women have
very little education and very little language, and in
many instances they have small children and are
desperate to find ways of earning an income while
juggling it with family responsibilities. Many of them,
of course, are recently arrived migrants. My own
former sister-in-law was an outworker. Most of her
family were outworkers. I have spoken to these people;
I know what outwork means. The prospect of having a
member of the TCFUA knocking on their door during
their work hours with the sort of authority that this bill
enshrines would make them shudder with fear. This is
the industrial Stasi being supported, promoted,
facilitated and funded by the Bracks Labor
government — and let me tell you it is not on!
The Liberal Party wants to help outworkers. That is
why members of the opposition, as well as the
Honourable Jeanette Powell, did not vote down an
all-party committee report which was truncated by the
government without the committee making a single site
visit in Victoria, without speaking to a single outworker
who was prepared to give a surname — —
Mr Maxfield interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Narracan will cease
interjecting.
Mrs PEULICH — It was truncated after the
expenditure probably of some $300 000 to $400 000 of
Victorian taxpayers’ money that could have been better
spent promoting the interests of and providing services
to outworkers than going through an absolute farce and
having a Premier feigning interest in the welfare of
outworkers and then truncating a report even before a
single witness was spoken to in Victoria for the
purposes of the final report.
It was a disgrace, and I am ashamed that the Parliament
of Victoria, which represents everyone, has been
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misused in this absolutely blatant political way. There
was no doubt from day one that the only object of the
entire enterprise was to produce a piece of legislation
which mirrored that in New South Wales and
introduced a code, initially voluntary and subsequently
mandatory, based along the lines that the names and
addresses of anyone who worked in this area be
provided to the union movement — the industrial Stasi.
I will fight the rights of the industrial Stasi to my very
last breath, and even if it means members of the
TCFUA and Trades Hall Council mounting the
strongest campaign, throwing in hundreds of thousands
of dollars into the seat of Bentleigh in the next election
I will defend outworkers. The minority report shows
quite clearly that enormous opportunities were missed
by this Labor-dominated committee — opportunities to
find genuine ways to help outworkers, to skill them
better, to make sure they have greater opportunities and
to run small businesses if they want.
When evidence was given by Pamela Curr, the
opponent of a very good member, the honourable
member for Coburg, I asked her whether there were
any outworkers on her campaign committee, which
uses some incredible tactics like stripping in retail
shops to get attention and all sorts of antibusiness
practices. She said not a single outworker was on the
campaign committee. She could not claim that a single
outworker was in the organisation. I think that is
deplorable.
This legislation is doomed to fail because it replicates
the New South Wales legislation. I will read the
conclusion after one year of that state’s legislative
reform. Briefing paper 3 of 2002 of the New South
Wales parliamentary library research service by Roza
Lozusic entitled Outworkers states:
There have been consistent efforts made over the past decade
to raise public and media awareness of the problem of
outworker working conditions. The problem has been
recognised and is continuing to be addressed by a variety of
stakeholders (including the TCFUA, retailers, manufacturers,
Fair Wear and others) and legislators. Attempts to solve the
problem have been difficult, and these have largely stemmed
from outwork existing on the fringes of the formal economy.
Legislative attempts to address the working conditions of
outworkers have been limited, and as noted by Penfold
currently ‘legal protection is insufficient in these
circumstances, and more is needed if a practical protection is
to be afforded. It is necessary, therefore, to look beyond the
legal framework for ways to address the problems of
outworker exploitation’.

This government is not about promoting the interests of
outworkers; it is about adopting policy that will see
their jobs disappear. It is about putting a last nail in the
coffin of a clothing manufacturing industry that is
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clinging on by its fingernails — that has all but one nail
in its coffin. This type of reform will see very important
work performed by those women who start at the
bottom of the ladder disappear, and their only options
will be to go on the dole — the scrap heap of the Labor
Party’s misguided legislative and pro-union policies.

inadvertently misled the house. In fact, I drove the early
parts of the inquiry because the chairman appointed by
the government was so hopeless!

We also have evidence from some very large
businesses, evidence that was given to the committee,
that they support any legislation that will get rid of
outworkers because it means less competition. There is
no doubt that this legislation is anti-outworkers and
anti-small business, and the Labor Party should be
condemned for it.

Mr NARDELLA — Here is another demonstration,
Honourable Deputy Speaker. When we went up to New
South Wales both the honourable member for Bentleigh
and the Honourable Jeanette Powell boycotted the trip
because we were investigating on behalf of Parliament
the alternatives for outworkers in Victoria and whether
the New South Wales alternative was a good one.
However, the honourable member for Bentleigh and the
Honourable Jeanette Powell took the unprincipled step
of boycotting the trip, not going on it, not seeing the
situation in New South Wales, not talking to the
taxation office, not talking to the fair trade council but
staying at home and not doing their work.

Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — The house has just
heard the case put by the honourable member for
Bentleigh, a member of the Family and Community
Development Committee. The honourable member did
not go to New South Wales with the committee; she
attended only two of the site visits in Victoria; and she
just would not get involved in the committee. The
inquiry ran over a 12-month period during which time
the honourable member put together a minority report
full of untruths in which she showed that her
ideological position is to keep stomping on and putting
down outworkers and people in very low-paid
positions. That is the position of the honourable
member for Bentleigh and of the Liberal Party in
Victoria.
The honourable member for Kew in his address to the
house demonstrated his lack of understanding of
working people and people of low socioeconomic
background. The people we went to see time and time
again, both here and in New South Wales, were
outworkers who were being exploited and who needed
some assistance to make sure their situation could
improve. They wanted to have their skills improved, be
put into a career structure, and be able to develop a
better life for themselves and their families.
This legislation attacks poverty, long working hours,
not being paid on time and not being paid at all — the
very things the Labor Party stands for and attacks. It
demonstrates the Liberal Party’s ideological position on
this matter.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There is no
point of order.

What the honourable member then did was take a trip
to Queensland because her son was up there. She was
prepared to do that and not do the right thing by the
Parliament — —
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The time has
come for me to interrupt business.
Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Circulated amendments
Circulated government amendments as follows agreed to:
1.

“( ) to apply the federal Clothing Trades Award to
Victorian outworkers in that industry,”.
2.

Clause 3, after line 10 insert —
‘ “applied Clothing Trades Award” means the
Federal Award as applied to outworkers by
section 6;

It was a 12-month inquiry and the honourable member
for Bentleigh tried at every opportunity to stop the
inquiry. She was destructive within the inquiry and
reached a position where she put in a minority report
that is full of untruths — —
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, the honourable member for Melton may have

Clause 1, after line 5 insert —

“Board of Reference” means the Board of
Reference for outworkers established by
section 12;
“clothing work” means packing, processing or
working on articles or materials in the clothing
industry;’.
3.

Clause 3, lines 14 to 16, omit all words and expressions
on these lines.
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4.

Clause 3, line 19, omit “16” and insert “24”.

18. Clause 8, line 24, omit “10” and insert “18”.

5.

Clause 3, after line 21 insert —

19. Clause 8, page 7, line 13, omit “9” and insert “17”.

‘ “employer” has the meaning given by
section 5(b);
“Federal Award” means the Clothing Trades
Award 1999 made by order of the Federal
Commission on 29 November 1999;
“Federal Commission” means the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission;’.
6.

Clause 3, after line 31 insert —
‘ “interested organisation” means an organisation
that is not a registered organisation but that is
representative of a significant number of
employers;’.

7.
8.

Clause 3, lines 33 and 34, omit “15 of the Federal
Awards (Uniform System) Act 2002” and insert “40”.
Clause 3, page 3, after line 17 insert —
‘ “peak body” means a body that is representative
of a significant number of organisations
representing employers or outworkers;
“registered employer” means a person who is
registered as an employer under Division 3 of
Part 2;
“registered organisation” means an organisation
registered under the Workplace Relations Act 1996
of the Commonwealth;’.

9.

Clause 3, page 3, line 23, omit “1984.” and insert
“1984;”.

10. Clause 3, page 3, after line 23 insert —
‘ “Tribunal” means Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal established by the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
Act 1998.’.
11. Clause 4, lines 6 and 7, omit paragraph (a) and insert —
“( ) this Act;”.
12. Clause 4, line 13, omit “(c).” and insert “(c);”.
13. Clause 4, after line 13 insert —
“( ) the applied Clothing Trades Award.”.
14. Page 4, after line 29 insert —
“Division 2 — Applied Clothing Trades
Award”.
15. Division heading preceding clause 6, omit “2” and insert
“4”.
16. Clause 6, line 21, omit “7” and insert “15”.
17. Clause 8, line 23, omit “7” and insert “15”.

20. Clause 9, line 18, omit “8” and insert “16”.
21. Clause 10, lines 2 and 3, omit “36 and 37 of the Federal
Awards (Uniform System) Act 2002” and insert “65
and 66”.
22. Clause 10, line 7, omit “8” and insert “16”.
23. Clause 11, lines 18 to 21, omit paragraph (a).
24. Clause 11, line 24, omit “8” and insert “16”.
25. Clause 11, line 25, omit “9” and insert “17”.
26. Clause 11, line 27, omit “8” and insert “16”.
27. Clause 12, line 31, omit “6 to 11” and insert “14 to 19”.
28. Clause 12, line 32, omit “6 to 11” and insert “14 to 19”.
29. Clause 12, page 9, line 2, omit “a common rule order”
and insert “the applied Clothing Trades Award”.
30. Clause 12, page 9, lines 4 to 6, omit “36 of the Federal
Awards (Uniform System) Act 2002 instead of making
an unpaid remuneration claim under section 7” and
insert “65 instead of making an unpaid remuneration
claim under section 15”.
31. Clause 12, page 9, line 7, omit “9(3)” and insert “17(3)”.
32. Clause 13, page 10, lines 3 and 4, omit “36 and 37 of the
Federal Awards (Uniform System) Act 2002” and
insert “65 and 66”.
33. Clause 14, line 7, omit “13” and insert “21”.
34. Clause 14, line 8, omit “13” and insert “21”.
35. Clause 14, line 20, omit “13” and insert “21”.
36. Clause 15, line 26, omit “13” and insert “21”.
37. Clause 15, line 27, omit “13” and insert “21”.
38. Clause 15, page 11, line 1, omit “13” and insert “21”.
39. Clause 15, page 11, line 5, omit “any common rule
order” and insert “the applied Clothing Trades Award”.
40. Clause 23, page 18, line 3, omit “21” and insert “29”.
41. Clause 26, page 19, lines 2 to 4, omit “a common rule
order, the provisions of the common rule order that are
applicable to outworkers” and insert “the applied
Clothing Trades Award, the provisions of the applied
Clothing Trades Award”.
42. Clause 31, omit this clause.
43. Clause 32, lines 20 and 21, omit “a common rule order”
and insert “the regulations”.
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44. Clause 33, lines 7 and 8, omit “to which a common rule
order applies”.
45. Clause 33, line 11, omit “outwork”.
46. Clause 33, lines 13 and 14, omit “a common rule order”
and insert “the regulations”.
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65. Insert the following new clauses to follow clause 5 —
“AA. Modified Federal Award applies to Victorian
outworkers
(1)

47. Clause 34, line 16, omit “33” and insert “43”.

(a) the modifications set out in this section; and

48. Clause 34, line 24, omit “an outwork” and insert “a”.

(b) any condition, exception or limitation
specified by the Tribunal under section 8.

49. Clause 34, line 26, omit “a common rule order” and
insert “the regulations”.
50. Clause 35, line 5, omit “an outwork” and insert “a”.
51. Clause 35, lines 6 and 7, omit “a common rule order”
and insert “the regulations”.
52. Clause 37, omit this clause.
53. Clause 38, line 8, omit “41” and insert “51”.
54. Clause 38, lines 15 and 16, omit “this Act, relevant
industrial legislation or a common rule order” and insert
“relevant industrial legislation”.
55. Clause 39, lines 11 to 13, omit “this Act, relevant
industrial legislation or any common rule order that
applies to any such outworker” and insert “relevant
industrial legislation”.

The Federal Award, as varied by the Federal
Commission from time to time, applies to
outworkers as a law of Victoria subject to —

(2)

Provisions of the following kind that are
contained in the Federal Award do not apply to
outworkers under this Act —
(a) anti-discrimination provisions (clause 3);
(b) the commencement date and period of
operation (clause 5);
(c) coverage of the award (clause 6);
(d) parties bound by the award (clause 7);
(e) persons, organisations, industries and
employers exempted from coverage (clause
8);
(f)

56. Clause 40, line 10, omit “39(5)” and insert “49(5)”.

the relationship with other awards (clause
9);

(g) enterprise flexibility provisions (clause 10);
57. Division heading preceding clause 45, before
“Offences” and insert “Other”.
58

Clause 45, line 25, omit “34 or 35” and insert “44
or 45”.

(h) agreements regarding facilitative provisions
(clause 11);
(i)

dispute resolution procedures and
consultative mechanisms (clauses 12 and
13);

(j)

provisions for the employment of
apprentices (clauses 20 and 20A);

59. Clause 46, after line 26 insert —
“( ) Nothing in sub-section (1) affects the
application of section 105 of the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act
1998.”.
60. Division heading preceding clause 47, omit “and
Evidence” and insert “, Evidence and Recovery of
Money”.
61. Clause 49, line 12, omit “48(1)(a)(iii)” and insert
“61(1)(a)(iii)”.
62. Clause 49, line 14, omit “48(1)(b)” and insert
“61(1)(b)”.
63. Clause 50, omit this clause.
64. Page 37, after line 4 insert —
“PART 6 — AMENDMENT OF VICTORIAN
CIVIL AND ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL
ACT 1998”.
NEW CLAUSES

(k) provisions regarding the supported wages
system (being the Commonwealth
Government system to promote
employment for people who cannot work at
full award wages because of a disability)
(clause 31);
(l)

provisions for claiming payment from an
employer (clauses 46.5 and 47.23);

(m) provisions for the referral of matters to the
Federal Commission (clause 46.8);
(n) provisions for the registration of employers
and provisions prohibiting the employment
of outworkers without such registration
(clauses 47.1, 47.2 and 48);
(o) provisions limiting the number of
outworkers a person may employ (clause
47.5);
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(p) provisions for the appointment of Boards of
Reference (clause 49).
Note: The Federal Award provides for further
exclusions from the award in relation to
outworkers (see clauses 47.20.1 and 47.20.2).

(3)

A reference in sub-section (2) to a clause of the
Federal Award is a reference to the Federal
Award as varied to 23 May 2002. If the Federal
Award is varied after that day with the result that
the provisions referred to in a paragraph in
sub-section (2) are contained in a different clause,
the reference to the clause in that paragraph is
taken to be a reference to the different clause.

(4) For the purposes of the applied Clothing Trades
Award —
(a) a reference in the Federal Award to a
registered employer is taken to be a reference
to a registered employer within the meaning
of this Act;
(b) a reference in the Federal Award to a
requirement to apply for registration under
clause 48 of the Federal Award is taken to be
a reference to a requirement to apply for
registration under Division 3 of Part 2 of this
Act;
(c) a reference in clause 46 of the Federal Award
to the Industrial Registrar is taken to be a
reference to the Board of Reference within the
meaning of this Act.
BB. Effect of applied Clothing Trades Award
(1) The applied Clothing Trades Award has the effect
of binding all employers and outworkers so that
their employment relationship is governed by the
provisions of the applied Clothing Trades Award.
(2) The applied Clothing Trades Award also has the
effect of binding all persons engaged in the
clothing industry who contract for clothing work to
be performed outside their factory or workshop.
(3) A provision of a contract of employment is of no
effect to the extent that it provides a condition of
employment that is less favourable to an outworker
than that applicable under the applied Clothing
Trades Award.
(4) An employer or other person engaged in the
clothing industry must not contravene a provision
of the applied Clothing Trades Award that applies
to the employer or other person.
Penalty: 120 penalty units.
(5) This section is subject to section 8.
CC. Conditions, exceptions or limitations
(1) An employer may apply to the Tribunal for an
order specifying a condition, exception or
limitation on the applied Clothing Trades Award as
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it applies to the employer or outworkers engaged
by the employer.
(2) An application can only be made on the ground
that the applied Clothing Trades Award imposes a
financial obligation on the employer and the
employer does not have the capacity to meet that
obligation.
(3) On an application under sub-section (1), the
Tribunal may make an order specifying a
condition, exception or limitation on the applied
Clothing Trades Award as it applies to the
applicant or outworkers engaged by the applicant if
the Tribunal is satisfied that the ground for the
application is made out.
(4) In determining whether the ground for the
application is made out, the Tribunal must have
regard to any statement of principles by, and any
relevant decision of, the Federal Commission with
respect to economic incapacity.
Division 3 — Registration of Employers
DD. Registration of employers
(1) A person engaged in the clothing industry who is
not a registered employer must not —
(a) engage an outworker; or
(b) enter into, or purport to enter into, a contract
to have clothing work performed outside the
person’s factory or workshop.
(2) A person engaged in the clothing industry must not
give another person work to be performed if the
first person knows or has reason to know —
(a) that the work may be performed outside the
other person’s factory or workshop; and
(b) that the other person is not a registered
employer.
(3) On application by a person, the Board of Reference
may register the person as an employer for a period
of 12 months.
(4) An application for registration must specify the
place where the applicant proposes to keep all
documents that relate to the contracting out of
clothing work (including the terms and conditions
or contracts of employment of outworkers).
(5) The Board of Reference —
(a) must allocate a registration number to a
registered employer; and
(b) may impose any conditions it considers
appropriate on the registration of a person as
an employer.
(6) The Board of Reference may cancel the
registration of a registered employer if the Board is
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satisfied that the registered employer has failed to
comply with a condition of registration.
(7) The Board of Reference may renew a registered
employer’s registration from time to time on
application by the registered employer.
(8) The Board of Reference must keep a register of
registered employers.
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(b) 2 people nominated by the Textile, Clothing
and Footwear Union of Australia (Victorian
Branch);
(c) 1 person nominated by the Australian
Industry Group, Victorian Branch;
(d) 1 person nominated by the Victorian
Employers’ Chamber of Commerce and
Industry.

EE. Notice of registration
(1) As soon as practicable after registration and each
renewal of registration, a registered employer must
publish a notice in a newspaper generally
circulating in Victoria stating —
(a) that the person is a registered employer of
outworkers; and
(b) the person’s name and registration number.
(2) A registered employer is not required to publish a
notice under sub-section (1) if the Board of
Reference, on application by the registered
employer, grants the registered employer an
exemption from sub-section (1).
FF. Approval to engage more than 10 outworkers
(1) A person must not have more than 10 outworkers
working for the person at any one time unless the
person has the consent of the Board of Reference.
(2) The Board of Reference may consent to a person
having a specified number of outworkers, greater
than 10, working for the person at any one time.
GG. Board of Reference
(1) A Board of Reference for outworkers is
established.
(2) The Board of Reference has the functions
conferred on it by or under this Act.
(3) In particular, and without limiting sub-section (2),
the Board of Reference has the following
functions —
(a) to consider applications for registration as an
employer of outworkers;
(b) to keep a register of employers of outworkers;
(c) to consider applications to engage more than
10 outworkers;
(d) to consider applications for exemption of the
requirement to publish a notice under section
10(1).

(2) the terms and conditions of members are as
determined from time to time by the Secretary.
(3) A member may appoint a substitute to act for him
or her at any time that he or she is unable to act as
member.
(4) The quorum of the Board of Reference is the
chairperson, one member appointed under
sub-section (1)(b) and one of the members
appointed under sub-section (1)(c) or (d).
(5) A question arising at a meeting of the Board of
Reference is determined by a majority of votes and
the chairperson does not have a deliberative vote
but, in the case of an equality of votes, has a
casting vote.
(6) Subject to this section, the Board of Reference may
regulate its own procedure.”.
66. Insert the following new clauses before clause 32 —
“II. What are the functions of information services
officers?
(1) The primary function of information services
officers is to provide information about the
operation of this Act to employers, outworkers,
others engaged in the clothing industry and other
interested members of the community.
(2) Information services officers also have the function
of ensuring compliance with this Act and the
regulations, and any other functions conferred by
or under this Act or the regulations.
JJ. Appointment of information services officers
The Minister may, by instrument, appoint as an
information services officer for the purposes of this
Act a person employed under Part 3 of the Public
Sector Management and Employment Act 1998
who, in the Minister’s opinion —
(a) is competent to perform the functions and
exercise the powers of an information
services officer; and
(b) is of good repute, having regard to character,
honesty and integrity; and

HH. Membership and procedure
(1) The Board of Reference consists of the following
5 part-time members appointed by the Secretary —
(a) a chairperson;

(c) agrees in writing to perform the functions of
an information services officer in accordance
with such criteria as are established from time
to time by the Minister.
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(a) claimed a benefit or exercised a power or
right that he or she is entitled to claim or
exercise under this Act or the regulations; or

KK. Identity cards
(1) Each information services officer must be issued
with an identity card in the form approved by the
Minister.
(2)

The identity card must bear a photograph and the
signature of the information services officer.

(3)

An information services officer must produce his
or her identity card for inspection —
(a) before exercising a power under this Part
other than a requirement made by post, fax,
e-mail or other electronic communication;
and
(b) at any time during the exercise of a power
under this Part, if asked to do so.

(b) brought, or otherwise participated in, a
proceeding under this Act or the regulations;
or
(c) informed any person of an alleged
contravention of this Act or the regulations
by any person.
(3)

“outworker” includes a prospective outworker;
“employer” includes a prospective employer.
NN.

67. Insert the following new clause to follow clause 36 —

Penalty: 10 penalty units.’.

“LL. Confidentiality
An information services officer must not, except
to the extent necessary to carry out the officer’s
functions, give to any other person, whether
directly or indirectly, any information acquired
by the officer in carrying out those functions.

69. Insert the following new clause to follow clause 46 —
“OO. Impersonating information services officers
A person must not impersonate an information
services officer.

Penalty: 60 penalty units.
(2)

Sub-section (1) does not apply to the giving of
information —
(a) to a court or tribunal in the course of legal
proceedings; or

Penalty: 60 penalty units.”.
70. Insert the following new clauses to follow clause 51 —
“PP. Reverse onus of proof in certain cases
In a prosecution against an employer for failing
to pay an outworker an amount owed to the
outworker under a contract of employment if —

(b) pursuant to an order of a court or tribunal; or
(c) to the extent reasonably required to enable
the investigation or the enforcement of a
law of Victoria or of any other State or
Territory or of the Commonwealth; or

(a) the outworker is dead; and
(b) the employer alleges that the period shown
in the charge as being the period of
continuous employment of the outworker
with the employer is wrong —

(d) with the written authority of the Minister; or
(e) with the written authority of the person to
whom the information relates.”.
68. Insert the following new clauses before clause 45 —
“MM. Prohibition of victimisation
(1)

the employer bears the onus of proving the allegation.
QQ. Recovery of money owed
(1)

An outworker who is owed any money by an
employer under this Act or any other Act, or
under any contract of employment, may take
proceedings in the Industrial Division of the
Magistrates’ Court to recover the money owing.
The debt must arise out of the employment
relationship.

(2)

The proceedings must be started within 6 years
after the outworker’s entitlement to the money
arising.

(3)

Before proceedings may be started under this
section, the employer must be given a written
demand for the money owed.

An employer must not victimise an outworker.
Penalty: 120 penalty units.

(2)

An employer victimises an outworker if the
employer subjects or threatens to subject the
outworker to any detriment because the
outworker, or a person associated with the
outworker, has —

Employers’ registration
A person (including a registered employer) must
not fail, without reasonable excuse, to comply
with Division 3 of Part 2.

Penalty: 10 penalty units.”.

(1)

In this section —
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(4) If the Court is satisfied that the employer —
(a) had reasonable notice of the outworker’s
claim; and
(b) had no reasonable grounds on which to
dispute the claim; and
(c) in the circumstances should have paid the
claim without the need for proceedings being
taken to establish the validity of the claim —
the Court may order the employer to pay interest to
the outworker on top of any other amount to which
the outworker is entitled.
(5) The interest must not be greater than the rate fixed
under section 2 of the Penalty Interest Rates Act
1983 that applies at the time the Court makes the
order.
(6) If a claim is made under this section by an
outworker’s personal representative, sub-sections
(4) and (5) apply despite anything to the contrary in
section 29 of the Administration and Probate
Act 1958.
RR. Court may order payment of arrears on finding of
guilt
(1) If the Industrial Division of the Magistrates’ Court
finds an employer guilty of an offence relating to
the underpayment of an outworker, the Court may
order the employer to pay the outworker any
amount that the outworker was underpaid and that
is still owed to the outworker, in addition to
imposing a penalty for the offence.
(2) However, under this section the Court may only
order the employer to pay an amount in respect of a
period of up to 6 years.
(3) Sub-sections (4), (5) and (6) of section 65 apply to
this section.
(4) An order under this section may be enforced as if it
were an order made by the Court in a civil
proceeding. However, if any amount remains to be
paid after all reasonable means of civil
enforcement have been tried, the order may be
enforced as if it were a fine imposed by the Court.
(5) Nothing in this section limits an outworker’s rights
under section 15 or 65, and nothing in either of
those sections limits the power of the Court under
this section.
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(b) a peak body of which an organisation
representing the outworker is a member.
(2) An employer may be represented in any
proceeding referred to in section 65 or 66 by a
person who is an employee or agent of —
(a) a registered organisation of which the
employer is a member or eligible to become a
member; or
(b) an interested organisation of which the
employer is a member or eligible to become a
member; or
(c) a peak body of which an organisation
representing the employer is a member.”.

71. Insert the following new clause before the schedule —
‘TT. Amendment of Schedule 1
In Schedule 1 to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal Act 1998, after Part 15
insert —
“PART 15AA — OUTWORKERS (IMPROVED
PROTECTION) ACT 2002
51AA. Constitution of Tribunal
In a proceeding under the Outworkers (Improved
Protection) Act 2002 the Tribunal is to be constituted
by —
(a)

one member who, in the opinion of the President,
has knowledge of, or experience in, industrial
relations matters; or

(b)

if it is constituted by more than one member, at
least one member who, in the opinion of the
President, has knowledge of, or experience in,
industrial relations matters.

51AB. Intervention by Minister
The Minister administering the Outworkers
(Improved Protection) Act 2002 may intervene in a
proceeding under that Act at any time before the
Tribunal has finished hearing it.
51AC. Unincorporated associations can be parties
(1)

Section 61(1) does not apply to a proceeding
under the Outworkers (Improved Protection)
Act 2002.

(2)

An unincorporated association that is a party to a
proceeding under the Outworkers (Improved
Protection) Act 2002 has the same right to
representation in the proceeding as a body
corporate.

SS. Representation in Magistrates’ Court proceedings
(1) An outworker may be represented in any
proceeding referred to in section 65 or 66 by a
person who is an employee or agent of —
(a) a registered organisation of which the
outworker is a member or eligible to become
a member; or

51AD. Representation
In addition to any right of representation under
section 62, a party to a proceeding under the
Outworkers (Improved Protection) Act 2002 may be
represented by an employee or agent of —
(a)

a registered organisation or interested organisation
of which the party is a member or eligible to
become a member; or
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(b)

a peak body of which an organisation representing
the employee is a member.”.’.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (UPDATE) BILL
Second reading

AMENDMENT OF SCHEDULE
72. Page 38, line 2, omit “19” and insert “27”.
73. Page 38, line 25, omit “17(1)(b)” and insert “25(1)(b)”.
AMENDMENT OF LONG TITLE
74. Long title, after “industry,” insert “to apply the federal
Clothing Trades Award to Victorian outworkers in that
industry,”.
75. Long title, after “Victoria” insert “, to make
consequential amendments to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal Act 1998”.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

Thursday, 31 October 2002

Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Local Government).

The SPEAKER — Order! I am of the opinion that
the second and third readings of this bill are required to
be passed by an absolute majority.
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.

The SPEAKER — Order! The question is that the
circulated government amendments be agreed to.
House divided on question:

Ayes, 46

RETAIL LEASES BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for State and Regional
Development).

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! As the
required statement of intent has been made pursuant to
section 85(5)(c) of the Constitution Act 1975, I am of
the opinion that the second and third readings of the bill
are required to be passed by an absolute majority. As
there are less than 45 members present in the house, I
ask the Clerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.

Allan, Ms
Allen, Ms
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Davies, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Duncan, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Helper, Mr
Holding, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Ingram, Mr

Kosky, Ms
Langdon, Mr (Teller)
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Loney, Mr
Maddigan, Mrs
Maxfield, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Savage, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr (Teller)
Viney, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 41

Read second time.

Third reading
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

Asher, Ms
Ashley, Mr
Baillieu, Mr
Burke, Ms
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Dean, Dr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Fyffe, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr

Maclellan, Mr
Maughan, Mr (Teller)
Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Paterson, Mr
Perton, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe, Mr
Ryan, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr (Teller)
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Thompson, Mr
Vogels, Mr
Wells, Mr
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Wilson, Mr

Circulated government amendments as follows agreed to:
Clause 89, page 115, line 27, omit “89” and insert “90”.
NEW CLAUSE
2.

(2) In Schedule 3 of the Local Government Act
1989 —
(a) for the heading to Part 4 substitute —

Question agreed to.

1.
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Insert the following new clause to follow clause 55 —
‘AA. Proportional representation
(1) At the end of section 42 of the Local Government
Act 1989 insert —
“(2) Unless an Order in Council is in force under
sub-section (5), Part 4A of Schedule 3 applies
to determine the result —
(a) where 2 or more Councillors are to be
elected; or
(b) in an election of Councillors to represent
the municipal district of the Council as a
whole.
(3) Subject to sub-section (4), a Council may
apply to the Minister for an Order in Council
to be made that Part 4 of Schedule 3 applies to
determine the result —
(a) where 2 or more Councillors are to be
elected; or
(b) in an election of Councillors to represent
the municipal district of the Council as a
whole.
(4) A person has a right to make a submission
under section 223 on an application under
sub-section (3).
(5) If the Minister approves an application under
sub-section (3), the Governor in Council may,
on the recommendation of the Minister, make
an Order in Council directing that the result
for a ward or municipal district of a Council
specified in the Order in Council is to be
determined in accordance with
sub-section (3).
(6) Subject to sub-section (7), a Council may
apply to the Minister for an Order in Council
under sub-section (5) to be revoked.
(7) A person has a right to make a submission
under section 223 on an application under
sub-section (6).
(8) If the Minister approves an application under
sub-section (6), the Governor in Council may,
on the recommendation of the Minister, make
an Order in Council revoking an
Order in Council made under
sub-section (5).”.

“PART 4 — RESULT WHERE SECTION 42(3)
APPLIES”;
(b) clause 11(1) is repealed;
(c) for the heading to Part 4A substitute —
“PART 4A — RESULT WHERE SECTION 42(2)
APPLIES”;
(d) clause 11A is repealed.’.

Third reading
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
(METROPOLITAN GREEN WEDGE
PROTECTION) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning).
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Australian Food Industry Science Centre — Report for the
year 2001–02
Barwon Region Water Authority — Report for the year
2001–02
Central Gippsland Region Water Authority — Report for the
year 2001–02
Country Fire Authority — Report for the year 2001–02
East Gippsland Region Water Authority — Report for the
year 2001–02 (two papers)
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Financial Management Act 1994 — Reports from the
Minister for Environment and Conservation that she had
received the 2001–02 annual reports of the:
Alpine Resorts Coordinating Council
Casey’s Weir and Major Creek Rural Water Authority
Yarra Bend Park Trust
Glenelg Region Water Authority — Report for the year
2001–02
Grampians Region Water Authority — Report for the year
2001–02 (three papers)
Lower Murray Region Water Authority — Report for the
year 2001–02
Melbourne and Olympic Parks Trust — Report for the year
2001–02
Melbourne Cricket Ground Trust — Report for the year
ended 31 March 2002
Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board — Report
for the year 2001–02
North East Water Authority — Report for the year 2001–02
(two papers)
Royal Botanic Gardens Board — Report for the year
2001–02
South Gippsland Region Water Authority — Report for the
year 2001–02
South West Water Authority — Report for the year 2001–02
State Sport Centres Trust — Report for the year 2001–02
Victorian Institute of Sport Trust — Report for the year
2001–02 (two papers)
Victorian Managed Insurance Authority — Report for the
year 2001–02
West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority —
Report for the year 2001–02
Westernport Region Water Authority — Report for the year
2001–02 (two papers)
Western Region Water Authority — Report for the year
2001–02 (two papers).

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
(FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Major Projects) —
I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.
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The bill amends the Project Development and
Construction Management Act 1994 to —
make express provision for the amendment and
revocation of nomination and application orders, to
facilitate the transfer of projects between facilitating
agencies in the future;
abolish the Secretary to the Department of
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development as a
body corporate; and
confirm the transfer of certain nominated projects to
the Secretary to the Department of Infrastructure.
The bill also amends the Commonwealth Games
Arrangements Act 2001 to constitute the Secretary to
the Department of Tourism, Sport and the
Commonwealth Games as a body corporate with
appropriate powers and functions.
The amendments proposed in the bill are largely
machinery in nature. The bill introduces a new
provision to enable nomination orders and application
orders to be amended or revoked. This will enable
changes to be made to the management of a major
project if required during the course of a project,
including transfer of projects from one facilitating
agency to another, where required.
The bill repeals the provisions of the Project
Development and Construction Management Act which
relate to the establishment and functions of the body
corporate known as the Secretary to the Department of
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development. The
Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional
Development no longer has a role in major project
management, as these functions are carried out by the
Department of Infrastructure and, in the case of projects
for the Commonwealth Games, by the Department of
Tourism, Sport and the Commonwealth Games.
Over the past three years $800 million of project work
has been delivered under this act, and it is forecast that
a further $650 million will be developed in the next five
years. The instruments established under the act form
the core administrative processes for key state
development projects and are critical to the
government’s forward program.
The bill also amends the Commonwealth Games
Arrangements Act 2001 to establish the Secretary to the
Department of Tourism, Sport and the Commonwealth
Games as a body corporate for the purposes of
managing Commonwealth Games projects. This is a
minor consequential change reflecting the
establishment of the separate Department of Tourism,
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Sport and the Commonwealth Games to provide a
focus for projects associated with the preparations for
the Commonwealth Games in March 2006. The
amendment will overcome administrative and project
management difficulties which have been experienced
to date because the Secretary of the Department of
Tourism, Sport and the Commonwealth Games is
presently not a body corporate.
The 2006 Commonwealth Games are scheduled to be
held in Melbourne from 15 March to 26 March 2006.
The Commonwealth Games is an important sporting
event for Victoria. The 2006 Commonwealth Games
will be the largest sporting event to have been staged in
Melbourne since the 1956 Olympics, with 72 countries
and 4500 athletes expected to take part. Disciplines in
all of the 16 sports will be contested within close
proximity to the city centre, making the games easily
accessible. For the first time the entire MCG–Melbourne
Park precinct will be integrated and coordinated into a
sport and cultural precinct stretching to Southbank and
Federation Square — right on the city’s doorstep. The
amendments in the bill will ensure the smooth delivery
of the major projects required for the Commonwealth
Games.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BAILLIEU
(Hawthorn).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 14 November.

SOUTHERN AND EASTERN INTEGRATED
TRANSPORT AUTHORITY BILL
Second reading
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill establishes the Southern and Eastern Integrated
Transport Authority and provides that authority with
functions and powers to enable it to oversee and
facilitate, on behalf of the state, the delivery of the
southern and eastern integrated transport project. This
implements the government decision to establish a
special purpose statutory authority to oversee and
facilitate the delivery of the project.
The project joins together the Scoresby freeway project
and the Eastern Freeway project into one project under
the government’s Partnerships Victoria policy. The
project involves the development of an integrated
transport corridor and will include a continuous
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freeway link of about 39 kilometres between the
Eastern Freeway and the Frankston Freeway,
connecting Melbourne’s eastern and south-eastern
suburbs. The project will incorporate tunnels under the
Mullum Mullum Creek and will include a connection to
the Ringwood bypass.
The project will vastly improve the connections
between major industrial areas, the ports, the airport,
major freight routes and other industrial precincts.
This bill establishes the authority which will oversee
delivery of the project. The establishment of a separate
authority will enhance the project, strengthening focus
on the complex legal, commercial and
technical-engineering issues inherent in delivering a
project of this size and complexity under a Partnerships
Victoria framework.
By using the Partnerships Victoria framework, the
government is seeking the best deal for taxpayers by
optimising the risk to the private sector and
encouraging innovative design and operational
solutions so as to deliver the best-value-for-money
outcome.
Coordination of the delivery of such a vast and complex
project is best done through one organisation. For
example, this will ensure that the tunnel sections and
the rest of the project are delivered in coordinated time
frames, thus avoiding severe traffic congestion in the
Ringwood area.
The authority will comprise a board of between three to
five members, appointed by the Governor in Council. It
will have a chief executive officer and be able to
engage staff.
The bill confers on the authority powers and functions
to enable it to facilitate the delivery of the project.
These include facilitation and coordination of the
project; engagement with the private sector from the
bid phase onwards; negotiation and management of
contracts and facilitation; and coordination of
consultation with statutory bodies, agencies and other
persons affected by the delivery or operation of the
project.
Separate project-specific legislation will be introduced
next year to complement finalisation of contractual
arrangements with the private sector.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc).
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Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That the debate be adjourned until Thursday, 14 November.

Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) — The opposition was
ready to debate this bill today. Unfortunately in this
government’s internal chaos the cost of this project has
gone up to anywhere from $1.8 billion to $2 billion.
Things are in such a bad state that this is just a stunt, as
part of the Premier’s desperate attempt to call an
election on Monday, to cover the shenanigans that have
gone on. For three years nothing has happened with
these projects. It is a disgrace.
The opposition would like a commitment from the
government that it will definitely be back here in two
weeks to debate the bill. I do not think this minister is
prepared to get up here today and mislead the house by
saying that in two weeks from this day we will debate
it. I ask the minister whether he is prepared to stand up
and give us an actual date that he is prepared to
honour — and if he does not honour it, will he resign?
Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until Thursday,
14 November.

Mr Leigh — On a point of order, Acting Speaker.
The house should note that the minister was unprepared
to accept the opposition’s challenge to put it on the
record. You guys have lied and you have been caught
out. We will never see this bill. Your government is
dead, and you know it!
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
There is no point of order.

UNIVERSITY ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and
Training) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of this bill is to introduce measures
to improve the quality of higher education in Victoria
through the strengthening of the governance
arrangements in our universities.
In 2001 Victoria’s eight publicly funded universities,
together with the national Australian Catholic
University campuses, had over 148 000 students
studying for almost 984 different undergraduate
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awards. In addition, there were more than 47 000
postgraduate students.
Of these, there were almost 36 300 overseas students
enrolled in our universities either here in Victoria or in
their own country. This was an increase of 14.5 per cent
over the previous year. These students represent
18.5 per cent of all such students undertaking
Australian university studies.
Our universities are a fundamental component of this
state’s education system and also to our economy.
It is essential that they continue to be true to their core
business of teaching, learning and research and at the
same time are equipped to take the best possible
advantage of emerging opportunities for commercial
activities.
Our Victorian universities enjoy well-earned
reputations for the high quality of the higher education
that they offer to all students. It is essential that the
public continue to have complete confidence in our
universities.
In December 2001 I established a review of university
governance to examine the accountability of Victoria’s
universities.
The review was undertaken in response to concerns
expressed by the state Auditor-General regarding the
role and accountability of university councils to
effectively manage their subsidiary companies.
The review canvassed a wide range of matters with key
stakeholders including the universities, relevant unions
and associations. Discussions were held with the
Victorian Ombudsman and the Victorian
Auditor-General and his staff. Stakeholders and the
general public were given an opportunity to comment
on an issues paper and on the review report.
The review was completed in May 2002, and in
accepting the report the government made a number of
decisions in regard to:
strengthening the control of university councils of
their own commercial operations;
student grievance procedures being strengthened and
published by universities, including information
about the right and procedures for submitting
complaints to the Victorian Ombudsman; and
the government legislating to remove any doubt in
the ability of the Auditor-General to audit our
universities’ overseas commercial entities.
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The implementation of the government’s decisions will
result in a strengthening of university governance,
particularly in regard to commercial activities.
This bill implements the legislative amendments that
flow from those decisions.
Each of the Victorian universities is governed by their
own act of Parliament. The Victorian College of the
Arts that is affiliated with the University of Melbourne
also has enabling legislation.
The Victorian College of the Arts is included because
of the similarity in governance arrangements to that of
the universities.
Amendments will be made to these enabling acts so
that they contain common provisions.
The Australian Catholic University expressed a
readiness to be included in any proposed legislative
change. However, the complexities surrounding any
proposed changes due to its unique legal status and
operation in three states and a territory make it difficult
to consider amending legislation relevant to that
university.
The proposed bill ensures that where required the
Victorian universities and the Victorian College of the
arts enabling acts will:
include an object that the university is to serve the
public interest by promoting critical inquiry;
declare that council members have a duty to act in
the best interests of the university as a whole, having
regard to the university’s objects;
provide consistent provisions for protection against
conflicts of interest of council members;
provide for the remuneration of council members
who are ‘external’ to the university;
be amended so that the role of the university visitor
is ceremonial only; and
remove any doubt in the mandate of the
Auditor-General to audit companies that are
controlled by Victorian universities but are
established overseas.
While there is commonality between the universities
and Victorian College of the Arts acts, there are
differences that reflect each institutions’ historical
development and the communities they serve.
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The Melbourne University Act 1958 does not include
objects for the university, whereas the act for each of
the other universities does. This bill incorporates
objects for Melbourne university. The proposed objects
reflect the University of Melbourne’s international
standing and commitment to the principles of
excellence, access and equity.
The inclusion of an object in each of the university and
Victorian College of the Arts acts that specifies that the
institution is to serve the public interest by promoting
critical inquiry.
This will ensure that institutions remain focused on
their traditional academic roles at a time when there is
increasing pressure on them to expand their commercial
activities.
This bill removes any doubt as to where a council
member’s primary obligations lie. Council members
must act solely in the interest of the university or the
Victorian College of the Arts taken as a whole having
regard to its objects.
Any perception of council members having a conflict of
interest undermines the public’s confidence in council
decision making. This concern is well addressed in a
number of acts but not in all. Thus there is a need to
ensure that there is consistency across the enabling acts
as to conflict of interest and to disclosure. To enable
this, an amendment or amendments will be made to the
university enabling acts.
All university and Victorian College of the Arts acts
will be amended to provide for remuneration of council
members ‘external’ to the institution at a rate set by
Governor in Council. This provision should broaden the
experience available to councils and will enable those
who have been previously unable to participate as
council members to do so.
There is no doubt that this amendment will be received
differently in each institution and so it will be left to the
respective councils to seek my approval to remunerate
those members who wish to receive such payment. It is
not intended to remunerate any person who is an
employee of council, or is an employee of the Crown or
who otherwise may have their regular employment
jeopardised should remuneration be offered.
One of the concerns raised by the Victorian
Auditor-General was the lack of clarity as to his
responsibility to audit the overseas operations of our
universities. This bill clarifies the Auditor-General’s
right to audit such activities by providing for the
Auditor-General to have the same right to audit and
investigate overseas operations of universities as he
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currently has for each university’s activities here in
Australia.
Each of our universities has a visitor who has the same
role and responsibilities in the university. The
university enabling acts specify that the Victorian
Governor is the visitor.
While the visitor’s role is largely ceremonial it also
includes the responsibility to determine complaints
from students and staff that have not been able to be
resolved within the university. This avenue of appeal is
rarely used and there is little evidence to suggest that
this situation is likely to change.
In actual fact students and staff with grievances at
university decisions are usually satisfied by the
university’s own appeal mechanisms. Where this is not
the case the aggrieved person has recourse to the
Victorian Ombudsman and where it has jurisdiction, to
the Victorian Civil Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
The provision in this bill to restrict the powers of the
visitor to being only ceremonial recognises the modern
role of a visitor in universities without effectively
limiting the appeal avenues for university students and
staff.
In addition to the legislative amendments required to
implement the government’s decisions on the review of
university governance, this opportunity is being taken
to make amendments to university and Victorian
College of the Arts acts to provide for each university
to recover administrative costs, paid from trust funds
for the administration of those funds. While the number
of trusts administered by universities differs between
them, where there are a large number of trusts the
associated administrative costs can be significant.
This is particularly so for the University of Melbourne
which has over 700 trusts to administer on a daily basis.
The cost of administering these trusts is considerable
and this together with the large number of trusts the
university needs to manage has led the government to
agree to the university’s request to provide for it to
recoup up to 5 per cent of the annual income derived
from the trusts it administers. The universities will only
have access to this 5 per cent commission in
administering trusts and they will not be able to charge
anything above this 5 per cent.
This provision recognises the unique position of the
University of Melbourne in regard to the number of
trusts it administers. The provision is extended to the
other universities and the Victorian College of the Arts
so that these enabling acts continue to have common
provisions.
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I commend the bill to the house.
Mr Honeywood — I am more than happy to debate
this straight away if the minister would like.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
Is the Deputy Leader of the Opposition going to move
that the debate be adjourned?
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — I move:
That the bill be debated forthwith.

Motion negatived.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HONEYWOOD
(Warrandyte).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 14 November.

MELBOURNE (FLINDERS STREET LAND)
BILL
Second reading
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Environment and
Conservation) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The Yarra River is perhaps the most significant natural
feature of the city of Melbourne, around which the built
structure of the city has developed from the days when
Robert Hoddle envisaged the grand boulevards which
provide the north–south axis of the city, linking the
north and south banks of the river. Honourable
members cannot fail to be aware of the remarkable
rejuvenation which has occurred on the south bank of
the Yarra River, truly opening up this precinct for use
and enjoyment. Extending further to the east of the
central activity zone, the Bracks government and the
Melbourne City Council have in partnership developed
Birrarung Marr, an entirely new park which recognises
through its naming the indigenous occupants of the
area.
The Yarra River Precinct Plan recognises the
importance of the river to the city and sets out the
vision for its further development. This plan identifies
the north bank of the river as a priority for action, given
its relative underdevelopment compared with the south
bank.
Redevelopment of the western end of Flinders Street is
one of the most significant initiatives in revitalising the
western end of the city by improving urban amenity,
public transport and pedestrian access. The Bracks
government wants to enhance qualities which the city is
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already recognised as possessing, in terms of being
livable, attractive and safe.
The measure before the house is a step towards this
vision. In May 2002, the Premier announced that in
partnership with the Melbourne City Council, it was
intended to seek expressions of interest for
development of the former fish market site which lies to
the south of Flinders Street, between Spencer and King
streets, with another smaller secondary site on the
opposite side of King Street, to the north of the
Melbourne Aquarium. In association with this project,
the present Flinders Street overpass would be removed,
thereby facilitating greater access to not only this site
but also to sites on the northern side of Flinders Street.
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I commend the bill to the house.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I move:
That the bill be debated forthwith.

Motion negatived.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BAILLIEU
(Hawthorn).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 14 November.

FIREARMS (TRAFFICKING) BILL
Second reading

In August 2002, the Department of Infrastructure
sought preliminary expressions of interest in
developing the site. These have been received and are
currently being evaluated.

Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I move:

In order to give certainty to a preferred developer as the
project progresses, existing encumbrances on the land
need to be lifted. The government has chosen to
introduce legislation to accomplish this at this early
stage of the process in order to facilitate negotiations
with potential developers.

In the aftermath of the Port Arthur incident in April
1996, the Australasian Police Ministers Council
(APMC) entered into the National Firearms Agreement.
Under that agreement broadly uniform regimes for the
regulation and licensing of firearms were put in place in
all states and territories. On 17 July 2002 the APMC
endorsed further principles to better detect and deter the
illegal trade in unregistered firearms and to form the
basis of a nationwide strategy against firearms
trafficking when it agreed the Firearms Trafficking
Policy Agreement.

The land is presently Crown land permanently reserved
and is vested in the City of Melbourne. The city uses
part of the site for storing impounded vehicles and also
operates a car parking facility on other parts of the site.
The City of Melbourne is supportive of the
redevelopment project and the need for this legislation.
The government recognises that the City of
Melbourne’s revenues will be affected by the project.
The government and City of Melbourne have agreed to
jointly negotiate a financial strategy for the project that
recognises and compensates the city for these revenue
impacts.
Commencement of the act is on a date to be
proclaimed. The City of Melbourne will continue to
enjoy its current rights and entitlements over both sites
until the Act is proclaimed. The act will be proclaimed
after an acceptable development proposal is received
and agreed to. If an acceptable development proposal is
not received and agreed to, the legislation will
automatically repeal on 31 December 2004 leaving the
present land status in favour of the City of Melbourne
in place.
Development of these sites provides an opportunity to
connect the river, Batman Park and the southern edge
of the city to benefit all of us through enhancement of a
presently neglected area.

That this bill be now read a second time.

The Firearms (Trafficking) Bill 2002 will implement
that agreement for Victoria and provide more effective
tools for Victoria Police to detect and deter the
possession and sale of unregistered firearms.
The bill will not only make it more difficult for
criminals to access firearms in Victoria, but will help to
maintain the principle of uniformity essential to the
efficacy of the national agreement.
In response to the recent tragic shootings at Monash
University, Australian government leaders agreed to
develop a plan to significantly restrict access to hand
guns sought for target shooting. The heads of
government requested that the APMC develop detailed
proposals for a national approach to hand gun control
measures. The APMC will meet on 5 November 2002,
and it is likely that further national reform measures
will be developed after that meeting.
This bill will give effect to a range of changes to the
Firearms Act 1996 to:
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increase penalties and introduce new offences
relating to the illegal disposal and acquisition of
firearms — especially with respect to hand guns;
introduce a new penalty for a subsequent finding of
guilt for possession of an unregistered firearm;
introduce new interstate trafficking provisions;
introduce a new requirement for dealer licence
applicants to disclose their close associates to the
Chief Commissioner of Police and for certain
information about those close associates, including a
full set of their fingerprints, to be provided to the
Chief Commissioner of Police; and
allow some hand guns, which may not be possessed
other than for very strictly controlled purposes, to be
prescribed in regulations to be category E hand guns.
The bill will amend the definitions of ‘acquire’ and
‘dispose’ so that they are sufficiently inclusive to
ensure that the act covers situations where the
transaction takes place outside Victoria and a person
attempts to then bring the firearm into Victoria.
Such a provision will help prevent the bringing into
Victoria of illegal and unregistered firearms via any
means. It will also help to strengthen sections 95 and 99
of the act, which seek to ensure that any transaction
involving the purchase of a firearm under the act takes
place in person and through a licensed firearms dealer.
Category E hand guns
The bill will remove some classes of hand guns from
the ordinary class of hand guns and create new
restrictions on those hand guns that are not appropriate
or desirable for possession by ordinary law-abiding
firearms owners. The new category E hand gun
category will consist of models of hand guns that are
prescribed in regulations so that they are not readily
available to people who have a hand gun licence. The
bill broadly equates those hand guns to the category E
long-arm licence category in the act.
A person who wishes to possess one of these hand guns
will need to be able to demonstrate a compelling reason
why they need to possess one. This will be over and
above the genuine reason regime established by the
national firearms agreement. The maximum penalties
for a breach of the controls on category E hand guns
will mostly be the same as those for category E
long-arms, which, owing to the nature of these firearms,
are the most severe in the Firearms Act. The chief
commissioner will also be able to place any conditions
on a category E hand gun licence that she or he
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considers to be appropriate in the circumstances.
However, in recognition of the serious risks to public
safety posed by hand guns, some of the penalties are
significantly increased by the bill.
In creating the new category, the government is not
proposing to prohibit the use of hand guns for law
enforcement or for accredited international target
shooting events such as the Olympic or Commonwealth
Games. Of course if a particular model of hand gun is
proposed to be allocated to this new licence category it
will be subject both to a regulatory impact statement
under the Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 and to
proper public consultation before it can be included in
the new category.
The bill makes a number of technical amendments to
give effect to the category E hand gun licence category.
Increasing the penalties for the illegal possession,
carriage or use of firearms
Experience has shown that simply apprehending the
final buyers and sellers of unregistered firearms has
little or no long-term impact on the trade in prohibited
firearms. In order to effectively reduce the number of
unregistered firearms in circulation, it is necessary to
both identify and eradicate the source from which these
firearms flow to the black market and to introduce
harsh penalties as a deterrent to repeat offending.
The possession, carriage and use of unregistered
firearms is a very serious matter because it flies in the
face of the national agreement by subverting the
licensing and registration system which was the
cornerstone of that agreement. Unregistered firearms,
and particularly unregistered hand guns, are the
firearms of choice of firearms traffickers.
It is because the trade and use of unregistered firearms
is so serious that the government is significantly
increasing the maximum penalties for possession,
carriage and use of unregistered firearms in the act.
Possession of an unregistered general category hand
gun will attract a maximum penalty of seven years
imprisonment, and acquiring or disposing of a general
category hand gun other than through a licensed
firearms dealer will attract a maximum penalty of five
years imprisonment. Where the hand gun is a
category E hand gun, unregistered possession will
attract a maximum penalty of 14 years imprisonment
and acquiring or disposing of the category E hand gun
other than through a licensed firearms dealer will attract
a maximum penalty of 10 years imprisonment.
In addition to these penalties, any person who is in
possession of a trafficable quantity — which is
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specified to be 10 or more — of unregistered firearms
without having notified the Chief Commissioner of
Police that the unregistered firearms require registration
will commit an offence and be subject to a maximum
penalty of 10 years imprisonment or 1200 penalty units.
A person who finances a trafficking operation will face
maximum penalties of 600 penalty units or seven years
imprisonment. Introducing this provision will take
away any protection that the current form of the law
may afford to criminals operating behind the scenes in
arranging and financing firearms transactions that are
contrary to the act.
The bill also introduces a subsequent offence penalty
provision to better differentiate between those persons
who organise and profit from the trade in unregistered
firearms and those who commit one offence against the
act in a random manner. The bill provides for the
maximum penalty for a subsequent offence to be
10 years imprisonment in the case of a general category
hand gun and 17 years imprisonment in the case of a
category E hand gun.
Improving recording provisions with respect to
firearms
The registration and licensing of firearms can only be
effective where the firearm bears a unique identification
or serial number and can therefore be effectively
monitored by police. A number of firearms are
manufactured without serial numbers. This loophole
can give traffickers a significant opportunity to divert
firearms from the legal firearms market.
To prevent this opportunity the bill includes a provision
that will ensure that a registrable firearm that does not
bear a unique identification mark cannot be registered
until a unique identification mark has been stamped
onto the firearm. Engraving a unique identification
mark is not considered satisfactory as it can be easily
removed for criminal purposes.
The removal of serial numbers makes it almost
impossible for police to monitor the movement of
firearms or to determine the correct make of the
firearm. It is a key technique used by firearms
traffickers and criminals in an attempt to avoid
detection. The technique lessens the value of a firearm
for a genuine collector and makes legal resale
extremely difficult.
The present maximum penalty for obliterating a serial
number is 240 penalty units or four years
imprisonment. To reflect the seriousness of this action,
the bill increases the maximum penalty to 600 penalty
units or seven years imprisonment.
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The bill also makes it an offence to possess a firearm on
which the serial number has been defaced or altered. As
this is one of the key techniques of the firearms
trafficker, it will attract a substantial maximum penalty
of 240 penalty units or four years imprisonment.
The bill will also improve the recording provisions with
respect to firearms in several other ways.
The bill creates an obligation in the act to ensure that a
person must seek the permission of the Chief
Commissioner of Police before that person may alter
the licence category of a firearm, and a person must
advise the Chief Commissioner of Police within seven
days if he or she alters the calibre of a firearm within
the same licence category. These provisions will apply
in all circumstances other than where the alteration of a
calibre is provided for in the original manufacture of the
firearm, for example, competition hand guns with
interchangeable barrels.
The close associates of firearms dealers
The bill will amend the Firearms Act 1996 to introduce
a requirement for licensed firearms dealers to disclose
their close associates when applying for a firearms
dealer licence. The intent of this proposal is to ensure
that the holder of a firearms dealer licence is the actual
person primarily responsible for the management of the
firearms business named in the licence and is not
merely a front person. It will ensure that prohibited
persons cannot use front people to continue to do what
they are prohibited from doing themselves.
It is also designed to strengthen the existing act by
ensuring that anyone who has a financial interest in the
assets or capital of a firearms dealership or participates
in the management of a firearms dealership is fit and
proper to do so.
The Firearms Act 1996 currently requires a person with
a firearms dealers licence and any person that works in
a firearms dealership to provide a full set of their
fingerprints with the licence application. It is proposed
to extend the requirement to disclose the full name and
address of any close associate to requiring a full set of
fingerprints from any close associate. This requirement
will ensure that the requirement to disclose the people
managing and working in a firearms dealership is
consistent with the requirements imposed on applicants
and any employees of the applicants that currently exist
under the act.
The bill provides for the Chief Commissioner of Police
to receive information about the close associate held by
other law enforcement agencies in Australia or overseas
in circumstances where it is not possible to obtain a full
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set of that person’s fingerprints. It is expected that, in
practice, this provision will be utilised only where a full
set of fingerprints cannot be obtained from a close
associate who is resident in a foreign country.
A person whose close associates are not fit and proper
persons should not be able to hold a firearms dealer
licence. Where the close associates of a dealer or dealer
applicant are not fit and proper persons, the chief
commissioner must not issue a firearms dealer licence.
Other trafficking offences
It is proposed to better prevent the manipulation of the
licensing and registration system by increasing the
scope of trafficking-related activities that are
recognised as illegal under Victorian law. The bill also
makes a person a prohibited person if the person has
been convicted of a conspiracy offence anywhere in
Australia within the past 10 years. This means that any
person who is imprisoned for an offence against
sections 321 or 321A of the Crimes Act 1958 in
Victoria, or against an equivalent provision in any other
state or territory or the commonwealth, cannot have a
firearms licence for 10 years after they are released
from prison.
In addition to these provisions, the firearms policy
trafficking agreement requires that the commonwealth
government introduce a cross-border firearms
trafficking offence with a substantial maximum penalty.
Together the states and territories and the
commonwealth have launched a concerted attack on
firearms traffickers.
The bill also proposes a number of other minor and
technical amendments to give effect to the policy
outlined above.
The amendments will not affect the interests of
law-abiding firearms owners and dealers. However,
they will enhance community safety by assisting police
to better detect firearms traffickers and to deter firearms
trafficking.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr WELLS (Wantirna).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 14 November.

FAIR TRADING (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Ms CAMPBELL (Minister for Consumer
Affairs) — I move:
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That this bill be now read a second time.

The Fair Trading Act 1999 is the primary instrument of
consumer protection in Victoria. The bill before the
house will transform the act into the most advanced
consumer protection legislation of any state or territory,
and will make for a fairer Victorian marketplace and
more confident consumers.
Specifically, it implements recommendations of the
Fair Trading Review Reference Panel in its report to me
of June 2002. The reference panel was formed in early
2001 when the government ordered a review of the act,
primarily to ascertain whether it adequately addressed
the needs of vulnerable consumers.
Further, several proposals for amendment of the act had
already arisen from various sources. In particular,
additional consumer protection measures, based on
provisions in other states’ Fair Trading Acts, had been
proposed.
The reference panel consisted of consumer, industry,
academic and legal representatives, and was chaired by
the honourable member for Burwood, Bob Stensholt,
MP. With the assistance of Consumer Affairs Victoria,
the reference panel formulated an issues paper, which
went out for public consultation from December 2001
until February 2002.
Submissions were received from the Australian
Banking Industry Ombudsman, the Australian Direct
Marketing Association, the Brimbank Community
Centre, the Business Licensing Authority, Coles Myer
Ltd, the consumer affairs division of the
commonwealth Treasury, the Consumer Credit Legal
Service, the Consumer and Tenancy Advice Service
(Northern), the Direct Selling Association of Australia,
the Energy and Water Ombudsman Victoria, the
Financial and Consumer Rights Council, the Law
Institute of Victoria, the Migrant Resource Centre
(North West Region), the Office of Fair Trading,
Queensland, the Springvale Community Aid and
Advice Bureau, Urban Promotions Pty Ltd, and the
Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce and
Industry.
The reference panel considered the submissions and
produced recommendations for changes to the act in a
report presented to me on 18 June 2002.
Most of the reference panel’s proposals for amendment
of the act have been accepted and are reflected in the
bill, and the government records its appreciation for the
efforts of the panel and of the honourable member for
Burwood in producing the issues paper and the report.
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A remarkable consensus was achieved across a broad
range of issues.
This bill:
(a) states explicitly that one of the purposes of
the act is to protect consumers;
(b) gives new powers for the director of
Consumer Affairs Victoria —
to require traders to substantiate product claims,
particularly to be used in areas where consumers
are vulnerable to quick-fix claims, such as
baldness cures, weight-loss solutions, and
introduction agencies;
to make public warnings about rogue traders;
to suspend business licences or registrations of
rogue traders where the director (or the Business
Licensing Authority) believes that there are
grounds for disciplinary action and substantial
harm will be suffered by consumers if urgent
action is not taken;
to obtain cease-trading injunctions against rogue
traders;
to issue show cause notices to rogue traders as to
why they should be allowed to continue trading,
which could be used, for example, if a trader
failed to respond or inadequately responded to a
substantiation notice; and
to require a person to furnish information,
produce documents, or give sworn answers to
the director, in line with the power given to the
Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission under the Trade Practices Act
1974;
(c) increases the maximum penalties for most of
the main offences under the act from $60 000
for companies and $24 000 for individuals to
$120 000 for companies and $60 000 for
individuals, primarily to maintain the ratio,
established when the Fair Trading Act
commenced in 1999, between Fair Trading
Act maxima and the maxima under part 5 of
the Trade Practices Act 1974 for analogous
offences;
(d) provides for infringement notices for
appropriate offences;
(e) prohibits unfair terms in consumer contracts,
along the lines of similar United Kingdom
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legislation but with a further provision
enabling the government to prescribe certain
unfair terms in general consumer contracts;
(f) requires consumer contracts to be in plain
English and enabling the director to apply to
the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal for an order prohibiting a trader
from using a non-complying provision in its
contracts;
(g) provides for a cooling-off right for
telemarketing sales, because —
some door-to-door traders have turned to
telemarketing to avoid the cooling-off right
applicable to those sales;
a telemarketing sale is typically done by credit
card during the conversation;
consumers can be put under similar sales
pressure in telemarketing as in door-to-door
sales;
vulnerable consumers can have as much
difficulty resisting a telemarketer as a
door-to-door seller;
consumers buy without seeing the product; and
like door-to-door selling, telemarketing is a
trader-initiated selling method;
(h) limits the hours of door-to-door selling to
9.00 a.m. to 8.00 p.m. on weekdays, 9.00 a.m.
to 5.00 p.m. on Saturdays, and not at all on
Sundays and public holidays;
(i) limits the duration of a door-to-door visit to
one hour;
(j) requires door-to-door sellers to explain the
visit limits to consumers;
(k) expands the cooling-off right to 10 days, and
to six months if the mandatory cooling-off
notice is not given to consumers;
(l) requires the cooling-off notice to be
conspicuously displayed on the contract;
(m) remedies the situation where door-to-door
traders pressure vulnerable consumers into
accepting unnecessary or unwanted services
by prohibiting them from requiring or
accepting payment for services performed
during the cooling-off period and requiring
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them to apply to the tribunal for the
imposition of a reasonable charge for services
supplied under a cancelled contract, provided
they show that no breach of the act was
involved in the sale;
(n) extends the door-to-door provisions of the act
to include sales seminars where consumers
are bussed to the trader’s premises by the
trader and are therefore in a captive situation.
The bill also amends the act to:
(a) change the name of Consumer and Business
Affairs Victoria and the director;
(b) regularise the position of certain product
safety ban orders;
(c) streamline the provisions enabling the
director to undertake proceedings on behalf
of consumers under the act and the Domestic
Building Contracts Act 1995;
(d) provide for a sharing of the burden of proof
between prosecutor and defendant in pyramid
selling scheme prosecutions;
(e) enable Consumer Affairs Victoria inspectors
to make applications to the court to retain
material seized under a warrant or court
order;
(f) improve the provisions of the act regulating
lay-by agreements;
(g) close a loophole in the definition of
‘unsolicited goods’;
(h) require traders to provide receipts and to
provide itemised bills on request
(i) broaden the application of the referral selling
provisions to all persons involved in
promoting the scheme, not just the supplier;
(j) allow people suing traders who have avoided
registering their business name to obtain any
details of the trader that may be held by
Consumer Affairs Victoria;
(k) tighten the exemptions to the anti-blower
provisions of the act that require publishers to
obtain the prior written consent of advertisers;
(l) tighten the provisions of the act that require
traders to insert their names and addresses in
their advertisements;
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(m) repeal the Small Claims Act 1973 and
transfer the special procedures for small
claims to the act;
(n) expand the tribunal’s powers to resolve fair
trading disputes (which are to be renamed
‘consumer and trader disputes’ to better
indicate the broad nature of the jurisdiction)
by enabling it to —
(i) declare that a debt is not owing;
(ii) order a party to do or refrain from doing
a thing;
(iii) deal with small personal injuries claims
attendant on a consumer and trader
dispute; and
(iv) enable the tribunal to transfer a consumer
and trader dispute to a court;
(o) expand the extra-territorial reach of the act to
the maximum extent, particularly so as to
catch activities of interstate Internet traders
operating into Victoria;
(p) remove unnecessary restrictions on access to
the ancillary remedies under the act, and
clarify who is a ‘person involved in a
contravention’ of the act, and how the state of
mind and the agency of a corporation is
established for the purposes of civil
proceedings; and
(q) clarify that the director’s powers to deal with
breaches of the act also extend to other
legislation administered by Consumer Affairs
Victoria.
Section 85 statements
Clause 70 of the bill amends section 164 of the Fair
Trading Act 1999 and states that it is the intention of
section 112A to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975. I therefore make the following
statement under section 85(5) of the Constitution Act
1975 of the reasons for altering or varying that section.
Clause 55 of the bill inserts a new section 112A into the
Fair Trading Act. Section 112A provides that where a
consumer who is in dispute with a trader over a small
claim makes an application to the tribunal to hear the
claim and lodges the amount in dispute with the
tribunal, the tribunal has exclusive jurisdiction over the
claim and that any proceedings by the trader in a court
in respect of the claim be dismissed. This is to ensure
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that in repealing the Small Claims Act 1973 and
transferring its small claim procedure to the Fair
Trading Act the tribunal is retained as the only forum
for dealing with claims that would formerly have been
made to it under the Small Claims Act 1973. That act
also has a procedure for a consumer to lodge the
amount in dispute with the tribunal.
The reason why the tribunal is made the only forum
able to deal with small claims is because it is intended
to have an informal, low-cost procedure to deal with
such claims, without, for instance, the expense involved
in having legal representation. It is considered critical to
keep costs at a minimum to ensure that the benefit of
any judgment is not effectively rendered useless by the
costs involved. That intention is frustrated if small
claims can be taken to the courts.
Clause 81(2) of the bill amends section 15 of the
Administrative Law Act 1978 and states that it is the
intention of section 4(3) of the Administrative Law Act
1978, as amended by clause 81(1) of the bill to alter or
vary section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975. I therefore
make the following statement under section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons for altering or
varying that section.
Clause 81(1) amends section 4(3) of the Administrative
Law Act 1978 to provide that limitations on
applications for review in that provision will apply to
small claims under part 9 of the act in the same way as
they applied to small claims under the Small Claims
Act 1973, which is to be repealed. Section 4(3) of the
Administrative Law Act requires the Supreme Court to
refuse an application for review unless it is satisfied that
the applicant has made out a prima facie case for relief
on the ground that the tribunal had no jurisdiction in
relation to the matter, or there had been a denial of
natural justice to a party in the proceeding before the
tribunal.
The reason why the grounds for review in small claims
are limited to a lack of jurisdiction or a denial of natural
justice, and why an applicant must make out a prima
facie case for review, is to ensure that the benefits
obtained by having an informal, low-cost procedure to
deal with such claims are not effectively defeated by
allowing room for disproportionately expensive
applications to the Supreme Court that are used to
frighten the other party into giving up its order.
I commend the bill to the house.
Ms McCALL (Frankston) — I would like to have
moved an amendment to deal with this forthwith, but
despite the long list of people who have been consulted
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there may be some others who have not been. I am
happy to move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 14 November.

SUMMARY OFFENCES (OFFENSIVE
BEHAVIOUR) BILL
Second reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The Summary Offences (Offensive Behaviour) Bill
2002 reflects the government’s commitment to deliver
more effective sanctions to specifically target the
disruptive behaviour of sex tourists in St Kilda.
For many years now street prostitution has been a
problem in St Kilda. At any hour of any day, street
prostitution can be found in residential streets. Sex
tourists — those who travel specifically to St Kilda to
cruise the streets and observe, abuse and harass sex
workers and residents alike — throw objects from their
cars, make obscene gestures, yell abuse, litter,
sideswipe parked cars and, occasionally, resort to
violence. These illegal acts are reprehensible in any
community, but in St Kilda they serve to compound the
harms associated with street prostitution.
Street prostitution and the nuisance behaviour
associated with it cause considerable distress to
members of the Port Phillip community, in addition to
causing significant harm to sex workers themselves. In
response to community concern about street
prostitution in St Kilda, in March 2001 I established the
Attorney-General’s Street Prostitution Advisory Group.
The advisory group was chaired by the Parliamentary
Secretary for Justice and member for Richmond,
Richard Wynne, MP, and contained representatives
from the Liberal and National parties, Victoria Police,
the City of Port Phillip, local residents and traders,
health, welfare and outreach workers and street sex
workers.
Together the advisory group — in consultation with the
Port Phillip community — considered ways to address
the unacceptable situation in the City of Port Phillip. In
its final report released in June 2002, the advisory
group provided the government with a range of
recommendations, some of which are currently being
further developed within the group. Building upon the
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work of the advisory group, the government, through
this bill, implements one of the key recommendations
arising from its final report.

CONFISCATION (AMENDMENT) BILL

That recommendation proposed the introduction of a
new offence that could be enforced by an infringement
notice and addressed the offensive and nuisance
behaviour of sex tourists. This recommendation arose
from the concerns of residents and street sex workers
who face regular abuse and harassment from such
people.

Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:

The bill will introduce a new offence into the Summary
Offences Act 1966 that will target people who use
offensive words or gestures in a public place from a
motor vehicle. The offence will only apply in declared
areas. These areas will be declared by the
Attorney-General and must be areas where street
prostitution is prevalent.
The offence is punishable by an infringement notice, or
on-the-spot fine, which may only be issued by Victoria
Police and will carry a penalty of $100. However, if a
person elects to challenge the charge, it will be heard in
the Magistrates Court and they will face a higher
maximum penalty of $500.
The offence will be one of strict liability. This means
that it will not be necessary to prove that the defendant
intended that their words or gestures were offensive.
The offence will be committed once the offensive
words are uttered or the offensive gesture is committed.
The offensive words or gestures must be used or made
within the view or hearing of another person in a public
place. Furthermore, their words or gestures must be
likely to offend a reasonable person.
The new offence is tightly restricted so as to target a
specific problem in St Kilda. It will equip Victoria
Police with an effective and immediate enforcement
tool to be used in policing the nuisance behaviour
associated with street prostitution. The bill will reduce
the harm caused to residents and street sex workers and
help to provide a safer and better environment for those
who work and live in St Kilda.

Second reading

That this bill be now read a second time.

Victoria’s asset confiscation regime should operate to
ensure that those who engage in criminal activity do not
profit from that activity. The Confiscation Act 1997
replaced the Crimes (Confiscation of Profits) Act 1986
and introduced a new and expanded asset confiscation
regime. It is four years since the Confiscation Act
commenced operation in July 1998. Despite the breadth
and nature of the changes introduced by that act, it has
already become apparent that:
some offenders are conducting their criminal
activities in such a way as to deliberately avoid
confiscation proceedings, and are thereby retaining
their criminal profits;
some offenders deliberately hide their criminal
profits and police have difficulty in tracking down
these profits; and
improvements can be made to the manner in which
restrained and confiscated property is managed.
The Confiscation (Amendment) Bill addresses these
issues and reflects the government’s commitment to
strengthen and toughen the Confiscation Act in order to
provide a more effective asset confiscation regime for
Victoria.
Key features of the bill
I now turn to some of the key aspects of the bill.
The proposed bill will make significant amendments in
the following key areas of asset confiscation:
automatic forfeiture;
tainted property substitution declarations;

I commend this bill to the house.

investigation and information gathering for
confiscation proceedings; and

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PERTON
(Doncaster).

management of seized, restrained and forfeited
property.

Debate adjourned until Thursday, 14 November.

Changes to automatic forfeiture
If a person is convicted of an offence, they may be
subject to forfeiture or automatic forfeiture proceedings
under the Confiscation Act.
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Forfeiture is available where a person is convicted of
any indictable offence or certain summary offences. If
the prosecution proves on the balance of probabilities
that property is tainted (either used in or derived from
the offence), the court can order that the property be
forfeited to the state. This forfeiture process ensures
that the offender is stripped of any profit made from
committing the offence.

drug trafficking involving an automatic forfeiture
quantity of drugs (for example, 30 grams of dilute
heroin); and

However, sometimes the offence of which the person is
convicted is just the tip of the iceberg in terms of their
criminal activities. For this type of offender, losing the
profits from one criminal offence may have little
impact because the offender has considerable assets
from other criminal activities. The process of automatic
forfeiture is effective in dealing with this type of
offender.

At the joint parliamentary sitting held on 21 March
2001 Parliament was informed about, and debated, the
effects of drugs in our society and additional strategies
which could be developed to effectively address the
wide-ranging pervasive effects of drugs. The
importance of a comprehensive drug strategy was
discussed. Whilst there is a clear need for effective
prevention, education and treatment strategies and
services, it is also essential to stem the supply of drugs.

Where automatic forfeiture applies, all property
belonging to the defendant may be subject to automatic
forfeiture. This includes any property in which the
defendant has an interest, or over which the defendant
has effective control, and gifts made by the defendant at
any time to any person.
The Director of Public Prosecutions can initiate
automatic forfeiture by applying to the court for an
order to restrain property within 48 hours of the
expected laying of criminal charges. If the defendant is
convicted, the restrained property is automatically
forfeited to the state 60 days after conviction. Property
can be excluded from the restraining order if the
defendant can prove on the balance of probabilities that
it was lawfully acquired and not derived from unlawful
activity (for example, a house inherited by the
defendant).
This procedure can be very effective in removing the
criminal profits from an offender who is involved in
many criminal activities. Currently, automatic forfeiture
is available in relation to:
drug trafficking and other offences involving a
commercial quantity of drugs (for
example, 500 grams of dilute heroin); and
a limited number of dishonesty offences (for
example, obtaining property by deception) where the
value of the property involved was $100 000 or
more.
These thresholds are relatively high compared to other
jurisdictions. It is therefore proposed that they be
reduced as follows:

a wide range of dishonesty offences where the value
of the property involved was $50 000 or more where
one offence is charged, and $75 000 or more where
more than one offence is charged.

In 2001 this government introduced new offences for
drug trafficking in a large commercial quantity of
drugs. That offence carries a maximum penalty of life
imprisonment. Whilst maximum penalties are an
important component in deterring people from
committing crimes, ensuring that offenders will not
profit from their crimes is also essential.
Some high-level drug traffickers never personally
traffic in a commercial quantity. Instead, they arrange
for others to do this for them, making it difficult to
convict them of an offence which accurately reflects
their criminal activities. However, sometimes they will
traffic in smaller amounts personally. In addition, there
are drug traffickers who make significant profits by
trafficking in amounts that are less than a commercial
quantity.
Such offenders are already subject to forfeiture
proceedings. However, by lowering the threshold for
the application of automatic forfeiture from 500 grams
of heroin to 30 grams of heroin, these offenders will
now be subject to automatic forfeiture. Victoria Police
indicate that trafficking in 30 grams of heroin equates to
approximately 300 street-level deals of heroin. Anyone
convicted of trafficking in such quantities may now be
required to prove that their property was lawfully
acquired and was not used for any unlawful purposes.
Stripping such offenders of the profits from all of their
criminal activity, and not just from the offence of which
they have been convicted, will act as a powerful
deterrent.
The automatic forfeiture threshold has been set at
30 grams in the case of heroin, rather than 3 grams, for
instance, because the new provisions are intended to
apply only to those people who are involved in the drug
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trade for profit reasons. There are unfortunately many
people who are addicted to drugs, and who traffic in
drugs simply to support their own addiction. Such
people should not be subject to automatic forfeiture.
Rather, for them the focus must be upon rehabilitation.
Such offenders may be eligible for a drug treatment
order from the drug court, which was recently
established by this government.
It is essential that the government’s comprehensive
drug strategy have punitive, deterrent and rehabilitative
components which are targeted at the appropriate types
of drug traffickers. Only through a strategy of this
nature will effective inroads be made into addressing
the scourge of drugs in our community.
The automatic forfeiture processes have also been
significantly expanded in the areas of white-collar
crime. Under the system introduced by the previous
government, automatic forfeiture only applied to a few
white-collar offences and did not even cover common
dishonesty offences like theft.
This government believes that it is important to tackle
the whole range of criminals who cause harm in our
society in a consistently tough but fair manner. We all
know of instances of offenders who prey on people by
telling them about a great new investment opportunity
only to steal all of their life savings. This causes great
distress and economic loss for the victims of these
crimes. The bill demonstrates that this government does
not treat white-collar criminals any differently from
other criminals, and demonstrates this government’s
respect for the victims of all crimes.
Tainted property substitution declarations
Some offenders are now aware of the provisions of the
Confiscation Act as it relates to tainted property.
Property that is used in the commission of a crime is
tainted property. Tainted property is usually forfeited to
the state. For instance, if a bank robber’s own car is
used in the commission of the bank robbery it will be
forfeited to the state. However, where the tainted
property is owned by an innocent third person, the
property will not be forfeited. Accordingly, if a bank
robber steals another person’s car and uses that car in
the bank robbery, that car will not be forfeited to the
state, even though it was used in the commission of the
robbery. Instead, the car will be returned to its rightful
owner.
It is now increasingly common for offenders to use
rental premises to cultivate large hydroponic cannabis
crops, rather than using their own premises, which may
become subject to forfeiture. In addition, Victoria
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Police indicate that drug traffickers are more frequently
using rental cars to conduct unlawful activities while
using their own cars for personal use.
The bill addresses this by creating a new process known
as tainted property substitution. Where a court is
satisfied that tainted property is not available for
forfeiture, the court may order that any property of the
same nature or description in which the offender has an
interest may be substituted for the actual tainted
property. The property that is declared to be substituted
for the tainted property is then treated as if it were the
tainted property.
The prosecution may then apply for the forfeiture of
that property. To ensure that the defendant does not
dissipate assets prior to such a declaration being made,
a restraining order may be obtained in respect of the
property. A restraining order may be made because the
property sought to be restrained is property in which the
defendant has an interest, for which application will be
made for forfeiture (following a substitution declaration
by a court). These new provisions will prevent the
exploitation of current provisions, which are designed
to protect the legitimate interests of third parties.
Investigation and information gathering
Expanding the definition of ‘financial institution’
The Confiscation Act currently provides that
monitoring orders may be obtained in relation to a
financial institution. This enables information to be
gathered by police about the transactions that a person
is conducting through a particular account. A financial
institution is currently defined so that it primarily
applies to banks, building societies and credit unions. It
is also possible that a person may, for instance, seek to
deposit their criminal profits in an account held with the
TAB or a casino. By broadening the definition of
financial institution to cover these situations, police will
be able to apply for monitoring orders in relation to
these accounts.
Information notices
Many offenders disperse their criminal profits in
different accounts in different financial institutions. The
bill will allow police to issue information notices to
financial institutions. An information notice will require
a financial institution to provide information about
whether an individual who is the subject of a
confiscation investigation holds an account with that
institution, and if so, the balance of that account.
Once this information is obtained, police can determine
whether further action should be taken in relation to the
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individual concerned. This will provide a powerful
investigative tool that will enable confiscation
investigations and forfeiture proceedings to be
conducted more quickly. A similar power will also be
provided to the Asset Confiscation Office in the
Department of Justice (as a prescribed person) to enable
it to perform its role of enforcing pecuniary penalty
orders made under the Confiscation Act.
Section 85 statement
I wish to make a statement under section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act 1975 as to the reasons why
section 118L, as inserted by clause 29 of the bill, alters
or varies section 85 of that act by limiting the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.
Clause 36 inserts a new subsection (2) in section 145 of
the Confiscation Act, which states that it is the intention
of section 118L to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975.
Section 118L provides that no civil proceeding lies
against a financial institution or an officer, employee or
agent of the institution acting in the course of that
person’s duties, in relation to any action taken or
information given by the institution or person in
compliance with an information notice. It is the
intention of section 118L to limit the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court, so that civil actions cannot be brought
against financial institutions that comply with
information notices issued by Victoria Police or the
Asset Confiscation Office in the Department of Justice
(as a prescribed person).
The reason for the limitation of the Supreme Court’s
jurisdiction is that, without such an immunity, by
assisting the state in investigating and enforcing matters
under the Confiscation Act, financial institutions and
their officers could be exposed to significant civil
liability for breach of obligations to account holders,
such as the obligation to maintain confidentiality.
Freezing orders
It is now possible to quickly transfer large sums of
money overseas and out of reach of law enforcement
agencies, without even going into a bank. Under the
Confiscation Act, a restraining order is usually used to
prevent the suspected proceeds of crime from being
dissipated. However, to enable police to act as quickly
as possible prior to a suspect learning about a police
investigation, the bill gives police the power to apply
for a court order to freeze the funds in an account
before a restraining order is obtained. The court may
attach any conditions it considers appropriate when
making the freezing order.
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Because of the serious consequences of freezing the
funds in a person’s account, it is essential that a court
make this decision. However, because of the need to act
quickly, considerable flexibility has been introduced to
enable the court to be informed and its order to take
effect as quickly as possible.
An application for a freezing order may be made over
the telephone, by fax or by any other method acceptable
to the court. A freezing order takes effect immediately
upon it being given to a financial institution. Because of
the potential impact of a freezing order, it will only last
for a period of 72 hours. While a further freezing order
on the same account cannot be made, the period of
72 hours may be extended in limited circumstances.
Where an application is being made for a restraining
order in respect of the money in the account, the
freezing order may be extended until the application for
the restraining order is determined.
It will be an offence punishable by a fine of up to
$120 000 for a financial institution to allow any funds
to be withdrawn from a frozen account contrary to the
conditions of the freezing order. However, this will not
prevent the financial institution from making
withdrawals from the account for the purposes of
meeting the institution’s statutory liabilities.
Declarations
Confiscation proceedings concern property in which a
defendant has an interest. However, often other people
(such as the defendant’s spouse or a bank) will also
have an interest in that same property. Currently, police
are not always aware of interests in property other than
those of the defendant. As a result, if the defendant does
not tell the third party that confiscation proceedings
which affect that person’s property are on foot, and the
police do not know about the third party’s interests, the
proceedings may be conducted without key
information.
This can result in third parties only becoming aware of
court orders affecting their property when the state
takes action to seize or sell the property. Sometimes, a
third party will not become aware of confiscation
proceedings until the property is forfeited to the state
and sold. Whilst the act enables the third party to be
compensated in such circumstances, a preferable
approach is for the court and the state to be fully
informed about these interests prior to any court orders
being made.
The bill will require a person served with a restraining
order to provide police with the details of every other
person that he or she knows has an interest in the
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restrained property. Police will then be required to give
each identified person notice of the restraining order.
This will ensure that innocent third parties with an
interest in restrained property are made aware of
confiscation processes at an early stage. It will better
protect third party interests and allow proceedings to be
conducted simultaneously, where appropriate.

Until a determination is made, seized and restrained
property needs to be managed so that it does not lose its
value — either for the owner of the property if the
property is ultimately not forfeited, or for the state if the
property is forfeited. This can be particularly important
in cases where forfeited property is sought to be used to
help compensate victims of crime.

Information sharing

The ACO was established to manage seized and
restrained assets under the Confiscation Act and to
enforce confiscation orders. However, the ACO does
not have adequate powers to fulfil these functions. The
bill will address this by:

There are three agencies in Victoria with primary
responsibility for administering the asset confiscation
regime — Victoria Police, the asset confiscation office
in the Department of Justice (the ACO) and the
Director of Public Prosecutions (the DPP). In broad
terms, responsibilities are divided between the three
agencies along the following lines:
Victoria Police conducts investigations, gathers
information and seizes property;
the ACO manages assets and enforces confiscation
orders; and
the prosecution (either Victoria Police or the DPP)
conducts confiscation proceedings in court (for
example, for restraining orders and forfeiture of
property).
These three agencies have played these key roles since
the new confiscation regime was introduced in July
1998. To ensure that the confiscation regime works as
effectively as possible, the bill will allow law
enforcement agencies such as Victoria Police and the
DPP to provide information to another law enforcement
agency such as the ACO and its staff for the purposes
of confiscation proceedings.
This will assist the ACO with its function of managing
assets and enforcing confiscation orders. For example,
information gathered by Victoria Police during an
investigation for the purposes of an application for a
restraining order may be necessary for the ACO’s
management of restrained property and the
enforcement of forfeiture orders.
Property management
Before it is forfeited to the state, property is often held
under the Confiscation Act by virtue of it having been
seized under warrant or restrained under a restraining
order. Forfeiture proceedings commence after
conviction, and automatic forfeiture does not occur
until after conviction. It is not uncommon for large drug
trafficking cases to take two years to be determined.

creating a mechanism for the transfer to the ACO of
responsibilities in relation to property from law
enforcement agencies who are responsible for seized
and restrained property;
giving the ACO powers to manage seized and
restrained property, for example, to enter premises
under warrant to inspect property and arrange for its
valuation;
enabling the court to order that work be carried out
on restrained property to assist in maintaining the
property; and
enabling the Secretary to the Department of Justice
to ask a person to produce documents in relation to
seized or restrained property to allow appropriate
steps to be taken to manage the property (for
example, by obtaining adequate insurance for the
property).
The bill will also enable the Secretary to the
Department of Justice to delegate to the ACO (in
connection with its responsibility for property
management) the power to request the production of
documents in relation to seized or restrained property.
A number of provisions in the bill give powers to a
prescribed person. For these purposes, it is intended to
prescribe the director of the ACO (and in some cases
also the staff of the ACO) on the basis of the ACO’s
responsibility for property management under the
Confiscation Act. The director and staff of the ACO are
already prescribed for the purposes of a number of
provisions in the act.
These amendments will allow the ACO to manage
seized and restrained property on behalf of the state in
an accountable, professional and commercial manner
and prevent the diminution in value of the property.
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The power to seize property
The Confiscation Act currently enables a police officer
to seize tainted or forfeited property from any premises
under a search warrant. This does not provide police
with the power to seize property that is not in or on
premises. For instance, a car parked in a street is not on
any premises. The bill will enable police to obtain a
court order for the seizure of tainted or forfeited
property from a public place. This will be another
valuable tool for police.
Police often seize property pursuant to a warrant under
section 465 of the Crimes Act 1958 or section 81 of the
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981.
These warrants are issued by the courts to enable police
to seize property that may provide evidence of the
commission of a crime. If police seize this property and
it is held for the purposes of providing evidence, that
property cannot be held once it is no longer required for
such purposes.
However, sometimes the seized property is also
required for confiscation proceedings. Police are then
confronted with the situation of either having to apply
for a warrant under the Confiscation Act to seize
property which is already in police possession so that it
can be held under the authority of that act or returning
the property to the defendant.
The bill addresses this situation by providing police
with the power to apply to the court for a direction or a
declaration that property seized under section 465 of the
Crimes Act or section 81 of the Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances Act may be held as if it had been
seized under section 79 of the Confiscation Act. To
provide maximum flexibility a court may make this
direction or declaration either:
at the time a warrant is issued under the Crimes Act
or the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
Act; or
at the time police return to court for directions
concerning property seized under the Crimes Act or
the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act;
or
within seven days of the property no longer being
required for evidentiary purposes.
Conclusion
This bill introduces significant reforms to the
confiscation regime in this state. It provides significant
new powers and simplifies procedures to assist police
in ensuring that confiscation is a powerful deterrent to
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those considering engaging in criminal activities and to
strip the criminal profits obtained by those who are not
deterred from the outset. It will ensure that those
responsible for crime, and particularly drug traffickers,
are dealt with severely.
It is another important and substantial step in this
government’s commitment to provide a safer Victoria
through tough new confiscation powers.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PERTON
(Doncaster).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 14 November.

PERSONAL INJURIES PROCEDURES BILL
Second reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill is the next step in the government’s response
to the problems in the insurance industry that have the
potential to impact upon the health and wellbeing of the
Victorian economy and community.
The government has already taken steps to ensure that
insurance is available and affordable to all Victorians.
The government passed the Wrongs and Other Acts
(Public Liability Insurance Reform) Act 2002 on
16 October 2002. That act will tackle insurance
problems by using a variety of policy instruments to
pursue economic and social objectives. The
government is also amending the Limitation of Actions
Act 1958 to reduce the limitations period from six to
three years in claims for personal injury by competent
adults.
The bill I am introducing today goes further in reducing
the legal costs associated with personal injury and death
claims by introducing an early dispute resolution
process which will require the parties to clarify the
issues and think closely about the merit of their claim
and defence prior to the issue of legal proceedings.
This bill requires that before legal proceedings are
commenced, the parties must:
provide a notice of claim and response which
outlines the particulars of claim and any possible
defence;
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be subject to a suspension of the limitations period
whilst parties are engaged in the pre-litigation
procedures;
exchange all information and documents relating to
the claim;
engage in a compulsory conference to clarify issues
and attempt to resolve the matter; and
exchange mandatory offers of settlement.
In addition to these pre-litigation procedures, the parties
will be subject to costs thresholds which restrict the
legal costs recoverable in a proceeding.
There are certain time frames within which the parties
must comply with these procedures.
These measures promote the early resolution of claims
by requiring the parties to consider their claim and
possible defence closely in order to assess whether
settlement would be a more cost-effective solution and
to the benefit of the parties. Parties will be required to
undertake these procedures and will be unable to issue
legal proceedings without certifying that they have
complied with these procedures.
The reason for requiring early notification of claims and
exchange of information is to ensure that respondents
and insurers have greater certainty as to their future
level of risk. This promotes greater accuracy in the
premium-setting process. Furthermore, if early
notification of claim is not required, respondents and
insurers may be unaware of potential claims for several
years, which may make it difficult to defend any
proceedings.
Pre-litigation procedures which include cost thresholds
are an added incentive to settle a claim. Costs
thresholds operate in a similar manner to offers of
compromise in that costs do not automatically go to a
successful claimant if he or she has previously rejected
a more generous offer of settlement. Costs thresholds
are a de facto threshold in that they do not prevent those
with minor injuries from pursuing a claim against those
whose negligence caused their injury; rather they act as
a disincentive to issuing proceedings to those who do
not accept reasonable offers of settlement.
In effect the bill negates the automatic assumption of an
award of costs to a successful claimant where an award
is less than the mandatory final offer made to them by
the respondent. This only affects awards of damages up
to $50 000. Most claims for personal injuries or death
are for less than $50 000. The costs thresholds are two
tiered. Where damages awarded are less than $30 000,
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a claimant cannot recover costs from the defendant as a
matter of course, and a maximum of $2500 may be
awarded for legal costs where the claim is between
$30 000 and $50 000.
This bill enacts reforms which balance the needs of
claimants and those of defendants and insurers. It
encourages parties to a claim to closely consider the
merit of their claim and the prospects of success prior to
incurring the expenses associated with issuing legal
proceedings. It meets the government’s commitments
to act in the interests of the people of Victoria and
ensures continuity and certainty of insurance cover.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PERTON
(Doncaster).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 14 November.
Remaining business postponed on motion of Mr HULLS
(Attorney-General).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Planning: activity centres review
Ms BURKE (Prahran) — I refer the Minister for
Planning to the report of the review of activity centres,
which studied policy and centres of activity in
metropolitan Melbourne and Geelong. The key
concerns were conserving land and encouraging less
dependence on cars, changing economic, social and
environmental forces and some changes in population.
Activity centre policy is really no stranger to the
electorate of Prahran. It is a tool that has been used for
many years in Chapel Street. I am concerned because
the electorate I serve, Prahran, is the smallest electorate
in the state, and the population density is fairly evident
to anyone who travels down Chapel Street, Malvern
Road or even Toorak Road. The high-rises in the
ministry of housing areas and on the Como site, the old
Jack Chia site, are examples of how we need to move
on from the activity centres and into what is really
needed in the area. It lacks open space because of the
population density, and that has not been taken into
consideration as much as it should. It certainly does not
need any more high-rise buildings.
The other area of great concern is the need for
well-planned and well-designed aged care facilities.
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Every suburb in the state is going to need an aged care
facility, and they work very well in activity centres. But
the problem is that this activity centre review has not
recognised that the area of South Yarra and Prahran,
which it talks about, and even Toorak Village, does not
need more high-rises; it does not need more
entertainment centres. They are clashing with the area.
We now need to improve the quality of life and have
mixes of land use that actually work well together.
I call on the minister not only to look at the activity
centres of the future but also to consider the activity
centres that have been settled for some time. Activity
centres in Victoria have been talked about for 50 years.
Prahran, South Yarra and Toorak do not need to be
intense high-rise activity centres for the future. The
quality and ambience of those areas should be
improved for the people who live there. The areas that
have moved from industrial to residential zoning need
more beautification and more avenues of trees to take
away the concrete look. They are the issues that are
important. This study has not looked at the real issues
of what those communities will need in the future. I ask
the minister to re-evaluate it.

Road safety: rural and regional Victoria
Ms DUNCAN (Gisborne) — I ask the Minister for
Transport to take action to ensure that rural Victoria
sees the same sorts of benefits in terms of road safety
and the reduction in the road toll that metropolitan
Melbourne has seen. In recent times a number of
strategies have been introduced by the Bracks
government to try to bring down the road toll, but
equally importantly to decrease road injury and the
severity of injuries that are sustained. There have been
some dramatic improvements in that area as a result of
a number of strategies introduced by the government.
In terms of the road toll, for example, in the past
12 months there has been a dramatic reduction in the
number of deaths on roads in metropolitan Melbourne.
To mid-October the level of deaths was at a record low,
with a 24 per cent reduction compared with the
corresponding period in 2001. That is a fabulous
outcome. There has also been a reduction in the number
of pedestrian deaths and injuries as a result of some of
the Bracks government’s strategies.
Unfortunately we are not seeing the same sorts of
reductions in the road toll in country Victoria that we
have seen around metropolitan Melbourne. Certainly in
my area over the past few years there have been some
horrendous accidents on our roads, and honourable
members would be familiar with many of them. In
many ways the problems have been addressed in rural
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Victoria. In my electorate there has been a dramatic
increase in black spot funding, and that has been of
great benefit as well. There is a particularly nasty
bridge in my electorate, and I am pleased to say that the
government has allocated funds for it.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms DUNCAN — We do not need our Liberal
candidate to provide the funds. This government has
already provided the funds for that project. It is a
particularly bad section of road, and I am pleased with
the amount of money the government has spent on
black spot funding in my electorate. I ask that the
Bracks government remain diligent on this issue. The
50 kilometre speed — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Water: Goulburn Valley allocations
Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton) — I refer the Minister
for Environment and Conservation to 6800 water
customers, particularly in the Goulburn Valley, who
will not be receiving their full allocation of water this
season, despite being billed $32 million for that water.
At the moment there is a 1-in-100-year drought in the
Goulburn Valley and in the Wimmera–Mallee system.
Never before in the history of the authority has it
delivered less than full water entitlements, even though
in the last few years it has delivered only 100 per cent
as against previous years of up to 200 per cent of water.
This year’s allocation now stands at 47 per cent. At best
it might creep up to somewhere near 60 per cent if we
happen to have unusually high summer rains over
December, January or February.
It really is crunch time for families. They have reduced
their cow numbers on dairy farms; they have paid big
money for increasingly scarce fodder; and they are
searching for virtually non-existent agistment in
southern Victoria. The fruit orchardists also have
problems. They will be growing crops and have almost
half-grown fruit on the trees when they will be running
out of water.
I call on the minister to ensure these people are not
forgotten. I call on the minister to ensure that the
government will pick up the last payment of 25 per cent
of water rates, which will amount to around $8 million
in the Goulburn system, and as a matter of equity it
would need to be around $2.5 million — —
Ms Allen interjected.
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Mr KILGOUR — The honourable member for
Benalla laughs; isn’t that typical! Of course, the
$10 million absolutely pales into insignificance when
compared with the millions of dollars being splashed
around by the Bracks government: $77 million for the
Melbourne Cricket Ground — what for? To satisfy the
building unions. What about the Eastern Freeway, the
Scoresby freeway and the Pakenham bypass? It can
spend money on them. So what about the
6800 customers who will have to pay for water they do
not receive? The minister should ensure that these
people are not left high and dry without water in their
tanks and having to pay for water they have not
received. I would appreciate it if the minister could take
a good look into this situation and ensure that these
irrigators are looked after.
While I am on my feet, given that we may have an
announcement on Monday that ensures I will not speak
in this Parliament again, could I take this opportunity to
thank everyone for their friendship and camaraderie. I
have spent a very interesting and enjoyable 11 years in
this Parliament, and I wish everybody all the very best
for the coming election, which I believe will be
announced next week.
I thank you, Mr Speaker, for the part you have played
in this Parliament.

Multicultural affairs: crime prevention
strategies
Ms BARKER (Oakleigh) — I wish to raise an issue
regarding our culturally diverse communities and their
opportunity to participate in crime prevention and deal
with emergency calls and incidents of crime. I ask the
Minister assisting the Premier on Multicultural Affairs
to take action to ensure that these opportunities are
made available to these communities.
Many honourable members will know that in the
Oakleigh electorate I am proud to represent a large
Greek community, many of whom have lived in our
area for a considerable period of time. They have, for
example, established the Oakleigh Soccer Club, which
this year will celebrate its 30th anniversary. I am also
pleased to represent a large Italian community and a
very rapidly growing Russian community. Also based
in the electorate of Oakleigh is the South Central
Migrant Resource Centre — —
An Honourable Member — Where are the Irish?
Ms BARKER — I am Irish, so shut up!
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The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Oakleigh should refrain from responding to
interjections.
Ms BARKER — I do apologise, Mr Speaker. The
South Central Migrant Resource Centre does excellent
work, not only with communities that have been there
for long time but also with many of the new
communities coming to Australia. We also have, as do
many other honourable members, Neighbourhood
Watch, which is still strong and active.
However, in our area we find that the older members of
the Greek and Italian communities and other migrant
communities do not interact with Neighbourhood
Watch. I understand that is because many of those who
are older read only in their own language. However,
these people actively participate in their communities,
so I believe they need the opportunity to be involved in
crime prevention strategies such as Neighbourhood
Watch.
The other activity in the area is the senior citizens
register, which is coordinated by the Oakleigh police. It
was set up initially by Senior Sergeant Mike Jenkins, a
fantastic police officer, and it is run by volunteers now
that Senior Constable June Plant has retired. The ability
for Neighbourhood Watch to tap into the information
these people need to register with this important service
in languages they understand would give them a better
opportunity to interact.
The other thing we all know is that when in an
emergency you have to ring 000 it is a very distressing
time, but there is still a procedure to follow. For newly
arrived communities, particularly for older people who
do not have a great grasp of the English language and
who are in an emergency situation — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Schools: speed zones
Mr DIXON (Dromana) — I raise a matter with the
Minister for Transport regarding school speed zones.
Will the minister implement the findings of the review
of school speed zones that he set up a couple of years
ago? Currently Victoria takes an unbelievably
piecemeal approach to speed zones. You can drive past
schools between 3 o’clock and 4 o’clock in the
afternoon at 40, 50, 60, 70, 90 or even 100 kilometres
per hour. In fact in my electorate there is a school on
the intersection of two 100-kilometre-an-hour roads,
and other than a warning sign that says ‘School ahead’
there is no sign requiring a reduction in speed at any
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time, day or night. It is that which has prompted me to
start pushing for school speed zones
I have been raising this matter for a couple of years
now, and each time I have written to the Minister for
Transport, especially regarding Boneo Primary School
and recently two other schools in my electorate on busy
60-kilometre-per-hour roads, he has eventually written
back and said that a review of school speed zones is
going on and that no individual decisions will be made
until the whole review is completed. But it has been
going for two years, and I think that is long enough. A
safe speed outside a school depends on the lobbying
power of the local council, the local member or the
school council, so it is a ludicrous situation. As I said, it
is piecemeal, and because it is not consistent it is
therefore dangerous.
When I was on the all-party Road Safety Committee we
went up to south-east Queensland, which has a very
stringent and consistent policy on school speed zones. It
has consistent signage and consistent hours, and
everyone knows what the rules and regulations are
outside schools. That is what we should have in
Victoria, and I do not think it should be too hard to
achieve. We are not saying that every school should
have a limit of 40 kilometres per hour, specially if the
school is in a 100-kilometre-per-hour zone. Perhaps
that ought to be reduced to 60 kilometres per hour, but
it should be consistent. Certainly the 60-kilometre
zones should be reduced down to 40 kilometres per
hour during school hours, when the traffic is very busy.
That has worked very well in that area, and I know it
works well in some municipalities in New South
Wales. What we really need is a statewide approach to
this so people know that between 3 o’clock and
4 o’clock the speed zone outside a school will be the
same everywhere. I ask the minister to implement these
findings. It should not have taken two years to do it. It
is not too hard, and the safety of our children is at risk
here. Finally, Mr Speaker, my parting words to you are,
‘Καλη τυχη’ [Good luck].

Tourism: Benalla
Ms ALLEN (Benalla) — I raise with the Minister
for Tourism the very important issue of the effect of the
drought on tourism businesses in Victoria, particularly
in my electorate. I want the minister to take action to
ensure that tourism operators not only in my electorate
but right across country Victoria are able to continue to
promote their businesses during this time of drought.
Tourist operators around Lake Eildon have been doing it
very tough because of the drought and the lack of water
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in the lake, particularly around the Mansfield–Bonnie
Doon side. Caravan parks, tour operators and houseboat
operators have all felt the effects of the dwindling
number of tourists in the area over spring as the drought
continues and the level of the lake continues to fall.
However, there are many other things to do and see
around these areas, including visiting some of the best
wineries and bed and breakfasts in the state. There are
many adventure tourism activities to participate in,
including abseiling, horseriding and hot-air ballooning.
Tomorrow evening I will be opening the Mountain
Country Festival in Mansfield, which will continue
over the weekend, including a grand parade on
Saturday morning through the main street. It will be a
very exciting weekend, with many activities, including
the market, to participate in. On the Eildon side of the
lake there are still 32 kilometres of watery expanse for
houseboating and water skiing. It is vitally important to
get a positive message out to all Victorians urging them
to take their holidays in these areas in order to help
these operators continue to exist in viable tourist
destinations. I urge the minister to take action to ensure
that the tourism operators around Eildon and Mansfield
are able to attract tourists — local or from interstate or
overseas — to one of the most beautiful areas in the
state, with its myriad wonderful tourism experiences.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank
Mr Speaker, Alexander Andrianopoulos, for all his
help, guidance and understanding during the past two
and a half years. I wish him well with his future career.

Melbourne 2030 strategy
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) — I raise with the
Minister for Planning what the government proposes to
do in the southern suburbs under the Melbourne 2030
strategy of the Bracks administration. The government
proposes to turn us into St Kilda or, in fact, worse, inner
Melbourne — like Brunswick, or wherever, as
Mr Mike Hild said. Tonight I am aware that it is
proposed to put the Nylex site in Mentone up for sale. I
understand that some individuals have already
contacted the council expressing interest in applying for
a six-storey development on that particular site. So local
residents understand the height I am talking about, that
is two storeys higher than the current four-storey tax
building which is up the road in Cheltenham.
This is the beginning of a monumental disaster for the
Nylex site. The government is proposing similar
arrangements for the Mordialloc railway station area,
the spastic centre site in the electorate of the honourable
member for Carrum and a number of other spots. All
our railway stations are under threat by this because if
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you put four or five storeys up you get sea views, and
that means many millions of dollars to developers. It
does not matter whether you happen to be Liberal or
Labor in our area; in the past I have always supported
nothing other than two-storey development on the
foreshore. That continues to be my view of what should
happen to our area, and I certainly do not support this
nutty concept that is being proposed.
The residents of the Mentone area who now face the
sale of the Nylex site have my absolute assurance that I
will be doing everything I can to take the matter up
with the government. I am tonight calling on the
Minister for Planning — that part-time minister — to
get into this house in the government’s final days —
final because of a desperate Premier who wants to run
to the people to escape his destiny, which is to be out of
this place. I ask her to tell the people of the southern
suburbs that she does not intend to inflict St Kilda on us
in the manner in which she has proposed. I am not
unhappy about how they live in St Kilda. Good luck to
them! However, we did not move to the southern
suburbs to live like that. As Mr Mike Hild said, ‘We
would face the same pain as the inner suburbs of
Melbourne’. Well, I do not want the pain. I do not want
the high-rise. Neither does the Liberal Party.
I call on that lazy Minister for Planning who cannot
make decisions to come into the house tonight and put
the position of the government. Is she proposing to
destroy our way of life? Is she?
An Honourable Member — The answer is yes!
Mr LEIGH — What a disgrace! All I can say is that
from my point of view, if the election is called, the
sooner we get people like Kevin Chamberlin in here
representing the real Labor Party rather than those
goons on that side of the chamber, the better off we will
all be.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Geelong: Pako Festa
Mr TREZISE (Geelong) — I raise an issue for the
action of the Minister assisting the Premier on
Multicultural Affairs. It relates to the Pako Festa. For
the information of the house the Pako Festa is a
magnificent, community-based festival that celebrates
Geelong as a multicultural community. It was first held
in Geelong in 1983 and hence next year, 2003, will be
its 21st anniversary. The festa will be commencing on
1 February 2003 and will be expanded out to a
three-week festival.
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Such a festa, especially over such an extended period of
time requires funding, and therefore the action I am
seeking is for the minister to consider the provision of
further funding for this great community event. The
Victorian Multicultural Commission has committed
$5000 to next year’s festa. Whilst the City of Greater
Geelong is contributing $60 000, around half of that is
taken up with fees and costs that go to the council and
also public liability insurance. As can be seen very
clearly, to run a festival such as the Pako Festa requires
significant funding.
As far as I am concerned, and I am sure the other
honourable members who represent the Geelong area,
including the honourable member for South Barwon,
who is listening intently about the Pako Festa, will
understand how much this funding is required. The
Pako Festa promotes a sense of shared purpose and
cultural and artistic diversity within the Geelong
community. I was very pleased earlier this year that the
Premier, on a visit to Geelong, recognised the
importance of the Pako Festa by first launching the
Pako Festa 2003. We had a great afternoon and all the
groups and organisations involved enjoyed the
festivities. From my recollection the minister led the
Pako Festa 2002.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Members: valedictions
Mr SMITH (Glen Waverley) — I call on the
Premier to allocate time for retiring members to make
valedictory observations. It has been an honour and a
great privilege to represent the constituents of Glen
Waverley, and the local Glen Waverley Liberal
organisation whose representative I have been for the
past 171⁄2 years.
An Honourable Member — And a good one, too!
Mr SMITH — The seat was abolished in the latest
redistribution so I have the added distinction of being
the only member ever for Glen Waverley. I thank you,
Mr Speaker, and all honourable members for their
comradeship over this very lengthy period. I would also
like to thank the attendants, particularly Warren Smith;
the library staff, particularly Bruce Davidson; the
dining room staff, including John Isherwood, Linda
Bowman-Powell and Curtis Sinfield; and the Joint
Services section, including Steven Aird and Graeme
Spurr, Hilton Barr and Vittoria Novella, for the
incredible support we have had over that period — and
finally, my wife, Sarah, and my family.
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I wish members well for the future, particularly Robert
Doyle and the Liberal Party, and I trust that God whom
we acknowledge through the Holy Trinity will bring
great wisdom to honourable members and the
institution of Parliament in order to give better
democratic government to all people. I will miss being
in this place. I will miss the comradeship — —
Mr Nardella — And we’ll miss you!
Mr SMITH — I’ll bet! I hope I can contribute to the
state in other ways, no matter how small. I wish I had
more time. Again I urge the Premier to ensure that
retiring members do get a chance to make some
observations on the place. When you have been in this
place for a long time there are certain phases you will
have gone through. You come in with great
expectations, then you suddenly get brought down to
earth as to what you really are — you are part of a
team, and the team effort is really what it has all been
about. As I look around I see the various colleagues
who are here with us at the moment, and think of those
who have gone before and into other endeavours. But
the main thing is that from a place like this there is an
enrichment, a privilege, that few in the community are
able to have.
You, Mr Speaker, and I came into Parliament at the
same time, as did the honourable member for
Mornington. I mention other colleagues such as the
honourable member for Pakenham, the honourable
member for Bellarine and my neighbour, the
honourable member for Forest Hill. We have all had a
close relationship in that period, and it is something we
are going to miss. We have been lucky to have had the
opportunity to have ever been here.
Sir, I wish you well. Γεια σου! [Goodbye!] And good
luck to everyone.
Honourable Members — Hear, hear!

Vicroads: land sales
Mrs MADDIGAN (Essendon) — I wish to raise a
matter with the Minister for Transport. I would like him
to ask Vicroads to investigate its procedures for selling
off excess land, and particularly to take into account
special circumstances when arriving at an equitable
price. I raise this matter in relation to two circumstances
which have come my way fairly recently in my
electorate.
The first is in connection with residents at
51–53 Streldon Avenue, Strathmore. Vicroads
compulsorily acquired land from the back of their
properties in 1966. They have been maintaining that
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property, and in fact it has been fenced almost since that
time. The land was originally taken for a road
reservation, but Vicroads has now declared that that
road will not go ahead. The residents are therefore keen
to buy back that land, to be able to incorporate it into
their land and build some extensions on their house.
In their discussions Vicroads has agreed to sell them the
land but has put a price of $90 000 on it. This seems to
be most unjust. As I said, the land was compulsorily
acquired from the residents in 1966 — they did not
want to sell it. It seems to me that Vicroads has done
very nicely from the process. It compulsorily acquired
the land for $1500, I think, in 1966. It has not had to
maintain it since that time — the residents have. Now
Vicroads has come up with the idea of selling it back to
them for $90 000. It seems to me that Vicroads does
very nicely, but the poor residents are treated quite
harshly.
In discussing these sorts of matters with Vicroads it
seems to have a very strong policy under which it is
unwilling to look at special circumstances such as
these. If Vicroads has compulsorily acquired your land
against your wishes, it should be a little more generous
in coming to an agreement so that you can reacquire
that land when Vicroads no longer wants it.
A further instance has come my way fairly recently.
There is another piece of Vicroads land very close to
the front of a woman’s house in North Strathmore. This
land is very small and Vicroads is happy to sell it, but it
says it is big enough for a housing block and therefore
it wants to sell it to her at a normal retail price.
However, officers of Moonee Valley City Council have
told her that in their view it is too small and they would
never grant a planning permit to put a house on it. For
Vicroads to claim that a commercial rate has to be
paid — which is again up around the $100 000 mark —
for land on which no-one can build a house seems to
me to once again show that Vicroads is just blindly
following policy without taking into account special
circumstances.
I ask the minister if he can ask the staff of Vicroads to
look at its policies, particularly in relation to the sorts of
situations I have outlined, so that people can be dealt
with more fairly in relation to excess land that Vicroads
no longer requires.

Responses
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — The honourable member for Benalla raised
with me the wonderful tourism region around Lake
Eildon and the high country around Mansfield out to
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Bright. She highlighted the effects the drought and the
very dry weather conditions for a number of years now
have had on that local area. She also pointed out that
irrespective of that there are great things to do with
tourism in that region. She is absolutely right. If an area
is drought affected it does not mean you cannot have a
great bush walk in the high country or go horseriding,
white water rafting, fishing or four-wheel driving.
Dr Napthine interjected.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS — No. Here we have the
shadow minister for rural and regional development
saying, ‘You can’t go white water rafting in Victoria’.
Of course you can! He should get out and about and
find out.
Dr Napthine interjected.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS — No, there are some
places in Victoria where you can actually go white
water rafting. I ask him to go out there and have a look.
No wonder they are irrelevant!
You can also go four-wheel driving around the great
state parks around Lake Eildon. As we heard from Lake
Eildon tourism operators, you can still ski nonstop for
31 kilometres on Lake Eildon.
I thank the honourable member for raising the issue. I
also thank the honourable member for being a member
of the tourism drought action group, along with
representatives of the tourism industry and the
Parliamentary Secretary for Tourism, Sport and the
Commonwealth Games. They are planning now
because one-quarter of our state is drought affected.
The message we are sending is that people can still visit
those areas because there are still wonderful tourism
things to do. I thank her very much for that work.
She is also aware that the government has announced a
$750 000 package to assist in promoting tourism right
through the summer in the drought-affected areas from
Lake Eildon all the way to Bendigo and out to Mildura
to encourage visitors. Every $82 000 tourists spend in a
local area preserves or creates one job. That is the
message we are wanting to send. If the farmer is not out
there putting money through the petrol station or the
bakery, hopefully the visitor is. That is the message we
are sending.
The honourable member for Benalla is also aware that
recently the government launched a ‘Great Lake
Eildon’ tourism ad. Honourable members will be
seeing it on TV very soon. The state government
initially contributed $50 000 but has increased that by
another $15 000 from the tourism drought action
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money. So the state government contribution to the TV
advertising campaign promoting Lake Eildon is
$65 000. I thank the Lake Eildon tourism industry for
its great work in this area.
The honourable member for Benalla also highlighted
adventure tourism. Honourable members know
adventure tourism has been doing it tough because of
the insurance companies. I am pleased to let the
honourable member know that following
representations from the Victorian Tourism Operators
Association the government is contributing a $60 000
campaign that will flow through right to March to
encourage people to participate in the wonderful
adventure tourism activities right across our region. Of
course, her region is the adventure tourism capital of
Victoria. I thank the honourable member very much for
raising that issue.
The honourable member for Oakleigh raised a matter
for me also, as the Minister assisting the Premier on
Multicultural Affairs. She referred to some very
important issues relating to the wonderful work the
police and the community are doing in Oakleigh and
the City of Monash area in crime prevention. I can tell
the honourable member that I am very much aware of
the wonderful work the police are doing in the Oakleigh
area, which has been boosted by the additional
resources that the government has offered.
As she said, it is a very culturally diverse area. In the
last couple of years, through a joint project with Crime
Prevention Victoria, the Victorian Multicultural
Commission has jointly funded work on how we can
involve our ethnic communities more in crime
prevention issues. The multicultural liaison units
attached to each region have been doing wonderful
work creating links and contacts with our culturally
diverse communities in the areas they are located in.
Great opportunities arise as a result of that for involving
our culturally diverse community in more crime
prevention programs. The research has highlighted a
few things, including the fact that many ethnic
communities are not very well aware of how the
000 telephone service operates, which is a real issue. I
am pleased to announce to the honourable member for
Oakleigh that we are doing more in that area to ensure
that we have a better profile and greater awareness
among communities whose members do not speak
English of how to use the 000 service, not only for
emergencies but also to report crimes.
I am also pleased to announce to the honourable
member for Oakleigh that in a partnership with Adult
Multicultural Education Services we are putting
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together a package for newly arrived members of ethnic
communities, particularly the smaller ethnic
communities, through which it will be possible to work
with them on arrival as part of the settlement process
across Victoria. It will be an opportunity to make them
better aware of how they can be involved in crime
prevention, that they should not fear the wonderful
work the police do and that they are able to report
crime.
I am also very pleased to make another announcement
to the honourable member for Oakleigh on a matter on
which I know she has been lobbying very hard for her
community, as has the honourable member for
Tullamarine, who has raised it with me in the past. The
government, through the Victorian Multicultural
Commission and Crime Prevention Victoria, is funding
three pilot projects to expand Neighbourhood Watch
projects with three communities. The Greek community
in the City of Monash will work with the council,
Neighbourhood Watch programs and the police to
develop a program in the Greek community. The
program may be extended to the entire Greek
community across Victoria.
I am also pleased to announce to the house that pilot
Neighbourhood Watch projects will commence in the
City of Hume with the Turkish community and in the
City of Darebin with the Arabic community. I thank
honourable members for their active involvement.
There are great opportunities to expand Neighbourhood
Watch programs.
The honourable member for Prahran raised an issue for
the Minister for Planning. I note the honourable
member for Prahran is not present in the chamber, but I
will refer it to the minister.
Mr Leigh — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, the
minister is making scurrilous comments about the
honourable member for Prahran when ministers do not
even bother to come into the chamber. Why would
honourable members bother to be present in the
chamber when ministers do not attend. No wonder the
honourable member for Prahran does not want to
participate when the minister is not available. The
honourable member has every right to be disgusted.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Mordialloc has, once again, taken a point of order
when he is attempting to make a point in debate. There
is no point of order.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS — I was reminded by the
honourable member for Geelong that he raised a matter
for me as the Minister assisting the Premier on
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Multicultural Affairs regarding the Pako Festa. I am
aware of the great work of the Pako Festa. In my
capacity as the Minister for Tourism and in my
multicultural affairs portfolio I have been working to
help grow the festival so that it is not only a great
Geelong festival, celebrating Geelong’s cultural
diversity, but also a tourism event. The festival has
received funding in the past from Tourism Victoria. I
know it has an application in at the moment and I know
it has received support in the past from the Victorian
Multicultural Commission which has an expanded
major events program.
I am pleased to announce to the house that as it is the
21st birthday of the Pako Festa there is a great
opportunity to get the event to grow to its next
wonderful stage. I am pleased to announce that the
festival’s application to the Community Support Fund
has been successful and that it will receive a grant of
$33 900. Of course it is income derived from gambling
revenue that will go to support the 21st anniversary of
the Pako Festa. I congratulate the communities,
including the Ethnic Community Council of Geelong,
on the wonderful work they have been doing over so
many years. They know they have received more
support from this government through government
members of Parliament representing Geelong than the
community has ever received under previous
governments.
I note the festival is seeking a $50 000 grant from the
City of Greater Geelong. I am almost certain that the
city will continue to support the event and provide that
funding. I thank the honourable member for Geelong
and other government members representing Geelong
for their wonderful work in lobbying for the Pako Festa
and for organising the Premier to go down and visit
Geelong to hear first hand of the Community Support
Fund application.
The honourable member for Gisborne raised a matter
for the Minister for Transport. I will refer the matter to
the minister.
Mr Leigh — On a point of order, Mr Speaker, this
minister is totally unfair. He has attacked the
honourable member for Prahran for not being present in
the chamber, but when the honourable member for
Gisborne is not present he does not say anything. What
is going on!
The SPEAKER — Order! I again remind the
honourable member for Mordialloc that he has not
raised a point of order. The minister, concluding his
answer.
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Mr Thompson — On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
under standing order 256, concerning the lack of
opportunity for the gratias felicitas et vale principle, a
number of honourable members in the chamber have
been referred to, but people such as the honourable
member for Bellarine and the parliamentary librarian,
Bruce Davidson, who have served this chamber
magnificently over the years, have not had any
statement made in the house about their parliamentary
service, and it is regrettable that this is the case. I refer
also to Johanna in the public gallery, who does not have
the opportunity to advance this particular proposition.
The SPEAKER — Order! Under standing
order 256(a) I do not uphold the point of order. The
minister, concluding his answer.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS — I am trying to
conclude! The honourable member for Shepparton
raised a matter for the Minister for Environment and
Conservation, and I will pass that on to the minister.
The honourable member for Dromana raised a matter
for the Minister for Transport, and I will refer the
matter to the minister.
The honourable member for Mordialloc raised a matter
for the Minister for Planning, and I will refer that to the
minister.
The honourable member for Glen Waverley raised a
matter for the Premier, and I will refer that to him. I
thank him for his contribution.
The honourable member for Essendon raised a matter
for the Minister for Transport, and I will refer that to the
minister.
I wish honourable members well during Melbourne
Cup week, and I will see them next Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday!
The SPEAKER — Order! It has been a most
interesting adjournment debate. The Chair has allowed
some leniency regarding the matters raised by
honourable members. In that spirit, and in keeping with
the Greek theme for the day, I say to all members of the
house, ‘Ευχαριστώ!’ [Thank you!].
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 6.23 p.m.
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